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INTRODUCTION
Paul wrote Romans in the year 58, at the end of his
third missionary journey, toward the close of his three
months’ stay in Corinth. Acts 20 :1-6.
He had left Philippi early in April, immediately
after the Jewish Passover. We are enabled to estimate
the date of his departure from Corinth. It occurred in
March, 58, when the shipping season opened. His des—
tination was Jerusalem, and he had with him the eight
brethren who had been delegated by the congregations
to convey to Jerusalem the great collection for the
relief of the famine-stricken brethren in Palestine.
Acts 20:4; 24:17. Before Paul left Corinth on this
journey he wrote Romans.
All the old orthodox, as well as all the old heterodox testimonies without a single exception ascribe this
epistle to Paul, the Apostle of Jesus Christ. Stronger
even than this united ancient testimony is that embedded in the epistle itself. The great chorus of commentators down to the present day presents a full harmony on this point. So few have been the later eﬁorts
to shake this fact by means of hypotheses that they
scarcely deserve mention.
Time and place of writing are equally certain. Paul
was in Corinth twice: the ﬁrst time on his second missionary journey for a period of eighteen months when
he planted the gospel in Corinth and in Greece (Acts
18:11) ; again on his third missionary journey for a
period of three months (Acts 20:3), at the end of
which time he accompanied the bearers of the great
collection to Jerusalem. Rom. 15 :25, 26 state that Paul
is now on his way to help deliver this collection in Jerusalem. This makes time and place certain.

(5)
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All else agrees perfectly. In 16:1, Paul recommends
Phoebe, “a servant of the church that is in Cenchrea,"
the eastern seaport of Corinth. This recommendation
stands at the head of the greetings which Paul appends
to his letter and marks Phoebe as the bearer of his document to the Romans; compare the note at the end of
Romans in the A. V. In 16 :23, Paul conveys the greetings of his host Gaius, who according to I Cor. 1:14
was a member of the church at Corinth. These are valuable items for ﬁxing the time and the place of the
composition of Romans. First Corinthians was written
in Ephesus some time before Paul left this city for his
three months’ stay in Corinth.
We know even Paul’s plans. When he went to Corinth the ﬁrst time, his work in Europe had just begun,

and we hear of no plans for entering upon new territory. But when Paul was completing his work of
evangelizing the province of Asia toward the end of

his two years’ stay in Ephesus (Acts 19 :10) just before
he left for his second visit to Corinth, Luke tells us
about his plan: ﬁrst to visit Macedonia and Achaia
again and to take the collection to Jerusalem and then
also to see Rome (Acts 19:21).

Now after Paul has

been in Corinth in Achaia and just before leaving for
Jerusalem, when he writes to Rome, he tells us more
about his plans. He, indeed, wants to see Rome but
only for a visit for mutual beneﬁt (1:10-12), then to

proceed on to entirely new ﬁelds of labor in the far
west, namely to Spain (15:24). There was much to
detain Paul in Rome; but the church had already been

planted there without the help of an apostle.

It was

Paul’s calling to take the gospel into new territory, and
his plan was to work in Spain which was territory that
was entirely new.

The Lord himself wanted Paul to testify in Rome
(Acts 23:11), and we know from Luke’s record in Acts
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how the Lord brought this about in his own way so that

the apostle’s testimony continued in the great city for
no less than two years (Acts 28:30, 31), which was
more than Paul had hoped for. In March, 61, Paul was

brought to Rome as a prisoner and was acquitted and
set free in the spring of 63. He then visited Philemon
in Colossaa and also visited the Philippians, wintered
in Nicopolis, and in the spring of 64 started for Spain.
On his way thither he stopped at Rome, found Peter

there, and conferred with him.

This explains how,

during Paul’s absence in Spain, Peter came to write

First Peter to the churches in Paul’s Asian ﬁeld. While
Paul was at work in the west, Rome was burned in

July, 64, and in October of this year this crime was
blamed onto the Christians, many of whom suffered
martyrdom under Nero. Among their number was
Peter. This explains why Peter wrote his ﬁrst letter —
Christianity had become a religio illicita, in Rome, and
the churches in the Asian provinces would soon feel
the terrible effects of this measure. Some time after
that letter had been written Peter was nailed to the
cross.
All of this occurred while Paul was in Spain. On
his return to the east in 66 he was arrested —— just
where we do not know —- and was beheaded in Rome
at the end of 66 or early in 67. In 66 the fatal war with
the Jews began in Palestine, which ended with the

destruction of Jerusalem and of the nation of the Jews
in 70. See the introductions to I Timothy and II Timothy, also that to Hebrews. The readers addressed in
Hebrews are the many former Jews in Rome whom
Paul converted during his ﬁrst imprisonment (Acts

28:17-31).
Romans has always been highly praised, and it is
beyond question the most dynamic of all New Testament letters even as it was written at the climax of
Paul’s apostolic career.

Early given the ﬁrst place in
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the list of Paul’s letters (Lietzmann, Handbuch zum
Neuen Testament, the third volume on Romans, shows
also three other ancient lists), Romans still holds that
place in our Bibles in spite of the actual chronology of
Paul’s letters.

But the contents of this great letter

were not effectively used until the time of Augustine,
and even this church father failed fully to appropriate
the apostle’s teaching although he crushed Pelagius in
regard to the doctrines of sin and grace. His greatest
error was in regard to predestination. Augustine died
in 430, and centuries passed before the contents of
Romans again became effective, but this time they were
fully utilized through Luther and by the Reformation
of the sixteenth century. The ﬁrst Protestant dogmatics and ethics, Melanchthon’s Loci communes
(1521), were the result of lectures on Romans. The
great Lutheran Confessions, written in that magniﬁcent era of the church, were founded in large part on
Paul’s Epistle to the Romans, beside which was placed
Galatians. Augustine, too, was now corrected. To
this day the truth laid down in Romans forms the
Gibraltar basis of doctrine, teaching, and confession in
the true evangelical church. Romans is ﬁnally prized
with full understanding as never before.
We could not think of altering one word of Luther’s
famous introduction to Romans, the ﬁrst sentences of
which read: “This epistle is the real chief part of the
New Testament and the very purest gospel, which, indeed, deserves that a Christian not only know it word
for word by heart but deal with it daily as with daily
bread of the soul. For it can never be read or considered too much or too well, and the more it is handled,
the more delightful it becomes, and the better it tastes."
Melanchthon points to the heart of Romans (0. Tr.
147, 87) : “In the Epistle to the Romans Paul discusses
this topic especially, and declares that, when we believe
that God, for Christ’s sake, is reconciled to us, we are
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justiﬁed freely by faith.” He then quotes the vital
passage Rom. 3:28. In his Table Talk Coleridge feels
constrained to say: “I think St. Paul’s Epistle to the
Romans the most profound work in existence.”
It does not seem possible that the justitia Dei, the
blood-bought righteousness which alone avails before
God, the antithesis to all self-earned human righteousness with its correlate sola ﬁde justiﬁcamur, in particular also this exclusive sole. of Luther in rendering Paul’s
thought, will ever again be dimmed in the church. The
verdict must stand that the men of the Reformation
and the post-Reformation era brought out in strong
relief the doctrinal contents of Romans and made them
the actual spiritual possession of the church. As far
as the teaching of Romans is concerned, all succeeding
generations can do only one thing: enter into the fruits
of their labors.
From the very beginning Calvinism failed in this
task. Its fundamental error was and still is the removal of justiﬁcation from the center of the gospel
teaching as set forth by Paul in Romans as well as in
the entire teaching of Scripture. The root of this error
is the elevation of the volumes beneplaciti above the
voluntu signi, thus interpreting the divine will as
signiﬁed in the written Word, not according to this
written Word alone, but, in the last analysis, according
to ‘what our imperfect vision thinks it sees God’s good
pleasure doing with men. We must always do the reverse. Failure to apply this vital principle of interpretation is peculiarly fatal as regards Romans, and es—
pecially chapters 9 to 11. The issue is not one between
rival interpreters, call'them exegetes, dogmaticians, or
New Testament scholars, but one pertaining to the ultimate divine realities on which the salvation of every
believer rests. The exposure of the false Calvinistic
exegesis necessarily must go on, and it cannot be too
thorough.
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All Catholic, rationalistic, and ﬁnally modernistic
efforts to interpret Romans are of negligible character
even as regards the more external questions. Preconceptions as well as animus misread Paul at the vital

turns.
The older evangelical expositors made it their great

task to bring to view the full doctrinal wealth of
Romans, and the allegation is true that they had little

or no inclination to investigate what may be called the
historical side of the letter.

The fact is that interpre-

tations of this type have continued to the present time.
Romans has thus been expounded as a “Pauline dog-

matics” in which the apostle sets forth the gospel as
he generally taught it.

The letter is regarded as Paul’s

“doctrinal system,” as a compend of his theology, “in a
way the dogmatical and moral catechism of the apostle,” a sort of Lehrbuch. The criticism of such a treatment of Romans cannot charge that it misapprehends

the contents but only that it misconceives its form and
the purpose of that form. Since the middle of the last
century a new type of treatment has been introduced
which is based entirely on the “circumstances” of the
letter. The new aim was to determine all the historical
facts in connection with the letter, in particular those
regarding the church at Rome, its proportion of former
Jews and former Gentiles, their relation to each other
plus their mutual relation to the great synagogues of
the Jews in Rome, the organization of the Roman
church, its attitude toward Paul and Paul’s entire work
among the Gentiles, etc. These attempts intend not
merely to view Romans more exactly as a letter written

for a speciﬁc purpose but to make the historical data
connected with it decisive for interpreting and for evaluating its entire contents.

The very beginning of this new form of exposition
was unfortunate, being coupled, as it was, with radical
textual criticism, the excision of the very parts of the
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letter, 1:1—15 and the last two chapters, that contain
the historical data of the letter itself, all of them most
vital for understanding its real aim and purpose. Then,

too, the widest divergence appeared in regard to what
the historical data really were and thus also in regard
to what they meant.

We may at once add that this

divergence continues unchecked to the present day
with the prospect of unanimity still far in the distance.

The chief difﬁculty lies in the paucity of our information regarding the church at Rome.

Suppositions

have, therefore, been introduced. These not only vary,
they eventuate in contradictions. In the battles ensuing some of the actual information at hand has been
ignored (for instance that supplied in Acts 28:17-29)

or set aside. Romans has thus been viewed as a strong
polemical document, again as being wholly irenical, yet
again as conciliatory, or even as apologetic, or at least

as prophylactic. Each view attempts to refute the
others, and this effort consumes much valuable ink.
The results are neither edifying nor helpful. Instead
of constituting a decided advance upon the simpler dogmatical expositions, the cloud of contending hypotheses
regarding the historical data obscures what those simpler expositions have succeeded in presenting with
helpful clearness.

Whoever seeks to understand Romans today must,
ﬁrst of all, conserve all the doctrinal wealth brought
out by the best of his predecessors who have made the

availability of this wealth their only or their chief business. If he is able to bring out an added nugget or
two of his own ﬁnding, let him count himself fortunate.
A new need constantly arises to review and to restate

Paul’s teaching as presented in this letter. Nine-tenths
of the entire task must be devoted to the doctrinal contents, and even if nothing more is offered, no one needs
to grieve. In the very nature of the case the historical

side is of minor importance.

Without special investi-
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gation of the historical data one may know thoroughly
just what Paul taught the Romans to believe and to
practice in their lives. Yet, to be sure, Romans is a
letter and not a treatise of a general nature, a letter
written by Paul at a deﬁnite time in his career with a
well-deﬁned purpose to the church as it then endsted in
the capital of the world, concerning whose membership
and standing he was also adequately informed. The
actual data on these points that are still available to us
today are not many, not difﬁcult to secure, and, when
all is considered, quite sufﬁcient for apprehending the
real purpose for which the letter has been preserved.
Beyond these data no man is able to go. Even if we
had more, the additions would not change a single important point in the letter itself. Hypotheses might be
innocuous, most of them have been harmful.

We have already indicated how far Paul’s work had
progressed when he wrote Romans and the connection
of this letter with his plans for the future. As soon
as possible after his impending visit to Jerusalem he
intended to visit the Romans on his way to his contemplated missionary work in Spain. His letter brings
them this information. Apart even from his contemplated Spanish tour Paul had long been desirous of
visiting the church at Rome, to contribute something to
its great work, and, in turn, also to receive something
for himself from intimate contact with its membership.
When he writes these things, we hear the voice of the
apostle speaking as a debtor to Greeks and to barbarians alike (1:14) and as a minister of Jesus Christ to
the Gentiles (15:16), addressing a church in the general territory allotted to him which was peculiar in
this respect that it had almost two decades before this
established itself unaided in the world’s capital.
All of this presents no difﬁculty to the modern
reader. Yet this information is conveyed only in the
opening statements and in those at the close, which are
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a little fuller. The great body of the letter consists of
doctrinal teaching which is followed by ethical admonition and instruction. In substance this body of the
letter is also clear to present-day readers. All of the
material is carefully arranged, we may say even systematically arranged. We have little difﬁculty in
grasping every bit of this wealth of instruction. It is
in general didactic, at times dramatically so, then also
hortatory. Its tone is personal throughout, highly so,
as though instead of just writing, the apostle is speaking to his readers face to face. An attractive warmth
is felt throughout. We are not reading a treatise but a

letter, and not a treatise merely in letter form, but a
genuine letter.
One question may come into our minds as we read
this letter: “Just why did Paul feel moved to put all
this into his letter to the Christians at Rome?” "And
this suggests another: “Did the conditions in Rome
call for just such a letter as this?” Those who have
learned to know Paul from the records in Acts, especially from his addresses there preserved and from his
other letters, will surely agree that what he wrote to
the Romans must have eminently ﬁtted their situation whether we today are able fully to gauge that situation or not. In fact, we may' well say more on the
strength of what the letter itself records. Concluding,
as we have seen, on his own account to write to the

Romans about his present plans, Paul felt that he
should state far more in this his ﬁrst direct contact
with them, namely, to put them in mind of what they,

indeed, already knew but certainly-would be glad to
hear again, as being most necessary for their faith
and their life, since it was now coming from him, God’s
apostle sent especially to the Gentiles among whom he
also had worked with such signal blessing (15:14,
etc.). We take it that our questions are fairly answered by Paul himself.‘
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But must we not say more, perhaps much more, in
fact, something different, perhaps entirely diﬂerent?
What about this church at Rome, its makeup, its internal conditions, etc., as far as our proper view of the
epistle in general and our interpretation of its various
parts are concerned?
The church at Rome, like that at Antioch, began
when Christians who had been converted elsewhere
found each other in the great capital and got together.
This may have occurred about the year 40, scarcely
earlier but also not much later, thus about eighteen
years before Paul wrote his letter. It is not known who
organized this congregation; tradition fails to report
even a single name, but the founders were, no doubt,
former Jews. After the mother church at Jerusalem
was scattered by the persecution following Stephen’s
martyrdom, some believers more than likely came to
Rome, since among the 3,000 present at Pentecost there
was a. number of Romans, Jews and proselytes who
were temporarily residing in Jerusalem, Acts 2:10.
We also know that Rome, the world’s great capital, was
the center of travel and drew men to it as Paul himself
was drawn to it. The nucleus, once formed, would
naturally grow.
The correctness of the statement made by Eusebius
(Chronioon III) that Peter went to Rome in 42 and
remained there for twenty-ﬁve years is doubtful in
view of Acts, Peter's own epistles, and those of Paul
that were written in Rome. Jerome (Scrip. Ecol. 1)
states that Peter was bishop of Rome for twenty-ﬁve
years after he had gone there to refute Simon Magus.
But this Simon Magus, with whom Peter is supposed
to have waged constant and successful battle, is only a
mask for Paul, and the entire tradition about this stay
of Peter’s in Rome is only historical ﬁction to portray
the idea that the Christianity preached in Rome by
Paul was to be overcome by Jewish Christianity as sup-
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posedly preached by Peter, or that it was to lose its

detested peculiarities through unity with its supposed
opposite. Zahn, Introduction II, 170, etc. Peter did
get to Rome but not until after Paul’s ﬁrst imprisonment. He was executed there in 64, before Paul's second imprisonment and execution. The story that both

apostles were executed simultaneously on June 29 grew
out of a Roman festival that was commemorative of
the removal of their remains, or what were supposed

to be their remains, to the Appian Way in the year 258.
Dio Cassius, (Ix, 6, 6) reports, in connection with
the ﬁrst year of the reign of Claudius, A. D. 41: “The
Jews, who had again so increased in numbers that it

would have been difﬁcult to exclude them from the
city without a riot on the part of their rabble, he did
not, indeed, drive out but commanded them, while retaining their ancestral customs, not to assemble.” The

thought seems to be that they were permitted to conduct their Sabbath services in their different synagogues but were not to stage tumultuous gatherings to

which they were prone. Now in the fall of 51, when
Paul came to Corinth for the ﬁrst time, he found Aquila

and Priscilla there, who had been driven out of Rome
by Claudius (Acts 18:2), and the historian Suetonius

writes:

Judaeos impulsore Chresto assidue tumul-

tantes Rama expulit.

In spite of this emperor’s great

friendliness toward the Jews and his ﬁrst warning
decree he was ﬁnally forced to order all of them out of
Rome although not out of Italy.

The question is, “Who

was this instigator ‘Chrestus’ who was causing such
tumults?” Suetonius writes as though this agitator
was living among the Jews in Rome. The usual opinion
is, therefore, undoubtedly wrong, viz. that Jesus is
referred to (“Chrestus” being a misspelling for

“Christus”), and that these tumults were violent
clashes between the Jews and the Christians in Rome
regarding Jesus’ being the Messiah. Whether we are
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able to determine who this agitator really was or not
we cannot accept the common view nor believe that the
Christians had anything to do with these tumults.
The decisive evidence for this is Acts 28:17-29.
When Paul gets to Rome he invites the leading Jews to
come to him, and they not only come with all readiness
but even arrange an all-day conference with him, and
at the end of it some were being persuaded, while some
were not. Luke writes as though about half of the
leading Jews of Rome were that day won for the gospel. All this would have been impossible if some years
previously the line between Jews and Christians had
been sharply drawn in Rome which resulted in violent
tumults that eventuated in the expulsion of the Jews
from Rome and their return only after the emperor’s
death in 54, four years before Paul wrote his epistle,
seven before he was brought to Rome. Some assume
that even the Christians were expelled from Rome together with the Jews, no distinction being made between them. Luke upsets this interpretation of the
words of Suetonius, and this fact ought to be acknowledged.

Acts 28 :17-29 reveal the fact that until the time
when Paul himself came to Rome the Christians at that
place had quietly pursued their way without invading
the synagogues in the city, without attempting to convert any of the Roman Jews. No clashes had occurred.
Not until Paul came, but then at once, was Jewish mis-

sionary work begun in Rome and begun with great
success on the very ﬁrst day that theattempt was
made. See the writer’s exposition of this section in

Acts. A light is thus shed on the Lord’s word to Paul
that he was to testify also in Rome, Acts 23:11. A
great work awaited this ﬁrst apostle who came to
Rome, and judging from the prompt beginning which
he made, he accomplished it with wonderful success.
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We now glance at the various assumptions regard-

ing the church at Rome and at their eﬁ'ect on the interpretation of the epistle. The historical interpretation
of Romans began with the assumption that the church
was not only Jewish but Jewish in a Petrine sense, i. e.,
heavily legalistic. Paul’s epistle was regarded as a
grand effort to transform this Petrine into a Pauline
type of Christianity. Needless to say, this view is untenable and has been discarded. Romans is not in the
least a polemical letter, to say nothing about a polemical letter of such a type.
Were the Roman Christians divided into two congregations or into two parties, Jewish and Gentile,
that were antagonistic to each other or at least disturbed by friction? Is Paul’s letter irenical, an effort
to remove disunion or friction? This idea is untenable.
The letter does not operate with a status controversiae
and does not indicate points of friction and does not
Seek to remove them.
But, perhaps, the Romans entertained wrong views
regarding Paul, his work and his teaching? We are
told that the church was predominantly Jewish and
was ﬁlled with “a considerable degree of mistrust”
against this Apostle of the Gentiles and with “dissatisfaction” because of his abolition of all Jewish inﬂuences and demands, coupled with painful regrets that
his unscrupulous procedure alienated and embittered
the Jews and made them so hostile to the gospel. This
feeling against Paul is thought to have emanated from
the mother church in Jerusalem and to have been more
harmful to Paul than the work of the outspoken Judaizers whom we meet in the Galatian churches. So
in Romans Paul is trying to conciliate these distrustful
Romans ; his letter is regarded as an apologetic. Planning a stay in Rome before going on to Spain, the
apostle feels that he must win the Romans so they will

think better of him and of his work. It is even sup-
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posed that he sent Aquila and Priscilla from Ephesus
to Rome so that they might help in this work of conciliation and therefore praises them so highly in his
letter (16:3, 4).
Let us begin with these latter. The role assigned
them is beyond their ability. Aquila is a very humble
and quiet man, and while Priscilla is more able than

her husband, she, too, is retiring and not in the least
the woman who could undertake a task such as the one

here assigned to her. Nor does Paul’s praise in 16 :3, 4
hint at such an assignment. As far as the introduction
of the Jews in Rome in this connection is concerned we
have already described the situation. No mission work
had been done among them by the Roman Christians.
Then also Paul had very many friends in Rome, people

from churches he himself had founded, and not a single
opponent to speak of him in a derogatory manner.

To

cap the climax, even the leading Jews who, indeed,
knew that “this sect was everywhere spoken against”

speak of this sect only in general and do not hold Paul
as such personally responsible; they are even ready to

hear Paul at length, do hear him, and about half of
them are won by Paul on the very ﬁrst day. Why are
such facts disregarded? When one ventures upon assumptions, all the data should be taken into account.
Paul has no need to conciliate, his letter is not an

apology.
Is it prophylactic? This point is also overdone.
Judaizers, men who mixed law and gospel and called
that mixture the genuine, original gospel, and the
preaching and the practice of Paul an emasculation of

the real gospel did, indeed, break into his Galatian
churches.
But where is there evidence that these
Judaizers followed Paul so that he had to fear that they
would soon break into Rome? Even when a few years

later Paul wrote to Ephesus and to Colossae when he
was in Rome he did not say a word about such Judaiz-
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ers; yet these churches were far nearer to Galatia than
was Rome. The Judaizers in Colossae were of an entirely different type. In its very nature truth is prophylactic and arms against error in advance; beyond
that fact Romans shows no trace of prophylaxis.
There has been considerable debate as to the compo-

sition of the church at Rome, especially as to the proportion of former Jews and former Gentiles. It seems
strange that the fact is overlooked that Paul himself

acquaints us with the entire Roman congregation, with
all its leading persons, and with its various groups. He
indicates those among the leadership whom he knew
personally and' those whom he did not as yet know
personally. There are eleven in each group, twentytwo altogether. He identiﬁes those who were once
Jews, and those who were not.

He does this in 16 :3-16.

These salutations have been minutely studied, but the
fact has been overlooked that they include the entire

congregation, that it cannot be assumed that in these
greetings Paul omitted a part of the membership. We
see the exact proportion of former Jews and former

Gentiles.
More than this. We now see the proportion of
slaves in the Roman church. It was rather large. We
even have means for an approximate estimate of the
size of the congregation.
Still more important, we

now see why a congregation of this complexion had
during the eighteen years of its existence never attempted Jewish mission work in Rome; some of the
reasons are patent. New light is shed on Acts 23:11,

on the Lord’s order that Paul was to testify at Rome
as he had testiﬁed in Jerusalem—mark it, as he had

testiﬁed in Jerusalem among Jews. Paul was to do
Jewish mission work in Rome. We see Acts 28:17-31
in a new light and understand why Paul, on arriving
in Rome, sent for all the Jewish leaders of the synagogues, why they actually came to him, why oz ,u’y and
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01 Si in Acts 28:24 show that Paul's ﬁrst effort won
about ﬁfty per cent of the Jewish leaders during one
day’s discussion with them. All these facts are now
salient.

They stand out the more when we perceive

the signiﬁcance of that list of greetings in 16:3-16.
There we see the whole congregation. Paul's epistle was to be read to all as they met in full assembly.
He does not write:

“I greet -- I greet l" but:

“You

salute this member, that member, with this, with that
group — you salute this, and salute that group E” He
states how the congregation is to do this, namely by
means of the holy kiss. Can one think that Paul omitted any part of the membership, whether small or
large? That one part or another was not at his request
to.be saluted with the holy kiss? Such a thing cannot
be attributed to a man like Paul. The whole epistle
shows that he is approaching the whole congregation.
The last sections show how unity and unanimity are his
great concern. Read 15 :5-7, and 16 :17-20 with this in
mind, and it will become evident how unlikely it is that
Paul himself should have made a division by having
some members and not others saluted. And why does
he have the two groups of slaves referred to in 16 :10,
11 saluted if other groups \are left out? We might add
more, but this is surely sufﬁcient.
Now 16:3-16 become a text on which one may
preach a most interesting and effective sermon. It presents to us the actual membership of the congregation
in the onetime capital of the world, its leaders, its
slaves in the emperor's own palace and court, etc. To

these people the greatest letter ever written on the
greatest doctrine ever known in the church was addressed. The sermonic possibilities are immense. This
is not a mere list of foreign and uninteresting names.
The critical view that chapter 16, or chapters 15 and
16, do not belong to this epistle will prove unacceptable.
A companion piece to chapter 16 is the section 2 :1 to
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3 :20, and the view that in this section Paul proves also
the Jews to be sinners. Did the Romans need proof, so
much of it at that, to believe that all Jews were sinners? When we see what this section does contain it
at once becomes alive. It at once becomes up-to-date.
How it then invites us to preach sermons on it! God
knows our people would need them, need them today.
Phoebe carried this letter. But the fact that she
was going from Cenchrea to Rome at just this time
did not induce Paul to write. Opportunities for sending
letters by trusted bearers were too many for us to assume that this woman's going to Rome precipitated
Paul’s writing.
The opinion is voiced that the congregation at Rome
was still unorganized. And Paul does not mention
Roman elders.

On this assumption another is built,

namely that Paul planned to go to Rome in order to
effect an organization. The underlying thought is that
only he could do this, or only some person delegated
by apostolic authority. This hierarchical idea must be
brushed aside. All Jewish Christians and all proselytes
of the gate knew how to organize, namely after the pattern of the synagogues.

And all apostolic Christians

knew that they had full right to proceed to an organization. It is unlikely that this congregation should have
existed in an unorganized state for so many years.
When he writes to other congregations Paul does not

always mention their elders.
But perhaps Paul had sent one or the other of his
assistants to Rome to attend to this matter or at least
to inspect the church, to teach there, or to perform

some other errand. Then Paul would have mentioned
that fact in this elaborate letter of his. The idea is
also unwarranted that he regarded Rome as a part of
his ﬁeld because at an earlier date he had sent some

representative of his to Rome. No such thought of
ownership appears in his letter but rather the very
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contrary. This congregation came into existence some
eighteen years before the composition of this letter.

The sending of a representative even a few years before his own proposed coming could no mere establish
a claim of ownership than did the eventual coming of

Paul himself.

Paul never looked upon the Roman

church as though it were an ownerless, stray ﬂock
which he was privileged to appropriate for himself.
Romans is usually divided into two parts, doctrinal

and hortatory, which division, however, is merely formal as well as disproportionate. Some writers seem
to care little for the structure of the letter, others go
to an extreme in outlining its pattern.

The headings

of the various parts are inserted as we progress in our
interpretation.

CHAPTER I
The Salutation

1) Greek and Latin letters began with what we
may call the salutation: the writer names himself and
salutes the person or the persons to whom he is writing.

We thus have 1) the writer’s name in the nomi-

native: “Paul”; 2) the persons addressed in the dative:
“to all who are in Rome,” etc.; 3) the word or the
words of salutation, an inﬁnitive (in Acts 15:23;
23:26; James 1:1, the ordinary secular xai’pzw) or, as

a substitute for the inﬁnitive, two or more nouns in
the nominative: “grace and peace."

These three con-

stituents are essential but they are often treated as the
framework, any one or all three of them being expanded as the writer may wish. Without ampliﬁcations

the salutation is merely formal; but when additions
are made, these become important, often highly so.
They may reﬂect the writer's feelings; in Gal. 1:2

the omission of an addition to the second member of
the greeting helps to do this.

Often the capacity in

which one writes is indicated, or his relation to the
reader (readers), his attitude, and the like.

Paul, a slave of Jesus Christ, a called apostle,
one having been set apart for God’s gospel which
he promised in advance through his prophets in
sacred writings concerning his Son, come from
David’s seed according to (his) ﬂesh, ordained as
God’s Son in power according to (his) spirit of holiness by (his) resurrection from the dead, Jesus
Christ, our Lord, through whom we received grace
and apostleship for the obedience of faith among all

nations for his name’s sake, among whom are you
also as called of Jesus Christ: to all who are in
(23)
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Rome, beloved of God as called saints: grace to you
and peace from God, our Father, and the Lord Jesus
Christ!

This salutation is exceptional because of its length,
and it is the expansion of its ﬁrst member (“Paul”)

that causes it to become so long. While certain of the
Roman Christians knew Paul from previous contacts

with him, to the majority of them he was a stranger.
At the time of the writing of this epistle he had not
come into touch with this congregation even by way

of. intercourse through one of his assistants. He is
now, by means of this letter, establishing the ﬁrst
contact. And this letter is to be delivered by a woman
and not by one of Paul’s helpers. Hence this ampliﬁed
introduction of his own person.

Yet note that, in addition to presenting Paul to the
Romans, it also connects the Romans with him. In v. 6
it throws a bond of fellowship around them and him.
This is characteristic of Paul, one of his beautiful traits.
In Paul’s very ﬁrst sentence the Romans are made to

know and to feel in what capacity and in what spirit he
approaches them. On the other hand, Paul’s characterization of the Romans in this salutation shows how he
regards them as he now speaks to them in his letter.
This, as well as the third element, the salutation proper
(v. 7), are brief, properly so, the latter needing no
special additions.
The heading of Paul's letter is thus periodic in
form (R. 432) and is interesting already on that account.

Moreover, it is packed full of the weightiest

concepts and statements; each of these is reduced to the
greatest brevity but loses nothing on that account. The
Greek reads far more smoothly than an English reproduction, which is due to the nature of these tWo lan-

guages. Paul’s every word is most exact, and each is
in the right place. Even the shifting of a phrase in
translation may gravely alter Paul’s meaning. It is
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worth noting, because it is certainly intentional, that
the name “Jesus Christ” appears three times in this
salutation, the third time signiﬁcantly at the end. The
English ﬁnds itself hampered in translating the many
nouns that appear without articles, some of which are
untranslatable in this form. In each of them the Greek
intends to stress the quality expressed, and some of
these unarticulated nouns have genitives so that we
have practical compounds, unit ideas of peculiar force,
that are only with great diﬂiculty rendered into English.

It has been suggested that Paul wrote over the
heads of the Romans, many of whom were merely
slaves. As far as the latter are concerned, many of
them were better educated and more intelligent than
their owners. But the main point is that the divine
truth is a stream in which a child may wade and an
elephant must swim. All of Paul’s letters were certainly above the heads of their recipients; they are
above ours today, and yet they are also under our feet
like solid ground. None of them is grasped by the
intellect alone, all of them require spiritual insight,
and the truer the insight, the richer the appropriation.
After you have carried away a good deal in your very
biggest basket, more still invites you to come and to
carry it away.
It may be well to note that Paul was born a Roman
citizen with all the rights pertaining to that civil status.
While at the time of his circumcision his father, from
whom the son inherited his Roman citizenship, gave

him the name of the only Jewish king that descended
from the tribe of Benjamin, “Saul,” he also gave him
his name as a Roman citizen, “Paul.” He bore both
names from the time of his infancy. The Greek boys
with whom he played called him “Paul.” In Jewish
circles “Saul” was used. After his work among the
Gentiles was started he properly went only by the name
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of “Paul,” Acts 13:9 noting the time. The view that
he himself took this name is doubtful.
Paul’s ﬁrst apposition to his own name is 805»:
'Imi xpmoﬁ, “a slave of Jesus Christ,” which is certame an Old Testament religious Semitism but not as
L. supposes completely non-pagan, for B.-P. 320 cites
several pagan examples of its religious use. Yet this
designation is so typical that by means of it Paul at
once strikes the full Christian note. It is debated
whether “slave," when here and elsewhere it is applied
to an apostle and at times includes assistants, refers
to ofﬁce, “apostle” specifying only the particular oﬂice,
or whether “slave” is to be taken in the broad sense in
which all believers belong to their Lord and serve him
in complete obedience. In the Old Testament the word
is used in both senses, which leaves the question undecided. In the New Testament John, as for instance in
Rev. 1:1, often employs seam with reference to all
Christians, with which passage Eph. -6 :6; I Pet. 2:16
agree and we may add Rom. 6:16-20; 14:4, 7, 8; I Cor.
7 :22, together with the statements that we all belong
to Christ, are bought by him, and are bound to serve
him (Somatic). The fact that Paul, too, was such a
slave no one would deny. We ask ourselves why he

should want to stress 'only his ofﬁcial status by theuse'

of this term when that status'is made fully'plain in’the
second apposition, “a called apostle.” Why lose the
added meaning found in the broad sense of “slave”?
True, “ofﬁcial slave” and “apostle” are not tautological,
but Paul would certainly be using two terms in this
opening sentence in which the wording is most brief
and compact.

We accept the enhanced meaning. Not only in his
oﬂice as an apostle but already in his status as a Chris-

tian Paul is one of the many slaves of Jesus Christ who
is owned by this blessed Lord (attributive genitive, R.
496), purchased and won by him, as a slave is wholly
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subject to him and has no will except this Lord’s will.
With this ﬁrst word Paul does not introduce himself
as an apostle but puts himself at the side of all the
Romans as being one of them.

Although he holds the

highest ofﬁce in the gift of Christ, they are not to feel
that he exalts himself above them but is ﬁrst of all a
brother and one of their fellow slaves. John writes in
the same spirit, Rev. 1:9. The correct reading is
“Jesus Christ,” the personal and the ofﬁcial name in
one. “Christ" is no longer appellative: “Jesus the
Christ,” but already as Peter used it in Acts 2:38, and
as the two names have ever since been used also in the
confessional form “our Lord Jesus Christ" (v. 7).
Yet even then “Christ” (really the verbal adjective
xpwréc from the liturgical verb xpr’m, “to anoint”) retains
its original appellative force and names Jesus as God’s
Anointed, our Prophet, High Priest, and King in one.
This is Paul’s blessed Master under whom, like Paul,
all the Romans, too, are SoﬁAor.

Paul’s letter is, however, due to his apostleship.
Not as being only another slave of Jesus Christ, one
among thousands, does Paul write, but as one of this
great number who, like only a few others, has been
singled out by Jesus Christ as an “apostle.” This slave
Paul has apostolic work to do and in its prosecution
he writes. 'A-mia-roaoc, as its derivation shows, is one

sent on a mission and is thus in Heb. 3:1 applied even
to Christ himself. In the New Testament the term is
also applied to the helpers of the apostles, yet the

Twelve plus Paul are distinguished even from these as
apostles in the stricter sense, and in later times the
wider sense of the term was entirely dropped even as

it is now. The fact that Paul intends that “apostle” is
here to be understood in the narrow sense of the term
is assured by the addition of the verbal M17115; which is
like a past passive participle: “called,” or “one called,”
implying the preceding “Jesus Christ” as the agent.
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The immediate call by Jesus is referred to, the one Paul
had received according to Acts 22:21; 26:17. Those
termed apostles in the wider sense had only a mediate
call. In the epistles “call” and army always denote the
effective call which includes acceptance; in the Gospels
the word is used also with reference to those who decline the call (Matt. 22:14). This difference in use is
important. Paul says regarding himself that he was
not disobedient to the heavenly vision (Acts 26:19).
“A called apostle" implies the existence of others
who had the same immediate call, namely the Twelve.
While Paul plainly associates himself with these he
does so without special emphasis. The Romans had
heard the wonderful story of his conversion and of his
call to the apostleship. Paul merely calls that fact to
mind as being the basis for all his work in the church.
That is enough. Paul is not vindicating the parity of
his call with that of the Twelve, for no one in Rome
questioned this parity. Nor does “called” connote
“genuine” as though this word distinguished Paul
from pseudo-apostles who had no call, mediate or immediate. We have no reason for inserting this idea
into a letter which does not even name false apostles.
In the church as in the world titles have a tendency
to puff up their ecclesiastic bearers. There is nothing
of this attitude in Paul’s self-designation. He has just
called himself “a slave of Jesus Christ” like all other
believers. “A called apostle” is not intended as a title,
for it states only the special hard work to which Paul
was called as twelve other slaves of the Lord had been.
When the Romans note his apostleship they are to think
of this Lord who called Paul, of the mission on which
this Lord sent him, of the value to themselves of the
message this Lord sends to them. The Lord gave some
(to the church) as apostles for the perfecting of the
saints, etc., Eph. 3:11, etc.
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We must regard the perfect participle as another
apposition to “Paul": “one having been set apart for
God’s gospel,” the phrase meaning, “for the work of
promulgating the good news of salvation in the world.”
Note the absence of the article. Paul is not “the one
thus set apart.” The Lord set apart twelve others in
the same immediate way and for the same task. The
participle does not modify “apostle,” nor does it modify the verbal, “called by having been set apa .” One
should not emphasize the participle, for the advance in
thought lies in the added phrase which is, therefore,

also expanded in the following modiﬁers. The fact that
Paul, one of the Lord’s slaves, one of his called apos—
tles, was also one set apart goes without saying. The
fact that he was to be used by the Lord for promulgating the gospel in an ofﬁce that had been especially designed by the Lord is the real point of this ﬁnal apposition. “Jesus Christ” is evidently intended as the agent
of the passive “having been set apart,” and the perfect
tense with its present connotation refers, not to the
special act by which Jesus set Paul apart, but makes
plain what Paul now is: one thus set apart, one sepa-

rated from the many other slaves of the Lord, from all
other relations and activities for this gospel work that
had been arranged by the Lord.
“Having been set apart” does not differentiate Paul
from the other apostles but puts him in the same class
with them. Matthew 10 shows how the Twelve were
set apart; Acts 1:8, how they were sent into all the
world (see also Matt. 28 :19), and Paul was to be the
Lord’s witness in this same way, Acts 22:15; 23:11;
26:22. Paul does not as yet refer to his work among
the Gentiles. We have no reason to introduce Gal.
1:15, for no reader could catch the thought that Paul is
referring to God’s purpose as being present already
when Paul was born. Acts 13 :2 should not be sought
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in the participle even in a secondary way, for Paul’s
setting apart by the Lord antedates the Spirit's setting
apart, the latter carried the Lord’s purpose into execution.
It has been suggested that the participle hints at
the Hebrew phamsh, “Pharisee,” which means “separatist.” Paul was at one time a Pharisee, a separatist
who had separated himself by a perverted separatism;
now the Lord had made him a separatist in a higher
and in the true sense of that word. But this is rather
superﬁcial. The Pharisees were a large Jewish party,
the apostles were just thirteen men. What sense would
there be in Paul’s presenting himself to the Romans as
a new kind of separatist (Pharisee) ? Such a thought
was far from his mind and from the minds of the other
apostles.

The development of ctayyawv and the corresponding
verb can be traced in the Gospels, notably in Luke's,
and in the Acts from the more general meaning of
“good news” and “to proclaim as good news” to the
speciﬁc sense of the gospel and to proclaim the gospel,
that great news which tells of Jesus Christ and his
salvation. In v. 16 we ﬁnd the word without a modiﬁer and with the article: “the gospel,” but “God’s gospel” in this opening verse is certainly the same gospel.
Whether we add the article when translating makes no
difference; for, as is the case in regard to @«k with or
without the article, only one gospel, only one God exists,
and this one gospel is here made speciﬁc by the added
genitive, relative, etc. This eimrye'Nov refers to the substance, the blessed contents and not to the activity of
conveying it although it exists only for the purpose of
being conveyed. The salutation does not make the
work of preaching prominent; we ﬁnd no term for that
activity. We have, however, “apostle" and “apostleship," on the one hand, and “obedience of fait " on the
other (v. 5), between which lies the work of preaching.
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The message produces this obedience and not the act
of conveying it although conveying, like hearing it, is
included, and apostleship exists for that purpose.
In the Greek cﬁay'ye’ALov (am? is a practical compound
noun: Gottesbotschaft, and in a connection such as this
“of God" can refer only to the author, owner, and
sender of the good news even as “apostle” is one to
whom that message is committed. The gospel is “God’s"
apart even from the men set apart for conveying it.
Any positive, especially one in which the quality is
stressed, excludes its corresponding negative. Here it

is not merely the genitive “God’s” but all that Paul says
of himself as Jesus Christ’s slave, a called apostle, a
man set apart for God’s gospel which excludes any

idea of his operating on his own responsibility with a
human gospel or with a humanly modiﬁed gospel. Nothing is conveyed beyond this natural implication, no
thought of doubt on the part of the Romans in regard
to Paul or to his message.

2)

When Paul adds the statement that this is the

gospel “which he (God) promised in advance through

his prophets in sacred writings,” some are of the opinion that the age of the gospel is referred to, that it is
not at all new although the Romans may think it new
and strange. But these people were surely better in-

formed than that. The Old Testament was not a closed
book to them; it was read regularly in their Sunday

worship.

They not only knew what the prophets had

said but believed in Jesus Christ as the Savior because

he had fulﬁlled the ancient prophecies given by God
through those prophets. It is not an advance to say
that tﬁa'yyc'ALov refers only to the message as a message
and not to the contents of that message, and that Paul
says no more than that God promised to send some message. The very passages quoted in support of this
claim such as Luke 4:18; Isa. 61:1, state the contents

of God’s promised message.

It is beyond question that
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in their writings the prophets stated the full contents
of the gospel message in advance; to which we must
add that all the Old Testament saints were saved by

faith in these very contents.
Place the emphasis where Paul has it, on the aorist
“he promised in advance” and consider the truth that,
while this promise offered the full contents of the gospel, the prophets had them only in the form of advance
promise. This was the reason .that they could not deliver the gospel once for all. The very promise of God
which they were chosen to convey told of a fulﬁllment
to come. In the fulness of time the fulﬁllment was accomplished by Jesus Christ. That sealed all the advance promises of God, sealed them forever. But we
see that the apostles had to follow with the identical
gospel, with the selfsame contents, but now with the
addition of the great fulﬁllment and all that this implied. Thus “promised in advance” points forward
to Christ and also to the apostles who succeeded him.
The preposition Sui confronts all the deniers of the
divine inspiration of the holy writings. Count the
many times we meet it in Holy Writ. It is God who did
this promising, the prophets were only his media who
were used by him as such. Aw'. denotes the medium,
“through” or “by.” Moreover, promises are conveyed
in words; we still have the words, in writing at that,
black on white. “Through” means that God used the
prophets for conveying these words. Did they change
these words according to their own ideas? Then it
would not have been God promising and speaking

“through” them; he would have needed and, we must
say, would also have found a better medium.
“In holy writings” is signiﬁcant because the
prophets ﬁrst spoke orally and afterward put the divine
words and promises into writing. Their audible words
were intended for those who lived at their time and
could hear them, their writings were intended for all
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coming generations and nations. It is incredible to
think that God would leave the whole world in uncertainty as to what his advance promises really were. It
is equally incredible to think that God could not have
provided a fully reliable medium for conveying his
promises to all men. The fact is that he enabled the
prophets (ﬁnally also the apostles) to transmit his
words exactly as he wanted them transmitted. This is
Verbal Inspiration, not in any sense a “theory” but the
simple, straightforward fact. Its briefest statement is
found in this Sui phrase; fuller statements are found in
passages such as Matt. 1:22.
“In holy writings” again lacks the article and thus
again stresses the quality expressed by the word. It
is not the esteem of men which gives these writings

their character of holiness as this is the case with regard to all the so-called “sacred books” of other religions. The writings of the prophets are holy irrespective of any judgment of men, irrespective even of ours
who realize their holiness, for the reason that God, the
All-holy, speaks in and through them. The expression
is deﬁnite despite the absence of the article, for at this

time only one group of these holy writings existed, that
which had been gathered into the Old Testament canon.
We may note that the divine promise they record

reaches back to Adam, and that not one of these holy
writings would exist except for that blessed promise.
This is also true with regard to the New Testament and

its record of the fulﬁllment of that promise.
3)
The one reason that “concerning his Son,”
etc., should be construed with “God’s gospel” is the
historical tense of $013 yew/.Le'vov, “come (he who came)
from David’s seed,” etc. As another reason we may
add the tense of 1'05 dpwgclvros because its time is ﬁxed by
the phrase “by (his) resurrection from the dead.” Both
tenses place us into the fulﬁllment of the promise.
Those who construe‘the phrase with the relative clause:
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“which (gospel) he promised in advance . . . concerning his Son," break the close connection of the two
attributive participles with their governing noun “his
Son" ; they leave “his Son” back in the Old Testament
promise and place the two modifying participles into
the New Testament fulﬁllment. This wide leap is un—
natural. The idea that this construction has an advantage by connecting “his Son" with even the Old Testament promises is incorrect; for in both Testaments the
gospel is one, and the fulﬁllment of its promise was
accomplished through the Son only for the reason that
the original promise dealt with the Son.
Nor does the grammar compel us to construe with
the relative clause as some assert. Especially in the
Koine a phrase may be attributive without a preceding
article; in the present instance «:6 mp: might also include
some feature that is not concerned with God’s Son,
Paul referring only to the phase connected with the
Son. The objection that (50.775ka mp1 is improper has

been met by pointing to 6 Aéyo: mp2 cu'rrm‘: in Luke 5 :15;
7 :17, and other examples and by the question, “What
other preposition would be better '2”
God’s gospel deals with God’s Son, does so from
beginning to end. To interpret the term “his Son" exhaustively one should have to treat practically everything that is said about him in the entire Bible. This
has been done ages ago and has been redone down to
the present day. The fact that Paul has in mind the
Second Person of the Godhead as confessed in the ecumenical and in other Christian creeds never admitted
of either question or doubt. Those who dissent must
do so on other than Biblical grounds, which dissent
places them outside of the Christian pale. The modernistic plea that “God's Son" is only a title, a synonym
for “Messiah," a Jewish term that is akin to the pagan
conception of sons begotten by gods, an “outworn category or pattern of though ,” is the confession of radical
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unbelief, akin to which are the speculations of theologians who think that the Sonship starts with the
birth of Jesus or with the end of his earthly career.
All these and all others like them dismiss, perhaps do
not care to ascertain, what the revelation of God concerning his Son in the Scriptures is.
The two participial modiﬁers attached to ma vies
aim? are not loose additions but integral descriptions of
the Son who is the heart of the gospel of God. The ﬁrst
states how in his incarnation he entered the state of his
humiliation for his saving work; the second how he
then as our Savior entered into the state of exaltation,

the state in which he now is. Both rest on his existence
as the Son from all eternity. The two participial modiﬁers are paralleled and without a connective; both are
aorists to indicate historical facts; each is followed by
a xmi phrase, these two phrases being contrasts.
“Come from David's seed according to (his) ﬂesh"
states the literal fact that the eternal Son of God became man as a descendant of David and at the same
time entered the state of humiliation. John 1:14 is a
close parallel, for in this passage we have the same

verb, the ﬁnite aorist c’yévero, instead of Paul's aorist
participle ycmpe’m, and likewise oéps. The English has
difﬁculty in translating the participle. “Was made” is
found in the A. V., “was born" in the R. V., literally it
means, “came to be.” The incarnation is referred to,
the conception and the birth as man in lowliness and
humiliation. Paul is not sketching the history of Jesus
and lifting out a few notable features; he is sketching

the two states of Jesus and these in so far as they form
the very heart of the gospel promise in its fulﬁllment.
As regards the ﬁrst state the wonderful and the
blessed thing is that God’s own Son became a descendant of David in lowliness. He who was God became
man without ceasing to be God, without a change in his
deity. And this took place xan‘z aépxa: God’s Son came
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to be man in a state that was “according to ﬂesh.” He
lived as a man of ﬂesh, bore the weakness and the sufferings of ﬂesh. “God sending his own Son in the
likeness of sinful ﬂesh,” Rom. 8 :3. In connections such
as this oa’pg, the Hebrew basar, has no connotation of
sin but only that of the limitations and the weaknesses
of our human nature.
The commentators who note the human nature plus
the lowliness which the Son assumed often do not discuss the reason for his coming to be of the seed of
David. Yet Paul himself has referred to God’s advance
promise, that recorded in II Sam. 7 :12, 16; Ps. 132:11;
repeated in Luke 1:69; Acts 2:30. The Son did not
merely become man but man “out of David’s seed,”
which means man as the Messiah. Since he was this
promised descendant of David, all the Messianic promises centered in him.
The Pharisees knew that the Christ was to be David’s son; they refused to believe that he would at the

same time be David’s Lord, God’s Son.

As Jesus

avoided use of the title “Messiah” when he spoke to
the Jews because of the earthly, political hopes they
connected with it, so he accepted the designation “son

of David” openly and freely only at the end of his ministry (Matt. 21:9), when all these false hopes of the
Jews were about to be blasted. David’s was a royal

line; “from David’s seed” thus points to the kingly
feature of the Christ’s ofﬁce as we catch a glimpse of it
in his royal entry into Jerusalem although its full glory
is found in the enthronement in heaven. This royalty is
referred to when Paul adds the name: “Jesus Christ,
our Lord.”
4)

‘Opwﬁﬁ'ros is a companion to dqbwpw/u’vos in V. 1,

save for the am; of the latter.

One does not see why

our versions fail to abide by the translation “ordained”
which they use so properly in Acts 10:42, in a very
similar statement about Jesus; “declared” and “deter-
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mined” (margin) are not so proper. In Acts 2:36,
amino: helps to elucidate this ordaining act by express-

ing it through another word. God’s ordaining “made”
Jesus what Paul here says about him. Because the
governing noun in wipi roﬁ uioﬁ aims is in the genitive,
the participles and thus also the predicative uioﬁ @coﬁ
are in the same case. If the second participle were

active it would be followed by two accusatives: God
“ordaining him as God’s Son in power.” It ought to
be obvious that here the predicate is not “God’s Son”
but “God’s Son in power,” that “in power” modiﬁes

“God’s Son” with which it is connected and not ”ordained” from which it is separated. Luther’s kraeftiglich erwe'iset must be corrected.
This was God’s Son even before he came from David’s seed and during the entire time when he was in
the humble state “according to the ﬂesh.” John says
that during the entire time when he dwelt among
them he and his fellow apostles beheld his glory, the

glory as of the Only-begotten of the Father, John 1 :14.
He could not, therefore, be ordained (made) God’s Son.
The Son, who as a descendant of David and of royal

blood lived like other men after the fashion of the
ﬂesh, in the earthly mode of existence, was ordained of
God to enter into an entirely different state, one that
was marked by power, the divine power, its exercise
and its glory. The state of humiliation gave way to the
state of exaltation. The Son became David's descend-

ant xara adpxa and while he remained David’s son was
by God’s act set forth as God’s Son in power Kara Wyn-ma.
aymmims. Both of the pivoted Ka'ra'. phrases are parallel
and in contrast. The prepositions name the norms;
the normation of the ﬂesh gave way to the normation
of the spirit of holiness.

There has been much wrestling with Kurt; wvcﬁya
dymaﬁm. Few would today uphold the old patristic
idea that Paul refers to the Holy Spirit so that the
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genitive would be adjectival, used in place of 5.wa but
with a stronger force, and that the thought would be
that God's ordaining act which made the Son “the Son
in power” brought him into accord with the Holy Spirit
who had been poured out upon him. While, in one
sense, this is not far removed from what Paul says, we
at once see that it removes the parallel between the
two xara' phrases by making “ﬂesh” match the Third
Person of the Godhead — a strange thing in itself and

more so when the rare word ayuomivq (found only three
times in the New Testament) is to substitute for aytov
in the otherwise constant designation of this Person as
HVEI-lpa "Aywv.

.

Some good men maintain that “spirit of holiness”

designates the Son’s divine nature.

Paul is regarded

as saying that the Son was constituted “God’s Son in
power" in accord with his divine nature. After being
in accord with the lowliness of his ﬂesh as David’s son
while he was here on earth, he entered into a state that
accorded with his deity. This “spirit of holiness” is
called “the divine principle in Christ” (which sounds
philosophical), “the other higher side of his being,"
“the unique nature of the Son of God”; and his “holiness” is called his Ueberwclth'chlceit, that which sets
him above the world. Or it is changed from Heitiglcez't
(the state marking his spirit) into something “that
produces holiness,” which would really be Heiligung
(an activity of his spirit). Aside from this strange lan-

guage which one hesitates to adopt, “ﬂesh” seems to be
made coextensive with the Son’s human nature, and
“spirit” coextensive with his divine nature, thus at
least trenching on Apollinarianism which was so thoroughly rejected as heretical by the ancient church, the
doctrine that the divine chﬁpa. took the place of the
human mcﬁpa in Christ. Our apprehension is increased
when we note that John 4:24 and II Cor. 3:17 are introduced to emphasize the claim that Christ’s divine
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nature is “spirit.” We must certainly let nothing dim
the fact that Christ possessed and still possesses a
human rim-1pc. which he commended into his Father’s
hands and yielded up in death (Luke 23:46; John
19:30). All that can possibly be said is that the human
nature lacked human personality (the £74,), and that

the divine personality or éyo’» took its place so that Jesus
was in truth the Son.

Let us look at Paul’s words. If he should say that
God ordained the Son as the Son in power in accord
with his divine, superworldly nature, i. e., as the Son,
this would be a mere piling up of words: Son — Son —

Son.

All of the pivotal terms are muted, are at least

thrown out of control. For this is what Paul says: God
ordained his Son, come from David’s seed as the Messianic King, as the Son in power in accord with his

spirit of holiness by his rising from the dead.

All

of the pivotal words are soteriological; all of them

speak of the Son’s two states as Savior. We are to
correlate the spirit of holiness with the Son in power
as a result of (in) his resurrection, in particular we
are to see the accord (Kurd) of this holiness with the

power.
Need we say that Paul is here not speaking of the
divine attribute of holiness possessed by the Son from
all eternity in his Ueberweltlichkeit? This indicates
the wrong feature of the view that makes “spirit of
holiness" refer to the divine nature. We have Paul’s
own exegesis in Phil. 2:6-11. This holiness is the holy
obedience which Christ, although in the form of God,

rendered in his human nature after taking the form of
a 805M; or slave, the climax of which was the death on
the cross. It was for this that God exalted him “in
power,” in that very nature by which the holy obedience was rendered, i. e., gave him the name which is

above every name, every knee bowing before him, etc.
Thus the power is accorded with this spirit of holiness.
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Add John 17:4, 5: because Jesus has gloriﬁed the
Father on earth and ﬁnished the Father’s work on
earth (in holy obedience), the Father is to glorify him
(in power).

Again, he was crowned with glory and

honor (in power) because (Sui) of his suffering and his
death, Heb. 2:9. What these passages state outright
runs through about every Scripture statement regarding the two states of Christ. Paul puts it into a few
words as something that is well known and is not in
any way difﬁcult for an intelligent Christian reader.
We are thus relieved of conﬁning the contrast to the
terms “ﬂesh” and “spirit” and of having to think of
them as opposites, either of the natures as such opposites or of the two sides of the human nature, on the
one hand the visible human ﬂesh and on the other the
invisible human spirit. The latter goes to pieces in its
description when the ﬂesh is said to be subject to
human evils while the spirit is said to be full of holiness
— evils and holiness are not a contrast. Moreover, the
human nature cannot be divided in such a fashion.

When Jesus came of David’s seed according to ﬂesh he
came as a man having body, soul, and spirit, and suffered human inﬂictions in all three. When he rendered
his holy obedience he did so in all three and by no

means in his human 'spirit alone. {The real contrast
(not opposition) lies in the clauses themselves and is
thus marked by the Kurd phrases. The second member
of the contrast is superimposed on the ﬁrst, rests on

it, and crowns it.

Without ﬂesh as David’s seed no

spirit of holiness and thus, of course, no resurrection

and no Son in power as to his human nature.
Let us not forget that this spirit of holiness had to
extend from the conception to the death on the cross;
not until then (“It is ﬁnished i”) came the resurrection
with the Son in power. Yet not the ﬂesh as ﬂesh (body,
soul, and spirit) reached this consummation but the
spirit of holiness manifested in the ﬂesh.

The objec-
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tion that this “spirit of holiness” would be a moral
quality while “ﬂesh” would not be is the demand that
we must have direct opposites, that a parallel contrasting is not enough.
The genitive dymeivqs is qualitative but denotes com-

plete holiness and not only incipient or partial holiness. The exaltation of Jesus was not to be a gradual
evolution or development; God ordained that it should
come in an instant out of (£5) Totenauferstehung. The
anarthrous nouns are again qualitative, the second is
even a plural to denote the general idea and merely a
genitive: "of (the) dead,” not “from, in, (the) dead.”
’Am’oram is active: “a rising up” of the Son himself,

and not passive: “a being raised up by God.” So God
ordained the entrance of his Son into a state of power
according to (his) spirit of holiness; and the fact that
what he ordained had occurred long ago Paul did not
need to add.
After thus showing us what the substance and the
contents of the promised gospel are which he has been
divinely commissioned to preach, namely the Son, ﬁrst
in humiliation and then in exaltation, Paul sets down
this Son’s name and does it in the form in which it was

commonly confessed by all the 801mm who bowed to it in
faith and in obedience 2 ’I-qa'oﬁ Xpw‘roﬁ 1'01"; Kvpfov ﬁyév, geni-

tive because it is in apposition with roﬁ vioﬁ in v. 3. Thus
for a second time to record this sacred name with formal fulness and as a climax to what precedes must im-

press the reader.
We think it insufﬁcient to say that the name was
introduced in order to aﬁord an easy transition to the
following relative clause. In the A. V. the name is
omitted, and the transition is just as easy and as

smooth. “Our Lord” contains the full confession and
acknowledgment of faith.

But the whole name is so-

teriological just as we have noted this with regard to
the two participial clauses to which the name is a con-
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clusion. “Lord” is he who owns us, has purchased and
won us, on whom all our trust and obedience depend.
“Our” unites Paul and the Romans. “Jesus Christ” is
the same as it was in v. 1. It has often been claimed
that Paul never called Jesus God’s Son. A look at these
introductory verses shows how fully and emphatically
Paul did this, and what we must think of such claims.
We are also often informed that only Matthew and
Luke speak of the incarnation, that Paul disregarded
it. Claims such as that deserve to be contradicted with
sharpness. Here Paul states even more than the fact
of the incarnation, namely the incarnation “from David’s seed.” And this settles another point, namely
that Luke 3:23, etc., does not offer the genealogy of
Mary, that it is immaterial whether she was of David’s

blood, to which some add that wéppa, as here in v. 3,
refers only to the male line, hence to Joseph and not to
Mary. The decisive passages are either misinterpreted
or passed by. Unless Joseph was the natural father of
Jesus, how could Jesus be “from David’s seed" if Mary
was not of Davidic descent? How could he be “of the
fruit of thy (David's) belly," Ps. 132:11; “seed . . .
which shall proceed out of thy bowels,” II Sam. 7:12;
“fruit of his loins according to the ﬂesh," Acts 2:30?
See the writer’s exposition of Luke 3:23, etc. (also
Luke 1 :27, “of the house of David” as modifying “virgin”), and Acts 2 :30. How one can believe in the virgin birth and yet deny Mary's Davidic descent passes
our comprehension. '
5) The solemn mention of the holy name focuses
all that has thus far been said about Jesus on Paul as
“the slave and called apostle” of this Jesus; for Kﬁpm
is correlative to sawm- and dude-mus. And now Paul
adds the statement that “through” this Son of God who
has been described in his two soteriological human
states and named as Jesus with his soteriological titles

“Christ. our Lord,” we have received grace and apos-
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tleship. It is admitted that M names Jesus as the medium for this gift, yet some labor to make this preposition equal to 51:6 as though, after all, Jesus is here
made the agent, the author and efﬁcient cause of the
action; some deny that the Father is conceived as the
agent. But this view misunderstands the force of the
preposition. It overlooks all that Paul has said about
Jesus, regarding what had to take place before he could
become the medium (Sui) for giving us grace and apostleship. Back of these acts concerning Jesus was God.
and so God is equally back of this our reception of grace
and apostleship “through” Jesus Christ, our Lord. Ad
is exactly right, for by making Jesus the medium it
leaves the connection with God as the ultimate agent.
Paul's description surely makes plain what an exalted
medium Jesus is.
We cannot agree with the exegesis which passes
over the plural “we" with the remark that Greek writers often used this literary or editorial plural as a substitute for £703 and then, instead of looking at the present connection, investigates also Paul’s other writings
in search of other such literary plurals. What Paul
may or may not have done elsewhere in this regard settles nothing as to what he does here, and much less
does what other Greek writers have done settle this
issue. But does not “apostleship" refer only to Paul?
As an answer to that we have already seen that “a
called apostle” in v. 1 implied that there were twelve
others in this class. But what about iv mien rote 50mm?
Does this not refer to the Gentiles and to Paul's speciﬁc
apostleship among them? We shall see that this phrase
means “among all nations" and offers no support for a

literary plural.
Let us note that way is almost in front of aépopev:
Lord “of us" — “we did receive.” If Paul was “literary" to any degree he used these two “we” forms in
the same sense. In “our” Lord he combines himself
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with all the Romans and in “we received” he retains
that combination. It is unthinkable that any writer
should in one and the same sentence, one heading. 3
letter at that, speak of himself in the singular, then use
a “we” form to designate himself and his readers, and
almost in the same breath a second “we" to refer to
himself alone. Here it would be even a leap from the
third person singular to the ﬁrst person plural and not,
as in Greek writers, an 170’. gliding over into ﬁpeis‘, one
ﬁrst person into another ﬁrst person. Paul says:
through our Lord Jesus Christ we have grace and
apostleship, we believers, we his church. We have the
same thought in Eph. 4:11, where he says that the
gloriﬁed Lord gave to the church some as apostles. So
we disagree with the interpretations that Paul’s “we"
is a plural that includes his assistants or, if not these,
then also the other apostles. As for his saying that he
(literary plural) had received apostleship, that would
be a strange repetition of what “a called apostle" already states suﬂiciently at the very start (v. 1).
The point to be noted is that in v. 5, 6 Paul is combining himself with the Romans; hence he writes “we
received” and then “you are" people called of Jesus
Christ as Paul himself was. After connecting himself
with Jesus Christ as his slave and as his apostle he proceeds in his typical Pauline way to bring also the
Romans into this connection. For they are in this
connection, and because of this connection Paul writes
and feels that it is proper for him to write to them, and
that they will also feel that. This’ is the reason that
“grace and apostleship” are neither a hendiadys nor
joined by an epexegetical Kai: “grace, namely apostleship.” 'Conscious of the grace he had received in becoming a slave of Jesus Christ, one of the whole blessed number, Paul now reaches out and joins the Romans to
himself by, saying, “through our Lord we have received
grace," etc., and it is this very title “our Lord," con-
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noting, as it does, his 801mm, which links together Paul
and the Romans.
This pertains also to the “apostleship” which de-

notes the ofﬁce which this “our Lord" established for
his church, the abstract term being so plainly used to

designate the ofﬁce as held by all of the apostles and
not only by Paul. His share in this ofﬁce Paul has al-

ready connected with the Lord who called him to it
(v. 1).

Now he advances and connects it with the

church, in particular with the Romans to whom he is
writing.
He makes this connection, not by saying that the

ofﬁce and its bearers beneﬁt the church of which the
Romans are a part, but by bringing out the thought
that as a part of the church both the apostles and the
Romans are concerned with the great aim and purpose
of this ofﬁce: through our Lord, Paul writes, we
received it “for (dc, aim and purpose) the obedience of
faith among all nations for his name’s sake,” etc. Here

we have the correct view of the apostleship and of
what it is to achieve. While the apostles alone are
apostles, not they alone as separate from the church
are to produce the obedience of faith among the nations
but they in conjunction with all who have already been
brought to the obedience of faith because this ofﬁce
with its especially called bearers is the Lord’s gift to
the entire church, a gift that remains to this day.
While the church at Rome was not founded by an
apostle, it, nevertheless, was founded by the apostleship; for those who started the congregation in Rome
had been converted by apostles, i. e., had received the
apostolic gospel concerning God’s Son described in
v. 2-4. By being thus connected with the great apostleship all the Romans were most vitally concerned in
winning also others for the obedience to faith. Although the apostles have been dead for a long time,
their apostleship still speaks, and all of us, because of
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the obedience of faith it has brought us, are happy to
spread this same obedience everywhere. The Lord’s
gift still holds good, and its aim and purpose are still
operative.
In v. 1 the purpose introduced by sic is the promised
gospel concerning God’s Son, our Savior-Lord; the second d: in v. 6 advances the thought by carrying the purpose to “the obedience of faith." Again this expression
is without articles and is practically a compound: Glaubensgehorsa/m. The gospel is intended for this obedience of faith, and the obedience of faith rests on this
gospel. Both d: phrases are pregnant, the ﬁrst implying the proclamation of God’s gospel, and the second
the production of faith’s obedience by such a proclamation. It is worth noting that throughout this salutation
Paul links one expression to the other and advances
step by step. He does so here. This means that he
does not connect :2: with xdpw in a direct way but only

with dwomkriv, but with it only as being added to xdpw.
Both are bestowed on us and received by us for our own
beneﬁt, in order to work obedience of faith in us and to
increase this day by day; but here Paul takes that purpose for granted and at once advances to our part in
bringing others to this obedience. A great assumption
underlies the phrase, namely that, like all Christians,
the Romans are moved by Paul’s own desire for extending faith’s obedience among all nations. The missionary impulse is native to the church.
After all the wrestling with hum) m'cmm we are
only the more convinced that “faith’s obedience” is only
one concept, the genitive making it deﬁnite, for there is
only one such obedience, that of faith. Paul has in
mind the obedience that belongs to the very essence of
faith. Hiorcm is not the attributive genitive: obedience
marked! by faith; or the objective genitive: obedience
to faith (the doctrine or the act of faith viewed objec-
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tively); or the epexegetical, appositional, deﬁnitional
genitive: obedience which is faith —though this is not
far wrong. The subjective genitive is still nearer to
the real meaning: faith renders obedience. It is the
genitive found in the German compound noun: Glaubensgehorsam, “faith-obedience" (although in English
we do not use the genitive when compounding) ; let us
say it is the genitive of possession, of Zugehoerigkeit.
The view that it is the subjective genitive is usually rejected because the obedience which faith renders is
thought to be that of works (Zahn, for instance, referring to Gal. 5 :6; James 2:14, 22) . The same objection

would hold good against “faith-obedience” if works were
referred to. But here the obedience lies in the very act
of believing and not in the category of works. God’s
gospel calls on us to acknowledge, receive, and appropriate it as what it is; and doing this by the power and
the grace coming to us in the gospel, in full conﬁdence
and trust, is this essential obedience of faith.
Our Lord gave us grace and apostleship for Spreading such faith-obedience “among all nations.”

Those

who regard adﬁopev as a literary plural so that the
clause states what only Paul received translate ('V micro.
rais- €0mnv, “among all Gentiles," which would mean that
Paul has received this apostleship among the Gentiles.
These commentators appeal to 30m; as being the regular
term for the Hebrew word goyim, Gentiles over
against Jews, and to passages in which Paul is spoken
of as being the apostle to the Gentiles. But the ques-

tion does not revolve about ion; or 11‘: ion, but about the
signiﬁcant miwa 7.1 59:01, which Paul uses again in 16 :26,
and again combines with “for faith-obedience.” He is
undoubtedly speaking of “all nations" and not of Gentiles only. Jesus so used this expression in Matt. 28 :19
when commanding the church to disciple “all nations,”
repeated this expression in Mark 13 :10, and Luke
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24:47, deﬁned it as “the whole world" in Matt. 24 :14,
and in Acts 1:8 speciﬁcally included Jews in addition
to Gentiles.
We add that if Paul is here speaking only of his
apostleship “among the Gentiles," the addition of “all”
is a redundancy — “among the Gentiles” would be
enough. But if he is speaking of the whole missionary
work of the church and thus of “nations,” “all nations”
is correct as it is in the parallel passages cited. It has
also been pointed out that from the start Paul has
spoken of himself only as an apostle in general, as being one in a class to which all the other apostles belonged. The plea is not valid that he is now presenting himself as the apostle to the Gentiles since he is
writing to a Gentile congregation.

He is writing to a

congregation that contains Jewish converts in addition
to Gentile converts. Is his letter not intended also for
the latter? The fact is also overlooked that about all
the nations were represented in Rome, and that there
were many Jews in this city, enough to furnish membership for at least seven synagogues.
The ﬁnal phrase, “for his name’s sake," is to be
construed with all that precedes it in the clause. It is
both a part of the entire thought expressed by this

clause and also joins the end to the beginning, for “his
name” reverts to “through whom," the great person,

“our Lord.” Here we meet 5voya, NAME, and should
by all means note that this word occurs throughout the
entire New Testament. A study of the word in all its
connections is highly instructive. “Name” is always
the revelation by which we know and apprehend the
Person indicated. It includes all the speciﬁc names but
only as they focus all the blessed realities revealed
about each Person. Especially important are the
phrases with c‘v, e’m’, and now im’p. Our reception of
our Lard’s gifts for their world-wide purpose is concerned with the revelation he has made of himself, is
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thus in its behalf, for its sake, so that its purpose may

be realized. “For the honor of his name" is too narrow.
and the idea of honor is not expressed.
6)

The Greek is so ﬂexible that one relative clause

may be attached to another. Paul has already included
the Romans in {AdBO/ch; now he indicates in what sense
he does this. “Among whom are you also as called of
Jesus Christ” with its emphatic predicate brings out
this thought: like Paul and all other believers, the
Romans, too, are “people called,” called of Jesus Christ.
The passive idea in the verbal is so strong so that we
cannot make “of Jesus Christ” only a genitive of possession; it is the genitive of the agent (compare M1716;
in v. 1). When it is stated that God always does the
calling, 8 :30; 9 :24, and other passages, this is no more
than an usus. No one can deny that Paul himself was
called by Jesus and that he has Jesus in mind when he
mentions his call in 1:1; which fact convinces us that
here in v. 6 he again makes Jesus the one who called the
Romans. In Gal. 5:8 the contetx points to Christ as
having called the Galatians. How many times did
Jesus call, “Follow me”! And all the opera, ad, extra
sunt indivisa, out communa.
We have already (1:1) stated that in the epistles
"called” includes the acceptance of the call by the obedience of faith. Here “called” agrees with the mention
of this obedience. But much more must be said. Paul
has a steady advance of thought: the gospel of God
with the Savior-Lord as its contents, and the apostleship with its obedience of faith and world-wide mission. and the ﬁnal thread now woven into this cloth of
gold, the call of Christ, and this is expanded in v. 7 by
making the called “the beloved of God as his saints.”
One of the titles of believers is “the called.” In
“called” there lies the gospel, the apostleship which
transmits its grace for faith-obedience. Paul repeats
none of these; he does not say, “among whom you have
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received grace, or are believers,” but completes the
circle of concepts with that of the call. “You also" is
emphatic and points to all the rest of the called.

All

form one great spiritual body. “Among whom are
you" bars out the idea of Gentiles exclusive of Jews,
for some of these called Romans were Jews. How
many nationalities were represented in the Roman
church at this time is a question, but there must certainly have been not a few.
7) Not until Paul has thrown a strong tie around
the Romans and himself does he go on with the second
element of the salutation, the dative of the persons for
whom the latter is intended: "to all who are in Rome
beloved of God as called saints." The reading which
omits “in Rome” and has ('1! dydry instead of éyaa-qrois
lacks all evidence, and no argument can supply weight
enough to have it take the place of the accepted reading, especially not the assumption that in Eph. 1:1 “in
Ephesus” is likewise to be canceled, for also “in-Ephesus” is genuine. The scroll on which the letter was
written very likely bore an inscription stating for
whom the letter was intended although no such inscriptions have been preserved; but this has nothing to do
with the designation of the recipients of the letter in
the salutation at the head of the letter itself. “In
Rome” is especially necessary as stating that only the
Christians in this city are referred to and not all Christians everywhere. As in v. 6 the predicate should not
be abbreviated, so here we cannot read: "to all who
are in Rome” but: “to all who are in Rome beloved of
God as called saints,” with the emphasis on the ﬁnal
, designation. While this designation is brief, it states
adequately just how Paul regarded the people to whom
he was writing. What he writes is intended for them
as God’s beloved who are called saints; and as such
they are to receive what he writes. That this would, in
great part, ﬁt also others who are like the Romans is
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at once apparent but is true of all the divine truths
stated in any apostolic letter.
Why does Paul add: “to all”? Some have thought
that he does so because he has introduced himself as
the apostle to the Gentiles and yet wants it understood
that his letter is intended also for the Jewish Christians. But he has introduced himself only as an apostle
in general and has dropped no hint that there were two
types of Christians in Rome. Others think of parties
and divisions or two congregations, one made up of
Jewish, the other of Gentile Christians, at least various
groups (basing this on 16:5, 14, 15) which Paul is
seeking to harmonize. We have already dealt with the
idea that Romans is an irenicon. The answer seems
to be that Paul had not a few personal friends among
the Roman Christians — see the greetings he sends to
so many in chapter 16.

Not to these alone but to all

believers in Rome, whether they are known or unknown
to him personally, this letter is addressed.
He has already characterized them in a manner in
v. 5, 6, but now he does so formally and with additional
terms. The Romans are to Paul people “beloved of God
as called sain .” This is one designation: people who
as called saints are beloved of God. The genitive “of
God” is to indicate the agent involved in the passive
idea of the verbal “beloved" exactly as “of Jesus
Christ" is to designate the agent with the verbal

“called” in v. 6. God loves the Romans; and his dyd'n'q,
as always, is the love of full comprehension plus a corresponding blessed purpose, which is far above any
mere affection (dauh'a). But here we do not have the
antecedent love that is bent on the conversion of the

Romans (John 3 :16) but the love toward them as being
already converted, as God's “called saints,” i. e., saints
because called. KA-Iy'rois‘ is used as an adjective modifying ayiou (in v. 6 game! is used as a noun), hence not

“called to be saints" as in our versions.

Having been
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effectively and successfully called, by virtue of that call
the Romans were “saints” and as such “God’s beloved”
on whom he lavishes all his gifts of love. This love and
these gifts God could not bestow upon the world because the world would not receive them, but the hearts
and the lives of his saints he can, indeed, and actually
does bless to the utmost with this rich, intelligent, and
glorious love. Paul addressed also the Corinthians as
“called saints,” I Cor. 1 :2. The fact that the beloved
of God return his love is self-evident (8:28), and it,
too, is the love of intelligence and purpose.
Trench (Synonyms) comes nearer to the sense of

dyamiv as distinct from (ﬁt/\EIV than C.-K. 9, etc., where
the former is referred to the will, the latter to the affections. In his intensive study (Christian Doctrines)
Warﬁeld thinks the former always sees something val-

uable in the loved object; but this idea cannot be carried through consistently, especially not in the demand
that we “love” our enemies or in deﬁning God’s “love”
for the world. The clear distinction between the two
types of love appears in John 21 :15-17 (see the author’s exposition). 'Ayamiv has a most interesting history. In the LXX it still descends to lover levels, but
in the New Testament it consistently moves on the

highest level as the love of full comprehension following out its corresponding purpose, this is true even

when it is used regarding sinner loving sinner.
“Saints” is found already in Acts 9 :13 in the mouth
.of Ananias, and Luke uses it repeatedly; Paul also uses
it here, in 8:27, a number of times besides, and ﬁnally

in 16:2, 18, and also in his other letters. We have aym
and also ﬁyua'pc’vot. Both are always plurals and both
contain the idea of separation from the world and from
sin and thus a setting apart for God. “Saints” carries
no idea of perfectionism, not even in the case of the
most saintly such as Paul (Phil. 3 :12) or John (I John
1:8). While :1wa marks only the quality, the perfect
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passive participle ﬁymapérm brings out fully the passive

idea back of this quality; we are saints because God
has made us saints, namely by his call. Our j ustiﬁcati0n by faith constitutes us saints because it has removed our sins from us as far as the east is from the
west. The fact that these saints also begin to lead holy
lives and are thus also separated from all worldlings
follows in the nature of the case. Here on earth these

saints still sin daily, yet daily they are washed by pardoning grace and thus retain their sainthood.
Paul regards the Romans as people “beloved of God
as called saints” in the great world capital. Although
he has as yet never been in Rome he addresses them as
such. This, with the addition that he intends to come
to them, explains his entire letter.
The third member of the salutation is the greeting

itself in the same form that is used in other letters of
Paul (First Corinthians, Galatians, and Ephesians):

“grace to you and peace from God, our Father, and the
Lord Jesus Christ.” The grammarians supply the optative of wish (Z?) or some other verb form (R. 396) , but
we prefer to regard the nominatives as exclamatory
and thus as needing no verb form even in thought. Xdpm

is here the same as it was in v. 5 and with eipﬁw, takes
the place of the secular xai’pcw, “that ye rejoice.” Paul’s
is a Christianized greeting that is deep and rich accordingly.
“Crace” always denotes the undeserved favor Dei as
existing in God’s heart together with all the gifts of
that favor, here those needed by the persons addressed.
Paul’s meaning is: “May God and the Lord graciously

grant you the rich abundance of his undeserved gifts !”
Eipﬁm is the Hebrew shalom, the German Heil, and
denotes the condition when God is our friend and all is
well with us. The objective condition of “peace” is
always the fundamental thing, which, of course, then
also has accompanying it the subjective feeling of
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peace, namely rest, satisfaction, and happiness in the
heart. The condition is constant and essential, the
feeling may or may not always be present. The condition is to be our ﬁxed possession, and that will assure
us that, when the feeling ﬂuctuates and at times dis—
appears, it will revive and become strong.

The order

of these two, grace and peace, remains as here indicated, grace is always ﬁrst, peace always second. This
is due to the fact that grace is the source of peace.
Without grace there is and can be no peace; but when
grace is ours, peace is ours also.
In order to characterize the exalted value of these

gifts Paul adds the modiﬁers: “from God, our Father,”
etc. The preposition am; conveys the idea that the blessings indicated are to ﬂow dowu to us from above. The
thought of origin is also included. Since only the one
preposition “from” is used, the two objects, “God, our
Father,” and “the Lord Jesus Christ” form a unit, and
the two are thus placed on a level of equality. In the
Greek this is so self-evident that no scholar would attempt a denial. Yet subordinationism, to say nothing
of those who in other ways modify or cancel the Godhead of Christ, lowers the position of Christ in Paul’s
phrase.

One way in which this is done is to center on

the two names “our Father" and “Lord" and to read a
difference into these names, one by which Christ’s deity

is either lowered or entirely lost.
To be sure, not only the two persons here mentioned
but even all three persons of the Godhead have different names.

All the Scriptures tell us that.

But how

this fact involves a subordination of one person to the
other is not apparent.

The fact that one person is

called our Father and the other our Lord Jesus Christ
does not lower the second. It merely shows that in
the Holy Trinity all three persons were not fathers, all

three were not incarnate, etc., but each bears a distinct
relation to us and to our salvation that is unaffected
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by the identity of their essence. The names which Paul
uses here and elsewhere apply to the revelation which
the persons have vouchsafed to us in connection with
their work of saving us.

The ﬁrst person is “our

Father” because we are his children in Christ Jesus;
and the second person is “the Lord" or “our Lord” (v.
4) because he has redeemed. purchased, and won us so
that we are his own and live under him in his kingdom
and serve him in everlasting righteousness, innocence,

and blessedness (Luther).

As long as this one prepo-

sition coordinates our Father and our Lord and makes
them one fountain of saving grace and peace, no ingen-

uity of men will be able to sever them and to introduce a subordination.

Introduction and Theme

8) The salutation is followed by a brief introduction of a personal nature which in a simple and most
natural way leads to the statement of the theme or
subject of the entire letter (v. 16, 17).
In the ﬁrst place I thank my God through Jesus
Christ concerning you all that your faith is proclaimed in the whole world. For my witness is God
whom I serve in my spirit in connection with the gos-

pel of his Son how unceasingly I make mention of
you, always in my prayers asking if somehow now at
last I shall he prospered in the will of God to come
to you. For I long to see you in order that I may
impart to you some spiritual gift for you to be conﬁrmed, but that is, to be jointly comforted with you
through each other’s faith, both yours and mine.
Paul opens the body of his letter by telling the
Romans that be thanks God in regard to all of them
that their faith is proclaimed in the whole world.
npérov ne’v means that with this statement about his
thanks he begins his letter, and it naturally implies all
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that follows without a following “furthermore” or “in
the second place.” Paul wants the Romans to know
that this prayer of thanksgiving rises from his heart as

he begins to dictate his letter to them. The present
tense means, “I am now thanking my God.” When he
says “my" God he touches his personal relation to God

but without emphasis. “Through Jesus Christ” simply
adds the mediation by which alone we are able to ap-

proach God as our own God and lay our thanks, praise,
and petitions at the foot of his throne. The threefold
mention of this holy name which marks the Savior's
incarnate person and his Messianic ofﬁce in the preceding salutation is thus recalled by a fourth mention in

this opening sentence of the letter proper.

Hepi’ is not imép, “in behalf of” or “for" (our versions) but “in regard to you all,” i. e., as I now think of
you all. And he again (v. 7) adds “all” in order to
indicate that he is not thinking only of those in Rome
who are personally known to him. The thought that
some might be hypocrites is not allowed to intrude
itself when Paul thinks of the congregation to whom he
writes; in Christian love he thinks of all the members
as believers and leaves any who might be insincere to
the Knower of hearts.
Nor for the faith itself of the Romans does Paul
thank God but for the publicity their faith has obtained
in the whole world. The underlying assumption is, of
course, that theirs is a genuine faith.

Although no

apostle had founded the church at Rome, its faith is
here acknowledged by this apostle as being of the right
kind. While this is only an implication, some implications — and this is one of them — say more than outright statements. What rejoices Paul especially is the
fact that the faith of the church in Rome is proclaimed
in the whole world. “Proclaimed” is-a strong word; the
fact that in the very capital of the world a congregation
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of believers was established was advertised every-

where, in other countries and other cities, of course, by
those interested, namely other Christians. “In the
whole world” is called hyperbolical, but it conveys
Paul’s meaning very well. The inspired writers use no
misleading hyperboles. The fact that an excellent congregation ﬂourished in Rome itself encouraged all other
congregations; and now that Paul is putting himself in
connection with this congregation, his heart swells with
gratitude toward God for what the existence of it
meant in regard to himself and the great gospel work.
9)

The Romans will better understand (explana-

tory ydp) the thanks which Paul now offers to God
when he tells them that he constantly includes them in
his prayers and adds the petition that God would soon
shape his course so that he himself could get to Rome.
When Paul says that “God is my witness” he is not
meeting doubts on the part of the Romans as though

without God’s testimony they might question what he
says about constantly mentioning them in his prayers.
Such an implication would be shameful to Paul and
insulting to the Romans. No; the apostle is speaking
of his secret prayer life, the inwardness of which only
One knows and can know, namely God. We still do the
same when, for instance, we refer to our secret thoughts

and our deepest motives which are open only to the eye
of the Omniscient and then say, “God knows.” But to
mention God’s knowledge and testimony in this way

always indicates warmth of feeling, and that is exactly
the case here with regard to Paul. From start to ﬁnish
his letter is not cold and. didactic, not held in restraint
and guarded, but glowing with the full fervor of his
heart so that again and again it becomes intense and
even dramatic. Paul is revealing himself to the R0mans so that, although by far the most of them have
never met him, they may, nevertheless, now feel real
contact with his very soul.
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That, too, is why he adds the relative clause: “whom

I serve in my spirit in connection with the gospel of his
Son.” The service implied by Aarpcﬁu is that of worship
which is obligatory upon all who approach God, in distinction from Act-roupyc’m, the ofﬁcial service of a priest or
in this connection of Paul as a called apostle (v. 1).
This verb was used with reference to the service of
offerings, and some have therefore thought that Paul
intends to say that in all his gospel work as an apostle
he serves God with his very spirit and not merely in a
mechanical way. That thought is true enough, but it
would certainly require the use of the other verb. Paul
is speaking of his personal relation to God, of the inward worship of his own spirit, of his connection with
the gospel as a believer even as he makes God the one
witness of what transpires in his secret prayer life.
Paul’s spirit rests in the gospel and thus turns in worship to God who knows what is in his worshiper's
spirit. We here catch a glimpse of the soul of the man,
of his OWn inner spiritual life and contact with God.
This underlies all his ofﬁcial apostolic work as it ought
to underlie the work of all Christians, whether they
are serving in speciﬁc ofﬁces or not.

The genitive “of his Son” is often regarded as denoting the contents of the gospel, but with wept m; ulna
din-oil my. Paul has already stated the contents most
adequately in v. 3, 4 and there is no reason why he
should repeat it in even an abbreviated form. The
genitive is not to mark the object but the author of the

gospel; “the gospel of his Son” is the counterpart to
“God's gospe ” in v. 1. The presence or the absence of
the articles does not alter the sense of the genitives.
“God’s” gospel is proper where the connection is the
thought that he promised this gospel in advance through
the prophets (v. 2) ; equally proper is the gospel “of his
Son," when the connection is now the worship of Paul’s
spirit rendered to God. A further difference is the fact
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that in v. 1 Paul’s having been set apart for God’s
gospel refers to his apostolic connection with it while
here, where he speaks of his personal worship in his
own spirit in prayer, it is Paul's personal spiritual con.
nection with the gospel that is indicated. Thus in the
case of Paul, “the apostle,” we have God’s gospel with
its contents “concerning his Son" as the message he is
to preach; but in the case of Paul, the worshiper, we
now have the Son’s gospel as enabling his spirit to
draw near to God. Those who here, too, think of the
apostle feel that they must again have the gospel
contents.
10) Paul assures the Romans “how unceasingly I
make mention of you, always in my prayers asking if
somehow now at last I shall be prospered in the will
of God to come to you.” When it is noted that (in: is to
be construed Only with the adverb and not with the
whole clause, it will not be regarded as equal to 51:. It
is “how unceasingly” and not, “how I make mention,”
although R. 1032 regards it as the latter. As happens
so often in the Greek, the participial addition and not
the ﬁnite verb carries the main thought, for. Paul’s
constant mention of the Romans occurs in his always

asking in his prayers if ﬁnally God will let him get to
Rome. We must punctuate as is done in the R. V., and
not as in the A. V.; “always in my prayers asking” is
to be construed together. “How unceasingly" is deﬁned
by «dvrorc, “always" in the sense of “on every occasion,”
with which in: agrees by indicating periods of prayer,
“at my prayers,” R. 603.

It says a good deal that Paul

thought so constantly about the Romans and prayed so
regularly about getting into their midst. From Acts we
know how the Lord determined his course, at one time
directing him away from the province of Asia and that
of Bithynia and on into Macedonia (Acts 16 :6-10) . So
he was now under the Lord’s direction as to what new
territory he should enter after visiting Jerusalem.
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He thus writes (i, an indirect question which God
will answer in due time: “if somehow now at last I
shall be prospered (indicative: as I hope I shall be) in
the will of God to come to you.” Here we have an
instance in the Koine of what R. 1145 aptly calls “the
witchery of the old Greek particles” which is so delightful in the classics — four of them in succession:

:1 mos 7787; mm’, the last two having the idea of culmination (R. 1147) : "now at last." Since Paul is speaking
of travel, we may retain the ﬁgure of the way on which
one is favorably brought (:5 plus 686;), and the aorist
was is the inﬁnitive of contemplated result: “shall be
favorably brought on my way to (actually) come to
you."
Some are satisﬁed with the generalized sense: “shall
be prospered to come.” The matter rests “in the will

of God,” in his oémua or volition.

We know that the

divine decision was communicated to Paul by means of
a special revelation (Acts 23:11). But when Paul
asked God regarding his will he did not know in what
way God would answer, whether by a direct revelation
or by providential indications. Even the. apostles generally depended on the latter. It is also worth noting
that Paul asked God for a long time and waited most
patiently when he was left without an answer. He
must have begun asking when his thoughts ﬁrst turned

to Rome. Here we have a case of persistent prayer.
Moreover, at states that God might have willed it either
way, that Paul was to go or not to go to Rome, and Paul

would have considered a divine indication in either way
as God's answer. See how he submitted to God’s will
and even brought others to that submission in Acts
21:13, 14.
11) With yap Paul explains that his request in
some way to be furthered to go to Rome is due to his
longing to see the congregation there. But his motive
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and the purpose (Iva) of his desire are not merely to
visit the city, meet his old friends there, and get acquainted with the congregation as such; they are that
he may impart some spiritual gift to them in order that
they may be conﬁrmed. Mc‘raStB means to communicate

what one possesses yet so as not to deprive oneself; by
imparting to others Paul would not have less, and the
aorist subjunctive expresses the actuality.

All the con-

tents of the gospel are thus communicated; the most
generous communication never impoverishes in the

least. The separation of n’ from xdpwya gives the latter
a certain emphasis.

The same is true regarding wvcu-

#a'rucov which is also separated from its noun by another
word. Paul longs to visit and to see the Romans in
order that through his personal contact with them he

may let them share to some degree the gracious gift
God has bestowed upon him, meaning the gift the nature of which is spiritual.

By saying “some” he implies

that the Romans already have a goodly measure of this
gift and that they may receive and will be glad to
receive still more of it.
“Some” also marks the modesty of Paul.

He uses

the singular xdpwpa and not the plural xaplalmm and
thus refers to the entire gift of divine grace with
which the Lord has enriched him. We may think of

‘llohn 7:38: “He that believeth on me, out of his belly
shall ﬂow rivers of living water,” i. e., he shall be a
source of spiritual blessing for many others. “Spiritual” is added in order to show that Paul is speaking
of what pertains to the spiritual life, nvczvyanxév, as coming from the Hyeﬁpa "Aytov.
Eic 10’ with the inﬁnitive is one way of expressing
purpose. What Paul longs to communicate to the R0mans is to make them ﬁrm, to establish them in their
spiritual life. The aorist indicates actuality and a deﬁ-

nite result.

The supposition is that the Romans are
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already rooted in the faith and yet can be rooted in it
more deeply and will themselves desire this and will
thus welcome Paul’s coming.
12) The wire 85’ ion. occurs only here in the New
Testament. It is weightier than the contracted row('0er which is often used to elucidate only a single concept. Here Paul elucidates the entire purpose clause

from Iva onward and not merely amptxoﬁvm. This is evident also from what follows which shows more fully
what Paul means: not merely being conﬁrmed but

imparting, some spiritual gift for conﬁrming.
Some regard this as a correction. But if Paul had
desired to make a correction he would have had Tertius
erase what had just been written and would have substituted the correct wording. He, indeed, purposes to
impart some spiritual gift to the Romans in order to
conﬁrm them — that statement he does not even modify. “But this is,” etc., only brings out more fully what
this statement contains. Imparting some spiritual gift
to others for their conﬁrmation is not a one-sided act, it
always has a mutual eﬁect as well upon him who imparts as upon them who receive. It is this added elfect
to which Paul draws the attention of the Romans. He
is concerned about its not being overlooked because
it involves also himself.

Then wpwapaxanoﬁm is not synonymous with ampcxorfi’
m as if both meant being strengthened, so that by
strengthening the Romans Paul himself hoped to be

strengthened.

Nor is aupwapaxanoﬁm ”A. a parallel to

the Iva clause, a restatement of what this clause contains. “In order that I may impart to you some spiritual gift," etc., is not the same as “to be jointly comforted with you through each other’s faith,” etc.

The

two thoughts are quite different and distinct. “But
this is” does not make them practically alike. Eupzapaxkqﬂijmt is the nominative predicate of mine (R. 700,
1059), and since roﬁro refers to the entire Iva clause, its
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nominative predicate inﬁnitive clause, like any predicate, states what imparting some spiritual gift for the
conﬁrmation of the Romans is in addition. For Paul
thus to conﬁrm them means something also to him,
namely being jointly comforted with them. When, after
coming, Paul does the one thing, the imparting, another
thing is at once accomplished by the very nature of
this imparting. The one cannot be done without bringing about the other. The one is pad (in the verb), the
other that results is mfv (in the inﬁnitive). The ﬁrst
comes from Paul to the Romans, the second is for Paul
and the Romans together.
Here again, as in v. 5, Paul unites himself with
the Romans in a most intimate fashion; in v. 5 he
speaks of what “we received" (past), here of what he
and they are jointly to receive (future). The inﬁnitive
means to be jointly comforted, encouraged, cheered,
and this in the widest sense of the term. “Jointly,”
miv, prevents 3v 6va from meaning “in your midst.” Since
the preposition refers to the Romans, and the implied
subject of the inﬁnitive is Paul, we translate: “to be
jointly comforted with you." Most interesting is the
way in which Paul ampliﬁes and thus emphasizes this
union of himself with the Romans in a blessed joint
experience. What is implied by 0159 is expanded by the
attributive év dMﬁAotc and then fully stated by {map re mi
époﬁ: jointly comforted with you through each othefs
faith, both yours and mine.

In these expressions Paul presses the Romans to his
heart in fervent love. He longs for the cheering contact of their faith and his own, the faith that each

ﬁnds in the other. This is the force of iv amino“. We
may translate: “through our mutual faith." Paul is
thinking of this faith in its expression as revealing
itself as what it is by means of confession, love, and
other evidences. One of the happy experiences, especially of the ministry, is this enjoyment of comfort to
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which Paul looked forward with such desire, and it is
the sweeter because of the mutuality which it involves.
13)

Paul’s thought makes a steady advance.

In

v. 9, 10 we hear that he is praying to get to Rome. In
v. 11, 12 we have the personal purpose of the desired
visit for the Romans and for Paul. Now in v. 13-15 we
see his ofﬁcial apostolic purpose in getting to Rome, his
hope to obtain some fruit of his apostolic labors also in
this great city, this, as we may add from 15 :24, before
going on to Spain. The apostolic interest, held in
abeyance in v. 8-12, is now clearly voiced. Indeed, as
much as Paul might desire to strengthen the faith of
the Roman believers and enjoy the mutual encouragement that would result, this alone could scarcely be his
entire purpose in seeking to reach Rome. So he now
adds: And I do not want you to be ignorant, brethren, that often I actually formed the purpose to
come to you (and was hindered until now) in order
that I might get to have some fruit also among you

even as also among the rest of the nations I am
debtor to both Greeks and barbarians, to both educated and uneducated. Thus is the willingness on
my own part to proclaim the gospel also to you who
are in.Ro{ne.-;.
The reading 0"”: atom in place of of: 06A.» is textually
far too weak to be considered although, taken by itself,
it would be attractive. Paul would say: “I do not think
that you are ignorant (of the fact) that I often purposed to come to you,” meaning that some of his

friends, like Aquila and Priscilla (16:3), on going to
Rome had told of his various attempts to get to this
important place.

Paul, however, wrote: “I do not want

you to be ignoran ,” etc., an expression he often employs when introducing something he desires to have
especially noted. It is a kind of litotes for “I want you
to note well." The insertion of “brethren” likewise
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makes plain that Paul is now stating his main purpose
in having wished to get to Rome, for the emphasis of
his statement is on the ‘Zm clause which, therefore, also
is expounded by the clause with meals. It was his desire
to obtain some fruit of his apostolic labors in Rome just

as he felt himself a debtor also to all other nations. As
“brethren” the Roman Christians will understand and
appreciate this purpose of his.

He has spoken of his desire and his prayers in regard to his coming to Rome. He now adds that he had

actually resolved, and that often, i. e., on repeated occasions, to make the journey; rpocgclpayv, “I set before my-

self,” means that at various times he had actually made
plans.

With the parenthetical Kai (R. 1183) he at once

states that until the present moment he was hindered
in the sense of prevented from carrying out the resolutions and plans he had formed. He does not need to
state what had interfered; it could have been only the
imperative need for his presence and work elsewhere.
We here once more see how, in their ordinary movements, the apostles were directed by the compulsion of
the situation in which they found themselves.‘
With his personal longing to see the Romans Paul
connects the personal purpose of reciprocal encouragement between them and himself (v. 11, 12). With his
actual, though frustrated, planning to extend his apostolic travels to Rome he now connects the direct apostolic purpose of spreading the gospel among those not
as yet won for the faith. “In order that I might get
to have some fruit,” etc., speaks of the regular fruit of

his apostolic labors.

The fact that xapwo’v contains the

ﬁgure of a farmer or a gardener is evident from both
the verb (Exew) and its tense (0x13). If the ﬁgure were
that of the soil or of a tree, the verb employed would be
¢épcw 01‘ watch! xapmiv, “to bear or produce fruit,” as

in Phil. 1:22, xapnbv zpyov, “fruit of work.” The aorist
axtﬁ, “might get to have,” points to the ﬁnal moment
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when the work would be completed in Rome and Paul
would have “some fruit” as the net result. Souls won by
the gospel are this fruit. “Some” is modest, indeed, but
not in the sense of “a little fruit" but of fruit additional
to what the Roman congregation had already garnered.
This shows that av My means, not “in you,” but “among
you." The Roman Christians had already been won for
the gospel and could not be the fruit of Paul's evangelical labors; but among them in the great city of Rome
all sorts of opportunities for winning new converts,
opportunities beyond such as the Christians themselves
could embrace, were waiting.
Paul's thought is simple: he desires to get some
fruit in Rome just as he is under obligation also to the
rest of the nations. To him Rome is the center of one
nation, and just as his obligation extends to the other
nations so he regards it as extending also to this most
important one of all. The wrong punctuation and
verse division have divided the mod»: clause and thus
leave an incongruous tail for v. 13, and make a separate sentence of v. 14, the asyndeton of which is likewise incongruous. But when we try to complete the
monk clause apart from v. 14 we not only ﬁnd difﬁculty
but also get a wrong thought. We cannot well supply
the subjunctive 0x6 after malts, for a subjunctive d0es
not ﬁt the thought: “Even as I might get to have some
fruit also among the rest of the nations.” Nor can we

convert the subjunctive (7ch into the indicative Zoxov, for
this would have Paul say that he had already secured
fruit among the rest of the nations.

0n the supposi-

tion that Paul really intended to say this we are told to
take this statement with a grain of salt. This, however, is stating it mildly, for too many nations had not
as yet been reached by Paul. These difﬁculties disappear when we construe without a break: “even as also
among the rest of the nations I am debtor to both
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Greeks and barbarians, to both educated (cultured)
and uneducated (uncultured) .”
14)

Paul’s apostolic debt is immense.

It extends

to Greeks and barbarians, to educated and uneducated
among all the nations, with Rome representing one na-

tion to which “the rest" must be added. Exercising
exact care to attain precision in expression, Paul does
not say that he is debtor to the nations but to the two
classes found “among” the nations. He is planting the
gospel in each nation. Acts shows how he worked in
the central cities and also how from these centers the
gospel spread into each surrounding province; note
Acts 19:26, and how in II Cor. 11:10 Paul speaks of

“the regions of Achaia.”

The expression 1a 201», should not be translated
“Gentiles.” Paul is not distinguishing between Gentiles and Jews but is referring to the great classes
found in each nation as a nation. In the Roman Empire the political grouping was made according to provinces and subject kingdoms. The inhabitants of any
one of these groups he calls an mm or “nation.”

The

great distinction that prevailed at that time was that
between "EM'qlftc and ﬂdpﬂapot, “Greeks and barbarians," a division that included all men irrespective of
their racial extraction. “Greeks” includes all those
possessing Greek culture; “barbarians,” the natives
who lacked this prized advantage. Greeks of this type
were found everywhere, and also barbarians of this
type.

The former looked down on the latter, the lat-

ter envied the former, and all aspired to the higher
standing.
In Acts 28 :2 the deﬂapm were the Punic natives of
Malta; in Acts 14:11 the Lycaonians were likewise na-

tives. All of them spoke the Greek language so that
Paul had no difficulty in communicating with them but

they lacked the Greek culture.

But take a city like
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Rome. In addition to the Latins there were found in it
national Greeks, Hellenists, Jews, Syrians, Egyptians,
Africans in general, Celts, Germans, and others. A
similar situation obtained in other cities.

All of these

were divided into two great classes, “Greeks and barbarians.” The line between the classes was not in
every case sharply drawn. Thus a Jew who was still
strongly Aramaic would be called a barbarian by those
who regarded themselves Greeks, and a thoroughly
Hellenized Jew would deem himself a Greek even if
superior Greeks still looked down on him. We must
also not forget the multitude of slaves that were found
in the empire, captives of war from many countries
who had been sold into slavery. Many of them became
freedmen, some rose to high positions and thus became “Greeks.” Felix and his brother Pallas may
serve as examples. The great mass of slaves were regarded as “barbarians."

2o¢oi and dvérlrot, men with and men without Greek
education, help to deﬁne “Greeks and barbarians.” This
double distinction held good everywhere, “among all
the rest of the nations,” and thus certainly-to the fullest
degree also in Rome. But as far as P_aul's apostolic
work with the gospel was concerned, he was a debtor to
both. It makes little difference whether 6¢€m€fq€ is regarded as meaning “debtor" or as meaning “one under
obligation” without the ﬁgure of a debt; the sense does
not become clearer by eliminating the ﬁgure. I Cor.
9 :16 explains Paul’s indebtedness. His apostleship made
him the great debtor who could discharge his heavy

obligation only in gospel coin. The distinction obtaining among men in the world exempted him from payment to neither of the two great classes. The foolishness of preaching was what the cultured Greeks needed

and what Paul owed them, and for the barbarians and“
the uncultured this same preaching, which makes wise
the simple, was the supreme requirement.
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By placing the other nations beside Rome medic
quietly conveys two thoughts. After all, and especially
as far as Paul’s obligation to obtain fruit was concerned, Rome was not different from other localities —
it, too, contained only these two classes of men. Paul
wants to obtain fruit in Rome in the same way as he
is indebted to Greeks and barbarians everywhere.

When he writes this to the Romans he thus tells them
that, in coming to them, he merely expects to continue
his usual apostolic labors. Then, to get fruit by paying
a debt and to get it “even as” or in correspondence with
the paying, is strangely paradoxical. Ordinarily, paying a debt makes poorer, but in the apostleship and in
the ministry it makes richer. The two ﬁgures are not
mixed, they are merely exact. “Debtor” connotes the
compulsion under which Paul worked — woe unto him,

if he did not preach the gospel, I Cor. 9:16. Yet
“fruit” always comes naturally, also the fruit of believing souls that follows upon gospel preaching.
15)
“Thus,” Paul adds, “is the willingness on my
own part to proclaim the gospel also to you who are
in Rome.” Oiirw links into xaaa’m: "just as” the apostle

is debtor to Greeks and barbarians, learned and unlearned among the rest of the nations, “just so” is his
willingness to discharge this debt also in Rome. His
readiness to preach in Rome is quite like his readiness
to preach elsewhere where his apostolic obligation calls
him. This oﬂm following xaau’n keeps a balance: Paul is
not excited about coming to preach in Rome nor is he
hesitant. To him Rome is the center of another nation,
and with his usual readiness, since the time is apparently approaching, he is willing to do some gospel work

also in this place.

He leaves the Roman Christians

under no false impression as though he was overelated
at the prospect of coming, or as though he had misgivings. His eagerness is the same old fervor that has
carried him thus far.
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man/diced“ is the verb that matches cﬁawéacoy, and
the aorist inﬁnitive is constative as summing up the
entire work of proclaiming the good gospel news which
Paul hopes to do in Rome. We must regard as one
concept mi {,sz refs c'v 'Pépy, “to you those in Rome,"
meaning not merely to the Christians in Rome — to
say that they were in Rome would be too trivial — but
to the inhabitants of Rome of whom innit, the Christians, were representatives. The apostle means that,
while he is in Rome and in fraternal fellowship with
the Christians there, he would preach to the inhabio
tants of their city, whether they were Greeks or barbarians, learned or unlearned, as he had done elsewhere and considered it his duty to do everywhere.
His willingness was not merely to visit Rome and to
see the Christians there but to prosecute his apostolic
mission among the Romans generally by reaching as
many of the unconverted as possible.
Note that mi is found in both statements of the
comparison: “also among you even as also among the
rest of the nations” (v. 13), and then once again:
“also to you who are in Rome."
Kar' c‘pe’ is a classic
substitute for the genitive (B.-D. 224, 1) but is stronger than a genitive (R. 608), was mz’ch betriﬁ't, “as re.
gards myself" (B.-D. 266, 2). The phrase is attributive: “my own willingness.” Some think that 1'3 Ka'r’
(“pi may be regarded as a nominative, the subject of

an: understood, and wpéoupov mm, as the predicate:
“Thus the thing regarding me is a willingness to
preach," etc. (R. 486). This construction loses the
correspondence between K1106: and can» and makes v. 15
a deduction. When this letter was read, no reader
would think that “is” was to be supplied before «p691;pow, and that 11‘: Km" e'pé rpéovpov was to be divided. Nor
could anyone explain why Paul used so queer a combination of words for saying: “Thus I am ready to
preach the gospel also to you who are in Rome." What
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he wrote was different and far more to the point,
namely that his personal readiness to preach in Rome
was exactly like fulﬁlling his obligation toward the rest
of the nations.
16) For I am not ashamed of the gospel; for
it is God’s power for salvation for everyone believing, ﬁrst of all for both Jew and Greek. For God’s
righteousness is revealed in it from faith to faith;
even as it has been written, But the righteous shall
live from faith.
What Paul says about getting some fruit in Rome
in accord with his debt regarding the other nations and
his corresponding willingness to preach also in Rome
he now explains (yip) by a reference to his own attitude toward the gospel (“I am not ashamed") and fur-

thermore (two more ydp) by a reference to the nature
of that gospel (“God's power”) and a reference to its
contents (“God’s righteousness”). This is the line of
his thought. With it he presents the theme of his entire
letter:
The Righteousness of God Revealed from
Faith to Faith.

“1 am not ashamed” is a litotes: Paul is proud of
the gospel. He has already intimated quite plainly that
“just as” (made, v. 13) he is a debtor to the rest of the
nations with their Greeks and barbarians, etc., “thus”
(051w in v. 15) and in no other way is he willing, as
soon as God permits, to preach also in Rome. He has
intimated that he will ﬁnd these same classes of men
also in the world capital. He had thus far worked only
in eastern countries, but this had not been done because he had sought to avoid Rome but only because
he had been prevented from getting there. Even at
this time he intends to make Rome only a waystation,
his great aim being to reach the far western lands,
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namely Spain (15:24). Any idea, therefore, on the
part of the Romans that Paul was ashamed of the gospel and thus hesitant about facing Rome with it, would
be wide of the mark. Certainly, Rome was Rome, and
no city in all the world was comparable to it, the
world’s center of power, glory, and magniﬁcence. And
Paul was a mere provincial who had been born in Tarsus but was identiﬁed with insigniﬁcant Judea. One
might draw the strongest kind of a contrast between
Rome and Paul. Yet, equipped with the gospel, Paul
towers above Rome as he does above all of Rome’s provinces. He “ashamed”? Nay, he was truly proud,
because he is conscious of what the gospel really is.
The A. V. has the inferior reading: “the gospel of
Christ.” On stayyc'mov see v. 1.
It is because the gospel is “God's power unto salvation,” etc., that Paul is not ashamed of it. The Roman
Christians will certainly share his feeling when he thus
recalls to them what the gospel to which he was devoting his very life really is. Paul’s statement about himself automatically suggests to every reader the vital
question: “What do I think of the gospel ?" We show
in many ways what our estimate of it is; often enough
that we do not glory in it as Paul did and as we, too,
should.
In “God's power” note the absence of the articles.
It is like “God's gospel" in v. 1, “God’s righteousness”
in v. 17, “God’s wrath” in v. 18, and the genitive makes
the terms concrete, deﬁnite, and practical compounds.
“God’s power” is the predicate of the sentence, is placed
forward for the sake of emphasis, and deﬁnes the gaspel from the angle of what it is able to do. The fact
that it deals with God’s Son, Jesus Christ, our Lord,
has already been stated in v. 3, 4, which must be recalled when Paul now adds additional features; for it
is the gospel concerning God’s Son that is God’s saving
power. In the expression 36mm: ®¢oﬁ the ﬁrst word has
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no more emphasis than the second; nor does ydp separate the two words in order to produce an emphasis, it
is used only postpositively.

We need scarcely say that “God’s power” does not
mean God’s omnipotence. To quote Eph. 1 :19 for the
claim that omnipotence produces faith is to overlook
the fact that Eph. 1:19 in no way deals with the pro-

duction of faith. Calvinism teaches an irresistible
grace. In order to escape this Calvinism those who
claim that omnipotence produces faith advance the further claim that omnipotence is of two kinds, one that
is irresistible, the other, resistible, and that here Paul
has in mind the latter. The Scriptures know nothing

about resistible omnipotence.
The gospel is God’s power of love and grace toward

sinners.

It is wholly unmerited by them and is em-

bodied in the gift of his only-begotten Son, John 3 :16.
It has been well said that love is the strongest power in
the world, and God’s love in Christ Jesus is the greatest

love of all. All this power of love and grace is found in
the gospel. God himself and all his love and his grace
are ever in the gospel.

God and his saving Word can-

not possibly be separated from each other.

Even om-

nipotence cannot save sinners, but God's power of grace
in the gospel can and does save them. God’s grace pro-

duced the gospel as the one means by which to reach the
sinner’s heart in order to bestow salvation upon him.
Because the gospel is “news,” tells about God’s love
in Christ Jesus, teaches and informs us, we might think
of it as being only a message, something composed of
words only that the mind should retain. Such an estimate of the gospel must be revised upward. We must
think of the gospel in terms of power. The gospel is
no less than the power by which God saves every believer. It is thus the very opposite of the impotency of

all the means to which men resort in seeking salvation
by their own efforts.
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We usually call the gospel the means of grace, i. e.,
the channel through which grace reaches us. The apostle goes beyond that; he calls the gospel itself the power
that is operative for our salvation. When we come into
contact with the gospel in any way we come into contact with this blessed power, and when Paul and when

we preach the gospel we bring others into contact with
this power. In all the universe there is no other power
that can save as much as a single soul. To reject the
gospel is thus to reject salvation. To substitute something in place of the gospel is to substitute the loss of
salvation for salvation. To dilute or to alter the gospel
is to reduce its power, possibly to a point where its
power can no longer save.
“Power” and “salvation” are correlative, for it
takes power to save. In fact, it takes God’s own power,
for all the human power in the world is unable to save
even one little babe. In the whole Roman capital, yea,
in the whole empire, no power existed that could save
even one lone beggar. “Salvation,” oomph, and its'cognates to “save," “Savior,” “the saved,” denote both the
act of delivering from mortal danger and the resultant
condition of safety. The word itself has a passive
sense for those who are saved, and this is strong here
where God’s power is mentioned as the saving agency.
E3; is the preposition for denoting purpose, in the
present connection even more, namely result. The gos-

pel as God’s power effects salvation. The danger connoted is the destructive, damning power of sin and
death, Satan and his kingdom of darkness and doom.
What human power is able to effect an escape from
that? The security connoted is that of pardon, peace,
union with Christ and God in the kingdom of heaven as
sons of God, children of light, heirs of heaven. What
human power is able to achieve these? In words so few
Paul puts the gospel into its true light for the Romans.
Viewing the gospel thus as God’s power for salvation,
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all its blessedness shines out gloriously, draws and
attracts us so that we, too, may be saved.
“Salvation” does not here refer only to the entrance
into heaven in the hour of death. The present participle “for everyone believing” ought to prevent such a
view. These substantivized present participles describe
a person according to the enduring quality inhering in
him. He who goes on believing does not need to wait
until death in order to obtain salvation but has it from
the ﬁrst instant of faith, ever and ever as he believes,
and at death only enters into the glories of this salvation. In regard to «fans, the noun corresponding to
wmcﬁew, see v. 5. The analysis of faith into knowledge,
assent, and conﬁdence, with emphasis on the latter, is
undoubtedly correct. When Anerkennung, acknowledgment, is stressed, this only emphasizes the fulness
of the assent which is the basis on which the corresponding fulness of the ﬁducia. or conﬁdence rests.
As “power" and “salvation" are correlatives, so
also are “gospe ” and “believing," and this in the same
complete way. This power does all of the saving, and
nothing outside of it contributes even the least toward
the saving. So the good news of the gospel kindles
faith, and nothing outside of this gospel in the slightest
degree contributes to the production of faith. But this
pair of correlatives forms a unit: the gospel which
works faith is the-power which saves the believer. It
is the very nature of the gospel to make him who hears
it a believer, thereby saving him. The gospel is not
only truth and divine reality, it is the most blessed
truth in the universe, the most personal truth for every
sinner, that reaches into his inmost soul in order to
save him from the curse and the doom of his sin by
making him God’s owu through the Savior Christ.
Truth, and above all truth, this divine, personal, saving
truth, works faith, conﬁdence, trust. Woe to him who
rejects it and trusts the lie! Paul here says that the
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gospel as God’s power saves the believer. There is
no power even in God to save the unbeliever.
The emphasis is on the dative “for everyone believing," to which, therefore, an apposition is added. “Believing” excludes everything except the conﬁdence
wrought in the soul by the divine power of the gospel
and by this alone. Being saved is simplicity itself: by
working conﬁdence in the heart the gospel bestows salvation. Alas, it seems too simple for many who proceed to add something of their own doing and thus lose
salvation. “For everyone believing" is universal: faith
is the one door to salvation for all sinners.
While “ﬁrst of all for both Jew and Greek” is in
apposition with want, it by no means says that every

believer will be either a Jew or a Greek.

The wpd'n’ov

cannot be construed only with “Jew” and translated as
do our versions: “To the Jew ﬁrst, and also to the
Greek.” Nor can we regard “Greek” as meaning “Gentile” and thus refer to every non-Jew. This view is
barred by v. 14 where Paul has just used “Greeks” in
opposition to “barbarians." See that passage. Te —
mi, “both — and,” makes a close pair of these two opposites, “Jew” “Greek." Hpérov, placed between the
connectives, is to be construed with both Jew and
Greek. The Jew had his Old Testament, the Greek
had his culture; these two stood highest among men.
Therefore Paul singles them out. The gospel is the
power of God for salvation “in the ﬁrst place for both
Jew and Greek,” which implies that it is then certainly
also such a power for all others, call them barbarians
or what you will.
npa’n-ov is not temporal as though the gospel was of-

fered to the Jews before it was taken to the Gentiles.
Nor is it temporal with reference to Jews and (cultured) Greeks combined as though these upper classes
were to hear the gospel before the lower classes got to
hear it. Nor is the idea one of degree as though Jew
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and Greek needed the gospel more than the rest of man:
kind. “First” is comparative. Paul takes up this double class and passes over all the rest for a speciﬁc rea-

son. As far as the gospel and salvation are concerned,
no one is to think that, because of their high prerogatives, Jew and Greek have less need of it than others
or have some advantage over others. Take Jew and
Greek ﬁrst, Paul says, and each obtains salvation

through God’s gospel power only as believing persons.
By saying that regarding Jew and Greek he does not

need to add a word about others. But this does not
imply that hitherto the gospel had been preached only
to Jew and Greek; Acts 14:11 alone is enough to refute
this opinion but add also I Cor. 1:26-31. Nor can we
conclude that Paul's word about Jew and Greek implies
that the Roman congregation consisted only or even
mainly of these two classes; it certainly contained not a

few common slaves. Yet this word, “ in the ﬁrst place
both for Jew and Greek,” eminently ﬁts this apostolic
letter which is being addressed to Christians in the
world’s capital city, the center of the world’s culture,
pride, and prominence, the residence also of many
Jews. Take the highest classes to begin with — for
them, too, the gospel is God’s power for salvation only

as they become believers.

When Paul comes to Rome

he will act only on the basis of this conviction, in which,
of course, the Roman Christians have always concurred.

17)

With a third ya’p Paul elucidates still further

and thus proves what he has just said about the gospel’s
eﬁect “for everyone believing.” It saves the believer
because it reveals God’s righteousness. This statement
is the climax of the entire paragraph and enunciates the
theme of the entire letter: God’s Righteousness Revealed from Faith to Faith. The letter form remains,
and the epistle is not converted into a treatise or a
thesis by a formal announcement of the theme. Paul
knows perfectly how to embody in a genuine letter all
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that he desires to convey regarding the central doctrine of the Christian Faith, Justiﬁcation by Faith
Alone.

Ammomin, @coﬁ introduces the sentence just as 86mm:
0:06 introduced the previous one and does so with the

same emphasis. We naturally compare eta-yye’mv 9:05
(v. 1) and 69y» 9cm": (v. 18), especially the latter, because it, too, is used with the verb awouaMm-mu, both
God’s wrath and God’s righteousness are revealed, the
one in the law, the other in the gospel. The new fact,
which elucidates v. 16 and the fact that the gospel is
God’s power that saves every believer, is that God's
righteousness is revealed in the gospel from faith unto
faith. The gospel tells all about this righteousness
which has nothing whatever to do with works, neither
springs from (6x) works of ours, nor aims at (etc) such
works, but has its source (ex) only in faith and thereby
is intended only for (etc) faith.

The emphasis is on summiw, ems and on in aria-um
ti: m’mv. This wonderful righteousness of God has to
be revealed otherwise none of us would know the least
feature about it; for the only righteousness of which
men can think is a righteousness of their own: “For
being ignorant of God’s righteousness, and seeking to
establish their own, they did not subject themselves to
the righteousness of God," Rom. 10: 3; see the same
contrast in Phil. 3:9.
In v. 16 Paul speaks concretely: “to everyone he

lieving"; he now speaks abstractly: “from faith unto
faith.” To be sure, faith exists only in a person. There
is no faith apart from one who believes. But by stat—

ing this truth abstractly the entire emphasis is thrown
on faith which, therefore, also is mentioned twice:

“from faith unto faith.”
We need not hesitate in making @(oﬁ the genitive
of the origin and of the author. We have the same type
of genitive in “God’s gospel," “God’s power,” “God’s
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wrat " — all denoting what proceeds from God. This
is very clear in Phil. 3:9: rip :3: 8m“; Sixawcnim, “the
righteousness out of or from God,” over against that
righteousness which is ('K véaou, “from law." We frequently encounter the remark that here Paul does not
intend “righteousness" as an attribute of God, and

that this attribute is revealed already in the punitive
judgments of God, for instance in his wrath (v. 18).
These statements are useful for warding off an ap-

proach to the view of Osiander that through the gospel and faith the justitia essentialis enters into us and
makes us righteous. Yet, as C.-K. 313 points out, the
justitia, essentialis is the basis of the righteousness revealed in the gospel. This is very clear in 3:26: “that
he might himself be righteous and accounting righteous him who has faith in Jesus.” Every verdict of
God is just, right, righteous, and will be established
as such before the whole universe and reveal righteousness as an attribute of God, in particular also this verdict Which pronounces the believer righteous. C.-K.
makes Gear: a subjective genitive: “God’s righteousness” = God bestowing the status of righteousness
upon the believer by his righteous verdict. This differs
only formally from the genitive of the author or of
origin.
It was the happiest day in Luther’s life when he
discovered that “God’s righteousness" as used in R0mans means God’s verdict of righteousness upon the
believer.

He says that it was like opening Paradise to

him, that he at once ran through the Scripture with
ecstasy, seeing everywhere how this righteousness
opened salvation and heaven to him.

This joy is'ours

today. Amatoo'liw; @cm'; is the status of righteousness into
which faith and the believer are placed by the judicial
verdict of God. It is the doctrine of justiﬁcation by
faith alone. This is the sum of God’s gospel, yea, its
very heart. It is this that makes the gospel the power
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of God's grace for everyone believing. This is righteousness not of our own (10:3), impossible for us to
attain, but God’s gift to the believer, bestowed by God’s
verdict upon him. This is the end of all our own righteousnesses which are not righteousness at all but only
ﬁlthy rags; this is God’s righteousness made ours by
his verdict the instant faith is kindled in us by the gospel which reveals this righteousness and so kindles
faith.
It is essential to know that suaiomim is juridical: by
his verdict God, the Judge in heaven, pronounces the
believer righteous and by that pronouncement places
the believer into the status of righteousness where he
remains as long as he is 6 mamiwv. It is fatal to eliminate the forensic idea from smacoa'ﬁvq. This cannot be
done linguistically, save by changing the sense; it cannot be done doctrinally, save by rejecting the central
doctrine of all Scripture.
Luther’s translation of @505 as a kind of objective
genitive is justly famous: die Gerechtz‘glceit, die 'vor
Gott gilt, “the righteousness that avails before God.”
It is Luther’s aim to let the Holy Spirit speak German
so that German readers may easily understand. In
this instance Luther’s translation is interpretatiVe.

As such it conserves the forensic idea of smawa'urq even
better than our English versions which translate literally. Yet Luther’s rendering really states, not the
idea of the genitive itself, but the resultant idea of the
noun plus its genitive. A righteousness that God’s ver-

dict establishes is one which beyond question is valid in
his court, before his judgment seat. Men bring so
many false righteousnesses to him, which they think
he must allow to stand yet which he as the righteous
Judge must condemn as not at all being righteousness.

This is the one righteousness that avails before him.
We know it avails, for it is the substance of his own
verdict.
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A word of caution is necessary: while we ﬁx attention upon each single concept we must ever keep the
sentence just as Paul wrote it, each concept where he

placed it, each lending its proper part to the great
thought: “For God’s righteousness is being revealed in

it out of faith unto faith.” The emphasis is not on év
aénp. If Paul had intended to have it there he would
have placed the phrase at the head of the clause or in
some other emphatic position; the Greek would have
compelled him to do so. Nor is the emphasis on chrom-

Aéme-nu; neither phrase nor verb occupy an emphatic
position. The emphasis is on what is revealed in
the gospel:
“God’s righteousness is revealed in
it”; the next emphasis is on the way in which this

righteousness is revealed, namely “out of faith unto
faith.” The passive, of course, implies that God does
the revealing even as this is his gospel. The great
point is that he does this revealing “out of faith unto

faith." The fact that the double phrase, striking
because it is double and not connected by mu’, modiﬁes
the verb should be evident. How can it be taken from
the end of the sentence and made to modify the subject
at the head of the sentence? It is not convincing to
point to 3 2222 Sumac-13w; (9501': 31?). «forms ’I-qa'oﬁ Xpw-roﬁ, for

there the phrase adjoins the noun while in our passage
it adjoins the verb. Paul does not write: “God’s righteousness out of faith unto faith is revealed in it”; he

writes: “Is revealed out of faith unto faith.”

The ob-

jection that the latter would make faith precede the
preaching of the gospel does not note éy aﬁrq‘», namely
that the revealing takes place “in it,” i. e., in the
preached gospel, i. e., in connection with the saving
power of the preached gospel which is so efﬁcient to

create faith in the heart.
In v. 16 Paul places the full emphasis on “everyone
believing,” Jew or Greek or any other man. In exactly
the same manner he now places the full emphasis on
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“faith” and even repeats this word.

The gospel with

its salvation (v. 16) and thus also with its saving reve-

lation (v. 17), both as being God’s saving power of
grace (v. 16) and as revealing God’s righteousness
(v.17), pertains to the believer, to absolutely every
believer (v. 16), pertains to faith, yea to faith (v. 17),
and to nothing but faith.
The two statements are typically Pauline: in one
instance the verb mamfew (in the participle n; maraiovn) ,
next the abstract generalizing noun «tom and this repeated; in one instance the concrete person, “the one

believing," next the principle itself, "faith, faith.” Even
the added quotation drives home “faith” and even uses
the important preposition c‘x: “But the righteous — out
of faith shall he live I” As regards salvation, as regards
true righteousness, as regards life spiritual and everlasting, and that means as regards the gospel, all else
is excluded, race, nationality, culture (Jew, Greek, barbarian), law, works, human prerogatives, claims, and
everything else, and only the believer, only faith ——
faith — faith (Paul has the word three times) is
included.
This saving revelation never occurs except in «(new
“out of fait .” When the heart hardens itself, prevents;
faith from being kindled, all remains dark, no revelation takes place, no righteousness is pronounced by
God, no salvation is obtained, no life enters. All these
come about only “out of faith."

This does not imply

that faith is ﬁrst, and that these result; all are simultaneous, occur in the instant that the power of the gospel penetrates the heart. To think of a before and an
after is out of place. “Out of faith” is at the same time
“unto faith” or “for faith,” eis «Zea-w, i. e., intended for,
directed to, aimed at faith — faith and ever more faith.
This it: could not be without (is, nor vice versa. It is,
however, the ('1: that arrests attention. In fact, it dis-
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concerts and upsets all who have a wrong conception
of «force, of either its origin or its nature.
Does Paul attribute too much to faith when he
writes that God’s saving gospel righteousness is revealed “out of faith," that our justiﬁcation comes “out
of faith,” is due to faith, yea, as he says elsewhere, that
“faith" itself is reckoned unto us for righteousness,
and when our fathers similarly declared that we are
elected “in view of faith"? All misgivings disappear
when we have the Scriptural conception of faith. It
is the operation of God (Col. 2:12), wholly and in all
its stages. There is absolutely no synergism in either
its inception or in its continuance. No synergistic
faith ever existed save as a ﬁgment in men’s minds.
Faith, even common human faith in some man, in some
human institution, in some man’s promise, to say
nothing of faith in God, Christ, the gospel, etc., is
passive as to its production and its nature: it is kindled, is awakened, and then is kept alive. It is never
self-wrought — to think so is an illusion. God, Christ,
the gospel are absolutely trustworthy. Is it, therefore,
surprising that they should awaken and then sustain
trust in us, and that they do it, yea, must do it, altogether by themselves, and that no help from any other
source is possible in producing this trust?
But this non-synergism is only the half of it. The
other non-synergism lies in the object .of faith. Faith
is ever ﬁlled with its object, wholly ﬁlled, never, and
in no way, empty. Faith may be great or small, but
whatever its size, its object ﬁlls it. Without that object
it ceases to exist. In fact, that object produces the
trust that holds it. Every time we read the word
“faith” in the Scriptures, the object is included, whether that object is stated or not. It is because of the
great object of faith that the Scriptures attribute so
much to faith and never to faith apart from that object.
Draw even a hairline between the two, and faith does
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not exist because it cannot exist without its object, and,
of course, also its object has disappeared because there
is not faith in which it may rest. Regard Paul’s double
phrase “out of faith unto faith” in this sense, and joy
will ﬁll your heart, misgivings will disappear.
The great theme of Romans is the Sinner’s Personal
Justiﬁcation by Faith. The fact that the basis of this
personal justiﬁcation is Christ’s blood and righteousness, which became effective for the whole world on the
days that he died and rose again, Paul states in many
places, beginning with 3:22, etc. Especially noteworthy is 5:10, 11, where we have Paul’s owu term for
what Christ has done: KaraMayﬁ (KaraMtia'a'ew), “recon-

ciliation” (“to reconcile"). This reconciliation embraced the whole world of sinners and was thus “without faith, prior to and apart from faith.” When Christ
died on the cross he cried: Tere’AcaOai, “It has been ﬁnished l” (i. e., and stands so forever). Then and there
the whole world of men was reconciled to God by
Christ. The resurrection of Christ only corroborated
the tremendous fact of the world’s reconciliation. The
Scripture term for this is KaraMa ’, “reconciliation,”
the whole world of sinners was made completely other
(Mos ; Kurd is perfective) . Christ’s resurrection shows
that God accepted Christ’s sacriﬁce for the world, that
Christ’s blood had, indeed, reconciled the whole world
to God.
One may call God’s raising up of Christ God’s d'ecimation to this effect, and, because it is such a declar—

ation, one may call it “the universal justiﬁcation of the
whole world." Yet to use the word “justiﬁcation" in
this way is not a gain, for it is liable to confuse the
ordinary man; We are fully satisﬁed with the Scrip-

tural word “reconciliation.” Based on this dwohirpmms
("ransoming") or KaraAAay-I; (“reconciliation”), 3:24;

5:11, is the individual’s Personal Justiﬁcation in the
instant the power of the gospel brings a sinner to faith.
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When it is thus correctly used, we may speak of all-

gemeine Rechtfertigung and of persoenlz'che Rechtfertigung. Since both are equally objective, both judicial declarations made by God in heaven, it should be
seen that it is confusing to call the one “objective
justiﬁcation” and the other “subjective justiﬁcation.”
This terminology is inexact, to say no more. In these
high and holy matters inexactness in terminology is

certainly to be avoided.

The danger is that by use of the term “subjective
justiﬁcation” we may lose the objective divine act of

God by which he declares the individual sinner righteOUS ('K Tria'nws (is «(any in the instant faith (embracing
Christ) is wrought in him, leaving only the one divine

declaration regarding the whole world of sinners, calling this an actus simplex, the only forensic act of God,
and expanding this to mean that God declared every

sinner free from guilt when Christ was raised from
the dead, so many millions even before they were born,

irrespective of faith, apart from and without faith.
This surely wipes out “justiﬁcation by faith alone,” of
which the Scriptures speak page after page. No sinner
is declared righteous by God save by faith alone. Only
his faith is reckoned to him for righteousness. This
righteousness is the theme of Romans which so mightily emphasizes Ex micron»; (is «{0er and Sui. aria-rims.

Any

confusion on this supreme matter is bound to entail
the most serious consequences.
What Paul thus states is not at all a new doctrine

but only a restatement of one that is as old as the Old
Testament (3:21). Thus, out of and unto faith the
gospel revealed God’s righteousness to the old covenant

saints and gave them life and salvation.

The Old Tes-

tament was the Bible of the Roman Christians, was
read constantly at their services, taught to all, and expounded on all vital points, especially on this central

point as to how the sinner is justiﬁed by faith alone.
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Freely and frequently Paul thus quotes the Old Testament to the Romans. This does not indicate that most
of them were former Jews and would thus understand.
Would Paul neglect the former Gentiles? He knew

that all would understand. K006): 'ye'ypam'az, "even as it.
has been written,” means that what Paul says is in
perfect accord with what Hab. 2:4 has recorded; and
the perfect tense “has been written” is used, here as
elsewhere, to indicate literal quotation, and to state
that what was once recorded in the sacred record
stands as thus recorded, stands for all time.

There is a close correspondence between the apos—
tle's and the prophet’s word, namely with respect to
the three points: righteousness — faith — life (salvation) . It is even closer, for we must add the vital relation of faith: ix m’a'rws, “out of faith.” “But the righteous shall live from (in) faith." Paul's word agrees

(xaMs) with this statement of the Old Testament. Paul
is not offering proof, for none of the Romans will in
the least question what he says. He is pointing to
agreement, to close correspondence, and thereby emphasizing and more deeply impressing what he says.
We often do the same especially in the case of very important statements. The adversative 86 is retained,
which shows that Paul quotes literally although “but"
is not needed to express Paul’s thought as such. But
the LXX you is dropped because it is incorrect, for the
LXX thought that Habakkuk meant that the righteous
shall live by “my," namely God’s faith or faithfulness.
Here we have an instance where an apostle uses but
corrects the LXX. Yet Paul does not add the Hebrew
“his," i. e., the righteous one’s faith, because he wishes
to stress the function of faith as such.
Here we have a case where the phrase adjoins the
preceding substantive and thus might modify it: “the
one righteous from (out of, due to) faith,” and some
construe thus. But this would not reproduce the sense
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of the Hebrew original. In the Hebrew this phrase is
marked by the tiphcha in order to indicate that it bears
the emphasis because it is to be construed with the
verb; in English we should underscore the phrase:

"The righteous — from faith he shall live.” That, too,
is exactly what Paul has just said with his strongly
emphatic ﬁnal phrase: “from faith unto faith." Both
Paul’s and the prophet’s word climax in faith. Not to
note this is to fail to get Paul’s exact meaning. Those
who reduce faith wipe out this twofold most important
emphasis. It is not correct to state that we have two
thoughts here: 1) the righteous shall live; 2) he shall
live by faith alone. There is but one thought: the
righteous — by faith (alone) shall he live.
Habakkuk says that the‘Chaldean is puffed up and
not upright in his soul; he vaunts himself, his soul is
crooked and not honest. The deduction is evidently
.that he cannot thus stand in God’s judgment, cannot
live. But it is different with regard to the righteous:
by, from, or due to his faith he shall, indeed, live. The
LXX rightly translate ’enunah m’aﬂs, for the word does
not signify “the honest mind," Treue, faithfulness,
but, when it is used with reference to man’s relation to
God, ﬁrm attachment to God, unshaken conﬁdence in
the divine promises, firm ﬁducia and ﬁdes. The prophet
is speaking of a vision that tarries but will surely come
at last.

Thus it is not the righteous man’s truthful-

ness, reliability, uprightness, virtues that he may have
(which may waver) but his faith. The prideful Chaldean disregards God and his promise and is thus lost,
the righteous man trusts, believes and thereby lives.
Some restrict “shall live" to the attainment of life
at the time of the ﬁnal judgment or to the heavenly life
at the moment of death. They interpret that as the
ﬁnal outcome of his faith, the righteous shall get life
and thus live. Are the righteous man and his faith
dead until that time? Such a thought is impossible.
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In John 3 :15, 16 Jesus twice says: mi; 6 marcﬁmv Em {wa
aiu’wwv, “everyone believing has (has all along, present
subjunctive) life eternal,” has it as and while he is
believing. This is the so-called logical future: {ﬂan-m,
“shall live”; right out of his faith, in the very ﬁrst
instant of its existence springs life. Reborn in faith,
he lives spiritually with the life that is to last eternally.
‘0 Sixatos corresponds to SLKaLomiv-q @6013. T0 the abstract “righteousness” Paul adds the concrete person,

“the righteous person.” The term is again forensic: he
who is righteous as having been acquitted, as having
been pronounced free of all guilt and as being just by
God, the Judge, in his heavenly court. This is personal
justiﬁcation. About this Paul writes to the Romans.
But the truth is not that a man is pronounced righteous
by God —- that he then gets faith — and that he then
lives. The three are again simultaneous. Just retain
the fact that all three come from God: the pronounce-

ment — the faith —— the life, all in the same instant.
No man is righteous for even one second before he has

faith, or has faith for even one second before God
declares him righteous, and the same is true with regard to his being alive.

Since so many have difﬁculty in regard to faith, let
them remember that God alone creates and ﬁlls it by
the gospel. And that is why Paul is able to use this
important ex.

We might identify them and say that

faith itself is the spiritual life.

The prophet and Paul

in agreement with him, place the emphasis on faith.
Righteousness and life are inseparable from it. To say
that the gospel is left out in the prophet’s word is to
forget the connection in which Paul places that word,
the inseparable connection of the gospel with all three
of the prophet’s concepts. Men ever incline to discount faith, to elevate something else, but God centers
everything in the faith he creates by the gospel: «'1:

«form: (is «(any righteousness, life is mine.

THE RIGHTEOUSNESS OF GOD FROM
FAITH TO FAITH
PART I
The Righteousness of God Is Identical
for All Men, 1:18-4:25

The Unrighteousness of Men, 1:18-32

Paul unfolds his great theme by ﬁrst showing at
length that all men are utterly lost and cannot possibly
be saved except by the wonderful gospel righteousness
of God. The righteous shall live by faith, “for” (ydp)
outside of this righteousness from faith no hope or help
exists, nothing but unrighteousness and the wrath of

God.
18)
For there is revealed God’s wrath from
heaven upon all ungodliness and unrighteousness of
men who suppress the truth in unrighteousness, because what is known regarding God is manifest in

them, for God manifested it to them.

For the things

unseen regarding him, by being perceived from the

world’s creation on by means of the things made, are
fully seen, both his everlasting power and divinity, so
that they are without excuse.

Both dram/\L’memi and 6py§l 9:05 are counterparts of
dwoxahf'rrrerac and Smammiv-q @6017 in V. 17, and d1r’ oﬁpavoﬁ is
in contrast with c’y aim; (cﬁa‘y‘YEAZcp). God has made two
revelations: one of his righteousness in the gospel,
which is salvation and life; the other of his wrath from

heaven, which is damnation and death. The one is
“from faith to faith” and deals with “everyone believing,” the other is “upon all ungodliness and unright(39)
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eousness of men," etc. Yet the emphasis is shifted; it
is now on the verb which is placed before the subject
as if to say: “Revealed indeed and beyond question is
God’s wrath," etc. “Is revealed” is identical with “is
revealed" in v. 17, also in tense, and thus cannot refer
only to the ﬁnal revelation of wrath at the time of the
last judgment but must refer, ﬁrst of all, to the revelation of wrath which is now in constant progress.
Always and ever God is against all ungodliness and
unrighteousness of men and visits his wrath upon them.
The contention that the present tense is sometimes
used with reference to the ﬁnal judgment, and that this
is also at times called a “revelation” (cinnamon), does
not apply to our passage. Does Paul in one instance (v.
17) say “is revealed" now and in the next instance (v.
18) “is revealed” at the end of the world? And why
postpone the revelation of wrath until the ﬁnal judgment? Are we to think that men are without such revelation now? Does Paul not say that men know God,
even his power and divinity, so that in their ungodliness they are without excuse (v. 19, 20)? When do
they know this if not now?
“God’s wrath” is practically a compound like “God’s
gospel” (v. 1), and “God’s righteousness” (y. 17 ), and
the genitives indicate origin, if not more. This “wrat "
is not fiction nor a ﬁgure of speech but a terrible reality, the constant, unchanging reaction of God’s holiness and righteousness to sin. The attempt to eliminate it by speaking of it as being a sinful passion like
the outbreaks of human anger is only one [of the many
exhibitions of ungodliness which would suppress the
truth (reality) about God. Paul’s emphatic “is revealed” reads as though he intends to say: “Despite all
denials of God’s hatred of sin or even of God’s very
existence his wrath is constantly being revealed against
all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men.” The
passive denotes that God himself does this revealing.
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God’s righteousness is being revealed in the gospel, for
it is a mystery which needs this special medium for its
revelation; God’s wrath needs no special medium, for
it is revealed “from heaven” the world over “upon (or
against, at) all ungodliness and unrighteousness,” etc.
Paul speaks of the-revelation that is found within

man’s own moral nature, his conscience, his sense of
right and wrong, his feeling of responsibility and accountability, his sense of justice which assents to the
punishment of all wrong. The revelation of the wrath
occurs in an endless succession, man’s moral nature
perceiving God’s stern opposition in every punishment
of sin. We have a striking example in Acts 28:4, in
the “vengeance” that would not let a murderer live.
This was the conviction of barbarian pagans.
Paul states the great fact and lets that sufﬁce. This
fact of the wrath “from heaven” constantly breaks
through the clouds of human perversions, false reasonings and philosophies, blatant denials and lies, beneath
which men seek to hide in helpless efforts to escape.
Man’s moral mind cannot avoid connecting ﬂagrant sin
and crime with its due punishment, especially when
such punishment descends in striking ways and crushes
the offenders with fearful retribution. Clearly or more
dimly men see the mighty hand of God reaching down
“from heaven” to destroy the wicked. We must not
be confused by the follies of atheists and moral perverts or by heathen blindness concerning God. Man’s
moral nature remains and instinctively responds to the

revelations of this wrath wherever they occur. Conscience makes cowards of us all. It is a hopeless effort
to destroy man’s moral nature and to rid him of his
reactions to the judgments of God.
Paul includes the two sides of sin, includes them
completely: “upon all ungodliness and unrighteousness
of men," any and every form of irreligion and of immorality, all transgressions of both tables of the law.
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’Aae’ﬂaa is the negation of etae’ﬁcu or godliness, and «isuda
the negation of Samoan or righteousness. When it is
used with abstract terms, mic needs no article, the distinction between “all” and “every” coalesces. The two
terms always go together and should not be separated
to designate two kinds of sin. All ungodliness is also
unrighteousness, and vice versa. Irreligion manifests
itself in immorality (violation of the norm of right),
and immorality is the evidence of irreligion (contrariness to God). God sees these two in every sin. It is he
who is insulted when his norm of right is trampled
under foot, and his answer is the judgment of his
wrath. Paul is statingthe full, clear fact as such. The
clearness of its perception on the part of men may
vary; the point Paul makes is that the perception is
never lost. Whenever God's wrath strikes, a great

wave of perception is the result: men’s hearts tell them
that it is God’s awful hand.
'AvOPém-uv without the article is all-comprehensive,
it includes all humanity and excepts no one. It has
been said that we might have had the adjective in place
of the genitive: “all human ungodliness and unrighteousness." The genitive, however, enables Paul to add
a participial modiﬁer which brings out the worst side
of men as evidence of their ungodliness and unrighteousness: “who suppress the truth in unrighteousness.”
Kau’xuv means not merely "to hold" (A. V.) but “to
hold down,” thus to suppress, to prevent the truth from
exerting its power in the heart and the life. The truth
is not merely quietly held while men go on in immorality, for it is the nature of truth to exert itself, make
its power felt; it is held down so that it shall not exert
itself.
Here Paul explains in one little clause how, despite
the constant revelation of God’s wrath,- men go on in
their wickedness: whenever the truth starts to exert
itself and makes them feel uneasy in their moral na-
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ture, they hold it down, suppress it. Some drown its
voice by rushing on into their immoralities; others

strangle the disturbing voice by argument and by denial.

Take the subject of hell.

Again and again we

meet violent, passionate denials of its existence.

But

if a man is convinced that there is no hell, he ought

merely to smile in a superior way when the subject is
mentioned. Take God’s wrath. Why these assaults
against it? Or the existence of God — if no God
exists! These denials and these arguments are not
altruistic; they are the efforts of the ungodly to sup-

press the disquieting truth in the interest of their own
ungodliness. They face an inescapable alternative in
their moral nature, an either — or: either to yield to
the truth and to give up ungodliness and unrighteousness, or to hold ﬁrmly to these two and then of necessity to squelch the truth.

This is the fact that we should note well when we
meet these arguments and these denials. Crush them
as we may, back of them is the ungodly, unrighteous

will that is determined to restore them ever anew in its
OWn self-defense. 'AMQaa is “truth” in the sense of
“reality,” that which is actually so. The context points
especially to God and to his wrath against all ungodliness and unrighteousness. Instead of allowing this
truth its proper control in their hearts men hold it
down. That, of course, is all they are able to do. They
are not able to destroy this or any other reality. Truth

quietly remains what it is amid all the clamor and the
shouting against it and in the end judges every man.
Woe to him who has refused to yield to it his heart and

his life!
Men hold the truth down “in connection with un-

righteousness”; this the force of ('1'. The idea expressed
by the preposition is that of sphere. Strange that
truth should still be present in such a connection; but

that is due to God’s revelation and to man’s moral na-
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ture. Signiﬁcantly Paul repeats the dander or unrighteousness in connection with this maltreatment of the
truth. It constitutes both the evil motive and the evil
purpose. Godlessness and irreligion culminate in unrighteousness, in all sorts of acts that are contrary to
the divine 81m, or norm of right, and in order to go on
in these the opposing truth must be opposed and overridden. The moment truth is allowed the control, evil
thoughts, words, and deeds would be cast out, and thus
godliness would enter in.
Paul is describing men in general, hence the participial clause should not be understood as limiting his
statement to only one class. While this is true, the
entire context implies that some men are brought to
obey the truth, escape God’s wrath by obtaining God’s
righteousness, receive salvation “out of and unto
fait ." The old and still prevalent opinion must be
given up that Paul is describing the Gentiles in this
section (v. 18-32) and that in chapter 2 he considers
the Jews. Paul is speaking of “men,” the word “Gentiles" (60m) does not occur.

He is speaking of “all un-

godliness and unrighteousness of men," of all who hold
down the truth in the interest of their unrighteousness.
How can this exclude the Jews? Their long history is
full of ungodliness (even of idolatry) of the worst kind,
and as an instance of unrighteousness consider their
treatment of Jesus and of the apostles and of Christian
believers. When he describes the wickedness of all
men Paul naturally demonstrates this by referring to
many forms of its manifestation among pagans, but
We shall see that the worst of these are also Jewish,
although it makes no difference to Paul where they
occur.
In 2:1 Paul does not turn to the Jews. The two
vocatives occurring in 2:1 and 3: J a'vapm, especially
the ﬁrst with the addition was 6 xpc’my, “everyone acting
as judge,” are not addressed only to a Jew. Not until
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2:9 is “Jew” mentioned and then it is combined with
“Greek" (not “Gentile," see 1:16). In 2:11-16 Jews
and Gentiles are compared, and after that, in a direct
address, the Jew is answered in comparison with the
Gentile (2:17-29), and Paul concludes with the combined condemnation of both Jews and Greeks (3 :1-20) .
In 1:18-32 Paul does not conﬁne himself to the Gentiles,
and in 2 :1-3 :20 he does not conﬁne himself to the Jews.
Recognizing this, we shall avoid faulty exegesis.
19) Revealed is God's wrath on men as here described “because what is known regarding God is manifest to them,” etc. Min depends on aha-oxaaﬁmm and
states the reason that God reveals his wrath as he does.
It is done because men know about God; if they did not
know, they could at least offer this ignorance as an
excuse (v. 20). A1611, is not ydp and does not merely explain rip dhn'ﬁuw, i. e., that men know the truth to which
reference is had. The contention that, if the clause
states the reason for God’s revelation of wrath, Paul
would have to add the thought that, although knowing
about God, men do not apply this knowledge, overlooks
the fact that Paul has already made this very statement: men actually hold down, suppress the truth.

The methods employed by some exegetes are hard
to understand. They hold that in v. 18, “Is being revealed” refers to the last day because sometimes the
present tense is used with reference to the ﬁnal judgment; yet here 15 ymarév, although in the New Testament it always denotes what is known, is in this one
passage taken to mean what it means only in profane
literature, that which is knowable. Pray, why? In
order to escape a tautology. These commentators are
not always consistent. They let the examples cited
prove various statements. If “what is known” is a
tautology, “what is knowable" may lead to something
worse, something that is quite untrue. Many things
regarding God are knowable but are not known by men
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generally since they lack the necessary revelation. Paul
is speaking only of the known regarding which all men
have a revelation. Moreover, there is no reason for
here naming the knowable, for the contrast is not
between it and the unknowable, the impenetrable mysteries in God, but only between it and the unknown,

that which is not at once known by men generally but
needs the gospel to make it known. So the analogy
of Scripture holds with reference to vaaréc as ,here
used. “That which may be known” as found in our
versions seems to mean “the knowable.” The genitive
“of God” is not partitive but objective: “regarding
God.” He is the object known.
Paul says that r?» ymarév regarding God is dmvept‘w e‘v
(16103:, is “manifest," clear “in them,” i. e., in their consciousness. It is by no means hazy, indistinct, and thus
useless. For, he adds, God himself made it manifest,

clear, distinct to them. Men cannot charge God with
hiding himself from them and thus excuse their irreligion and their immorality. The aorist expresses the
fact. The present tense would not do so well, for,
although God is still making himself manifest to all
men, the present tense might be understood as meaning
that this is not yet complete. By his whole work of
creation, by countless beneﬁcent providences, by everrenewed retributions, and by man’s own mind, especially by his moral nature and his conscience, God
made manifest and most clear what is knOWn concerning him by the world of men. God made all this so
clear in order that men should seek God, feel after him,
and ﬁnd him, Acts 17:27. But in their dsm’a men go
counter to this mass of truth regarding God, reject
this right norm and principle for their hearts and their
lives and invent ungodly and wicked norms instead.
20) With yap Paul at once explains how this 4mc'pwa'ts or making manifest and clear took place, in fact,
still takes place: “For the things unseen regarding
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him, by being perceived from the world’s creation on
by means of the things made, are fully seen,” etc. We
have a striking oxymoron in “the things unseen — are
fully seen,” for how can unseen things be seen, to say
nothing of being fully seen (xani in the verb is perfec-

tive) ? The solution of the apparent contradiction is at
once supplied: “by being perceived by means of the
things made.” The visible things of God’s creation
reveal to man’s mind the invisible things regarding
him (ail-mi is again objective), which Paul also names.

In 16 ymmiv, the singular, this knowledge is viewed as
a unit: “the thing known,” but in the plural n‘; dépara,
“the things unseen,” the parts are spread out, God
being known by his attributes. Paul is master in this
use of the singular and the plural; his mind penetrates
into the subject in every way.
Clearly seeing the unseen regarding God is simplicity itself. It is done with the mind or reason (was)
by means of a mental act (vociv) , one that is not abstract
speculation but sane and sober thought on the things

made by God, all of which advertise his existence and
his power and divinity. The verb is exactly right:
“being perceived,” votiv, a mental act, yet one that does
not exclude sense-perception. “From the world’s creation on” is a temporal modiﬁer of this perceiving and
yet includes all men who have ever lived and brings out
the thought that in the things which God made all men

have ever had a great revelation concerning God. Man’s
mind is bound to reﬂect on “the made things.” He has
had a long time to do it. All that is mind in the human
race has contemplated the made things. All of them
proclaim God, have proclaimed him from creation onward. “The heavens declare the glory of God; and the
ﬁrmament showeth his handiwork. Day unto day uttereth speech, and night unto night showeth knowledge.
There is no speech nor language where their voice is
not heard,” Ps. 19:1, etc.
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Paul is even more speciﬁc, with a brief apposition

he states what “the unseen things" are which are thus
perceived regarding God: “both his everlasting power
and divinity.” This apposition is not “dragging" but
forceful diction. Because they have been held back
until this place is reached these vital terms ﬂash a brilliant light over all that is being said. Whatever power

exists in any creature is bound to fade and to die out,
but behind this world of created things there is a power
that never grows old or inﬁrm or fades out: the everlasting power of omnipotence in God, di‘b‘wg, from ad,

ever-enduring. One article combines this 815mm; with
0min}; and makes a unit of the two, while 1’: — xaz still
marks them as being two concepts. There is no everlasting power without divinity, and no divinity without

this power.
Distinguish seam, “Godhead,” being God, derived
from 72» 0:6: (ﬁlm, from aeuirm, “divinity,” being divine,
derived from 76 Mo; civai. Correct the A. V. accordingly. The use of Te helps to show that “everlasting" modiﬁes only power and not also “divinity.” “Divinity” is
broader than “Godhead”; the latter is his being God,

his essence, the former is all that belongs to God, his
attributes, the vast sum of his perfections. The everlasting power is one of these, and it is here mentioned together with the divinity because in the work of creation
the power is outstanding, even as also in the Creed we
confess: “I believe in God, the Father Almighty”; but
God’s divineness includes also his knowledge, wisdom,
goodness, kindness, justice, and all else that his great
creation reﬂects.
“From the world’s creation on” does not modify
“the unseen things,” for there is no reason for dating
their unseen character; the phrase modiﬁes “being perceived,” for Paul is speaking of all men, all of whom
perceived what he says from the creation onward. To

think only of Gentiles is out of line, for the phrase goes
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back to a time before the distinction between Jews and

Gentiles was made. Tois aronjpam is the dative of means
with the act of perceiving; “the things made (by God) "
are the means by which our minds see the unseen
things regarding God. We see the things made, see
them with our physical eyes, but they convey more to

us than their own undeniable existence; having a mind,
by mental perception and by means of the visible we
fully see the invisible, God’s omnipotence and divineness. This is natural theology which is universal in
scope. The Scriptures record its contents in many
places, one of the most notable being Acts 17:24-29.

What men do with this theology and how they render it
ineffective Paul proceeds to state most fully.
While d; 1.3 with the inﬁnitive is one of the standard
forms for expressing purpose, it came to be used also
to express intended and even actual result. The R. V.
regards it as expressing purpose (the A. V. margin
likewise), some commentators think it expresses intended result, the A. V. (text) translates it as actual

result, not “that they may be without excuse," but “so
that they are without excuse." This is one of the numerous instances where the A. V. understood the Greek

better than the R. V.

R. 1090 is right, here it is hard

to deny actual result. Paul is stating simple facts
throughout, and he does so in the case of this phrase.
Men who suppress the manifest truth, which God
makes them see so clearly and so fully, are without
excuse. The fact that they should be so is, indeed, also

in a manner God’s purpose, but this being without
excuse is simply an actual fact. No man is able to offer
the excuse that he could not see, that it is God’s fault

and not his own that God is hidden from him.

The

man who would try to oﬁ'er this excuse would at once

be silenced by the overwhelming testimony of the whole
world of created things including his own wonderful
being, especially also his own mind and his soul.
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Those who regard is 16 as expressing only purpose
encounter the difﬁculty that, as stated by Paul, the
purpose would be monstrous; for to say that by the
very creation of the world it was God’s intention to
make men without excuse would be saying that he in-

tended that men should fall into sin. In order to escape
this diﬂiculty the purpose is made conditional: “in order that, in case they should fall into sin, they might
be without excuse.” Then Paul left out an essential
point -— a thing he never does. A further diﬁiculty is
then not noticed by these commentators, namely that

Paul continues to write about actuality only — a thing
that is unlikely after a conditional purpose clause.
These viewpoints of the thought vanish when we see
that (is 1-6 states actual result, and that Paul is recording a straight line of facts. The statement that at: 1-6
never indicates result has been aptly called a piece of
grammatical terrorism and is refuted by B.-D. 402, 2:

“designation of purpose or of result as it seems without
differentiation from Tof- with the inﬁnitive (§ 400),” in
which paragraph rat with the inﬁnitive is listed as also
being consecutive. That takes care of the grammar.
Some who think that it expresses purpose insert a
reduced condition: “in order that, if men fail to use
what they see, they may be without defense.” The
object of this reduction is to make the revelatio divine
natm'alis, the natural cognitio Dei, a means of grace,

the right use of which would save those who make this
use of it.

This idea is widely held: salvation by faith

in God and a moral life without Christ and his atonement for sin. Heaven is opened to noble pagans. But
this is not Biblical teaching. Moreover, Paul is not
speaking only of the ﬁnal judgment and of being without excuse at the last day. Men have been, are now,
ever will be without excuse —- how can clvat. be restricted to the last day? What are men now?
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The old pagan philosophers have left statements regarding God’s revelation in nature that more or less
resemble what Paul here says. and commentators have
collected them as being worth preserving in this connection. Modern philosophers somehow also arrive at
God by means even of the most abstruse speculations
and reasonings. The thing to be noted here is that
Paul is speaking of all men, of what all of them have
before their eyes, of what God constantly reveals to all
of them. This is vastly more than the philosophizing
of a few intellectualists. While by means of voozipgvm
“being perceived," he refers to the mind, he has in
mind the whole of mankind as being impressed by the
things God has made. Paul is speaking of what even
the common laborer, the simple savage has and not
merely of what some philosopher arrives at by speculative reasonings. Even the philosopher has vastly more
than his reasonings.
21) While it is grammatically subordinate, the c3:
16 clause is really pivotal. All men are without excuse
because antecedently, to begin with, from the creation
onward God is seen clearly (v. 20), but also because
subsequently, in their lives and their actions they maltreated their knowledge of God. From what God gave
them to see Paul now turns to what they did with what
they saw. A1611 is again “because.”
Because, although they knew God, they did not
glorify him as God or give thanks but became empty
in their reasonings, and their senseless heart became
darkened.
Professing to be wise, they became
foolish and exchanged the glory of the incorruptible
God for an image-likeness of corruptible man and of

ﬂying things and of four-footed things and of creeping things.

Indeed, men are without excuse!

The aorists are in place because they recite the facts
as facts. The idea that Paul here describes the his-
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torical origin of paganism misunderstands his purpose; nor is he speaking only of the Gentiles, because
Israel, too, was guilty of idolatry (Acts 7:40-43, and
the history of the exile). The apostle is sketching
what men did with the knowledge of God ;. all of the
aorists are constative, all of them sum up. The aoristparticiple 'yvdwec n‘w @eév is concessive: “although they

knew God," realized his existence, his “everlasting
power and divinity.” It is misleading to speak of the
antecedence of the participle: “after they knew God.”
In spite of the fact that they knew, knew at that very
time, they did not let this knowledge control or even
check them. “They did not glorify him as God or give
thanks" to him as God. They refused to treat him as
God. Men cannot add to the essential glory of God; he
is what he is irrespective of them. They glorify him
only when they recognize who and what he is and act
accordingly, worship, honor, praise, and serve him.
The two verbs “glorify" and “give thanks” should
be kept distinct as “01-” indicates; the thought is not
“glorify by giving thanks.” Ordinarily “or” connects
alternatives, only one of which the writer takes while
rejecting the other; we may call it the disjunctive
“or.” But here the “or” is conjunctive, the writer
accepts both alternatives: men did not glorify or give

thanks, they did neither. In fact, no one would or could
do just the one alone and omit doing the other.
It is well to recognize this conjunctive “or,” for by
mistaking it for the disjunctive the sense is misunder-

stood. In regard to the interpretation of I Cor. 11:27
this mistake has even precipitated controversy and
caused a change of text. “Or” is conjunctive when

“and” might be substituted for it save that “or” bids us
distinguish and look at each member separately. To
glorify God as God is to think of him alone; to give him
thanks is to think of ourselves, of what we have re-

ceived from God. The second is less than the ﬁrst, or
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shall we say more? To think also of God's benefactions when giving thanks is more; to thank him at least
because of gratefulness is less.

With de Paul does not add the corresponding positive actions after having stated the negative, the refusal to glorify and to give thanks. He goes far deeper
by at once penetrating to the frightful inner condition:
“but became empty in their reasonings, and their

senseless heart became darkened." We hesitate to insist on the full passive force of the two verbs especially
when making God the agent: “they were made empty,

their heart was darkened,” i. e., by God in just retribution. Paul makes clear the retribution in v. 24-32,
he scarcely does so already in this verse. The idea to
be expressed is that men's own refusal to glorify and to
thank God caused them to get into this pitiful state.
The ﬁrst verb is derived from pdraws, “empty," failing to attain its purpose or goal (K(V6€ means empty as
having no inner content). The plural ,uima is often
applied to idols as being gods that serve no purpose
such as gods are supposed to serve. ALaAoyurpotl are
“reasonings," but in the New Testament this word is
always used in an evil sense as being equivalent to
rationalizing. Men reasoned and reasoned about God.

They are always bound to do so, especially the philosophers and the skeptically inclined. Every man has his
little rationalizations about God. But all this thinking
about him is utterly useless, leads to nothing, gets to no
real goal. Instead of arriving at God, it only thinks it
arrives or ends by denying God.
Note the strength of the statement, which is not
that the reasonings became empty but that men in their
reasonings became so. They themselves arrived no-

where. We now see how Paul can say that, although
men knew God, they became empty in their reasonings

about God. If they did not know they would not stop
to reason and rationalize. It is because they do know,
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because through the created world God obtrudes himself upon them, that they keep reasoning as they do.
But they get nowhere because they do not glorify him
for what he really is or thank him for what he really

does, and they refuse to do either because of their
damn, their immorality (v. 18), their determination not
to let God’s norm of right rule them and their lives.
They suppress the truth by their unrighteousness and
thus despite all their reasonings end in emptiness.
So also “their senseless heart became darkened,”
completely so. Paul properly says “senseless,” for the
heart is the seat of the reasonings, especially of those
concerning moral and spiritual subjects, and when all
these reasonings get nowhere, the heart is senseless,

has no comprehension and understanding. In a word,
it becomes darkened. Light, indeed, abounds, all nature radiates it and seeks to illumine the heart, but
this senseless heart sees and yet does not see, knows
and yet does not know.
22) Still worse: claiming to be wise, they became
foolish. Reasonings that get nowhere are truly foolish.
A senseless heart that even prides itself because of
such reasonings is utterly foolish. The verb is derived
from pmpéc which means “silly” — “became silly” is
correct. It has always been the boast of the ungodly
and the unrighteous that they are “wise,” scientiﬁc in
their thinking, use their reason, and so forth. They
look down on the believer for his faith in God and in
Christ. “Silly” is Paul’s verdict, just plain silly. Any
heart and all reasonings that because of the love of un~
righteousness refuse to bow to what all creation proclaims concerning God are silly. Some think that the
asyndeton (lack of a connective) indicates a new line

of thought or a new paragraph; but the thought simply
continues and advances to the ﬁnal silliness of abject
idolatry. The asyndeton only arrests the attention before the ﬁnal step.
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23) Kai adds the climax of this silliness. In v. 22
we have the general statement about becoming fools, in
v. 23 the actual supreme folly itself. What astounding
fools men became when they boasted about being wise!
They actually exchanged or traded the glory of the incorruptible God for an image-likeness of corruptible
man and of even lower, yes, the lowest creatures. Can
folly go farther? By stating this extreme folly all its
lesser degrees are also included. Thus when murder is
forbidden, this includes all else of the same nature
(Matt. 5 :21, etc.) . The Scriptures constantly name the
extreme when all that intervenes is also included.
Every false conception of God is folly, utter folly. Only
a fool would trade the glorious, true conception for a
ﬁction that is empty and worse than empty, namely
false, degrading.
The glory or 865a of God is the sum total of his attributes as these constitute his essence, the sum of the
perfections of his being, but as shining forth to us and
revealing what God is for us, C.-K. 347. The glory of
God is inﬁnitely great in itself and inﬁnitely blessed for
man. “This is life eternal that they might know thee,
the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom thou hast
sent,” John 17:3. The “incorruptible” God, imperishable in his being and his attributes, is in contrast with
“corruptible” man and lower creatures, and this contrast brings out the full, desperate folly of the exchange. For these two adjectives refer to men, to what

they give up and what they choose in preference. The
inﬁnite, imperishable fountain of blessing which God
intended for them by their true knowledge of him they
trade for even less than a corruptible man, from whom
they might hope for a little, at least for a few years, for
only an image-likeness of a corruptible man, from
which they can derive absolutely nothing, yes, for such

a likeness of brute creatures, including the lowest that
crawl.
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The construction induce. av is not Hebraistic (L.) ;
nor is the genitive in the phrase iv aﬂow’maﬂ cixévos- appositional or epex‘egetical, “a likeness that is an image,"
for this would make the genitive superﬂuous. While
the two words are synonyms, cixa'w always denotes an
image in the sense of Abbild that is derived from a
Vorbild, while duoiwpa is only a likeness or resemblance
in general. Trench, Synonyms, refers to Augustine
who says that image involves similitudo but not the reverse.

The sun reﬂected in the water is an image

derived from the sun; but one ﬂower resembles another
yet is not derived from the other. Paul says that men
make a likeness of an image of a man or of .some creature. He wants to emphasize the lowest form of idolatry, not merely creature worship (deiﬁed men, heroes,
actual animals of various kinds) but image worship.
He therefore needs both terms. The ﬁgures (images)
of men and of animals were copied in likenesses, and
these likenesses were worshipped. For instance, some—
one made what he supposed was an image of Jupiter;
others did not make other images but merely copied the
accepted one, and these likenesses were worshipped.
What folly!
This is controverted on the plea that Israel’s idolatry is here described, the transgression of the command given to Israel in Exod. 19:4, etc., the idolatry
that made supposed images or likenesses of the true

God, saw this God in the golden calf of Aaron, etc.,
when there was absolutely no likeness to the true God
in such an image.

But Paul is describing pagan wor-

ship and not even that form of it which saw divine
beings represented in the images and worshipped those
beings by means of the images, but that form which
descended to worshipping the mere images themselves,
the copies of some standard forms. Israel often joined
in this idolatry. It began with a four-footed creature,
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the Egyptian Apis or bull although it sought to connect
God with this image—likeness.
Paul follows the natural order: man — ﬂying things
— four-footed things — creeping things. Man is naturally put ﬁrst, but the other three are named in the

order of Genesis one.

While “corruptible” modiﬁes

“man” since he is the chief creature, all the other members of the list are no more enduring. God made man
in the divine image; but when man lost that image he
made God like his sinful self, yea, like the lower and
the lowest creatures, and as their worshipper put himself beneath them. Although he was intended to wor—
ship God in his everlasting power and divinity and to
derive eternal blessings from that worship he descended to a worship of mere creature likenesses made
of gold, or silver, or stone, graven by his own hands
(Acts 17:29). Ps. 106219, 20 castigates this in the
case of the Jews: “a calf — the similitude of an ox that

eateth grass." Isa. 44 :9-20 ridicules this type of idolatry unmercifully. But this is what the wisdom, the
philosophy, and the science of man has repeated again
and again. Pretending to be so proud and so high that
it cannot accept God and his revelation, it degrades
utterly. It turned God into a piece of wood, stone, and
the like; today it wipes him out entirely and converts
man into a descendant of the brute with morals accordingly.

24)

Au; in this verse is followed by 8“} 'roﬁ'ro in v.

26, and by mime xr).., in v. 28; thus three statements

describe the divine punishment for the rejection of
God. In each of the three verses referred to we have
napzb‘mcv admin; 6 Ouis like a terrible refrain: “give them
over did God," the emphasis being on the verb because
it is placed before the subject. The three penalties are
not conceived as progressive stages or intensiﬁcations

of the divine judgment; Paul presents three great fea-
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tures of this unit judgment, three terrible sides of
it: “uncleanness” — "vile passions” — “a reprobate
mind.” In each of the three statements the preliminary connective reaches back to v. 18-23, to the basic
sin, the dac'ﬂaa or ungodliness, which is thus kept before
the readers. The entire section speaks of those who
turned from the true God, of the world of men in general, of the worst sins into which their ungodliness

plunged them. All lesser sins are thus again included.
The idea that the Jews are not referred to is untenable;
they are included to the degree to which they, too, forsook God. Paul’s description of the punishment of godlessness ﬁts the world today even as far as the extremes
which it reaches in vileness and viciousness are concerned.
Therefore, give them up did God in the lusts of
their hearts to uncleanness. to be themselves dis-

honoring their bodies in themselves, they such as exchanged the truth regarding God for the lie and worshipped and served the creature rather than the
Creator who is blessed unto the eons.

Amen.

The aorist “did give them up” is constative and
includes God's entire treatment. This is more than
permission to fall into uncleanness, and it is less than
causing this fall. God’s action is judicial. At ﬁrst
God always restrains by moral suasion, by legal and
other hindrances; but when God is completely cast off,
when the measure of ungodlinees overﬂows, his punitive justice hands the sinners over completely («ape’smKev) to their sins in order to let the sins run to excess

and to destroy the sinners. Thus God uses sin to punish itself and the sinner. Since they are determined on
self-destruction, justice decrees that destruction.

“In the lusts of their hearts” describes the condition
of these men.

The preposition is not sis but iv, and (is

follows. God ﬁnds them in these lusts and so hands
them over to uncleanness. The zmowiar are all the evil
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desires, and these are described as being located in the

heart, xapsta in the Biblical sense, the center of the personality, mind, feeling, and will, thus the very ego.
Men who so love the cesspool of sin are sent into it by
justice; what they want, they shall have. “Uncleanness” is general, the opposite of dynamic and dywa'ﬁvq,
sanctiﬁcation and holiness, thus any and every deﬁlement and by no means only sexual ﬁlth.
T06 with the inﬁnitive may be considered epexegetical (R. 1087 and elsewhere): “into uncleanness,
that is to be dishonoring,” etc. At the same time, however, this inﬁnitive may denote purpose or even result
(RD. 400, 2 = dim, etc.). The latter would mean:
“so that they were dishonoring"; the former: “in order
to be dishonering.” We have no way of deciding between the two. The inﬁnitive is durative, it indicates
continuous dishonoring. Why inputted“ is regarded as a
passive, and not as a middle by some interpreters, is
not clear, especially since éy at’rrois follows, which B.-P.
189 translates: dishonored “by them.” Who does this
dishonoring? Evidently, not God. The only agent left
is men themselves. So even if we preferred the passive
we should have the equivalent of the middle. This removes the question regarding “their bodies,” which in
the case of the passive might be the subject: “their
bodies dishonored,” or the adverbial accusative: “they
were dishonored as to their bodies."

The effectiveness

of'the middle is clear: “to be themselves dishonoring
their bodies in themselves," e'v at'rrois, as often, being
reﬂexive. The curse is that men disgrace themselves,
their oWn bodies, in themselves. Nobody needs to do
this for them, they themselves attend to it.
The thought is paradoxical and profoundly true.
Would men dishonor themselves, especially their own
bodies, which all men see? Is it not the desire of all
ungodly men to get as much honor as possible, especially also to make their bodies as grand and as beau-
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tiful as possible? But look at the ungodly. Even their
bodies wallow in the uncleanness of moral ﬁlth, they
disgrace themselves before the whole world. Hearts
steeped in lusts, bodies made vile by excess! These are
the wise who are fools. Yes, they must live the life,

they must be free of all restraint, they must get drunk
with every pleasure — their very bodies pay for it all.
25) 02mm so often has a causal sense and is here
also emphatic and is construed ad sensum in the nomi-

native: “they such as” (because being such as). Being
dramatically intense, this statement once more brings
out the root of sinning and its judgment, the underlying cause, the godlessness. The blessed God no longer
controls these men, hence the wreck. Mmjnagau ('v is
only a little stronger than 77AAu§av er in v. 23, and in both
cases Ev is not (is (contra R. 585) but the preposition
preferred with these verbs. They made a deliberate,
voluntary trade, threw away “the truth regarding
Go ” (objective genitive as in v. 19) and embraced
“the lie” in place of it. See v. 18 on dij0au. It is the

truth in the sense of reality.

This word is comprehen-

sive, it is not merely some true statement or doctrine
concerning God but all these as presenting God in his
actuality. One might say, they exchanged God himself;
but “the truth” adds the medium by which we know
and actually have God. This they traded for “the lie"
and not “a lie” (our versions), some false notion about
God, but the speciﬁc lie, idols and image-likenesses.
The word was“ refers to the unreality which is imagined to be reality, it is the exact opposite of (imam or
reality, even as “idols” are called “nothingness” in the

Old Testament, and St. Paul writes: “We know that an
idol is nothing in the world," I Cor. 8:4. These gods
are not gods, and thus “the lie”; so also are the images
and the likenesses of them; so also “the God" which
men make for themselves today when they, too, reject
“the truth regarding God.” What a frightful trade!
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Km’ ampliﬁes by showing concretely what is meant:
“And they worshipped and served the creature rather
than the Creator.” Thus the truth was exchanged for

the lie.

2(Ba’gomr, found only here in the New Testa-

ment, is the same as ac’BopaL, and worshipping the creature instead of the Creator is the dac’ﬁua, “ungodliness,”
of v. 18. Paul adds Aarpn’m (cf., v. 9), to serve by ob-

ligatory acts of the cultus exterior.

The ﬁrst verb em-

phasizes the religious veneration, to which the second
adds the religious cultus acts; with both of these men
turned to the creature instead of to the Creator.
napa’, ”beside,” is not local as though they adored
and served also the Creator besides the creature but is

to be taken in the sense of passing by the Creator as
though he did not exist; they venerated the created
thing, the graven likenesses.

By their worship they

made the creature what it is not and abandoned the
Creator as being what he is. This was the great double
lie. Paul calls God the Creator, 6 xrlaae, and uses the
aorist participle and names him according to the one
work of creation: “the One who did create,” the creature being the product brought into existence (see v.
20). This remains on the plane of natural theology

and the natural knowledge of God which is revealed
alike to all men. The Roman emperors had the deifying title Sepaardc, in Latin, Augustus.
In order to express his own abomination at the
thought of this idolatry Paul adds to “the Creator” the
doxology, “who is blessed to the eons. Amen.” This
is a common Hebrew formula: “Der Heilige, gepriesen
sez‘ er!” Paul employs it repeatedly in its Greek form.

Emquréc is the verbal with the force of the passive past
participle, “praised” in the sense of alone worthy of
receiving blessing or praise from all nature and all his

creatures who know him.

The Greek has no word for

“eternity” but uses “eon," the plural “eons" (here),
or the intensiﬁcation “eon of eons” instead. “Unto
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eons,” cycles and cycles, means “forever.” “Amen” is
a transliterated Hebrew word meaning “truth” or “ver—
ity" which has passed into other languages and is used
by us as Paul here uses it, at the end as a seal of verity.
Being strongly emphatic, this one word stamps the
speaker’s or writer’s conviction and faith regarding the
utterance just made. Jesus used “amen” in a singular
and a striking way as an introduction to his utterances
and doubled it as John shows, not as Voicing only his
own assurance, but as sealing his utterances for those

who heard them. C.-K. 141, etc.
26)

ma 70670 is parallel to Sta used in v. 24 ; as the

latter refers to the ungodliness described in the previous verses, so does the former save that this ungodliness has been described anew in v. 25.
For this
give them up did God to passions of dishonor; for as
well their females exchanged the natural use for that
contrary to nature as likewise also the males, having
left the natural use of the female, became inﬂamed
in their sensualness toward each other, males with
males performing the unseemliness and duly receiv-

ing in themselves the recompense of their aberration
which was due.
For a second time Paul writes, “give them up did
God.” But whereas he ﬁrst spoke of lusts and of uncleanness in general he now advances to vile passions
and speciﬁes the vilest of these. So also after saying
that God abandoned men in their lusts he now says
that he abandoned them to their passions; he uses a
stronger word.

An €7L0wu’a. is a single evil desire, a

miooc is a constant burning passion.

The former may

be checked like a ﬁre that is just starting; the latter
is a conﬂagration that overwhelms all constraint and

controls a man completely. God removed all constraint
so that the desires grew to passions, and from the

desires he gave them up to these passions. The judg-
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Base desires carry men into acts

of vileness, but, reaching their climax in passions, they

not only plunge men into scattered vile acts, they drown
them in the vileness.

The adjectival genitive “of dis-

honor” (R. 651) is stronger than the adjective ”dishonorable" and is in line with the inﬁnitive used in v.
24, “so as to be dishonoring themselves in themselves."
It is all nothing but disgrace.
I‘ép often introduces a speciﬁcation, an example or
illustration. So here it introduces the vilest practices
as samples of the “passions of dishonor” to which
God had to give men up. Note the connectives re — u,
“as well—as," or “both—and,” which put the fe-

males and the males on the same base level. Both practice homosexual vices. PauI does not say “women” and
“men,” he says 077mm and dpau/cs‘, “females" and
“males.” To say that this is done in order to denote
sex is too weak, for “women" and “men” would cer-

tainly fully denote sex. When women and men are
called females and males in a connection of the lowest
vices such as this, the terms are degrading.

They

descend to the brutish level of being nothing but creatures of sex.
It is ‘re — n: that indicates why females are mentioned ﬁrst: they “as well" in these passions of dishonor “as also” (adding Kai) the males. By reaching
this lowest level the females were as bad as the males.

Paul again writes pcrﬁMaﬁav, the same verb used in v. 25
and very nearly the same as ﬁmgav used in v. 23 —
throughout a frightful exchanging, a horrible trading
and perversion. They exchange “the natural use for
that contrary to nature”; :19 is used in the same sense
as iv with the two previous verbs and is merely a varia-

tion.

The Greek idiom in 7an is that a thing is left

lying aside and is thus discarded; the English views the

relation differently, namely as opposition, “against,"
“contrary to."
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Paul’s statement is veiled and reticent, more so
about the females than about the males. The females
abandoned the natural use of the female organ for the
unnatural one; they violated even nature. How they
did this Paul does not care even to indicate except that
by Speaking of females by themselves homosexuality is
implied. “The natural use” disregards the question

whether the legitimate use in marriage or the illegitimate use in adultery and fornication is referred to.
The females viciously violated even nature in their bodies.

It was bad enough to sin with males, vastly worse

and the very limit of vice to sin as they did. Let us say
that this and the following vileness is defended to this
day as not being immoral in any way. In 1931 a book
came oﬁ the press which fully corroborated Paul, for
this book propounded a code of sexual ethics that was

uncontrolled by God. Let go of God, and the very bottom of ﬁlth will be reached. Even the most unnatural
will be called quite natural. The lie about God who
made nature then lies about even this nature.
‘27) With 6pm,“)? and xm’ Paul places the vileness of
the males on the same level with that of the females.
He states their abomination more plainly but not offensively. There is a line which neither the holy writers
nor tactful preachers cross when dealing with sexual
matters. A chaste mind knows intuitively where that
line lies and automatically keeps on the right side.
“Having left the natural use of the female” means that
they dismissed this, and‘ the expression again refers
not only to the point of nature but again brings out the
enormity of violating even nature itself.

“They be?

came inﬂamed in their sensualness toward each other,
males with (in connection with, Ev) males performing
the unseemliness," describes the positive actions. We
place the comma before apaem and make this apposi-

tional to the subject of the main verb and modiﬁed by
the following participle. “Males with males” could
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taken in a middle sense, “became inflamed," because no
agent but they themselves can be named even if we prefer the passive, “were set on ﬁre.” Note the perfective
ix in this verb and Kurd in the participle.
“The unseemliness,” deﬁnite, well enough known,
which a decent person will not further describe. We
must not lose the force of this apparently extremely
mild term which calls pederasty something that is contrary only to the proper axﬁyu or form when it is so
positively forbidden in Lev. 18:22, 24, 25 as a pagan
abomination and deﬁlement. The milder the term, the
more damning it is when one is not condoning but
indicting. Full severity has its place and must be used
in its place, but so has this restraint of mildness. As
one is damned by faint praise, so a sin and a crime are
damned the more by restrained indictment. The prevalence of this beastly sin in the whole Greek and Roman
world of Paul’s day which was practiced and fully defended by the most prominent men in that age, is well
known. Paul cites these sexual violations of nature as
marking the depth of immorality to which godlessness
descends, because sexual degradation always constitutes such a mark. The moment God is taken out of
the control in men’s life the stench of sex aberration
is bound to arise. It is so the world over to this day.
Without God sex runs wild.
Of course, Paul’s own revelation is expressed by the
addition, “and duly receiving (ti-170' in the participle =
duly) in themselves the recompense of their aberration
which (literally) it was necessary (for them thus to receive).” IIAu’n, is derived from 'rrAavdv and wAax'dagaL, “to
deceive and to be deceived,” and thus means “deception" or “aberration" (better than “error” in our versions). Some apply this to the aberration regarding
God which replaces him by the creature; but this aberration is not mentioned in this paragraph, and when it
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was mentioned Paul has described it as being something far worse, namely a wicked rejection of God that
is due to men’s 48qu or love of unrighteousness. Here
“their aberration” is closely connected with the sexual
vices just described, the participial clause mentioning
the requital of their aberration that follows hard upon
the one stating what these vices are. Thus these vices

are the aberration for which men duly receive the inescapable recompense. The connection with the ungodliness is not in the least lost, it introduces the whole
paragraph with the 8“). rot-m of v. 26. The primal aberration, the ungodliness, results in all manner of further
aberration, in the uncleanness in general (v. 24) , in the
basest sensuality (v. 26, 27), and in the multitude of
other vices (v. 28-32).

When this is understood, we shall not state that “the
recompense” duly received for “the aberration” (ungodliness) consists of these vices of sensuality. Paul
has already said this: “God gave them up to passions
of dishonor" (v. 26) ; why should he repeat it and say
it far less clearly than before? The due and the necessary requital of this “aberration" (sexual violation
of nature) is too obvious. Paul even adds that men
receive it “in themselves," in their own persons. Fur-

thermore, he says that this is the recompense “which
it was necessary (that they receive) ,” necessary in the
nature of the case.

That recompense is the vicious

effect of the unnatural sexual vices upon men's own
bodies and their minds, corrupting, destroying, disinte-

grating. The thought is this: deliberately rejecting
the knowledge of God which they had by nature be~
cause they loved all sorts of unrighteousness which this

knowledge would most certainly have condemned, God
gave men over to the sin they would not let go at any
price, to its most disgraceful and disgusting forms,
and in their delusion practicing these, they received as
due reward the awful results in their own corroding
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bodies. It is noteworthy that in the Scriptures as in
human experience sexual sins, and not only the worst
form of these, carry a special curse; they not only
disgrace, they wreck; their punishment is direct,
wretched, severe. For this reason Paul is justiﬁed in
taking them out of his general catalog given in v. 28-32
and in treating them separately.
28) But the ant, 95017, the wrath (v. 18), extends
farther.

In this paragraph we see the ﬂoodgates

opened wide, and the frightful torrent engulﬁng the
ungodly. Our dailies record their constant devastation.
The question is ever debated by the alarmed as to what
can be done to check at least the worst damage. Impotent reformers set up their little dams only to see
them swept away. Legislation and the courts are able
to do all too little. The one hope, putting the real fear
of God into men's hearts from infancy, is still rejected
by the mass of men, and modern educators rather

destroy the fear of God. The world is ripening for its
doom.

And even as they did not approve God to have
him in realization, give them up did God to a repro-

bate mind, to do the things not ﬁt, having been ﬁlled
with all unrighteousness, wickedness, covetousness,
baseness; full of envy, murder, strife, cunning, malevolence; slanderous whisperers, inventors of cruelties;

disobedient

to parents,

senseless,

faithless,

loveless, merciless; such as, although having
realized the righteous ordinance of God that those
practicing such things are worthy of death, not only
keep doing them but also keep applauding those
practicing them.

In v. 26 Sui 101370 was ample to connect with the godlessness because this was restated in v. 25. Here the
godlessness must be made plain by means of a clause:
“even as they did not approve God,” etc.

Await... and

the following adjective, which are chosen to match the
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verb, are best understood by a comparison with their
use with regard to coins; these were tested, and only
those having full weight in gold or silver were approved
and accepted, the rest were disapproved and rejected.
So men tested God, did not approve of him, refused “to
have him in reaiization,” we might say, “in conscious-

ness.”

They did not let their yru'unc of God produce

iniymmc, did not permit the natural intellectual “knowledge” which was thrust upon them to yield the permanent possession (Extw) of full inner “realization” so as
to control their hearts and their lives. One should note

the difference between these words (like Kenntnis and
E'rkenntm's) and not think only of intellectual knowing.
For the third time Paul states the signiﬁcant judicial act: “give them over did God,” this time with the
phrase that corresponds: “to a reprobate mind."
’Asdxipov — {Boxfyuuur} roﬁi' — ('myw-luu; 76., 0:63! — 1') 066$,

a striking paronomasia. They scorned God, God was
compelled to give them up. They 'reprobated him, their
own mind became reprobate; any test would discard it.
That is the mind they got, the reason of which so many
of these wise fools (v. 22) are proud, when their inner
grasp of mind (éwlyx-uum) threw out God.
Ilouiv is the epexegetical inﬁnitive (R. 1086) ; “to do
the things unﬁt” displays the reprobate mind, which
itself is ﬁt for rejection only. God gave men up to a
mind that acted the fool in moral matters. Instead of
doing what their own natural moral sense approved as
ﬁtting and proper from the moral standpoint (n‘z may;-

Kovra) they kept doing what they themselves adjudged
as not being ﬁt and proper morally (n‘z pl, Kaﬁﬁxavra).
Reprobating God, the only effective moral guide and
control, their own mind became reprobate by leading
them to doing constantly what even they knew and acknowledged as bad. What do you think of a mind
which reasons like that?
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29)
Now follows the catalog of vices (omitting
those of sex which have already been treated) regarding which we note the following. The construction is
appositional, plural accusatives after abroﬁs understood

as the subject of rotelv. All of the vices here listed hurt
and harm also fellow men. Excepting literal murder,
all are vices and not mere individual wrong acts. We
find four groups, arranged rhetorically in part. Four
nouns ending in -La. form the ﬁrst group, and four adjectives converted into nouns, all with a. pn’vativum, form
the last group (v. 31). In the second group ¢06vou and

¢6vou are placed side by side because they are similar in
sound; likewise in the fourth group dauvc’rouc and 410varow: are arranged accordingly. The assertion that the
catalog is loosely strung together and is not a carefully

arranged chain is answered already by these formal
observations.
The godless “have been ﬁlled" and thus are ever full

of hurtful evil; “all” is to be construed with each of
the four nouns. 1) 'ASuu'a is “unrighteousness” as opposed to God’s and to man’s norm of right; 2) «ompt’a.

is active wickedness or viciousness; 3) «Movegl’a is covetousness or greed; 4) xam’a is baseness, meanness,
Schlechtigkeit. Delete “fornication” (A. V.) and dis-

regard textual transpositions which shift myth}; the
datives denote means. The four denote qualities of
character, of course, as governing the life and its deeds.
The line of progress is plain: 1) the moral principle
itself (Shay) is overthrown; 2) a general viciousness

results; 3) a part of which is the greed for what
belongs to others; 4) and the general effect is baseness

or meanness.
The second group has the accusative adjective
“full,” which is to be understood in the same sense as

the previous participle “having been ﬁlled,” which,
however, requires genitives of which there are ﬁve:
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“full of envy — murder — strife — cunning —-— malevolence.”

The latter (from xaxés plus Moe, base charac-

ter), found only here in the Bible, is deﬁned by Aristotle as the vice of taking everything in the sense that
is worst, Boeswilligkeit, a character set on doing as
much evil as possible, hence “malevolence." These ﬁve
certainly belong together, not in the sense that one
leads to the other, but that all blossom out from the
same poisonous root, and that in many instances all of
them or most of them occur together.
30) In regard to the third group there is a debate
as to whether there are seven vices or, making pairs of
the ﬁrst six, there are four. The great majority share
the former view, very few the latter. These latter are
right. Rhetorically it would scarcely be expected that

Paul would make groups consisting of 4 —- 5 —- 7 — 5,
but that he would make groups consisting of 4 — 5 —
4 — 5, the ﬁrst 4 corresponding to the third, the second
group of 5 matching the last. Those who ﬁnd seven
sins in this third group have one impossible member,

aeoaruyeis, which so obviously disrupts the group that
the number seven must be discarded. This word is
passive, always so, “godhated” (“hateful to God," R.
V.), and never active, “haters of God” (A.V. and R. V.
margin). Although it is advocated already by a few
fathers, the idea of the active is due to the difﬁculty of
ﬁnding seven designations in this third group; “hated
of God" is so out of place among the other designations

that “hating God" was preferred.

But this thought.

too, is out of line, apart even from its linguistic incor-

rectness.

Those who retain seven and see that the

passive sense alone is correct resort to strained expla~

nations of the “godhated.” They either say frankly
that Paul inserted this word without much thought or,
regarding Paul more seriously, they say thatby means

of this term he expressed his own feeling of revulsion
regarding all the vices he had already named: “god-
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hated" -—- the whole mass of them! But this again is
but the invention of necessity which seeks somehow to
justify the use of the term in a list of seven. Pray,
why such a feeling at this strange point? If feeling
were to be expressed, feeling in regard to all previous
vices, the one and only place for this would be at the
end of the entire catalog and not in the middle of one
of its groups, not after sins of the tongue.

Combine 9coonryds b/Bpmra’c, “godhated insolents,” and
these difﬁculties disappear. But if this combination is
Paul’s intent, then he pairs also “slanderous whisperers” and “arrogant boasters” and ends with another
two-term designation, “inventors of cruelties.” Thus
rhetorically we get not only a second group of four
members but also the good rhetoric of double terms in
this advanced group.
“Slanderous whisperers” is certainly an adequate
combination; we may retain the translation of our versions: “whispering backbiters,” men who spread evil
about others by whispering into the ears, secret defamers —- the world knows them only t00 well, it has even
coined the expression “whispering campaigns.” Next,
“godhated insolents,” men who are insolent and insulting in the injury they inﬂict on others and hateful
to God on this account. Third, “arrogant boasters"
who lift themselves above others.

Finally, “inventors

of cruelties," xaxév, of base, mean things, merely to hurt
others, inhuman tyrants.

We thus have 1) detraction,

2) insolence; 3) boasting, 4) tyranny.
The only difficulty left is that in number one we
have two nouns while in number two and number three
we have an adjective plus a noun. Regard those two
nouns in the ﬁrst expression as a sort of compound:
"whisperer-slanderers.” Those who divide into two
separate designations regard “whisperers” as secret
slanderers and “slanderers” as open ones. But Paul
always mentions the worst so as to include the bad and
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the worse, and the whisperers who engage in slander
are the worst because they cannot be reached.
31) The fourth group which is again composed of
ﬁve, starts with “to parents disobedient.” Beginning
life viciously, the young are bound to go on in life in a
vicious way. The present cry is lack of parental control, the rebelliousness of youth. Godless parents raise
godless children and thus get to taste the bitter fruits
of their own sowing in their own offspring. The fear
of God is the only true source of ﬁlial obedience.
The next four, all with a. privativum, our un or less,
“senseless, faithless, loveless, merciless,” picture the
results of vicious youth. See “the senseless heart" in
v. 21. What an indictment is this lack of sense, the
inability to put two and two together in the moral life!
One could point to an endless number of illustrations.
The senselessness of all criminality is apparent even
to the world. Men ever believe that their sins will not
ﬁnd them out, that “they can get away with it” although all the millions who have tried it have failed.
Can one outrun or outwit his own shadow? The
shadow of his sin is his guilt and his penalty.
“Faithless” (using an adjective compounded with
less) means false to covenants, agreements, the given
Word; athoeaaut = to make an agreement. Even their
strongest promises, their sworn word, cannot be
trusted. “Loveless” is derived from “love" in the sense
of the common, natural human affection. Even brutes
show such love. Monstrous examples of lovelessness
abound: patricide, matricide, fratricide. etc., (think of
Herod the Great, Nero, etc.). One father cares for ten
children, but ten children are unable to care for one
father (mother) — that statement is proverbial.
Often even natural affection has wilted, is dying, is
dead, where nature itself should lead us to expect it.
It is no wonder that Paul adds “merciless,” callous,
unfeeling hearts, that are impervious to pity, exploit
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the weak and the helpless, let them die and perish in
their misery, crush them with an iron heel. The priest
and the Levite passed by on the other side; the debtor
whose enormous debt was cancelled choked and haled
into prison the debtor who owed him a trivial sum. The
more godless, the more merciless. Might is right.
Paul’s picture is only too true. Paganism manifests
all these vices; what Judaism was capable of, its treatment of Jesus, of the apostles, and of the Christians

shows.

Paul felt its implacable hatred.

Nothing was

too low, too outrageous to stoop to to attain its ends.
Christianity has spread its healing and elevating inﬂu-

ence, but the old vices flourish even in its very shadow.
Paul is not denying that godless men still have natural
virtues, such as they are. These constitute the heritage
of the general image of God still left in them. But this
remnant in no way alters the facts regarding the des-

perate and deadly fruits of immorality to‘which God
is compelled to abandon the ungodly.
32)

The full guilt of men is now emphasized by

means of the qualitative 02mm, “such as,” they who are
such as are now described, men who realized (not only
knew) the righteous ordinance of God, die Rechtsordmmg Gottes. Paul at once states what this guilt is,
“that those practicing such things are Worthy of
death.” Yet they are such as not only keep doing them
but also applaud those practicing them. The ungodly
cannot plead ignorance as an excuse for all this vice
and this viciousness. Ever and ever creation manifests God's existence to them, and they cannot escape
the revelation of his wrath (v. 18-20).
Not for one
minute does Paul let us forget this fact.
All the atheists in the world may ridicule the very
idea of God, deny the existence of a human soul and its

accountability to God, they are still, like all other men,
absolutely subject to the fact of God’s manifestation
and his wrath’s revelation. What men can do is only to
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reprobate God so as “not to have him in their realization” (v. 28). Hence there ensues all this abomination
of immorality, which is both the cause (a asixég, v. 18)
and the punitive consequence (“therefore,” v. 24:
“because of this,” v. 26; “even as,” v. 28; and the three
“give them up did God") of their godlessness. But

while they reprobate

him from their realization

(garb/mm, v. 28) they are unable to get rid of realizing
(c‘myvévres, the identical word but now a participle) the

righteous ordinance of God, that they who practice
these things are worthy of death. If that is paradoxical, it is nevertheless the fact. One thing that must
be remembered with regard to Paul is that he always
deals with the facts (the dhjona, reality) and that he
never theorizes, philosophizes, speculates. He has
facts, so many, so tremendous, that he has no time for
theorizing.

God’s Sfxai’mpa is his judicial righteous ﬁnding, call it
verdict, ordinance (our versions), or law. Paul is not
speaking of it as it is embodied in the Mosaic law but
as it is ineradicably embedded in the human conscience.
Let men do what they will, ﬁght against it if they will,
it clings to them, not merely in their 7min»: but in their
entvam because they are moral creatures, because they

are, therefore, accountable. And this is God’s dikai~
time, the right as a general verdict or law established
by him alone (“of God” here too is cause, author,
source) that is impressed upon man’s inner consciousness. Man’s natural sense of justice is the reﬂex of

this divine ordinance. By naming it as God's Paul
goes back to the ultimate source, God himself. But by
stating its substance he names not only what God has
decreed as right but what man in his own nature also
realizes as right: “that those practicing such things are

worthy of death,” not ﬁt to live and to continue in their
vicious course among other men.
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Men may deny that their sense of justice, the conviction that such are not ﬁt to live, is the contents of
God's own righteous ordinance and may try to explain
this

sense

by

means

of

evolutional,

sociological

hypotheses and regard it as the consensus of the human
herd which developed so that the antisocial were
abolished. That, hOWever, is only reprobating God
from the consciousness (v. 28) as Paul has already

stated; this “right" remains in full force in the universe of men and, as Paul states, remains as God’s
ordinance.
Even pagans instinctively trace this right back to
deity (a sample occurs in Acts 28:4: “whom vengeance suffereth not to live”). When wrath (v. 18)
strikes down some of those that are not ﬁt to live, the
invisible higher hand is felt and perceived by them.
The true religion has always aided this realization
among men generally. All human moral laws, although
they are often imperfect, have this background. Justice may miscarry, may not be able to reach the culprit, but it ever remains; and although human retaliation fails, the dread power of justice with its mysterious, inescapable power, like the sword of Damocles,

remains.
The participle is concessive: “although having
realized." Frightful as is the guilt of practicing such
things, the ultimate of this frightfulness is that men
are "such as not only keep on performing them but also
keep on applauding those practicing them” in the face
of their realization of the death-bringing character of
what they thus ('10.

Hardy and npdaoew here have no

appreciable difference in force, the latter, like our
“practice," “commit," sometimes has an evil sense; the
former is merely our “perform” (M.-M. 533). Emu-

8ox£w = to deem with others that something is “well”
(at) done, is good. Paradox? — most certainly, even
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extreme: doing what is death-worthy, applauding and
encouraging others in doing the same. So did Ananias
and Sapphira, Acts 5; so do the criminal gangs in the
face of prison and the chair or the noose; so evildoers

in every line. Applauding others, they also applaud
themselves. And yet, not only does God's eternal right
stand, men’s conviction regarding it likewise stands.

Man himself justiﬁes God's righteous wrath.
It has been remarked that this indictment of mankind was written in Corinth, the Paris of the Roman
world. While this is true, the implication that Corinth
as such helped to produce this indictment, that it could
not have come from Paul’s pen for instance in Ephesus,
is unwarranted. Paul's view and grasp are cosmo—
politan.
Did Paul draw on the Old Testament apocryphal
Wisdom of Solomon? Sanday and Headlam (International Critical Commentary) print in double columns

Paul’s words and words taken from different chapters
of Wisdom. But nowhere does the correspondence go
beyond allusion, never is there quotation or even adoption of language. If Paul had Wisdom in mind, his
consciousness of it was not very distinct. Especially
German commentators have tried to trace the inﬂuence
of Stoicism in Paul’s letters, often carrying their efforts
to extremes. Thus far their efforts have been rather
barren. The fact that Paul, who could quote Greek
poets, knew the current philosophies and their peculiar terms, needs no proof. But the claim that he copied
either the thought or the wording of any of them when

presenting his own thought, needs far more proof than
has been hitherto supplied. Paul's written source was
the Old Testament. He ever deals with the facts and
does so at ﬁrst hand. A catalog of virtues or of vices
drawn up by him is worth vastly more study than simi-

lar catalogs drawn from common Jewish or Greek

philosophic sources.

'
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In v. 28 Paul wrote n‘x ,ui] KaGﬁKOV‘ra. Zeno, the founder
of Stoicism, introduced the positive term 11‘; Kagﬁxov as
a term for “duty.” The term became current, and
many of Zeno’s followers wrote works mp2 roﬁ xaﬂrjxovoc,

“Concerning Duty.” Cicero called this De Ofﬁciis in
the Latin. But Paul has the negative plural and not
the positive singular. The most that one can safely
say is that he, too, uses a form of Kaeﬁxw in a moral
sense, which does not take us beyond the general fact
that Paul uses the language of his day for his own purposes and employs it adequately so that his readers un-

derstand him even if they have no knowledge of philosophy. See L. 32, etc., for elaborate investigations
regarding Jewish literature and Paul’s writing.

CHAPTER 11
The Self-Convicted Moralists, Chapter 2
1) Men are chained, even by God’s judgment upon
them, to the mass of wickedness just described so
graphically. It is understood that the Christians are
set free by grace as will be told in due time. But here
is the moralist — his ilk is numerous — who will fully
agree with all that Paul says about this general wickedness, who will even sit in judgment on another man
(v. 1) or, being a Jew, will lay down the law to other
men (v. 17 and 21, etc.) under the delusion that this
moralism and its serious practice, instanced in the long
line of reformers or Weltverbesserer, exempts them

from an indictment such as this one made by Paul.
The apostle turns the tables on them: by their very
moralism they seal their own conviction.
Some commentators note this progression of Paul’s
thought but not its bearing on the great subject of
God's saving righteousness through faith alone, the
connection with which is so plain. Other‘s think that
Paul scored the Gentiles in 1:18-32 and now in 2 1-320
scores the Jews in the same fashion. But he deals with
the moralists in this chapter.
Another idea is advanced, that of objectors. Paul
becomes dramatic, addresses the readers individually
with “thou” in v. 1 and in v. 17., and this is thought to

imply that these two individuals deny what he has said
regarding all men generally. But these men are moralists, and one is also a Jew, and they agree fully with

the apostle in his grand indictment, yea, for this very
reason continue in their moralism. Paul's object is far
greater than merely to convict also them of unright—
eousness. He robs them, absolutely must rob them, of

(128)
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their moralism and their moralizing because they regard this as the way of escape from God’s wrath
(1 :18). They have reformed, they see all this horrible
wickedness of men, they turn against it, do it seriously,
the Jewish moralist even with God’s own perfect law,
and they deem this the way of escape for themselves as
well as for others. But the only way of escape is the
righteousness of God by faith, which alone wipes out
all man’s unrighteousness. Paul had to demolish this
deluding moralism.
He is not spending all this energy just to tighten his
vast net lest the Jews as Jews or these moralists, pagan
and Jewish, slip through. These moralists themselves

admit that in 1 :18-32 he has caught all of them.

Why

catch these few a second time? Paul is doing nothing
of the kind. His paradoxical treatment of them must
not lead us off the road which his epistle builds. He
confounds their moralism by their moralism, not to
prove all men sinners, but to (lumbfound all moralists

who think that they and all men are able to escape from
their sins —- sins which all of them admit — by reforming, by moralism. He confronts them with this
their supposedly sure way of escape in order to produce

in them the self-conviction that this moralism is not
only not a way of escape but even the worst part of
their condemnation and doom.
This fellow who sets himself up as a judge over
another man, why does he do it? This richly equipped
Jew, who excels all of the other moralists in his grand
equipment, why does he so earnestly, even so fanatically lay down the law to other men, for that matter also
to careless Jews? Ask and answer these questions and
you will see Paul’s object. The moralist wants the

other man to reform, the Jewish moralist wants men
to reform by adopting his Mosaic law. But this is not
the way out. The space Paul devotes to this subject is
not wasted because this is the way out which men gen-
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erally, Jews included, constantly try.
Modernism
makes moralism its great gospel. Paul confounds this
ﬁctitious way. He does not wait until he has shown
God's true and only way. His vision is not so narrow
as to think only of Jews as such moralists who are
seeking to escape where the doors are doubly barred.
He has more penetration.
Wherefore without excuse art thou, 0 man,
everyone judging! For by this that thou judgest
the other thou art condemning thine own self, for the
same things thou art committing that judgest, and
we know that the judgment of God is, in accord with
truth, against those committing such things. But
art thou counting on this, 0 man judging those com-

mitting such things and (yet) doing them (thyself),
that for thy part thou wilt escape the judgment of
God? Or the riches of his beneﬁcence and the patience and the longsuﬁering, art thou despising them,
unaware that this beneﬁt from God is trying to lead
thee to repentance? Well, in accord with thy hardness and unrepentant heart thou art (only) treasuring up for thyself wrath in a day of wrath and revelation of God’s righteous judgment, etc.
It is apparent that 1:18-32 constitutes one section
and chapter two another. This means that 8“; connects
with the entire previous section and not with 1:32
alone. In the same manner, 8:5 in 1:24 connects with
1:18-23. The fact that the broader connection is correct is evidenced by the ﬁrst word, “without excuse,"

which reaches back to this same term used in 1 :20.
The sense, too, does not admit a connection only

with 1 :32.

The fact that men have God in their con-

sciousness. know that they are worthy of death and yet

do the death-worthy things and applaud others who do
them, this fact does not establish the truth that the
man who judges, condemns, and seeks to stop them is
“without excuse.” This adjective places this judge
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back into 1 :20, into that whole paragraph. He is one
of this whole mass of livopam’ot (1 :18) who hold up the
truth in unrighteousness.

As such Paul has once

before, in 1:20, branded him together with all the rest
as being “without excuse.” Paul is now not again
doing this. With 8.6 he is aﬂ‘ixing a new and a second
and a more terrible brand to this man. By presuming
to act as a judge of men with whom he is in the same

condemnation he becomes worse even than those whom
he judges.

“Therefore" = because it is already con-

demned with all other men as being “without excuse,”
this business of one of these judging any of these re-

ceives a second, a severer verdict “without excuse.”
By means of "0 man !” Paul individualizes, but by

means of “everyone judging” he retains this entire
class. The Greek uses “0” with vocatives sparingly,
hence it is strong when it is used. Both the ﬁrst and
the second persons are employed in order to make the

discourse more pointed, more dramatic, B.-D. 281.
Paul has call for this here. Out of the original mass
verdict “excuseless” a new and a more deadly verdict
“excuseless” leaps at this man who judges, a greater

guilt is his. All are locked in the prison under a blanket condemnation, but this judge is thrust into the
inner prison where only the worst are conﬁned.
Let us note the paradox which brings on Paul’s
dramatic language. Has not the climax of sin beenreached in 1:32, when men realize God’s righteous
ordinance that death is the only reward and yet ﬂy in
the face of it, do, and even move others to do what is
thus death-worthy? No, Paul says, this climax is

climaxed in the man who does — the very opposite!
They, fully realizing what is involved, go on and persuade others to go on; this man, also realizing what is
involved, assumes a judicial sternness and decrees that
everybody must stop, must stop forthwith.

can he be worse than those?

How, then,

Why, he is a thousand
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times better! Certainly, all should stop and be stopped.
And yet this judge is the worst of all, doubly “without
excuse,” not only worst in his person, but also in his

inﬂuence on others.

He represents the very delusion

that must be destroyed if the gospel is to stand.
Paul’s line of thought is derailed when this judge

is conceived as an objector. He is the very opposite.
He subscribes to all that Paul says in 1:18-32, also to
the part which God plays. This is the very law which
he applies in his judging and his effort to get men to
stop. We must get this point clearly in mind. The
astounding thing is that this judge’s agreement with

Paul is the ultimate of disagreement.

How can this

be? Paul’s exposure of the godlessness and unrighteousness of men, down even to their going counter to
their own convictions — here include all the prophets,
Christ, and all the apostles! — aims to drive men to
the gospel, to God’s righteousness by faith in Christ;
this judge’s excoriation of men’s wickedness, even

when he uses Paul’s words (1 :18-32) or other Biblical
words, does the direct opposite: drives men to fatuous
moralism, the false refuge where sits this judge himself, sure in the thought that he is safe, sure that all
whom he can persuade to sit with him will be equally
safe. Those others know in their hearts that by doing
what they do and applauding what they applaud they
are not ﬁt to live; when, then, God’s law and the gospel
reach them, it is not a difficult matter to bring them to
repentance (note the reference to repentance in v. 4,
5). This judge, because of his very judging, thinks he is
quite ﬁt to live, thinks others, too, would be ﬁt if only
they heeded him, and only the dynamite Paul here puts
under him in order to explode his refuge of moralism

may make him accessible to God’s law and the gospel.
Many a pulpit of today has in it a duplicate of
Paul’s dyﬁpmroe é xpiuwv. These judges use the pulpit for
their pronouncements. Hear how they blast the wicked-
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ness of men all about them. They seek to create a sensation. The papers print and applaud. The man who
preaches law and gospel like Paul and those who repent

and believe get a long column of silence in the papers.
Do you wonder that the apostle becomes dramatic when

he confounds the protagonist of this moralism?
He does it with one blow, the double ydp, which is

re-enforced by the 86 with the Kplpa 1017 0:01"). “For in this
that thou judgest the other thou condemnest thyself,

for the same things thou art committing that judgest.”
lvipi’um and xamxpi’m are distinct in force. Like the two
6 xpi’vwv the former is neutral and does not imply whether
the verdict is favorable or adverse, while the compound
verb contains the adverse verdict.

It is for this reason

that en; .53 is here not used for ('v Tori-rip év «5, “the very thing
in which,” etc., but equals Ev 1011119 511, “in or by this very
fact that thou judgest,” etc. It is not correct to think

that this judge only condemns, or that Paul speaks only
of his condemning. He also acquits, even commends,
namely all those who bow to him and obey him.

Nor

is he a mere denouncer; his denunciations are issued
for the purpose of getting men to reform, in order that

he may commend and praise them. In 1 :32 the wicked
applaud the wicked; this judge applauds those who
reform. He is a mighty moralist who is acclaimed as
“a power for good in the world" and proud of this.
Yet he has not even the shadow of an excuse. “With-

out excuse” does not repeat the “without excuse” used
in 1:20 as being the real reason for this judge’s guilt

while the two ya’p state the evidential reason. It is 8:15
that reaches back, and this new “without excuse” rests
on the two “for” clauses. What Paul says is that the
moment this judge opens his mouth, whether to acquit
or to condemn, by the mere fact of judging he condemns himself. Let him but open his mouth for or

against the other man, out comes “guilty” against himself. The man never knew that, only those who have
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gone to school with Paul and with his Master now
know it. This knowledge comes as a shock. Paul
wants it to come that way. He strikes in this way
more than once in this epistle. Men look up to this
judge; Paul shows him and them that the fellow is not
only condemned by God but is even self-condemned
(Luke 19:22).
The self-condemnation lies in this that this judge
commits the very things which he judges. '0 xpi’mv,
placed emphatically at the end, is not a xaraxpt'mv, thou
“that art condemning." This judge is self-condemned
not merely when he condemns another but also when
he acquits another. The very things of which he acquits the other, just as the very things for which he
condemns the other recoil like a boomerang against
himself, no matter what he may be pleased to adjudge
about the other fellow. Of course, not for one moment
has he realized this (v. 3 shows what he thought), but
the awful fact is now revealed. There is not a moralist
in all the world who dares lift himself above other men
in order to judge even one of them without condemning
ﬁrst of all and worst of all himself. “Worst of all"
because the others are at least ashamed to do so.
Ta al'rra, “the same things” as to quality and not as
to detail, no speciﬁc sins being mentioned; and «950010
is used as it is in 1 :32. The best commentary on “the
same things” is that given by Jesus in Matt. 5:20, etc.
Many censorious moralists keep clear of the grosser
forms of sin, but what about that in view of Matt.
15 :19; 7 :1-5? In regard to the matter of judging note
what Jesus says of himself in John 8 :16, 16; 3 :17, and
Paul of himself and of the Christians in I Cor. 5 :12-6 :3.
When true Christians voice God’s judgment on the
basis of this Word they ﬁrst bow to it themselves in
true repentance.
2) With 86 Paul clinches the self-condemnation of
I

the moralist-judge; a few texts have yelp.

The lone
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inﬂectional and thus unemphatic “we" in “we know,"

appearing as it does between dramatic “thous,” does
not refer to the Romans and to Paul to the exclusion of
this judge and those like him. “We know” means that
it is a matter of common knowledge; in 1:32 Paul has
the stronger “having realized" and predicates it re-

garding the bad sinners there mentioned. This judge
did not know that he was all along condemning himself
by his judging. Paul upsets him by telling him that
and by proving it.
But this judge. too, knows “that the judgment of

God is in accord with truth against those committing
such things." 058a states only that the object is perceived by the subject, ywéoxm states that the subject
places himself in relation to the object. C.-K. 388.
That is the case here. Men perceive the fact of God's
opposition to the sins in question. The fact that they
always put themselves in relation to this truth is not
implied. This judge evidently did not do so as far as
his own person and his life were concerned. Paul is
now doing that very thing for him. This zealous moralist used what he knew of the Kpilsa of God in censoring
and reforming others and presumed that his very doing
this made it unnecessary to investigate his own per-

sonal relation to that szlsa.

This word, formed like

SLKafwlta, is not the act or the procedure of judging (xpt’m
is often used in this sense) but the outcome, the judicial
decision, here the one that stands for all cases. The
fact that this is an adverse verdict lies, not in the word,
but in the phrase “against those,” etc.
By the use of Kpipa. God is made the judge, and be‘
fore this Judge, Paul hales this moralist-judge who has

been failing to. do this. God's eternal verdict is
“against those that commit such things” not only as
open sinners but also as this judge does. The emphasis
is on this ﬁnal phrase. That is the simple, actual truth
(reality) of the matter. The phrase “according to
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trut " modiﬁes the entire clause. It is often the predicate: “the judgment of God is in accord with truth,"
truth being its norm. The norm, however, is righteousness. As in the case of other phrases with was“; which
are inserted into a sentence as this one is ' (C.-K. 122),
the adverbial idea is enough. While some regard this
phrase as being the real point, others stress the ﬁnal
participle, that in God’s verdict the doing decides everything. This doing, by the way, includes even the motives of the heart.
3) Paul sees through the critical moralist. He
pierces him with two deadly questions (v. 3, 4) and
then crushes him with his inward guilt (v. 5). The
exposure is complete. The dramatic “thou” continues.
Most translators and commentators prefer to regard the next two verses as two questions. Against
this view a few urge the absence of interrogative particles ; but in scores of cases such particles are not necessary. The questions are said to trail off into an
assertion in v. 5; but this assertion follows the questions like a blow. These questions continue the dramatic personal address. The statement that their answers are not indicated, and that this judge would not
reply, “Yes,” overlooks the fact that Paul himself gives
the fullest answer in v. 5, where he states what awaits
him who does what v. 3, 4 ask about. We regard these
verses as questions.
“But art thou counting on this, 0 man,” etc.?
charges the man with doing so. Paul tears away the‘
curtain behind which this moralist has been hiding.
Once more he gets to hear his guilt: “judging those
committing such things and (yet) doing them (thyself)." The very idea that a man like this should expect to escape God's judgment, regarding which we all
know that it stands like a rock against those who commit such things, to say nothing about their judging

others!

It is about time that this man be shown in
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what a desperate situation he is although he feels himself secure. The fact that by his judging he is drawing

others into the same delusive security is implied only
by the judging with which he is charged.

Here we see why Paul devotes so much attention to
this type of sinners. Because of their moralism they
count on escaping God‘s judgment.
By calling 011
people to reform, by denouncing those who will not, by
lauding those who will, they as ”a great power for good

in the world” take it for granted that they will escape,
will not be caught in God’s judgment. In fact, only
because of this conviction regarding themselves could

they continue their moralistic judging. Paul’s question, which is really stronger than an assertion, melts
away this conviction. Escape? Nay, they will be
doubly caught!
4)
But this moralist’s folly runs also in another

direction which is allied with his counting himself
secure. A second question exposes this folly. It is
introduced by the conjunction “or” which we noted in

connection with 1:21.

“And" would merely combine

the questions, “or” draws attention to each separately.
The moralist does both: counts himself secure and

misconceives God’s beneﬁcence toward himself, and
Paul bids him to look at each folly separately. God
has been mighty good to him despite his excessive moralistic guilt. But instead of appreciating that, looking
up to the true divine purpose of it, in his moralistic
pride he looks down on it (Kan; in the verb), “despises”
it by disregarding its real purpose, yea, by counting it
as God’s approval of moralism and of his activity in
judging other sinners. What a frightful thing to do!

Paul’s exposure intends to shock.
He puts the great objects forward: “the riches of
his beneﬁcence and the patience and the longsuﬁ‘ering,” thus making them most emphatic. The verb governs the genitive, and there are three of these genitives.
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We cannot combine “the riches" with the patience and
the longsuffering because no one speaks of the riches of

these two. “The riches of the beneﬁcence” of God is
indeed great, consisting, as it does, of all the manifestations of his kindness, the shower of good gifts which
God bestows on his creatures. Acts 14 :17 names some
of them. Secondly, “the patience," ave”; from avéxwom.
“to hold up.” God holds up the judgment which is due
to crash down upon men in their guilt. While he attests his wrath in various manifestations of preliminary judgments, the ﬁnal destruction is held up, i. e., is
delayed. The ﬁgure is that of a load that God bears,
which men heap up more and more, making it heavier
and heavier. The wonder of it all is that God holds any
of it up even for a day; yet he holds up all its weight
and does not let it crash down on the sinner’s head. So
“the longsuffering" is added. The mind waits long before it proceeds to action. Constantly provoked to
abolish the ﬂagrant sinners, God waits still longer.
Trench makes the excellent distinction: paKpoaupL'a. is exercised in regard to persons, inropovﬁ in regard to things
(afﬂictions, etc.), hence the latter is never used with
reference to God.
The addition of “the patience and the longsuﬁ‘ering”
is signiﬁcant here where this judge, by his judging
which is contrary to God, constantly provokes the j udgment of God. Matt. 7:1, 2. Usurping the judgment
seat, this judge even arranges God’s judgment to suit
himself (v. 3) and ought promptly to get the full taste
of that judgment. We should note the perfect grasp
with which Paul holds fast all that he has said from
v. 1 onward and hurls it anew against this moralist-

judge.
Kara¢povds dyvociv are purposely juxtaposed, for Paul
is speaking of this special “thinking down on” all this
beneﬁt on the part of God, this perverse depreciation of
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it which consists in being unaware of its supreme purpose regarding sinners, even the worst of them, namely
“that this beneﬁt from God is trying to lead thee to repentance.” The neuter 1'5 xp'qa'rdv, “the beneﬁt,” while
it matches 1‘, xprltffljf‘qs‘, “the beneﬁcence," includes the
three points just named; and the genitive is subjective,
God bestows the beneﬁt. The present tense is c0native: “is trying to lead," R. 880.
One of the great concepts of the Scriptures is Fatima
“repentance," originally a change of mind that comes

afterward, i. e., too late, but in the Scriptures employed
to denote the spiritual change away from sin in true
contrition and toward God and Christ for pardon and

justiﬁcation in faith.

Paul is speaking of repentance

in this full sense and not in the modiﬁed sense employed
by Jesus in Matt. 11:21. Whatever this judge thinks
of God’s abounding benefit which is continuously showered upon all these sinners whom he judges, including
especially also himself, the thought that it has anything
to do with repentance, especially also his own, never
occurs to him. Dreaming that the judgment of God
will not strike him, why should he think of anything
like repentance and the fact that this divine beneﬁt is
crying out to him to repent?

We ought not to think that God’s general beneﬁcence toward men is here made a means of grace that

is able to produce saving repentance. To escape this
un-Biblical idea it will not do to reduce the concept
"repentance" to that of mere amendment as found in
Matt. 12:41.

We escape these misconceptions when

We drop the idea that all that Paul has to say to this
moralist is what is contained in these few verses with
their direct personal address.

This is not a tiny letter

which is mailed only to him. It is a small piece of the
entire letter. Any moralist who ﬁnds himself especially
addressed in it is to read on and thus to learn how God’s
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beneﬁt to him is intended to lead to true repentance by.
way of the law and the gospel; for these are the actual
means that effect it.
“Unaware” contains severe blame. This man ought
to be aware, doubly so since he is judging other men
to whom God is still giving so much kindness, treating
them with so much patience and longsuffering.

This

judge denounces them, wants them to reform. Moreover, he is in delusion with regard to himself since he
has reformed. His own follies blind his eyes to the
blessed purpose that shines out so plainly from God’s
beneﬁcence, patience, etc.

Can any reasonable man fail

to see that all this blessing from God cannot be an end
in itself, that it must have, absolutely must have an
ulterior end, he a means to something greater, ﬁnal,
eternal? The beast may ﬁll its belly from day to day
and then come to an end — not so man. If this were
the extent of God’s purpose, everything would be vacuous. Add this patience and longsuifering of God while
we know his judgment and at times are made to see his
righteous wrath. Why such delays; have they no purpose beyond themselves? Then they would also be
vacuous. Can even this moralist-judge be blind to the
fact that even he does not deserve this constant beneﬁcence of God, that something is wrong even with him,
that God must have some greater purpose to which his

beneﬁcence is but a means? Is it too much to say that
d-yvod'w means, “will not see”?
Here we have a clear statement of the purpose of

God's beneﬁcent providence in a world of sinners, including its moralists. ,All of it is aimed at repentance
so that, when Godcomes with his law and his gospel,
men‘may bow in contrition and faith, even the moralists. Acts 17:30. The Christian Weltanschauung is
neither philosophical nor moral; it is soteriological.
Any other world view leaves us suspended in the air.
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5)
With 85’ Paul now strikes home. The moralist
— damnation awaits him on judgment day! Thus is

this judge judged.

Paul here and now pronounces

God’s own verdict upon this judge who is so busy with

his moralism and passing verdicts upon others that he
has forgotten to pass the proper judgment on himself.
Thus is his mouth stopped, 3:19. This divine verdict
is now uttered upon this man so that, by crushing him

utterly, he may be actually brought to repentance, may,
indeed, escape the judgment of God now and at that
day. For Paul is preaching the law to this man. This
entire section is law, law in preparation for the gospel

that follows in 3:21, etc. This should not be overlooked. Some think that Paul is simply sending this
man to his doom, is now done with him.

This is not

prophecy, it is law, and the apostles use the law aright,
namely to awaken the terrorcs conscientiae. The fact
that Paul names “the hardness and unrepentant heart”
of this moralist as the measure (Kurd) of the wrath he
is storing up ought not to mislead us to think that Paul
has given this man up; he is right now busy trying to

break up this condition, for that reason he is delivering
these Sledgehammer blows.

EKA'qu‘r'qs, from (TX/\qptic, dried, stiff, is the hardness
or stiffness that will not bend. The ﬁgure is not that
of a rock that is hard but that of a dried-out, dead
branch. One article connects the two terms and makes

them one concept.

The Greek had no abstract term to

match “stiffness,” so Paul used the adjective “unre—
pentant” and combined it with “heart.” The hardness

consists in impenitence, and this refers to what Paul
has just said regarding God’s purpose to attain repentance. It was defeated in the case of this man, and,
therefore, wrath is his lot. Paul might have written,

“In accord with thy hard and impenitent heart,” but
the use of the noun “hardness” makes the expression
stronger. “Heart” ﬁxes the seat of the trouble in the
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center of the personality, for in the heart the ego
dwells.

There is a subtle irony in the paradoxical statement
“thou art (only) treasuring up for thyself wrath."
”Wrath” is used pregnantly for the punishment which
God’s just wrath must inﬂict. Would any man want to
“treasure up for himself” such wrath? The verb implies that this judge is accumulating more and more
divine wrath against himself as one accumulates a
great treasure, that he is hoarding it so that none of this
wrath will fail to descend upon his head. The amount
of this treasure of wrath he makes as large as possible.
Since the amount corresponds with “the hardness and
impenitent heart," he is as hard and as impenitent as
he can be. The irony is crushing. For the whole idea
of accumulating more and more treasure is suggested
by the moralistic zealousness of this man who thinks
that the more he judges others and tries to reform
them, the more he is accumulating a great moral treasure of merit with God for which God will let him escape

any judgment of wrath (v. 3). “Well," says Paul,
“treasure, indeed, thou art accumulating, piling it up
more and more — treasure of wrath!”
With this reality Paul demolishes this man’s delusion, stuns the deluded man in order to break up his
hard and impenitent heart and to melt it in repentance.

A master in preaching the gospel, Paul is equally a
master in applying the law. ’The two always go together.

Exempla docent.

Here is a master exemplum,

which shows us how to deal with all these moralists as
well as with those who follow them. All reform that
leaves the heart hard and obstructs true repentance
only heaps up the wrath instead of making escape sure.
The warning that lies in this even for us Christians
should also be clear.
“In wrath’s day" is deﬁnite, the genitive making it
so. This is not some day in the course of time when
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Wrath descends in judgment but the ﬁnal day of wrath.
We must connect what Paul here says about this day
with what he has just said about the beneﬁcence, patience, and longsuﬁering of God in v. 4. God, indeed,
holds up his wrath even when its preliminary judgments show that it is being held up, for even they, in
great part, still aim at repentance. “Wrath’s day"
makes the ﬁnal settlement, pays out to the last penny
the whole treasure of wrath which this man (and all
other impenitent men) has been accumulating for
himself.
God's bank will never default. 0n God’s
wrath see 1:18.
An important second genitive characterizes this
day. In order to imitate the further omission of the
Greek articles, which emphasizes the quality expressed
in each noun, we may translate: “God's righteous judgment’s revelation day,” that day which is marked by

the complete revelation of the Stxatoxptm’a of God.

We

have no English compound similar to this, and the
Greek compound is rare although it is found in the
papyri; the simple adjective and the noun are found in
John 7 :24 and in II Thess. 1 :5. The sense, however, is
not “that God does justice to the righteous by his j udgment on the godless” (C.-K. 333) but that every judgment of God, judging act as well as verdict, whether of
acquittal or of condemnation. is wholly, absolutely
righteous, never deviating in the least from the absolute norm of right. “Wrath" refers only to condemnation; this second term includes also acquittal and is
unfolded as to both sides in what follows. That day
will bring the revelation that all God's judging and all
his judgments are righteous, a revelation for the whole
universe of men and angels. Even the damned will
have it and will know that their damnation is righteous.
The implication is that even now we see many preliminary judgments of God intermingled with restraints, with patience, longsuffering, beneﬁcence,
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which are often very puzzling even to enlightened
Christians. In v. 4 we see how wrongly men, especially
the moralists, view all this. The last day and its ﬁnal
judgment will clear up everything, answer every ques-

tion, dissipate every doubt.

The dikaz'okrisia, of GOd

will be revealed, and no creature will ﬁnd even the least
ﬂaw in its perfection. This is strange in a way and yet

true.

Every judge, by virtue of being a judge, is him~

self judged by any and every verdict.

Any unj ust ver-

dict of his condemns, ﬁrst of all, himself as being guilty
for pronouncing it; any just verdict acquits him in the
same way. The fact that God should apply this to
himself, that he should be concerned about his judg-

ments and the verdict he renders on himself by means
of them, may seem strange and yet is not, for he is

righteousness itself.

The fact that on the last day not

a soul will even question a single judgment of his will
be due to the revelation God makes (objectively) and to

the moral nature of those to whom he makes it when
they at last stand face to face with him (subjectively).
6)

Paul describes the ﬁnal judgment at length

(v. 6-16). It underlies all that he has said to the moralist-judge (v. 1-5), likewise all that he intends to say
to this moralist in case he is a Jew (v. 17-29). That
explains the extended consideration devoted to the

judgment.

Paul is preaching the law to these moral:

ists, and the law always climaxes in the ﬁnal judgment.

In v. 2, 3 reference was made to the Kpiya, the judgment
of God, and in v. 5 Paul referred to the sixamxpm’a of
God, his righteous judgment. Both become fully clear
when the great judgment on the last day is understood.
When Paul emphasizes so strongly that every human

being must at last face this judgment, we must not lose
the speciﬁc implication which includes the moralist just

addressed as well as the one about to be addressed in v.
17, etc. They are the ones who call forth this descrip-
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tion of the judgment which, just because it is universal,
is also so individual.
It is interesting to ask why Paul introduces also the

Jews in this description. Some seem to share the view
that this entire chapter deals with the Jews. We have
seen that it deals with the moralists, the general type
of these in v. 1-5, the special Jewish type in v. 17, etc.
This clears up the reference to both Jew and Greek in
the intervening description of the judgment.
Paul

could not postpone this description until he reached
the end of the chapter, until he had dealt also with the
Jewish moralist; he places it between them and, by
speciﬁcally naming the Jew in v 9, 10, makes his description of the judgment apply with great directness
to the moralist already described in v. 1-5 and with no
less directness to the one about to be described. That
explains even more, namely why he twice writes, “both
Jew and Greek” (“Gentile” in the A. V. is unsatisfactory) and exactly as he had done in 1:16, with wpu-JTOI',
“ﬁrst of all,” referring to both. If the barbarians had
moralists, they were unknown. Only the educated
Greek world had them in a way that was comparable
to the Jews. These are the data for this important
paragraph which reveal how integral it is to this chapter. The whole of it is closely knit. Not a single state-

ment trails off on a tangent.
It is well also to recognize the fact that this description presents the judgment as it will actually occur,
exactly as Jesus describes it in Matt. 25:31-46, to say
nothing about other passages. To think that v. 5-12
are hypothetical and were written only as an argument: 1) if there were no gospel; 2) if the fulﬁllment

of the law (the natural law on the part of Gentiles, the
revealed on the part of Jews) were possible: then God
would judge as is here stated — is to misunderstand
this section. No sinner, especially no moralist, can be
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reached by hypothetical dangers. This is not an empty
roll of thunder but the actual lightning stroke that kills
all moralism root and branch; no man can endure it
and live.
Paul is using the ﬁnal judgment as law. And the
fact that he has in mind the actual ﬁnal judgment and
is using it aright as law appears from his statement
that this judgment acquits as well as condemns and
adds even whom it acquits. The law must ever be
preached in conjunction with the gospel. One way of
escape is open. Paul points to it here, he will tell of it
at great length presently; what he here says is preliminary. To regard it as the last word is to turn the law
into just what moralists make it, as offering salvation
by reform, the very thing Paul shows to be impossible.
The notable thing about this description is the fact
that the universality of the judgment is not merely implied or tersely expressed — Matt. 25:32 has “all nations” — but fully developed as regards the Gentiles
(50w, v. 14), whose lack of the Jewish written law will
not count against them, but the transgression of the

moral law written in their very hearts and consciences
will. Paul's treatment of this angle, made necessary
because in v. 1-5 the Gentile moralist is included, is of
special value.
Who will duly give to each man according to his
works: to some according to endurance in good work
glory and honor and incorruption, as seeking life
eternal; to some, as from self-seeking as well as disobeying the truth, as moreover obeying the unrighteousness, wrath and indignation, tribulation and an-

guish on every soul of man working out the base,
ﬁrst of all of Jew as well as of Greek; but glory and
honor and peace for everyone working the good, ﬁrst
of all to Jew as well as to Greek.
Connectives link everything as far as v. 17 together
and by means of the relative 5s attach the whole of it to
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v. 5. But this is one of those demonstrative relatives
for which we might use the subject of a new sentence:
“He is the One who will give,” etc.
Paul is not quoting; his wording is that found in
the LXX of Ps. 62:13 and Prov. 24:12, and «110' in the
. verb brings out the thought that God will duly give,i. e., give to every man what is due him, what he has
the full right to claim as coming to him. In this very
fact lies the righteousness of God’s judgment, his
Smatoxplat'a (v. 5). Nor will any man be passed by, allowed to slip through, for in this way injustice would
be done.
The entire Scriptures, notably also Jesus, declare
that at the last day the verdict will be “in accord with
the works” of each man, will harmonize with them.
Paul is merely repeating this fact. If any pagan moralist is still in doubt about it he is now told the fact.
For Paul is not conﬁning himself to natural theology in
regard to what he says of the ﬁnal judgment but is
referring to revealed theology. But in this connection
“the works” are not separate, perhaps disjointed acts
of men but the sum of each man’s life which characterizes him and ShOWS to which of the two great classes
he belongs. In v. 9, 10 the plural becomes two singulars, 1-5 Kaxdv and re dyaadv, “the base” which GOd must

reject, “the good” which he gladly accepts.
The reason that God’s verdicts at the last day are in
accord with the works and not merely in accord with
the presence or the absence of faith is due to the fact
that this judgment is “a revelation" (v. 5) of the perfect justice of God to the universe of angels and of men.
The works are open to view, hence are the public evidence in this public judgment which shows the presence

or the absence of faith. In the secret judgment of each
man during life and at the moment of death faith and
unbelief decide; in order to show the rightness of this
secret judgment in public, before the universe, works
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serve as the evidence which all can see.
its native works so also has unbelief.

As faith has

7) The two datives used in v. 7 and 8 expand the
dative Many, the two classes are described and their
ﬁnal verdicts announced. No man needs to wait, he can
now read his ﬁnal verdict, for he needs only to investigate as to which of the two classes here designated he
belongs. The difﬁculty in understanding the construction arises from the supposed necessity of making rais,ue’v the article with the following participle, and mi: 86
the article with the other participles. But these are not

articles that substantivize participles, the participles
are merely predicative, and pc’v and 8c’ show plainly that
the two 7qu are the correlative demonstratives: “some
-— some.”
The Kurd phrase occurring in v. 7 corresponds with
that used in v. 6, and both must, therefore, be translated in the same way: “to everyone according to his
works: to some according to endurance in well-doing,”

etc. This means that “glory and honor and incorruption” are objects of dnoSém, “shall duly give,” and not
of Cnroﬁm, “seeking.” We have “glory and honor and
peace” in v. 10 which restates v. 7 with the same construction. That, too, is decisive, for Paul certainly
would not once make identical terms like “glory and
honor” in the identical connection the object sought
and again the object given, nor once “life eternal” the
object given and in the next breath “glory and honor”
this object after just saying that these were sought.
The beautiful chiasm that results should be noted:

“glory, honor, incorruption” —— ”as seeking” —- “as disobeying and obeying”—“wrath, indignation, anguish.”
The verdicts are outside, the predicative descriptions
inside. It is said that Paul changes the construction,
and that this change is characteristic. ”Glory,” etc.,
in v. 7 are accusatives after “shall duly give” in v. 6,

but at the end of v. 7 “wrath,” etc., are suddenly nom-
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inatives with “shall be” understood. But one might ask
why Paul made this change. God does not give wrath
nor any of these terrible four.
The dative “some”
used in v. 8 with these nominatives is the common
Greek idiom: something to someone (a copula is not
even necessary.)
These second “some” simply have
wrath, indignation, etc. The distinction between these
and the others is ﬁnely drawn and true. In v. 9 Paul
purposely dropped the idea of giving, for inﬂiction is
the idea to be expressed. To the righteous is given,
the wicked are deprived — “even that he hath shall be
taken away from him,” Luke 19 :26.
After the construction is thus made clear in the
simplicity, the beauty, and the precision in which Paul
wrote it, the sense is clear. To some God shall give
glory and honor and incorruption. These sacred three
are mentioned here and again in v. 10; to the rest (v.
8), the worldly, the secular four, “wrath,” etc., are left
(not given). “Glory” consists in the heavenly attributes that are on the last day bestowed on the godly as
a personal possession of both body and soul, this glory
shining forth in heavenly radiance. “Honor” is the
correlative, the high esteem on the part of men and on
the part of angels who view this gift of glory and its
radiance.
“Incorruption” is the complement to the
other two of this trio, for this glory Shall never fade,
this honor never cease. All earthly glory fades, sic
transit gloria mundi is even proverbial; all earthly
honor is eﬂ'aced, for even if it lasts for years on earth.
it does not count with God. But when this corruptible
shall put on incorruption (I Cor. 15:54), the saints of
God shall reach that permanence which no man is able
to attain in this transient world.
God shall duly give to each one ”according to his
works” (v. 6) and thus to the godly “according to
endurance in good work.” First the plural “works,”
spreading them out in detail, then “work,” singular,
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for all of them constitute a unit; and we have already
seen how Paul thus signiﬁcantly employs singular and
plural terms. “Good" work is one that is good in God’s
judgment. Moralists have a different conception of
this goodness of the work which really stamps the man
as what he is. The genitive “endurance of good work"
is objective (B.-D. 163), the endurance directed toward
good work. Mark the absence of the articles, which
stresses the quality of the nouns.
The best comment on “endurance” is Jesus’ word in
Matt. 24:13, it is the endurance that holds out to the
end, that ﬁnishes the course (II Tim. 4:7, 8), that does

not draw back (Heb. 10:39). The word means “to
remain under.” It is never used with reference to God
(see remarks on “longsuffering” in v. 4), always refers
only to things and not to persons, and here brings out
the thought of the load that a good work is. In a
wicked world we are constantly tempted to throw off
the burden, to remain under it no longer, to run free in
the false freedom of those who do evil as they please.
Only those who hold out shall be saved. It is faith,
faith alone that holds out; Paul kept the faith. The
continuance in faith is evidenced by the endurance in
the good work.
All are sinners, yet not one of the sins of these endurers is brought to light in the ﬁnal judgment. They
could not be, for see what God long ago did with them,
Ps. 103:12; Isa. 43:25; Micah 7:19. Their endurance
by faith in good work characterizes these sinners and
not the faults that still clung to them during life and
that were also removed by God's d¢£m€ or remission.

God’s righteous judgment (smatoxpta’la, v. 5) must accord with this endurance in good work, i. e., his ﬁnal

public verdict must acquit and accept those who have
this endurance, the fruit of God’s own grace. Karat
shows that the verdict corresponds. The fact that it
includes also a correspondence in degrees of glory is
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true but is scarcely to be stressed in a description as
general as this one is. “As seeking life eternal,” predicative to the dative “some," shows what animated

them; they were like all those who are described in that
famous chapter, Hebrews 11, who by faith looked

ahead, sought the city to come, and thus held out in
good work despite every aﬂiiction involved.
Sui; ainimoe is one of those towering terms that runs
through the New Testament.

See how John uses it in

3:15, 16 and says that it is already our possession by
faith. Paul uses it here with reference to the consummation at thé time of the judgment, which is described
in I John 3:2: “We shall be like him, for we shall see
him as he is." 2a»; is the spiritual, divine life principle
itself. Some call it communion with God, but it is more
than a relation, it is born of God, exists in us con-

stantly in communion with God. In its consummation
it is eternal, can never be lost, and is utter blessedness;
its opposite is the second death. What are all the ills
we endure in this short earthly sojourn when we hold
out in faith compared with life eternal in heaven with
God!
‘
Here Paul presents the whole plan of salvation in a
nutshell from the angle of the last judgment. God will,
indeed, judge differently from these moralist—judges
who acquit themselves (v. 3), scorn repentance (v. 4),
and with hard and unrepentant hearts blindly accumulate nothing but wrath for the last great day. Let them
look at God’s judgment and learn to repent and thus by
faith to endure in good work.
8) As 70E: pév is not the article with some substantivized term, so 1'on 8i cannot be. The prevalence of the
view that is éplocias is the substantive with the latter,
so that we must translate as our versions do: “those

that are,” etc., is one of the phenomena of learned exegesis.

We are pointed to 6 in: «forms, at in wepwom'ﬁ, oi in

wipou, and told that this is a Greek idiom, but here 7on
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pc’v precedes, which is the still more common idiom
“some — some.” Some interpreters supply 050w and
complicate the matter by regarding role as the article
which substantivizes three participles: “unto them that
are contentious (factious) and do not obey the truth
but obey unrighteousness,” which is the rendering
found in our versions. Kai — 86 correspond and connect only two participles: “as well —— as moreover.”
The sense of epidu’a, which word is not found in Helo
lenistic literature and in earlier Greek except in Aristotle, is sometimes misunderstood, for it is connected
with 3,»: “strife,” Hade-r (L.) , or left in doubt by B.-P.
481. Our versions use the adjectives “contentious” (A.
V.), “factious” (R. V.). The noun is derived from
{modem to work for wages as a mercenary and hence =
Lohnsucht, the mercenary spirit that wants quick returns. ‘Although this derivation is known, some introduce the idea of contention, haggling about pay. As in
v. 7 the participle is predicative, so are the two occurring in v. 8: “to some as from self-seeking as well as
disobeying the truth as moreover obeying the unright-

eousness.” They “both" (at) do the one, “moreover
also” (80 the other. Instead of employing a second
mi which would mean “both — and” Paul had to write
8e’, because, while disobeying and obeying are homogeneous and thus could be connected 'by “both —

and,” “truth” and “unrighteousness” are heterogeneous, which 8i indicates, for it indeed adds but adds
something that is different.
Paul has already described this class of men by saying that they “suppress the truth in unrighteousness,"
1:18. We see that he here restates, but so as to explain
and to amplify, a procedure that is regularly followed
by him. Suppressing the truth in unrighteousness
means disobeying it and obeying the unrighteousness,
doing both because of a low, self-seeking spirit, for in
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no other spirit could this be done. “The truth” (see
1:18) is broad, for these men disobey even the truth

revealed in nature, they will not let it control their lives
(see 1:21) but remain hard and unrepentant (2:5).

The real things about God and about themselves produce no response in their souls. Since Paul is speaking of judgment day, “the truth” includes also the full
reality that is supernaturally revealed in the Word. It,
too, is spurned.

But they obey the unrighteousness.

In 1 :25 “the lie” is opposed to “the truth,” the unreality (posing as reality) to the reality. Here the
negative lies on a plane that is different from the positive, for “the unrighteousness” is the quality of all

that God condemns and must condemn while “the truth”
is the sum of the actual facts as they exist. Both are
pictured as masters whom one obeys, and there is no
third: one obeys either the one or the other of these

masters.

But note the disparity (marked by 85’) : the

truth is the true, the divine master. God is in the
truth, yea, is the truth, and truth is eternal, prevails,

and those joined to it by obedience have the blessedness it contains; but the unrighteousness is the spur-

ious master made by wicked men for themselves and is,
therefore, condemned and doomed to condemnation
from the very start. What a master! One to be trampled under foot. To be obeyed? Never!
How this master secures obedience and draws men
away from the obedience to the truth is explained by
the phrase indicating source: “from self-seeking,” that

mean desire for immediate, selﬁsh gain.

To obey the

truth means endurance, something that is difﬁcult at
times, means good work, something that is distasteful
to our evil nature, means a reward of grace at death,
at the judgment. The unrighteousness of men’s own

heart proffers immediate satisfaction by means of all
that men desire to indulge in irrespective of any ham-
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pering by a norm of divine right. That is the bait for
which men fall. And the more they obey their own unrighteousness as their master, the more this master
grows and holds them in an iron grip as slaves.

So brief and so simple the words, a mere line,
yet so perfect the analysis of all the ungodliness and
wickedness of men. Any trace of Stoic moralism in
them? Not even a little.
For these men “wrath” (see 1:18) and “indignation,” wrath’s hot outburst, both of these from God,
and as a result two equally closely allied experiences for
man: “tribulation” in the sense of pressure and thus
“anguish” or narrowing in of both body and soul. They
will not know whither to turn, and in vain will they cry
to the mountains, “Fall on us !” and to the hills, “Cover
us!" Luke 23:30.
This is the reality, which is announced in advance,

in order to bend the stiff and unrepentant hearts if anything will still bend them. In v. 5 “wrath” appears
alone, here it appears unfolded in four terms, which
form two pairs.
9) With our versions we place only a comma between the two pairs (no “and” connects them) and
read right on. Some place a period between them and
thus have an asyndeto'n'which calls for two form. When
a comma is inserted, the singular “on every soul of
man” merely individualizes the preceding plural “to
some." The just judgment (v. 5) is just also in this
respect that it includes everyone on both sides. When
they are thus closely connected, v. 9 and 10 reverse
v. 7 and 8 so that the four form a chiasm: godly —
wicked, wicked — godly. Twice the emphasis rests on
“everyone,” each time with the addition “ﬁrst of all
both Jew and Greek,” which lends a peculiar force to
the individualization. The parallel is made pointed by
the two opposites 16 xaxév and 1-5 dya96v, “the base,” “the

good,” which resembles the singular m? Epyou dyaooﬁ of
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v. 7. Only the participles differ, and the difference
(the perfective mud in the ﬁrst but not in the second)
is important. The wicked man fully works out, fully
accomplishes the base; the godly man works the good,
that is all. He never works it out fully, in completeness, imperfection is ever left, sin is not wholly cast
out, hence human merit has no place in the judgment.
Even in such incidental expressions Paul’s doctrine is
perfect. Inspiration is evident in the very words.
“Soul of man” is not repeated in v. 10, need not be, for
llwxﬁ is here used only in the sense of person: “every
human person.”
The rule that, when the Greek repeats it is content
with the simplex, cannot be applied here; for if the
simplex were here to be equal to the compound participles, a wrong sense would result; for who is able fully
to be working out the good? Even our best works are
imperfect.
10) Paul states the terrible punishment of the
wicked only once, all of it in succession at the junction
of the chiasm, but the gift of grace he states twice, even

with the repetition of two terms, “glory and honor,” as
though he loved to dWell on this gift of blessedness.
But now for “incorruption” he substitutes the great
term “peace,” the Hebrew shalom, meaning Unversehrtheit, here the ﬁnal state and its enjoyment (see
1:7). This ﬁnal peace matches incorruptibility; he
who attains either has the other.

To each of the two classes Paul adds the signiﬁcant
apposition we have already noted in connection with
1:16; “ﬁrst of all of Jew as well as of Greek." In the
ﬁrst instance he has the genitive, in the next the dative.
Most emphatically Paul says that God’s judgment includes every man. Jew and Greek represent only two
classes of men.

What about a representative of the

rest? If it be said that here “Greek" means “Gentile,"
and that thus the representation is complete, why such
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additions to what is already said perfectly in the two
“every”?
All that we have remarked in connection with our
discussion of 1:16 applies here with even more force.
The view that the Jews will be judged before the Gentiles is incorrect, and this would be a strange point to
inject here. The view that a difference will be made
between godly Jews and Gentiles and again between
ungodly Jews and Gentiles, is speciﬁcally denied in v.

11, etc.

Here again 1rpc5rov modiﬁes “Jew as well as

Gree ”: to these two “ﬁrst of all” applies what Paul
says regarding the judgment; and if ﬁrst of all to them,
then also to the rest.
This description of the judgment was precipitated
by the moralist (v. 1-5) . Where do we ﬁnd this moralist? He is either a Jew or a Greek but not a barbarian. Moralizing, such as Paul crushes, occurs only
there where the necessary culture is found. While
“Greek," placed beside “Jew” as here, referred to a
- man of Greek culture, today, in a world in which no
such single culture dominates, a different term would
be needed. In 1:14 Paul himself supplies such a term:
“wise” placed beside “Greeks,” and these contrasted
with “ignorant,” “barbarians.” In a letter dealing
with moralists Paul’s double “ﬁrst of all Jew as well as
Greek” is exceedingly pertinent in the case of persons
who lived in the capital of the world. There, if anywherein that day, the moralists would be heard.
11)

For there is no respect of persons with God;

for as many as sinned without law shall also perish
without law; and as many as sinned in connection
with law shall be judged by means of law; for not
the hearers of law are righteous with God, but the
doers of law shall he declared righteous.
It is the “righteous judgment” (v. 5) that Paul is
setting forth by showing how at the last day it will
judge the works, judge absolutely every man, a truth
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that both Jew and Greek might well note; for in this
Smatoxpia’ia (V. 5) there is no such thing as npoawroA-quia
with God, “taking a man’s face” and not a man’s works.

Acts 10:34.

This term is Hebraistic to indicate par-

tiality or favoritism on the part of a judge.

Paul’s

point is missed by those who apply the statement to
Jews over against Gentiles; it is also missed by others
who apply it to Jews over against cultured Greeks,

i. e., when God sees a Jew before his judgment seat he
lets him slip through, but when a Gentile or when a
Greek comes, God condemns him.

This is impossible,

for twice and thus with pointed emphasis Paul has
combined “Jew and Greek,” these two are equally to

note what he says about the judgment. These two
together, these two in the very ﬁrst place, are to know
that, when they come before the righteously judging

Judge, God will not accept their faces instead of their
works. The implication, of course, is that, if he does
not accept their faces he will also accept the face of no

other man who stands lower than Jew and Greek.
12)

The reason that Jew and Greek might think

that they should be favored in the judgment of God is
due to the fact that they operated with “law.” When
they present their faces to the great Judge, when he
sees that they are lawmen, will he not let them pass?
Never. Anything resembling “law” will be of entirely
minor importance. The great question will concern

itself with the works as we have already been shown.
Whether these have been done without anything resembling law or, as in their case, in connection with something called law, will be entirely immaterial: “for as

many as did sin without law shall also perish without
law, and as many as did sin in connection with law

shall be judged by means of law.” The aorists “did
sin” are constative, they sum up the whole course of
works as evidencing who and what these men are. Both
groups are alike nothing but sinners, merely sinners,
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those with law certainly being no better than those
without law. The point must be noted that the only
diﬁerence here touched upon is the non-use and the use
of law, either of which leaves men sinners and nothing
but sinners; for nothing in the nature of law can possibly clear any man of sin. What folly, then, for any
man, Jew as well as Greek, to hope that, because as a
moralist he operated with law, God will let him pass
— as though God were a judge who accepts a man’s
face!
The only difference will be that those without law
will merely perish without law, while those with law
will be judged by means of law — two routes that lead
to the same goal. Justice will be prominent in both
instances; for the Judge will not apply law to those
who ended as nothing but sinners without using anything like real law — that would be unfair. Nor will
he need law in the case of these — they merely perish
as the sinners that they are. The only fair thing in the
case of others who made law their boast will be that the
Judge use this means (Sui) when he pronounces judgment on them; and the fact that this judgment will be
one of condemnation is plain: “they did sin" exactly
as those “did sin" of whom Paul just said, “they will
perish."
Here Paul robs every moralist of his essential tool.
The fellow who judges another as described in v. 1,
etc., must have some sort of law for his judging, and
if he be also a Jew, as v. 17, etc., describes, he will lay
down the Mosaic law to men. Without law there could
be no moralists, Greek or Jewish. Paul turns this business of law to vapor in their hands and thus also in the
hands of all who heed and follow them: in the ﬁnal
judgment law is no advantage as compared with no
law, and no law no disadvantage as compared with law.
Neither could be unless God were unjust. Here “law”
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is used in its widest sense as something that is required
by moralism, no matter in what form this moralism
appears.
13) The fact that what has just been said about
the divine impartial judgment as regards sinning without or with law is undoubtedly correct is evidenced
(yap) by the further truth “that not the hearers of law
are righteous with God, but the doers of law shall be
justiﬁed,” i. e., pronounced righteous by God. Not the
hearers of law righteous (no verb), but the doers of
law shall be declared righteous. The opposition is
direct and sharp: oi: 8am; — Smawariaowm. Both the
hearers of law and the doers of law have law, which
means that this statement omits mention of those who
live and act without law. It explains why Paul just
said that “as many as did sin in connection with law
shall be judged by means of law." Those who operate
with law never get beyond being mere hearers of law
and never get to be doers of law. They never get
beyond the status of sinners, sinners just like those

who pay no attention to anything like moral law. Law
is able to produce only hearers of law, it never did and
never will produce a single doer of law. Even the moralist-judge who operates so strongly with law is exposed as being self-condemned by the very law with
which he operates (v. 1).
We need not worry about either point, that moralism never produces anything but hearers of law, and
again that God justiﬁes the doers of law.

Neither part

of Paul’s statement is hypothetical: if only hearers of
law, then not righteous in God's ﬁnal judgment; but if
doers of law, then declared righteous. Paul does not in
this place care to discuss the fact that earnest moralists
do many works that are in conformity with such law as
they use; he will treat that truth in connection with
those who have no law at all, for even they do things
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that conform to law. Yet all such doing of law is as
nothing, for it never gets a man out of his status as a

sinner and into the status of a “righteous” man, Sixaws
in God’s sight, it leaves him just where the man devoid
of law is. So in reality a bearer of law is all that this
operator with law is or can be.
_
But there are actual doers of law, yes, doers of law
whom God will declare righteous at the last day, “both
Jew and Greek,” who did that which is good, and glory,
honor, and peace will be their eternal lot (v. 10). Paul
calls them doers of law because in the public judgment
at the last day God will pronounce his verdict “according to the works” (v. 6). Need we yet add that these
doers of law are not “moral men" as the world imagines
them, “the nobler pagans” included? These, plus their
Jewish counterpart, Paul is smiting in this very chapter. All of these he lists as at best being hearers of
law and never for a moment as being “righteous.” The
“doers of law” are those who by faith and a new heart
actually do what God bids and by their doing demonstrate their faith so that in the public judgment at the
last day God can point to their works as the evidence
on which his righteousness acquits and must acquit
them. And remember, “ﬁrst of all Jew as well as
Gree ,” which includes also any others on the same
basis and never on any other basis.
14) Those who operate with law, who never become doers of law that will be justiﬁed, are in no better
position than those who sin and perish without law.
But this necessitates the explanation that actually very
few can be said to be devoid of law.
For whenever Gentiles who do not have law, by
nature perform things of the law, these, though not
having law, are unto themselves law, such as demonstrate the work of the law written in their hearts,
their conscience joining in witness, and in alternation

with each other the reasonings making accusation or
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also making defense, in connection with a day when
God will judge the secrets of men according to my
gospel through Jesus Christ.
We do not agree with the exegesis which makes

Paul’s 30w, equal to 111 zen, on the plea that what Paul
here predicates belongs to all Gentiles.

We also do not

accept the deduction of R. 796 and others that “in general when Wino: is anarthrous in Paul it refers to the

Mosaic law.” Here and often it does not. and when it
does in some places, it refers to that law only as law in
general.

These linguistic views are due to the tradi-

tional interpretation that in 1:18-32 Paul deals with
the Gentiles and in chapter 2 with the Jews and thus in
these verses puts the Gentiles on the same level with the
Jews by saying that both alike have the law. the Gentiles the law written in their hearts, the Jews the law
written in their Tora. However true the substance of
this is, it is not what Paul says here.
We have seen at every pertinent point that all men

are included in 1 :18-32, and that chapter 2 deals with
the moralist, not again in order to include him, but to
expose his false way of escaping from the divine judgment on the universal sinfulness of man (v. 3).

The

story of the last judgment is told for the special beneﬁt
of the moralist; it is he especially who is to see who will
and who will not escape in that judgment so that he
may see that he is among the latter (v. 5) Whether
he be Jew or Greek, as a moralist he operates with law
as the means of escape. Paul exposes the folly of this:
law, anything like law in any form or type of moralism,
is no more a means of escape in God's judgment than
having no law and thus having no moralism (v. 11-13)

Now both Jewish and Greek moralists fondly imagine
that they are the favored ones who alone have law and

are able to use it as a means of escape. They are mistaken in this view. A large number of pagans, say”,
“are unto themselves law,” show it by the actual appli-
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cation of it both in their lives (actions) and in their
consciousness. These high moralists, both Jew and
Greek, are thus thrown down from their pedestal. They
have no more than the pagan world generally has.
What is their shallow moralism compared with this
pagan self-condemnation which is due to the inner law
of the heart itself? This is Paul’s thought.
The Greek had his philosophy of life, his ethics,
his hopes for the hereafter. The more he deserved the
name “Greek,” i. e., the more he had of the Greek culture, the more fully developed were these his ideas and
convictions. In this respect he was comparable to the
Jew so that thrice Paul writes “ﬁrst of all Jew as well
as Greek” (v. 9, 10, and 1:16). It is in contrast with
these that Paul speaks of such as sin and as perish
dvdpws, “without any law at all” (v. 12). Jew and
Greek, when they are compared with them, despite all
their law end in no better a way in God’s judgment
(v. 12). When now, in explaining further (76p). Paul

writes about “Gentiles who do not have law,” it is
jumping at conclusions to say that these are the same
as those who sin and perish “without law” (v. 12).
They are by no means the same, for Paul says that
“these are to themselves law,” “these” is even emphatic.
He adds that the law which he has in mind is written in
their hearts; he adds further that it operates there,
and he states how it does so. In other words, Jewish
and Greek moralists with their respective law are not
at all in a superior class; nor do all other men live and
perish animus, devoid of law. This is the very concep—
tion which Paul upsets by his present explanation.
Here is a mighty class that has law operating even in‘
its very heart. So little are those moralists superior to
all others that hosts of these others are really superior
to them; for moralists operate with an outward law,

but these with one that is actually inward.
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These are, of course, 20”,, pagans. Jews cannot be
included, for they are under the Mosaic code.

The

Greeks are also excluded. Paul has combined “both
Jew and Greek." Twice in this connection and once
before. Because the Greek is a pagan he is not necessarily included: he is a pagan who has an ethical code

and for this reason belongs in the same class with the
Jew and not with those who have law only in their nature.

Also those who sin and perish “without any law”

(v. 12) are excluded.

They are also pagans but heed

not even such law as should be in their hearts. This
interpretation will not be accepted by those who think

that all Gentiles are here referred to. But Paul had
looked around in this wicked world a bit. It still contains men who have no conscience at all, who in no way
respond even to an inner law. Paul cites both classes

against the moralistic Jew and Greek. In v. 12 he
brings these two kinds of moralists down to the level
of those who, like brute beasts, respond to no law whatever; here in v. 14, etc., he raises those who respond to
the inner law of their natural being above those two
types of moralists. Yes, 20m without the article is
correct.
It is true, pagans, many and many of them, “not
having law,” anything like law bestowed from without,
anything like the Jewish code from God, or like the
Greek ethics taught in the Greek schools, nevertheless
“by nature perform things of the law.” They do not, of
course, always do so, for any means ”whenever” and
refers only to such instances as occur. And we must
regard “things of the law” as referring to things belonging to the law which they do not have as a code of

“law." It is well to note that in Ta fol-J ydnou the article
with the genitive is the article of previous reference
and refers to 1’de just mentioned.

Because of the idea

that all Gentiles are in contrast with all Jews, “things
of the law” is taken to mean, “things of the Mosaic
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law.” This restriction is doubtful as the contrast is
doubtful. Moses and the Greeks agree in many ethical
precepts, but whether they are in agreement or not, the
pagans here described perform things that are enjoined
by these precepts. They do it “by nature.” Neither a
Jew nor a Greek taught them. They may never have
come in contact with either.
Paul has in mind their own inborn moral nature.
While in 1:18-29 he unfolds the vast immorality of the
whole world of men, we here see that he is not blind to
whatever of moral response is still left even in many
pagans. It is not necessary to elaborate on the word
@5019 and its various uses. Jew and Greek also have
this “nature" as do also those who respond to no law
and perish in that way by having utterly violated their
very nature. Paul is speaking of such pagans as have
only their moral nature, to which also they respond in
certain instances.
“These” are the ones, Paul says, the very ones who,
although, as stated, not having anything like law laid
on them from without, Jewish code or Greek ethics, “to
themselves are law.” Instead of just having they are.
Despite not having they are.
not having.

Yea, are makes up for

15)
How can this be? Ol'rwcs‘ has a causal implication: because they are “such as.” Since those deeds
of theirs comply with such law as others have although
they are done without such law by nature alone, “they
demonstrate" to anyone who intelligently observes
them and their deeds “the work of the law written in
their hearts," that is, how and why they are law to
themselves. “Written,” says Paul, for the Jewish law

was written, and the Greeks wrote whole books on
ethics.

Here we have a deeper writing, one in men’s

own hearts. We may add that without this deeper
writing even the Jewish and the Greek writings on
parchment would not hold men’s hearts. The passive
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idea in “written” points to God as the writer; and “by
nature” refers to “hearts," the center of human beings.
Here we have no moral evolution, no herd ethics, no
social convention as to what society may decide as right
or wrong, which changes as society changes; here we
have what is left of the general image of God in the
heart of man after the fall.
It is the moral sense

which is sadly distorted in many ways, is never otherwise than imperfect, is completely submerged in some
(v. 12a). But what remains is highly signiﬁcant.
Paul is most exact.

He does not say that “law” is

written in their hearts (which would be true) but “the

work of the law”; for what of law is written in them
and to what degree they are law to themselves has
already been stated when it was said that they at
times perform “things of the law.” These “things of

the law” = “the work of the law," i. e., of such law as
the moralists, Jewish and Greek, have in their ethical

codes. First the plural, “things of the law,” spreading
them out to view individually, then the singular, “the
work of the law,” the sum as the unit.
Some regard this as a reference only to the Jewish
law. And they state that, since the Jewish law was
given by direct revelation, it is much more perfect than
what is still written in pagan hearts, a statement which

is true. But Paul has combined Jew and Greek, which
combination changes the viewpoint.

He is not com-

paring extent and clearness of law but depth.

Those

moralists themselves practice what they condemn (v.
1), they are nothing but shallow “hearers of law” (v.
13) , these pagans “do” at least to some extent, these
pagans demonstrate that at least something is in their
hearts. Paul puts the moralists beneath them; for
their having, of which they are so proud (v. 3) over
against those not having, is too much in their heads and
not, as in the case of these others, a writing in the
hearts.
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This is Paul's point, and for this reason he says
even more regarding it by means of two genitive absolutes: “their conscience joining in witness, and in alternation with each other the reasonings making accusation or also making defense." These are not modal participles that state how the demonstration is made,
namely “in that their conscience testiﬁes,” etc. This
interpretation disregards the force of the verb “demonstra ” which always means to show by visible display, but the acts of the conscience and of the thoughts
are invisible, and they could not for that reason be the
way in which the demonstration is made.
The 015v in the participle is also overlooked, for it
indicates an act of testifying that is second to a preceding testimony, one that is joined to the preceding.
The two cannot be combined; and this applies also to
the reasonings. On the other hand, to reduce these
genitive absolutes to accompanying circumstances is a
misunderstanding in the opposite direction; they are
more than that. Both of them expound most graphic—
ally what has just been said about “the hearts”; for
there is the seat of conscience, there the reasonings
argue back and forth. If no work of the law were
written in the hearts of these pagans, no conscience

would exist to testify, no moral debating in self-condemnation or self-commendation would be possible.
But both occur, and this fact is added testimony to
what is so deeply written and engraved in the hearts.
First the visible proof: “things of the law.” Whenever those who have no law do them, it is a plain demonstration that they are law to themselves, that the
work of the law is written in their hearts. Combined
with this is not another E98£l£t9 or “demonstration” as it
is often called, for these acts of conscience are invisible
and not a demonstration but a testifying. The genitive
absolute makes this testifying secondary to the visible
proof. This genitive absolute is incomplete, for it does
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not yet state what the testimony is or how it is made;
the second genitive absolute takes care of that.
We do not regard mvydsnmc, which etymologically
means Mitwissen, but always with oneself (C.-K. 396),
as equivalent to “consciousness”; it is “conscience,” and

we consider the debate as to whether a faculty or a
function is intended as pointless.

The very word im-

plies a duality. I myself know, and conscience, too,
knows.

This is especially apparent when conscience

blames me, when I should like to hush it up but ﬁnd
myself unable to do so and may even be driven to desperation by my conscience. It is often called the voice
of God in us, but this is rather inaccurate; for con-

science is not the fact that God knows and speaks in us
but rather that I myself know and speak in judgment
on myself.

I am both judge and defendant and gen-

erally a culprit.
Still more must be said. Conscience holds me to a
norm of right and condemns me when I violate that
norm. Conscience is not itself that norm, it operates
with that as a judge upon me and upon moral actions of
mine. It always has its norm of right, but this norm

itself is more or less imperfect, sadly so when it is
removed from the Word which alone furnishes the true
norm that fully enlightens conscience. In the case of
pagans this norm is “the work of the law written in
their hearts,” whatever the amount of it may be. Paul
is speaking of what writing is left in them and not of

what is erased or blurred but only of what is still
plainly recognizable on the basis of its actually producing “things of the law." God’s connection with this
norm with which conscience operates appears in v. 16.

On this subject consult Franz Delitzsch, Biblische
Psychologie, 2nd ed., 133, etc.. but on p. 138, footnote,

he is mistaken when he says that it is the sense of the
apostle that at the ﬁnal judgment Jesus may receive
pagans in grace.
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' Some think that Paul is speaking only of the socalled conscientia consequens which passes judgment

on deeds after they have been done, because he speaks
of accusing and defending. But let us also look at what
Paul says about these pagans doing “things of the law”
(v. 14) ; for their conscientia. antecedens prompted
them to do just these things. Conscience is here to be
understood in its full sense. This includes its complete
activity which implies judging not only acts before and
after but also the secret motives back of them, yea the
entire character. This entire activity is nothing but
testimony to what is still written in these pagan hearts.
The 0151' in the participle is not a mere strengthening;
for conscience joins its testimony to the demonstration
of the deeds and not to God’s testimony, for neither he
nor any testimony of his has been mentioned.
The mere statement, “their conscience joining in
witness,” is too brief to convey the full thought; hence
Paul adds an expansion with explicative :«u’: “and in
alternation with each other the reasonings making ac-

cusation or also making defense.” In this way canscience acts by adding its witness in regard to what is
written in the hearts of these pagans. The Greek conceives the heart as the seat of the “reasonings.” These
are not “judgments.” These reasonings act in a reciprocal way, “between themselves” (or each other), A. V.
margin, which comes quite close to the sense; “the
mean while" in the text of the A. V. is inaccurate. The
reasonings operate back and forth between themselves.
They do it whenever conscience acts; in fact, this is its
activity. The subject of these reasonings is anything
in which the moral quality of right or wrong may inhere in the estimation of the conscience concerned;
ﬁnished acts or omissions, possible and contemplated
acts or omissions, all these together with their inner
motives and purposes, plus even the person's own character as a whole.
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It is generally something the conscience considers
Wrong on which these reasonings concentrate in debate
between themselves; they “make accusation.” This is
placed ﬁrst because it happens so often. “Or also” adds
that sometimes and not so often the reasonings judge
something the conscience considers right and then
“offer defense” in their debate between themselves. A
simple “and” would imply that these right cases are
about as numerous as the wrong ones, which could not

be the fact in the case of pagans.
What Paul says is that the very fact that these two
operations of the reasonings of conscience occur in
pagan hearts is additional witness that corroborates
the demonstration which is given by their doing by nature “things of the law" and proving that they “are law
to themselves,” that “the work of the law is written in
their hearts.” What he says is both simple and clear;

for Christian consciences still operate in the same way
although they have the full light of the Word regarding
what is truly right and wrong and have been made
much more responsive as well as effective in controlling

their actions.

Some commentators confuse “accusing” and “defending” as though Paul says that in every caSe con-

sidered by the pagan conscience both take place: some
reasonings attacking, others rallying to the defense.
And what about the outcome? Is it left suspended in
the air? Paul separates the two with a distinct disjunctive “or”; some actions meet with accusations,

others (fewer) elicit a defense because those are
wrong and these right in the judgment of the conscience. The phrase “between themselves” does not
rule out this separation.
Again, this phrase is taken to mean that the reason-

ings accuse and sometimes defend each other or one
another. This is sometimes thought to imply that “the
conscience sits in judgment on itself.” But Paul did
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not write the accusative dMﬁAom; he wrote a phrase
with the preposition “between," which has a different
meaning.

Others state that this difference among the reasonings themselves is destructive of “the reliability of
conscience” and then regard “between themselves” or
“in alternation with each other” as meaning “between
themselves” as persons, some pagans accusing, others
defending an action or a person or each other.

They

then construe the singular participle, a feminine in
form, not only with the singular feminine “conscience,"
but also with the plural masculine “reasonings”; their
conscience furnishes one added witness, and in the
intercourse of these pagans with each other (so the
phrase) their reasonings in debates and discussions
furnish another witness, namely “when they accuse or

in some instances defend.”

This view is highly im-

probable. Paul wrote two genitive absolutes and
placed the participles chiastically in order the more to
assure the fact that there are two, the ﬁrst being used

with a feminine singular noun, the second with a masculine plural noun. As to saving “the reliability of
conscience” in the proposed fashion, the motive is noble
enough, but is this reliability lost when the reasonings
in one man’s heart do the ﬁghting and not lost but
saved when a large number of pagans do the ﬁghting
by hurling these same reasonings at each other?
Some state that the fact that both aa'rrév and was:

auﬁmv are placed forward denotes a correlation between the two, one that demands that the second, like
the ﬁrst, must denote persons. But even if an’mav had
been placed after its noun and thus in the truly emphatic position and thus also as close as possible to the
phrase, a correlation would be strange because the
pronoun and then the phrase must each be conﬁned to
its own genitive absolute.
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Most of these commentators think that Paul intended to stress three points: 1) the demonstration of
actual doing (v. 14); 2) one witness, the testifying
conscience; 3) another witness, the disputing reasonings of pagans. But these two witnesses are one. Those
who regard them as two have yet to show that the

reasonings are not the voice of the conscience which
blames one kind of action and motive and praises another. Even when pagans are regarded as disputing
with each other, the reasoning with which they carry
on the dispute could be only the voices of their consciences.
This view is based on the thought that a dispute pro
and con must take place regarding every action, motive,
etc. But Paul makes a distinct separation with “or
also.” Then, too, his phrase “between themselves” does

not denote an opposing alternation of the reasonings,
some being for, some against, but a supporting alternation. Take a bad deed as an example. One reasoning
accuses it from one angle, another from a second angle,

and so on until no angle is left. In these its reasonings,
especially about a wrong, conscience is inexorable. Once
it gets to work it refuses to cease operation. The
Latins said: Conscientia mille testes, “conscience is a

thousand witnesses.”

And all of these insist on testi-

fying Try to hush them and they will turn against
you for even trying such a thing. In this way, to quote

Shakespeare’s statement, “conscience does make cowards of us all.” All defenses which we may try to
think up our own reasonings in conscience will accuse
as false pleas. In this way the reasonings in mutual
support “between themselves” make their accusation
They literally band together and batter down their victim. But occasionally, when an action is considered

right by the conscience, these reasonings rally to the
defense. Even when a man is blamed by other men,
the reasonings, one after another, stand by him.

Yea,
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if uncertainty should suggest itself, with its unimpeachable reasonings conscience batters down that ancertainty, at least tries to do so.
Paul is here presenting only the two main activities
of conscience and these two only as they operate in
pagans; he is not discussing the probable conscience,
the doubtful conscience, and other ramiﬁcations. He
never loses himself and his readers in indecisive details. The two grand facts are enough: regarding a
wrong, the reasonings band together in accusation;
regarding a right, they stand shoulder to shoulder in
defense.
16) They do both, Paul says, “in connection with
a day when God will judge the secrets of men according
to my gospel through Jesus Christ.” The main point to‘
be noted is that ('V has its ﬁrst and original meaning:
“in union or connection wit .”' The activity of conscience even in pagans, whether it is accusing or defending by applying the moral law written in the heart,
is never something pertaining only to the present moment when it takes place in the heart but an activity
that is always in inner and vital connection with a
“day" to come “when (some texts have the relative in
the dative, some the phrase ‘in which’) God will judge
the secrets of men.” The whole activity of conscience
connects with the conviction regarding such a day and
man's accountability on that day when nothing can be
hid, when God will probe even “the hidden things of
men.” Cancel this day, and the keystone is broken out
of the arch of all moral reasonings, all moral responsibility, all moral impetus to do “things of the law." What
worries even the pagan when he condemns himself in
the court of conscience is the higher court of God with
its judgment on a day to come.

What comforts even a

pagan when he acquits himself in the court of conscience is again this higher court and the conviction
that on a day to come God, too, will acquit.
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"Ev modiﬁes both of the participles that precede; the
connection is direct and close. Verb and subject are
reversed, which gives an emphasis to both: judge will
God, yes, God. It is immaterial whether we prefer the
reading Kpu'ei, “will judge,” or xpt’m, “judges,” for the
present tense would refer to the future just as does the
future tense. “The secret things" of men are named,
not in contradiction to “the works” mentioned in v. 6,
but because of the connection with conscience which
probes even the secret motives and purposas. When
the divine judge passes his verdict on the outward
works he sees not merely their outward appearance as
we do, he sees in that appearance all that lies beneath
them down to the most secret bottom. “Of men” expresses the same universality as does the genitive in
1:18. The power of conscience lies also in this that
no man shall be exempt from God’s ﬁnal judgment.
Paul is speaking of certain pagans (gem, v. 14), what

their conscience attests, attests in connection with a
day when “men,” i. e., all men, shall stand exposed
before God with their secrets.
Paul speaks of this “day” as we know it by means
of revelation although he is describing the consciences
of pagans. But he does the same throughout from 1 :18
onward. God, God’s wrath, debasing God, (1 :23),
realizing God (1 :32), to mention only these from
1:18-32, then, when considering the moralist in chapter 2: “the judgment of God” (v. 2, 3), “day of wrath

and revelation,” etc. (v. 5). This does not mean that
all men, all moralists, and even the pagans referred to
in v. 14 understand and know all this in regard to God,
the “day,” and the judgment.

At the very beginning (1:18) Paul said that men
suppress the truth in unrighteousness, then (1 :23)
that they changed God into idol images. Yet despite all
that darkening there, nevertheless, remains the realization of the righteous ordinance of God that they who
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do wickedness are not ﬁt to live (1:32), and on the
basis of this Paul exposes the moralist in 2:1, etc. So
he now concludes this exposure of the moralist by pointing him to pagans who are morally wholly untutored
and yet have a conscience that is so active morally
the apostle does not propose to lose himself in a discussion of what such pagans know or no longer know
about “a day" of ﬁnal accountability. They know
enough to stir the conscience into activity as their own
consciencetestiﬁes.
Nor is this an abstract discussion regarding these
pagans; it is also not addressed to them. Nor is it
addressed to the Romans. No, it is addressed to the
moralist whom Paulis confounding: “0 man i” v. 1 and
3. Against him Paul hurls the whole judgment of God;
73 Kpipa. 106.6(06 (V. 2, 3), the whole “day” as it will=

actually be. And what he hurls at this dangerous mor-'
alist the Romans are to readin order to note that moralist’s annihilation.
For this reason Paul adds the phrases: “in accord
with my gospel through Jesus Christ,” which modify
the whole clause, “when God will judge the secret
things of men.” This is not saying that the gospel or
“my gospel" will be the norm (Kurd) of the ﬁnal judgment; the norm is God’s own righteousness. It is misleading to bring in grace and the view that at least
some of these pagans will be saved. What Paul says is
that all he states regarding judgment day — and he
began by naming the “day” in v. 5, and then launched
into its description in v. 6-13 —- all of it, as it is now
again summarized, accords with his gospel which was
preached by him as an apostle. All of it is law and not!
gospel but law that accords with the gospel. Paul
would not be smiting the moralist with law and the
judgment to come if he had no gospel. What would be
the sense of that? No more sense than to talk of conscience if there were no “day” of ﬁnal reckoning. Paul
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says to the moralist only that he has the gospel; that
whole precious gospel he will unfold in this letter as

soon as he is through with the moralists.

He has the

one in Jewish garb yet to consider (v. 17, etc.).
Since the enclitic you is without emphasis, this little

“my” does not indicate a difference between the form
of gospel as preached by Paul and the form as preached
by the other apostles. Who is crushing this moralist
with the law and the judgment day? Paul, of course.
Well, then, who is going to offer this moralist the gos-

pel?

Paul.

All this preaching of law is leading up to

the saving gospel, accords with it.
Now it is plain
why Paul says “my gospel” in this connection.
Nor does Paul say that it is according to his gospel or according to that of anybody else that God will
judge “through Jesus Christ” (see 1:1 on the name).
“According to my gospel” is to be construed with what
precedes and not with “through Jesus Christ” which
follows. Both phrases modify the clause. As God’s
judging is in accord with the gospel which Paul intends
to offer the moralist, so it will be a judging “through
Jesus Christ.” Paul could have omitted the last phrase,
but the fact that it names Jesus Christ as the one
through whom God will judge connects him who is the
substance of the gospel with the ﬁnal judgment. Law

and gospel meet in Jesus Christ. This brings the entire
paragraph to a unit point and is a beautiful example of
the mastery of thought with which Paul so often
weaves together many threads, lets none slip, and
brings them to a ﬁnal perfect unity. In how many see-

ular writers is such mastery found?
The A. V. would have us connect v. 16 with v. 12

and make v. 13-15 a parenthesis; others shorten the
parenthesis. These constructions are due to a misunderstanding of ('1: by making it Zeitbestimmung: “in or
on” judgment day. Those who do not adopt the paren-

thesis have the problem of putting together with an iv
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the present actions of accusing or defending and the
future action of God’s judging at the last day. Here
are a few examples: 1) All connection is denied. Paul
derailed his thought, or v. 16 is interpolated. But this
is not an adequate solution. 2) Kpmz, the future, is
changed to KpL'vct, the present, in order to make “day”
any day when God judges, but in v. 5, 6 “day" is the
ﬁnal day. 3) The gap is bridged by an insertion: the
present accusing or defending, we are told, “will become manifest” on the last day; or the participles accusing or defending are regarded as timeless, as continuing on and on until the last day is reached. 4) The
whole of v. 15 with its present tense of the verb as well
as its three present participles is transferred to the last
day, all the actions taking place only then.
17) In v. 1-16 Paul lets the moralist convict himself. He includes every one of these moralists, was in
v. 1 and “both Jew and Greek” in v. 9, 10, and makes
no distinction between them. But the Jewish type of
moralist deserves a little further consideration because
he convicts himself in a double way. By judging other
men all moralists convict themselves (v. 1) ; in addition
to that, by also laying down his Jewish law for other
men, the Jewish moralist convicts himself of not being
a real Jew. His self-conviction is actually doubled. Instead of standing higher than the Greek moralist he
really stands far lower. This exposure of the moralists, in particular also those of the Jewish type, does
not intend to brand them merely as sinners but utterly
to destroy all moralism as being the greatest foe of the
gospel; for it pretends to be the one way of escape from
the judgment of God on all the godlessness and wickedness of men (v. 3), instead of which it only plunges
the chief moralists themselves into added guilt and thus
greater damnation and carries all their adherents with
them.
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But thou, if thou addest to thyself the name Jew
and restest on law and gloriest in God and knowest

the Will and testest out the essentials as being instructed from the Law and as also conﬁdent of thy-

self to be guide of men blind, light for those in darkness, educator of men ignorant, teacher of babes,
having the genuine form of the knowledge and of
the truth in the Law; (if thou) as the one accordingly teaching another dost not teach thyself, the one
preaching not to steal dost steal, the one saying not
to commit adultery dost commit adultery, the one
abhorring idols robbest temples — thou, the very
one who gloriest in law, dishonorest God through the

transgression of the Law, for the name of God is
blasphemed because of you among the Gentiles even
as it has been written.

The force (if both the emphatic mi and of the ﬁrst
clause is often overlooked. This strong “thou” reaches
back to 1rd; 6 xpz’vwv, “everyone judging," in v. 1, and now
singles out the one who adds to himself the name “Jew.”
In v. 1-16 Paul has considered all the moralists, “every
one" of them, “Jew as well as Gentile” (v. 9, 10), but
the one who “adds to himself the name Jew" is under
double guilt, and this added guilt must now be made
plain. The verb is a true middle and not a passive because all the verbs that follow refer to actions of this
moralist himself.
.
The compound means that “in addition" he takes the
name “Jew” for, himself. By this designation he raises
himself above all other moralists. The idea is not that
he is called “Jew” by others (A. V.), bears this name
in general (R. V.) , but that he takes it himself, proudly
calls himself “Jew,” wants everybody to know this. By

saying that this moralist himself takes this name Paul
already wants it understood that he is not giving the
fellow this name “Jew”; and we shall soon see that he
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denies that this moralist is a Jew in the true sense of
the word (v. 28). We know that “Jew” was regarded
as’ a name of honor by the Jews. Even when they
became Christian they clung to the added title “Jew”
and frequently had it engraved on their tombs. So also
Paul pointedly calls himself a Jew, a Hebrew, an Israelite, Acts 21 :39; 22:3; II Cor. 11 :22; Rom. 11:1; Phil.
3 :5, and he is such in the true sense of the word.
The older view that in 1:18-32 Paul shows the sinfulness of the Gentiles and in 2 :1-3 :20 that of the Jews,
and that in 2:17 he singles out one of these Jews as a
sample of all must be revised. The later view that Paul
starts to show the sinfulness of the Jews, not in 2:1,
but here in 2 :17, is still in need of a revision. To what
has already been said in regard to this point we add
that the very ﬁrst clause of 2 :17 answers both of these
views. We here meet, not a representative of Jews in
general, but a representative of the Jewish moralists.
This type is exceedingly familiar from the Gospels.
See what Jesus did to them in Matt. 23:13, etc. The
Greek moralist and his moralism were bad enough for
the gospel, the Jewish moralist was the worst of all.
When, however, Paul exposes the moralist’s self-conviction he does it in order to destroy the effect of his
moralism upon all Christians and at the same time, if
possible, to save the moralists themselves from their
moralism by means of the gospel.
First, by means of coordinate clauses (mi, four of
them) and then with two participles joined by re Paul
shows the equipment of this Jewish moralizer; secondly, by means of oﬁu (v. 21) and four clauses we are
shown how this Jewish moralizer operates in the most
self-condemnatory way; ﬁnally, in the apodosis of the
whole conditional elaboration Paul pronounces the verdict of condemnation upon this Jewish moralist and
seals it with Scripture itself. It is all done in one
grand sentence, done with terriﬁc eifect.
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The protasis, (z with indicatives, a condition of
reality, extends from v. 17 to v. 22. But it is imperative to note that a condition of reality states only what
is assumed as a reality and not that what is thus as-

sumed is, indeed, reality. R. 1006 bottom; B.-D. 371, 1.
All conditions present only assumptions, each condition
in its own way.

Paul assumes that this moralist de-

lights in calling himself “Jew.” Paul lets him do so
and uses the assumption that he is “Jew” as he claims.
But not for one moment does that mean that the man

is actually a genuine Jew. Whether he is or is not is
another matter; we shall see that he is not (v. 28) . In
the grammatical condition of reality Paul uses the

assumed reality of this moralist’s being “Jew" for the
very purpose of proving that the actual reality is the
opposite.
This is also true with regard to the other clauses
which this “if” introduces: resting on law, glorying in
God, knowing the Will, testing out the essentials. “Let
us assume,” Paul says to this Jewish moralist, “that
thou doest all these grand things i” Whether the man

really does them remains to be seen. For Paul's purpose the assumption is enough, for it will quickly reveal
what the reality regarding him is.

Each statement contains the next. Open the ﬁrst
box and you see the second; open the second, and there
is the third; and so on to the last. To be a real Jew
means really to rest on law; to rest on law means really
to glory in God, thus really to know the Will, thus really
to test out the essentials. In the case of this moralist
these actions are prefaced by the assumptive “if”; but

they are one and all most excellent, blessed, and lead
to heaven. If this man were what he claims to be, and
if he did all these things, he would be saved and all who
heard and heeded him, for then he would not in any

sense be a moralist.
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Anarthrous “law” is not “the Law” (R. 796) in the
sense of the Tora as referring to the whole 01d Testament or to the Pentateuch or in the sense of the Mosaic
commands. It is law in general. To rest on law is to
repose on it in full security, and ﬁctitious security is
here not in the mind of the writer. Legal work-righteousness is not Paul’s thought; vide Bengel: Requiescis

m eo quad tibi angustz'am intentat.

In the present

connection “law” is not in opposition to gospel.
A genuine Jew is most assuredly a man of law

because he is attached to God and to God's Will and to
the essentials.

Paul himself is such a man of law.

Here “law” is the expression of God’s righteousness,
and one rests on it by faith. Through it comes the
restful circumcision of heart and spirit and the praise
of God (v. 29). Alas, Paul can only assume: “if thou
restest on law.”

He cannot say that this man actually

rests so; for while he glories in law (the same anarthrous “law”) he transgresses even the (Mosaic) law
to the dishonor of God (v. 23) .
To glory in God means to ﬁnd one’s highest treasure

in God and to manifest this.

Paul does that in full

reality : in regard to the Jewish moralist he can say it
only by assumption (“if").

To assert that a false

glorying is referred to denies the very assumption Paul

makes, the assumption which is his invincible weapon
against this moralist. Through the assumed good reality the apostle exposes the actual bad reality; for because of him and those like him the name of God is
blasphemed among the Gentiles (v. 24) .

18)
real Will.

To know the Will is genuine knowing of the
It is assumed in the case of this moralist,

assumed for the purpose already indicated. “The Will"
is used in a pregnant, ﬁxed sense and denotes what God
wills, all of it, law as well as gospel will. This is not
mere head knowledge or only the legal Will.
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To test out essentials is the ﬁnal assumption in this

basic list.

Coins Were so tested, and only those that

were genuine and of full weight were accepted (see

1:28). Am¢épovm is usually given one of three mean-.ings that are neutral, good, or bad: 1) “the things that
differ," i. e., are either good or bad (R. V. margin) ; 2)
“the things that excel,” that differ favorably from the
bad; 3) “the things that differ” from the Will, i. e., the
bad. The third originated because of a dissatisfaction
with the other two. But this word is the opposite of
d8td¢opa, our “adiaphora,” “the things that do not matter," and thus 1?: 8ta¢£lpovfa means, “the things on which
matters depend,” i. e., “the essentials” (L., also B.-P.
297) cf., Phil. 1:10. Again those who think that Paul
is proving all Jews sinners insert derogation here.
This Jew tests out only moral distinctions according to
his Mosaic code as to what is good, what is wicked in
men’s deeds. But this view is, no doubt, indefensible.
These “essentials” are those of God's Will, of his
Will in the supreme sense, the essentials for man's
salvation; and their testing out includes their acceptance.

The assumptions made by Paul regarding this

moralist reach their climax: “if (ﬁnally) thou testest
out (and thus acceptest) the essentials," the things on
which everything in religion, everything about salva-

tion, depends. Alas, it can be only an assumption! This
moralist is so blind as a tester that he fails to see the
gospel essentials and never applies the essentials of the
law to himself (v. 21, 22).

Law ——- God —— the Will — the essentials are like the
bellows of a camera, fold is drawn out of fold, each is
held to the next. Law in general, in the religious sense
of right and righteousness, connects with the true God,
which connects with the Will revealed in his Word,

which connects with the true essentials for man’s salvation. To rest on law is to glorify God, and that is to
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know the Will, and that is to test out and to accept the
essentials. This is the picture of a genuine Jew who is
saved by the Old Testament revelation, whose praise is
from God (v. 29). . Make false Judaism out of it, and
Paul’s argument is derailed. But this beautiful picture
is only an assumption in regard to the Jewish moralist,
an assumption by means of which Paul reveals the reality regarding this Jewish moralist, the monstrous pic«
ture which is his real photograph. If Christians are
to ﬂee his holy moralism as a deadly thing that is worse
than the godlessness and unrighteousness of men in
general (1:18-32), worse even than the moralism of
the Greek (2:1-16), and if this Jewish moralist himself is to be saved by casting off his moralism as the
deadly thing it is, then what this assumption reveals as
to the reality in the case of this moralist must be clearly
seen. Paul makes the beautiful assumption to make
his readers see that dreadful reality hidden in this
moralism.
By means of two participles the assumption is
extended, the ﬁrst showing the source from which this
Jewish moralist is supposed to be drawing (he thinks
he is really using this source) ; the second showing, and
that at length, what he is supposed to be as a result of
using this source; in‘ fact, he is persuaded that he is all
this. “As being instructed out of the Law" with its
present participle means receiving constant instruc-

tion. Here we have the articulated a wince, and in order
to distinguish it the better from wipes in general (v. 17,

23) we capitalize: “the Law,” the Tora, the Old Testament as a whole. The Jewish moralist certainly used the
whole Old Testament; sections taken from all parts of it
were read regularly in the synagogue, and he would be a
constant attendant, a diligent student.
Yet even this point in Paul's-assumption is narrowed

by the commentators. Ta 8m¢épowa, however translated,
are said to be “of course those in the moral sense,”
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pertaining to morals alone; and so the instruction of
this Jew is thought to be one regarding morals alone,
those taught by the Mosaic code. This narrowing is

then continued by the next participle with all its object
predicates. Paul’s assumption, however, is in accord
with what this moralist himself claims, that he is instructed from the entire Old Testament with reference
to all it contains regarding the whole truth concerning
God, his entire Will, all the essentials regarding salvation. But it is again only Paul’s assumption, and v.
20 shows the full range of what this Jewish moralist is
assumed to have as the result of the Bible instruction

assumed to have been absorbed by him. What he actually got from his actual instruction is again an entirely
different matter. Paul will expose it to this moralist’s

confounding and to warn all his readers.
19) With 1’: the connection between the assumed
instruction and the assumed conﬁdence of this moralist
is made close, and it is close. Read together in one
breath “as constantly instructed out of the Law and as
also conﬁdent in regard to thyself,” etc., the adverbial

accusative “thyself” is to be construed with the participle and not with the inﬁnitive. The perfect tense
implies that, having become persuaded and conﬁdent.

this man now continues so.
Paul is considering the Jewish moralist, and the

business of every moralist is the reformation of others.
See how the moralist judges “the other man" in v. 1.
Therefore the assumptions follow that line, regarding
what this Jewish moralist is conﬁdent that he is for
other men: “to be guide of men blind,” etc. “Blind”
are those who have no eyes to see, he is “guide” for

such; “those in darkness” are those who are prevented
from seeing by darkness, he is “light" for them. The
two form a pair and there is a chiasm in the terms:
from “guide” to “light” is a great step upward, from
“blind” to just being “in darkness” a step downward.
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20) The second pair: “educator of men ignorant,
teacher of babes,” is chiastic in the other direction,
for such an educator is more than such a teacher, and
men who have grown up in ignorance are in a worse
state than the infant beginners. The ﬁrst pair is also

literal and thus helps to interpret the second pair which
is ﬁgurative. In the Scripture many ﬁgures are thus
followed by something literal in order to aid in their
correct interpretation. Mighty man this moralist.
Four predicates are required to picture him in Paul's
assumption; he feels capable of serving anybody and
everybody with his moralism.

And why not?

“Having the genuine form of the

knowledge and of the truth of the Law,” Exoym reaches

back through the four predicate accusatives to acav‘rdv:
conﬁdent “regarding thyself — as having," etc. The
whole thing is assumptive; what this man really has is
by no means what is made the assumption. The ,u.0'p¢wms is “the genuine form” and not only “the outline or
semblance” (Abbott-Smith). In the two places where
this word appears in the New Testament it is passive
in the sense of what the act of forming produces, “the
form.” The genitives are objective and belong together. -“In the Law" (here again the whole Old Testament) the assumption is that this moralist possesses
the genuine form of the real knowledge which any man

may attain and of the real truth which that knowledge
may include. Paul does not intend to say that this man
has only a mere outward form or semblance of the
knowledge and of the truth, nor that this man is proud,
arrogant in what he thinks he has.
Paul’s assumptions are not restricted to moral

works, to the Mosaic legal code, but include the whole
substance of knowledge and of truth of the entire Old
Testament. This moralist is persuaded that he has all
of it and can, therefore, be everything to these other

men.

In this respect he resembles Paul himself who
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had the same persuasion and conﬁdence, yet with this
difference that Paul’s conﬁdence extended also to the
New Testament fulﬁllment. The fact that the moralist's conﬁdence is wholly false, Paul’s wholly true,
needs no proof. Paul proves it right here ; but he does
it by the most eﬂective means, not by directly denying
what this moralist’s conﬁdence assumes (against which
this man would only protest vehemently), but by assuming as real all that this man is conﬁdent he has
(against which he cannot protest), by this very assumption striking his conﬁdence a deadly blow.
21) The recognition that Paul does not begin the
apodosis here but continues the protasis until he
reaches v. 23, is becoming general; this also implies
that Paul did not write questions. Correct our versions
on both points. Very decisive is the fact that oﬁv is to
be construed with the subjects of the clauses of v. 21,
22, and that it cannot be inserted into their predicates.
We should construe: if thou “as the one accordingly
teaching another —- as the one preaching,” etc. We
cannot construe: “accordingly thou dost not teach thyself -— thou dost thyself steal,” etc.
Nor is only the proper word for introducing protases.
The assumption that one is a Jew and has all the prerogatives here named, down to teaching another,
preaching not to steal, etc., by no means proves that
such a man does not teach himself, himself steals, etc.
To assert or even to assume it on no better grounds is
not to convict but to slander him. For this reason our
versions regard these statements as questions and try
to save Paul from slander by letting the Jew convict
himself. But where is the Jew who is ready to do that
after you assume all the high things here named by
Paul? 05v is resumptive; the four 6, substantivizing
present participles, are in apposition with the emphatic
015 in v. 17 and, like it, are to be construed with cl: if
thou “as teaching therefore (oﬁv: as just stated) an-
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other, dost not teach thyself" ; if thou (as just stated)
“as the one preaching not to steal dost thyself steal,”
etc.
We have four subjects that have a good content,
and only draws the good assumed in them out of all the
good already assumed regarding this moralist (v. 1720) ; then in the same breath and after the same “if"
(v. 17) four awful predicates: “if—thou dost not
teach thyself, dost steal, dost commit adultery, dost rob
temples.” See the mastery in bringing in this assumption of evil after so much assumption of good; see the '
effect! Every assumption of reality makes us wonder
Whether the reality assumed exists in actuality. The
more these assumptions are accumulated, the more we
wonder. But it is impossible that all of this good
should even for one moment exist beside this evil. Yea,
the higher the assumptions of good are heaped up, the
swifter and the more resounding will be their collapse
when the assumptions of evil arrive. For this reason
Paul makes the catalog of the assumptions of good
so long.
More than this. These are assumptions in a condition of reality and not assertions. Hence these four
evil points are not direct charges as little as the long

list of good points was actual praise. This moralist is
not charged and thus cannot arise and shout “no, no"
in denial. These assumptions of evil, like the assumptions of good, are direct blows at his conscience. If the
assumptions of evil were made alone, he might ward
them off, but being, as they are, accompanied by this
array of assumptions of good, all of which are so delightful to him, the evil ones confound him. What can
his conscience say? In the case of the man himself this
inner self-conviction is Paul’s aim, and in the case of
his Christian readers the purpose is that they shall see
this man’s self-conviction, see that moralism, so far

from saving even its highest exponents, convicts them,
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yea, unless they repent and drop their moralism,
destroys them.
The simplicity and, we may say, the boldness of
Paul in selecting the evils for his ﬁnal assumptions
should not escape us. After the general assumption;
“if thou as the one teaching another dost not teach
thyself," he cites three samples from the mist common
morality, stealing, adultery, temple robbing, three that
even the casuist in morals must condemn. For that
very reason they are so destructive for this moralism,
so convincing in every way. It is morally axiomatic
that a teacher must ﬁrst teach himself, especially in
religion. That was the self-condemnation of the Scribes
and the Pharisees, the Jewish moralists, that they sat
as teachers in Moses’ seat and yet “they say and do
not,” Matt. 23:1—3. But this is the constant ﬂaw of
moralism: it always tells others and not itself. Let no
one deceive himself on that point. Moralism cannot
change the heart of even the moralist himself. Despite
all its teaching of others it leaves the own heart untaught and does no better for others. Paul is so bold in
this ﬁrst and basic assumption of evil because he is so
sure. Jesus was also entirely certain.
Boldly he offers the ﬁrst assumption: “if thou as
the one preaching not to steal dost steal.” Do not exclaim that this surely cannot be possible. Forget not
the despicable stealing which Jesus himself openly
charged against these very Jewish moralists, devouring

widows’ houses, Matt. 23 :14. Moralism is powerless to
free even the moralist’s own heart from covetousness
and greed and thus of in any number of ways appropriating what does not belong to him; and yet he will

continue his moral preachment. Paul knows that this
Jewish moralist’s lips will remain sealed and will offer
no denial of the assumption. By openly directing
attention to this divine commandment men will start to

examine the moralist on this point — and lo, what they
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will ﬁnd! Only a foolish moralist would deny this and
thereby only precipitate a keener examination and a
fuller exposure.
22) This is true also with regard to the Sixth
Commandment. No moralism has ever been invented
that could free the heart from lasciviousness. Read
Matt. 15:19. With a heart like that due to moralism.
how could the conduct be free from corresponding
stain? While John 8:1-11 is not a product of John’s
pen, the account itself is yet true, and v. 7-9 are most
pertinent here.

Let this moralist deny and violate his

own conscience if he will; he will precipitate his own
more complete exposure through his own friends and
neighbors.
This is a Jewish moralist and as such will profess to
abhor idols. Stealing and adultery belong to the common stock of moralists, idols to the select Jewish stock.
In regard to this point Paul’s assumption is not: “thou
worshipest idols.” It is keener: despite all his abhorring of idols this moralist appropriates what belongs to
idols, what bears their damnable stain. He robs temples, which is the acknowledged meaning of zepoauxeiv.
In Acts 19 :37 the town chancellor asserts that Paul and
his companions were not icpéa'qut, “temple robbers,”
referring to the temple of Diana in Ephesus. Everything that had to do with idols was ﬁSe'Am/fla to the Jew,
which is the noun “abhorrence” for the participle
ﬁScA-uaao'pcvos, “abhorring,” here used by Paul. The
Jews had special prohibitions in regard to this matter
which go back to Deut. 7 :25, etc., and forward to the
Talmud.

The point to be considered is not the stealing, which
is already fully covered. It is the violation of the ﬁrst
principle of Judaism itself, its abhorrence of all idols.
To snatch some jewel, gold, or silver, or other valuable

from an idol temple, to buy it from another, to work it
up into something else, to sell it, yea, even to touch it
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and in any way to possess it, really destroyed a Jew’s
Judaism. For this reason Paul selects this crime and
places it last; it cancels the very ﬁrst favorable assumption, “if thou denominatest thyself Jew." What a Jew!
Paul’s last assumption ties into his very ﬁrst; the protasis is perfectly designed.
Now as to the reality note that this letter is directed
to Rome, the city of idol worship and idol temples, not

to Jerusalem where none existed. This shows the pertinency of. this ﬁnal assumption which, of course, makes

particeps cm'mz'nis any connection with things robbed
as indicated.
The view that the robbery refers to the Temple of
God in Jerusalem and consists in withholding tithes
and offerings (Malachi 3:8-10) on the part of stingy
Jews contradicts the facts as known regarding the
scribes and the Pharisees; they scrupulously paid tithes
of all they possessed (Luke 18:11), even of mint, dill,
and cummin (Matt. 23:23). This is enough. Besides,
this view blunts the point regarding idols.
We must

then allegorize: idols = the idolatry of covetousness.
0r still more strange: “You profess great reverence for
God in eschewing idolatry and yet in other forms
you are guilty of the greatest irreverence” (Hodge) —
which is scarcely Paul’s thought.
23)
Now at last we have the apodosis: “thou, the
very one who gloriest in law, dishonorest God through
the transgression of the Law, for," etc. We have the

demonstrative relative 35‘. In order to bring out its
force we translate: thou, “the very one who" (it depends on “thou” in v. 17). It is this demonstrative
force of the relative which shows that we now have the
apodosis. The relative often has this force so that at
times it adds what is practically a new sentence. It
resembles the use of a participle for expressing the

main thought in the Greek. Those who begin the apodosis with v. 21 regard this as as a relative. It is then
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scarcely different from the four 6 with the participles
that precede.
Paul’s apodosis is a verdict. His conclusio draws
the inescapable inference from the long list of conditions laid down. But that involves the cancellation of
the conditional clauses that assumed a good by the four
that predicate evil. To his verdict Paul might append:
quad erat demonstrandum. There isno longer a question as to whether this Jewish moralist will accept this
verdict or rebel against it; for in the latter case he will

be pointed to the clauses on which the verdict rests. He
is at once condemned and silenced like any criminal

who, after all of the evidence is in, is properly sentenced.
This verdict summarizes the evidence contained in
the double and contradictory protases. The favorable
ones are gathered up in: “the very one who gloriest in
law"; the contradictory in: “the very one — through
the transgression of the Law.” These two are even
juxtaposed so as to bring out their contradictory force.
The difference between glorying in “law” and transgressing “the Law" should not be overlooked. We have
deﬁned it above: “law" in v. 17, “the Law” in v. 18, 20.
This Jewish moralist rests on law and glories in it as
his security -— “law” as the expression of righteousness, the supreme divine norm for all men; and yet he
is here convicted of ﬂagrantly transgressing the plainest, commonest parts of the ordinary moral law laid
down in “the Law,” the Old Testament itself given
especially to Jews.
What, then, is the verdict?

“Thou art dishonoring

God !” This formulation is due to v. 17: "thou gloriest
in God”.— a ﬁne way to glory in him by dishonoring
him! More important still, this formulation condemns
the moralist as a moralist, for moralists make it their
business to lay down the law to others, see v. 19, 20 in

regard to what this Jewish moralist wanted 'to be for
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others, and the subjects in v. 21, 22 in regard to what

he does for others. What is he really doing for all these
others whom he blesses with his moralism? Dishonoring God!
24)
“For the name of God is blasphemed because
of you among the Gentiles,” etc. This is a part of the

verdict, for the point is not what this man as a sinful
Jew perpetrates to his own hurt, but what, as a Jewish

moralist, he perpetrates to the hurt of those whom he
would correct. These Gentiles are not so blind, in darkness, ignorant, and such babes (v. 19, 20) that they
cannot see a few things, namely the very contradiction
brought out in Paul’s protasis: all these holy claims of
the moralist who would teach and guide them by his

moralism and then himself vitiates them by the immoral acts he, this moralist himself, commits. The
effect is that these Gentiles blaspheme “the name of
God,” not “God” as such but his “Name,” which is

placed forward for the sake of emphasis.
This is the ﬁrst time we ﬁnd ave/1a used with reference to God (so also with reference to Christ) ; it always means his revelation by which he draws nigh to
us, makes himself known, and by which we may, indeed,
know him so as to trust him and to be saved by him.
His name is the door to him and at the same time the
power that draws us through this door. To blaspheme
the Name, then, is to revile and to mock and shamefully
to treat the very means that are intended to save. Paul
is not speaking of the harm which is done God but of

the mortal hurt which these Gentiles receive through
the moralism of these moralists.

Of course, the mor-

alist’s greater damnation is assured as far as he is personally concerned, Matt. 23:14.

Here Paul uses the plural.

He does not say, “be-

cause of thee,” but “because of you,” thereby showing
that the one Jewish moralist thus far addressed is one
of a class. Paul appends: “as it has been written,” the
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perfect tense, "and thus stands so to this day.” Since
this phrase is placed after the words referred to, it
indicates that no formal quotation is intended but only
a free adoption of a line found in Isa. 52:5, a fuller
elaboration of which is found in Ezek. 36 :20-23, which
presents God’s great concern for his Name. In its
rendering of Isa. 52:5 the LXX inserted 86 Wk, thus
translating interpretatively, for it was because of the
Jews in the Babylonian captivity that their heathen
captors blasphemed the Name.

Paul retains this

phrase, not as quoting it in its original sense, but as
adopting it for the sense now expressed. The view
that, because the LXX referred to all the Jews in the
captivity, Paul must in this section of his letter likewise have all Jews in mind, is incorrect, for he is only
adopting an Old Testament expression. The legitimacy
of using another’s words for our own purpose should
not be questioned; all good writers do that and often
without indicating that the words are borrowed from
another.
25) Paul’s “thou” continues in v. 25-27. The same
Jewish moralist is addressed, but now as the self-convicted man that he is, a transgressor of the Tora, a
dishonorer of God, a bringer of blasphemy on the name
of God among the Gentiles. Beside him, a Jew and
such a transgressor of the Law, Paul now places one
of these Gentiles, a non-Jew but a fulﬁller of the Law,
and with a simple question that this Jewish moralist

may answer for himself the apostle lets him complete
his self-conviction, the fact that he is condemned in
spite of the grand advantages of the Jew, namely the
written Word and circumcision (v. 27). And the sum
of this self-convicting procedure in the case of this
moralist is that his entire moralism, and even its boast
of circumcision and trust in that, are ruined for him,

and that he himself is forced to do the ruining, so that
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all of Paul’s Roman readers may see it so thoroughly
and completely done; for none of it, absolutely none of
it can give us the circumcision of the heart and the

spirit and thus the praise of God.

This Jewish mor-

alist mistakes himself for a real Jew who is able to

make others real Jews; what a real Jew is he now
learns for the ﬁrst time: any man, even a Gentile,
whose heart and spirit are circumcised, which calls for
something that is vastly better than self-convicting
Jewish moralism.
The point of this paragraph is missed when Paul’s
personal “thou” is regarded as a blanket address to all
Jews as Jews, and when some of the Roman Christians

are introduced, namely those of Jewish extraction who
are still infected with old Jewish notions and thus refuse to assent to Paul’s doctrine of universal human
sinfulness.

As far as the latter are concerned, the

polemics against them are inserted into this paragraph
by the commentators, the words of Paul contain no
trace of such polemics.
As far as Jews in general are concerned, what is
overlooked is the fact that their religious leaders, the

ones who were most admired and followed by the great
body of the nation, Were these moralists, the scribes
and the Pharisees, the rabbis. These moralistic leaders
Paul is driving into abject self-conviction. After these
leaders have been self-annihilated, the whole body of

Jews is deprived of the Jewish moralism in which it
had been led to trust. What would they have after
their moralistic leaders were overthrown? Nothing!
Nothing at all. They were in no better condition than
the great body of the Gentiles whose moralistic leaders
Paul had likewise overthrown. Paul’s artillery de-

stroys the leaders. That brings about complete victory,
permanent victory. No rebellion ever will arise. The
evil of moralism is destroyed at its very source. What
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is there after nothing is left of moralism for leader
or for follower? That is the very purpose: nothing
left, nothing — except the gospel!
A very common view is: 1:18-32 proves Gentiles
sinners; 2:1-3:20 proves Jews sinners; 3:21 presents
the gospel which both need. A much better view is:
1:18-32 proves all men sinners (with no distinction
whatever) ; 2:1-29 that all moralists, also the Jewish
moralist, are self-convicted, and that there is no help
for sin from moralism: thus the gospel alone saves.
For circumcision proﬁts if thou practice law; but
if thou be a transgressor of law, thy circumcision is

become foreskin. If, then, the foreskin keep the
righteous ordinances of the law, shall not his foreskin he reckoned as circumcision? and shall not the
foreskin due to nature, by fulﬁlling the Law, judge
thee, the transgressor of law despite written record
and circumcision?
Here ydp is plainly not illative, for it does not introduce a reason but is only explanatory as it is in a large
number of instances. The point explained is circumcision; for this is a Jewish moralist, and in his moral-

istic system of law, which he propounds as the salvation
of the world, the law of circumcision holds ﬁrst place.
Paul, of course, treats it only as a side issue, a fort that
automatically falls when the main citadel capitulates.
That citadel and all its bastions are described in v.
17-20 and were forced to capitulate in v. 21-24.

The

artillery that caused the capitulation consisted of a few
commandments of the Jewish Law itself, the bombs
of which exploded with deadly effect in the very heart
of this moralistic citadel.

The Jewish moralist sur-

rendered as a Jewish transgressor of the moral Law of
Judaism. Note that “the transgression of the Law” in
v. 23 reappears in “transgression of law,” v. 25, and in
“the transgressor,” v. 27. Paul turns the same artillery
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on this outwork of Jewish moralism, circumcision; a
few shots, and it joins the general capitulation.
To explain further (ydp) Paul says to this moralist,

“Let it be understood that circumcision proﬁts, i. e.,
is worth a great deal.” There is no issue whatever in
regard to that. But it proﬁts and is valuable only on
one condition: “if thou practice law.” That, too, needs
no proof. “But if thou be a transgressor, thy circumcision has become foreskin,” has become that from the
moment when thy transgression of law set in. To
speak of circumcision “becoming” foreskin is a strong
way of stating that it is no better, avails no more than .

never having been circumcised, to be like the Gentile
who has kept his foreskin. Me’v and 86 contrast the
statements, and both of them are so self-evident as to
be! almost axiomatic. Ah, if only circumcision made
a transgressor of law over into a practicer of law! But
does it? We must note the two 6dr conditions of expectancy. Circumcision proﬁts, yes it does, the expectation

being that thou, O moralist, practicest accordingly; but
if this expectation fails and its opposite Occurs, what

does circumcision amount to? To foreskin, to not a bit
more!
The two clauses introduced by My sway neither in
the one direction nor in the other; they keep an even
balance, do that purposely. A circumcised Jew may
or may not be a door of law; may or may not be a
transgressor of law. It all depends. It is not the circumcision that decides, and that is the vital point.
Judaism had many men who were like this Jewish moralist, who were circumcised properly enough and yet

were rank transgressors of law (see the story of the
Gospels and of Acts); again, Judaism had men who
were true children of God (Joseph, Zacharias, Simeon,

the shepherds of Bethlehem, the Baptist, to mention
only these). They had circumcised hearts and spirits;
they believed the Old Testament gospel; they were jus-
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tiﬁed and righteous; their lives were according; and
when Christ and the New Testament gospel came, they

believed them with the same faith.
We know how circumcision proﬁted them: it was
the seal of the old covenant of grace and promise, of the
covenant in which they actually lived, all the blessings
of which they actually possessed. This seal sealed the
covenant and the blessings to them; they could not have
had them without this sea]. Yes, circumcision proﬁts
mightily when this condition accompanies it. But it is
a different story when the condition is the opposite.
Circumcision cries out against the transgressor of law
who is circumcised. His life shows that he is as far
from the covenant as is the pagan who has foreskin,
and yet he would bear the seal and would boast of being
circumcised.
Paul does not say that the moralist whom he‘ is
addressing is such a transgressor of law. He has just
said that very thing in v. 21-24, and that is valid for
the following; this moralist even had to convict himself.
All that Paul does now is to show that this self-conviction destroys also all beneﬁt of this moralist’s circumcision, yea, destroys the circumcision itself as though
it had never been performed.
We ought to note that Paul writes “law," without _
the article, exactly as he did in v. 17, 25, and not “the
Law,” as in v. 18, 20, 23. This difference is important.
When Paul speaks of the circumcised man, the Jew, he
uses only “law" and not, as we might expect, “the
(Mosaic) Law,” does it even a third time in v. 27;

while, when he speaks of the foreskin, the Gentile, he
twice uses “the Law” and not, as we should expect,
“law." Is this accidental, unintentional? With the
great covenant seal of salvation for Judaism went
“law” as such, the obedience of faith and of life to
God's will as such, and not merely the Mosaic code; the
annulment of that seal and of all that it sealed was the
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disobedience to “law” in this deep and true sense. The
circumcised heart and spirit of the Gentile, however,
willingly bound itself also to “the Law” and used what

Moses gave in the old covenant for his heart and his
life.
Another point regarding ”law” and “the Law.” The
self-conviction of all moralists comes about by means

of their evil deeds. It begins in v. 1: “the same things
thou art committing”; it continues in v. 6: “to each one

according to his works,” and then “law, law” in v. 13,
etc.

Then follows the Jewish moralist in particular

who rests and glories in “law” (v. 17, 23), has “the
Law” but dishonors God by deeds that are “transgres-

sion of the Law” (v. 18, 20, 23). With this compare
what is said about the deeds of the godly whom God
acquits in the ﬁnal judgment (v. 7, etc.) ; working the
good (v. 10), justiﬁed as “doers of law” (v. 13). So

also in v. 27: “foreskin fulﬁlling the Law.”
This use of “law,” “the Law,” and deeds evil and
good is so far from work-righteousness that it destroys
everything of the kind by causing the self-conviction
of all moralism. “Law," including that of Moses, both
his code and the whole Old Testament, accepted in

obedience or deﬁed in disobedience, produces in each
the evidence of the deeds which show beyond question
how a man stands with God. What is here said about
circumcision and about foreskin and their connection
with law and the Law should not be placed at the time

of the ﬁnal judgment, and Aoywﬁﬁacmi and Kpu'd in v. 27
postponed to this future date. Because v. 5, etc., deals
with the ﬁnal judgment, also v. 27 is supposed to place
us there. Back of this lies the view that this chapter is
directed at all Jews, puts all of them on the same level
with Gentiles.
26) Beside the two Edy clauses dealing with circumcision, i. e., Jews, one practicing law, the other

transgressing law, Paul places a third ('dv clause, but
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this one has oﬁv, for it is a legitimate deduction from
the two preceding c‘év statements. If the decisive thing
is practicing and not transgressing law, and if the decisive thing even for the Jew is not merely circumcision, then (oty) what about it “if the foreskin keep the
righteous ordinances of the Law"? The condition is
again one of expectancy. In actual life there were
many such cases among the proselytes of the gate, who
were uncircumcised but, like Cornelius in Caesarea,
most devout, and not merely in “law" as such but even
in “the Law,” giving alms, observing the ﬁxed hours for

prayer (Acts 10:2), being esteemed by the Jews themselves as just men, of good report among them all (Acts
10:22). “Then,” oﬁv (in accord with what has just
been said about law in the case of the good and in the
case of the bad Jew), what shall, what must be said
about such an uncircumcised Gentile?
Paul is most exact when he says that this Gentile
(“the foreskin” names him according to this abstract,
most distinctive term) “keeps or guards,” not “the
Law” (every part of its ceremonialism, circumcision,
kosher eating, for instance), but “the righteous ordinances of the Law,” the meépam (the singular is explained in 1 :32) laid down by God, the things that God
has judicially ﬁxed as right and righteous in his own
revealed Law and juridically approved in advance.
The ceremonial features of “the Law” were temporary,
but its “righteous ordinances" were permanent.

Cir-

cumcision, kosher eating, etc., would cease according
to God’s own will but not fear, love, and trust in God,
true use of his name, prayer, worship in faith, and
the true godly life.
What about such a Gentile? “Shall not his foreskin
be reckoned as circumcision ?" The :3; is used for the
predicate nominative (R. 481) . It certainly shall. This
Jewish moralist himself would not dare to deny that
fact. The very word “righteous ordinances” already
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contains God’s own verdict on such a Gentile, the ver-

dict already laid down in “the Law,” in the whole Old
Testament. And the passive, “shall it not be reckoned ?" includes God as the one who does this reckoning, God who certainly would not contradict his own
righteous ordinances.

The abstract term “the fore-

skin” refers concretely to this Gentile man, hence we
have the possessive “his" foreskin. To reckon his
foreskin as circumcision means to accept it as though it
were circumcision, i. e., to make no difference between
the two. If even in the case of the Jew the decisive
thing is doing law and not transgressing law; if even
in his case circumcision is not the decisive thing, shall
the absence of circumcision in this Gentile be decisive,
shall not his keeping the righteous ordinances count in
his case, too, as it would in the case of a real Jew? The
truth of the point is beyond question.
Does this wipe out circumcision? We have already
answered this question. Circumcision was God’s seal
for the covenant people and not the covenant itself.
And now a new covenant had superseded the old. The
old seal, once so separative, was so no longer in the

new covenant which was to be open to all nations. But
the righteous ordinances stood unchanged, they stand
so today. On them everything depends. For the ﬁrst
time we here have Aoylgoaai used in its judicial sense,
“to reckon something as a substitute, as an equivalen ”; we shall notice this verb repeatedly. The striking thing in the force of this verb is the fact that not
only what one has not is in his case regarded as the
thing he has, but even what he has (foreskin) is re-

garded as its direct opposite (circumcision); and, of
course, the man in question is treated accordingly.

C.-K. 681.

More must be said.

To reckon thus is so

far removed from being arbitrary, unfair, unjust, as

to be the direct opposite. In his righteousness God
cannot reckon otherwise in all these cases. He could
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not do so in the present case. This Jewish moralist
himself dares not call this reckoning of foreskin as
circumcision wrong.
“Shall it not be reckoned ‘2" is a future tense. This
future is sometimes dated at the time of the ﬁnal judgment. But why the postponement? There is no reason. Those Gentiles with whom Paul confounded the
Jewish moralist have been dead a long time; the last
day and its true reckoning will only repeat in public,
before all the world, what God reckoned to these Gentiles when they lived according to his righteous ordinances here on earth and died as they lived. Some
call this a “logical" future, but no grammar lists such
a type of future. This is the regular future that is used
in the apodosis of a condition of expectancy; after c‘a’y
with the subjunctive there follows a future indicative.
Consult any grammar.
27) The admission to which Paul brings this Jewe
ish moralist by means of the question introduced by

mix! and its inevitable afﬁrmative answer is now driven
home by a. simple extension of the question. In v. 26
Paul compels this man to drop his wonderful circumcision with which, in his legalistic moralism,‘he wanted to
bless the whole world so that it would not need the
gospel. But this is a bombshell which he is forced to
drop, it does not merely leave him with empty hands,

it explodes the moment he lets it go and tears him to
pieces. It is not healthy to oppose Paul with a piece of
moralism, certainly not with a piece that is as danger-

ous as circumcision.
This Gentile is safe in God’s hands, for God reckons
his foreskin as circumcision; but this moralistic Jew
who has to let go of his boast of circumcision — “shall
not the foreskin due to nature, by fulﬁlling the Law,
judge thee, the transgressor of law despite written
record and circumcision?” The circumcision which
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this moralist is forced to drop as far as this Gentile
is concerned turns into a judgment on this moralist;
this foreskin, on which he concentrated his judgment

and saw salvation only in its removal by circumcision,
turns into judgment on this circumcised Jewish moralist himself as not being saved at all by this or by any
other part of his moralism. The delusion regarding
the saving power of moralism of the Jewish type is
destroyed at its very source, in the person of its great
protagonists and teachers. Destroyed thus, it has no
value for all followers and pupils of these supposed
masters, for their Jewish pupils, and for any Gentiles
or even Christians who might think of listening to
them in order to get something from them.

“Shall not the foreskin judge thee ?” Although the
verb used in this statement is neutral and may mean
either acquit or condemn, here the judging can result

only in the latter.

And the tense is the future just

as in v. 26: judge right now and for this very reason
and only for this reason also at the last day. This is a
judging like that mentioned in Matt. 12:41, 42. This
Gentile does not seat himself on the judgment throne,

he does not serve even as accuser or as accusing witness; his mere presence as the man that he is judges

this Jewish moralist as the man that he is, of course, in
the presence of God where judgment cannot be perverted.
This judging rests on two pairs of undeniable facts,
and each pair consists of opposites. This Gentile has

foreskin but has it only ix (Mame, “due to nature,” and
thus not as involving a base attitude of heart toward
God who himself brought him into the world with fore—
skin. But this Jewish moralist has “written record and
circumcision” (no articles, which stresses the quality

of the nouns.

Both are far more than mere nature,

for this “writing” is the whole Old Testament, and
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“circumcision” is the seal of the great old covenant
established by this writing. This is the ﬁrst pair of
opposites.
It is linked with the second pair. This is a Gentile
“fulﬁlling the Law”; but this moralistic Jew is “a
transgressor of law,” self-convicted as such in v. 21-24.

This Gentile fulﬁlls what the great Tora teaches, the
saving Smatu'ma‘ra of the Tora, fear, love, and trust in
God, etc., as stated above; but this moralistic Jew is a
transgressor of even “law” as such, being guilty of
deeds such as stealing, etc., v. 21. And now the intertwining. One would expect this Gentile to be “a transgressor of law,” and certainly not this great Jewish
moralist; but the reverse is true. One would expect
this Jew who has “written record and circumcision”
(the great covenant seal) to be fulﬁlling the Law, and
scarcely the Gentile who has foreskin due to nature;
but again the reverse is true. Is this a double anomaly?
Not at all. Paul only compares these opposites and
does not yet add to what they are due; but we already
know: this Gentile found the gospel, this Jewish moralist rejected the gospel and observed circumcision
only as a legal thing and not as the gospel covenant seal
of the written record of God’s Old Testament.
Moreover, do not overlook the preceding esp. These
are cases that may be expected, they are treated as
such, and the conclusion holds in their case alone. One
cannot say that all Jews are referred to and yet not go
on and say that all Gentiles are referred to. Some
Jews and some Gentiles were children of God, most of
both groups were not. Paul is considering a Gentile
who was a child of God and a Jew who was not. He
selects an ordinary Gentile who was but not an ordinary Jew who was not. To think the latter is misleading. He selects the ﬁnest sample of a Jewish moralist,
the strongest exponent of false Judaism, the worst of
all gospel foes, the great leader who conducts all, Jews
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as well as Gentiles, into heaven (as he supposes)
through the door of his moralism. This is the Jew
whom Paul lets a common Gentile child of God convict
and condemn in order that this Jew himself and all
men may flee from this door as being one of the
entrances to hell.
Aid = “in spite of.” Its idea of "through, between"
refers to the action which passes through what may be

favorable or may be hostile to it.

Here it is the latter.

Written record and circumcision ought to prevent this
Jew from being a transgressor; he is one “in spite of"

both. See Stellhorn, Romans; German translators feel
this and add trotz in parenthesis.
rpéppa, too, is not “letter” nor Only the two stone
tables. Was that all that this Jew had in writing? Was
this the only writing to deter him from being a transgressor of law? Was this writing all that made real
Jews what they were and some Gentiles children of
God? To ask is to answer. The great Gramma despite
which the moralist was what he was, is the entire Old
Testament. C.-K. 267 makes ypdwul the equivalent of
the secular Vorschrift (generally in the plural), “written order or enactment,” which is here combined with

“circumcision" and makes this Jew subject to that legal
order. A"; is then regarded as having the force of
“through”: “thee as transgressor of law through written enactment and circumcision” (subject to that en-

actment) ; and “through” is explained by saying that
through the written enactment the sin is charged
against the transgressor.

But “through written en-

actment” cannot be construed with wupaﬁd‘r‘qs, one who
steps to the side, deviates, for he does this on his owu

accord, “through" nothing but his own wickedness.
And what single written order could Paul have in mind
when he mentioned several in v. 21, 22?
28)

The self-answering question addressed to the

Jewish moralist seals his self-conviction.

Yes, this
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foreskin adj udges him as “transgressor of law.” “For”
usually is regarded as supplying the reason; but
the reason that he must be judged so is stated at length
in v. 21-24 and need not be restated. This “for” is explanatory. It explains what this moralist and all of
us are to see in this judgment of the moralistic Jew by

the godly Gentile. For not the visible one is a Jew,
and not the visible one in ﬂesh, circumcision; but the
invisible Jew and circumcision of heart in spirit, not
written record: he whose praise is not derived from
men but derived from God. This translation shows
how we regard the Greek, namely chiastically: the
predicates in v. 28 ﬁll out the subjects, and the subjects in v. 29 imply the necessary predicates, the whole
being a beautiful example of great terseness coupled
with balance.
When We look at this Jewish moralist we see (and
he, too, is to see) what a real Jew and real circumcision
are, and what this moralist and many who are misled
by him have mistakenly and to their owu great hurt
imagined them to be. “The visible one” is not a Jew
at all —- he may be far worse than a Gentile. ‘o and '0,
.substantivize the phrases. “The visible one," in ﬂesh,
is not circumcision at all —he may be far worse than
foreskin. The phrases mean “in public," the opposite
being “in secret” (v. 29) . For this reason circumcision
is explained by the addition of “in flesh,” minus the
article, as “in spirit" is added as an explanation for
the opposite (v. 29). Translate the phrases by means
of adjectives: “the visible one, physical,” visible as
being physical.
29)

Over against these two negatives stand the

two positives: “on the contrary (and after a negation),
the invisible Jew," he is a real Jew; “and heart circumcision in spirit,” it is the real thing. “Outwardly” and
“inwardly” in our versions are also good translations of
the Greek phrases; it is impossible to render them as
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phraSes in English. Deut. 10:16: “Circumcise therefore the foreskin of your heart, and be no more stiff-

necked.”

Deut. 30:6: “And the Lord thy God will cir-

cumcise thine heart, and the heart of thy seed, to love
the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy

soul, that thou mayest live.” The claim that this genuine Judaism and this circumcision were not possible
until Christ came makes impossible salvation for all

Jews who lived before Christ, makes a farce of the
entire old covenant, consigns every Old Testament saint

to that ﬁction, the sheol of the realm of the dead, to lie
there in the dark until Christ should release him. Thank
God, even in the darkest decline of Judaism God always
had his true saints, Jews at heart, circumcised in spirit.

Because Paul says “of heart,” it has been supposed
that it is impossible to add “in spirit” as referring to
this Jew’s own spirit but only as referring to the Holy
Spirit, of whom we are then told, what no one would

deny, that he alone bestows circumcision of the heart.
Who could guess that in this connection the opposite of

“in ﬂesh" is not “in spirit” but “in (the) Spirit”? The
doubling of the terms “of heart in spirit” emphasizes
the inward spirituality, and in the last clause of a series
we usually have more fulness. Physical circumcision
calls for its exact and true opposite which is not merely

circumcision of the heart but spiritual circumcision.
Since the subject of v. 25-29 is circumcision, the
description of the genuine circumcision is elaborate in
this last clause. Although it is positive after the pre-

ceding negative statement: “circumcision of heart in
spirit,” a negative is, nevertheless, added: “not (in)
written record." Fptippa must be identical in meaning
with yptippa in v. 27, “written record,” the Old Testament. In v. 27 “written record and circumcision” appear together in one phrase. Circumcision of the heart

is connected with a man’s “spirit” and not merely with
“a written record” such as the Jew had in his Old Tes-
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tament.

Why does Paul add this statement about

“written record"? Because he has just said that this
moralistic Jew, “in spite of written record and circumcision” (in mere outward compliance with it), is no
Jew at all; so he now says that the true circumcision is
“not in written record,” in mere outward compliance
with such a record.
The Greek word cannot be translated “letter” and
deﬁned as the Mosaic law or even as only the law requiring circumcision. This is generally regarded as
being self-evident. But even the legalistic, moralistic
Jew believed that circumcision was embedded in the
entire Old Testament and was not merely demanded
in the speciﬁc command regarding it. Who does not
know that this kind of a Jew imagined that all the Old
Testament blessings were his just because he had cir-

cumcision in the ﬂesh? This is the ﬁction Paul destroys. And this is setting aside the Old Testament as
little as it is a setting aside of that part of it which
demanded circumcision for the Israelite; for has not
Paul said that circumcision proﬁts — yea, but only
when one acts accordingly (v. 25), i. e., shows by his
life that his heart is circumcised. What he thus begins
to discussm v.25 he now completesin v. 29. The whole
discussion is a compact unit.

Here we have another demonstrative relative.

We

might begin a separate sentence: “He, he is the one
whose praise is not derived from (this is the force of
31:) men but derived from God." God always sees

through to the heart, no question about that; it is folly
to think that he sees only what is visible to men, outwardly in the ﬂesh. Men may praise just the latter
because they cannot see farther; God never does so.
God's praise, his divine approval, is recorded everywhere in the Scriptures.

The true Jew has it there

even now, it was spoken to him directly and personally
by God’s own lips. The view that God's praise is
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bestowed only at the time of the last judgment is another current misunderstanding. Why such a delay?
We may here add that what was true with regard to the
Jew and circumcision is still true with regard to the
professed Christian and the rite of baptism —— not the
mere outward application counts with God, whatever

men may think, but the inward acceptance and appropriation mediated by the outward means. Yes, baptism, too, proﬁts when our lives show that this baptism

has gone to our heart and spirit and is not mere compliance with a written record.
All moralists stand self-convicted, including the
Jewish moralist with his circumcision in mere ﬂesh.
The moralism they offer men beneﬁts them nothing but
only makes them, too, self-convicted. Instead of raising out of guilt, it plunges more deeply into guilt. Paul
destroys it so thoroughly because it is the false gospel
that hinders the success of the true gospel. This true
gospel alone is the power of God unto salvation for all
men and in the very ﬁrst place for both Jew and Greek
(1 :16).

CHAPTER ill
The Realization of Sin, 3:1-20
1) All men are unrighteous; the evidence in men
themselves is overwhelmingly plain. Therefore God
had to give them over to their vileness and their wickedness (1:18-32).
This condition is not cured by moralism. It is not
removed by law, not even by the Jewish moralist’s use
of law. Utter hopelessness lies in’ that direction
(chapter 2).
There is one great advantage in having God's Word,
and the Jew as well as we Christians have that advantage. That Word works the actual realization of sin
(3 :1-20) and thereby prepares for the gospel, for faith
in the revelation of the saving righteousness of God in
Christ (3:21, etc.).
One grand section follows another in a perfect order
of thought up to the very gospel righteousness which
alone removes man’s unrighteousness. We must study
3:1-20 as a whole, must see that its climax is reached
in v. 19, 20, must note that its thought is focused in the
ﬁnal clause: “through law sin’s realization.” Then all
of the details of the whole section (v. 1-20) fall into
their proper places. They form a powerful structure
for the support of the main fact, the actual realization
of sin, from which the door of gospel faith opens into
righteousness that is righteousness indeed.
What, then, is the thing over and above of a.
Jew? or what the beneﬁt of the circumcision? Much
every way. In the ﬁrst place, because they were
entrusted with the sayings of God.
(208)
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The ”thou” addressed to the moralist in chapter 2

is dropped. Paul is through with the moralist. He has
destroyed moralism, the gospel’s great opponent, in

both its Gentile and especially its Jewish form.

Paul

is now addressing the Romans, his own Christian read-

ers, all of them. He is not fencing with a Jew (as
representing all Jews) or with some Jewish Christian
who still harbor wrong Jewish notions. There is not
an imaginary opponent whom Paul pierces with skillful
thrusts. In this passage nobody is trying to upset what

Paul has said about Jews as contrasted with Gentiles
by hurling at him the objection that then being a Jew
and being duly circumcised would amount to nothing,
the Jew might as well be a Gentile, and the whole old
covenant might as well be erased. The assertion that
Paul “is compelled” to meet this objection otherwise

all that he has said is reduced to absurdity, is the view
to which we have referred.
How can this view be maintained when Paul himself
said to the moralist in 2:25 that “circumcision (most
assuredly) does proﬁt, does beneﬁt”? He now proceeds

to expound what he himself said.

He has even deﬁned

a real Jew for us as being one who has this beneﬁt
(2:28, 29), which beneﬁt, of course, the Jewish moralist neither had nor even knew about. Paul’s oﬁv refers back to 2 :25, to his own word: “Circumcision does
proﬁt,” and he now asks: “What, therefore, is the thing
over and above belonging to the Jew,” the thing that
puts him ahead of all Gentiles? The copula is often

omitted in the Greek. Paul does not only admit, he
himself asserts, both in 2:25 and in this passage, that
the Jew, every Jew (representative singular, R. 408;
B.-D. 139 calls it collective) has more than other men.

This is true also with regard to the alternate question which is added by conjunctive “or” (cf., 1:21 and
2:4) which merely restates the question and thereby
emphasizes, impresses it: “or what is the beneﬁt of the
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circumcision ?" the article to indicate the special, i. e.,
the covenant circumcision of the Jew, for other Orien-

tals also practiced circumcision. The question itself
asserts that such beneﬁt exists and repeats the declarative assertion made in 2 :25. And now the prompt an~.
swer: “Much every way 1” Call him by his common
name “the Jew” or use the abstract “the circumcision”
as a designation for all Judaism, every way these are
looked at, “much" in the way of advantage is and always has been theirs; the neuter mu? is ﬁtting as a ref.
erence to both the neuter and the feminine of the double
question.
2) Why so “much”? “In the ﬁrst place (as in
1:8, to mention only the main thing which amply sufﬁces, without adding the rest), they were entrusted
with the sayings of God.” The passive means that God
entrusted them, and the plural “they” found in the verb
ending matches “the circumcision,” which is collective.
The neuter plural. “the sayings” is not the subject
because in that case the verb would be in the singular,
and we should have to supply: “to them” were entrusted the sayings. Aéym simply means “sayings”
(exactly as in Acts 7:38). Every other use of the
word, pagan, Biblical, or ecclesiastical, amounts to no
more even as it is used in the expressions “oracles of
Delphi,” “Logia” as the title of the work which Papias
claims Matthew wrote, or “Logia of Jesus," extracanonical sayings of Jesus discovered in the Oxyrhynchus
papyri fragments.
The fact that these logia, of God, entrusted to the
Jews, include the entire Old Testament is obvious. The
Jews had all of it. Does Paul include also the teaching
of Jesus and of the apostles as some think? How
could be when the Jews never accepted these New Testament revelations as they accepted and regarded the
canon of their Old Testament Scripture? After we»?
in v. 1 an in v. 2 cannot mean "that,” as 'even we do not

Romans 3:2, 3
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say: “Much every way — ﬁrst, that," etc.; but “much
— because,” stating the reason that it is much and not
less than that.
The reason that the Jews had so much was not
merely the fact that they had the logia, had them for
themselves alone, but rather that they had them in trust
for all other men. What a distinction and hanorl
What a high position among all nations! The Jews
were God’s great depository to administer his Word
to all the world. Advantage, beneﬁt to themselves?
What Jew could claim more than Paul here so emphatically asserts in the case of all Jews?
If already at this point we should ask for Paul's
purpose in pointing to the divine Word as the trust in
the hands of the Jews, the answer is, in order to point

to the .one true source from which, for Jews as well as
for all others for whom they held the Word in trust,
there comes the genuine realization of sin (v. 19, 20)

which leads to faith in the gospel, to the one and only
acquittal from sin. And this very gospel and its power
to acquit and to produce faith the Jews had for themselves and for others in the form of those logia. When
the Roman Christians read these words of Paul they
could not but think also of themselves as having been
entrusted in the same way.

And they also had all of

the additional New Testament revelation.

That Paul

wants them to think in this very direction we shall see
in a moment.

3)

But is it such a great advantage to be entrusted

with God’s logia. his Word? Misgivings arise in the
Christian mind. Does not the possession of the Word
carry with it the great danger of being unfaithful to
that Word and to the trust laid on us by having it given
to us? This danger-is not theoretical. The great mass
of the Jews perished because of it. In View of that
tragedy, due to having what Paul calls such an advantage, would it not have been better for the Jews never
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to have had this advantage? And thus also for us if
we had never received the Word? And more. When
we are unfaithful, because of that very unfaithfulness
(unrighteousness, lying, v. 5, 6) which can occur only
on‘ condition that we have the Word we get wrath as
sinners although our unrighteousness and lying only
help to display the more God’s righteousness and truth.
All of this we should escape if we had the advantage
of not having what Paul calls the advantage of the
Word.

These are not dialectical gymnastics on the part of
Paul, these are real misgivings which are frequently
found to this day. People shrink from the Word, from
the responsibility it would put on them. They might
be unfaithful and so many have been! And for this
they would even be especially punished to the greater
glory of God! So they question the advantage and
have only as little to do with the Word as they think
they can assume responsibility for.
Paul answers these misgivings by pointing out the
evil implications involved in them. He uses three questions that are introduced by mi (v. 3, 5, 8), each with
the powerful negative force: “You certainly would not
for one moment want to say that,” etc. This method of

correction deserves more than passing atte‘ntion. Hundreds of wrong ideas would disappear from our minds
if, instead of opposing them, someone would let us see
what is really inside of them. Unfold the implications,
and men will drop their contentions.
This paragraph is misunderstood when the development found in v. 3-8 is disjoined from the point developed: the great advantage of having the logia (Word)
which is predicated in v. 2; when Jewish objectors are
introduced (Paul is helping Christians) ; when it is
supposed that Paul is being assailed for making all
Jews no better than Gentiles (an idea that is not
touched on in this paragraph). If one will note he will
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discover that this view introduces what it calls “Paul’s
unexpresscd thought.” What Paul says is thus made
obscure because of the “unexpressed thoughts” ascribed to him by these interpreters.
For what if some proved unfaithful?
Certainly,
their unfaithfulness will not abolish the faithfulness
of God? (you will not wish to say that.)
Perish the
thought!
No, let God be true but every man a liar
even as it has been written:
In order that thou mayest be declared righteous
in thy words

And

mayest conquer when

thou

art

being

judged.

Here we have the difﬁculty.

Yes, the Jews had

”this over and above,” this advantage, God having
entrusted them with his logia (Word). But what happened? The great mass of them proved unfaithful
(aorist to indicate the historical fact). Paul states this
fact with a condition of reality. Stephen shows how it
began already at the time of Moses when the latter
brought the Jews “the living logia” (Acts 7:37-43)
and he sums up all of it down to the day of his mar-

tyrdom in the words: “Ye stiffnecked and uncircumcised in heart and ears, ye do always resist the Holy
Spirit; as your fathers did, so do ye” (v. 51). That
is what came from having the logia! Was it such an
advantage?
Does Paul answer with a blow in order to strike
down an objector? The very opposite.
This is a
Christian’s misgiving which came about through looking at the tragic history of the Jews. Paul takes the

force out of it by pointing out what this misgiving implies: something that no Christian would even for a
moment entertain in his mind. How can anyone seriously connect the unfaithfulness of the Jews with their
being entrusted with his Word by God? That would
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be saying that God’s logia amounted to nothing, yea,
that human unfaithfulness destroyed the faithfulness
of God. Does anyone for one moment intend to say
that the Jewish unfaithfulness made all this faithfulness of God of no account, his faithfulness in giving
the Word and his faithfulness as embodied in that
Word?
A ringing “no" is embodied in the very form of the
question which is followed by the exclamation: “Perish
the thought i” and by the demand that God must ever
be true, and every man (not only these false Jews)
must ever be a liar. And to this every Christian reader
of Paul’s letter will say and has always said, “Yea and
amen l” And so the misgiving is wiped out, and that
utterly.
Before going on let us note the succession of words
that are derived from the same root: imaiawav -;
{Info-many -— dmaria —- rim-w, the ﬁrst of which ﬁxes the

sense of the rest: “they were entrusted — they proved
unworthy of the trust (unfaithful) — unfaithfulness

— faithfulness."

There is no need to ask whether

there is unbelief in the two terms that refer to the
Jews. How could it be absent when it was the heart
of their “unfaithfulness"?
Tt’ 'yép;

While this expression is sometimes an in-

dependent rhetorical question, it cannot be so here as
though we should translate: “For what (i. e., what is
the case) ‘2” The fact that the Jews were entrusted
with God’s logia needs neither proof nor explanation
with a ydp ; nor is either furnished by asking: “If some
proved unfaithful,” etc. The point that needs explanation (of course, not proof) is this very statement that
some proved unfaithful; and the explanation is that
this unfaithfulness in no way affects Godis unchanging
faithfulness; Kafapyeiv, which is often used by Paul,

means “to put something out of force, to invalidate it
so that it amounts to nothing."

Romans 3:8, 4
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Another point to be noted is the fact that Paul
writes only 'rwc'c, “some,” and does not state deﬁnitely
either the number or the proportion of these. But by
reversing subject and predicate, by placing “some” at
the end, Paul makes it emphatic: “some — not all, not
all !" Instead of remarking that he might have written
“many,” the remark that ought to be made is that this
emphatic “some" points to the other “some,” to those
who did prove faithful. Paul himself refers to them at
length in 11:1-5. Among this implied other “some”
are Paul’s Christian readers. And for all these other
“some" (in the old and in the new covenant) it means
the world and all that God is ever faithful (no matter
what some Jews were), and that all this faithfulness
on the part of God is recorded in his logia or Word.

4)

“Perish the thought !” is the force of pi, ye’vouo

with its stereotyped voluntative optative of wish (R.
939, bottom), “May it not be!” It is usually rendered,
“God forbid !” The very idea of God being unfaithful,
of being made so by unfaithful men, is one that must
not exist.

The force of 86 is “no”: “No, let God be true but
every man a liar l” ym’aew, present imperative, “be
ever true," yet not in the sense of “become true” but
“be so that any test at any time will demonstrate it.”
“True” is to be taken in the fullest sense with reference
to God himself and to God in all of his logia (Word).
In regard to God’s being thus true, what difference

does it make if “every man” is proved “a liar" (the
noun which is stronger than the adjective “lying" or

“false”) ? Paul appropriates the words “every man a
liar" from P3. 116:11, although he does not quote. He
drives the point to the limit, far beyond those false
Jews with whom the misgivings started. He says:
“Throw in the whole world of men, all of whom are
liars, and all of them would not in the least affect God's
truth and his being true.” “True” advances the idea
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of “faithfulness” mentioned in v. 2, for one is faithful
because he is true.
When Paul states this he voices and knows that he
voices the conviction of every genuine Jew (2:28, 29)
of all past ages and of every real Christian, now that
there are Christians. It is thus that he quotes Ps. 51 :6
which voices the same conviction: mac-6:, “even as it has
been written.” Paul is not proving, he does not write

«yap or 61:.

He is not concerned about the connection

in which David wrote these two lines, namely David’s
sin and his confession, for as the thought of these lines
applied to David’s case it applies everywhere, and so
it here applies to God’s being true and men’s being
liars. The great purpose must stand: “in order that
thou mayest be declared righteous in thy words and
mayest conquer when thou art being judged."
The imagery is that of a court in which God is put
on trial. We repeatedly note this strange thought: the
great Judge of all lets the universe of angels and of
men judge him together with all his words and his acts
in order to see whether in any instance he can possibly
be adjudged as not being faithful, not true, and thus
not righteous; in fact, God demands to be tried in this
manner. Those whom he judges, both those acquitted
and those condemned by him, are to judge him, their
Judge, and the very verdicts which he pronounces upon
them. And this is done in order ”that thou mayest be
declared righteous in thy words,” aorist, with absolute
ﬁnality; “and mayest conquer,” come out victorious,
again aorist, with ﬁnality. And this will be the result
iv r91 xpzwaaai as, iterative present inﬁnitive with temporal iv: “at any time when thou art tried." This is
the purpose, and it will be carried out.
As to the details, am»; with d’v is rare in the New
Testament (R. 986). Whether “mayest conquer” is the
aorist subjunctive or the future indicative makes no
difference since after in either can be used, especially

Romans 3:4, 5
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in the case of a second verb. But we should not translate "mightest"; for there is no potentiality or possi-

bility.

Paul follows the LXX who translate the He-

brew “mayest be clear (pure)” “mayest conquer,”
which is merely interpretative, for whoever is found

clear when he is subjected to trial conquers in the trial.
The parallel between ('v 7'on Aéyovs and iv up xpr’vwear’ 0': is
so purely verbal, just two iv, that we do not make God

the one who is trying because he does the speaking in
the words. The inﬁnitive is not middle but passive:
God is tried, God is declared righteous, God conquers.

But there is a connection between these Adyoc and the
AdyLa mentioned in v. 2.

God gave his logia to the Jews,

in regard to which they proved faithless. Let God be
judged at any time in regard to any of them, at any
time in regard to their contents or in regard to what

he did and does regarding them even among those false
Jews and he is bound to be declared righteous and to
conquer, and that with ﬁnality.
Finally, let us not overlook the arrangement of the
words: in v. 2, 3 there are four terms containing m'a'm;
then we have synonymous terms: “faithfulness —— true

— declared righteous"; then contrasts: “unrighteousness — righteousness" (v. 5) ; “the truth — the lie”

(v. 7), now, reverting back to the beginning, the logia
mentioned in v. 2 that are ﬁlled with the truth. What
do we see? Paul’s mastery brings out all the angles,
each where it belongs, and with a circling sweep locks
the end into the beginning. Noun, adjective, verb are

used with perfect freedom in these synonyms.

The

whole subject is exhausted, and no loose ends, no single
gap are left. And yet some interpreters think that
Paul rambles, that he lets one thought suggest another,
and gets farther and farther off the track into side

issues.
5) Alas, the misgiving in regard to the advantage
of being entrusted with the Word has an extension. The
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very faithfulness of God when we do prove unfaithful
takes into account the fact, not that thereby we enhance his righteousness and his truth, but that we have
had that advantage of the Word, and so he visits wrath
on the offender. What a risk in having this advantage!
What about escaping all-such risk by foregoing what
Paul calls such a great advantage? With two additional questions that are introduced by p; (v. 5, 8) Paul
again induces the Christians themselves to repudiate
this extension of their misgiving.
Yet if our unrighteousness places God’s righteousness into proper light, what shall we say (to
that) ? Certainly not that God, he who imposes the
wrath, is unrighteous? (you will not wish to say
that).
In human fashion do I speak.
Perish
the thought! since how will God (then) judge the
world?
Aé indicates that another angle of the misgiving is
presented in this question. As the condition of reality
introduced with st in v. 3 presented the unquestioned
fact in regard to the faithlessness of so many Jews,
faithlessness that would and could not have existed
except for the fact of their having had the Word, so
this new condition of reality presents the additional
undoubted fact that “our righteousness,” which again
would and could not exist but for the fact that we also
have had the Word, “places into proper light God’s
righteousness.” And darkness indeed makes light
stand out as what it really is, namely light; and the

blacker the darkness, the more the light is made to
appear as light. Of course, the Gentile, pagan unrighteousness also makes God’s righteousness stand out
as what it is, but it does not do so as much as the far
blacker unrighteouness of men who are unfaithful to
the Word. So also, strange as it may seem, it is not
our righteousness but our unrighteousness that has this
effect. One light does not make another light stand

Romans 3:5
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out, but deep blackness does. Day hides the stars,
night shows them in their brilliance.
In order to sharpen the opposing terms the Greek

abuts them: 1'; d8uu’a ﬁpu‘w —— @coﬁ Smawaﬁvq, “unrighteousness ours — God’s righteousness.” The verb means “to
place into proper light” so that one may see what a
thing really is, which is usually not seen as such ; it is
generally used in a good sense. Who is meant by
“our," the “we” in it being represented by “my” and
“I" in v. 7 but continued as “we” in v. 8, 9 — seven
“we" in succession plus “my” and “I”? We state it
right here and now: all these pronouns refer to the
identical persons: “we," Paul and the Christians.
No less than three different meanings have been
given to this “we”: 1) Paul and all men; 2) Paul and
the Jews; 3) Paul who uses the majestic plural. Others
waver between two of these meanings. This confusion results from inserting objectors into Paul’s discussions. From v. 1 onward Paul addresses the Roman
Christians. They are the ones whose misgiving in regard to themselves due to the thought of the faithless
Jews who, too, had the Word, Paul clears away. They
are the ones whom Paul enlightens still further in re-

gard to their misgiving. “Our unrighteousness" is the
unrighteousness of us Christians if we, too, like the
Jews, having the Word, prove unfaithful to that Word.
Paul now calls it "unrighteousness" and contrasts it

with God’s “righteousness,” since he has just said that
God “may be declared righteous." Thus he harmonizes
the terms, for when it is judged, unfaithfulness to the
Word must be condemned as being the worst kind of
unrighteousness.

The puzzling question is now no longer the fact that
our very having the Word makes us run the risk of
incurring the greatest unrighteousness by being unfaithful to it just as so many Jews, running this risk,
went down with it, but the new angle that this un-
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righteousness, which is possible only where one has the
Word, actually renders God’s righteousness the greatest service by making it stand out so grandly. Although it is itself so bad, it yet has so good, so noble an
effect! Our righteous faithfulness to the Word could
not effect nearly as much. “What shall we say to
that?” we Christians. What solution have we for this
confusing fact that, having the Word as an advantage,
our falseness to it does more for God's righteousness
than our faithfulness to it can do? Is having it really
an advantage?
“Well," Paul says, “that sounds as though God ought
to reward us for being unrighteous by proving false
to his Word, reward us even beyond the ones who are
faithful.” He merely opens up the implication of this
part of the puzzle: “Certainly not that God, he who imposes the wrath (on such unrighteousness in abuse of
his Word), is- unrighteous (in doing so) ?” But that
would be the implication: God gets more out of our
unrighteousness than out of anybody’s righteousness
and yet rewards these latter while blasting us with “the
wrath," the article to- indicate the speciﬁc wrath
threatened against such unrighteousness. Certainly,
Paul’s #7; implies, you would not dream of saying anything like that! He even excuses himself for uttering
this reply: “In human fashion do I speak.” No parenthesis is needed. It is so cheaply human because it is
speaking of God in the way in which one would speak
of a human judge who got everything out of a culprit

and then sentenced him to the worst penalty. Some
refer this statement across Paul's exclamation and connect it with the question as to how God will then judge
the world, but they are unable to explain how asking
this can be “in human fashion” when the whole Bible
speaks in this manner; and why the separation which
necessitates such a strange construction?

Romans
6)

3:6, 7
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“Perish the thought!” Paul exclaims as he did

in v. 4, the thought that would even think of God unrighteously inﬂicting his wrath. To Christians this is
blasphemous. “Since how will God then judge the
world?” It is an absolute axiom that God will judge
the world, judge it because he is righteousness itself.

Any puzzling notion, therefore, that implies his being
unrighteous when he is inﬂicting wrath on us is by that

very implication blasted as itself being impious.

On

“wrath” see 1:18. As it does in the classics, c‘m’ permits the protasis to be supplied (R. 965, 1025) .

7) One additional point of the difﬁculty must be
ironed out. Still, if the truth of God in connection
with my lie got increase for his glory, why yet am
also I on my part judged as a sinner?
And certainly it is not (I know you do not mean to say) as we are
blasphemed, and as some report we declare, “Let us
do the base things in order that there may come the

good”? — whose judgment is just.
First we note the reading, which cannot be 'ytip,
which would attach this question to the preceding ques—

tion as a proof or an explanation. This reading is due
to a misapprehending of what Paul writes. This question is introduced by (i in v. 3 and 5, and, like the latter,
it has the connective 8!. As do those other two, this
ﬁnal “if” voices a point of the difﬁculty. Therefore it is
followed, exactly as were those other two “if” ques-

tions, by a question introduced by In}, thus meeting the
point of the difﬁculty raised with the “if,” meeting it
by showing the implication in the “if,” one that Paul's
readers, like himself, would never dream of holding.
This structure: three d to raise points of difﬁculty and

three #1; as answers, is plain.
The difﬁculty of this fact that our sin works out so
as to glorify God is not exhausted in v. 5, 6. God is
certainly righteous, and we Christians at once avoid
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anything that implies the contrary. Still (86), after
my lie has gotten him increase for his truth to his glory,
would not this very righteousness prevent him from
judging at least me as a sinner? In v. 5 the emphasis
is on God and on his being righteous in general, hence
also we have the plural “our” unrighteousness; but
here in v. 7 the emphasis is plainly on miyo’i: irrespective
of how he treats others, the very righteousness he has
ought to make him treat “at least me" by whom he got
such increase for his glory as something better than a
(Inapon’c, an ordinary rank sinner. The point of this
question is the fact that my having the Word would
otherwise be of no advantage to me if, after being unfaithful to it although this redounds to the glory of
God’s truth, I get no better standing when I am judged.

All three difﬁculties that are presented by the three “if”
deal with this matter of advantage which is asserted by

Paul in v. 1, 2 and three times asked whether it is after
all an advantage, this having God's logia (Word).
Paul exempliﬁes the difﬁculty by making himself
the questioner; R. 678 calls this the representative
singular; for any Christian might ask thus in regard to
his own self. The fact that now “God’s truth" and “my
lie” are used whereas in v. 5 “God's righteousness”
and “our righteousness” were used, only harks back to
v. 4; there is no difference in substance. So also there
is none in the variation “got increase" 6v or “in connection with” my lie and the addition “for his glory,”
which makes plainer what God gets out of my false,ness (i. e., supposing I get to be false as were so many
Jews, v. 3). We may also note the concatenation of
particles in in mi (in, a case of what R. 1145 calls the
witchery of the Greek particles.
8) But the point of difﬁculty thus presented implies what no Christian, who may be disturbed by this
thought, would or could believe for one minute, namely
that we Christians should do the base things in order

Romans 3:8
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that the good may come, that we ought to go in for the
lie, for falseness to the Word, in order that God’s truth
may thereby get increase for his glory. Here again
Paul might have exclaimed: “Perish the thought i" It
is a misapprehension to think that by “my lie” Paul
refers only to “my sinning in general,” that he cites
the lie as a sample of a man’s sinning; he has in mind
the lying treatment of the Word, which is possible only
to one who has the Word and impossible to all who have
not the Word. It is again a question introduced by pa;
with which Paul points to the frightful implication in
the point of difficulty thus presented and by the form
of the question voices the conviction that every Christian would abominate this implication. And that wipes
out the diﬂiculty, makes it too abominable to be entertained.
But we should understand mi #75 aright. “And not
rather," etc., in the A. V. is unsatisfactory. The R.
V. and many commentators insert u’ from v. 7: “and
why is it not,” etc.? Aside from the fact that Paul
should then have written rt these commentators overlook

the fact that this mi is parallel to» the two p05 occurring in v. 3 and 5, with which Paul answers and
removes the points of difﬁculty presented (see the
ﬁrst paragraph on v. 6). This third and last I»; does
not continue the question of v. 7, it answers that question. The question asked in v. 7 presents the Christian’s difﬁculty, and the question introduced by W;
causes that diﬁiculty to vanish by answering it. We
need supply only an c'a-n’, so often omitted in the Greek
as, for instance, twice in v. 1. The force is identical in
all three answers with (1.15; so here the force is: “Certainly it is not” (you certainly do not dream of saying) ,
etc.? The thought is that a Christian would have to say
this horrible thing if he did not drop his supposed
difﬁculty, drop it at once, as being vacuous. Kai before
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p.15 is added only to mark this as the ﬁnal answer to the
ﬁnal point of difﬁculty.
The thought that no Christian would maintain even
by implication is put in the form of a quotation: nos;-

mpcv "It, introduced by recitative an. We ﬁnd no diﬂiculty in the construction, nor do we believe that main
and 511 are “not a strong culmination” (R. 433). Culminations are not found in particles but in the thought.
This quotation and its an could follow m2 p.25 directly as
the predicate if the intervening words were left out; all
would be grammatically regular. In his characteristically skillful manner Paul makes the quotation both the

predicate of poi and the object of Mm. By inserting,
'“as we are being blasphemed, and as some keep reporting that we declare” (all durative present tenses), Paul
brings out the vicious source from which this slander
comes regarding the doing evil that good may follow.
“As we are blasphemed” does not state what the
slander is; for “as some report that we (even) declare
(teach) ,” with its second treads and “we declare,”
shows that the quotation: “Let us do,” etc., is the word
of only “some.” Many slander us, Paul says, some
even report that we teach as our doctrine: “Let us do
the base things," etc. It is easy to see what the slan-

der of the many is, namely this that we Christians act
on this principle, that we do the base things that the
good may come. Some think that these many slanderers were Gentiles, and that the fewer persons who
lyingly reported what the Christians taught were Jews;
but Paul does not specify. It is thought, too, that the

many were more vicious than the few, and that the use
of “blaspheme” indicates this; but the reverse is true,
for to charge promulgation of an immoral doctrine includes also the charge that the promulgators act in
accord with that doctrine. If the latter were indeed
Jews, we know from Acts that they were far more
hostile to the Christians than were the Gentiles. The
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three “we" of this verse denote Christians, Paul and
the Romans. We need say no more at this place; see
1';va in V. 5.

“Let us do” is the hortative subjunctive, an effective aorist. And the plurals, “the base things,” “the
good things” (those morally good for nothing, those

morally beneﬁcial), do not refer to scattered acts but
to consistent courses of action continuing throughout
life. The aorist subjunctive “may come” is also effective. It has been observed that the thought goes be—

yond the Jesuitic principle that the end justiﬁes the
means although we should say that this is included. It
is the idea that the more bad we actually accomplish
the more good will result for us. These slanderers
intend to say that this is a frightful doctrine which
condemns the Christians to the highest degree, which it

would if they, indeed, made it their doctrine and their
practice. How these slanderers arrived at their slander
is not difﬁcult to see. Christians did teach that we are
not saved by works of law, and that not the law but the
gospel rules our lives. This is twisted into immorai
antinomism, especially by legalists and the work-righteous (the moralists of chapter 2). This old slander
persists to this very day even as the generation of the
Pharisees, moralists, legalists, work-righteous has
greatly multiplied.
With a demonstrative relative (div) like sq in 1:25,
and mi in 2:29, meaning: “these are the ones whose,"
and in force like an independent sentence, Paul expresses his condemnation of these slanderers. “Whose”
refers to the persons and not merely to their slander;
if Paul had wanted to abominate the substance of that
he would have written a third, “Perish the thought I"
But we are told that the logical and the nearest antecedent of “whose” lies in “let us do,” etc., therefore

the judgment is pronounced on people who teach and
practice evil to bring about good, and that Paul is not
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pronouncing it on the slanderers of the Christians. The
salient defect of this idea is the fact that nobody teaches

such a doctrine.

The Christians do not, nor do their

slanderers who charge them, the very point of their
charge being that the whole world condemns such a

doctrine. The antecedent of “whose” is this: the judgment of these slanderers is just. Nor is that judgment
restricted to the last day — ”is j ust" now and ever
Paul’s question implies that all Christians will

answer: “No, no! not for one minute would we imply
what is slanderously hurled at us, that we do evil to

have good come; we repudiate the very idea.” This
Christian answer is all that is necessary. It takes the
wind out of the sails of the difﬁculty voiced in v. 7, yea,

it wrecks that diﬂ‘iculty by means of its own implication.

Whatever may be the truth regarding the

thought that our lie helps God’s truth to greater glory,
we will not urge it against the Word's being a great

advantage (v. 2) as though being false to God’s Word
did more for God than being true; for that would mean

that these slanderers are right, that we who have the
Word actually see good in doing evil. That ends even
the last feature of the difﬁculty about the Word being
the greatest advantage for those who have it, who,

since it is a trust, ought to help extend that advantage
to as many others as possible.
Paul’s proceeding in v. 1-8 affords great food for

thought.

Besides what we have already said in the

exegesis (note the third paragraph under v. 3) we

learn that it is not necessary to have direct refutations
for every difﬁculty which our minds may create with
their little logical reasonings.
Let the reasonings
stand if they will, their apparent soundness is dismissed the moment we are shown that they violate
fundamental facts. Here they violate the mighty facts
that God is ever faithful (v. 3), ever righteous (v. 5),
and that no man may do evil in order to produce good
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(v. 8). Whether we discover the direct ﬂaw in our
reasonings or not makes no difference as long as their
violation of basic facts is seen. A true scientist lets
undoubted facts serve him in the same way, he junks

his reasoned theories which contradict such facts.
In the present case, however, we may point out the

logical ﬂaw.

When our sin makes God’s faithfulness,

righteousness, and truth stand out, this is due, not to a

service we render to God, but a service which God
forces our sin to render. His great attributes need
nothing from us, least of all our sin to make them stand
out in contrast. Rightly he damns the sinner, especially the one to whom he has given the tremendous advantage of his Word and who abuses that advantage.
9)
The difﬁculty has been entirely cleared away.
To have the logia (Word) of God is, indeed, a great
advantage (v. 2).
Not in every way but, as will be
shown, in the great saving way (v. 19, etc.).
What

then (is the Situation)?

Have we advantage for

ourselves?
Not in every respect; for we already
charged both Jews and Greeks that all are under sin,
even as it has been written, etc.
With n’ ofvr; Paul returns to v. 1, 2 and asks what
the situation is now that the misgivings and the points
of diﬂiculty (v. 3-8) have been cleared away. “Have
we advantage for ourselves ?” If those points of misgiving considered in v. 3-8 are removed, the answer is
“yes”; but an unqualiﬁed “yes” is liable to grave misinterpretation, so Paul correctly answers: 01') mivme,
“not in every respect,” which means: “Yes, in one great
respect but not in all respects.”
He then naturally
explains (ya’p) the respect in which even we Christians
have no advantage above anyone else: we are all sinners like the rest. He purposely leaves yet to be said
in what respect we Christians do have an advantage;
this is reserved for v. 19, etc., and consists in this that

by means of the Word we have the realization of sin
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and the revelation of God’s pardon in Christ through
faith and faith alone.
“Have We advantage?” refers to “the advantage”
predicated of the Jews in v. 1 They had the great
advantage of the logia (Word)
In v. 1, 2 Paul mentions this advantage, not because he intends to discuss

Jews, but because Christians have this same advantage,
and misgivings as to its really being the great advan—

tage that Paul says it is are cleared away in v. 3-8 To
think about Jews throughout and also in v. 9 is a common misunderstanding. “Have we advantage?" does
not mean “we Jews.” Paul is not a Jew! “We Christians” — have we advantage, Paul and his readers in
Rome? Regarding the fact that all these “we," beginning with “our" in v. 5, refer to Paul and the Roman
Christians see the third paragraph under v. 5.
But when Paul now asks about the Christian advan-

tage his very use of a verb (Wposxéptaa) instead of the
original noun 1'5 mpwmiv marks the fact that in his discussion in v. 3-8 he has advanced from the idea of
advantage as lying in the mere possession of the objective logia to that of what these logia (God’s Word) do
for us Christians subjectively. Of course, we have the
Word as such, but what does it do for us, what personal
advantage have we from it? It is not this that we are
no longer sinners like the rest, it is, however, something
else, something mighty blessed for us sinners. Would
that all sinners had this same advantage in and through
the Word!

Now the details. We do not combine and read the
sentence as one question: “What advantage, then, have
we?" because the only answer that would be ﬁtting
would have to match “what," would have to contain
oﬁSEv and not the mere adverb oil. This holds true no
matter how the verb is translated.
There is considerable confusion regarding wpocx6min. See A. V., R. V., and its margin as samples.
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M.-M. 539 present only the wish for some evidence
from the papyri, and B.-P. 1132 has a wrong exegesis.
“Do we excuse ourselves ?" is off the track, either as a

majestic plural or as a reference to Jews.

HpocxdmOa

is a true middle and not an alternate for the active (see
this group of middles used as actives, B.-D. 316), for
Paul wanted to stress the subjective middle sense of
having an advantage “for ourselves,” in our very persons. Because so few have wished to say just that,
examples are not at hand. It would be hasty to conclude from their absence that the middle could never
be used thus. Paul is asking: “Have we Christians
in our own persons an advantage in having the Word
(the objective advantage the Jews, of course, also
had)?” That this is his point we see when he says
that we are still sinners but that the realization of sin
and gospel faith save us (v. 20, etc.) . In 816 R. wavers
but in 812 he agrees to the middle with its “intensive
force.”
There is also a misunderstanding of a": «aw-m; samples are found in R. 423 and in B.-D. 433, 2. 0:: is
modiﬁed and thus qualiﬁed by «dwm and = “not in
every way,” i. e., only in some way. It is not oﬁsapée,
“not at all.” It is not miwm o6, which makes the negative modify the adverb: “altogether not.” Finally, the
negative is not doubled: “no, in no wise" (our versions). “Not in every way" is at once explained
(yap) : “for we already (in advance) charged both Jews
and Greeks that all are under sin” (or, “that both Jews
and Greeks are all") , etc. To be “under sin" means to
be included among sinners, under the indictment or
charge (ain’a in the verb) resulting from sin. Because
he has the Word, certainly no Christian could escape
this charge. The advantage he personally has is not that.
Here again there appears this combination “both
Jews and Greeks” exactly as in 1:16, and in 2:9, 10.
See these passages. We do not translate “both Jews
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and Gentiles” (A. V.) and understand these words as
referring to “all men.” If the elite of the human race
are sinners, namely Jews and Greeks (men of education), then the fact that the barbarians are no better

need not be mentioned. Paul says “both Jews and
Greeks” because these two comprised the classes represented in the Roman congregation; it had no barbarian
natives.

Where did Paul already charge Jews and Greeks
as being sinners all? In 1:18-32; to hunt for this
charge elsewhere, somewhere between 2:1 and 3:8 is

unwarranted.

“We charged." This “we” which occurs

in the same sentence with another and is the last of an
entire series is not editorial; “we” = Paul and the
Romans, the latter as subscribing to every word written in 1 :18-32.
10) With the regular formula of quotation, “as it
has been written” (used in v. 4), the perfect tense

meaning that the writing stands, Paul introduces a
series of Scripture proof for the sinfulness of all men.
It is not asked why he should do this after having
proved all men sinners in no uncertain fashion in
1 :18-32 and now even refers back to that proof. It is
certainly not done merely in order to show how seriously he takes the matter. No; from the start of this
chapter Paul has taken his readers to the logia (the
Word) and for that reason he now goes to the Word.
And the point of the proof is now advanced beyond the
fact that all men are sinners to the fact that Christians,
too, are included. Scripture proof is the thing for that.

The Scriptures stop every mouth (v. 19), the Scriptures from which we have the great advantage of the
true knowledge of sin and then of the faith that saves
us from sin. Right here is where this Scripture proof
belongs.
There is not a righteous person, not one;

There is not he that understands,
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There is not he that seeks out God.
All did turn aside, together they became worthless.
There is, as doing goodness, there is not as much

as one.
An opened sepulcher their larynx,
With- their tongues they kept deceiving.
Poison of naps under their lips;

Whose mouth is packed full of cursing and bitterness.

Keen their feet to shed blood;
Things crushed and wretchedness in their ways,

And peace’s way they did not know.
There is no fear of God before their eyes.

In regard to this Scripture proof for the universal
sinfulness of man we note the following. The basic
proof is found in v. 10-12 which are taken from P3.

14:1-3, which speak of all men as they are in their
fallen state. The additions found in v. 13-18 elaborate
and complete the frightful picture by selecting and
grouping various pertinent Scripture statements.

In

v. 15, 16 the quotation from Isaiah refers to Israel
which showed these results the moment it fell from
God, thus showing what men are and must be without
the saving righteousness of God (v. 21, etc.). Paul
uses the LXX, but not with mechanical literalness but,
where necessary, interpretatively. We ourselves often
quote in this manner, and rightly, so that those who
hear us may understand. For we quote for them and
not for the person quoted. Although he uses the LXX,
Paul here and there indicates that he also has the Hebrew in mind. While the whole is a mosaic, it is conceived as a unit and is not a loose aggregation. When
the limit reached in various sins is presented, all lesser
sins are, of course, included.
Matt. 5:11, etc., is
instructive.
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The arrangement is: 1) the sinful condition, v.
10-12; 2) the sinful life, v. 13-15; 3) the sinful source,
v. 17, 18.
The line quoted from Ps. 14:1 reads: “There is none
that doeth good." Paul interprets this as meaning:
“There is not a righteous person,” and from v. 3 of the
psalm he adds: “not one” to show that this is the sense.
For this is the very point: “not one.” When v. 3 of
the psalm is reached, Paul again quotes “not one,” or
as the LXX have it: “not as much as one." Paul thus
emphasizes this absolute negative. The fact that not
doing good means not being righteous is self-evident
and correctly states what is meant by the psalm. Paul's
interpretation elucidates “our unrighteousness," our
dam, in v. 5, by now saying “not one righteous,” 81mm
«582 (15'. With this interpretative term he also looks
forward to v. 20-28, where he ﬁrst states how we are
not declared righteous and then how we are, and what
the righteousness is, the only one, for which we are
declared righteous. This should not be overlooked.
It answers the view that Paul’s quotation is “free,”
i. e., that he makes free with words of the Bible; that
he “alters”; that he depends on his memory, meaning
that he did not remember correctly. Why, he constantly shows that he remembered both the Greek of
the LXX and the Hebrew original with utmost exactness and at times corrects the former by the latter. So
little does he make free with or alter anything that he
expounds and interprets exactly. And in this the Spirit
himself guided him, led him into all truth (John 16 :13),
brought all things to his remembrance (John 14:26),
kept him from all error, all of which is not Inspiration
alone but Revelation as well.
11) The psalm says that God looked down from
heaven to see “if there were any that did understand
and seek God.” These indirect statements Paul repeats
in direct form; for God found not one that understood
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when he spoke to him, yea, that even cared enough to
seek out God and to hear and to understand him —godless every one of them.
12) The emphasis is on “all” and on “together"
in the sense of “simultaneously”: "All. did turn aside,”
01? from God's way, each to his own way (Isa. 53:6) ;
“together they became worthless," (the passive is used
in the middle sense) from dxpezos, “unproﬁtable," good
for nothing.
In v. 11 the participles haVe articles because they
are the predicates; here the participle is without the
article because it is not the predicate but only predicative to the subject: “There is, as doing goodness, there
is not as much as one,” literally: “up to one.” When we
count we cannot get even to “one." We have the reverse idiom: “down to the last one." Not even one was
found engaged in what is good, pleasing and serviceable
in God’s sight. For the sake of emphasis of»: form is
repeated.
13) After dwelling on the doe’ﬁm, “godlessness,’ 7
which leads to the asuu'a, “unrighteousness” (see 1:18
for both terms), and picturing the universal state of
sin, further Scripture is added in order to dwell on the
universal life of sin. Here again there is most careful
thought, for the selections present in order “throat,”
then “tongue," then the “lips,” then “mouth,” all the
organs of speech, and ﬁnally “feet” as bearing the entire man for every sinful act, the most violent being

named as including all the rest. Paul uses Ps. 5 :9, then
140:3, then 10:7, ﬁnally (in v. 15-17) Isa. 59:7, 8, and
always only the line or even the half-line which he
wants for his purpose without saying that different
passages are being used. The Christian reader is supposed to know where the passages are found.

“An opened sepulcher their larynx." Subject and
predicate are reversed, and thus both are emphatic, and
the perfect participle “having been opened” extends
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to the present: still thus open even now. What is in a
man shows in his speech. Here larynx is the organ of
speech, and the tertium comparationis in the metaphor
of “an opened tomb” is not the putrid, pestilential odors
rising from an old tomb in which a body was enclosed

but the frightful yawning of a tomb to take in a body,
and since dead bodies are put into opened tombs, this
is included, namely death to kill and so to have the
yawning tomb get the bodies. Into a grave we ordinarily place only one man, a “tomb” or “sepulcher,” according to its size swallows many.
The line regarding the tomb is ﬁgurative, hence it

is followed by the literal and interpretative line: “With
their tongues they kept deceiving.”

now “tongues.”

First larynx and

The ﬁgure of the opened tomb is not

explained but the thought now advances by showing
how this tomb gets its dead: the tongues do the deadly

work, kill by deceit.

The Hebrew reads: “They make

their tongues smooth,” which the LXX translate as to
sense and Paul accepts this as satisfactory, smooth
tongues being tongues that keep deceiving. The iterative imperfect ('Somoﬁaav has the ending -00'uv instead of
-v, hence the contraction and the circumﬂex.
Larynx, tongues. and now “lips”: “Poison of asps
under their lips,” a line quoted from P5. 140:3. Here
again we have a ﬁgure, and again it is followed by a
literal, interpretating line
In this way the opened
tomb of the larynx and the deceiving of the tongues
get the dead: the lips of that larynx and of those
tongues are like those of deadly asps or adders, under
their sides, at the base of the fangs are poison sacs.
Paul has already mentioned “tongues” and hence does

not use the half-line: “They have sharpened their
tongues like a serpent."
14)
Larynx, tongues, lips, and now “mouth";
“Whose mouth is packed full of cursing and bitterness.”

This line is quoted from Ps. 10:7.

We see what the

Romans 3 :14-1 6
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and is malediction, and Delitzsch

renders the Hebrew word execratio. Paul retains the
LXX’s “bitterness” which states the effect of the Hebrew word which really means “fraud”: to suffer fraud

is to taste bitterness; but he drops the third noun, the
Hebrew “oppression," which the LXX wrongly trans-

lated 30'on and by this omission he quietly indicates the
mistake of the LXX, but ﬁnds no necessity of making a
correction at this place. “Cursing and bitterness,”
however, are here not referred to merely as to their
quality but as to their effect. The ones who hear what

this mouth is full of ﬁnd themselves struck down with
a curse, are victims of bitter fraud.
On all that is said regarding speech compare Jesus'

word in Matt. 15:19 regarding the heart which is the
fountain of speech.
15)

Turning now to the deeds, Paul makes ex-

cerpts from Isa. 59:7, 8, and uses only three of the
lines as being sufﬁcient for his purpose. Only “the
feet” are mentioned because they carry the whole body

and all the other members with them: “Keen (daze,
sharp; LXX mxmu’, swift) their feet to shed blood,"
they can hardly wait. ’Exxc’af is the effective aorist
inﬁnitive (R. 1220) and is construed as a dative: “for
shedding blood.”
16)
“Things crushed (shattered and broken) and
wretchedness (the effect of what is crushed) in their

ways.”

Where those feet have trodden this is what

they leave in their trail. The combination of the neuter
plural and the abstract instead of the masculine forms
is highly effective. How true the graphic picture is
thousands of cases under our own observation show:

ruthless, devastating feet crushing and shattering,
leaving wails of misery to tell where they have been;
history full of broad bloody trails, and the countless
little cruelties as miniature copies.
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17) “And” is often used to connect opposites:
“and peace’s way they did not know,” Evaaav, i. e., know
by experience, by having walked on that way. This is
an improvement on the LXX’s oisam, mere intellectual
knowing. They have many “ways" on which they leave
sad trails; but the opposite is not again a multiplicity
of “ways" but only one which is made deﬁnite by its
genitive: “peace’s way.” It is difﬁcult to understand
how this can be the objective genitive and mean “the
way to peace” and not “the way on which peace is
spread” (C.-K. 776), cf., especially also Isaiah’s next
line: “and no judgment (right) in their goings." 0n
“peace” see 1:7. This is not de'r Heilsweg, “the way of
salvation," but the way on which the peacemakers of
Matt. 5:9 walk, who spread peace everywhere. The
genitive is either subjective: the way on which peace
herself walks accompanied by all lovers of peace and
the peacemakers; or qualitative: the way marked by
peace. It is the way of Christ, the Prince of peace,
and of the Christians who "follow peace with all men”
(Heb. 12:14; II Tim. 2:22), the way the world knows
not although it is so often told about it.
18) Aline from Ps. 36 :1 closes the Old Testament
presentation of man’s sinfulness: “There is no fear of
God before their eyes.” The source of it all, the primal
sinfulness, is this absence of the fear of God. Fear and
its absence take us into the heart, yet the psalmist
speaks of fear “before their eyes.” He speaks of it as
it controls the conduct and the life. All of this sin in
word and in deed is due to the lack of the fear of God.
The eyes do not see God, and so tongue, feet, etc., act
as if he were not.
“The fear of God” is one of the great concepts of
the Bible (not by any means of the Old Testament
alone). The genitive is objective: our fear directed to
God. We may deﬁne it as that regard which would not
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offend or provoke God. This fear is the negative side
of love which always seeks to please God. Love and
fear are thus sisters. Here, where only sin is catalogued, the logical ﬁnal expression is “no fear"; where
good works are named, “love” is the proper word. Fear
should act as a deterrent with love as the incentive.
When love fails, at least fear should hold men. When
love is present, the fear will be that of a child who fears
to offend ; when love is absent, the fear ought to be at
least that of a slave, the dread of punishment. When
that, too, disappears, all brakes are broken, and the
car roars on down the decline to destruction.
19) This Scripture proof for universal sinfulness
is not a digression but an integral part of the discussion on the great advantage (v. 1, 2) which all those
have to whom the divine logia are entrusted. Here we
have some of these logia in regard to man’s sinfulness.
By possessing them we, of course, do not have the advantage that we are not included in this sinfulness (v.
9), for we indeed are. What our great advantage is in
even having these logia (divine sayings) Paul now tells
us at once (in v. 21, etc.) and follows this by the further
advantage in the other, the gospel logia, the testimony
of “the law and the prophets" (the entire Old Testament) on the righteousness of God, which, through
faith in Christ, offers us the one way of escape from
sin and sinfulness.
It is vital to perceive this connection. But to use
the words of Zahn, v. 19, in which this connection cen-

ters, has been “from of old strangely misinterpreted,”
but we must add that Zahn himself has only partly
freed himself from this misinterpretation. The fact
that with otsapev, “we know," Paul is addressing the
Roman Christians, which many overlook, he notes; but
the other fact, that Paul is addressing the Christians
regarding themselves, the chief point which has been
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misinterpreted, Zahn does not observe but follows the
generally accepted interpretation that Paul is speaking

to Christians about the Jews.
Now we know that what things soever the Law

states it utters to those in connection with the Law,
so that every mouth is stopped, and all the world is

become subject to punishment for God; because as
a result of works of law no ﬂesh will be declared
righteous before him; for through law (only) sin’s
realization.

“We know” = Paul and the Roman Christians and
not Paul and the Jews. This “we" is the same as that
found in v. 5-9, and we need not repeat what we have
said in paragraph three under v. 5 and in detail on
“we,” “us” (plus “I” and “my”) in v. 5-9. Paul is not
writing to a synagogue and a group of Jews. He often

uses “we know” in the same sense as it is used here and
always refers to something the Christians know and do
not question. So here: “Anything whatsoever (500.)
the Law states it tells to those who are in connection

with the Law."

Here M'ya and MM: are distinguished:

the Law states what it means and that it tells and is

not silent about.

'Ev is not “under" (inns) as our ver-

sions and some commentators think; it is “in the Law,"
“in connection with the Law," which is the original

meaning of this preposition.

Paul has stated at the

very start (v. 2) what this connection is, namely that
of having been entrusted with the logia, the written
Word (v. 2).
When “we know” is taken to mean Paul and the
Jews, there is a diversity of opinion with regard to
“those in connection with the Law.” Many think that

these are Jews and only Jews.

Many refer “the Law”

to the Mosaic law only and not to the whole Old Testaient, and they justify their view by stating that the

articulated é mince always refers to the Mosaic law,
which R. 796 states also regarding anarthrous voaos.
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But even if we here think only of Jews, with what were
these Jews connected (iv) ? With the Mosaic code
alone? No; with the whole Old Testament; they were
entrusted with the “logia of God,” “the Sayings.” with
all of them (v. 2). By what was the Jewish moralist

instructed (2:18), in what did he glory (2:23) ? Only
in the Mosaic code? No; in the whole Old Testament.
Paul says: “What the Old Testament declares it tells
those who are connected with the Old Testament."
That, of course, refers to the Jews (v. 2; also 1:19,
23). But this is not an academic discussion about the
Jews, still less one regarding only their sinfulness.
They are mentioned only because Paul and the Chris-

tians are equally connected with “the Law," the Old
Testament. It is because when the Christians considered how the Jews fared with the Old Testament and
might question whether it is such an advantage to have
the Old Testament, that Paul straightened them out
in regard to this doubt (v. 3-8) , for it implied that they
themselves, the Christians, were involved, since they,
like the Jews, had the Old Testament. Christians are

to know that the Old Testament makes all men sinners
including all Christians (v. 9-18). Christians know
that what the Old Testament has in mind it tells them

also because they are connected with the Old Testament (just as it tells this to the Jews). For what purpose it does this is now unfolded, for in the accomplishment of this very purpose lies the great advantage of
being connected with the Old Testament. The Old Testament brings the full realization of sin (v. 19, 20) and
the saving revelation of pardon by faith in Jesus Christ

(v. 21, etc.). Paul’s letter is addressed to the Roman
Christians. He is discussing what the Old Testament
is to them!

Dogmatics also plays its part here, namely the idea
that law alone reveals sin, that thus “the Law" is only

the Mosaic code. But law and gospel go together. The
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gospel deals with sinner-s only. It is unintelligible except in the case of sin and sinners. And if there were
no gospel, we should have no revealed law. Law and
gospel meet, and they meet in the great fact of uni—
versal sin. The Old Testament is full of both law and
gospel (so also is the New Testament). Both law and
gospel deal with sin; the one shows its guilt and penalty, the other shows its removal, and thus they together produce contrition and faith. The correct dogmatics is this that “the Law,” the whole Old Testament

with all the law and the gospel in it (like the New Testament) reveals sin. Look at Christ on the cross. In
every part of his suifering we see our sin. Listen to
every absolution: “Thy sins are forgiven thee !"
If no more were added, the statement that we Christians know that the Law (the Old Testament) speaks
to us would be trivial. The emphasis is on the addition: it speaks to us who have the Old Testament, “so
that every mouth is stopped and all the world is become
subject to punishment for God." This is the sum of the
Scripture quotations which Paul has just cited (v. 10-

18). Not one of them is taken from the Mosais code,
not one from the writings of Moses, the Pentateuch.
They are quoted from Psalms and from Isaiah. These
Paul treats as being representative of “the Law.”
But how is every mouth stopped, etc., by the fact
that the Old Testament tells us what it does? Would
not its telling us stop only our mouth? Ah, but we are
Christians, saved from sin; and if even our mouth is
stopped, if even our sin is revealed in the Old Testament, then the whole world is thereby convicted. This
is more than what the Scriptures tell us about the
world. By condemning the best in the world, the worse
and the worst are equally condemned.

If we Christians

have nothing to bring before God, nothing of our own,
then what about all the rest?

Romans 3:19
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What is the force of Eva? In this connection read
carefully R. 997, etc., on the ecbatic or consecutive use
of this connective. Robertson does not discuss our
passage; neither does C.-K., who says in 391, 5 that In
can “hardly express actual result.”

It can, it does, and

it does so here. Most commentators are satisﬁed to
have it express purpose: the Scriptures intend to stop
every mouth, etc.; a few advance to contemplated result: the Scriptures propose to effect the result of stopping every mouth, etc. But what do the Scriptures do?
Why, they actually achieve this result, they have ever
done so, they have stopped every mouth, etc. If this is
only an intention or only a proposal, when, if ever, will
it be carried out? Is it to remain nothing more? To
ask is to answer.
"Iva had advanced far beyond its use in the classics,
how far Robertson shows who mentions the other
grammarians. All the older grammars, being without
the information brought by the papyri, held only to the
classic idea of purpose and did an ill ofﬁce to scores of
passages in order to make them square with this idea.
All newer grammars are beyond that, but some are still
timid with regard to admitting the full length to which
Iva has expanded in the Koine, namely that it expresses
actual result.
The language is forensic. Before the judgment bar
of God and his Word every mouth is stepped (qspayi.
second aorist passive from ¢péaau), silenced by the indictment of being absolutely guilty and unable to make
even the least defense. “Every mouth” individualizes,
“all the world,” a collective, summarizes. The Judge
looks at every individual and then at the whole mass
(v. 23; 11 :32; Gal. 3 :22). First, the silence of the accused; then, the verdict upon one and all: “become
subject to punishment for God.” The two aorists are
eﬁ‘ective: stopped, become (made) with ﬁnality. With
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iiﬂéslxos‘ the penalty is stated in the genitive; the person
injured, to whom satisfaction is due, as well as the
court or the judge decreeing the penalty, is in the dative as here: Gotte straffaellig. The adjective is placed
ﬁrst, the dative last in order to place the emphasis on

them: "subject to punishment became the world to (no
less a one than) God.”
20)

First the fact, now the substantiation.

But

it is well to note that this is not the proof for our sinfulness and thus for that of the world. This substantiation cuts off what some at least might open their
mouths to advance in self-defense by claiming that they
are not thus included under God's verdict. These are
the moralists who were considered in chapter 2, the
whole class of them (2:1 mic, “every”), in particular
also the Jewish moralist (2:17, etc.), plus all those
whom they may delude, among whom there may be
foolish Christians.

The moralistic teaching and following are prominent today, entire denominations are swept away by
them, to say nothing of the pale moralism of the secret
orders and of worldly ethical preachments. None of it
avails in the court of God and of his Word: “because
out of (Ex, as a result of) worksof law no flesh will be
declared righteous before him.” These are almost the
words of Ps. 143:2.
The Greek idiom negates the verb, ours negates the

subject. Bring all the works of law in the whole world
now or at any time before God, the Judge — not a single mortal (“ﬂesh” is to be understood in this sense)
will ever win acquittal by means of them. That acquittal ﬂows e‘x m’arme (1:17) and never even in the least

degree ix Epymv yo’you (the two nouns are almost like a
compound, the genitive is subjective: “works done by
law,” or indicates source: “derived from law”).
The form Smatwaﬁaerm is plainly a passive and not a

substitute for the middle.

See C.-K. in extenso.

The
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word is not ethical (middle in force) : “become right-

eous,” but everywhere forensic (a straight passive) :
“declared righteous.” “Before him” is equally forensic: “before God” as Judge just as is the Era clause in
v. 19.

But look at “works of law.”

Our versions tend to

mislead by translating: “the works of the law,” for the
articles are absent. Any works of any law are referred
to. Twice Paul uses “the Law” (v. 19), now three
times “law” (v. 20, 21). The two are not identical,
“the Law" = the Mosaic code and “law” = the same
thing. Twice before and in extenso Paul has marked

the difference: 2:12 (dyéws) to 14 eight times “law,”
and 2:14, 15 twice “the Law”; again, 2:17, 23, 25
“law,” and 2:19, 23, 26, 27 “the Law.” “The Law” is
”the Will” (2:18), “the logia of God” (3:2) are the

Old Testament, often brieﬂy called thus; the Hebrew
word is Tara, “Instruction," that of the old covenant
Bible. But “law” is any and every legal enactment,
code, requirement; never that of Moses alone although
it is often included but equally that of pagans who are
even “law” unto themselves (2:14).

Paul includes not only the Jews with their moralistic, self—righteous use of the Mosaic code of law when
he says that “works of law” never secure God’s favorable verdict; he also includes all pagan moralists and

their following who used their ethical law codes in the
same way. Paul had to do both, for the Roman Christians were both, former Jews and former Gentiles. The
false, deadly gospel of moralism, that one will be declared righteous by God for his “works of law” (as
moralists so declare them) was ever dangerous to both

parts of the Roman membership, for it was preached
by both Gentile and Jewish moralists. It is obvious
what application this invites today when the voice of
the Jew ﬁnds so few ears while that of modernist,

rationalist. and ethical reformer ﬁnds so many.
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nip explains why “works of law” cannot possibly
justify before God: “for through law. (there comes
only) sin’s realization,” the very opposite of justiﬁca-

tion. This opposite is intensive: not only does God not
justify because of Works of law, law itself brings us
realization of sin. “Law,” anything in the nature of
law including that of Moses but likewise including any
and every other ethical code. The fact that the law of
Moses is clearer than any other is true, but that truth
makes no difference (2:12-16) regarding what Paul
here states. “Sin’s realization,” like “works of law"
has no articles, the nouns being stressed as to the quality expressed by each. “Sin,” the abstract, means
anything in the nature of sin (amprta, missing the
mark) ; and iriymms

(yvo'ms + Em?) is the German

Erkenntnis. It is more than “knowledge” (our versions) which may be merely intellectual; it is “full realization” borne in upon us, personal inner conviction.

There is much false ywrms but no false briyvma'is'. Paul's
statement is axiomatic: sin misses the mark set by law,
hence law reveals what sin does and so makes us realize
what sin is.
Law is the medium for this (Sui) even in its very
nature. Works of law are not the source (ix) of justiﬁcation, in their very nature they cannot be. The prepositions are rightly placed, for justiﬁcation demands
a source or cause while sin’s realization comes through
certain means (8w: also in 7:7). The question is not
whether one might not view these relations otherwise

but of viewing them in the most exact way.
Here is the ﬁrst part of the advantage which the
Christians, like the Jews, have in possessing the actual
logia of God, the advantage which Paul calls “great in

every way” (v. 1, 2), which no twisted thought should
question as being both an advantage and great (v. 3-8) .
It does not, indeed, lift us out of the world of sinners,
this our having the logia (God’s Word), for this very
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Word puts us decisively among them (v. 9-18); the
tremendous advantage is that by so doing this Word
(v. 19) abolishes forever all moralistic delusion that
after all we sinners might be justiﬁed because of works
of law that are in some way wrought by ourselves;
abolishes this delusion by showing us for what law
really is the means, namely for producing in us realization (conviction) of sin (objective genitive). Our
great advantage is that we have the very Word of God
as this means. Only the Jews are like us in that re—
spect, all pagans have less. As one of its main parts
this Word brings us the law of Moses, the direct revelation of the law, by which, as by law in no other form
(all other forms are more or less darkened), sin’s realization is wrought most eifectively, most truly. That
is, indeed, the very purpose for which God himself put
law into his revealed, written Word for our great
advantage.
Realization of sin is the negative part of the advantage.

After stating it Paul at once follows it with the

positive part (v. 21, etc.). The negative would not
exist but for the positive, nor could the positive exist
without the negative.
Righteousness ( Justiﬁcation) through Faith, 3 :21-31
21)

Paul really makes no division at this point of

his letter but simply goes on from the negative side of

the great advantage afforded by the logia (Word) of
God (v. 1, 2) to the positive side; it is for our own convenience that we make a division here. N0 major division is in place although it is often made.
Moreover now, apart from law God's righteousness has been made manifest, witnessed by the Law

and the Prophets, yea. God’s righteousness through
faith in Jesus Christ for all those believing.
In the Word we possess not only a negative advantage, the realization of sin, but also a positive advan-
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tage, the revelation of the one and only means for the
removal of sin, God’s righteousness through faith in

Christ. Ac’ adds this as something different, and “now"
is not temporal but logical. “Apart from law,” from
anything and everything in the nature of law (anarth-

rous vo’yos as explained in v. 20), bears the fullest emphasis.

This is the astounding fact which no man of

his own accord would have thought even possible, that
righteousness is to be had by sinners wholly apart from
anything like law (the Mosaic law or any other code
such as human ethics presents). Men always connect
righteousness with law of some kind and conceive it as
consisting of “works of law” (see v. 20), yet all that
law is able to produce for sinners is “sin’s realization,”

the conviction that all ﬂesh, every mortal, is damned
and lost.
Glory be to God that there is righteousness altogether apart from law! Here and in the next verse
belongs all that we have said in connection with 1:17
about “God’s righteousness” and its connection with

“faith"; it is much too long to be repeated here. It is,
in brief, the status of the sinner brought about by God
himself (causal genitive) when he declares him righteous by his forensic act. In 1:17 Paul says that this

righteousness has ever been revealed in the gospel;
here he says that it “has (ever) been made manifest,
witnessed by the Law and the Prophets.” The time
indicated by any participle that modiﬁes a verb is relative to the time of that verb. So here: the manifestation that ever continued and still continues (perfect
tense) is brought about by the witnessing (present
tense) which continually accompanies that manifestation.

“The Law and the Prophets” is the title for the Old
Testament. In v. 29 Paul has the shorter title: “the
Law." There is one that is still longer: “the Law, and

the Prophets, and the Other Books.”

When Paul said

Romans 3 :21, 22
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that God's Old Testament stops every mouth, etc., it
was enough to call the Old Testament “the Law,” Tora,

the Instruction; when he now speaks about the saving
righteousness it is ﬁtting to call the Old Testament “the
Law and the Prophets,” using the more impressive

title.

So also by this longer title he conveys more

clearly what he means than he would have done by
merely writing, “Apart from law . . . by the Law.”
22)
Here we have a case where 86 emphasizes the
repetition of a term: “yea, God’s righteousness,” the
one mediated by faith (8rd) in Jesus Christ (objective

genitive) which is for all those believing (those who
have faith) the instant they believe and as long as they

believe. Faith and Jesus Christ are ever combined like
a cup and its contents.

Faith is the heart’s trust em-

bracing Christ, and by so embracing Christ it is the
subjective means for making ours the status of right-

eousness created by God’s declaration.

Or, beginning

with God: his righteousness, the bestowal of his judicial declaration: “I declare thee righteous!" is ours

where and when faith is ours, faith in Jesus Christ.
The point of faith is emphasized by adding: “for all
those believing,” or the longer reading: “for all and
upon all those believing.” This emphasis on faith and

believing is the strong positive which completes the
negative “without law.” No law — just faith, and yet
God’s own verdict: Righteous! “Righteousness through
faith” is abstract, and all abstracts are strong, gen-

eral, universal. But this one is made even stronger,
the universal reach being emphasized by adding the
concrete persons referred to: “for all (and upon all)
those believing."
The substantivized present (durative) participle
“those believing” names the persons, “all” of them to
whom this righteousness extends (on whom it rests).

They “all” have it, not one is without it, be he Jew
or Gentile, living in the old or in the new covenant.
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The whole Old Testament attests it; it has ever been
so from Adam onward. Never since Adam’s fall was
there righteousness in, by, and through law of any
kind, it was always “through, for, upon” faith apart
from law of all kinds. Jesus and the apostles attested
and preached the same truth. The mighty advantage
which all those have who possess the Word (v. 1, 2)
lies in this revelation (1:17), manifestation, and testimony (3:21), which brings us this righteousness
through faith. Through (Sui) —- for (tie) -—-upon (e‘m’,
in the longer reading) bring out three relations of faith
to righteousness, for all the phrases modify righteousness (not so the two found in 1:17) ; on the one hand
faith is the medium (through), on the other hand faith
is both the beneﬁciary (for) and the subject (upon)
of God’s righteousness.
23) It is this for “all" believers. In fact, it
could not be otherwise: For there is no distinction;
for all did sin and are short of the acknowledgment
of God, being declared righteous gratuitously by
his grace through the ransoming, the one in connection with Christ Jesus, etc.
Law had to be abandoned; its very opposite, faith
in Jesus Christ, had to be used in order to secure the
verdict “righteous” and the status of righteousness
for men, “for there is no distinction” whatever among
them, not even a single exception (“no, not one,” v. 10),
not one man who could be declared righteous by
means of law. A second “for" extends the ﬁrst: “for
all did sin and (in consequence) are short of the acknowledgment of God,” all without exception. “They
missed the mark" (ﬁpap'rov) set by law, hence law can
declare them only guilty and never, never. righteous.
To get the verdict righteous from anything like law is
hopeless, some other means must be used. The constative aorist: “all did sin," is proved to be such by all the
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passages which Paul quotes in v. 10-18 and by what he
adds in v. 19, 20 as to their force.
“All did sin” is ampliﬁed by adding the result: they

“are short of the acknowledgment of God,” they lack
it, and the middle has the force: they lack it for themselves, as far as they themselves are concerned. This
middle does not mean: they feel the lack. Verbs of
want take the genitive. All sinners lack “the acknowledgment of God” (subjective genitive). Ao’ga has no
connection with God’s own essential glory; it is not the
glory of heaven, not the divine image in which man
was. created, and not xaﬁxym, glorying before God.
The word is used in its very ﬁrst meaning: “good opinion” (Abbott-Smith), Anerke'nnung seitens Gottes
(C.-K. 346), and is equivalent to Erarvoc, “the praise
from God” which the genuine Jew has (2:29). The
point is exactly this: God cannot possibly extend his
acknowledgment to sinners (and all have sinned) when
nothing but law and their sins is before him, i. e., he
cannot declare even a single one righteous. In a world
of sinners anything like law only robs us of the favorable acknowledgment, of his verdict of righteousness.
24)

But thank God, he meets this apparently

hopeless situation! He has other means and ways than
law, far other and most blessed means. The main
thought is contained in the participial clause: “being
declared righteous gratuitously,” etc.

Instead of con-

structing a new sentence the Greek often continues
with a participle. God has the means and the way of
declaring righteous despite the universal sinfulness of
man; we are not hopelessly lost under the verdict
guilty.
We cannot change the participle smaioﬁycvot into the
ﬁnite xaz Sumzoiiwal. because this would alter Paul’s
thought. This would assert that all sinners “are justiﬁed,” a statement that is not true. The participle says
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far less, namely that God’s justifying act sets in while
men are sinners, the fact of their being sinners does

not make it impossible for God to render the verdict of
righteousness. The participial clause is general. It
does not state how many are declared righteous, how
many are not; it states that while all, as far as they
are concerned, have lost any and every favorable ac-

knowledgment from God, there exists another way of
“being declared righteous," a wonderful way, indeed,
one that is wholly “gratuitous,” entirely “by grace,”

mediated “through the ransom connected with Christ
Jesus."

The fact that this declaration of righteousness

is only for believers, is pronounced only upon them,
has already been stated in v. 22 in the plainest language and need not be repeated; the fact that unbeliev-

ers exclude themselves has thus also been clearly implied. On the verb Swami-want see below in connection
with v. 28.
The point to be noted here is the fact that sin excludes no man from being declared righteous by God.

Besser has stated it correctly: “Gospel justiﬁcation
ﬁnds as miserable sinners all to whom it comes and
clothes in its garment all the destitute sinners upon

whom it comes. Here we see how far the promise of
the gospel extends: as far as sin extends, over the
whole world; and, according to Melanchthon’s admonition, we are to arm ourselves with such universal terms
as all against the false notions of predestination.”
Just because all are sinners, because there is no
exception, God’s verdict is pronounced “gratuitously,"

Soupuiv, by way of gift, “gratis.” It could not be pronounced in any other way, for in the entire world of
sinners not one mite of merit exists. The gratuity is
absolute. But in this way it ﬁts sinners most perfectly.
The Scriptures are full of this Smpcdy; in 5:17, 1', Swpca
'rr'ﬁ smazoa'ﬁvns; in Eph. 2:8, 9:013 15 SGpov; on the force of

the word see also Matt. 10:8; Rev. 21:6; 22:17.

The
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view that faith is also barred out, that otherwise synergism results, does not understand what faith is and
how it is produced. So little is faith barred out that it
is always and everywhere included, and no personal
justiﬁcation ever takes place except “through faith.”
In fact, Paul at once mentions faith in v. 22; he does

so by emphatically twice naming it.
How “gratuitously” is to be understood is shown by

the dative of means: “by his grace.” This is not only a
gift, it is one that is wholly undeserved. Xtipis, one of
the most blessed Scripture concepts, is the undeserved
favor of God.
Sinners des'erve the verdict “guilty,”

the verdict “acquitted” is possible only as one that is
wholly undeserved, the voice, not of mere justice, but
of pure, abounding, astounding grace.

Distinguish

“grace" from “mercy” (EAeos), the latter is the divine
pity. Grace connotes guilt; mercy connotes misery, the
consequence of sin and guilt. Grace is thus always
ﬁrst, mercy second, and the two should not be reversed.

Grace and not mercy pardons; mercy and not grace
binds up, heals, comforts, restores. “Grace” is the
proper word in this connection. It is the inner motive
that moves God to acquit.
But how can the just Judge of heaven and earth,
without becoming unjust and destroying all justice,
follow grace and declare righteous any sinner
whose sin cries to heaven for just punishment? Only
by one means, the one that perfectly satisﬁes God’s
justice and opens the way for his grace: “through the
ransoming, the one connected with Christ Jesus.” R.
776 points out that when an adjective (modiﬁer) is

added with a second article it is emphasized as much
as the noun it modiﬁes and becomes an appositional
climax. Apply that here and thus get more exactly
what Paul says.
I

’Anoaﬁrpwms is “ransoming,’ an act that secures release by paying a Mrpoy, a ransom. Captives of war
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and slaves were thus ransomed. Because of its common use our word “redemption” has lost some of this
distinctive sense; and Warﬁeld, Christian Doctrines,
rightly maintains that this distinctive sense must be
conserved and not be reduced to the pale idea of liberation and release in general. Only the payment of a full
ransom releases the sinner in God's court. The argu
ment that the acquittal is then only a matter of justice
and not gratuitous, not by grace, is based on insufﬁcient
evidence, for it is God who also provides this ransoming (v. 25). So Paul does, not here say that Jesus ransomed but that the divine ransoming is “in connection
with (c’v) Christ Jesus." He puts his title “Christ"
before his personal name “Jesus” (see 1:1). What
this connection is is at once stated.
The sense of anoadrpmm is most adequately supported
by synonymous terms: dyopchw, “to buy,” I Cor. 6:20;

7 :23; ésayapézew, “to buy up,” (as when a slave is ransomed), Gal. 3:13; nepmotciaOaL, “to purchase,” Acts
20:28; AwpoﬁaOaz, “to ransom," Tit. 2:4. Especially instructive are Matt. 20 :28 and Mark 10 :45, where Jesus
speaks of giving his life as a ransom or Mrpov; and

I Tim. 2:6, dwiAwpoy, his “ransom in place” of all. In
this place (v. 25) Paul names “his blood” as the ransom
price. Ami makes the ransoming connected with Christ
Jesus the means “through” which God acquits sinners;
the acquittal comes only through this one channel, no
other exists!
One word more in regard to Smutoﬁyevm being not a
middle, but a passive. Modernistic learning seeks to
remove the forensic idea from this word.

We become

‘In his Roemer, 180, Zahn corrects Deissmann, Light from
the Ancient East, 331, etc., regarding the inscriptions and the
Helleni'st and Hellenistic parallels (pagan) to terms used by
Paul, who lived in the Old Testament and not in pagan literature.
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righteous by following the example and the teaching of
Jesus; we sinners are not pronounced righteous in

God’s court. Hence the idea of a price of blood that
was paid for us by ransoming is also eliminated. But
the passive idea runs through every term of the verse.
Just as “being declared righteous" makes God the
agent of the act, so “gratuitously” makes him the Giver
of the gratuity, and “by his grace” makes him the
Bestower of that grace, and “through the ransoming”
makes him the User of this medium. Study C.-K. on
Swami—maul. and its derivatives and from this exhaustive
treatment learn that these terms are always forensic.
We quote p. 328: “This meaning of the passive is the
less a proof against the forensic sense since everywhere
it is plain that the relation referred to is one in regard

to God’s judgment, and since smawaﬁm in Paul's language just as in the Scriptures otherwise never signiﬁes an accomplishment or a virtue but a relation to
God’s judgment, and saw; one who has this judgment
in his favor.”
In v. 23 some refer mirrcs to “those believing” mentioned in v. 22: “they all did sin,” namely these believers. And so the Sixamupevoz occurring in v. 24 is restricted to these: “those believing —— they all — being
declared righteous.” The anSWer to this interpretation
is that the participle should then be an aorist: 80mm6e'ms, “having been declared righteous,” and not the

present. Then mirrcs‘ should have a restriction just as
these commentators also insert one: "they all.” But
such a restriction does not ﬁt the context that "there is
no distinction,” which cannot mean no distinction
among believers and certainly not no distinction frOm

unbelievers; for as regards the latter, faith surely constitutes a mighty distinction.

“No distinction" = v.

19: “all the World become subject to penalty” with
every mouth stopped.

And so ”all did sin," God de~

claring righteous gratuitously, etc.
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25) Just a participle (atKawllpAl’OL) to express the
main thought of the previous sentence and now only a
relative clause as the great statement regarding what

Christ Jesus was made to be for us by God: whom
God set forth as cover of the mercy seat through the
faith in his blood, for demonstration of his right-

eousness because of his passing over the sinful acts
previously done, in connection with the forbearance
of God in view of the demonstration of his righteousness at the present period, so as to be righteous, and
(this) as declaring righteous him who is of faith in
Jesus.
God’s act of “ransoming in connection with Christ
Jesus” is so vital for his declaring us righteous wholly
apart from law (v. 21) and works of law (v. 20),

through faith alone (v. 22), that Paul describes it and
its effect in the case of God and in our case in the most
graphic manner.
“The ransoming” consists in this that God set

forth Christ Jesus as cover or lid of the mercy seat
to be effective through faith and in connection with his
blood. God is the actor throughout. This is a vital
point. Subject and verb are reversed, which places
an emphasis on both, the main emphasis being on the

verb which is placed as far forward as possible: “set
forth did God,” the aorist indicates the historical fact.
While this verb is very common, in the present sacred

connection it is undoubtedly a cultus term and is used
with reference to things relating to the Jewish Tabernacle and its worship. The light to be shed on it must
come from this source and not from pagan papyri and
inscriptions; hence M.-M. 554 yields little. It is almost
a technical term and is perfectly ﬁtting in connection

with Mac'niplov.

Some think it means: “set forth pub-

licly,” and add: “before the whole world”; but this

thought would call for a different word (such as 4mmpoﬁy), and this idea loses the very point of sacredness
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In a most

sacred and solemn act God “did set forth for himself"
(middle voice) Christ Jesus.

'IXaa'fﬁpLov is predicative to 6y: God set forth Christ
“as cover of the mercy seat,” Kapporeth, the Hebrew
word for the “cover or lid" of the Ark of the Covenant
in the Tabernacle, Luther’s Gnadenstuhl. Being predicative, the absence of the article is regular; besides

Christ was not the cover or lid of the physical Ark, he
was its antitype ; mercy seat is to be understood in that
sense. Both phrases modify the noun: “cover of the
mercy seat through faith”; they likewise modify “in

connection with his blood.” This is undeniable as far
as the ﬁrst phrase is concerned, for who could claim
that God used our faith as the means (M) for setting
forth Christ as he did? That, however, settles the matter as far as the second phrase is concerned, which

cannot be referred across the ﬁrst and be attached to
the verb. If Paul had intended this construction he
undoubtedly would have placed “in his blood" next to

the verb. Nor can we make the second phrase depend
on the ﬁrst: “faith in his blood,” for this would require
the genitive (see v. 26, and v. 22, m’am twice with the
genitive to indicate the object of “faith"). Some call
6v instrumental (C.-K. 219, 3), but it is better to leave
it in its original sense: “Cover in connection with his
blood” (aﬁroﬁ is in the attributive position, and is emphatic) . Other blood was used in the Tabernacle, this

was Christ’s own blood (C.-K. 284, 3)
Paul places the subjective phrase that features the
word “faith” before the objective phrase that features
the word “blood.” This, of course, makes also the latter apply to “cover”; but perhaps we may say more,

namely that it is faith which Paul stresses in this entire presentation by doubling its ﬁrst mention in v. 22
and then repeating faith again and again until v. 31
All is without law and works, through faith and faith
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alone. The prepositions, too, are most exact. This
“cover” is effective “through" faith, the subjective
means, but "in connection with” Christ’s blood. The
blood is not a means (instrument, “by” in R. V.) for
the effectiveness of this cover, it is far more. Christ
himself is this cover, but as the “bloody” Christ, and
thus the cover is entirely “in” (“in connection with")
his blood.
Not this or that single Jewish sacriﬁce is here referred to but “the highest and most perfect expiatory

act of the Old Testament” (Keil), the one that was
most completely typical of Christ’s expiation, yea, its
very type, prophecy, and promise. Once a year, on the
great Day of Atonement, the Jewish high priest and he
alone took blood from the great altar of burnt offering
and went into the Holy of Holies, into which none dared
enter but he and he only for the purpose of this func-

tion and sprinkled that blood on the Kapporeth, the
cover of the Ark of the Covenant, called the mercy seat,
in order to cover the sins of the whole people. In the
Ark were deposited the tables of the law, that law
which condemned these sins. The Kapporeth covered
those tables; but only when it was thus sprinkled with
expiatory blood did it cover the sins of the people from
God and from his punishment. More may be said, but
this is sufﬁcient in order to explain. Read Heb. 9, and
note also v. 25, 26; it is the complete New Testament
interpretation of Paul’s brief statement. We need add
nothing.

But we are told that iaaa-rripcov is in this instance not
this Kapporeth, that this is an antiquated notion, that
the word means only Suehnmittel in general, and then
there follows an extended argument in support of this
contention. The chief claim is that we must ignore the
Old Testament’s and the LXX’s use of the word and
Heb. 9:5, and accept only the pagan and non-Biblical
use of the term. But we cannot agree to accept such a
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claim. There are a few examples of this word in secular literature, but we cannot make them decisive for
Paul in this eminently sacred connection. When we

examine these examples we ﬁnd that this so-called
“means of expiation” is always an “expiation gift,"
“an expiation memorial,” on the part of men and never,
as here, on the part of God. The idea is always a pagan
idea: to win the gods’ favor by some gift. On the other
hand, {Aamﬁpwv is “the almost constant designation” for
the Hebrew Kapporeth, both the Hebrew and the Greek
words are equally “technical terms” (see the full discussion which is so decisive even in details, C.-K. 522,
etc.) Both were current and were known to all who
knew anything about the Scriptures. All Christians
were acquainted with this Greek term from their study
of the LXX.
It is unfortunate, indeed, that our versions have
this error: “a propitiation”; the R. V. margin has the
substantivized adjective: “propitiatory.” ‘IAao’rﬁpLov is
the substantivized neuter adjective from (Maxwell, to
make propitious. The fact that this neuter is predicative to a masculine relative pronoun is quite in order,

for it states in what capacity God set Jesus forth. As
God himself established the Jewish Tabernacle, the
Ark, and its mercy seat, so it was he who set forth their
antitype Christ as a mercy seat; and both of these he
connected with blood. All that Paul thus says is so
true, rich in meaning, and here exactly to the point that
one wonders why it is ever set aside in favor of another
less satisfactory view.
The following arguments are offered in support of
this view: 1) Kappo'reth was the place where the high
priest made expiation, hence, if Paul refers to Kapporeth, this would have to be Christ’s cross and not
Christ himself. This claim points to the neuter predicate over against the masculine relative and is answered by every case in which we say what instead of
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who a person is. — 2) The Tabernacle and the Ark had
disappeared a long time ago, and the Kapporeth and
the rite connected therewith “found asylum only in
theological Gelahrtheit.” But Paul writes to practical
people of his day who in their own Scriptures of that
day had the whole Kapporeth ritual and knew exactly
what Paul had in mind. So in chapter 4 Paul continues
with Abraham who was dead and gone long before

Moses built the Tabernacle and Ark, and in his letter he
refers to other persons and introduces a large number
of quotations which assume a knowledge of the Old

Testament. Moreover, when Paul wrote Romans, the
Temple was still standing and its ritual was still practiced. — 3) The ritual connected with the Kapporeth

was secret, was witnessed only by the high priest who
performed it, while God’s act of setting forth was

public.

But was it?

Heb. 9:12, 24 have Christ enter

the secret Holy of Holies in heaven, and “set forth”

does not stress a public display as we have already
seen. — 4) But then Christ would be both the High

Priest and the sacriﬁce!

Quite so, we reply, and He-

brews so presents him by calling him “High Priest”
and naming “his own blood” in connection with the
Kapporeth or mercy seat (Heb. 9:5, 11, 12).
Here we have “the oft misjudged and viliﬁed Bibli-

cal, Pauline, Petrine (I Pet. 1:19; 2:24), and Johannine (John 1:29, 36; Rev. 5:9; etc.) doctrine of the
substitutionary satisfaction of Christ,”
Ebrard.

“Grace” (v. 24) , the causa interna movens et impulsive
of justiﬁcation; Christ and his blood the cansa. externa
et meritoria; faith the medium apprehendens. Here is
the Mrpoy of the dwoAzia-pwmc, the blood, the ransom in the
ransoming; here is told how God himself made it that.
The divine declaration of righteousness is not a cognitio immis but rests on a solidum et perfectum funda-

mentum, a, fundamentum in re.

“Christ did not merit

that by some certain other something we should be
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righteous before God for life eternal, but Christ’s obe-_
dience or satisfaction is that very something which is
imputed to us for righteousness or which is our right-

eousness before God for life eternal." Chemnitz.
What is thus stated in brief is the actual content of

the statement: “whom God set forth as cover of the
mercy seat through faith in his blood.” Now there folIOWS what this act of God’s was to be: he did this “for
demonstration of his righteousness because of his passing over the sinful acts previously done,” this passing
over having taken place all along “in connection with
the forbearance of God,” a forbearance (entirely, however) “in view of the demonstration of his righteousness at the present time.” ~Ev8£l§t§ is “a pointing out,"

a demonstration that is so plain that it must be seen.
But what is this “righteousness” pointed out so
plainly by God’s act of setting forth Christ as the
mercy seat? Some answer: his punitive righteousness
and expound accordingly. We are told that “his right-

eousness” is only the divine attribute and not the saving status of righteousness established for the believer
by the divine declaration and verdict (as in v. 21-23).
Throughout all ages prior to Christ’s death on the
cross men went on sinning, and although at times God
struck with punitive righteousness he yet forbore so
that it often seemed as though he were not righteous at
all. Then at last he demonstrated that he was nevertheless righteous and just: he punished all the sins
committed since Adam’s day in Christ; his long forbearance was exercised only in view of this ﬁnal demonstration “at the present time.” A strange View indeed is this statement as to how God's punitive justice

acted. It becomes still stranger when it is inserted
between two statements regarding what God did for
faith, namely made Christ our mercy seat to whom

our faith can cling with the result (v. 26) : “so that
God besides being righteous also declares us righteous
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who believe in Jesus.” The main clause at the beginning and the result clause at the end refer to faith and
the saving acts of God, the middle modiﬁcations refer
only to sinners who should have been wiped out summarily but were not!
After making “God’s righteousness” the subject of
the entire epistle (1 :17), on reaching the heart of this
subject in 3 :21, 22 Paul again writes “God’s righteous-

ness," and that emphatically because it is twice stated,
and now in v. 25, 26 again twice “his righteousness"
— is it possible that “his righteousness” should here be
something far different from “God’s righteousness"
just preceding? It cannot be. It is here not the mere
attribute of God, not the punitive justice after being
something far other in the two verses just preceding.
Paul continues to speak about righteousness by showing that it consists in the justifying act of God which
declares believers righteous and puts them into that
status. In v. 21 Paul states that this righteousness was
manifested all along as witnessed by the Old Testament
Scripture; now the ﬁnal and actual demonstration
(assign) of it has been made: God set forth Christ as
mercy seat in his blood, as mercy seat through faith.
The Old Testament could only testify of justiﬁcation
by faith in Christ. Christ had yet to come. The actual
demonstration that the Old Testament was, indeed, true
had yet to be made. It was made in the blood of Christ
when the time came and God made him our Kapporeth.
This demonstration sealed the Old Testament testimony

as being true. It did this and had to do it “because of
God’s passing over the sinful acts previously done.”
This very passing over (mipem) had all along taken
place only “in connection with (av) the forbearance of
God in view of the demonstration of his (justifying)

righteousness at the present time." This "passing
over” of the sins prior to Christ’s time does not refer to
what God did regarding the wicked who lived prior to
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Christ; it means: God passed over the sins of the be-

lievers who lived prior to Christ, who believed the
witness regarding justiﬁcation by faith made “by the
Law and the Prophe ” (the Old Testament Word).
Although the mercy seat with the real expiating blood
had not yet been set forth by God, although only its
type existed in the Ark in the Tabernacle, God passed
over their sins. They believed what the type made

manifest (quau'pwrcu), what the Word testiﬁed (pap‘l'v'.
podmvot) , V. 21.

Paul writes zdpem, God passed over the sins of these
Old Testament believers. This does not imply that he
could not have written wee-w, “remission” (forgiveness), that God pardoned their sins. The Old Testament uses this very word again and again with reference to the Old Testament saints (for instance, Ps.
32:1, 2). Paul's “passing over” is used for the sake of
exactness in the present connection. What actually
took away the sins of the Old Testament saints was

Christ's blood. Until that blood was actually shed, all
‘ wane was, to be exact, a wdpcms ; all “remitting” a “passing over.” The ﬁnal reckoning with the sins of the Old
Testament believers was, as it were, postponed until
the true mercy seat was set forth. In this way the Old
Testament saints had their “remission,” it was in the
form of a “passing over.” No wonder all of them
longed for Christ to come (Matt. 13:17; John 8:56).
The thought is not that this “passing over” was not
“remission” or only an uncertain thing. The very opposite. God’s promise of Christ’s coming could not
fail; in fact, as far as God was concerned, the Lamb
was slain already from the foundation of the world
(Rev. 13 :8), and time does not hamper God. And yet,
after all, the advance certainty rested on the actual
historical act of our High Priest’s entering into the
Holy of Holies of heaven with his own blood (Heb.

9 :12, 24) . For this reason Paul writes “passing over."
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He adds that the passing over occurred “in

connection with the forbearance of God in View of the
demonstration of his righteousness at the present
time.” Our versions and many commentators mar the
sense by cutting this in two: “passing over in the forbearance of God," then a semicolon and a new verse.

And then, overlooking the fact that «p6: 167v Evb‘asw is not
the same as (is EvSaEw in v. 25, the two are made mere
parallels, the second an apposition to elucidate the ﬁrst.
This is done because both are thought to deal with the
wicked, with God’s tolerating them during the Old Testament time and letting his punitive justice strike
Christ. But the passing over in connection with God’s
forbearance occurred “in view of the demonstration
of God’s righteousness at the present time.”

The ar-

ticle in the phrase «p69 rip Evsaéw is that of previous reference; this is the demonstration already mentioned
which deals with God’s justifying (not punitive) righteousness. El; is used with the predicative accusative
(R. 481), which follows the predicative uamﬁpiov; it
states what God intended the mercy seat to be; we may

translate it “for” or “as,” or even omit it; “set forth as
mercy seat, a demonstration”; or “as (for) a demonstration.” This is not (is 1'6 with the inﬁnitive as our
versions translate: “to declare” (A. V.), ”to show” (R.
V.) . 11,269 with a noun is also not «p5: 1-6 with the inﬁnitive: “to declare” (A. V.) . This phrase modiﬁes God’s
forbearance and says that it occurred “in view of the
demonstration” which God made in due time by setting
forth Christ as the mercy seat.
Since the passing over occurred in connection with
the forbearance, it makes little difference with which
of the two we connect “in view of”; we must really

read in one breath: “because of the passing over . . .
in the forbearance of God in View of the demonstration,” etc. The thought is plain: During the entire old
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covenant God acted in view of what he would set Christ
forth to be, namely the real mercy seat, the actual demonstration of his justifying righteousness in and
through him. Thus throughout the old covenant he
remitted the sins of the believers by passing over them

as though they were already expiated by Christ, passing them over thus in his forbearance exercised in
view of Christ.
’Avoxﬁ is the proper word, “a holding up,” and
matches mipca’w, “passing by,” most exactly. All the
sins of believers were passed by by holding them up,
God looked away from them to the demonstration of his
saving righteousness in Christ.

Here we have the most

exact and penetrating explanation as to how God pardoned during the old covenant. The exact difference
is stated from the point of view of the way in which
God pardons during the new covenant, for c'v up vﬁv xaipgi,
“in this present period," denotes, not merely the mo-

ment when Christ took his blood to heaven, but the entire period since his blood is effective in heaven.

Now

there is no further need of forgiving by passing over,
no further need of holding up in view of Christ. Christ

is in heaven, the mercy seat and its blood are there.
And now the great result of it all, the result of
God’s setting forth Christ as the mercy seat, this demonstration sealing all that he had done during the old
covenant for believers, namely his pardoning righteousness, manifested and witnessed in the Old Testament
Word (v. 21, 22), exercised in forgiving by passing

over sins in forbearance in view of Christ — all of this:
“so as to be (so that he is) righteous and (this) as
declaring righteous him who is of faith in Jesus,” to

be this now also during the new covenant and forever.
Kat is explicative. The result is not two things but one.
It is “the righteousness of God,” this noun (repeated
in this context no less than four times) being now ex-
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pounded by an adjective and a participle; its meaning
is “that he is righteous and that he is this as (or by)
declaring the believer in Jesus righteous.”
“That he is righteous.” is not abstract: a righteous
and just God despite his grace (v. 24). “And" is not
“although”: righteous although he declares the believer
righteous. This is not an attempt to harmonize the
divine attributes of justice and grace although many
insert this thought. This is not even an exposition of
the one attribute, that of justice (righteousness).
While, as we have shown in 1:17, this attribute is involved in “God’s (gospel) righteousness,” in that noun,
as now in the adjective, we have what the participle
here states: God’s “declaring righteous" the believer.
Behold the revelation (1 :17) and manifestation
(3 :21) of “God’s righteousness,” i. e., “that he is righteous,” i. e., “that he declares the believer righteous."
This is what we are ever to see. Nothing else is to be
inserted.
Here Paul writes etc 11‘: elm and there is no question about its often denoting purpose: “in order that
he may be" (our versions: “that he might be,” but
“might” is too potential). Simple purpose, however,
often advances to contemplated result and even to actual result. B.-D. 391, 5 admits that contemplated
result is the thought of our passage but does not accept
the view that cis‘ even expresses actual result. R. 1002,
etc., does not list our passages but frankly holds that
this phrase is often used by Paul in order to express
result, namely actual result. And we surely have actual result here if we have it anywhere. The actual
result is that God is righteous, etc. It is not merely
his purpose so that we must ask whether that purpose

is achieved or not; nor merely a result he contemplated
so that we must ask whether it advanced beyond his
contemplation or not. These questions are answered:
the result is most fully attained. We see this result
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not only in what God did by justifying the old covenant
believers, we see it in all that he does for believers “in
this present (new covenant) period."
And here again is “faith” (see 1 :17) beside “righteousness — righteous — to declare righteous,” the second pivotal term that runs throughout this section.
Verses 24-26 concern believers, and no part of them the
wicked. Here we have the striking designation of the
believer: 6 ('x riotous 'Iqa'oﬁ, “he who is of faith in
Jesus," whose distinctive mark is derived from (in,
out of) faith; the genitive (as in v. 22) is objective:
"of Jesus”; in English we say “in." Faith, faith alone
has God’s righteousness, his declaration: “Thou art
righteous !" Works of law and law (v. 20, 21) never
secure it27) Where, then, the glorying? It was shut
out. Through what kind of law? Of the works?
No, but through faith’s law. We reckon, therefore,
a man to be declared righteous by faith apart from
works of law.
Why this question about glorying (Kaufman, the act.
Katixqpa would be the reason for the act): “Where,

since things are thus (ofw) , is there any room for us to
glory?” We are told that that is intended for the Jews,
they are the ones who loved to boast and to look down
on the Gentiles. But in this entire chapter Paul is addressing the Roman Christians. Look at the “we”
(“us”) multiplied in v. 5-19 and now followed by another “we” in 28. But if this question is intended for
Christians, why is it put to them? Well, not in order
to humble them as some think the question was intended to humble the Jews. Where has there been an
intimation that Christians may boast and glory? Paul’s
question is put because of what he himself has said
about Christians having an advantage, like the Jews
(v. 1, 2), by having God’s logia (Word), and because
he has now explained what this advantage is, not that
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we are not sinners like the rest (v. 9-18), but that the
Word gives us sin’s realization (v. 20) and the way to
true righteousness (v. 21-26) — a tremendous advantage, indeed. This motivates the question; here is an
advantage for us that, in spite of its greatness, shuts
out all glorying on our part.

“It was shut out!” The aorist expresses the fact,
the passive implies God as the agent. “Was shut out"
is an aorist in order to match the aorist “set forth” in
v. 25, for by setting forth Christ as God did he shut

out all our glorying. All the glory and the glorying
belong to God and to Christ.
Paul pursues the matter farther by asking by what
means (Sui) God shut out once for all (aorist) all glorying on our part. “What kind of law” served as the
means?

Here and in the reply that follows “law’” is

used in the sense of “principle,” one that is acknowledged as such.

Of what nature was the principle that

God used? Was it one “of the works”? The article
does not mean “the well-known" works; in v. 20 We
have no article, yet the same works are referred to, and
in neither case are only “the well-known Jewish works
intended.” This is the so-called generic article and
includes the whole genus “works” as at a'vapan'rOL includes

the genus “men.” The absence of the article would
mean: anything in the nature of works; the article
means: all the speciﬁc things that belong under the
head of works.

The genitive is not objective: “9. law

(principle) demanding works.” Some accept this interpretation because it is so easy to place beside it: “a
law (principle) demanding faith.” But faith is never
demanded as works are. The genitives are qualitative:
a principle marked and characterized by all the works

that are works.
Why this speciﬁcation? For the reason that anything and everything in the nature of glorying on our
part would rest on the category of works; and if God
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had used a principle of this kind, glorying would not
have been shut out. Despite their sins the moralists
(2 :1-16) , also the Jewish moralists (2:17-29) and their
following would go on boasting of works of theirs
(their false gospel of works). See the entire second
chapter. But God absolutely removed all room for even
this false boast: oﬁxt’, “no!” God used no principle that
even touched the category of the works. Be they pagan
morality and moralism or Jewish obedience to Mosaic
laws, God discarded any principle that might recognize
them.
There is no need for introducing the good works of

Christians, the fruit of their faith, and stating that
they belong among “the works” and that they are also
to be shut out from justiﬁcation. True as this is in a
general way, these good works follow faith and justiﬁcation, which is entirely complete before these good
works ever appear or are even possible.

The discussion

of the works of a Christian belongs in another chapter.
“No,” Paul says, “but through faith’s law” (principle). In this way all boasting of ours is shut out at
the very source. It cannot even start. Advantage in
what Christians have (76 mpwao’v, something over and
above) ? Indeed! But one that precludes all glorying

in any work, merit, claim of ours, and a wonderful advantage even in this respect. “Of faith” is not the appositional genitive, could not be, because here it is the
exact counterpart to “law of the works," and both gen-

itives are identical.

“Of faith" is qualitative like “of

the works.” The question is not abstract, it is concrete
and is controlled by the context which is here beyond
question. “Faith” and “the works" are opposites, the

one principle excludes the other.

Here is the place for

a remark on Christian good works. James 2:14-26
connects them with faith as its essential fruits, the evi-

dence that faith is not dead.

These works justify

(James 2:24) and “not faith only" devoid of these
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works, which is dead in» itself and thus only a sham
faith. How they justify Jesus states in Matt. 25 :34-40,
not as a merit but as evidence of faith. The good
works, like their root faith, are the opposite of “the
works" regarding which Paul here says that they have
nothing to do with justiﬁcation.
28) We confess that we waver between the read-

ings otv and ydp.

Both have about the same textual

attestation, both are of equal force exegetically. The
former would mean: “We reckon, therefore, that a
man is declared righteous,” etc., and would say that
this is the conclusion at which Paul and (as he knows)
his readers will arrive as the summary of all that is
stated in v. 21-27. The view that such a summary
belongs after v. 26 rests on the assumption that it
does not include v. 27. Hence this view claims that the
summary would include a new point, the works of law,
and thus be more than a summary. But “the works"
are contained in v. 27, and thus, not merely v. 21-26,
but v. 21-27 are summarized in v. 28. So this reading
yields a good sense.

But 74p is equally good. . Instead of summarizing
it states the proof, of course, only for v. 27: All glorying is shut out by the principle of faith, “for" we are
convinced that by faith alone, without works of law,
are we declared righteous. Only one point may favor
the idea of a summary and thus the reading aim, namely

the fact that Paul writes Myumuaa, “we reckon" (as he
did in 2:3), “we conclude” (A. V.) ; in a statement of
proof, and this with ydp, “we know" (as in v. 19) would
seem better than “we reckon."
Here we have a perfect summary of the doctrine of
justiﬁcation put into the form of a confession. Paul’s
verb “we reckon” is just what our great Confessions
mean when they state, “we believe, teach, and confess."
“We reckon” signiﬁes that God has produced this conviction in us.. The moralist referred to in 2:3 also
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reckoned, also was convinced, but he had no Word and
revelation, (v. 21) such as Paul and the Christians
have. See his false conclusion and compare it with the
true one which has always been regarded as a locus
classicus for justiﬁcation by faith.
All that we have said regarding the noun sumac";
in 1:17 might be repeated here when we consider the
verb suawisoat, for this verb expresses the divine act
which lies in the noun. The righteousness of God is
this very fact that he declares a man righteous by faith
without works of law. This status of righteousness
originates with God (remember, in “God’s righteousness" the genitive “God's" indicates origin), in this
action of his, this declaring a man righteous as here
indicated. As the noun, so the verb is forensic, only
forensic. The overwhelming evidence for this in both
Testaments and beyond them is presented in C.-K. 317,
etc. The forensic sense “to declare righteous” and in
the passive “to be declared righteous,” namely by God
who acts as the Judge, before his judgment seat, in a
verdict pronouncced by him, thereby changing our
status and our relation to God, is the heart of the term,
to omit which is to alter it. This doctrine, which is the
central one of the entire Bible, with which also the
church stands or falls, centers in this word (its derivatives, adjective, noun, its synonyms and antonyms).
Hence this word never means “to mice righteous,” “to
become righteous," to make or to become upm’ght, and
the like.
.
Auawiooat, as well as .summ'mml in v. 24, are present

tenses, the tense regularly used in all doctrinal and

general statements. This statement even has avopmoy,
"a man," a person, no matter who he may be so long as
he has faith. The inﬁnitive is passive, “to be declared
righteous.” When it is made a middle, “to become
righteous,” the heart of the word is lost. Whether
«tom, the dative of means, is placed before or after the
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inﬁnitive makes no difference, for its emphasis is assured by the contrast with the phrase “apart from
works of law” (xmpis as in v. 21) . In v. 22 and 25 Paul
has Sta, here the simple dative; the preposition indicates

the medium as the dative indicates the means so that
the sense is the same.

In his judicial verdict of acquit-

tal God is inﬂuenced by faith, faith alone and not by
faith apart from works of law. And faith includes
Christ even as twice before, in v. 22 and 26, he is mentioned as the object.
Here in this summary Paul condenses as much as
possible. N0 man trusts unless he trusts in somebody
or in something.

Whenever faith is named, what it

rests on is thereby also named.
of faith lies in its object or basis.

And the whole value
The mightiest faith

that trusts an insolvent bank loses its money.

All

crooks want to be trusted as though they were honest,

but no one who trusts them escapes their crookedness.
Yet some men still advocate that it makes no difference
what we believe (trust in). This passage stresses the
truth that “faith” is so adequate before God because it
embraces Christ whom God himself has made our
mercy seat (to be effective) through faith, v. 25.
So also “grace" and gratuitousness are here in-

cluded as they are mentioned in v. 24.

They are in-

cluded in the very act of God, the act of pronouncing
righteous. Since all “works of law" are disregarded in

that act, what is left in it save grace alone? Although
Paul condenses as much as possible he ﬁnds it necessary to insert the phrase (and without a connective) :
“apart from works of law.” This recalls v. 20: “no
ﬂesh will (ever) be declared righteous as a result of
works of law" (ex). This fuller statement is condensed
in the positive summary now made by saying how justiﬁcation is declared, it is “apart from works of law,”
all of which and none of which help to justify. The
phrase sums up also v. 27, that the principle of “the
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works" is once for all shut out. Anything and everything in the nature of ”works of law" is barred out as

being in any way concerned in God’s act when he de~
clares any persons whatever righteous, be they Jewish

or pagan; this is the force of the absence of the articles
just as in v. 20. All human merit is excluded. The
folly of all legalism and of all moralism is once more

exposed.
Since all “works of law" are barred out, “faith”

alone is left. Luther so translated, and since his time
Sold Fide has become a slogan.

Romanism helped to

make it that by violently attacking this translation of
Luther’s. Luther himself most ably defended his trans~
lation. “Alone” is not found in the Greek text and yet
is there. The vocable is not there, the sense is. If
faith alone is not the sense, what else goes with it?

Anything else that has ever been or can be named
belongs in the category of “works of law,” the very

thing which Paul shuts out here and everywhere. Thus
faith alone is left, and Paul himself places it in this
lone position.
Rome does far worse than to attack this little sold.
It perverts the idea of faith. When it is analyzed,
faith is composed of knowledge, assent, and conﬁdence

(ﬁducia) , and conﬁdence is chief. Rome cancels knowledge and conﬁdence and leaves only assent, and that
only formal assent, not assent to what one knows of

Christ and the Word but a blanket assent to whatever
Rome may say regarding Christ and the Word. Such
assent is enough even if one never gets to know to

what one really assents.
Koehle'rglaube.‘

This has been aptly called

*The story is told that a collier was asked what he believed.
He replied: “What the church believes." Asked what it is that the
church believes, he did not know, was perfectly satisﬁed not to
know, and replied: “I do not know but nevertheless believe what
the church believes.”
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No wonder Rome ﬁghts “faith alone." A faith that
is mere assent “alone” is not enough. This is the R0man ﬁdes informata. In order to procure justiﬁcation
it must become ﬁdes formats. What gives to blind
assent its form? Not knowledge and conﬁdence but
chmitas, love, meaning good works. Man is justiﬁed
by assent that is completed by good works (those pre.
scribed by Rome). How many good works of this
kind? God alone knows. Hence I can never be certain
that I am really justiﬁed. The whole thing is a process.
The more God infuses his grace into me in order to ﬁll
me with charitas, the more I may hope for justiﬁcation.
In other words, the more God makes me righteous (in
this Romish way), the more he may accept me as being
so. No wonder we hold to the forensic sense of the
verb and insist that the force of farm is “by faith
alone.”
Rome’s error is protean. It merely changes words
and terms and then appears in those quarters where
Rome itself is violently repudiated. Rome’s assentfaith takes this form: “It makes little or no difference
what one believes.” Rome’s chaﬁtas, which ﬁlls out
the blind assent with substance, is put into this form:
“Just so one does right.” And this “right” that one
must do is now formulated with the same authority
which Rome herself uses. And this is called “the gospe ,” the real gospel; and this camouﬂaged Romanism
resounds from many pulpits that are not labeled
Roman.

As to Luther’s little word “alone" it may be of
interest to know that it antedates Luther and is in this
sense Roman. Origen has it in our passage, Ambrosiaster in 3:24, Victorinus rhetor and even Pelagius
have it (Zahn) . In addition to these ancients it is also

found in the Italian translations of Genua, 1476, and
of Venice, 1538: per la sala, fede; the Catholic Nuremberg Bible, 1483: war durch den Glauben (also in Gal.
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2:16 where Luther does not have it); and Erasmus
writes in defense of the word in his Liber conciommdi
III: Vow sola tot ctammibus lapidata hoe seculo in
l/uthe'ro reverenter in patribus auditur. Stoned with
so many clamors in this age in the case of Luther, it is
reverently listened to in the case of the (ancient)
fathers. Stoeckhardt, Reamer, 165.
29) Paul has said: “a man" is declared righteous, dv9punrov. His readers must not miss what this
really implies, namely that, as far as justiﬁcation is
concerned, no national restriction applies. Or is he
only the God of the Jews, not also of Gentiles? Yes,
also of Gentiles-if, indeed, God is one — he who will
declare righteous circumcision as the result of faith
and foreskin through that faith. Are we, then,
abolishing law through this faith? Perish the
thought! On the contrary, we are establishing law.
Paul begins a sentence with the rhetorical “or
“Or,” if anyone should for a moment doubt what I have
said regarding “a man's" being declared righteous by
faith alone, apart from all law whatsoever. Has Paul
anyone in particular in mind,- say Jews or Judaizers?
He is not dealing with such opponents. He is speaking
to the Roman Christians who most heartily agree with
his teaching. He is answering thoughts that may occur
to any of them regarding what they accept, in fact,
thoughts that have occurred to Paul's own mind and
that he has already answered as far as he himself is
concerned.
Questions and answers are brief, for no elaboration
is needed. That makes them lively, a feature of style
that Paul likes. But by at once asking whether God is

only the God of Jews and not also of Gentiles he harks
back to v. 1, 2 where he said that the Jews do have a
great advantage. That is the very point that may suggest a difﬁculty for Christians as regards Jews and
Gentiles in the matter of justiﬁcation: Would that ad-
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vantage not appear in justiﬁcation? We have already
seen what the Jewish (and the Christian) advantage
really is, see v. 21, etc. The very form of Paul’s double
question which asks regarding God’s relation to Jews
and Gentiles (no article with either) already contains

the answer. Succinctly Paul states it: “Yes, also of
Gentiles.” But with surprising simplicity he adds: “If,
indeed, God is one!” In (Zn'cp the «E,» has the note of
urgency (R. 1154), but there is not an ellipsis, save
that the apodosis is omitted (R. 1025) .
“If, indeed," means that no one will think of questioning this absolutely fundamental fact that God is
one. Who created the Gentiles? The same God who
created the Jews. To whom do they belong? To the

same God to whom the Jews belong. Here there is a
use of Deut. 6:4: “Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God
is one Lord !” that is as arresting as the use Jesus made
of Exod. 3:6 in Matt. 22:32: “I am the God of Abra-

ham,” etc.

God's very name proves the resurrection,

for he is the God of the living and not of a lot of dead

people; God’s very oneness makes Gentiles his as much
as Jews. That is the foundation, the premise.
30) Now the structure, the conclusio. We might
word it: “Therefore he will justify,” etc. Paul uses a
simple relative, but one of these Greek demonstrative
relatives we have noted in 2:29 and 3 :8: “he the very
one who,” etc. He, this God who is one, the same for
Jews and for Gentiles, this righteous and just God cannot have two ways of declaring men righteous, one for
Jews, a different one for Gentiles, he can have and does
have only one way, that of faith. Paul asserts, “He
will declare righteous” Jew and Gentile equally by
faith and by faith alone. The future is not in opposition to the present tense used in v. 28: “will declare"
= at any time that one believes just as a man “2's declared” at any time when he believes.
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Here the omission of the articles is vital to the
sense. “He will declare righteous circumcision . . and
foreskin,” etc.; to say "the circumcision, the foreskin,”
would include all of both; the omission of the articles

means, whatever part of either is to be considered.
Beautifully Paul uses the two abstract terms, which are
not only opposites but bring out the very point of which
the Jews always boasted over against Gentiles. They

counted on their circumcision as being decisive with
God in his hour of judgment. Of course, they counted

also on more, but all else went together with this great
covenant mark, was really part of it. Gentiles lacked
all this, hence the Jews thought that Gentiles would

ﬁrst have to become Jews in order to be acquitted in
God’s judgment otherwise they would be hopelessly
damned. But God will make (makes) no such distinc-

tion (v. 23; 11:32) ; he will treat both alike Any supposed advantage at the time of God's judgment is non-

existent.
But why does Paul change the prepositions: God
will declare circumcision righteous ('x m’arwc, foreskin
8d: 17'}: rte-reaps? This change is not merely literary,
verbal, a matter of style. Nor can one be satisﬁed with
the thought that, whatever preposition is used, faith

remains the medium Mmmév.

The ﬁrst thing to be

noted is that the faith is the same in both phrases, for
in the second the article is resumptive, “that faith" just

mentioned in the ﬁrst phrase. We have the same resumptive article in the phrase occurring in v. 31. Now

('K views this faith as the source (origin, cause), and Sui
views it as the means. That is a difference that no
careful reader erases. But source does not intend to
deny means, nor means to deny source. Although they

are not the same, either could be used with reference
to either Jews or Gentiles. But here a plain propriety
uses ('1: with reference to Jews and M with reference to
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Gentiles. We see to what point Paul carries exactness
in- thought and in expression. The Jews thought that
they had a source from which God’s acquittal would
come to them; it was a false source, with ('1: Paul points
to the true one. The Gentiles had no supposed source.
so Paul speaks only of means regarding them. Some
seem to fear to speak of 6'1: and source, for they think
that it makes too much of faith; God’s declaration, they
think, cannot rise out of faith. Their conception of
faith is inadequate. It is both source and means because its contents are Christ and his blood. See 1:17.
31) But if faith is the only source and the only
medium of God’s act of justifying does it not, by ruling
out all “works of law,” then abolish “law,” anything
and everything in the nature of law? Is that what we
are doing, Paul and we Romans? The very question
suggests that “we” could not and would not do such
a thing. Karapyc'w (see v. 3) means to render ineffective
and thus to abolish. After its effect has been removed,
law, whether of the Mosaic or of any other type, might
as well be thrown aside altogether (antinomism).
“Perish the thought!” Paul exclaims (see v. 4). The
very idea is intolerable. “Abolish law ?” “0n the contrary (we are doing the very opposite), we are establishing law,” upholding, supporting law. The verb
used is not “giving" or “setting up” law (818ml, riorlpt)
but maintaining whatever law has already been properly given and set up. (tau-5W, an -a'.vm verb; some texts
have iwdvom). “Law” is again generic and includes
Jewish as well as pagan law and also the fact that
pagans are “law” for themselves (2 :14). Our teaching
that faith is the only source and means of justiﬁcation,
Paul says, upholds all law.
Both of the misgivings stated in these last two
verses are not of a serious nature; the brief answers
suﬁice. In other connections Paul treats these matters
more at length. Yet some ask further regarding this

Romans 8:81
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matter of law: “Just how does our Christian teaching
regarding faith support law?” They usually answer:
“Faith itself requires law, for it brings forth the new
life that delights to run the way of God’s commandments” (Ps. 119:32). Then Luther is quoted: “Faith
fulﬁlls all laws; works fulﬁll not a tittle of the law."
But when this is said to be the whole of faith’s support
of law, when the law’s function of producing the realization of sin (3 :20) is ruled out, we cannot agree. It,
too, receives the support of “this faith” teaching. Without law and the realization of sin faith itself would be
impossible in the ﬁrst place; and after we come to have
faith, it remains only when by means of the law we
daily see our sins, daily repent, daily cry for pardon.

Rom. 7 :7-25 is Paul’s own full exposition of this subject.

CHAPTER lV
Abraham, the Great Illustration of Righteousness

Through Faith, chapter 4
In chapter 3, verse 21 Paul says that the righteous-

ness of God is “witnessed by the Law and the Prophets"
(the Old Testament Scriptures). That Old Testament
witness Paul now adduces and devotes an entire chap-

ter to it.

Already in 1:17, when he introduced his

great theme, he cited Hab. 2:4 as also voicing that
theme.
Instead of now adding a selected and co-

ordinated series of passages in order to present the Old
Testament teaching, Paul does something that is far
more important. He considers the case of Abraham

with whom the old covenant was ﬁrst made, to whom
the new covenant was promised. Abraham dominates
the whole Old Testament so that God even names himself “the God of Abraham,” etc.

It is he who stands

out as “the father of believers”; he is not a but the
Old Testament example of justiﬁcation by faith alone.
But he is also far more.

He was justiﬁed while he

was as yet uncircumcised and thus became the father of
all Gentile believers; then he received circumcision as
the seal of justiﬁcation and thereby became the father

of all Jewish believers.

In both capacities he stands

for all time as the father of many (spiritual) nations

through the Seed, the Savior Jesus. Abraham puts the
whole Old Testament and every utterance in regard to

justiﬁcation by faith in it into the right light. Put this
chapter on Abraham alongside of John 8:33-59, the
controversy of Jesus with the Jews regarding Abra-

ham, and you will see still better why Paul presents
Abraham as the supreme Old Testament witness to
justiﬁcation.
(278)
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But at ﬁrst glance and in view of James 2:17-26

Abraham does not at all seem to serve. The Romans
had the Epistle of James which was written earlier
than any other New Testament epistle. There they
read that Abraham was justiﬁed not by faith alone but
by (Ex) works. This is another reason that Paul deals

with Abraham.
Paul and James agree and do not
disagree in regard to Abraham. Paul begins his great
chapter with this very point.
Here “the objector” is again introduced by some

interpreters. He is sometimes regarded as a Jew,
sometimes as a Judaizer, sometimes only as a Christian
Jew who was not as yet emancipated from Jewish ideas.
But he is an imaginary character. The difﬁculty regarding James and Paul is one that may disturb any
sincere Christian mind. In 3:3-8 we have a similar
case, where Paul answers questions that may disturb
sincere Christians. There, too, as also in chapter 2,
we did not consider an objector; now for the third time

we deny his existence although he is mentioned by L. 51
(v. 9, Gegner) ; Zahn 212 (Gegner von juedischer oder
judaeistischer Seite); Sandy and Headlam, International Critical Commentary, Romans 11th ed. 97, “ob-

jector,” with a regular dialog between him and Paul.
1)
What, then, shall we say?
That we have
found Abraham (to be) our forefather (only)
according to ﬂesh? for if (indeed) Abraham was
declared righteous as result of works he has reason
for glorying.
But (now) he has none in relation to
God; for what does the Scripture say?
And Abraham believed God, and it was reckoned to him for
righteousness.

015v is resumptive, “therefore.” When God declares
righteous by faith alone and not on account of works,
what shall we say in regard to Abraham, namely in re-

gard to our relation to him? Shall we say that we have
found him to be nothing more in relation to us than
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“our forefather according to ﬁes ," not at all spiritually but only our forefather in an outward way? The
point of the question lies in the phrase m-a adpm. The
form of the question does not indicate whether the
answer to be expected is “yes” or “no" ; the substance
of the question, of course, is such as to make every
Christian deny that his relation to Abraham is only
outward.
In order not to go astray we must note that this is
a question about us believers who are declared righteous by faith alone with works excluded (3:28 and the
preceding), both us Jewish and us Gentile believing
Christians (3:29, 30), a question about our relation to
Abraham; what Abraham is in his own person is, of
course, involved but involved only in so far as it would
affect our relation to him.

The yap in v. 2 brings the explanation of this question about Abraham and our relation to him. This
explanation takes for granted that our relation to him
ought not to be “according to ﬂesh,” not outward. The
assumption is, yea must be, that Abraham’s standing
with God is the right one, that ours ought to be the
same, that thus we ought to be true spiritual children
of Abraham, and that something is radically wrong
with us if we cannot rightfully claim this spiritual relation to Abraham.
What precipitates this whole question regarding
our real relation to Abraham, whether it is actually
spiritual as it should be or not spiritual at all, is this
consideration that, while, in agreement with Paul, we
reckon that we are declared righteous by faith apart
from works of law (3:28), it can be said and is most
emphatically said by James that Abraham was declared
righteous by God as zpyuy, “from works” (note, not
“from works of law”!). So also, while, with Paul, we
agree that all glorying is positively excluded by faith’s
law (3 :27), even Paul now admits that Abraham has
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reason for glorying (xaﬁxypa, cause for mimic, v. 27).
This has the appearance that a radical difference exists
between Abraham and us, as though by having only
faith we are left far behind him and hence cannot claim

him as our spiritual father. He :6 Zpyuv, out of works;
we, xopte Epyuv yépou, without works ; he with Kaufman, we
with not even Kaux'qms. Is there not something wrong
with this our Pauline doctrine that is otherwise so perfect? Are we after all justiﬁed through faith alone?
0r — although this is remote — is James wrong? What
is really the situation with regard to Abraham and the
relation between him and us? “What shall we say 7"
Now the details. We translate this ﬁrst sentence
as though it were a double question. The main point,
however, is that the subject “we” in Epoﬁpcv furnishes the
subject for the inﬁnitive ctpqxc'm: “What, then, shall we
say? that we have found Abraham,” etc. It is the commonest of rules in the Greek that inﬁnitives take their
subjects from what precedes, and that, if a different
subject is to be introduced, it must be written. "Abraham” is the object (not the subject of the inﬁnitive)
and “our forefather according to ﬂesh" is the predicate
object with “Abraham.”
Equally important it is to note the term «pamimp.
Abraham is never called thus elsewhere in the Scriptures. The Jews always called him their «anjp (for instance, John 8 :39) ; James 2 :21 calls him “our father,"

namely the father of all Christians exactly as God
changed his name from “Abram" to “Abraham”: “for
a father of many nations have I made the" (Gen.
17:5), meaning not a physical ancestor but a spiritual

father. Paul purposely uses this term 7rpo1ra'.‘rmp in dis—
tinction from arm-4p because it means only “forefather"
in the sense of “ancestor”; he intends to employ a term
which had never been used with reference to Abraham
and could thus not mean what the regularly used term
“father” so constantly meant, namely spiritual father-
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hood. He even added “according to ﬂesh’" to put beyond
all question the fact that he has in mind a non-spiritual
ancestorship.

But what is the force of this question as to whether
Paul and the Christians have perhaps found only a
physical ancestor in Abraham instead of a true spiritual father?

In particular, how could Abraham be

even a physical ancestor of Gentile Christians? Here
we must remember that Abraham was an ancestor of
the descendants of Ishmael and of Esau, and that the
Jews violently claimed that he was that and no more
to these people and not also their spiritual “father” as
he was this for the Jews. Of course, they admitted
that the proselytes were on the same level with Jews as

children of “father Abraham.” Now these Jews did
not deny that Christianity had a connection with Judaism, namely to their minds a debased connection, and

that the Gentile Christians were thus in this debased
connection, were joined to the Jewish Christians. That
they deemed was the only connection which both Jew-

ish and Gentile Christians had with Abraham, a mere
outward matter that had no more meaning than the

connection of the descendants of Ishmael and of Esau
with Abraham, who was a real “father” only to those

of the Jewish fold.

For this idea Paul invents the ex-

pression “ﬁnding Abraham only our forefather (ancestor) according to flesh” and so asks whether he and

the Christians have really found Abraham no more
than this for themselves.
Our versions translate as though Paul asks what
Abraham has found (not what we have found Abra-

ham to be). But the inﬁnitive should then be the aorist
and certainly not the perfect which has so strong a
present bearing.

The inﬁnitive is used in indirect

discourse and takes the place of the ﬁnite form used in
the direct discourse.

When Abraham is regarded as
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the subject, this would needs be: “What did Abraham
ﬁnd ?" and not: “What has he found (still having it) ?”

This extension to the present beﬁts only the question:
“What have we found Abraham to be?” If the question concerns what Abraham himself found, 1rpo1ra’.‘rwp
must be in apposition with Abraham; but it would be
an unusual apposition, so that the A. V. ﬁnds it necessary to translate it “father,” a substitution that was

thought necessary by a few ancients who even changed
the text to mmjp. The apposition becomes farfetched
when the R. V. translates it: “our forefather according
to the ﬂesh.” This is done because the thought is
regarded to be that Abraham is the physical father

of us (of Paul and the Jews). But “our forefather”
after “what shall we say?” = Paul and the Christians.
Another effort in this wrestling with Paul’s question transposes ({Jprlxévat and places it before mm: (the
reading of a few texts).

This is done in order to have

the question refer to what Abraham “found according
to flesh,” in a ﬂeshly way. By placing the phrase between commas the A. V. leaves it in a strange ambiguity. But what can Christians say that Abraham has
found or that he found in accord with ﬂesh only? Some
answer to the ﬁrst, “Not justiﬁcation by the works of

the law,” and to the second, “Not justiﬁcation."

But,

supposing the question to be one regarding what Abraham found one way or another, no negative answers
are implied. The ﬁrst answer is also ruled out because

it brings in the works of “the law,” the very thing
Paul leaves out in v. 2, and Abraham never had “the
law” of Moses. In addition to this and eliminating
every negative answer comes v. 2 with Paul’s admission
that Abraham has “cause for glorying.” He must,
then, have found something if this question asks what
he found. Codex B omits chpqxe’vaz altogether, which our

R. V. margin passes on: “What, then, shall we say of
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Abraham, our forefather according to the ﬂesh ‘2" There
are still other alterations of the text that extend even to
v. 2, which, however, are not worthy of our notice.
2) What shall we Christians say? Shall we say
that we Christians have found Abraham (to be nothing
more in relation to us than) our forefather according

to ﬂesh (our physical ancestor)? “for (explaining this
question) if Abraham was declared righteous as result
of works, he (indeed) has reason for glorying." Here
Paul properly has the aorist “was declared righteous,"
(see 3:28 on this verb); and the condition is one of
reality: Paul takes it for granted that Abraham was

declared righteous «'5 5pm, as result of works.
That is exactly what James (2:21) has in mind
with his question: “Was not Abraham, our father, de-

clared righteous is zpymv, as result of works, when he
had offered Isaac, his son, upon the altar ?" It is for the
very reason that James says so that Paul, in fullest
agreement with James, uses even the identical words:

as Emmy amide”.

The question of James and the as-

sumption in Paul’s condition of reality rest on the undoubted fact that Abraham “was declared righteous as
result of works,” James even naming the great work of
having oﬁered Isaac. And Paul even sets his seal on it
by saying: if Abraham was justiﬁed in this way (as
assuredly he was) “he has reason for glory.” Indeed
he has! Paul is the last man in the world to deny
Abraham’s works, his having been justiﬁed by them,
and his consequent cause for glorying because God
himself had accepted them.
So far is this from clashing with Paul’s teaching on
justiﬁcation “without works of law” which deprives us
of all glorying, that it is only another form of that very
teaching.

So far are we Christians from believing the

teaching which leaves us only with Abraham as our
mere physical ancestor, in a ﬂeshly non-spiritual man-

ner, that we have him as our true spiritual father,
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we being, according to Paul’s, teaching, Abraham’s true
spiritual children.
What James says about Abraham and what Paul
has said in 3:21-31 appear to be a contradiction, and
Paul himself makes it appear So by here practically
quoting James 2:21. But it only appears so. James
says: Abraham was justiﬁed £6 Epymv, and it is this that
Paul seconds and endorses. James did not say' or dream
of saying that Abraham was justiﬁed as épyuw véjuou. A
difference of only one little word and yet a world of
difference.
'Ee Epywv refers to works of faith and upholds faith

as being decisive for justiﬁcation; a;- Epywv vépov refers to
works of law and rules out faith from justiﬁcation. To
rely on “works of law” is never to have justiﬁcation,
for the whole Old Testament witness shows that it ever
was and is obtained xupis vépov, altogether apart from
anything like law. To produce “works” is to have justiﬁcation, for their absence shows that a faith which
we claim to have is dead and barren (James 2:17, 20) ,
their presence that faith is faith indeed, alive, embracing Christ, and thus full of good works. The devils
believe, are they justiﬁed (James 2:19)?
Paul says plainly that Abraham “has reason for
glorying,” and that this reason lies in his “works." Paul
has in mind a genuine reason for glorying and not some

false reason like that of the Pharisees whom Jesus himself showed that they never did “the works of Abraham,” and to whom he said that, if they would do these
works, then and then alone would they be Abraham’s
children (justiﬁed as he was justiﬁed). Now they were
only “Abraham’s seed,” no more than the descendants
of Ishmael and of Esau. Abraham was not their father

but, as Paul has here recorded it, their wpomimp, mere
ancestor.
The fact that all good works are, indeed, cause for
glorying on our part we see from John 15:1-8, espe-
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cially the last verse: God is gloriﬁed by our bearing
much fruit, i. e., we have reason to glory and feel elated
when we accomplish this highest purpose of our being.
And just listen to Paul himself as he glories and states
the full reason for doing so (II Cor. 11:21-12:12; also
I Cor. 15 :10) !

We at once see that, when Paul speaks

of Abraham’s works as his cause for glorying, he has
in mind the works that resulted from Abraham’s faith,
that followed his faith, evidenced and proved its gen-

uineness; and not in the least anything like “works of
law” which make all real faith impossible and are clear
evidence of its total absence (Matt. 7 :22, 23; 25 :44, 45,
“ye did it not unto me,” gave me no meat, etc., did mere
“works of law” in what ye did).
James names

Abraham’s greatest work of faith, his having sacriﬁced Isaac.

The misunderstanding of our versions regarding
v. 1 probably inﬂuenced their punctuation of v. 2, 3.
For clearness' sake place a period after xaﬁmm and a
semicolon or only a comma after @eév and thus read
together: “But not (has he reason for glorying) in
relation to God, for what does the Scripture say?
(Something that shuts out completely every reason for

glorying in relation to God, namelyz) ‘And Abraham
believed God, and it was reckoned to him for righteousness,’ ” i. e., Abraham was justiﬁed by faith. Paul

again practically quotes James (2 :23) who wrote:
“And the Scripture was fulﬁlled which saith: ‘Abraham believed God, and it was imputed (reckoned) unto
him for righteousness'; and he was called the Friend

of God.” Paul borrows the quotation of Gen. 15 :6 from
the very pen of James. Here James states how Abraham did his “works,” for instance sacriﬁcing Isaac:
he did them as “the Friend of God” (11 Chron. 20:7;

Isa. 41 :8), for love of the God in whom he trusted for
his justiﬁcation (“ye have done it unto me,” Matt.

25 :40) . Paul merely expounds this when he says: Abra-
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ham has no reason for glorying in relation to God.

In

all that he does for love of his friend a real friend has
and sees no reason for glorying about it as regards his

friend.

Hpbs n‘w @cév means “in relation to God.” When
Abraham thought or spoke of his good works he had
every reason for being elated in regard to himself, because by the grace of God it had been granted to him
to do such works; at this point, however, his elation

had to stop, for in regard to God he had no cause for
being elated but cause only for being most humble and
thankful since only by God’s grace had he been able to
do these works. Why, it was God who in the very ﬁrst
place kindled'faith in his heart, the faith that by God’s
further grace moved him to do these works. When
Paul speaks of his own good works he exclaims: “Not

I, but the grace of God” (I Cor. 15:10). Again: “Of
myself I will not glory”; and when he does glory, he
calls himself a fool for doing so and complains that the
Corinthians forced him to do it (II Cor. 12:5, 11).

“Not unto us, 0 Lord, not unto us, but unto thy name
give glory, for thy mercy and for thy truth’s sake,”

Ps. 115:1.
This takes care of the contrast that, while Abraham had no cause for glorying in regard to God, he did
have such cause in regard to men. It is stated in this
way: “with reference to men, to whom he proved him-

self righteous by his works."

But believers never use

their own good works with reference to men in order to
claim anything for themselves. They are to let their

light shine so that men may see their good works only
for one reason, that men “may glorify your Father
who is in heaven” (Matt. 5:16) ; “that you may show
forth the praises of him who has called you out of dark-

ness into his marvelous light" (I Pet. 2:9).

No glory,

no praises for us even on the part of men. And we may
add that men as a whole, even most of our own breth-
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ren, only reluctantly accord us any credit. How sincere are their eulogies after we are dead? Our cause
for glorying lies wholly in God; to him and to him alone
we give all glory, both when we Ourselves are elated
over our good works and when we show them to men.
Paul speaks only of the former, namely that Abraham
had a right to feel elated over the good works that God
had enabled him to do.
3) Of course, Abraham has no cause for glorying
in relation to God, “for what does the Scripture say
(about him in Gen. 15:6) ?" Just what James (2:28)
says: “And Abraham believed God, and it was reckoned unto him for righteousness.” But how can James
then say in the very next verse: “You see then that by
works a man is justiﬁed and not by faith alone”,- while
on the strength of this same verse from Genesis Paul
says: “We reckon that a man is justiﬁed by faith
(alone) without works of law”? In the Epistle of
James “faith alone” refers to a dead faith, one which
even the devils have; in this same epistle “wor " im:
plies the presence of a faith that is indeed a faith. In
Paul's letters “faith (alone) ” is this living faith mentioned by James; and in Paul’s letters it is “works of
law” that are excluded, this spurious substitute for

faith.

James and Paul express the same truth: faith,

faith, faith! James: not a dead faith which is no faith;
Paul: no substitute for faith, there is none. How maywe know when we have this real faith? James says:
Investigate whether it has the real works.
Still another point must be guarded: James does
not have in mind faith plus good works. Justiﬁcation
is not a ﬁfty-ﬁfty proposition as to faith and good
works. How could it be when faith itself produces these
works? How could it be when in the ﬁrst instant bf
faith, before it even has time to produce a single work,
God already declares it righteous?

Romans 4:3
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“Abraham believed God,” the dative means: God
with referende to what he promised Abraham

Gen. 15 :4, 5).

(see

He believed the promise regarding the

Heir (Christ) who was to come out of his bowels via

Isaac who was as yet unborn; he believed that through
this Heir his (spiritual) seed would be in number like
the stars of heaven. Abraham believed in Christ
(John 8:56), in the gospel. The genuineness of his

faith became evident when he held to this promise despite God’s command to offer Isaac as a burnt offering
because by means of his faith he accounted that God
was able to raise Isaac (from whom the Heir was to
descend) even from the dead, Heb. 11:19. Behold the
faith for which Abraham was pronounced righteous!
Moses writes concerning it, “And it was reckoned to
him for righteousness," which is only another way of
saying, “Through or as a result of (Sui or ex) it he was
declared righteous.” When did God so reckon or de-

clare? Did he wait until Abraham had proved his faith
by proceeding to sacriﬁce Isaac?

Abraham’s justiﬁ-

cation is recorded in Genesis 15 and not only in Genesis
22. The moment he believed it was reckoned to him
for righteousness.
Was his believing a good work that was of such a
value to God as to make Abraham righteous, so that
God’s reckoning was merely a computing of this value?
Moses says the very opposite. Aoyt'gopal n «I: n = “to
reckon something for something”: “Something is transferred to the subject (person) in question and reckoned as his, which he in his own person does not have

. it is accounted to the person per substitutionem;
the object present (faith) takes the place of what it
counts for (righteousness), it is substituted for it.”

C.-K. 681.
This expression is the technical one for God's declaring a person righteous. The A. V. has, “it was
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counted for," the R. V., “it was reckoned for,” both are
good. When Abraham believed he was in his own per-

son no more righteous than he was before he believed,
but God counted his faith as righteousness for him.
God's accounting did not make him righteous, it did
not change Abraham, it changed his status with God.
Although he was not righteous, God counted him as
righteous nevertheless. We have noted this accounting
already in 2:26: foreskin was reckoned for certain
Gentiles as circumcision by God. In 2:25 we have the
reverse; circumcision has become foreskin, as being
equal to nothing more, i. e., as reckoned by God. Although it remains what it is, the particular Gentile’s
foreskin is reckoned as circumcision per substitutionem. Although it remains what it is, the particular
Jew's circumcision is in the same way reckoned as the

opposite, it “has become” this in God’s reckoning.
Do you ask how God can reckon in this way? The
answer is found in 3:24: “gratuitously, by his grace,
through the ransoming, that in connection with Christ
Jesus.” This is not an arbitrary, not an unjust reckoning. “Perish the thought !” Only our crooked minds
could harbor such an evil thought. Faith is not righteousness, it is counted or reckoned as being righteousness. The believer really and in himself is never righteous, he is righteous only in God’s accounting. What is
there in his faith that God can account for righteousness to the believer? No virtue or merit of either the
believer or of his faith, nothing of this sort to the end
of his life; something else entirely, the contents of his

faith, Christ, his ransom, his merit. The faith that
holds these God counts for righteousness and no other
faith (James 2 :19). The substitution takes place right
here. Christ’s merit and righteousness is his own, God
counts it as though it were the believer’s.

Faith only

lays its hand upon it, God himself moves it to do so.
Then by grace and altogether gratuitously God reckons
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faith with its content as righteousness for him who
believes.
Abraham’s faith was so reckoned.
His faith
reached out to the Heir, to Christ. The moment it did
this it became in God’s accounting perfect righteousness for him. He is our spiritual father, and all of us,
like him, are accounted righteous by God in the same
blessed way. He is never our ancestor due only to an
outward religious connection of Christianity with
Judaism.
4) There are two kinds of reckoning.
Paul
carefully distinguished between them, for only the
one kind applies here. Now to the one working the
pay is not reckoned according to grace but according to obligation; but to one not working (at all)
but (only) believing on him who declares the ungodly one righteous his faith is reckoned for righteousness.

Verse 4 is a general proposition and nothing more:
the man who works gets his pay (the article designates
the pay due him, R. 757), and that pay is not reckoned
according to grace but according to obligation (xa‘ra'. to
indicate the rule of measurement, R. 608, bottom).
That kind of reckoning is excluded here. It is mentioned here only for that reason. With God no such
reckoning is made as regards men.
Paul does not have in mind the work-righteous.
Thus, even Luther translates: der mit Werken umgeht;
and others think that we have a zeugma here, that “is
reckoned” ﬁts only “according to grace,” and a verb
such as “is duly given” is to be supplied with “according to obligation.” This is unnecessary; “is reckoned”
ﬁts both phrases. Even Matt. 20:14 cannot be interpreted to mean that God pays for the work of the workrighteous; he never buys their work, he abominates it.
5)
and 5.

There is no inconcinnity between verses 4
God has no workers to whom he owes pay, he
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has no reckoning of that sort to make, only men who
hire other men make such a reckoning. But God does
make the other kind of reckoning, and Paul describes

it, not again as to the principle involved, but as it actually takes place in the case of every believer, Abraham, of course, included. The wording alone is patterned after v. 4, the substance is the blessed reality

itself.
The believer, Paul says, receives this kind of reckoning: God reckons or counts his faith for righteousness. Let it be seen that God alone reckons in this way,
and that when men deal with other men they never

have a case in which they could reckon in such a way.
0 yes, men, too, may exercise grace instead of just

desert, but where is there a case in which they can
make faith answer for righteousness?

As God’s love

for the world is incomparable, as giving his Son for
our ransoming is minus a human parallel (a case
such as that mentioned in Matt. 21 :37 never happened
among men!), so also his declaring the believer righteous is without a human counterpart. That is the very

reason that skeptics balk at these divine acts, they seem
incredible. They constitute the gospel mystery which
had to be revealed and can be received only as it is

supernaturally revealed.
Here is an individual who does not work at all but
does something totally different, namely believes on him
who declares the ungodly one righteous. This is Paul’s
most striking photograph of the believer. The substan-

tivized participles designate the persons according to
their characteristic actions: “one not working but believing,” “one declaring righteous.” The present tenses
are timeless. The believer has given up working be-

cause he knows that all hope by way of works is vacuous, that all claims which men may make upon God for
pay in accord with obligation are deadly ﬁction; he
simply believes and trusts (3:28).

Romans 4 :5
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The striking thing is that Paul says of the believer
that he believes “on him who declares the ungodly one

righteous."

In verses 22 and 26 the object of faith is

Jesus, here the basis (Em’) of faith is God including his

entire act of justifying, which, of course, includes
Jesus, grace, faith, etc. Paul says more than that faith
believes that God justiﬁes the ungodly, he says that

faith rests on God who does that, does it for many
others who are ungodly, and, most important of all,
does it for me who has this faith in God.
It is the height of paradox when God “declares the
ungodly righteous.” One might expect to read n‘w Suratoﬁwa. n‘w 53uwv, “him declaring righteous the unright-

eous,” the very sound of the words clashing.

Paul

prefers «ray doe/317 (a later form was doe/315v) : for the root
of all dsmfa is the aaéﬁm. Paul has not forgotten 1:18

and the fact that ungodliness is the root and source of
all unrighteous conduct. In Paul’s estimation “the
ungodly one" is stronger than “the unrighteous one."
The article is generic, yet not as indicating every ungodly one in the world but every ungodly one whom

God declares righteous by reckoning his faith for righteousness. The ungodly one who prevents God from
bringing him to faith by the power of grace in the

gospel is not declared righteous. Since he has no faith,
how can his faith be reckoned for righteousness?
Note well the present participle n‘w Smaioﬁwa. It is
iterative: every time an ungodly one is brought to
faith, that faith is reckoned for righteousness.

The

tense of the participle is most important. It is not an
aorist and does not say that the ungodly one was declared righteous vor dem Glauben and unabhaengig
vom Glauben, “before faith and independent of faith.”
It is his faith that is reckoned unto him for righteous-

ness. So also our Confessions and all our fathers unanimously teach that Paul here sets forth the sinner’s
personal justiﬁcation by faith alone.
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Aoyitefal. 1', aria-us uirroﬁ eis Suzawmimv, verb and subject
are reversed in order to place emphasis on both z-“Reckoned is his faith for righteousness — yes, his faith.”
If it were not for his faith, there would be no such
reckoning, no justiﬁcation; there would be only the
ungodliness and its consequent damnation. But when
faith is wrought in him, from the ﬁrst moment of
that faith and ever and always as long as that faith
continues God’s reckoning, God’s verdict of acquittal
stands and will ﬁnally be announced by Christ publicly
before the whole world at the last day just as it is now
announced in the entire Scripture. Ever and ever
God's verdict is only a reckoning, a setting down to the
man's credit what he has not earned by working, what
another has earned for him, and what this man has
been moved to receive by faith. This answers the ques~
tion as to how God can reckon his faith for righteousness. We must note the Biblical conception of faith:

it is the hand and the heart ﬁlled with Christ. It is not
mere believing but the possession of Christ. State it
thus: God reckons the possession of Chiist by faith for
righteousness. This helps to show why the Scriptures
rate faith so highly: it is not because of faith as an act
but because of the. contents of God-wrought faith.
Thus and thus only does God reckon it for righteousness; thus and thus only is the believer declared righteous.

In regard to the meaning of 19”, ,n, épyazone'v? it should
be noted that mi is not subjective nor has the force of a

condition: “if one does not work." M15 is the regular
negative used with participles (R. 1137, 1172) ; 01': used
with participles is exceptional.
Our certainty of justiﬁcation is sometimes discussed
at this point. It cannot rest on the fact of my being
an ace/35, an ungodly one.

I cannot say: “I am ungodly,

but God justiﬁes the ungodly; therefore I am certain he
justiﬁes also me.” God reckons no man's ungodliness
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for righteousness. Those who have only ungodliness
are not justiﬁed, they are damned: “He that believeth
not shall be damned." My certainty of salvation rests
on the Christ whom I possess by faith. I must ever
say: “I believe, therefore am I justiﬁed.” Christ is
my righteousness. Although I on my part have only
ungodliness, yet by faith Christ is my own; and God
justiﬁes me, the ungodly one, God reckons my faith,
my possession of Christ, for righteousness to me. The
strength of my faith is the degree of my certainty.
Since the ground of my certainty is absolute, being
God who justiﬁes as stated, there is no limit to the
degree of certainty which my faith may attain and
enjoy. I am justiﬁed despite my ungodliness. It contributes nothing to my justiﬁcation; it tends only to
make me doubt it. Paul destroys any doubt that I may
have by declaring that God reckons my faith for righteousness. With all my soul I believe in him who asks
no works from me but declares righteous the ungodly
one by counting his faith for righteousness.
6) What Paul says regarding Abraham and the
passage quoted from Genesis and thus regarding all
believers accords with David's statement. In accord
with what also David says on the blessedness of the
man to whom God reckons righteousness apart from
works:
Blessed whose iniquities are dismissed,
And whose sins were covered up!
Blessed a man to whom the Lord will not reckon

sin!

Kaod-up = Ka0' 576p, “according to the very things"
David also says (not merely Kaau'n, “according to the
manner”). “The blessedness of the man to whom God
reckons righteousness apart from works" sums up what

David says in Ps. 32:1, 2, but sums up what David says
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as stating what Paul has just said on two great points:
God's reckoning righteousness, and reckoning it apart

from works. Paul points out in advance that he uses
the passage from the psalms because of the third line
which contains the word “will reckon,” and because in
all three of the lines “works” are most signiﬁcantly
left out. The whole blessedness is this: God’s reckon-

ing righteousness ”apart from works” (see 3:21, 28,
in conjunction with 3:20).
7, 8) “Blessed” (Hebrew ’ashre) is exclamatory:
“Oh, the blessedness of !” Our versions convert it into

an assertion. “Blessed” exclaims because of the fact
and does not voice a mere wish. This is spiritual wellbeing: “Oh, how in every way things are spiritually
Well with” the man here described. Recall the Beatitudes of Jesus recorded in Matt. 5. Twice David cries:
“Blessed!” The repetition drives home its great mean-

ing. This wondrous blessedness is due to being freed
from sin in God's way, the only way in which sinners
can be freed, namely by faith.
David employs three terms for sin and, correspond-

ingly, three terms for its removal. These terms for sin
deserve attention. The cure for all Pelagianism and for
all semi-Pelagianism is the correct view of sin. When

we note that the modernism of today is rationalistic
Pelagianism gone to seed we shall see that its prevention, refutation, and cure lie in correcting its false
assumptions regarding sin.

First, then, dyopi’a, “iniquity” (literally, “lawlessness") is a translation of the Hebrew phesha’ which is
derived from the verb phasha’, “to rebel,” “to revolt”
against a government. Apply this meaning to the
psalm: “Blessed whose rebellions were dismissed !”
This tells us what “godlessness” as deﬁned .in 1:21

really means: men knew God but refused to bow before
him. “We will not have this man to reign over us I”

voices this lawlessness, and the Lord answers it: “But
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those mine enemies, which would not that I should reign
over them, bring hither, and slay them before me,"
Luke 19:14, 27. Every self-respecting government
shoots its inveterate rebels or hangs them.

Rebellion

against God is a thousandfold more criminal than rebellion against the best government on earth.

The Greek dpaprta has the same sense as David’s
chat’ah. Both are derived from verbs that mean “to
miss the mark,” both are commonly translated “sin."
“Sin” has, however, become a worn coin because of
indiscriminate use. This “missing the mark” does not

have a connotation of one earnestly trying to hit the
mark and missing it only because of weakness and
ignorance. The contrary is true, for these two, dyapta.
and apapria, are constantly put side by side, the one
deﬁning the other. This is criminal refusal to come up

to the divinely set mark, the mark set by God’s law. It
is the godless, rebellious action of abolishing such a
mark, of setting up one that pleases the sinner better,

setting it up, not merely by word of mouth, but by deed.

The Greek has apaprla also in the third line, but now
it is the collective singular whereas in the second line
it was the plural of the mass. But David uses a third
term, ‘avon, from ‘avah, “to turn aside,” to do it delib-

erately. The road of godly right, of willing obedience
to God’s law is despised; “we have turned every one to
his own way” (Isa. 53 :6) . Each would be his own god
(in godlessness), make his own law (in lawlessness),
and thus turns away. This godless, lawless turning

away goes in all directions. Right is ever one, only
one; wrong is ever multiple, its very multiplicity showing what it is.

So truth is one, error is millions.

Now add these three terms together and draw their

equation of guilt.

Then you will approach what David

meant by using them and what Paul likewise means.
The same is true with regard to the three terms for
the removal of this guilt. We must by all means under-
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stand them for our own sakes as well as for the sake
of properly conveying them to others. They constitute
the heart of the gospel by revealing what justiﬁcation
in all its blessedness actually means.
“Were dismissed” or sent away by God himself is a
translation of the Hebrew participle construct from
nasa’: "they who have been presented with forgiveness
as regards their sins," E. Koenig in his Hebrew dictionary. Nasa’ means “to take or carry away,” exactly
what the Greek we,” means: to take all of a man’s sin
and guilt, the whole frightful, stinking, deadly, damnable mess, to remove it from him and to carry it away
so that it will never be found, “as far as the east is
from the west” (Ps. 103:12), “into the depths of the
sea” (Micah 7 :19). This is the 54mm of Scriptures.
“Forgive" and “forgiveness,” the English renderings,
are too pale, for they are used also in the lower sense
of men forgiving men.

We must deﬁne terms for for-

giveness according to their original Greek and Hebrew
force, then people will know what they really mean.
“Were dismissed” is the aofist to indicate the past
deﬁnite fact, “dismissed once for all"; we should use
the perfect, “have been dismissed." No sinner, and try
he ever so hard, can possibly carry his own sins away
and come back cleansed of guilt. No amount of money,
no science, no inventive skill, no armies of millions, nor
any other earthly power can carry away from the sinner even one little sin and its guilt. Once it is committed, every sin and its guilt cling to the sinner as
close as does his own shadow, cling to all eternity unless God carries them away. Blessed they for whom
God has done this! He does it in justiﬁcation.
So great is this blessed act that David adds another
term: “were covered up,” a translation of the Hebrew
passive participle construct from Icasah: “the ones covered up in regard to their sins.” The idea is not that

of hiding under some cover that may be pulled off and
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the sins exposed after all but of covering out of God’s
sight forever. What sort of a cover can possibly do
this? The blood of Christ, our mercy seat (see 3:25).
Let no man say that David did and could not as yet
have known about this cover. What other cover could
he have in mind when there never was another and
when this only cover was preﬁgured, pictured, and
promised by all the blood sacriﬁces of the original covenant and by these as made effective for every penitent
Old Testament believer? Men are constantly seeking
some other cover, persuading themselves that they have
found another, but God sees right through all their
covers. The more presumptuous men imagine that they
can fool God without having a cover, by simply giVing
their sins a mild name.
Now the third term, the one Paul himself used in
v. 4, 5, following Moses who was quoted in v. 3: Aoyt'Copm. It is used in the negative by David: lo’ chashab,
in the Greek it is the aorist subjunctive with of: W; and
is futuristic in an independent sentence (R. 929, etc.) :

“The Lord will in no wise reckon." Now Yahweh is
named as the agent, who was not as yet named in the
two previous statements. We have already explained
this verb in v. 3. The only additional feature that we
need to note here is the idea that non-reckoning of sin
to a man is the negative of reckoning righteousness to
him (v. 6) or of reckoning his faith for righteousness
(v. 5, like v. 3). Every positive involves its corresponding negative and vice versa. Whither the sin and
the guilt go we have seen, and likewise whence the
righteousness of faith comes. God’s reckoning, negative and positive, has its solid basis which has been
provided by himself (3:24).
In the ﬁrst two lines of the psalm David uses plurals, for the justiﬁed are many; in the last line he uses
«iv-6p, “a man," the representative singular (R. 408),
any man to whom the relative clause applies.

Paul
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makes speciﬁc use of this singular, ’adam in the Hebrew. The masculine idea of the Greek word is not
stressed; B.-P. deﬁnes it as = dc with the relative:
is qui, “any person who (here: to whom) .”
So Paul and Moses (v. 3) and David say the same
thing regarding justiﬁcation; the apostolic witness
agrees with that of the law and the Prophets (3 :21).
9) Now we learn in particular why Paul began
the Old Testament testimony regarding justiﬁcation
with Abraham. This blessedness, now, (is it) on
the circumcision (alone)? or also on the foreskin?
for we are saying, Reckoner! to Abraham was the
faith for righteousness. How, then, was it reckoned?
to him being in circumcision? or in foreskin? Not
in circumcision; on the contrary, in foreskin, and a

circumcision-sign he received as seal of the righteousness of the faith, the one (he already had) in
the foreskin; so that he is father of all those believing despite foreskin, so that there is reckoned to
them this righteousness; and circumcision-father for
those (who are) not of circumcision only but also
(are) those remaining in the tracks of the faith of
our father Abraham (which he had already) in
foreskin.
'
Paul's vividness of style, his use of terse questions
and a terse answer to impress his thought, leads some
to think of their “objector,” of whom we have already
made mention. 0n whom does this blessedness (justiﬁcation) rest, merely on the circumcision (Jews) or
also on the foreskin (Gentiles) ? The two abstracts are

used for the concretes. How far do David’s MP in v.
8 and his plurals in v. 7 in actuality extend? An explanatory ycip (like the one used 'in v. 2) brings out just
why the question is asked, namely because we (Paul
and the Christians) are saying (in the words of Moses.
v. 3, making their thought our own) that “the faith
was reckoned to Abraham for righteousness,” just the
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faith and not works of any kind. How many pe0p1e
may be included under this reckoning and this faith?
Verb and subject are reversed, and both become
emphatic.
10) Most illuminating are the questions which
now consider Abraham himself and let his history lead
us to the answer regarding how many are covered by
his case and whether they are only Jews or also Gen-

tiles. We must note that the question is “how” was it
reckoned to him and not “when?" The point is the
manner of God’s act and not merely the time; for Abra—
ham’s circumcision is not ruled out but has a signiﬁcant
place in the divine reckoning. The answer to this
“how,” therefore, is not merely that the faith was
reckoned to him as being, not in circumcision, but in

foreskin (iv in connection with) ; the answer includes:
“and a circumcision-sign he received as seal of the
righteousness of the faith, the faith he already had in
the foreskin.”
11) Anyone who is at all acquainted with the history of Abraham knows about the interval that occurred between his justiﬁcation and his circumcision. But
this does not signify that when his circumcision took

place, it had no connection with his justiﬁcation, for it
had a most important connection for both Abraham

himself and his descendants, the Jews. It is this double
feature in the case of Abraham with its far-reaching
signiﬁcance for both Gentiles and Jews that Paul
brings out. The Jews saw only the half of it and did
not see even this aright; for they imagined that Abraham’s circumcision excluded from the claims upon the

fatherhood of Abraham all who were not circumcised
and laid the entire emphasis on this rite instead of on
Abraham’s faith and on the value which this faith and

it alone gave to the rite.

This Jewish mistake tended

to confuse even Christians, and not only Jewish but

also Gentile Christians.
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This error still obsesses the Jews after all these
centuries. And while the Christians of today do, indeed, consider Abraham their spiritual father as he
indeed is, most of them do not do so with full intelligence. Most of us are of Gentile origin, and we of this
day ought to know that Abraham, the circumcised progenitor of the circumcised Jews, is, nevertheless, our
spiritual father although we are not circumcised, and
that he is not at all the spiritual father but only the
ﬁeshly “forefather” (see v. 1) of the Jews, although,
like Abraham, they are circumcised.
The great fact stands: Abraham was justiﬁed by
God long before he was circumcised. His faith alone
justiﬁed him. This towers above all else. And this is
vital for us Gentile believers today. We are true children of the father of believers although we are not of
his physical blood and are without the rite which he
and those of his blood received during the time of the
old covenant.
What, then, about that rite? Paul calls it amide;
“magic, the genitive being appositiona : “a circumcision-sign.” There are no articles, the nouns have their
qualitative force, the two (like a number we have already noted) being practically a compound and meaning: “a sign consisting of circumcision." Predicative
to “sign” and expounding what “sign” means, Paul
adds: “as Seal," etc. This sign (circumcision) was of
the highest import, being not a mere indication as
many signs are but an actual seal: what the sign signiﬁed it attested.
Seals are used for making something safe; so the
tomb of Jesus was sealed: “Make it as sure as you
can," Matt. 27:65; seal in this sense = inviolability.
Seals are placed on documents as an attestation of their
genuineness; the Holy Spirit is the seal with which we
are sealed in attestation that we are saved, Eph. 1:13;

4:30.

Abraham’s seal was such an attestation.

We
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see no point in reducing “seal" to less than this. Whether the ancient Jews called circumcision a “seal” or not
(see L.) makes no difference whatever here where Paul
expounds what Abraham's circumcision really was,
something the Jews had failed to understand.
It was “a seal of the righteousness of the faith, the
one (he already had) in the foreskin.” The Jews never
regarded it as such a seal. They regarded it only as a
mark of obedience to God and not as something of great
value that was given to Abraham by God and was only
“received” by him as a gift, but as something rendered
to God by Abraham, offered as a service to God. The
Jews thought that they were offering a like service to
God.

This same view is held by many today with regard
to baptism. Christ commands it, we obey his “ordinance,” and he receives our obedience. They fail to
note that we receive baptism, that we by it are sealed
as God's children with a seal that endures. The geniti've is objective: “a seal of the righteousness.” Circumcision sealed Abraham’s righteousness to him. He
had not only this righteousness but also this seal
stamped upon it, this attestation to its genuineness,
this attestation from God to him, for he “received” it
from God.
Now note the articles, all are demonstrative: “of
that righteousness of that faith, of that (very one he
already had) in that foreskin of his." “Seal (circumcision), righteousness (by God’s reckoning and judicial
declaration), faith, and foreskin,” are tied together in
Paul's compact expression, and the Greek is more compact than the English, n‘p 1v um. needing no elucidation
such as we need in English. When circumcision was
ﬁnally given to Abraham, it sealed nothing new to him,
it sealed only the righteousness of the faith which was
reckoned for righteousness to him (v. 3, 9) long before
this, when he still had his foreskin. Abraham’s fore-
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skin is just as valuable, just as important as his later
circumcision in this matter of righteousness due to
faith.

The genitive “of the faith” expresses what lies in
both ex «(crews and 8d: ﬁlm-ms as these are repeatedly used
by Paul whether we call it a genitive of origin or of
possession (R. 495, etc.). The essential thing for
Abraham was to have “this righteousness of this faith
of his.” His foreskin in no way disturbed his having it.
His subsequent circumcision derived its value only
from that righteousness. It made him no more right-

eous than he was before, it only assured him the more
in his own heart. Righteousness is invisible, for God’s
verdict is pronounced in the secret chamber of heaven;
hence we have the seals, circumcision in the old, bap-

tism in the new covenant, to which were added the
Passover in the old and the Lord’s Supper in the new,

both of these to be repeated.
What we have said regarding (is 76 with the inﬁnitive in 3:26 applies also to both of these clauses, the
second being appositional to the ﬁrst: both state actual
result and not mere purpose or only contemplated re.—
sult. God pronounced Abraham righteous while he
still had foreskin:- “so that he is, actually is (present
inﬁnitive, durative: always) father of all those believing despite foreskin,” in other words, “so that there is
reckoned (aorist, once for all) to them this righteousness” (this same one that Abraham had by faith alone).
A“ expopuan’ac, “despite,” exactly as in 2:27.
Here was a fact to confound the bigoted Jews:

Abraham was the spiritual father of all Gentile, of all
uncircumcised believers! Once pointed out with due
clearness as it is by Paul, this fact is incontrovertible.
The appositional result clause even seals it: this very
righteousness that Abraham has while in uncircumcis-

ion is equally reckoned by God to all uncircumcised
Gentile believers. Here is our charter of full spiritual
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relationship with Abraham; all of us Gentile believers
today are his children in the fullest sense of the word,
the same righteousness being reckoned to us as to him,
foreskin notwithstanding.
12) Forthwith and in the same breath Paul adds:
“and (so that he is) circumcision-father (qualitative
genitive) for those (who are) not of circumcision only
(not mere outward Jews, 2:28) but also (are) those
walking in the tracks of the faith of our father Abra-

ham (which he had already) in foreskin.” For all
true, believing Jews of both covenants Abraham is a
spiritual father exactly as he is this for all believing
Gentiles, on the identical basis, that of faith'and faith
alone, the faith Abraham had already in foreskin.
“Circumcision-father” (no articles, the nouns are qualitative) is only a little stronger than “circumcised
father.”
The abstract “of circumcision" cannot here equal

the concrete: father “of men circumcised,” because
the datives 7on . . . 1on designate these men, and these
datives cannot be in apposition with the genitive “of
circumcision"; this genitive is qualitative.

Its addition

to “father” does not make Abraham father to Jewish
believers in a superior sense as though he is more of a
father to them than he is to Gentile believers; for it
is faith alone that makes him father to either and to
both.

The qualiﬁcation “of circumcision" is added only

because Jewish believers were also circumcised.

Cir-

cumcision is only a group distinction among believers,
one, however, that goes back only to a time when Abraham had already believed, had already been justiﬁed in
foreskin. Hence this distinction was not vital in Abraham’s fatherhood. Paul says and intimates nothing
regarding the point that circumcision is abrogated in
the new covenant, that its old value as sign and seal
has now disappeared. Why should he branch out into

side issues?
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In v. 11 Paul has the genitive and in v. 12 the dative; elm is construed with either: “to be of," “to be
for”; both are like the English: is mine, is for me.
There is a good deal of discussion in regard to the second mic. It is called a solecism, a grammatical mistake,
one that Paul made or one that is to be blamed onto
Paul’s scribe; some soften their language and say that
the construction is due to carelessness, inconcinnity,
incongruity; the grammars avoid it, R. 423 refers only

to of: prim. All interpret as though the second 1-ch were
not there although it is well attested by the manuscripts; we are told: “Strict grammar may sometimes
have to give way i" but grammar dare never give way.
Paul needs the second 1-ch as much as he needs the ﬁrst.
Both refer to the some persons; our versions translate

correctly. The view that the ﬁrst 1'on refers to Jews,
the second to Gentiles, and the other view that Paul
does not mean this, but that the second rois' is a mistake
unless he does mean it, are alike untenable.
Only in the event that both rots were construed with
or that both were followed by phrases, would the second 103: be wrong. That is the whole story. If he had
used only one vols Paul would have had to write: “for
those not of circumcision only but also of fait ,” etc.;
or: “for those not having circumcision only but also
standing," etc.: either two mated phrases with the
force of “not only but also” 'or two mated participles.
The moment Paul mated a phrase ("of circumcision”) with a participle (“standing”), Greek usage re.
quired that he employ a second Tote.
The other point to notice is that in the Greek “of
circumcision" is inserted into “not only”: “not of circumcision only” (the rite as such), and this makes “but
also" state the other qualiﬁcation of these some persons,
which compels the second rote to refer to the same persons as the ﬁrst. Finally, the change from a phrase to
a participle with “not only but also,” places the empha-
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sis on the persons: “those — those," the very emphasis
Paul wanted.
Abraham is circumcision-father, not to all Jews but

only to the real ones, to those who are not only circumcised but at the same time are holding to the faith
which Abraham had even before he was circumcised.
“Not only of circumcision” implies that these persons
must have something far greater. Instead of employing another phrase such as “but also of faith” Paul
uses a participle (thus necessitating the second 707.9)
and adds a good deal to the term “faith” in the compact
Greek way. That is linguistic skill combined with
grasp of thought. Those of circumcision (£1: to indicate the characteristic mark as so often, R. 599) must
at the same time be those (Wis) “taking their stand”

in Abraham’s faith. mee’u does not mean “to walk”
but “to stand in line, in position” (like soldiers in rank
and ﬁle, like plants in a bed), hence the dative Exam
which indicates where they stand. C.-K. 1025 should
be consulted. Abraham is dead but has left his
“tracks” in Sacred Writ; hence Paul does not say:
“standing in the faith of Abraham" but “in the tracks”
of his faith. These “tracks" are not his works of faith
but the accounts of his faith recorded in the Scriptures.
Nor does Paul say only “tracks of faith,” he says,
“of the faith in foreskin” (the phrase being in the
attributive position), the faith Abraham had before his
circumcision. In a masterly way Paul thus makes the
faith of Gentile and of Jew one, and that the very one
which Abraham had from the start. Note the correspondence of “in foreskin" with “despite foreskin”
used in v. 11: Gentiles believe despite foreskin as Abraham believed in foreskin (i. e., while in connection with
it). This model faith Gentiles have, and in this faith
Jews must stand in a line in order to have Abraham
as their father. Finally, Paul does not say only “of
Abraham” but “of our father Abraham,” and “our"
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includes himself and all Jewish and all Gentile Christians, and “our father” makes all of them equally children of Abraham. Let us confess that this is mastery
of thought and of word. The man who wrote thus was

beyond misplacing a refs.
13)

But all of this goes far deeper; it is only the

result. It was Abraham with whom God chose to make
the old covenant, it was not someOne who lived earlier,

not, for instance, Adam.

And it was this covenant

that God made with Abraham. This covenant meant
that Abraham was to be the father of all believers of

all future time. That he could be such a father only
through faith, at ﬁrst while he was in foreskin and
then after he had received the gift of circumcision, has
already been said. But this subjective means of faith
has its corresponding objective basis. Faith would
be nothing without this its true basis which alone
makes faith what it is. Now this basis could not be
anything that resembled law, it had to be and it was

promise, the promise which could and did produce and
enable that faith ﬁrst in Abraham and thus in all of

whom he was to be the spiritual father.
The story is that those Who lived from Adam to
Abraham had the preliminary promise for their faith
and that with Abraham God advanced this earlier
promise to an actual covenant, one that centered in the
one person Abraham, who was chosen by pure grace
to be the heir of the world, i. e., the father of all future
believers. Thus after telling that it was faith alone by
which Abraham was made such a father it remained

for Paul to tell about the basis of this faith, the promise, without which this faith cannot be understood.

Hence ydp which explains all that has been said in v.
1-12 regarding faith, Abraham’s and his seed’s faith.
For not through law (as a means) the promise
to Abraham or to his need that he is the heir of the

world but through faith’s righteousness. For if those
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of law are heirs, empty has been made the faith, and
abolished has been the promise; for the law keeps

working wrath, for (only) where law is not neither
is there transgression.
This is the negative part of the explanation (ydp)
which, to begin with, states the fact that God did not

use the medium of (M) anything in the nature of
“law” (no article) but a medium (Sui again) that was
the very opposite of law, namely “faith’s righteousness.” The reason Paul did not write: “not through
law-righteousness” as the opposite of : “through faith-

righteousness” is due to the fact that no such thing as
“law-righteousness” exists; the only thing law pro-

duces is “wrath” (v. 15) and not righteousness. God
did not and, in fact, could not make “the promise"
(article), this great promise to Abraham or to his seed
(namely that he is the heir of the world), by means of
law. He did not attach this promise to law; law would
have been the wrong vehicle. Law could never have
made either Abraham or his seed righteous, and they
had to be so in order to have this promise and to have

it fulﬁlled in them, for if they had been left in an unrighteous state they would have been no better than all

the rest of mankind.
made righteous.

Abraham and his seed had to be

They were and are made so “by

means of faith’s righteousness."

This is not the sub-

jective (R. 499) but the possessive genitive; faith has

righteousness, it is reckoned to faith, yea, faith itself
is reckoned as righteousness (v. 3, 5, 9).
Now the promise was: “that Abraham is heir of the
world.” Some think that this is not a promise, but the
very word “heir” shows that it is. The inﬁnitive clause
is an apposition to “the promise” (R. 1078) and states
its contents; in direct discourse it would read: “Thou
art the heir of the world”; “should be” in our version
is inadequate. Not at some future time but then and
there, when God ﬁrst made his covenant with Abra-
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ham, he was made heir of the world, he and not he and
his seed. The future course of the world would show
him to be the heir; thus his heirship was a promise.

Since he was the heir, the promise of his being the heir
was made also “to his seed," to all the Jewish and the
Gentile believers to whom he is father. Being his seed
(children), this promise concerns them mightily. Since
their father is the heir of the world, they share in this
his heirship as all children share in what their father
has. “0r,” again conjunctive (1:21; 2:4), induces us
to consider “his seed" separately. While the promise
might not be to Abraham through law, it might still
be so to his seed; this latter is also denied.
Paul uses his own language for stating the contents
of the promise as he does for stating the double fatherhood of Abraham in v. 11, 12, and this as a unit in v. 12
and 16: “our father,” “the father of us all." In v. 17
the promise is stated in the words of Gen. 17 :5. Kéapm
needs no article, it is like other terms that denote objects
only one of which exists, R. 794, etc. The argumenta~
tion that the heavenly world is referred to, the proof
that we are promised the heritage of the heavenly
world and that, therefore, this is here referred to is
answered by the fact that the unmodiﬁed «dams never
refers to the heavenly world, and even Jesus says in
Matt. 5 :5: “The meek shall inherit the earth." “Heir”
of the world does not mean “ruler" of the world but
future possessor of it by means of inheritance. It is at
present not a ﬁt possession, being ﬁlthy with sin; it
will be ﬁt when God makes it “a new eart ” as John
saw it in Rev. 21 :1. After it has been cleansed, Abraham will enter upon his inheritance, as will all his seed
through him as their father.
The world does not belong to the wicked although
they act as though it did. They are constantly being
thrown out of it into hell; it is Abraham's, his alone,
and through him ours. Paul sees and proclaims this
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astounding reality. We now have so little of the world,
being strangers and pilgrim in it, having even what
we have only as if we had it not; but it is entirely ours,
at last to be turned over to us in Abraham.
14) Another “for” explains farther. There are
“those of law” (those only “of circumcision,” v. 12),
the unbelieving Jews who reject the gospel and seek
righteousness by means of law. These claim to be the
heirs of the world with Abraham as their father (John
8:39), whom they make an heir through law and thus
their model. What about their claim? Paul considers
it with a condition of reality: “If those of law (a: to
denote the class, R. 599) are heirs” (as they claim),
what then? We need then but to consider what follows: then “made empty has been the fait ,” all of this
faith of which Paul has been speaking, Abraham’s and
what Moses said of it in v. 3 and 9 and his seed’s, his
children’s faith; then “abolished has been the promise”
which produced this faith in Abraham as well as in his
seed. Law rules out both this faith and the promise on
which it rests, yea which ﬁrst kindled it. Then law
takes their place. But this shows how utterly false is
the claim that those of law are heirs. Theirs is a ﬁctitious heirship; the only real heirship is that of Abraham and of his seed, that of promise and of the faith.
resting on that promise.
The two perfect tenses extend from the past to the

present; the verbs and the subjects are reversed in
order to make both emphatic. A faith that has been
made empty or hollow is a soap bubble. It is hollow
when its contents, the promise, is abolished. Trusting
something that does not exist or is wholly ineffective is
empty faith. We see it when men put their faith and
their money into fake ﬁnancial stock companies.
15) “For” explains what “law” really does for
“those of law” who think they shall inherit by “lawworks” (3:20). Instead of getting them declared
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righteous and thus made heirs law works only the realization of sin (3:20), the conviction that we are not
heirs at all, and that law can never make us heirs. Paul
puts this into still stronger language;

“Law keeps

working, producing (Kurd with the perfective force)
wrath.”

Instead of being the means of winning God's

favor so that he makes us heirs law outrages God, kindles his wrath (see 1 :18) so that he casts us away forever. The article used with “law” is generic, this law
of which Paul speaks in v. 13, 14, every bit of it. The
idea that either here or already also in v. 13, 14 the
Mosaic law alone is referred to restricts what Paul does
not restrict. It is true, the false claimants of heirship
mentioned in v. 14 are Jews, but by showing the falseness of their claim, a claim that rests on their use of the

Mosaic law, Paul shows his readers how all law produces nothing but wrath. So also in the next clause
Paul again has simply written “law."
We prefer the reading that has ydp instead of 86,
although its textual attestation is not as good. The
turn from the negative elucidation, started in v. 13, to
the positive is not made until v. 16 is reached.

It can-

not be made with Sc’ because then 8“) 10171-0 would refer
to the fact that where law is not neither is there transgression. “For this reason” (v. 16) refers to all that
Paul says regarding law in v. 13-15. Law always produces wrath, for only where law is wholly absent transgression is absent. Now all people of law are such only
by having law and by using it to get righteousness.
These are the moralists (all of them in 2 :1-16 ; the Jew-

ish in particular in 2:17-29), all of whom together with
their great following Paul convicts in chapter 2 by the

very law they use (see how the word “law” runs
through 2:12-27) by showing that the law which they
would make their gospel does not save but only convicts and condemns them. Law does nothing but work
wrath. Instead of clinging to law one would have to be
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free of it in order to be free of transgression and thus
to be free of wrath.
But is there any place in all the sinful world where
there is no law, where there is no transgression, and
where no wrath follows? Has Paul not shown that
even the pagans who have no special legal code are “law
to themselves” and have the works of God’s own law
Written in their very hearts to their own condemnation
(2:14-16) ?

Law — there is no place where it is not

found, no place where it does not constantly reveal sin
as transgression! Oh, the folly of these people of law
grasping all the law they can, calling it their gospel,

never seeing what it really does to them!

As in 2:23,

waptiBaO'Ls is sin as violation of law, the Greek “walking

beside” the path prescribed by the law, repudiating
that path, in hostility walking on some other path. The
thought that Paul means that where there‘ is no law,

there may be sin but no transgression, is practically
the reverse of what he says, namely that there is no
place here on earth where law is not present and does

not reveal sin as what it really is, transgression of law.
The negative form is in the nature of a litotes: law is
everywhere, thus sin is everywhere exposed as trans-

gression.

This is the ﬁnal blow which annihilates all

hope by way of law.
16)
Not law (v. 13-15), negative; but faith (v.
16, etc.), positive. For this reason it is out of faith
in order to be according to grace so that the promise
is sure for all the seed, not for that from the law

only but also for that from Abraham’s faith, who
is the father of us all even as it has been written:

For father of many nations have 1 established
theel before whom he believed as God who makes
alive the dead and calls the things not existing as
existing.

“For this reason” = because law is and produces
effects as just described.

As the copula is absent in the
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negative statement found in v. 13: “not through law,”
etc., so it is absent here in the positive: “out of faith”:
this absence shows that the two statements are counterparts. As so often in Holy Writ when the positive is
set beside its negative, the positive reaches farther and
says more than the mere opposite of its negative. This
is also the case here with regard to “not through law,”
and its opposite “out of faith." “Law" is the objective,
outward means; “faith" is already the subjective, in.
ward source. In v. 13 we have M with both, here we
have a: with “faith,” which is an advance on Sui, for
faith is also source. See 1:17 on this ex. It cannot be
toned down to mean no more than Sui.
Paul has no subject, and hence the commentators
supply one. But this is not necessary. Paul says: “0F
FAITH" — that is the whole of it. Everything is contained in this phrase. Faith — faith — faith! trace
the word from 3 :22 onward and note that here its use with reference to Abraham starts with 4:3, “he believed." “0f faith" —- we are to think of that alone
and not to dim our thinking by a grammatical subject
or even by as much as a copula. One does not comprehand Paul’s doctrine fully until he sees that b: «(arms
is the whole of it. In v. 13 it is “through faith’s righteousness” (v. 3, 6, 9, “righteousness") . Faith is never
without righteousness as it is never without the promised Christ, and so the climax of expression is “out of
faith,” and the place for it in reference to Abraham is
right here.

“Out of faith” as opposed to “through law” contains
two points of this opposition, both of them are vital,
one is regarding Gd, one regarding us believers. That
regarding God is “grace,” and that regarding us is
certainty. The former is worded as God’s purpose, the
latter a result attained by that purpose (eis‘ 11‘: Jun to
denote result as in 3:26, and twice in 4:11). The full

exposition of this “grace” is set down in 3:24. Since
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law was an impossible means and faith the only means
and source, the norm had to be grace (Kant), and God
intended it to be so (In) . Grace was his part of it (see
its exposition in 3:24), a part that was glorious for
him and blessed for us beyond anything that language
is able to express. No wonder God intended it so; in
fact, as we read elsewhere, intends that no man shall
ever doubt that pure grace is the norm of his entire
saving work.
Since everything is “out of faith” and thereby intended to be normated by grace, the great result at~
tained for us is certainty: “so that the promise is sure
for all the seed” (the dative is dependent on the adjective). Let us not become confused regarding (is 75 as
though it does not denote actual result but only further
purpose like Iva. Read R. 1003, 1071, etc. So little does
In compel (is 1-6 to mean purpose that the reverse is
true; Iva itself may here denote result (read R. 997,
etc.) and thus places beyond question that sis 1-6 certainly does so. We may read: “so that it is, actually is,
according to grace,” and then: “so that the promise is,
actually is, sure." The divine promise is sure for all
the seed, “sure” and certain for their conviction and
not merely on God’s part. All that the promise needs is
faith, and even the tiniest faith avails fully. That settles the question of certainty for our hearts. Dost thou
believe the promise? Then thou art certain. And the
measure of thy certainty is the degree of strength’ in
thy faith.

The connection is not: “the promise for all the
seed,” intended for the seed and “sure” on God's part.
This does not mean “sure of realization.” Did God ever
make a promise that failed of realization? His promises are not realized only in the case of those who reject
them, who place themselves outside of these promises
by their unbelief and their rejection. The connection
is: “sure for all the seed,” not merely objectively with
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God but also subjectively for the seed, for the faith in
their hearts. Law is devoid of this blessed certainty.
The one real certainty it produces is that we are lost
sinners (“sin’s realization,” 3:20).
So often, however, men misuse law and base an
utterly false feeling of certainty on it and on their
works of law. See what the moralist reckons in 2:3,
namely that by his moralism he and his following will
escape the judgment of God. See again what the Jewish moralist esteems himself to be (2 :17-20), and how
he fails to apply the divine law to himself, and thus for
himself and for his following clings to a certainty that
is utterly false. With its work-righteousness Romanism even teaches that there is no certainty, that no matter how many works one does one cannot be entirely

sure that they are really sufﬁcient.

Law -— no cer-

tainty; faith — full of certainty. Law and works never

justify and hence cannot produce the certainty that we
are justiﬁed; faith does justify and hence has this certainty.
“Sure for all the seed” of Abraham, for both groups
of believers for whom he is father and who thus are his
“seed” (v. 13). Paul again names both groups. Note
well that 01': 113') a: is not the same as 7ch at»: ('K in v. 12.
In v. 12 Paul describes the Jewish believers as those
who are not only marked by circumcision but as those
who stand in Abraham's faith. Here Paul says that

Abraham’s seed includes not only Jewish but also Gentile believers.

For the former the brief designation

sufﬁces: “that (seed) from the law,” and “from the
law” means “from Judaism.” The distinctive mark of
this entire portion of the spiritual seed of Abraham
throughout the era of the old covenant was “the law,"
the divine commandments in their totality (not merely
“law” in general). The possession of this divine law
was distinctive, for the Gentiles were without it. L.

makes “the law” = circumcision, but this word is never
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thus restricted. Since we have v. 12, all danger that
here in v. 16 it refers either to all physical Jews or to
Jews who are marked by their law as seeking salvation
by means of it, is forever removed. We may add that
the c‘x used with “circumcision” in v. 12.does not make

“the law” construed with ('K in v. 16 equal “circumcision.”
The Gentile group of Abraham's seed is described as
“that from Abraham’s faith.” It had this mark and no
more, it did not have the mark that was peculiar to the
Jewish portion of Abraham's seed. As the designation
for the Jewish seed reverts to v. 12, so the designation

for the Gentile portion reverts to v. 11. As at the end
of v. 12 “our father Abraham” with its signiﬁcant
“our” makes a unit of the two groups, the same is done
here and even more strongly the relative clause: “who

(or he who) is father of us all.”

All we are equally

his seed, his spiritual children.
17)
Kaocﬁe does not state a proof for this great fact
as though proof were still needed after all that Paul

has already said; “even as it has been written (and
stands thus forever)” means that what Paul has said
regarding this grand fatherhood of Abraham which
includes all the various Gentile believers together with
the Jewish believers is only the same truth that was
uttered by God himself to Abraham himself in Gen.
17:5 when he changed his name “Abram, father of
height," to “Abraham, father of a multitude,” and also
stated the reason: “for a father of many nations have

I made thee.” "on may be merely recitativum or, like
85’ in 1:17 and 4:3, a part of the quotation as we also
translate it.
We are not convinced that in Gen. 17 :5 “father of
many nations” means only a physical father of such
nations; means this because of what follows regarding
the physical seed of Abraham in v. 7, etc.

What about

Gen. 12:3: “In thee shall all families of the earth be
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blessed,” and Gen. 15:5: “So shall thy seed be" (in
number like the stars)? Abraham was not the physical father of many nations; in fact, aside from the
Jews, his other descendants, such as the Ishmaelites,
were of so little importance that they would not justify
the title “father of many nations.” In Gen. 17:6-8 God
promises two things, one pertaining to “many nations,"
(the Gentiles) and one pertaining to “thy seed after
thee in their generations” (Jews only). Since, however, this proposed original sense of “physical father of
many nations” in no way ﬁts Paul's use of the quotation, we are asked to believe that the spiritual fatherhood of all Christendom in its way “answers to” (ant.
spricht) the promise of a physical posterity (Zahn,
233). Such a view is scarcely tenable.
Note the perfect tense, “I have established thee,”
which goes back to Gen. 12:3; 15:5, and to the counsel
of God which lies back of these passages. In God's
eyes Abraham had long ago been “father of many nations" although Isaac had not been born at this time,
and Abraham and Sarah had lost all procreative
power. Strange, indeed, this “promise" (v. 13, 16),
for to Abraham’s ears it was pure promise. Seemingly
incredible, it yet asked for nothing but faith, for a
promise can be received in no other way (law is diﬁerent) ; and it prompted faith, for it is the very nature
of promise to produce faith. And 10, Abraham did
believe!
The contention that Kare'vawv. o6 should be construed
with “father of us all,” and the quotation made a parenthesis is answered by the relative 01': which refers to
God. This antecedent appears in the verb ream of the
quotation, and this verb immediately precedes the
clause “before whom,” etc.: “I have established thee,”
1, God, before whom he (Abraham) believed. This is
the grammar. The fact that the antecedent is “I,” the

ﬁrst person, and the relative “before whom" is the third
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person is of little importance as Bengel has already
shown, and as many examples also show which have
antecedents of different persons from those of their relatives. R. 712 ﬁsts a few, even the third person neuter
6 with the ﬁrst person, and 5c.- with the second, but in
I Cor. 15:9 59 appears with £76, exactly as mi in our
passage with “I” in the verb. Even gender and number are often diverse. “Before whom” (this “I” who
had established him as father, etc.) Abraham believed,
i. e., standing there before God, believing the words he
was uttering. Humanly speaking, the promise sounded
incredible, but Abraham did not waver because of unbelief (v. 20).
Since “I” is the antecedent: I “before whom,” the
antecedent is not incorporated in the relative ml. Nor
is c; attracted into at. We cannot construe: “before
whom to whom he gave faith.” Why should Paul state
either what or to whom when it is as plain as day that
“he believed” means believed what God said (Gen.
17 :5) ? “He believed !” that was the great deed. Abraham believed long before this time so that he did not
fail when he now heard this word of God — that is the
great point here. Failure to believe at this point would
have ruined and ended all previous believing.
“Before whom,” however, means much more than
comm, merely standing in front of God when he spoke
to Abraham; for at once the predicative genitive 6m?

and its participial modiﬁers are added to m". This is
not a genitive absolute. “Before whom (God) he believed as (the) God who makes alive the dead and calls
the non-existing things as existing” —- before God as
being such a God Abraham believed; such a God he
saw in the “I” who told him he had been made father
of many nations, and that therefore his name was to be
Abraham instead of Abram. Paul does not say that
this was what Abraham believed, namely that God
makes alive, etc.; nor is it Paul who calls God the one
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who makes alive, etc. (as one might understand our
versions). Paul tells us that Abraham connected God’s
making the dead alive, etc., with God’s promise; for

the word that he had been established as father of
many nations involved no less regarding God than his
making alive the dead, etc.
Some allegorize: “making alive the dead,” the spir-

itually dead Jews and Gentiles who were to constitute
Abraham’s spiritual children. The argument is advanced that Paul’s readers could not already at this

point think of God’s making alive Abraham’s and
Sarah’s bodies so that they might produce a child.
But Paul is stating Abraham’s conviction as he had it
when God spoke to him. The fact that this conviction
contained that very thought Paul elucidates with all

fulness in v. 18, etc. But Abraham’s conviction reached
much farther; it had to in order to include the revivifying of his own and of Sarah’s senile bodies. He believed in the resurrection, in the fact that God is able to
bring the dead back to life (Heb. 11:19), which statement answers the contention that the resurrection was

not known at this time or was known only in the latter
days of the Old Testament.
“And calls the things not existing as existing" is a
parallel and not a restatement in other words but an
addition, and one that is just as vital as the previous

statement.

For if Abraham was even at this time the

father of many nations, this truth involved the making
alive of his and of Sarah’s dead bodies so that through

Isaac’s line Christ could be born. Christ through whom
alone Abraham was the spiritual father of many nations. But it involved more, namely God’s calling all
those non-existing many nations, of whom Abraham

was already the spiritual father, as now already existing. And in God’s eyes they were existing. God so
spoke of them when he said: “I have set thee as a
father of many nations.” He did not say: “I will set
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thee” at some far future time; Abraham did not become a father when the many nations (see a list in Acts
2:9-11) believed after Christ’s day; those nations of
believers already existed in God’s sight, he already
called them, Abraham had already been constituted
their father. In other words, Abraham saw all that
was involved in God’s word to him, saw it, and before
God as being such a God believed what God said.
In what sense is 1:0.th used? Merely as a synonym
for M'ycw and only because God called Abraham father
of many nations so that the sense is merely that God

mentions the non-existent as existent? “Call” as a
ruler calls (Ps. 50:1; Isa. 40:26)? “Call into existence”? as in Isa. 41 :4; 48 :13?

And this not into phy-

sical but into spiritual existence? This creative calling
attracts many, namely all those who allegorize “making
the dead alive,” these extend this allegorizing to this

second expression. But «I»: 5vra, “as existing,” debars
that view. Paul would then have said: “Calling the
non-existing into existing.”
C.-K. 561 has the correct view of it: this is the calling

that is so frequently mentioned in Paul’s and in Peter’s
writings, “calling unto him for participation in the
saving revelation." In the epistles Ira/\civ and its derivatives are always used in the effective sense: those who
are called answer that call; in Matt. 22 :14 many of the
called do not answer.

The many nations of whom

Abraham is the spiritual father are Abraham’s spiritual children through God’s calling them, the call of
grace and the gospel making them such children. This,
too, Abraham saw. Some have too low a view of Abra-

ham’s knowledge and of his faith, and they ought to
revise it upward, to the level of Jesus' word in John
8 :56, 58. Regarding I"? with 6m: and participles read
R. 1136, etc. It is the regular negative with participles

and calls for no explanation, 0:5 would require an explanation; which disposes of the view that Delitzsch con-
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nects with pa; in Biblische Psychologie, 37, that “the
non-existent things” could not also have been called
rd. oi»: dwa.

18)

He who beyond hope (yet) upon hope did

believe so that he was father of many nations in

accord with what had been declared, Thus shall be
thy seed! And not having grown weak, with the
faith he considered his own body, already having
become dead, he being about a hundred years old,
and the deadness of Sarah’s womb; and over against
the promise of God he did not waver with the unbe—
lief, on the contrary, he became strong with faith,
giving glory to God and being fully persuaded that
what he has promised he is able also to perform.
Wherefore also it was reckoned to him for. righteousness.

'0; matches the 6: of v. 16, and although it is a relative it begins a new sentence and thus has demonstra-

tive force: “he it was who." napé and ém’ are in contrast, and in the former the idea of the Greek is “beside," away off from such a thing as hope. He believed
“beyond hope," where all hope had disappeared, yet in
spite of that “on hope." How is such a contradiction
possible? All was “beyond hope" as far as Abraham’s
and Sarah’s bodies were concerned; but “on hope" rests

everything on God's word and promise. The result was
that by this act of believing (irimcvacv, aorist) he became (yevc’aam, aorist to match) father of many nations
in accord with what had been declared before God
added that word about many nations in Gen. 17 :5, had
been declared already in Gen. 15 :5: “Thus shall be thy
seed" (in number like the stars).
Here there is another sis 16 with an inﬁnitive, even

an aorist inﬁnitive, and many regard it as denoting
purpose: “that (to the end that) he might become.”
Zahn notes that the relation to be expressed is not and

cannot be that of purpose, that Abraham did not be-
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lieve with the intention of becoming something many
centuries later; God had already established him as
father of many nations (deem, perfect, v. 17), and
Abraham believed that God had done so, believed when
God told him. So Zahn makes (is 16 the object of “believed," but this would be an unusual grammatical construction. Here we have a case of plain result; read
what we have said regarding (is 115 in 3:26, and again
in 4 :11. What God did in his counsel became historical
fact (yevc'aeac) the instant Abraham believed; the result
was then and there attained.
Already at the time of the incident recorded in Gen.
15 :5 Abraham believed. In accord with the declaration
there made (Kurd) he was then and there “father of
many nations" as God also declared later in Gen. 17 :5,
compare v. 17, Paul’s quotation.
Hence Paul also
writes: “according to what has been declared," and not
again as in v. 17: “even as it has been written.”
19) Kai is expository and shows us the thoughts
of Abraham’s faith, that “with faith” he considered his
own and Sarah’s deadness, did not waver “with unbelie " but was mighty “with fait ,” persuaded that God
was mighty to perform what he had promised. Here
we have an explanation of “beyond hope” and “on
hope.” The pivoted terms (based on “he did believe”
in v. 18) are “with faith" in v. 19, “not with unbelief
but with faith" in v. 20, ending with “having been persuaded" in v. 21, which describes faith. Faith — faith
—— faith.

Paul keeps ringing the changes on it (there

is not a work in sight) exactly as he did in all that pre.
cedes in this chapter, yea from 3 :21 onward.
Whoever notes this will not construe: “not having
grown weak in the fait "; will not make this dative
local and different from the two datives used in v. 20
which are not local but signify means (B.-D. 196 makes
them causal). We construe: “with the faith he considered his own dead body,” etc., the article is to indi-
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cate the faith referred to in v. 18 in the verb “he did
believe.” All was beyond hope when he simply “considered” his and Sarah’s body. There was a double
hopelessness but not one that was beyond hope when

“with faith he considered” (literally, “put his mind
down on”) these bodies. He might have grown weak,
would have become so but did not because he thought
of the bodies “with this faith" yea, “ he became strong

(mighty, powerful) with fait ,” v. 20.
“Already having become dead,” the perfect tense,
= being in that condition. The participle stating the
age is nominative and is construed with the subject;
the adjective names the age and is nominative; 1rov =
“somewhere about.” Gen. 17:1, 24 place the age past

99, thus “somewhere about a 100.” Gen. 17:17, 18,
Abraham’s laughter and his saying in his heart (silently thinking), “Shall a child be born unto him that

is 100 years old ?” etc., are not unbelief and skeptical
laughter but Abraham’s reaction to the promise that
seemed too great to be believed. A few texts insert the
negative: “considered not his own body," disregarded
it with this faith of his. This is a strange instance

where the sense is really unchanged by the insertion
of the negative although its insertion is plainly made

by a later hand.
20)

Ae’ continues.

“Not having grown weak” is

explained and ampliﬁed: “over against the promise of
God he did not waver with the unbelief” which this
promise might have called forth because the promise

seemed so incredible. While it is not literal, “staggered
not” (A. V.) is to the point. This verb means to let
the judgment go now this way now that (M, between),
to arrive at no certainty; the deponent is non-passive
(R. 334). This is a description of doubt: wavering

back and forth with unbelief at (etc) God’s promise:
Shall I or shall I not believe? and remaining between
the two. R. 594 thinks that (it: conveys a hostile idea;
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but it is neutral and means: “looking at the promise,”
he did not waver. On the contrary, looking at the
promise of God and seeing what v. 17 states, “he became strong with faith.” The verb is again a deponent, passive in form but not in sense.
The two aorist participles express actions that are
coincident with that of the aorist verb: the act of growing strong involved the act of giving in the speciﬁc way
mentioned by the second participle.
21)

“And being fully persuaded that what he has

promised he is able also to perform," no matter what

seeming impossibilities that promise may involve (like
making alive the dead and like calling the non-existent
as existent, v. 17) , and what reasons for doubting with
unbelief may present themselves to our minds. “To
be fully persuaded” = to believe; literally, “to be full
of a thing.” But L.’s idea that the an clause states what

Abraham was full of is untenable. M.-M., Deissmann,
and L. help us but little in regard to the meaning of the
word.

C.-K., B.-P., and others offer more.

The agent

of the passive participle is God and his promise, and
the 5n clause states, not what produced the persuasion,
but the substance of the persuasion that was produced.
While it~referred to the special promise made to Abraham, Abraham’s persuasion covered far more, namely
that God is able to perform anything and everything
that he has ever promised at any time.

22) “Therefore also” this faith, this believing being what it was, “it was reckoned unto him for righteousness.” This restates v. 3 and 9 and sums up the
vital point of the entire discussion regarding Abraham. The interpretation has already been given. We

merely repeat the point that not the act as an act was
reckoned for righteousness but Christ embraced by

that act, Christ, the substance and heart of the promise
to Abraham.
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23) Paul closes the discussion regarding Abraham, the father of all believers, with a statement of
what this means for us and for our own justiﬁcation.
Now it was not recorded on his account alone that
it was reckoned to him but also on our account, to
whom it shall be reckoned, to those believing on him
who raised Jesus, our Lord, from the dead — he who
was delivered up on account of our transgressions
and was raised up on account of our being declared
righteous.

All that Paul has been discussing is to be found in
the sacred Scripture record. Why was it put there?
Certainly not only for Abraham’s sake so that we may
read how he was justiﬁed. That, too, of course; but
equally for our own sakes so that we in his case may
see how we are justiﬁed exactly as he was. The subject
that “was recorded” is “that it was reckoned to him”
(see v. 3 on the verb), and with the two words anyhow,
«1579'» Paul summarizes the whole divine record regarding Abraham. By a divine reckoning Abraham was
justiﬁed; by the same, a divine reckoning, all believers
are justiﬁed and in no other way.
24) Thus for our sakes, too, was it written since
he is our spiritual father, and we his spiritual children
“to whom it shall be reckoned.” Paul retains the summary expression. Our justiﬁcation is a divine reckoning just as Abraham’s was. See v. 3 and 3 :24. Mm“
with the present inﬁnitive is a periphrastic future:
“shall be reckoned," but a broad, general future that
covers the entire time of the new covenant and all believers in it. Zahn calls it a timeless present. The fact
that the reckoning had already been made in the case
of some when Paul wrote makes no difference, for the
number comprised in “us” ever increases, for they are

“those believing on him who raised our Lord Jesus
from the dead,” who justiﬁed the faith of Abraham to

the effect that he is able to do what he has promised
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(v. 21), he who makes alive the dead as Abraham believed regarding him (v. 17). Why the e‘m' used with
«mmfw should denote emotion (R. 602) is unclear; it
denotes the basis on which our conﬁdence rests. That
basis is the same that Abraham’s faith had.
But the promise given to Abraham’s faith has now
been fulﬁlled. Paul mentions the crown of that fulﬁllment, God “having raised Jesus, our Lord (see 1:4),
from the dead." This fulﬁllment, as was the fulﬁllment
of the promise to Abraham, is the basis of'our faith as
it was and as it will be, the basis for all new covenant

believers.

We fail to understand those who say that

the death of Jesus is omitted here and elsewhere in
Paul. Does not the resurrection imply the death? Is
not the death implied in v. 25 and already in 3 :25, “in
his blood”? And “blood” (not merely “death”) means
sacriﬁcially shed blood just as “delivered up” means as
a sacriﬁce for our transgressions. Then see II Cor.
5:14, 15: “died for all," three times.
Jesus' resurrection always includes his sacriﬁcial
death but it brings out the all-sufﬁciency of his death.
If death had held him, he would have failed; since he
was raised from death, his sacriﬁce suﬁiced, God set
his seal upon it by raising him up. This is how and
why Christ’s resurrection stands out so prominently in
the apostolic records, and why it ever holds this position in our faith. This is also why Christ's resurrection is denied and explained away together with anything sacriﬁcial in regard to his death by the opponents
of the gospel, by all the modernistic descendants of the
moralists who were crushed by Paul in chapter 2. On

the sense of £1: vapor, and the interpretation of the
phrase on the part of millennialists those interested
may consult our remarks in connection with Matt.
17 :10; Mark 9 :9 ; Luke 9 :7; John 2:22 ; Acts 3 :16.
25) '0: has demonstrative force (examples, 1:25;
2:29: 4:18): “He it is who,” etc. God delivered him
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up on account of our transgressions (this word occurs

in 2:23, and 4:15) as Paul has already explained in
8:25. They are not called merely “sins” but, as explained in v. 15, "transgressions”, sins revealed and
brought out as what they really are. Here we have the
sacriﬁcial blood of Jesus, our Lord, and all the passages
of Scripture which speak of it constitute the commentary such as 3:25; 5:6; 8:32; Isa. 53:5, 6; Gal. 1:4;
Heb. 9:28; I Pet. 2:24; 3:18.
This atoning death is joined with the resurrection:
“was raised up on account of our being declared righteous.” Ammonim is the quality, simian: the act which
produces the quality, the latter is like the English “j ustiﬁcation,” B.-P. 309, als Handlung wie als Ergebnis, it
is always a forensic act with its result. One Sui for the
deliverance from our sins, another Sui with reference to
the raising up for our justiﬁcation. Both, when used
with the accusative = “on account of,” “because or for
the sake o .” The deliverance and the justiﬁcation are
not two but one thing which has two sides, negative and
positive. They are aptly put together, but not as being
objective and subjective, for'ﬁpav is subjective in the
caseéof both alike, and “transgressions” and-ffbeing declared righteous” are equally objective. Nbr are the
transgressions made the Realgrumt and our. justiﬁcation the Zweckgmnd. There was as much purpose in
regard to the transgressions as in regard to the j ustiﬁcation, and the actuality and reality is the same in both.
Why seek to detect a subtile difference?
“Our" transgressions, "our” being declared righteous, as in other similar expressions, speak of the believers alone because in them the purpose of Christ’s
death and his resurrection is fully realized. The fact
that Christ died also for those who deny him and bring
swift destruction on themselves (II Pet. 2:1) does not
need to be introduced here. The two “our" prevent
us from makingSu‘: rip smaioaw may signify the justiﬁca-
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tion of the whole world instead of “our justiﬁcation,”
“our” referring to us believers (personal justiﬁcation).
It is this justiﬁcation with which the entire chapter deals
and constantly also emphasizes faith. AanL'waLc occurs

only twice in the New Testament, here and in 5 :18; in
the LXX only in Lev. 24 :22. Its meaning is settled in
4:1, which see.
The fact that personal justiﬁcation is referred to
and not justiﬁcation of the world is seen also from 5 :1:

“Having been declared righteous out of faith,” etc.
“Our” in 4 :25 (our “transgressions—our being declared
righteous”) and the “we" in 5 :1 cannot refer to differ-

ent persons; nor can Sutafwms may (4:25) and smawac'm:
(5:1) that follows in the next breath signify two different acts, one that is without faith, the other with
faith.

CHAPTER V
PART II
The Righteousness of God Has the Most
Blessed Effects, Chapters 5 to 8
Salvation and Life Through Christ, chapter 5
These chapters undoubtedly describe the blessed
eifects of God's righteousness through faith, and
throughout these effects are described in connection
with their cause, Jesus Christ, the substance of our
faith. Carefully read chapters 5 to 8 and see how frequently Christ is mentioned in them — “Christ Jesus,
our Lord,” closing the whole section (8:39) . Only in
conjunction with their cause can the effects be properly
presented and understood. The more clearly this is
seen, the more adequately shall we, too, understand.
When he announced his great theme: The Righteousness of God from Faith to Faith (in 1:17) Paul
added from Habakkuk: “The righteous shall live from
faith.” From 3 :21 to the end of chapter 4 he describes
and illustrates this faith and its righteousness; now in
chapters 6 to 8 he describes the life that results. He
who by grace is led through the golden portal of faith,
God's declaration of righteousness descending upon
him as he enters, thereby passes into the divine city of
life, and Paul now leads all of us through this wonderful city and shows us all the riches of this blessed life.
It is all ours by justiﬁcation through faith.
Because of the grandness of the theme of this
second main part of his letter Paul starts with an advance summary (5:1-5). Here is the cause of all the
eﬁ'ects, “our Lord Jesus Chris " right on the threshold
(330)
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in v. 1. Here also the Holy Spirit meets us (v. 5), the
divine Person who mediates these effects, the spiritual
life that is ours by the righteousness of faith. See how
the Spirit is prominent in chapter 8. Peace, in the
sense of salvation, the grace that is ever open to us,
joy and hope and tribulation, and the love of God in our
hearts, these are mentioned in the advance summary.
Chapter 5 treats of this peace of salvation; 6 :1-8 :17 of
the life under grace; 8:18-39 of the hope that shines
the brighter amid tribulation like the stars that are
made radiant by the night. It should not be so difficult
to see that 5 :1-5 is the introduction to and the advance
summary of 5:6 to 8:39.
In 5 :6-21 salvation and life through our Lord Jesus
Christ are presented as the ﬁrst and fundamental effect.
of our justiﬁcation by faith: "saved by his life" (v.
10); "eternal life through Jesus Christ, our Lor ”
(v. 21) . Saved from sin and death and condemnation
which were brought by Adam; saved by Christ’s death
and reconciliation; saved by this as the gift of pure
grace, the gift made ours by justiﬁcation. See the
repetition of “gift” in v. 15-17 (ﬁve times) : salvation,
life, life eternal, all are a gift included in the gift of

righteousness. One must see these pivotal terms, these
peaks of thought in this chapter in order to catch
what Paul conveys; the details will then the more easily
ﬁnd their proper place.
1) Having been declared righteous out of faith,
peace let us go on having in relation to God through
our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom also we have
had the entrance by faith into this grace in which
we stand; and let us go on boasting on the basis of
hope of the glory of God! And not that alone, but
also let us go on boasting in the afﬂictions, having
come to know that the afﬂiction produces perseverance, and the perseverance tried condition, and the
tried condition hope. And this hope does not put
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to shame because the love of God has been poured
out in our hearts through the Holy Spirit given
to us.

.

Aurauu9e'wcc is forensic, passive and not intransitive
(“become righteous”) and aorist, hence by a past,
decisive act of God: “having been declared or pronounced righteous" (see sumaépevol, suawfm-a, Swami in
3 :24, 26, 30; {Salaam 4:2). With this one word everything that has been said in 3 :21 to 4 :25 is concentrated
and predicated directly of Paul and of the Roman believers. The participle is causa : “since we haVe been
declared righteous," causal as introducing the effect.
The cause is objective and outside of us, for God in
heaven on his judgment seat made this declaration in
regard to us; the effect is subjective, within us, the
reaction that should follow in our hearts: “peace let
us go on having, and let us go on boasting," etc. In
regard to ix rim-wt and faith as the source or cause of
our justiﬁcation see this phrase in 1:17, also 4 :16; and
mite that ('4: cannot be reduced to Sui, not even in our
interpretation, because of a fear of attributing too
much to faith.
Since object and verb are reversed, we have an
emphasis on both but especially on “peace." John
16 :83: “These things have I uttered unto you, in order
that you may go on having peace," and Acts 9:31:
“The church was having peace,” show us just what

Exav «Emmy, “to have peace,” means, namely to have and
to enjoy the feeling of peace. In 1:7 we discussed
“peace.” When in his salutation Paul said: “Peace
to you,” he meant exactly what he means here when
he says: “Let us have peace!” Having been pronounced
righteous by God means that God has established peace
for us objectively, the condition of peace, shalom, Hail,
by removing all our sin and our guilt; all of his wrath
is turned from us, all of his grace rests upon us. God
is at peace with all the righteous, the justiﬁed. The
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effect of this fact ought to be that we realize this, feel
and enjoy it. Hence the admonition to do so: “Let us
go on having peace in relation to God !” Ever and ever
when we think of God, of our relation to him, let us dis-

miss all fears that he holds anything against us; he
does not, he has declared us righteous; that declaration
stands (aorist), our relation to God is most blessed,

and we ought by all means to realize and to enjoy the
peace he has made with us. Hence the durative present
subjunctive after the aorist participle, R. 850.
The preponderance of textual authority is in favor
of the hortative subjunctive Exwpcv, “let us have,” rather
than the indicative Exopcv, “we have.” The assertion

that the textual authority for the latter is also “good”
is not true. A number of expedients are advanced in
order to justify the use of the indicative, such as that,
when speaking, a) and a were not distinguished, that
Paul had in mind the short vowel but that his amanuensis Tertius wrote the long one by mistake (L). “The
sense must conquer the letter,” we are told, but the
letter alone conveys the sense, and we change the sense
when we alter the letter. R. 200 states that the subj unctive seems difﬁcult at ﬁrst although on reﬂection it

is seen to be better than the indicative.

There is no

difﬁculty the moment we disregard the incorrect ideas

which the older exegetes connected with Exzw eipﬁvnv,
which are shown to be incorrect by John 16:33 and

Acts 9 :31. The supposed difﬁculty was created by this
idea. “Let us have peace” was thought and still is
thought to mean: “Let us keep peace, let us be peaceful
toward God, stop ﬁghting him!” But Paul’s words do
not have that meaning. And the old canon is not applied

in this instance that the more difﬁcult reading takes
precedence over the easier one.
We are told that hortations are out of place at this
point in the epistle, that all of the preceding and all of

the following is didactic, hence v. 1-5 must also be di-
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dactic. But hortation is fully in place at this point
because these verses introduce the entire section regarding the great effects of justiﬁcation by faith as we
have already shown. In 4 :23 Paul turns emphatically
to “us," and “we, our, us” is mentioned throughout
chapter 5. Here there is nothing coldly didactic in
the third person; here is direct personal address, which
enables Paul to use hortation in the most natural way
when he begins the account of the effects. “We have
peace” states far less that he wants to say. We have
it; but do all of us realize it, get the full effect of it
in our hearts and our lives especially also when we
are in tribulation?
“Let us inwardly, in our very
hearts, have and taste this peace in relation to God,”

npée as facing him; this preposition is often used with
reference to intimate personal relations.
Aui makes “our Lord Jesus Christ" (see 1:4) the
Mediator for all of this peace that we are to experience
as justiﬁed believers. We noted this preposition in
3:24: “through the ransoming connected with Christ
Jesus," and we read about the price of ransoming, “his
blood.” He who mediated our ransoming and thus our
being declared righteous thereby mediates all the results of this judicial act of God for us. This is not said
only in passing, incidentally; it is said as being vital
for this whole section. Follow the use of this word
Christ through these four chapters until 8:39: “in
Christ Jesus, our Lord." All that lies in Sui as expressing mediation, and all that lies in the sacred name “our

Lord Jesus Christ" will be brought out fully in these
chapters, and this in addition to what has already been
brought out.
2)

The relative clause which repeats 8nd states

summarily what Christ has already mediated for. us,
what through his mediation “we have had" all along
(perfect: and thus now have and will continue to
have), “the entrance by faith into this grace in which
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we stand.” We read this whole expression as a unit.
Christ’s mediation is like a glorious portal that is
swung open to be “the entrance” through which “by
faith" we pass “into this grace" of justiﬁcation, which
is grace indeed (3 :24; see 1:5, 7), in which we continue
to stand (the perfect of this verb is always used in the
sense of the present). He who now mediates “peace”
for us “also” mediates this entrance, and Paul bids us
view the two in conjunction with each other, which
alone is the right view of them. Men indulge in the
security and peace that are no peace because they lack
all basis in reality. They spurn this entrance by faith
into this grace of justiﬁcation, spurn the whole mediation of Christ, and yet imagine that they have peace
and security. Without righteousness, with all their sin
and their guilt upon them, there is no peace, their
security is false like that of the moralist and his following in 2:3, which shall turn to dismay (2:5, etc.),
including that of the Jewish moralist (2:17-20), whose

peace will likewise turn to dismay.
Kauxu’mcaa (also in v. 3) might be either. present
indicative or present subjunctive; here it is the latter,
“let us boast or glory,” because of the preceding “let
us have." We cannot translate: “in which (grace) we
stand and glory” because of v. 3, which again takes up
“let us glory” and supplies a new ﬁeld for this action.
All glorying is barred out in the case of justiﬁcation

(3:27), but once we are justiﬁed, Paul exhorts us to
glory, to speak with high exultation. We have a basis
for boasting (c'mf) such as other men have not; yea, we

have a wider sphere (iv) in which to be ever boasting
(v. 3). The basis is “hope of the glory of God.” But
instead of looking back to 3:23 and making “glory”
here, too, mean God’s acknowledgment of us, we must
look forward to 8:18, 21, 30, where, as here in 5:2,
“glory" is the object of “hope”; for 5:1-5 is introductory, and the hope here touched updn is elaborated in
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8 :18, etc., See C.-K. 346 in regard to “glory" in 3 :23,
and 348 regarding “glory” in 6:2. In the entire work
of salvation God’s glory, this radiant attribute of God,
reveals itself. The fulness of this glory will be revealed

in the consummation at the end of the world and will
be ﬁnal, all-glorious forever. For this we hope and on
the basis (art) of this hope we hold our heads high and
speak in lofty, exultant language (xauxdopm) .
“0f the glory” is the objective and “of God” the
possessive genitive. The reason we act and speak thus
is that our hope is so sure and solid a basis. What was
true with regard to peace is also true with regard to
hope: men harbor false, self-made expectation just as
they indulge in false, self-manufactured security. Both
are imaginary, pure ﬁction, without substance in objective reality. Our peace and our hope rest on God, on
the Mediator Christ, on the eternal Word of promise.
The only fault with us is that we do not realize that

truth as we should and that we do not glory and exalt
enough. We need Paul’s hortation. For the “glory”
(in the sense of God’s acknowledgment of us) of which
our sinning makes us fall short (3:23) faith gives us
through Christ, namely the blessed acknowledgment of
God that we are righteous. No hope is needed for that,
we have been justiﬁed, we are not merely hoping to be
so at the last day. The glory for which we hope is the
display of God's blessed attributes when he completes
his saving work in us by raising us from the dead,
uniting our souls and our bodies, and then ushering
both into the kingdom prepared for us.
3) Paul connects the end with the beginning, the
ﬁnal realization of our hope at the last day with the
ﬁrst moment when we were declared righteous. What
about the time intervening? That, too, is covered:
“And not alone” that we should boast thus when looking at the consummation, “but also let us go on boasting in the afﬂictions" (Kat is to be construed with the
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verb) ; the article is to indicate the afﬂictions that every
Christian knows about, that invariably go with the
Christian life. In 2:9 the singular axiom is used with

reference to the penalty awaiting the wicked, here the
plural, followed by the singular, is used with reference
to the “pressure” that comes to Christ’s believers

through the hatred of the world (John 15:18, etc.;
16:20, etc.) Although tribulation is nothing but penalty for the wicked, it is used by God as a means for
drawing the believers nearer to himself.

Ed in v. 2

and iv in v. 3 may introduce the object of our glorying,
xavxa'opal. being construed thus, and, in fact, both hope
and tribulations are regarded as high prerogatives in
the Scriptures; but here the verb may well be intransitive: to tell, speak, and act in an exalted way “on the
basis” of hope and “in connection with or in the midst

of” afﬂictions.
We can do the latter because we have come to know

(causal aorist participle, to designate knowledge arrived at) what afﬂiction produces. Step by step it carries us upward to the great hope that does not put to
shame. First step: “that tribulation keeps producing
perseverance," perfective mud in the verb: works effectively. As tribulation continues, is repeated, even
multiplies, it simply brings on more and more t‘m'oplovri,
which Trench, Synonyms, calls a noble word that always suggests manliness. It is not merely “endurance”
or “patience” but the brave patience which we call

“perseverance,” which “remains under” the load of
afﬂction without faltering or complaint and goes right
on no matter what the load may become. This word
is never used with reference to God because it always
refers to things and not to persons (Trench; C.-K.

726), paxpoev/M'a. as referring to persons is used with
reference to God. The connotation is brave, manly
courage without discouragement or weakening.
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4)

Second step: “and this perseverance (article)

tried condition," 8mm}, Bewaehrtheit, Erprobtheit. We
speak of a tried soldier or of a thing that has been put
to the proof. There is a good sense in the word: a condition tried and not wanting. Aompdgw is used with
regard to metal and to coins and implies a testing of

their genuineness and their full weight and being accepted when they are found to meet requirements.
When we persevere in tribulation we reach this tried

condition of our faith, a glorious condition, indeed,
which cannot be reached in any other way in this world

of sin.

.

Third step: “and this tried condition hope.” the subjective, personal assurance concerning the future and

the fulﬁllment of God’s promises, “the great courage
that remains ﬁrm in all aﬁliction,” Luther. C.-K. 430
deﬁnes: “The New Testament hope is the prospect of
a condition that satisﬁes all needs, ﬁlls all wants, frees
from all of life’s hindrances, viz., consequences of sin,
a satisfying superseding the unsatisfying present on
the basis of the believed promises of salvation and facts
of salvation.” “In this Biblical sense (Mtg, like «(one

and dya'sm, are foreign to the territory outside of the
Testaments." “Hope” is one of the great concepts of
the Bible, and many passages might be quoted in eluci~
dation. The whole old covenant was built on hope;
now that redemption has been realized and this much
of the hope fulﬁlled, the consummation still remains to
make also the new covenant one that is glorious with
hope. This word is also used objectively to designate
that for which we hope, but it is most generally used
subjectively with reference to the assurance and the
feeling in the heart. It may well have been that, when
Paul wrote this paragraph, he had in mind James
1:2-4, 12, in which passage some words are identical
with those used by Paul, and others are synonymous.
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5) “And this hope does not put to shame," or, as
we may also translate, “does not disgrace" by remaining unfulﬁlled when the hour for fulﬁllment arrives.
All other hopes put to shame; they do not rest on realities. When the time for realization comes, all is vacuum, there are no realities to be realized. The heart
that held such false hopes is ﬁlled with shame, with
everlasting shame. That is putting it mildly, for it is
ﬁlled with dismay and deSpair. But the hope that comes
about as the result of justiﬁcation is “hope of the glory
of God” (v. 2), and thatglory exists, and our hope will,
indeed, be realized by that glory. Note that xauxéopm
and Karaia’xtivw are opposites, and the latter is used here

on that account. When we are glorying we lift our
heads and our voices high in holy pride, when we are
being put to shame, our heads hang and our voices
groan. Thus the negative “not to be put to shame"
becomes synonymous with “to glory.”
Paul adds the reason that we are so certain that
this our hope will not disappoint us, leave us in the
lurch, put us to shame. We cannot agree that the an
clause should be referred back beyond the participle
cisém, so that we should read: “But also let us glory
because the love of God has been poured out in our
hearts," etc. We here have the reason for the sureness
of our hope. Since this hope is subjective, the reason
for its sureness must have a subjective side: we our-

selves must realize how sure our hope is. But this
subjective side must be the reﬂex of something objec-

tive, of something that guarantees the fulﬁllment of
our hope, guarantees it beyond question. This is “the
love of God," objective but made subjectively ours by
having been poured out in our hearts through the Holy
Ghost, he himself also being no longer outside of us but
having been given to us and now dwelling in our hearts.
This love of God ﬁlling our hearts, the Spirit who has
poured out this love in us, he who is God’s gift to us,
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guarantee the fulﬁllment of our hope of the glory of
God.

On aya’m; see 1:7. “Of God" is the subjective genitive: God’s love for us and not objective: our love for
God although the latter has been maintained by some
interpreters. How can a loving of God on our part
insure the fulﬁllment of our hope? The fulﬁllment of
our hope cannot be accomplished by us, by our love, but
only by God, by his love. To be sure of this fulﬁllment
by his love we must possess that love and we do possess
it, it has been poured out in our hearts, and the perfect
tense implies that it is now in our hearts. God’s own
“Holy Spirit,” the third person of the Godhead, served
as the Mediator (8nd) who ﬁlled our hearts with God's
love. In the economy of the Holy Trinity it is his work
to operate upon and within our hearts. Paul's statement regarding the Spirit is only preliminary, introductory; he intends to tell us much more in chapter 8,
which is the fullest commentary on what is said here.
Like the aorist participle “given to us," the perfect
tense “has been poured out" reaches back to the moment referred to in the aorist participle Suwae'vres‘ in
v. 1, the instant when God declared us righteous. Then
the Spirit and the love that at ﬁrst could work upon our
hearts only from the outside actually entered them

henceforth to work within them. The Greek xapSia is
the center of our being, the seat of the ego, of the personality. Since Ilwﬁpa ”Ayuw is a person, the article may
or may not be used, which is Greek usage throughout
where persons are concerned. In the moment of
justiﬁcation we receive the Spirit as a gift. But he
enters our hearts by means of the Word which includes
the sacrament, the power of which is also the Word. He
does not enter into our heart at will. We realize his
presence by the power he exerts in our hearts by means
of the Word. The more we hear and absorb that Word,
letting it ﬁll and control us, the more the Spirit ﬁlls us.
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The ﬁgure used in “pour out” is that of water. Our

dry, arid, lifeless hearts have poured out into them the
love of God for us. This may come upon us like a
stream or like a rain of living water and change our
hearts into fruitful, delightful soil. Again the means is

the Word, the sum and substance of which is the love
of God, and this love, not as a mere feeling in God

toward us, but as actively conveying all the gifts of this
love to us by means of the Word. God does not love in
words only but in deeds.

How much of his love em-

bodied in his gifts is poured out in our hearts depends
on the receptivity which the Spirit is able to produce in
us. Let your heart not remain a :himble or a tin cup,
let it be a vast lake. The volume of love’s gifts from
God through Spirit and Word is unrestrained, the only
restraint put upon it is our reluctance, our timidity
our lurking thoughts of unbelief, and the like. He who
thus knows the love of God and feels its power and its

control daily in his very heart through the Spirit, is
certain that his hope of the glory of God will never
put him to shame. The God who began his work in us
will not abandon it or leave it unﬁnished.

6)

After this introduction to the whole section

(5:6-8 :39 ; see the introductory paragraphs to our

chapter) Paul presents the ﬁrst effect of our being declared righteous, namely salvation and life (5:6-21)
through the reconciliation effected by Christ (526-11)
and the free gift to those who have been declared righteous (5:12-21). The fact that Paul uses the connective “for” should not lead us to think that he is advancing v. 6, etc., as a proof of v. 5. Although in the R. V.
v. 6 is printed as a continuation of the paragraph, a

break should be made at this verse. “For” reaches into
the entire hortation (v. 1-5) which is distinguished as
being introductory. Our having peace and all our glorying as people who have been justiﬁed is explained
(ya’p) by the results of our justiﬁcation. Enjoying
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peace and holding our heads high in hope, etc., are subjective results, and these rest on the objective results:
1) on salvation and life through Christ, 2) deliverance
from sin (chapter 6), 3) freedom from the law (chapter 7), 4) life in the Spirit (8 :1-17 ) , 5) assurance amid
tribulation (8:18-39). All these are objective results
of justiﬁcation, all these underlie the hortation of v.
1-5. This entire section of the epistle is thus a grand
unit and is built up in perfect sequence of thought.
For still (at a time) when we were weak, still
as to point of time, in behalf of ungodly ones Christ
died. Now scarcely in behalf of one righteous will
someone die; for in behalf of the good man perhaps
someone even has courage (enough) to die. But
God commends his own love to us in that, while we
were still sinners, Christ died in our behalf. Much
more, therefore, having now been declared righteous in connection with his blood, shall we .be saved
through him from the wrath.

Note the point at which these statements arrive:
“having been declared righteous, we shall be saved":
the result of justiﬁcation is salvation. This is repeated
in v. 10, where Paul again writes: “we shall be saved."
This result of justiﬁcation is due to God’s incomprehensible love, the like of which earth does not show, and to
Christ's vicarious death, which nothing among men
ever approached, not even in the case of a single man.
We dispense with printing the changes of the text

regarding the two 51". used by Paul.

One of these

changes results in an anacoluthon, another in an unan-

swered question, and a third cancels one of the two
“still.” These suggested emendations of the text indicate that the point which Paul stresses by means of the
duplication — and duplications are regularly used for
this purpose— was not perceived by some ancient
copyists. These emendations lead to a search for what
is called “a tolerable sense” which is attained by letting
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the two adverbs differ (“already” —- “still") and by the
way in which these are construed. Both adverbs mean
“still,” and the emphasis is so strongly on the ﬁrst that
it is not only placed at the head of the sentence but

also receives the second as an apposition, this second
being made clearer by an appended phrase: “still — (I
mean) still as to point of time" (Katpés to indicate speciﬁc time).
This is Greek, and the subject “Christ” is placed
forward in the sentence in order to make it at once

known that the statement refers to him, that it is he
who died. Because it is reserved for the very end, “he
died” is also emphatic. If it be asked why the ﬁrst
“still" is not placed after the subject “Christ," the an‘

swer is that it would then lose too much of the emphasis
which Paul desired for it. The fact that this “still"
does not modify the genitive absolute but is itself explained by it is evident. As the subject is construed
with the verb, so is the “still” before this subject. Our
versions omit the second “still” and place the ﬁrst into
the genitive absolute: “while we were yet weak,” and
they misunderstand the force of Kara Kutpdv by letting it
mean “in due season” and thus disconnecting it from
the second "still” which this phrase modiﬁes. What
Paul says is this: “Still (= at a time, namely, the
time) when we were weak, (I mean :) still as to point
of time . . . Christ died."
“We being weak” = without spiritual life or
strength, utterly lost and helpless. It was still that
point of time when Christ died. And that made his dying and death altogether one “in behalf of ungodly
ones," which is deﬁned in v. 10 as “enemies.” The term
is as strong as possible. It is not merely “sinners" who
missed the mark set by the law, and not merely “unrighteous ones” (aSLKOL) who fail to meet the norm of
right embodied in the law, but “ungodly ones,” those
utterly hostile to God. The term goes to the root of all
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sin exactly as it did in 1:18 where Paul describes the

damnable condition of the whole world of men (see that
passage). Christ died, not for two classes of men,
some of them being godly, and the great mass being
ungodly, but for one class which comprised all men,
comprised all of them as being ungodly.
Paul is here not interested in the mass which
remains ungodly, hence he says nothing further about
them, i. e., about what God did for them by Christ’s
death. His point is that Christ’s vicarious death occurred before all the godliness of the Christians. While
We were in our original godlessness Christ died for us.
It is the thesis of 3:23 over again: not a bit of difference among men, all did sin (were ungodly). In 3:23
this is said in regard to the way in which they are
justiﬁed, and in 4:5 it is positively stated that we believe “on him who justiﬁes the ungodly one” (when he
is brought to faith). This is also true with regard to
justiﬁcation; it rests wholly on the ransoming of
Christ, on his blood (sacriﬁcial death), 3:24, 25. The
vicarious death comes ﬁrst, it mediates (Sui in 3:24)
justiﬁcation by faith. As the latter clears the ungodly
who in and of themselves have nothing but ungodliness
when for Christ's sake they are ﬁnally justiﬁed, so the
atoning death, on which this justiﬁcatidn rests, is also
and altogether a death “for ungodly ones,” including
us in our original ungodliness.
The aorist “Christ died” is historical and appears
again with emphasis in v. 8. It is true that Paul is
addressing the Roman Christians, and that his “we”
includes himself, and we may admit that all of them
came to faith after Christ had died. Yet Paul’s words
are not restricted to these believers, to their ungodli—
ness before they came to faith. The preceding chapter
deals with Abraham who was justiﬁed exactly as were
these Roman believers but was justiﬁed a thousand
years before Christ died. With him Paul in chapter 4
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combines all his seed of the old covenant era who also
lived before Christ’s death.

That should not be over-

looked when discussing chapter 5. The fact that Christ
died for the ungodly applies to all believers from Abraham, yea from Adam, onward. Ungodliness was the
characteristic of all of them before they believed, and
for them Christ died as he did for us later believers, not
as those who would eventually become godly people but

as originally being ungodly people. The fact that his
death occurred at a speciﬁc time in history makes no
difference as far as its relation to the ungodliness of
even the believers for whom he died is concerned.
Rev. 13 :8.

It remains to clear up the force of {nre’p and its sense
here and in all similar passages. Read R. 630-632, and
Robertson’s The Minister and his Greek New Testament, the whole of chapter 3. ‘Ym’p does not mean “instead of,” not even “in behalf of”; its original meaning
is “over,” but from this meaning are derived the resultant meanings, prominent among them being “instead
of,” “in place of.” This meaning is so evident in such
a volume of instances in the papyri that the attempt at
this date to eliminate this meaning from the allied New
Testament passages needs no refutation.
Consider

only the plain statements of the papyri: a man who is
unable to write gets another to write for him, the latter
signs his name with im'p, “in place of” the one for
whom he writes. Scores of examples have the meaning
“in behalf of” only if this behalf or beneﬁt is “instead

of.”

Christ died in our stead, inre’p, dm‘ (Matt. 20:28),

mp1 (Matt. 26 :28) state this fact from slightly different
angles, R. 567. Aside from all the other evidence, {m’p

taken by itself forever establishes the fact that Christ's
death was vicarious; he died as our substitute, instead

of the ungodly, in their place.

Whether we translate

freely as we have done above, “in behalf of,” or more
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brieﬂy “for,” the substitution remains despite all Socinians and all who deny it.
7) It is a tremendous fact that Christ died for
ungodly ones, tremendous in itself and equally so in
what it directly involves concerning the justiﬁed (v.
9). What is the highest and the most that is known
among men? “Scarcely for one righteous will anyone
die.” The future tense is gnomic and refers to any time
that may come, R. 876; B.-D. 349, 1. Do you know of
such an instance? “One righteous” is the opposite of
“ungodly ones,” both are qualitative and hence are minus
the article. The contrast is a double one, for it extends
to number, the innumerable host against a mere indi‘
vidual. And this is not mere number, for this ungodliness is endlessly multiplied. If one bit of it in one man
is abominable, what about the whole world’s ungodliness, this inconceivable mass of abomination? Still
more is implied: Christ could and did die for all the
ungodly; his life, laid down, could and did ransom all
of them. But if ever some individual should substitute
for another, it could be done only for one, for no authority would accept it as being effective for more than
one.
“Scarcely will die" means that the scarcity is too
rare to be given serious consideration; but “in behalf
of the good man perhaps someone even has courage
(enough) to die.” Even this occurrence is no more
than a “perhaps" and for that reason is expressed by
the gnomic present ”AMI, “has courage.” To die is to
make the supreme self-sacriﬁce, and the wording implies that everybody would try to get through with less,
most of them with far less, that only very, very few
would have courage enough to go to the limit. It is
correct that Paul now uses the generic or representative article (R. 763) : “in behalf of the good" man and
not again an anarthrous, merely qualitative term. “One
righteous" and “the good man" are not in contrast as
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“one righteous" is in contrast to “ungodly ones.” “The
one good” has a quality that is greater than “anyone
righteous.” The latter stops with what is right and
may rightly he demanded of him; the former advances beyond this, does more than can be demanded
by right, does whatever is good in the sense of beneﬁcial to another person as a mother does for her child,
a friend for his friend, a benefactor for his beneﬁciary.
Scarcely-tenable is the view that we here have a
neuter: in behalf or for “that which is good” (R. V.
margin, also the text of the American Committee). It
is also untenable to extend this neuter to the preceding
phrase: “in behalf of what is right." This classic, philosophic use of the neuter would mar the sense. “For
a right cause" and “for a certain speciﬁc good cause”
cannot be used in a comparison with persons, “for
ungodly ones” in v. 6. The point at issue is not for
what cause someone may be ready to die but for what
person.
8) Now the contrast with 8": “But God commends his own love to us in that, while we were still
sinners, Christ died in our behalf." So far does God’s
love exceed the utmost limit of human love, so far the
self-sacriﬁce of Christ exceeds the highest height of
human readiness for self-sacriﬁce. We have the three
divine Persons together, for this is the love of God that
has been poured out in our hearts through the Holy

Spirit (v. 5), "love” as expounded in 1:7, which see.
The emphasis is on the verb and then on the subject,
the two are reversed and placed at the extreme ends of
the sentence: “Commend doth . . . God," no less than
commend and no less a person than God himself. The
verb means neither “prove" nor “show or exhibit” but,
as in 16:1 and already in 3:5 and often elsewhere,
“commend,” place in the right (always favorable) light
for full acceptance. This commending is done by the
Spirit by means of the gospel. The phrase "to us”
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modiﬁes “commends” and not “his own love” which
does not need such a phrase, for “love” means “love
to us."

The an clause is not causal, as R. 964 designates it,
but epexegetical and appositional to "his own love,” the
strange reﬂexive “his own" contrasting with the highest love ever shown among men. In 1034 R. makes 5n
seem equal to iv 1015119 511, and we so translate, for this
expresses the epexegetical idea in a smooth way. The
fact that Christ died for us while we were still sinners,
this constitutes God’s own love to us and is the substance of God’s commendation to us. This connection
of Christ’s sacriﬁcial death with God’s love involves all
that Christ himself (especially in John’s Gospel) tells
us about his being sent from God, sent especially so
that he might come into the hour of his passion (John
12:23, 27, 28).
It should be carefully noted that in v. 6 and again
here in v. 8 Paul says that Christ died for us, i. e., voluntarily, of his own will. It is he who lays down his
life without compulsion of any kind, John 10:15, 17, 18,
whose meat and drink it was to do his Father's will and
thus to ﬁnish his work, John 4:34, and the prayers in
Gethsemane. This answers the old and the modern
contention that it is morally wrong to make the innocent die for the guilty. It would be wrong to force the
innocent to die in this manner; but when the innocent
one himself oﬂ’ers himself into death in order to save
the guilty, this is the supreme height of nobility, the
very acme of self-sacriﬁcing love. It is so regarded
even among men and is inﬁnitely more so when the
Lamb of God died voluntarily for the ungodly.
The genitive absolute: “we still being sinners” expounds the “we being weak" (lost and helpless in our
sins) in v. 6. Christ died “in our behalf," in our stead,

is-the same as “in behalf of ungodly ones” in v. 6, but
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it restricts itself to us believers as being among the

ungodly. What has already been said in v. 6 on this
point need not be repeated here, yet it should be most
carefully noted. Note also that the repetitions of v. 6
in v. 8 most effectively emphasize each of the repeated
points.

9)

But v. 6-8 are only the basis for v. 9.

Christ's

voluntary sacriﬁcial death for us while we were in 'our
original ungodliness and sinfulness, this height of

God’s love which he commends to us makes Christ the
great Mediator of the salvation of all the justiﬁed. The
supreme result and effect of justiﬁcation is salvation;
it is this through Christ’s death. Because it is su-

preme, this result of justiﬁcation is presented ﬁrst as
it should be when a list of results is drawn up. The
death of Christ took place for our salvation. Paul implies that when by means of ofw he now draws his deduction from Christ’s vicarious death in regard to the
justiﬁed. Christ died to save the ungodly from the
wrath which their ungodliness merits. This object will
be attained in us ungodly ones who are already justiﬁed
in connection with Christ’s blood — there is no doubt

about it whatever.

The fact that it will be equally

attained in all who will yet be justiﬁed as we already

have been need not be stated.
The deduction made by 10AM?) [Mi/\on, “how much
more,” is a, majori ad minus, from the greater, from
Christ’s death for us sinners plus our justiﬁcation in

connection with his blood (death), to the less, to our
being saved through him from the wrath. After both
Christ’s atoning death for us sinners and God’s justiﬁcation of us in connection with that death have been
accomplished, it is impossible that our being saved
from wrath by God should not follow. This will be
only the ﬁnal step of the great divine acts. “Shall be

saved” (passive) means by God.

Thus Paul combined
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these fundamental two already in 3 :24: “being declared righteous through the ransoming, the one in connection with Christ Jesus."
It seems artiﬁcial to call év instrumental, for Christ’s
blood is not an instrument that is used in the forensic
act of declaring us righteous. The dogmaticians call
Christ’s blood the coma, men'tm-ia of our justiﬁcation,
which is to the point. 'Ev is to be understood in its
original meaning: “in connection with.” In his act
God takes Christ’s blood into consideration and our

faith relies on the atoning power of that blood. And
Paul writes “his blood” and not “his death” although
he has twice written that Christ died for us. “Death”
does not necessarily denote sacriﬁce, for most deaths

take place without the shedding of blood. “Blood" is
speciﬁcally used to denote a sacriﬁcial death (C.~K.
83 c), and Christ died by shedding his blood, he could
not have died another kind of death.
In regard to “shall be saved” compare the noun
“salvation” which is explained in 1:16. “Shall be
saved from the wrat " has been called negative over
against “hope of the glory of God” in v. 2 which is positive. But this is only partly true, only as far as
“wrath” and “glory” are concerned. “Shall be saved”
is repeated and thus emphasized in v. 10 and is there
used with a positive phrase. The Biblical conception
of being saved contains the negative idea: to be saved
from something, and the strongest positive idea: by
the saving act to be placed into the condition of abso-

lute security. “Salvation” thus has chieﬂy this positive
idea and is constantly combined with “life.”
We regard the future tense as referring to the last
day, as expounding our hope of glory mentioned in v. 2.
“From the wrath" is like 2 :5, its ﬁnal manifestation in
the judgment. The hope of those justiﬁed in connection with Christ’s blood is sure and will not put to

shame: “we shall be saved”; this tense is unqualiﬁed,
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categorical, and rests on Christ's death in our stead and
on God’s justifying act in connection with the blood of

that death.
10) So important is all this that Paul restates
it in other words in order to explain it more fully;

‘,'u'.p, as so often, means, “let me explain more ,fully.”
For if, while being enemies, we were reconciled to

God through the death of his Son, much more, as
having been reconciled, shall we be saved in connection with his life; and not only that but also boast-

ing in God through our Lord Jesus Christ, through
whom now we did receive the reconciliation.
“We being enemies” is only another expression
for the “we being weak" used in v. 6, and the “we being sinners” in v. 8, and all that was said in regard to

these two genitive absolutes applies here regarding the
nominative participial modiﬁcation. This determines
the transitive, active sense of Exopm, a term that is never
used in the passive sense in the New Testament (C.-K.
460). This point is so important because of the verb

“we were reconciled to God," which is misinterpreted
when “enemies” are understood to be people to whom
God is an enemy and not people who are enemies to
God. Reconciliation is then taken to mean that God
gave up his enmity toward us whereas it signiﬁes that

through Christ's death God changed our status.

By

our enmity, our sin, our ungodliness (all are synonymous) we had gotten ourselves into the desperate

status that deserved nothing from God but wrath, penalty, damnation, and unless God did something to
change this our status, it would compel him to treat us

thus. By means of Christ's death (Sui) God changed
this into an utterly different status, one that despite
our enmity, etc., enabled him to go on commending to
us his love, this very love that changed our status, this
love that impelled Christ to die for us hostile enemies

of God.
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God always loved the world (John 3:16). It was
this love which dated from all eternity that caused him
to give his Son into death for the ungodly world (v. 8).

God needed no reconciliation, nothing to change him,
for God is love— why should he change? The whole
trouble was with us, with what we had made ourselves
(enemies), with the state into which we had placed
ourselves (sin, godlessness). The view is inadequate
that, as it so often happens in the case of men, so it
happened in the case of God and of us, that we had
mutually fallen out with each other, and that reconciliation was completely one-sided, even doubly so: we
were wrong, we alone; a change had to take place in
our case, and we could not make it ourselves, God had
to make it. It took the sacriﬁcial death of his Son
to do it.
Here is another passage in the writings of Paul
which contradicts the modernistic assertion that Paul
never called Christ God’s Son (see 1:3). “We, being

enemies, were reconciled to God through the death of
his Son." This verb is the second passive, the agent
is God: “we were reconciled by God to God." II Cor.
5:18, 19 has the active which puts the agent beyond
question, for.it twice states: “God reconciled us (the
world) to himself.” In xaraAdoaew Kurd is perfective, and

the root of the verb is mos: “to make' thoroughly
other.” The agent is always God, the objects are always men; thus in the passive this object is merely the
grammatical subject on whom the action terminates,
and God remains the agent. Never is it said that we
or that Christ reconcile God, make him thoroughly
other. He was never or needed to be made other.
“Being enemies, we were reconciled to God.” This
is the objective act. It wrought a change with or upon
these enemies, not within them. It as yet did not turn
their enmity into friendship, did not make the world
the kingdom. It changed the unredeemed into the re-
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deemed world. The instant Christ died the whole
world of sinners was changed completely. It was now
a world for whose sin atonement had been made and
no longer a world with unatoned sins. Let us note
right here that, whereas Christ died 1,900 years ago,

his death was ever effective (Rev. 13:8).

His atone-

ment and the reckoning are valid for the universe of

men. Even all the damned in hell were thus reconciled to God. Not as men who were never reconciled
are they damned but as men who spurned God’s reconciliation through Christ.
The objective act effected through Christ for the
whole world as a unit is to be followed by the subjective
act in each individual, which is not again effected
through Christ but through “the ministry of reconciliation," “the Word of the reconciliation" calling to us:
“Be ye reconciled to God l” II Cor. 5:18-21. This is a
second and a different act. It, too, is wrought by God
but now makes the individual other by changing his
enmity into faith. In v. 11 Paul states it thus: “We
received the reconciliation," i. e., received it by faith.
Receiving the objective reconciliation through Christ
in faith is the personal reconciliation of the individual
spoken of in II Cor. 5 :18-21. Note that in this passage
v. 19 speaks of personal reconciliation, for the two participles “reconciling” and “not reckoning” are iterative
and are not wrists.

In regard to “universal justiﬁca-

tion,” etc., see the remarks in connection with 1 :17.
The condition is one of reality: ”if we were reconciled," if God did so much for us when we were enemies
of his. This, of course, is the reality apart from the
way in which Paul may speak of it; here he speaks of it

as a reality, one that all his readers accept as such. He
continues to speak only of his readers (Christians) including himself. This restriction is due to the fact that
God did much more for the Christians than to reconcile them to himself while they were enemies of his as
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all the world was. By thus failing to mention the other
enemies Paul in no way implies that reconciliation was
not made equally for them. The deduction is again a
majori ad minus, from the greater, the death of God’s
Son and the reconciliation of us his enemies through
that death, to the less, the ﬁnal saving of us, the reconciled ones, in connection with Christ’s life. Paul uses
the same word: awoqoépeoa, “shall be saved," the same
passive. Reconciled by God, declared righteous by God,
saved by God — God is the agent throughout, a point
not to be overlooked. The repetition of “shall be saved”
intends to say that salvation is the great result of justiﬁcation, the result because our justiﬁcation has back
of it Christ's death which reconciles us sinners and
enemies to God.
This result is so certain because it was the very
reason that Christ died for us, the very purpose for
which God reconciled us to himself by Christ's death
and sacriﬁcial blood. In v. 9 we have our justiﬁcation
in connection with Christ's blood; here in v. 10 we have
the great addition that this blood and death effected our
reconciliation, which enabled God to justify us. The
full basis of our justiﬁcation is thus revealed, thereby
making the ﬁnal result, our salvation, overwhelmingly
certain. On this immense ground rests our “hope of
the glory of God" in which we boast with hearts elate
(v. 2) .
Among the additionscontained in v. 10 is the startling one that we shall be saved “in connection with his
(Christ's) life." This phrase is usually taken to be the
counterpart to “through the death of his Son,” but “in”
and “through” do not agree. It is the counterpart to
the phrase occurring in v. 9: “in connection with his
blood." The idea that “death" and “life” are counterparts overlooks the fact that it is the “blood” shed in
connection with that death which made it effective.
Note what was said regarding “blood” in v. 9.
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The very difference between the blood of all other
sacriﬁces and the blood of Christ’s sacriﬁce was this:
they died and remained dead, he died and was raised
again.

He laid down his life and then took it up again,

John 10:18. For this reason Paul says: “the death of
his Son.” Read Heb. 7:23-28; 9:25, 26; 10:11, 12.
The blood of all those animal sacriﬁces, as their very
repetition showed, could not really take away sins,

could only symbolize and typify the blood of the Son.
Their blood let the life depart, and that was all; it

would have been useless to bring back their life, for
neither it nor the blood which was spilled could do
ought but typify. The blood of the Son of God, shed
once, brought about eternal atonement, effected it in

the Holy of Holies in heaven (Heb. 9:24).

Because

the Son’s blood availed, he was raised from death, yea,

himself arose. As our salvation lies in his blood, so it
lies equally in his life. Salvation itself means life,
deliverance from death; by atoning for our sin the
Son’s death and blood destroyed death so that he arose
to glory in life, that even as he lives we shall live also.

Both times “we shall be saved” refers to the last
day, to the consummation of our hope, to the ﬁnal com-

pletion of our salvation.

The fact that we are already

saved the moment we are justiﬁed is thereby not denied.
I John 3 :2.
11)

A bit of interesting grammar centers in

Paul’s continuation with the participle xauxu'mcvoc instead of with a ﬁnite verb. Most commentators make it
parallel the preceding participle “having been reconciled" and thus supply “shall be saved." Some substantivize both participles as though Paul had used articles
with them, which he did not do. Read R. 1132, etc.,

noting 1134.

This is the independent participle, a

Greek idiom found in the papyri. It is used like a ﬁnite
verb in wholly independent sentences and even among
indicatives as though it were one of them. The trans-
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lation is: “and not only that (we shall thus be saved)
but we also continue to boast,” etc., just as Paul bids us
do on the basis of our hope in v. 2. C.-K. 468, 2 omits
our passage but covers the subject though somewhat
timidly.
In addition to the fact that we shall be saved as
described, yea, because of this fact we glory in God
through our Lord Jesus Christ ( 1: 1, 4), glory continually (present tense). “through whom now we did receive the reconciliation,” the one just described. The
relative clause refers back to all that has been said.
“Now," placed forward, is emphatic. We do not wait
until the last day to have this reconciliation made ours,
we received it now, now the moment we were justiﬁed.
God gave it to us; by faith we received it.
KaraMa‘y'ri is the noun derived from the verb “were
reconciled.” “The reconciliation" (this making other,
putting into a new status) which is effective for the
whole world of sinners by changing their status from
unredeemed to redeemed men does not save any of them
until it is bestowed individually and received individually. Unbelief rejects the reconciliation and thus perishes despite it. The reconciliation is there, but unbelief turns from it and thus is not justiﬁed on the basis
of it but causes the blood of Christ to be shed in vain.
This is tragedy, indeed. But we who by faith clasped
this reconciliation to our hearts were justiﬁed because
of it, sing praises to God, and all our exultation is made
possible “through our Lord Jesus Christ,” through
whom God reconciled us to himself.

12)

Verses 12-21 complete the thought of v. 6-11.

In v. 5-11 Paul speaks only of us, of the justiﬁed, of
those who by faith embrace the reconciliation. More
must be said, namely what Christ did for the whole
world of sinners. Hence there is not a “we" in the
whole paragraph; all is objective, all is historical.
Again we see that Paul is a theologian of fact and one
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who sees all the facts and especially the basic ones
which escape superﬁcial theologians and those who theorize and philosophize. Paul sees these basic facts in
their factual relation; revelation enlightens him, inspiration guides his every word. He has spoken of us as
being originally weak (helpless), sinners, enemies (v.
6, 8, 10) , and that by being justiﬁed through Christ we
attain salvation. Much more must be said in order to
put this into the true light. Adam’s sin killed our
entire race — made death reign supreme. That is the
real fact in regard to sin. So terrible was the damage
that Christ more than made good, so that by the most
wondrous gift (“gif ” ﬁve times in v. 15-17) “grace
might reign through righteousness unto life eternal
through him, Jesus Christ, our Lord" (v. 21). In v.
6-11 it is salvation, in v. 12-21 it is life that is presented
as the result of justiﬁcation; the two are one.
Starting with himself and the Romans in v. 6-11,
Paul in v. 12-21 sweeps through the world age, from
Adam to the last day, from one border of eternity to
the other, Christ being in the center. This is theology,
indeed. With a sure hand fact is placed beside fact,
and the one paragraph is enough. Where save in Holy
Writ is there a paragraph to compare with this? The
detailed discussion on various points must not be allowed to confuse the student, must not dim his vision
of the immensity which Paul here causes to tower
before him.
We do not make a main division of the epistle at
v. 12. The connective 8.2; roiro points to a close connection and argues against making a main division at this

point. We also part company with those who regard
v. 12-21 as no more than “a historical illustration:
Adam and Chris .” This paragraph completes the one
that precedes and is essential for its completion; v.
6-21 are a unit.
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Because of this, just as through one man the sin
came into the world, and through the sin the death,
even so the death went through to all men since
all did sin.

The A. V. shows how v. 12-18 are commonly understood, for it puts all of v. 13-17 into a parenthesis. R.
438 speaks for all interpreters of this class when he
says that v. 12 is “one of the most striking anacolutha

in Paul’s Epistles, where the apodosis to the (7)0769 clause
is wanting.” And he adds: “In v. 18 a new comparison is drawn in complete form." Some think that in v.
18 Paul states what he intended to say in v. 12 but broke
off saying because he felt that he must ﬁrst bring the
explanations offered in v. 13-17; so, when in v. 18 he
again got to the point, he started in a new way.

Some

ﬁnd hints of what Paul broke off saying scattered
through v. 13-17 and assure us that the anacoluthon is
thus in a way ﬁlled out. And then we are told about the
“rapidity" with which Paul’s mind worked, how
“thoughts crowded upon him,” and the like. Zahn
states that even 844% 70670 is not completed: “Because of
this." What is or what happens due to this cause is
not stated.
If Paul wrote the “striking anacoluthon” here attributed to him he wrote a rather confusing sentence.
He then began his thought in v. 12 long before he was
ready for it. He then, on later reading his own words
as he surely did, would certainly have recast them, at
least the ﬁrst sentence. The very rapidity with which
his mind worked would have made him order his
thoughts aright in the ﬁrst place. We dissent from the
statement of B.-D. 458, that, while anacolutha are
permissible as long as the sense is not injured, “Paul,
as it seems, not infrequently transgressed this boundary.”

-

The subject of the anacolutha found in the New
Testament calls for. a new treatment in the grammars
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and on the part of the exegetes. Where an anacoluthon
is employed by Paul, it is used for a recognizable and a
deﬁnite purpose. He uses anacolutha as a legitimate

means for a legitimate end.

An anacoluthon is used

to express what a sentence in its ordinary form cannot
express. There is a reason for each. And the reason is
not looseness in thought or in grammar.

There is no anacoluthon in v. 12, for (30111;) is completed with perfect grammatical regularity by mi oﬁmc:
“just as — even so." Verse 12 is Paul’s complete preliminary statement on the universality of sin and

death, a universality that was not merely empirical but
actually original, not one that spread like an infection
which made more and more sound people sick until no
sound ones are now left, but one that poisoned the orig-

inal source and so doomed all in advance.

With 8;):

101770 Paul connects two facts: the fact that reconcil-

iation was made for us and that we received it by faith
when we were weak (utterly prostrated by sin), sin-

ners, enemies of God (three times Paul states it, v. 6, 8,
10), which fact, Paul says, is the plainest evidence for

the existence of the other and further fact that by their
very entrance into the world sin and death reached all
men — the way in which they entered left no possibility of escape for any man. This second fact is so plain
314‘: 10510, “for this very reason," that when God estab—
lished reconciliation he established it for sinners and
found none who were not sinners, and when he had us

Christians receive this reconciliation by faith we were
sinners and, we may add, are even now sinners despite
our faith.

Au‘z roﬁro is exactly like an in Luke 7:47; it introduces the evidential and not the causative reason.

The

woman’s sins were remitted because she loved much,
her loving was the evidence, the proof and not the
cause eﬂ’iciens. One fact does not need to produce the
other in order to prove it; its mere existence is the evi-
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dence and thus the reason that the other also exists and
has existed. God would not have provided his reconciliation for sinners and nothing but sinners if by the
very nature of their entrance sin and death had not
penetrated to all men; if sin and death had failed to

reach some men, these at least would not have needed
the reconciliation.
“Just as —- even so” emphasizes the manner, and
for this reason m’, “even,” is added to name. If the sin
had entered into the world in a different manner, it
would have been a question whether it and its consequence, the death, could have gone through to all men.
But it came into the world “through one man,” and
automatically, by the one stroke of coming thus, the
death that came with the sin “went through to all men."
This is not a progressive present tense: “even so the
death goes through to all men"; this is the historical
aorist “went throng ," it is a mate to the other aorist
“came into the worl .” All of it was done by Adam’s
one act in the Garden of Eden.
“The death went through to all men.” But what
about the sin through which the death ﬁrst came into
the world? Did only the death go through to all men?
Ah, no; Paul at once adds: “since all did sin." This
aorist is identical with the two preceding ones, the
three are historical, the three indicate what happened
in Eden. “All" means the whole human race. None
had been born when the events recorded by these three
aorists happened; millions included in this “all" have
yet not been born. But Paul writes: “all did sin.” It
will not do, then, to quote 9:11 (and John 9 :2) and to
say that no man can sin before he is born and to assert
on the strength of this that Paul cannot say that all
sinned in Adam’s ﬁrst sin. It will not do to conclude
that this one aorist differs from the others, is constative (as R. 833 makes it), and only summarizes the
actual sins of all men.
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When Paul wrote, we were not yet born; even now
all our sins have not yet been committed, to say nothing
about all those individuals who have as yet not been
born. Yet the death “went through to all men,” did it
when the sin came into the world, and the death did
this through the one sin. Somehow, whether we are
able to explain it or not, right there in Eden the death
went through to all of us although we were then unborn, and it went through only because in some fatal
way all the unborn “did sin” through Adam, through
his one sin. Paul states the simple fact. The history
of the whole race to this date corroborates the fact.
Untrue is any philosophy or any interpretation of Bible
passages that denies this fact.
This settles the force of £4” «,3. As in the classics,
like the plural we ate, and as in the two other places
where the phrase appears, II Cor. 5:4; Phil. 3:12, the
meaning is: «ta/mm dass, wail, B.-D. 235; = earl 70151-9
57:, 294, 4; R. 604 the same; “for the reason that, because,” Abbott-Smith, Lexicon 166, etc., B.-P. 447, and
many others. “Because all did sin’: there in Eden, right
then and there the death reached all men. Considered
one of the cmces interpretum, much ink has been used
in an effort to interpret this simple phrase which is a
mere conjunction. It never means “in whom” (Origin,
Vulgate: in qua, sc., Adamo peccante) ; nor as the Catholic exegesis would have it: in lumbis Adamz‘, the whole
race in the loins of Adam, physically or ideally in Adam
as the representative. Another turn is given the phrase
so as to have it mean: “under which condition,” letting
Paul say that in Adam's case it was ﬁrst sin and then
death but in the case of all men it was death ﬁrst and

then their life of sinning (Zahn’s view).
Eve sinned ﬁrst
Paul makes a point
did the sin and the
was herself derived

and then Adam. In I Tim. 2:14
of this. Yet not until Adam fell
death enter into the world. Eve
from Adam. The entire human
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race is of one blood and not of two (Acts 17 :26). The
fatal act that involved the race was Adam’s. The answer to the hypothetical question as to what would have
happened if Eve alone had sinned, if Adam had not
followed her in sin, is that “every well-trained ass
keeps off the hypothetical ice to avoid breaking a leg.”
Paul writes “the sin” and “the death," both have the
article. It is true that in the Greek abstract nouns may
or may not have an article. In English we may say:
“sin entered — death Went through,” for, unlike the
Greek and the German, our English seldom has the
article with abstracts. Yet the meaning of the Greek
word is not the same whether it be used with or without the article. Here "the sin” and “the death" are
these destructive powers, the abstract nouns almost
personify; it is not merely “sin” and “death” in general.
13, 14)

For until law sin was in the world

although sin is not charged up while there is no law;
nevertheless, the death reigned from Adam until
Moses even over those who did not sin after thesirnilitude of the transgression of Adam—he who
is type of the One to come.
When the most distinctive feature of a piece of the
early history of mankind is observed, it shows strikingly how through Adam’s ﬁrst sin the death went
through to all men. “Until law” tersely brings out the
characteristic mark of this period of history; it was
devoid of “law," of anything in the nature of law. We
must omit the article. This period extended from
Adam until Moses. It ended with the law that was
given through Moses; then at last there was “law,”
something that had that quality. Neither Adam nor
Moses are included; for Moses died after there was law,
and all those living between him and Adam are described as “not having sinned after the similitude of
the transgression of Adam.” Adam’s sin was “the
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transgression” of a speciﬁc command of God, wapéﬂam:
(see 2:23; 4:15, 25). Between Adam and Moses no

such command, nothing like “law," existed. It is a fact,
one that easily escapes a reader of the history of the
early patriarchs unless he carefully reﬂects; but once
it is pointed out, we all see this strange fact: there was
no divine command or law between Adam and Moses.

Yet “sin was in the world.”

There is no article.

“sin” as such, all kinds of sin. After "the sin” as a
deadly power came in through Adam's transgression,
its presence appeared everywhere: “sin (of all kinds)
was in the world," everywhere. The absence of law
made no difference whatever. The fact that men had

no law such as the speciﬁc command which Adam had,
that thus these earliest ancients “did not sin after the

similitude of Adam" who transgressed a speciﬁc command of God, in no way prevented them from sinning,

yea, and from dying as well. “The death" that came
into the world through that one sin of Adam’s and
thereby went through to all men who should be born,
that death “reigned" like an absolute monarch also
“from Adam until Moses" and needed no law whatever
to do so, for Adam’s sin had stricken all his descendants, “sin” was here.

Abel was killed by his own brother.

The history

of every one of those ancients ends with wawamoth,

“and he died."

That refers to physical death but it

includes what we call spiritual and ﬁnally eternal death
unless by grace these latter two were removed by faith

in “the One to come,” a type of whom Adam was. These
are the facts that stand out in the story of Genesis
“from Adam to Moses.” All were weak (utterly helpless), sinners, enemies (v. 6, 8, 10) even then and were
to be saved only through Christ, only through the rec-

onciliation God would effect through him (v. 9, 10).
This reconciliation, made for sinners only, is the grand
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evidence for the sin of all, and all the facts “from Adam
to Moses" agree.
Here Paul goes to the very bottom, not alone of sin
and death, but equally of the reconciliation, this reconciliation which was made for nothing but sin and for
none but sinners. Adam’s one transgression ﬁlled the
whole world with sin and death so that salvation depended wholly and alone on a reconciliation made for
sinners.
1
The value of this presentation of the facts which
are so dire on the one hand, so blessed on the other, lies
in its exhaustiveness, in its reach backward to Adam’s
fatal act. All that is otherwise said in the Scriptures
about the deadliness of the guilt of sin in general and of
any one sin committed in the course of time ﬁnds its
ultimate explanation here. Adam’s one sin is the fount
of death for all men, was so the moment it was committed before any men were born.
When Paul says “sin was in the world" even prior
to law, “although (86) sin is not charged up while there
is no law” he intends to say that sin and its consequent
death are not dependent on law. What law is for he
tells us presently (v. 20, 21) . Here he removes the idea
that Adam’s descendants should have a speciﬁc commandment (law) such as Adam had and thus “be
charged up" just as he was in order to be sinners and
thus subject to death. No; sin was in the world eVen
during that period when no law such as the command
given to Adam existed; sin was there as sin although

“men did not sin after (574', on the basis of) the similitude of Adam.” We might after a fashion introduce
2 :14, etc., and say that, like the Gentiles, those ancients
were “law to themselves.” But we must 'not forget that
a comparison is here made with Adam who did not
transgress merely such law as was written in his heart
but a direct command of God given him in so many
words. There lies the difference. And that is what
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“charge up” means: when one transgresses a command
of law, that law charges this up as a transgression. In
other words, law shows the gravity of sin, shows it as
transgression, charges it up as such. This is one of its
functions. But death reigns through sin just the same
whether some code of law or some speciﬁc command
does this charging up or not.
The test of obedience to which Adam was put was
made exceedingly easy for him when God gave him a
direct command instead of leaving him to such law as
was written in his heart. Of course, he transgressed
also the latter. In the story of Adam, however, it is
the former that is prominent. He was charged with
the transgression of that one direct law given to him,
which also precipitated the whole calamity. Whether
those who suffered that calamity sinned in the same
way or not made no difference. They sinned in Adam,
and the death reigned over them. Even saying that
they sinned Mm (2:12), against the law in their
hearts, like the Gentiles of later days makes no difference, for Paul here brings out what lies back of even
that, the sin and the death coming into the world
through Adam, reaching all men even before they were
born.
So deep was the calamity, so profound the tragedy;
and the evidence appears in the remedy and the rescue
which God prepared, the reconciliation he eﬁ‘ected
through his Son (v. 10). The two correspbnd, had to
correspond: “the One to come” (literally, “he about to
be”) had to be as he indeed was the antitype of Adam,
had to be a second Adam in order to save (v. 9, 10)
those who had been plunged into sin and death by the
ﬁrst Adam, all of whom were sinners, all under death’s
reign. Here we have another demonstrative relative
like those found in 2:29; 3:8, 30; 6:, “he is the One
who” is type, etc. Adam's fatal act typiﬁes Christ’s act
of deliverance in a certain vital way. The latter had to
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undo the former. and it is thus that Adam typiﬁes
Christ. Paul now presents the entire correspondence.
It is so vital because it goes to the bottom of both sin
and deliverance from sin. All else that is said in the
Scriptures regarding either or both rests on what is
here revealed as the absolute bottom. All of our teaching ought to go back to this essential paragraph in
Paul’s epistle.
15) But not as the fall thus, too, the gracious
gift. For if by the fall of the one the many died,
much more did the grace of God and the gift in
connection with the grace of the one man Jesus
Christ abound for the many. And not as through
one having done a sin (so) the gift. For the judgment from one — a verdict of condemnation; but the
gracious gift from many falls — a verdict of justiﬁcation. For if by the fall of the one the death
reigned through the one, how much more shall
those receiving the abundance of the grace and of
the gift of the righteousness reign in life through the
One, Jesus Christ.
This passage plus v. 18 is the despair of the translator because of the series of nouns ending in -p.a, each
of which denotes the accomplished result of an act
(-m denotes only the action itself). How can one,
when translating into English, distinguish between

7'; Smpui and r6 86mm, both of which are used? In v. 14
napdﬁam is Adam’s act of transgression while in v. 15,
etc., “pinup is “the fall" as the result of his act of
having fallen. The same is true with regard to the
other -p.a forms (R. 151; B.-D. 109, 2). B.-D. 488, 3
states that Paul did not seek a rhyme in these Words;
but the further remark that such repetitions “belong

to the deliciae of the Hellenist artists of style” leaves
the wrong impression that Paul imitated them. But
Paul does not imitate, these terms expressing a result
are essential for the thought, which presents results
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throughout. Again we note that Paul presents the
facts and lets them speak for themselves.

After saying that Adam is ”type of the One coming,” Paul does not pedantically detail the points in
which Adam is typical of Christ. Those points of likeness are at once combined with the points of difference;

for the type is always exceeded by the antitype.

For

this reason Christ is preﬁgured by so many types, and
even when all of these are taken together, they only
foreshadow his greatness. The likeness consists in

this: one fnan is the source of sin, death, condemnation
— one man the source of righteousness and life. Again

one act is the evil source —— one act the good source.
These are opposites but have this likeness. But there is
great excess and thus unlikeness on the side of the antitype. For, in the ﬁrst place: “not as the fall so, too, the

gracious gift” — two words ending in 1141: “the fall
as the result of Adam’s falling — the charisma, the

gracious gift, as the result of Christ’s work for us.”
There is a difference already in these two terms; for
Adam destroyed himself and all others, Christ wrought
his gracious gift only for others, he did not need any-

thing for himself, it was a gift to us.
But the difference which Paul makes prominent by

means of “for,” a difference which lies also in the two
terms used, is the fact that Christ did far more than
to restore the state of man before the fall, he at once
brought the full consummation, for the attainment of
which Adam had been created. Not again was there

to be a testing, such a one as Adam had failed to pass,
but Christ won for him and for all of us the full reign
of life everlasting, the status glon'ae as the dogmaticians call it (v. 17). This, however, is a charisma so
great that Paul presents it step by step and does not
attempt to present all of it in one statement. He says,
ﬁrst of all, that this charisma “did abound," went far

beyond the damage done by Adam.
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He, therefore, restates both the fall and the char-

isma so that the excess of the latter looms up before use
He uses the condition of reality and thus puts the fact
of the charisma and its great excess in comparison with
the fact of the fall and its dire result so that his readers
may think about these facts. In v. 17 he repeats the
“if” with the second step of this comparison. The
sum of v. 12-14 is the fact that “by the fall of the one
the many died.” The dative is one of means. By his
fall Adam brought down death upon himself and upon
his entire race. In the last analysis that fall did this;
everything that followed this fall of Adam’s was only
its result. In v. 12 Paul has already said “all men”;
these he now calls “the many” in order to make the contrast with “the one” stand out the more.

The term 76 mpa'm'wpa is not a mild term.

C.-K.

922 shows that in the New Testament the word is used
in the opposite sense even in Gal. 6:1. It excludes all
excuse, it brings out the full gravity of the act that constitutes “the fall.” It is often used by Paul in connection with deliverance, and instead of bringing out the
possibility of deliverance the word brings out only the
greatness and the mighty signiﬁcance of the deliverance: so terrible is the inexcusable fall, hence so astounding is it that there is deliverance from it at all.
M.-M. 489 sidestep the issue: “We do not propose to
deﬁne the word in its New Testament occurrences from
these (outside) instances" although this is the point at
issue. For a false contrast is here\introduced, namely
that “the fall" was a mild, inadvertent slip on Adam’s
part while Christ’s act was a deliberate, purposeful
proceeding.

The opposite is true: so grave was the

inexcusable fall of Adam that it killed all men so that
hope of deliverance seemed gone forever. Whatever
the mild sense of “fall” as found in the papyri and elsewhere may be, only the gravest sense applies in the
New Testament.
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HoMq'i ﬁller is used already in v. 10 and = “much
more” (literally, “with or by much more”).

See how

r?» xdpwpn is expanded in order to show how immensely
it exceeds Adam’s fall and the damage it wrought; it is

described as “the grace of God and the gift in connection with grace of the one man Jesus Christ."

This

repeats 3 :24, which see for both xdpw and amped. “Grace"
is repeated, “the grace of God” bestowed by him, and
“grace of the one man Christ Jesus," both are pure unmerited favor. See how the one man is here united
with God in the bestowal of this exceeding grace. Jesus
Christ is here called “the one man” because only by his
death and blood (v. 9, 10) could grace (reconciliation)
be bestowed on fallen man.

In v'. 10 this one man is

called God’s Son. A mere man’s grace would have
amounted to nothing. But‘the grace of “the one man”
who was “the Son of God," that was the duplicate of
God's own grace which sent this one man to bestow
“the gift in grace.” Grace is always transitive; it is
not a mere feeling but a power that reaches out to save
the guilty who deserve only death, the divine hand that
holds this gift. “Jesus Christ” is used as in 1:1. The
word for “gif ” means 'one that is wholly gratis, given
for nothing; the word used in v. 16 goes farther.
Both this double grace and this gift of grace “did
abound for the many,” exceeded by a great deal the fall
and the death caused by the fall. For this was the

grace of God and of Christ, thus as great as God whom
none equals. And the gift connected with this grace
was the full expression of this grace of God, as great

as the grace that bestowed it. When they are thus set
side by side: the fall and what it did and this grace
and what it then did, the vast excess of the latter looms”
up before us. Each is focused in one man. This produces type and antitpye, but what a vast difference!
Both aorists are historical: “did die” when Adam
fell, “did abound” when Christ shed his blood and died
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(v. 9, 10). Both aorists state facts. There is no need
to reach back to eternity in the case of the latter (Rev.
13:8), for when Paul wrote, the fulﬁllment had become
historical. The human cause, Adam’s fall, was exceeded by the divine cause, grace; the human effect,
that the many died, was exceeded by the divine effect,
the gift for the many. A strange turn of thought is
introduced when we are told that the divine is “more
certain” than the human. But Paul is not discussing
certainty and its opposite, uncertainty or doubt. “For
the many” refers to the same “many” who died, and dc
is stronger than the dative: the grace and the gift were
extended “unto” them in their abounding. All were
reconciled to God through Christ. We need not repeat
what we have said in v. 10, namely that “unto the
many” does not imply that all men were personally
justiﬁed when the grace and the gift reconciled them
to God.
'

16)

Once more we have the difference between

type and antitype and it carries us a step farther:
“And not _as through one having done a sin (so) the

gift.” The aorist dpaprrjaawos refers to Adam’s one act
of sin. The word used here is not again 1) MM but an
advance upon it: 15 Minna, a word that it is impossible
to translate exactly for lack of an English word denoting a gift combined with its result and eﬂ’ect (this is
the force of -pa). In v. 15 “the gift” is connected with
“the grace,” its source; it is so abounding when it is
viewed from the standpoint of its source as the free
bestowal, 7) scoped. But it is equally great and exceeding
when it is 15 Mmpa. To bring this out adequately Paul
does not at once again start with “if" as he did in v. 15
but places a preliminary statement before the “if.” For
the gift in its full result, the reigning through Christ in
heaven, is not effective in all of “the many" for whom
grace intended it but only in “those receiving the abun-
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dance of the grace and of the gift of the righteousness,"
receiving it by faith.

I‘dp at ﬁrst elucidates only the resultant verdicts as
such apart from the persons involved in them: “For the
judgment from one — a verdict of condemnation; but
the gracious gift from many falls — a verdict of j ustiﬁcation.” There are no verbs in v. 16. Paul wants

none, and our versions do their readers a disservice by
inserting verbs. This may prove dangerous. The danger begins right here and reaches its climax in v. 18,
where many make their exegesis depend on the verbs
which they insert, verbs that Paul did not write, verbs

that Paul wants omitted.
We have no less than ﬁve nouns ending in 141:, every

one expressing action with its result. It is unfortunately impossible to translate them so that the reader
sees this force of the ﬁve nouns. Let us convey as
much as we can: 16 xplpa, the judgment result — KurdKpma, an adverse judgment result (these two are mates)

— 16 xdptapa, the gracious gift result — 77on. ”pa-mi.para, many falls with their results — Smatwpa, the acquit-

tal result. The two 6:: are likewise idiomatic Greek. It
is so difﬁcult to translate them into English, especially
the second. Both denote source but as in a court of law
when verdicts are drawn “from” proved crimes.

The

two (is are simpler and introduce predicate nominatives
(on which see B.-D.157, 5; 145; 207; R. 481, etc.).
There is no need to call them Hebraistic; Deissmann,

l/ight, etc., 157, 5: “not Semitic but popular Hellenistic
Greek.” In our passage the two (is phrases may be
translated with simple predicate nominatives. The
play between ex and d: is merely incidental.

In v. 15 Paul states what Adam’s fall itself did: it
killed the many. Here Paul advances to what God did
with regard to Adam’s sin: he issued a verdict. And
this verdict was an adverse verdict, a condemnation!
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What else could it be? Note that £5 ('16: continues 8"
Mn dpnprria'awos. The one man, his one act of sin, the
judgment resulting in an adverse verdict.

Now “the gracious gift,” again 74‘: xipmpa which v.
15 describes as “the grace of God and the gift in connection with the grace of the one man Jesus Christ.”
This — 0 wonder of wonders! — the exact opposite,
“a verdict of justiﬁcation." What makes this so
astounding is ix 1:on wapawrunuifuv, this blessed acquittal right “out of many falls,” not only Adam’s fall but
the fall of all the rest as well. Instead of more condemnatory verdicts like the one on Adam’s sin which
damned all other men with Adam, there is a verdict
which is the very opposite.
There is no need to translate as though it were the
masculine: “out of falls of many men," as though the
masculine were required by the previous “out of one
man"; for we should then have only “out of many
men." Nor is if évéc neuter: “out of one fall or act of
sin.” In v. 15 Paul used “fall’ with reference to Adam
alone, and in v. 16 he added ”having done a sin," for by
that act of sin he fell. Now Paul uses “many falls,”
for in and with Adam all men fell, the whole human

race crashed, fell, died (v. 15). And here «apamuipan
are to be understood in the same serious, fatal sense as
noted in v. 15.
There is much dispute regarding the meaning of

Suaimpa. We restrict ourselves to the essentials. It is
undoubtedly the exact opposite of Kafdqum. Both terms

express a result. Both express the action of the divine
Judge when he pronounces his verdict, once declaring
guilty, another time declaring righteous, but both times
the result of the verdict is included. C.-K. 331, Recht—
fertigungsakt, “act of declaring righteous,” is too much
like Strainer“ (v. 18) which denotes only the act. Add
the result to the act, and we have the meaning. As the
adverse verdict establishes condemnation as its perma-
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nent result, so the verdict declaring righteous establishes righteousness as its permanent result. Zahn’s
treatment of the subject is clear, also in the statement
that this word came to be used in a favorable sense
and no longer in a neutral sense such as Kpip-a. has.
Some consider only the words “one" and “many,"
and although the former is masculine and the latter
neuter, they posit an extemive excess of the result of
the gift over the result of the sin: either that all men
were delivered, or that, in addition to Adam’s sin, all
other sins were made good by Christ. But Paul writes
a masculine and secondly a neuter and thereby on his
part excludes a direct comparison between the two.
There is not a difference of extent but a difference
of opposite results: Once a verdict of condemnation,
then a verdict of justiﬁcation. And the two in make
them arise out of the same source in God’s court. More
than that. In order to intensify these opposites Paul
takes only the one man as the source of the verdict of
condemnation but all the falls of that one man and of
all other men as the source of the justifying verdict.
The fact that God pronounces a verdict of condemnation on Adam’s sin is as natural and as right as it can
be; we accept it without further thought, as a matter of
course. But it sounds impossible, incredible that God
should pronounce a verdict that is the direct opposite,
.a verdict of acquittal and righteousness, when he has

before him all the falls of all men. All of them cry for
nothing but repetitions of the damnatory verdict pronounced on Adam; that damnatory verdict damned not
him alone but all men together with him. Yet there is
a second verdict that annuls the ﬁrst. Impossible and
yet a fact; incredible and yet true! We know the solution — Christ Jesus (v. 6-11).
The fact that the condemnatory verdict damned all
men is beyond question after considering v. 12-15. The
fact that the justifying verdict does not justify all men
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ought to be equally beyond questionin view of v.17 and
of all that Paul has said regarding justiﬁcation by faith
alone. In spite of this Suaimpa is thonght to imply a
world absolution'in the sense of the personal forgiveness of sins to every individual man in the world. It is
the same mistake as that committed in connection with

the reconciliation discussed in v. 10, which see. All
men were indeed reconciled to God, and it is possible
to call this universal or world justiﬁcation, but never in
the sense of absolving every individual sinner of his
sins before faith and without faith, never in the sense
of abolishing the personal justiﬁcation which God pro-

nounces only the instant he kindles faith.

The fact

that smaz'wpa refers only to the latter, is pronounced
only on believers, v. 17 shows as does all the rest of
this epistle and all that the entire Scripture teaches
regarding justiﬁcation by faith alone.
17) As in v. 15 e2 yap expounds, I0 it does also here,
for certainly the amazing statement that a verdict of
justiﬁcation is in any way or manner drawn “out of
many falls" needs explanation even for Christians who
know the secret — they expect it to be told. The condition is one of reality, and what was said about this
condition in v. 15 applies also here. Paul speaks of it
as a fact that by the fall of the one the death reigned
as absolute monarch through the one, This repeats the
statements about death in v. 12 and v. 15, save that it
emphasizes “the one” (Adam) by repetition, ﬁrst by a
dative of means respecting Adam's fall, then with 8d,
making Adam the mediator of death. This reign of
death was the result of the verdict of condemnation;
the fact that it was a reign over all men has already
been stated.
Now the exposition of the other verdict. This verdict applies only to “those receiving the abundance of
the grace and of the gift of righteousness,” only to
believers. Their description recalls 3 :24, for the three
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terms used are the same: grace, gratuitous gift, righteousness ( = being declared righteous in 3 :24).

What

this passive participle Used in 3:24 states by making
God the agent and believers the recipients, the active
participle “those receiving” repeats here, they being
the recipients, God the giver.

But now note what “much more” emphasizes.

The

condemnatory verdict was quid pro qzw, it decreed the

exact equivalent, just what the fall deserved, no more,
no less, as comports with perfect justice. It is altogether different with regard to the justifying verdict

pronounced on believers; it lets them receive “the abundance of the grace and of the gratuitous gift of righteousness.” Here there is no measuring out of equivalents, no care that there shall not be too much or too

little; here is unrestrained abundance. It is “the grace
of God and gift in connection with grace of the one man
Jesus Christ," explained in v. 15. Yet here the verb

emptaamae, “did abound,” is replaced by the noun 7';
mpmm’a, “the abundance,” the overﬂowing measure of
“the grace" (the one already mentioned in v. 15) and

of “the gift” (also mentioned there and with the identical word — a different one is used in v. 16). And
now the appositional genitive “of righteousness” deﬁnes what “the gift" is, the righteousness of 1:17,

and of 3:21, 22, the status of righteousness produced
by the verdict of righteousness (Smapra, v. 16), by the

act of declaring it (Smafwms‘, v. 18), “God’s righteousness through faith in Jesus Christ on all those believing,” 3 :22. The present participle “those receiving” is
iterative: one by one throughout the ages in reiter-

ation. The fact that this receiving is accomplished by
faith need not be repeated after all that Paul has said
regarding faith in 3 :21-4 :25.
But this receiving is only the means to the real and

the ultimate end: “in life shall they reign through the
One, Jesus Christ.” “In life” is emphatic because it is
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placed before the verb. “The righteous shall live out
of faith,” 1:17. Eternal life is the goal of justiﬁcation.
In v. 9, 10 we twice have “shall be sav ”; so here we
twice have “life” (v. 17, 18). Salvation and life are
the same concept. Here they refer to heaven. “In
lif " = sphere, all heaven is life. But note the contrast with “the death." All men died in Adam, “the
dea ” with its power reigned over them. The justiﬁed
are not only freed from that death but are transferred
into life eternal, they attain the goal which Adam was
to attain, the goal for which all of us were created.
What an excess over death!
.
Paul does not say that "the life shall reign over us"
as he says “the death reigned.” Paul states the divine
realities as they are. Here is the excess: death reigned
— one king; all believers shall reign — many kings.
Still more: we were subjects, we shall be rulers.
Crowns are laid up for us, II Tim. 4:8. Recall all the
passages that speak of a crown. We shall sit with

Christ in his throne. : He shall be King of kings, we
shall be kings. In heaven we shall not be subjects but
“shall reign.” See the author’s little volume Kings and
Priests.
And now comes the essential phrase: “through the

One, Jesus Christ," Sad to designate him as Mediator.
“The One," the antitype of “the one” (Adam). The
latter is placed at the start, his one sin made death
king; Christ is placed with the heavenly Consummation,
our royal reign in life. Already in v. 15 Christ is
united with grace. “Much more” is here again considered to mean “much more certainly”; see the remarks
on “mach more" in v. 15. Was there any doubt about
death’s reign? The excess is not subjective but objective, it does not lie in our personal certainty or
assurance but in the immensity of our deliverance.
Though our faith be weak, “much more" than death
ever reigned shall we reign, and much more than Adam
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lost for us we receive through Christ. We append the
parallels of the phrasing which is so masterly in every
detail:
1)
2)

the death —— those receiving;
did reign — in life shall reign;

3)

by the fall — the abundance of the grace and of
the gift of righteousness;
4) of the one — through the One, Jesus Christ.
18) We now reach the summation. It is presented as a ﬁnal deduction by means of dpa. ofw, an
expression that is repeatedly used by Paul.
Although dpa, “ﬁttingly,” “accordingly" (denoting
some sort of correspondence between sentences or

clauses), is always postpositive in the classics, as it
is used by Paul it merely strengthens ofw.
Accordingly then, as through one’s fall — for all

men a verdict of condemnation; so also through
One’s verdict of justiﬁcation —— for all men a declaring righteous to life.
For as through the disobedience of the one man many were constituted
sinners, thus also through the obedience of the One
the many shall be constituted righteous.
We disagree with those who think that every time

verbs are omitted they must be supplied, and that the
omissions are due t an imitation of colloquial speech,
and the like (B.-D. 481).

Paul wanted no verbs, the

sense of v. 18 does not depend on verbs. Yet some supply verbs, two “came” (our versions), and some make
the verbs decisive in determining the sense.

Even the

aorist tense is stressed by those who think that world
justiﬁcation came on all men and obviated a justiﬁcation “out of or through faith,” save that faith must
accept that world justiﬁcation.
The meaning of the ﬁrst clause is simple: “through
the mediation of one man’s fall — for all men a verdict

of condemnation.”

After what has been said we need

little further explanation.

We have two terms express-
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ing a result; these were explained as such in v. 16 when

we considered the terms-ending in «pa. And a: xaniqusa
is used for the predicate nominative exactly as it was
in v. 16. In the second clause we have the exact counterpart and no longer an excess since this has been
exhausted in v. 15-17. Whereas we twice had: “not
as" (v. 15, 16) we now have the positive: “as" followed
by “thus also." Only the likeness is now stated and no
more: “through one’s verdict of justiﬁcation — for all
men a declaring righteous to life,” (an): is the objective
genitive “to life," R. 500. Here (is Suaimw is once more
used for the predicate nominative. These four (is (tWo
in v. 16, two in v. 18) are simple predicate nominatives;
they should not, therefore, be translated “to” or “unto.”
In v. 16 the two predicates with :3: appear beside two
e'x phrases, but this is merely incidental even as in v. 18
the two predicates with :3: appear beside two other
etc, which are mere substitutes for datives, one being
the dative of disadvantage: “for all men” condemnation, the other that of advantage: “for all men" a
declaring righteous. 0n :2: for the dative compare
R. 594.
. Amat'wpa as used here and'in v.16 must be identical
in force. Itis a term expressing result as explainedin

conjunction with four other termsin -pn. in v. 16; while
Smat'uxns with the «m sufﬁx denotes only the action (ct,

R. 151 on these sufﬁxes) . Thus the latter = a declaring
righteous (action) ; the former = a declaring righteous
and thereby placing into a permanent relation or state
even as the declaration stands permanently (result).
We have no English counterparts. Thus one side is
like the other (“as — so also") : 1) through one’s fall
(with its result) — for all men a verdict of condemnation (with its result) ; 2) through One’s verdict of
acquittal (with its result) -- for all men an acquitting (a term expressing action) to life. Christ’s 80miopa is the acquittal of Christ himself, this acquittal as a
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permanent result. Three times the Father made a formal declaration from heaven. In Acts 3:14 Jesus is
called “the Holy One and the Righteous One.” His
acquittal he achieved in his human nature, but not for
a beneﬁt it brought to him but for the beneﬁt it
brought to men.
“For all men Swims {an-7c." The difference in the
terms is marked: not for all men as for Christ Smalwpa,
a justifying verdict as the ﬁnished and permanent result, but Smalwms, the action of declaring righteous, the

action that is repeated in every case in which “the gift
of the righteousness is received” (v. 17) by faith.
Adam’s fall (result, wapdwpra) = for all men Kafdxptpa,
ﬁnished condemnation, a result, not merely Ka'rdxpuns‘,
condemning action that occurs in a succession of cases;
Christ’s Smaiwpa, ﬁnished result like Adam’s rapdwrwpa =

for all men, not also Suaiwna, ﬁnished result, but Swai’um,
justifying action that occurs in a succession of cases.
Paul has used no less than ﬁve terms ending in -p.a and
expressing a result, two of them repeatedly with reference to Adam. Does that not make the one term

ending in -au; which he now uses stand out with its distinctive and different meaning? And has he not prepared for it by the iterative present participle oi Ila/43¢;-

mm: “those receiving the abundance of the grace and
of the gift of the righteousness,” receiving this righteousness one by one when they are brought to receive
it by faith?
Amm’wm has the very same sense which it had in
4:25, the action of God when he declares righteous in
personal justiﬁcation, even as the whole of 3 :21 to 4 :25

deals with this action alone.

If a world justiﬁcation

were intended, the word employed would have to be
Smalwpa. Paul even adds {an-7s, for this justifying action
admits “to life” everlasting, which only those receive

who “receive the gift of the righteousness” by faith although Christ won it for all men.
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We are sorry
clearly between
with its action.
differ. We have

to note that C.-K. fails to distinguish
30(41le with its result and Swami:
R. 151 does so. The commentators
an example of such a differing when

we are told that in v. 16 smaimpa means a verdict because
it is there opposed to «aréxpzpa which denotes a verdict;
while here in v. 18 Smaiwpa cannot mean a verdict since
it is opposed to Adam's «updmmpa which is not a verdict.

But in v. 18 as in v. 16 admin precedes, and Christ's
8mm,“ is placed in opposition to that. Adam’s fall is
not its opposite but the condemnation of all men resulting from that fall. How could a fall be the opposite
of a resulting justiﬁcation? In v. 18 the arrangement
is purposely chiastic so as to bring together as closely
as possible Ka'rdxpma. and Smalwpa. We, therefore, reject
the view that in v. 16 the word means rechtfertigendes
Urteil, “justifying j udgment,” but in v. 18 gerechte
Tat, “just deed." L. in v. 16, Gerechtsprechung (an
action only and not even result), in v. 18, Rechtstat.
We are pointed to “the obedience of the One” mentioned

in v. 19 as establishing the claim that Christ’s Swai—
mpa in v. 18 must be his “right deed.” This is as unacceptable as the contrast with Adam’s fall. For in v. 19
Paul goes back of judgments to what called forth these
judgments: Adam’s disobedience making many sinners,
Christ's obedience making many righteous. We must
distinguish between the verdicts and the ground on
which the verdicts were pronounced.
19)

The very point of Paul's adding his explana-

tion with a ydp is to indicate on what the two contrasted
verdicts rest, the Kardxpcpa and the StKaimpa of V. 18. And

here again it is “even as — thus also,“ which stresses
only the likeness and not the differences. Through the
disobedience of the one man the many were constituted
sinners, were “set down” as sinners. The moment that
one act of disobedience on Adam’s part was committed
it placed the many, none of whom were as yet born, in
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the position of sinners. Thus the universal result, the
verdict of condemnation. The fact that the many, after
they had been born, were sinners also because they
themselves sinned many sins is irrelevant here where
the ultimate cause of the condemnatory verdict is presented. Note the emphasis in the Greek: “sinners were
constituted the many.”
We usually say that Adam’s sin was imputed to all
men even as Christ’s righteousness is imputed to the
believers. This may serve with regard to Adam’s sin.
Paul simply states the fact as a fact: “were constituted
sinners,” aorist. We have no further explanation. The
evidence for the fact, however, is overwhelming: all
men die, the verdict of condemnation rests on all. Compare the remarks on v. 12.
The counterpart is: “through the obedience of the
One the many shall be constituted righteous.” The
wording is almost an exact parallel, even the emphasis
is the same: “righteous shall be constituted the many.”
Note that the sufﬁx .,, appears in compound mmina.
actionis (B.-D. 109), thus mpauor; is the action of disobeying, a'maxoﬁ, the action of obeying. The fact that
Adam’s was a single act and Christ’s an action that
continued through his whole life (obedientia active at
passive) until he cried: “It is ﬁnished !" on the cross
should not cause confusion. One step off a precipice
constitutes the fall that kills. Negatives are like that.
Christ, on the other hand, had to ﬁnish his work in
order to attain its goal and result. Positives are like
that. But Paul has ﬁnished his discussion of the main
diﬁerences in v. 15-17 and in v. 18, 19 dwells only on
the likeness. When we now say that Christ’s righteousness is also imputed to us we have 4:3, etc., to substantiate that fact, the verb “to reckon."
There are no verbs in v. 18. Some commentators
insert two aorists: "came.” In v. 19 Paul uses verbs:
“were constituted" and "shall be constituted." The
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former is the historical aorist; why not also the latter?
Those who insert two historical aorists in v. 18 need
two such aorists in v. 19, for v. 19 explains (7&9)
v. 18. But Paul used the future! These commentators
then regard this as a logical future which expresses
what automatically followed Christ’s obedience. In
this way this future is referred back to the past. Constituting the many righteous logically followed Christ’s
obedience; but his act is as historically in the past as
is the act of constituting the many sinners. Was that
not also logically future to Adam's obedience? Why,
then, in one instance the historical fact and in the other
this “logical” verb instead of the historical fact? There
is no satisfactory answer.
This logical future is stressed especially by those
who take Paul’s words to mean that all men were jus—tiﬁed, pardoned, forgiven more than 1,900 years ago,
so that no act of God’s justifying the individual believer in the instant of faith follows. We have shown
the untenableness of this opinion in v. 10, 16, 18, and
already in 1:17. Here it alters the future tense in
order to maintain itself. This future indicates the
historical fact in its progress. The many “shall be constituted righteous" all along as they receive the abundance of the grace and the gift of the righteousness,
receive it (iterative present) when they are brought to
faith. Karawaaﬁo-ovmt agrees with at Aapﬁtivowcs, the iterative present that continues until the last sinner receives the righteousness.

“Shall be constituted righteous” = shall receive the
gift of righteousness = all that Paul has said regarding personal justification = in particular 3:24: Surat-oﬁpevm, “being declared righteous.” Nowhere in the
Bible is any man constituted or declared righteous
“without faith, before faith.” With this future tense,
which must agree with the aorist .that precedes since

both are historical, agrees smatwm in v. 18 (4:26), ac-

Romans 5:19, 20
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tion, action that repeats itself in the case of every believer and not a term expressing a result that states

what is ﬁnished down to the complete effect.
But does Paul not twice use “the many” after he has
twice used “all men” in v. 18? Let us see. In v. 17
we read “those receiving” (believers). In v. 18 we

read: “for all men,” and not merely: “all men.” So
here, as in v. 16 where one is pointedly used, many is
placed in contrast with this one. What Christ obtained
for all men, all men do not receive (v. 18).

“The

many” with reference to whom the aorist is used are
determined by that aorist, “the many” with reference
to whom the future tense is used are limited by that

tense.

These tenses decide the issue.

Christ's obe-

dience will never constitute an unbeliever who spurns

this vicarious obedience Sixaioc, “righteous,” declared so
by the eternal Judge.

Some date the future tense at

the last day, but no believer who receives the gift of
righteousness needs to wait so long a time.
All skeptics and all rationalists have ever argued
against the facts here (v. 12-19) presented by Paul,
these facts that stand out everywhere in Scripture.
Luther puts it drastically: The idea of damning the
whole world because one man bit into an apple!
Equally: The idea of taking a lot of men to heaven
because one man once died on the cross! Dogmatics
and Apologetics have long ago made a crushing and a
detailed reply. Sin and death have one source —
Adam; righteousness and life also have one source —
the second Adam, Christ. If not — what then? Yes,
what then? Only the rationalistic arguments of the

moralists, all of whom Paul has crushed already in
chapter 2.
20)
One question remains, that regarding “law,”
touched upon in v. 13, 14, where Paul states how late it
came and how death reigned during the entire age before there was law. Now law came in besides so
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that the fall increased. But where the sin increased,
the grace superabounded; so that, as the sin in the
death did reign, so also the grace did reign through
righteousness to life eternal through Jesus Christ,
our Lord.
Paul is here not answering an objector, this imaginary character who has been introduced at several
previous points. This is plain instruction for Christians regarding the place of law and regarding the
activity of law. And Paul speaks of “law” in general,
for the word is minus the article. In this connection
2:12-27 should not be forgotten, for there Paul carefully uses both “law” and "the Law.” Most certainly
the Mosaic law comes under the category of “law” and
is here included; v. 14 states when it came in. But
other “law" also came in. It. was less perfect, indeed,
than that of Moses but it had a similar effect. More
important is the deﬁnition of “law” which should not
be conceived as being a mere set of formulated decrees,
a code, but as a power that effects something (C.-K.
752, etc.).
This power “came in besides.” The idea of furtiveness which is sometimes connected with wapa.’ is absent
here. “Law" never sneaks in. The preposition in the
verb refers to the sin and the death which v. 12 tells us
“came in.” If they had not come about, “law” would
never have come in; yet when they came in, law “came
in besides.” R. 998 makes Eva consecutive; see the discussion regarding iva. in 3:19. Paul has been discussing results and not purposes, he has even used terms
expressing results (words with the sufﬁx gun), has one
of them right here. So we regard Em and the following
as indicating a result, not: “in order that the fall
should increase,” but: “so that the fall increased.” We
also refuse to make rt wapa'wrmpa something different
from what it twice means in v. 15 and twice in v. 17,
18: Adam’s fall. Law increased this fall. How? The

Romans 5 :20, 21
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next clause explains: “the sin increased,” the sin that
came into the world through one man (v. 12) . Because

of its very nature law increased the fall, for it not only
intensiﬁed sin as transgression (“pd/3am, 4:15, also
used in 5:14), it multiplied sin, its very prohibitions
provoked transgressions. Compare 7:13, and 3:20;
“through law sin’s realization.”
On which side did law belong when it came in? On
the side of Adam's fall, on the side of sin. Moreover,

since it came in later beside the sin and the death that
had already come in, law was secondary in regard to
them. Without them it would never have had a place.
Thus its function, too, is secondary. It only increased
what was already there, it brought nothing new, noth-

ing like “the grace.” And for this reason Paul writes
“law” without the article but “the fall,” “the sin”
twice, “the death,” “the grace” twice, all with deﬁnite

articles.
So this is what law did.

But whereas it increased

the sin, “the grace superabounded.” On “grace” see
1:7 and 3:24. The rescuing power not only equaled
the damning power, it towered vastly above it. All
of the aorists plus also the aorist subjunctives state
facts. “The grace” includes not only the divine attri-

bute but also all that this attribute wrought in and
through Christ and all that it now works: 16 Xdpurpa
(v. 15, 16, “gracious gift”), 7', amped (v. 15, 17, “gratis
gift”), 1'5 86;qu

(V. 16, “gift result"), SLKaIpra

(V. 16,

“justiﬁcation result”).
“The grace” indeed superabounded! For this reason the unbelief which rejects
this mighty grace is so damnable.
21)

The Em is again consecutive; it states not

merely God’s intention but this intention as to its ﬁnal
result. The grace superabounded “so that, as the sin
in the death did reign, so also the grace did reign (the
sin being unable to stop it) through righteousness,”
etc. In v. 14 and 17 Paul said that “the death reigned."
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Now he combines: “the sin in the death reigned,” for
the sin is the power in the death. The sin did not
reign instead of the death but reigned in the death and
in its reign. The repetition intends to bring out the
full power and the terror of that reign. The emphasis
is on the verb which is placed forward: “reign did the

sin in the death."
But its territory was invaded. And now the emphasis is on the subject: “the grace did reign,” the
grace despite that deadly reign of the sin. In v. 17
Paul writes regarding the believers: “in life shall they
reign." Here is the reason for that statement: the
grace has already reigned, is now reigning with blessed

power, yea is reigning in us. One of the Sui states the
means, the other the Mediator of this reign of God’s
grace. "Through righteousness to life eternal,” the
righteousness of 1:17 and of 3:21, 22 which is ours by
the declaration pronouncing us righteous for Christ's
sake. The goal of this righteousness is “life eternal"
(“in life," v. 17), i. e., eternal blessedness. Here Paul
combines these two cardinal terms: “righteousness to
life eternal.” The great and the most essential eﬁect
of righteousness (justiﬁcation by faith) is eternal life,
see the caption and the introduction to this chapter.
Twice, in v. 9, 10, we read, “shall be saved," and now

“life eternal" after “life” in v. 17. These are the pivotal points that must be recognized as such.
This whole effect of justiﬁcation is presented as
being mediated through Christ. Verse 1 starts with
3141'. 701'; Kvpiov ﬁpév 'I-qo'oﬁ Xpwroﬁ; follow his name on
through until it now closes the chapter: “through Jesus
Christ, our Lord." Here is the great Mediator and his
whole work, his obedience, his death and blood, his
reconciliation which mediates our justification and its

effect: Salvation and Life Eternal.

. ‘

Who but an inspired writer could put such a volume

of saving truth into twenty-one short verses?

CHAPTER Vl
Newness of Life and Sanctiﬁcation, chapter 6
1) The ﬁrst effect of the righteousness of God
(justiﬁcation by faith) is salvation and life through
Christ as set forth in chapter 5. The second effect is
newness of life and sanctiﬁcation.

The great para—

graph 5:12-21, with its “as —so” and “if —— much
more” statements has been written, the sonorous
phrase, “through Jesus Christ, our Lord,” marks its
conclusion. With characteristic simple facility Paul
turns to the next effect of justiﬁcation. What then
shall we say? Shall we be remaining in the sin in
order that the grace may increase?
Perish the
thought! We such as died to the sin, how shall we
still be living in it?

We do not interpret: “What shall we say to the
objector” who tells us that, according to our doctrine,
we should remain in the sin in order to increase the
grace we are praising as the salvation from sin? This
objector has been repeatedly mentioned. In 3:8 he
mentions slanderers and their slander that the Christians teach: “Let us do the base things that the good
things may come." But when Paul faces opponents he
tells his readers this fact. Here as elsewhere he speaks
only to sincere Christians who, like himself, do serious
thinking about the blessed truth to which they hold.
These verbs that contain a “we” are plain on that point.

“What shall we then say?" refers to 5:20, the grace
superabounding where the sin increased. This superabundance of the grace is the blessed fact on which our
justiﬁcation and our salvation rest.

It is misunder-

standing Paul to render “Shall we say then: Let us be
remaining," etc.?

This is not a hortative subjunctive:
(387)
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“let us remain,” but a deliberative subjunctive (R. 934)
which turns a question over in the mind: “Shall we be
remaining in the sin ?" A few texts have the future
indicative, but this would have the same sense. The
present subjunctive refers to continuous remaining.

The purpose clause states the motivation: “in order
that the grace may increase," aorist, be brought to the
point of greater increase. This is one of those many
silly deductions that constantly arise in our foolish
minds with a show of sound logic: if this is so (real
truth), then must this other not also be so (some foolish conclusion)? At times these deductions become

very annoying, for instance, when some helpless mind
becomes ensnarled in its supposed sound reasonings
and fails to ﬁnd the fallacies involved. For this reason
Paul introduces such questions and then solves them
for his Christian readers. Should we not by keeping
on in sin, by doing more and more of it, help grace to
increase vastly in saving us from this mass of sin? If
we stopped sinning, less grace would be needed to save
us. Is it not more glory for grace when it superabounds? This sort of reasoning can be carried still
farther once it is well started. 0n “grace” see 3:24.
“The grace” and “the sin," with deﬁnite articles as
in 5:20, 21, speak of them as powers, and it is best to
retain the articles when translating them into English.

2) “Perish the thought !" Paul exclaims (see 3 :4).
There are thoughts and reasonings which in spite of
their show of logic are so abominable that the Christian
mind instinctively turns from them and refuses even

to think them. There are such thoughts and reasonings
also outside of Christianity, in all departments of
knowledge and of life, that are instinctively rejected by

mankind and entertained and acted on only by men
who are morbid, slightly unbalanced, badly defective
in natural morality, pitifully obsessed by the vicious
follies they cannot cast off. Paul's exclamation: “Per-
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ish the thought !” is the reaction of a mind that is men-

tally, morally, spiritually sound, and the apostle utters
this exclamation in place of all his readers.
That repudiation alone would be enough. For we
need not analyze every fallacy in order to reject it;
nor need we formally explode every vicious deduction
by showing all that it upsets in order to scorn it. That,

too, is worth remembering for the sake of our sanity in
general.

But Paul raises the present question for the

very purpose of exposing the viciousness of its contents.

Two ways were open to him when giving the an-

swer: either to analyze the question itself and thus to
show the fallacy involved; or to confront the question
with the solid facts it denies or ignores, the facts which
make every such question impossible in the ﬁrst place.

Paul chooses the latter because it is by far the most
effective.

Here too, we may learn from him, for too

often we are inclined to use the less effective way and
in our ignorance even to take for granted wrong implications in the questions we attempt to analyze.
How can such a thought of going on in sin arise

in the minds of us “who are such as died to the sin”?
“How shall we still be living in it?" Logic? sound
deduction? The very thought of going on in sin for
any reason is in itself a shallow contradiction. It is
like having died and yet talking about continuing to
live. Only a fool confuses having died and still being
alive. Paul points this out sharply: died (aorist, for
the act is punctiliar) “to the sin” — still be living (dur-

ative) “in it.” The power of grace produced this death
to sin; how, then, can we still go on living in sin, to
say nothing of such an impossibility as causing grace
to increase? Here is an answer, indeed.
This is the ethical dative. The thought is as profound as the fact itself. The moment a man is dead he

ceases to respond to stimuli. Coax him, command him,
threaten him — no response, no reaction.

The sphere
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in which he once moved (“in it") is his sphere no
longer. So plain in the physical realm, is it less plain
in the spiritual where the genuine realities exist?
Once sin was the sphere in which we moved and responded to all this power of sin. Then came grace —
oh, that blessed grace so vastly greater than the sin!
— and possessed our soul which then and there died
to the sin and, being thus dead, ceased living in it,
ceased responding to it, the sin reached out to this dead
one in vain.
This is the glory of grace that it made us die to sin.
This is the abounding of grace over sin that it rendered
us dead. This is our joy and delight in grace, the one
reason that we embraced it: to be dead to sin. It is,
of course, only the negative side, death is negative. Paul
will add the positive, the newness of life. The negative explodes the fallacious question, the positive does
so still more. Both this death and this new life and
newness of life are such great effects of justiﬁcation by

faith through grace that they deserve to be unfolded
in detail, and even these details are tremendous.
3) Or are you ignorant of the fact that we,
as many as were baptized in connection with Christ
Jesus, were baptized in connection with his death?
We then were entombed with him through this
(our) baptism in connection with this (his) death
in order that, just as Christ was raised up from
the dead through the glory of the Father, thus also
we on our part might come to walk in newness of

life.
“Or are you ignorant of the fact ?" is really a litotes
for: “But I am sure that you know the fact." The addition of “as many," of course, does not mean that some
of the Roman Christians had not been baptized but intends to connect them with Paul and all other Christians, all of whom were baptized. We regard the verb
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as a passive, “were baptized," and not as a permissive
middle in passive form, “we let ourselves be baptized.”
The aorist is to designate the past historical fact; it is
important here because it matches the aorist “we did
die." The death to sin occurred in the baptism.
It is the task of the grammars to tell the story as
to how the Koine etc has expanded and invaded the territory of iv so that it reached even the static verbs, even
those of being, letting us have the construction elm
and at»: (is, this invasion being completed in modern
Greek, c'v there being swallowed up entirely by etc. All
the old grammars and all the old exegeses are superseded by the immense volume of new information now
at hand in the papyri, etc. We now see how wroug it
was in scores of instances in the New Testament to
interpret a: as “into,” and how only sheer ignorance
forced the idea of motion into the preposition. Here
in v. 3, 4, where it is found three times, as in Matt.
28 :19, d: denotes sphere (R. 592) and not motion. The
grammars now call it static (is.

Although the thought was unthinkable, men tried
to think it: carried by baptism into the Name, into
Christ, into his death. This cis‘ is simple in and indicates
no motion but only sphere; it is in with its ﬁrst meaning: “in connection with.” We were baptized “in connection with” the Name of the Holy Trinity (Name =
revelation), “in connection'with",Christ, with his death
and all its saving power. Baptism is “the washing of
regeneration and renewing of the Holy Ghost” (Tit.
3:5) because of these its connections which reveal the
power and the effect with which it works. Baptism
connects us with the Messiah Jesus, and Paul says that
this means the connection with his death.

Here all that

he has already said on the efﬁcacy of that death must be
recalled: 3:25; 5:6-11, plus all that has been said on
Christ’s mediation. Note the chiasm, the two verbs
being outside, the two phrases inside, thus placing great
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emphasis on the second phrase: “in connection with his
death.”
Baptism made this connection for us, this sacrament initiated us into the Christian faith and Church
(John 3:5). The passives are vital, for not we do
something for Christ when we are baptized, he does
something for and to us, he with his death. Faith in
the Word preceded the baptism of adults, but this faith
ever desires baptism as sealing the connection with
Christ and his death.

So baptism is the full guarantee

of this connection. A repudiation of baptism evidences
a spurious faith, a lack of the vital connection. To say:
“in connection with his death were we baptized," is not
yet mystical language. But we see that there is a mystical thought in Paul's mind when Paul continues:
"entombed then were we with him through (by means
of) the ( = our) baptism in connection with the
(= his) death."
4) A rdoos is a tomb, then also a grave, and thus
Mime: = to entomb with someone or something. This
is not symbolical language, as some have called it,
but mystical language, and that to the fullest degree. What occurred in a physical way in the case of
Christ is predicated of us in whom it occurred in a

spiritual way, in fact, the two are made one: “entombed
were we=withhirn” and this “by means'of'bur baptism
in connection with his death." The phrase modiﬁes the
noun (R. 784; C.-K. 272, who admits this modiﬁcation

he e although he is skeptical of such modiﬁcations elsewhere). We see that “the baptism in connection with
the death” is thus also mystical. For, in order to be
entombed, one must have undergone death, entombment
follows death as a matter of course, seals the death as
it were. For this reason we-say in the creed regarding Christ: “dead and buried." To be entombed with
Christ thus involves the fact that in our baptism we
died with Christ.
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The depth of this mystical language, the wealth of
truth concentrated in it, must be fully appreciated.

Compare also Eph. 2 :5, 6.

Here we have no ﬁgures or

symbols, no verbal beauties, but concentrated facts.
Here more is said than that Christ died for us, that

God reckoned his death as ours, as though we had died,
or even that by baptism and faith all the beneﬁts of
his sacriﬁcial death were made personally ours. The
spiritual effect in ourselves is at once included. By

connecting us with Christ’s death baptism so joined
us to it that we ourselves died to sin. It was a dying
together, this death of Christ and of ourselves, a being

entombed together as dead.

The interval of time van-

ishes. The difference between Christ’s death as sacriﬁcial and vicarious and ours as escape from sin and its

dominion is fully conserved; for only on the verity of
this difference rests this concentrated predication. Of
course, the next step follows: as we died with Christ
so we shall rise and live with him (v. 8).
Those must revise their estimate of baptism who
make it a mere symbol of something else, something
that will happen at a future time. With Sui Paul makes
it a means, not only for applying Christ’s death and its
beneﬁts to us, but equally for our thus getting rid of

sin, even of its dominion.

No symbol could do that.

The moment baptism becomes for us what it is, its
mode ceases to dominate our thinking. Even in a symbol we need no picturing, no duplication. A few drops
of water symbolize as well as, yea better than, a lake or
an ocean. Baptism by immersion and submersion becomes no more symbolic than sprinkling or pouring.
But the function of this sacrament is not to picture or
to symbolize—whatever of that character we see is
minor; its function is to act as a most effective divine,
spiritual means, one that derives its power from connection with Christ and his atoning death, one that
effects in us a death to sin and a new life, regeneration
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(John 3:5; Tit. 3:5) or new,birth, and thus newness
of life forever. Burnapo's, with its suﬂix -p.os, denotes
action; while ﬁéwnapa, with -p.a, like the ﬁve terms used

in 5 :16, denotes the action as? to its result, R. 151; C.-K.
199. We properly have the former here, for the very
act did for us what Paul predicates.
From the profundity of mystical language Paul
rises to the plain language of simple comparison: we
were entombed with Christ “in order that, just as

Christ was raised up from the dead through the glory
of the Father, thus also we on our part might come to
walk in newness of life.” Paul could have said: “in
order that we might be raised up with Christ” and
continued the mystical language. His use of ordinary
comparison shows us how his mystical language about

being entombed with Christ is to be understood; in fact,
in v. 5 he himself interprets that "we have become
grOWn together with the likeness of his death.” The
likeness: Christ was entombed as dead, we died to sin,
is welded into a unit: “we ”were entombed with him.”
The counterpart is left in its duality and is united by
“just as —- thus also.”
We regard ﬁyépov, as a passive and not as a passive
used in the middle sense, because the means (Sui), the
glory of the Father, points to the Father as the agent.
It is, of course, true that the Scriptures say both: Jesus
was raised and he himself arose even as all the opera
ad extra are indivisa. out commune. Dead, entombed,
raised up from the dead belong together. The Father
put his approval on his Son’s death by raising him up.
Christ’s resurrection seals the atoning efﬁcacy and the
sufﬁciency of his sacriﬁcial death. The sins of the
world were, indeed, atoned; the evidence is this conquering of death by means of Christ’s resurrection, for
sin and death go together (5:12). On the phrase ix
mpa'w as being equal to "from death" see the discussion
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in Matt. 17:10; Mark 9:9; Luke 9:7; John 2:22; or
Acts 3:16; on God’s 865a, 1 :23: the divine attributes as
they shine forth. This doxa. includes omnipotence but
much more as the means in the Father himself which
he exercised and displayed in raising his Son from
death.
Instead of the counterpart: ”thus also we on our
part (emphatic mick) were raised up," Paul at once
advances to the result of our spiritual resurrection:

“thus also we on our part might come to walk in newness of life.” The aorist is ingressive (R. 850; B.-D.
337, 1). To be alive is to walk; to be raised to life is to
be enabled to walk, to move, to show all the evidences
of being alive. Remaining in sin is to be without spiritual life and thus without spiritual activity of any
kind. Life itself, both physical and spiritual, is invisible, intangible, but it shows its presence'by a thousand
activities, all of which are absent in death. Thus to
start to walk in newness of life involves the fact that a
resurrection to this new life has occurred, a resurrection that is analogous to Christ’s physical resurrection
from the tomb. The fact that Paul thus at once advances to this life activity is typical of his mind; we
see the same quick movement of mind in Jesus.
“In newness of life" is most correct. For there is
the opposite: to live in sin (v. 2), and Paul tells about
it in what follows. This life in sin is the old life to
which Christians are dead. Born anew or raised up
spiritually (Eph. 2 :5, 6), they have a new life and walk
in newness of life. The genitive is adjectival and yet
stronger than an adjective, this genitive is the principal word and does not merge into one idea with the
noun it modiﬁes as completely as the adjective would
(R. 651, 943). “Newness” is a derivative of Kauai:
which is the opposite of «wise, “old," and diﬂ’ers from
rice, “new” as never having existed before. The Eng-
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lish lacks these synonyms. Both apply to our life
which is new both absolutely and relatively, the latter
when it is compared with the old life of sin.
Paul tells the Christians that they know these great
facts aboutbaptism‘ as to how by its connection with
Christ’s death, entombment, and resurrection it effected their death to sin, their entombment as being dead
to sin, their resurrection to the new life and the walk
in its newness. How impossible, yea how monstrous,
then, even for a moment to entertain such a. thought as

for some reason or other to remain in sin!
5) So important is all this that Paul explains
(ya‘p) still further by a restatement in other terms.
For if we have become grown together with the likeness of his death, indeed also shall we be (grown

together with the likeness) of the resurrection; we
realizing this that our old man was jointly cruciﬁed
so that the body of the sin was put out of effect
for us no longer to keep being slaves to the sin;
for he that died has been declared acquitted from
the sin.
This "if" is exactly like those found in 5 :15, 17. and

in 6:8.

Mingled with “just as — s6 also” statements,

these “if - then" statements are only variations in the
form of the thought so that either form may be used
for the other, here, for instance: “even as we have
become grown together so also we shall be," etc. It is
a reality that we have grown together, and Paul speaks
of it as a reality when he uses at with the indicative in a

condition of reality. “Even as" would do the same as
it does in v. 4 (also 5:15, 16, “not as," 5:18, 19, 21,
“even as”).
In v. 3 Paul said, “baptized were we in connection

with Christ's death.” In v. 4, “entombed were we with
Christ through baptism.” Now, “grown together have
we become with the likeness of his death." All three
speak of the same fact, but the second advances the
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statement beyond the ﬁrst, and the third beyond even
the second. The advance noted in this third is espe-

cially valuable, for it states that the mystical entombment together with Christ is based on reality. Christ’s
death and entombment were, of course, real; so also is
our death to sin in baptism. The mystical uniting of

the two, however, exists not only in our thought and
thus in the expression of our thought; this union is a
reality, no matter how we think and speak of it. When
we use mystical language, “entombed together,” “cruciﬁed jointly,” we express nothing beyond the actual
fact.
L., following the latest investigators of the pagan

mystery cults, thinks that he and they have traced
Paul’s “death-baptism” to its source and have discovered the place where the apostle obtained these ideas
and this language of his. We are frequently referred
to these pagan mystery cults or to Jewish apocalyptic
writings. When these do not furnish sufﬁcient evidence, we are told that the “source” has not yet been

discovered but that it will be in due time in one of these
two ﬁelds, pagan or Jewish. The thought that Paul’s
source is the divine reality itself, is seen as such by
Paul’s own mind, seen through the Spirit’s own revelation, is not considered by these investigators. The
fact that Paul again and again states that he is presenting realities as they are, and nothing but realities,
is disregarded.
The claim is added that Paul’s readers were acquainted with this pagan and this Jewish apocalyptic
material and understood that he was turning it into
Christian channels and using it for Christian purposes.

But this becomes improbable when we think of the
combination of Jewish and of pagan Christians in the
apostolic congregations. How much did the former
know about the pagan mystery cults, or the latter about
the Jewish apocalyptic wisdom? Many Gentile Chris-
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tians were slaves, “not many wise men after the ﬂesh,"
etc.

(I Cor. 1:26, etc.); how much did they know

about the mystery cults? Not even the neophytes of
these cults knew very much. Give Paul credit for
knowing a good deal after having traveled about in the
Roman world, but how muchdid even he know about
the inside working of these mystery cults? And does
I Cor. 2 :2, which was written before Romans, have no

bearing on this point?
L. offers this sample from the mystery cults: “The
keys of the nether world and the care for salvation lie
in the hands of Isis, and the transfer itself is celebrated
as a voluntary death and as a salvation attained by

prayers; as when one, his time of life passed, is placed
at the threshold itself of the departing light and is so
that the great mysteries of religion may be safely committed to him, then the goddess is accustomed to call
him forth and again to place him into paths of new

salvation, who by her care in a way was reborn.” Did
the goddess die? No. Did the initiate die? No. Were
the two deaths combined into one? Absolutely not.
That thought never entered a pagan mind. The initiation is celebrated only in likeness of a voluntary death
of the initiate, ad instar volunttmiae mortis, like the
mock death and resurrection in the Masonic initiation.
In the world of paganism nothing was known that
remotely resembles our dying with Christ, being cruciﬁed with him, being entombed with him, even in the
way of a ceremony, to say nothing of the actual reality.

We disclaim the use of pagan sources for Paul’s
thought or language.

“Grown together .with the likeness of his death" has
been called “inaccurate," “quasi-colloquial," contrary

to “the rules of formal literary composition”; Paul
should have written “grown together with Christ in the

likeness," etc. In v. 4 Paul does say: “entombed were
we with him." Then he uses “even as Christ — thus
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also we" and shows the likeness. And now in v. 5,
where he explains still further (yap), he purposely retains “the likeness of his death," for “with Christ" =
“with the likeness.” The two deaths, Christ’s and ours,
are not identical when we die to sin in baptism. We
have already dwelt on the differences which leave us
only “the likeness,” opoioma (1w. a term expressing result, compare those used in 5:16).
“Of his death" has been made an appositional genitive; but in 4:14 and in other passages the genitive
cannot be appositional (C.-K. 795, etc.) , for who would
make “the likeness” = the type and call Christ’s death
the type and our death to sin the antitype? When was
the type ever greater than the antitype? No,’ this is
“likeness,” which is well explained by Trench, Synonyms, who says that dxa‘av is Abbz'ld, which always presupposes a Vorbz'ld, like the image of the sun in the
water, while opot'wpo. is resemblance only, like one egg
resembling another without being derived from the

other. Christ's death is too great, too singular to typify anything. Our little inward death to sin which was
made possible by his mighty death for the world’s sin
only resembles his death and no more. And the resemblance lies in this that, as he died and rose again,
so we died to sin in order to enter a new life. The
dative is due to the miv in aﬁpowoi, although R. 528 calls
it associative-instrumental.
was is not adversative (“but"), it is continuative
and in this instance climacteric: “indeed,” “yea” (R.
1185, etc.) From the preceding clause we must supply
all that we need with the genitive: also we shall be
-“grown together with the likeness” of the (his) resurrection. The one likeness assures the other. This is
so much the case that neither could exist without the
other. And this second, too, is only “likeness" and no
more. The tenses are important: “we have become"
grown together, what we became in our baptism con-
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tinues to this day (“the likeness of his death”) ; “we
shall be” grown together as long as we live (“with the
likeness of his resurrection”). Both tenses admit of
increase: becoming more and more; shall be more and
more, “grown together" with this twofold likeness.
~6) We may regard 'ywu'icrxowcs as causal: “since we
realize”; not as ad'monitory, “that we may realize,” or
as consecutive, “so that,” etc. The experience that has
happened to us is one of which we are. fully conscious:
we realize what has died in us, what has risen in us.
And now Paul uses the fullest form of mystical expression for this death: “that our old man was jointly
cruciﬁed." There is no need of adding the dative “with
him" as was done in v. 4, “we were entombed with
him.” The aorist passive points back to our baptism
when this cruciﬁxion took place. In v. 3 Paul says, “we
di ,” in v. 4, “we were entombed”; both are now
elucidated: “our old man was cruciﬁed.” “We died"
does not mean that we experienced a quiet death, that
our old man merely declined in death at the time of
baptism. Paul uses the word “cruciﬁed" which he uses
also in Gal. 2:20. Some confuse this cross with the
cross which the Christians now bear and disregard the
force of the aorist; the shame of the cross is also
stressed. Often the word is passed by as being derived
from Christ’s cruciﬁxion. That is true enough, but it
denotes a violent, accursed death — our old man was
literally murdered in our baptism, he did not die willingly but was slain as one cursed of God, the passive
implying God as the agent and the law and the gospel
as the means.
Paul might have written, “We were jointly cruciﬁed with him" as he does in Gal. 2:20: “I am being
cruciﬁed with Christ”; here he states what was cruciﬁed in our baptism: “our old man,” the opposite of
“the new man” (Eph. 4:22-24) and of “a new creature" (II Cor. 5 :17; Gal. 6 :5). “Our old man” is more
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than a personiﬁcation, for it denotes our entire being

as it existed before regeneration, “old” pointing back
to that former existence. In us there was nothing even
to sicken and to weaken our old man, much less to murder him by cruciﬁxion; God had to do this.
The climax of this mystical expression is reached in
the fact that it joins together even the form of Christ’s

death with our inward death in baptism. The distinctness of the two acts remains as was pointed out in the
paragraph in v. 4 which explains the mystical terms.

But our death depends so entirely on Christ’s sacriﬁcial
death by cruciﬁxion that, when he is stressing this connection, Paul is able to say that baptism nails our old
man of sin on Christ’s cross in order to perish in and

with the sins for which Christ died on his cross. To
say that Christ’s death is ein schlechthin vergangenes
Ereignis, that thus “the cruciﬁed Christ does not as
such exist any more,” and that therefore only an ideal

connection with him is possible, mars all that Paul says.
In John 20:25 he reveals even his wounds after his
resurrection. He is the cruciﬁed Christ forever. That
one past act remains. Time does not change it. It is

as efﬁcacious now as it was when Christ yielded up his
spirit.

Our connection in baptism is real, so real that

it carries our old man to the very cross of Christ in a
spiritual cruciﬁxion that kills our old sinful self. Fact
cannot be expressed more fully.
In 3 :19, and 5:20, 21 Eva with the aorist states
result, and it may well do so here where Paul recites
facts: “so that (not: in order that) the body of sin was
(not only: might be) put out of effect.” This is also
true with regard to 101': Souxnizw, on which R. 1002, 1066,

1088 wavers: “probably ﬁnal." Both are either result
or both are purpose. Either ﬁts the thought. Our only
hesitation is that in v. 4 Iva seems to be ﬁnal, and here
in v. 6 purpose would sufﬁce. So we submit the question.

The beaten track (purpose) is easy, but is it
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correct? The genitive in “the body of the sin” is attributive: the body marked by the sin; not appositional:
the body (mass of sins) constituting the sin. In v. 12
Paul calls it “the mortal body" and goes on to speak
of “the members" used and ruled by the sin. Here we
have Paul's view of the body as the organ by which the
sin (the article to designate sin as a power, v. 1) in us
operates and works itself out. The sin is by no means
only in the body, it is in our entire being and enslaves
that being utterly and to its complete destruction. Man,
however, consists of soul and body, an immaterial and a

material part, and thus the body with all its members
is the great instrument through which the soul operates. “The body of the sin” is the body used by the evil
power of sin which has enslaved the entire being and
thus works itself out through the body and its members.

Kampye’m = to put out of commission or effect. It
is made too strong when it is rendered: to destroy, to

annihilate. The appeal to “was cruciﬁed” is misdirected, for this is predicated of “our old man.” He undergoes death with the result (or purpose) that the
body is now no longer “of the sin," no longer marked
by this power as being under its control. Once for all
it was put out of commission or effect and no longer
functions as “the body of the sin” in helpless slavery
under the sin power; but since we have been set free
(v. 22) , our members become servants of righteousness
unto sanctiﬁcation (v. 19) . Our body becomes even the
temple of the Holy Spirit, and we ourselves are not our

own but belong to him who bought us and we glorify
God in both body and spirit (I Cor. 6 :19, 20).
The clause with 706 and the inﬁnitive: “that (result
or purpose) we no longer keep slaving (i. e., keep being
slaves and laboring as slaves) for the sin,” has ﬁpis as
the subject and refers to “us” and in this way also to
our bodies. Once for all the curse of this slavery has
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been broken since our old man has been cruciﬁed. The
battle with the sin is not completed in baptism ; the
admonitions given in v. 12, etc., show what is yet to be
done. But the decisive victory has been won. The sin
is dethroned, the new man has taken the place of the
old man in us, and now it is our task to prevent the

sin from again usurping that throne.
7) Our escape from the sin is effected by our own
death to sin. When Paul says: “For he that died has
been acquitted from the sin” (has been and is so still),
he explains how our having been cruciﬁed freed us
from slaving to the sin. Sin can get no slaving out of
a dead slave; the dead slave is absolved of all further
work for sin. By using Madam Paul puts the statement into a forensic form as though by his own death
a verdict of acquittal has been rendered regarding the
slave. Here this forensic verb is construed with and,
the preposition stating, not whence the justiﬁcation
comes, but from what the dead man is set free by the
justiﬁcation, namely “from the sin.” In the preceding
and in the following Paul uses ﬁrst person plurals,
here in v. 7 he suddenly employs a third person singular: “He that died," etc. This makes the statement
general and axiomatic: When any man dies, by his
dying he is acquitted and remains so as far as the sin
is concerned. The entire context shows in what sense
that is true and thus also why this axiom is so pertinent.

Paul is not speaking of our guilt of sin but of sin’s
power to make us sin. Now that power of sin over us
ends automatically with a man’s physical death. His
course of sinning is ended, at death the judgment
awaits him, and after the judgment whatever it decrees. Paul applies this effect of physical death on a
man’s relation to sin’s power to the ethical death we
die in baptism and to its equal eifect on our relation
to sin's power. What physical death effects for any
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and for every man the ethical death in baptism effects
ethically for him who is baptized: he, too, is pronounced free from sin’s power. It is scarcely necessary to say that Paul is here not speaking of justiﬁcation by faith, of acquittal from sin’s guilt; he is making
clear the death We die to sin in baptism. It is also
strange to think of death as atoning for sin’s guilt;
only Christ’s death atones. The great eifect of justiﬁcation is this our death to sin.
8)

Moreover, if we died with Christ we believe

that we shall also live with him. having come to
know that Christ. having been raised from the
dead, dies no more; death no more is lord over him.

For what he died, to the sin he died once for all;
but what he lives, he lives to God. Thus also do
you on your part reckon yourselves to be dead to
the sin but living to God in connection with Christ
Jesus.
Aé is neither adversative (“but") nor copulative
(“and”); it adds something different (“moreover”),
namely the other side, the living ushered in by this our
dying in baptism. Here again Paul uses the “if" of
reality with the future in the apodosis, as he did in v.
' 5 and in 5:17. “If we died with Christ," namely to the
sin (v. 2), which includes our cruciﬁxion and our entombment with him, “We believe that we shall also live
with him.” Instead of merely asserting the fact Paul
advances to the faith which we have in that fact. He
is telling his readers nothing new, he is voicing the
contents of their faith and of his. The great facts of
our salvation are to be embraced by us by faith, all
their blessedness is thus made personally our own.
“We died” is the historical aorist to indicate the one
act; “we shall also live” is the future, here durative,
and this future starts immediately after our death
and continues ever after. 0n the sense of these mystical expressions see v. 4. “We shall also live with
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him” cannot be dated at the last day and denote our
bodily resurrection. “We died with Christ and we shall
live with him” are equally mystical and not physical
(v. 11). We live with him = we walk in newness of

life (v. 4) = we do not live in the sin to which we died
(v. 2). The former only unfolds more fully what the
latter mean. “With Christ” we shall live as we died
with him; it is this our connection with him also in this
our life that makes it the blessed reality that it is.
9)
For this reason Paul (in v. 9, 10) expands
Christ's part in this our joint death and subsequent
living. Our part depends wholly on his part. “Having
come to know" is the aorist participle which emphasizes

the starting point of this our knowing. The participle
is scarcely causal (R. 1128) since it merely refers to
the knowing contained in our believing.

All true

faith contains deﬁnite and explicit knowledge, which
forms its basic part. What we have come to know is
“that Christ, raised from the dead, dies no more, death
is no more lord of (over) him,” ai'n'oﬁ is the genitive
after verbs of ruling. The aorist passive participle
“raised up from the dead” matches the verb used in
v. 4, and both these passives match our entrance into

the newness of life, which is also accomplished by
means of a resurrection, which is passive as far as we

are concerned. The great fact, however, is that, after
being thus raised up, “Christ dies no more,” the emphatic asyndeton restating this from death’s side:

“death is no more lord over him,” death’s lordship has
been completely destroyed.
When Christ assumed our sins he made himself subject to death which is the penalty for those sins, and so
died for us on the cross. But his death atoned for these

sins; by bearing death, their penalty, he expiated all
the guilt of the sins. God raised him up from the dead
because the expiation and the atonement were com-

plete. The death power of sin was thus broken. Christ,
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thus raised up, dies no more; death’s lordship over him,
once voluntarily acknowledged by Christ for our sakes,
is forever ended. These are the elementary facts that
are known to every Christian who at all knows that
Christ died for our sins and was raised up because his
death made full atonement for them. The point here
stressed is the resurrection of Christ as being a part of
his work of redemption, that resurrection lifting him
out of death, over death, death itself now forever being

beneath his feet. His death, his cruciﬁxion, and even
his entombment, have already been presented.
10) Paul now places the two side by side so that
we may see that he is explaining (yap) what he has
just said: “For what he died, to the sin he died once
for all, but what he lives, he lives to God.” The two
neuter relative pronouns 6 do not mean: “in that” he
died — lives; nor do they mean: “the death he died” -—
“the life he lives.” “What he died" = his death
and all that his death involved; “what he lives” = his
life and all that his now living it involves. The two
datives denote relation: “to or in relation to the sin”;
“to or in relation to God.” The thought that Christ died

for our sins underlies only the dative «r5 dpapﬂ’g. What
Paul says by means of this dative is that Christ was
done with sin. Because he had assumed our sin, sin had
claims upon him until he died, and these claims put him
into relation to our sin. His death and all that it involved ended that relation: “he died to sin once for all."
In v. 2 Paul says: “we died to sin,” and in v. 7:

“we died with Chris ." Yet Christ’s relation to sin and
our relation to sin differ vastly: we were sinners, helpless under sin’s curse and dominion; he was the sacriﬁce for our sin, the sinless Lamb of God without spot
or blemish, who died for our sin. Yet when he died for
our sin he died to the sin, he was done with it; even
as we, justiﬁed through him and baptized in connection
with his death (v. 3), thereby also died to sin and were
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done with it. Or, putting the thoughts together: “We
died with Christ" (v. 8).
“Once for all" Christ died thus, and this adverb
is emphasized in Heb. 7:27; 9 :12, 26, 28; 10:10; I Pet.
3:18. It is so important because Christ’s death sufﬁced. “It has been ﬁnished l” uttered on the cross, was
true. Christ's resurrection is the absolute proof. As
5 is the cognate object of “he died,” so “what he died”
is the cognate object of the second “he died.”
And now the positive which goes with this negative: “what he lives, he lives to God." In place of the
two aorist tenses with their emphatic “once for all” we
now have two present durative tenses —— this living is
eternal. Both the death and the living refer to Christ’s
human nature, which fact helps us to understand the
relation expressed by the dative “to God.” When his
relation to sin ended in Christ's death which bore the
sin away, he did not lay aside his human nature as
though it had ﬁnished its purpose with his death for
sin; by the resurrection and the ascension Christ’s
human nature was gloriﬁed, and in his gloriﬁed humanity he now lives to God. This his living to God thus
rests on his having died to sin, and both pertain to us,
ﬁrst in a redemptive way and then in a sanctifying
way, the latter resting on the former, the latter being
set forth in this chapter. As our entrance into communion with God is mediated by the death Christ died
in making an end of the sin, so our continuation in this
communion is mediated by the life Christ now lives to
God, both the death and the life in his human nature
and through it reaching out to us and embracing us.
11) On this basis rests the admonition which
rounds out the paragraph: “Thus also do you on your
part (emphatic imeic) reckon yourselves to be dead to
sin but living to God in connection with Christ Jesus.”
Paul reverts to v. 1, 2, to the impossibility of our being
alive and still being responsive to sin’s dominion. He
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does not state only the fact that we are dead to sin, etc.
In v. 8 he has advanced to our faith in the fact, and
in v. 9 to our knowledge, and thus he now bids his readers to act on both. “Thus also reckon” is more than a
comparison, for who would say that Christ reckons
anything regarding himself? Our reckoning regarding
ourselves is to be “thus,” i. e., so that it accords with
the great facts seen in Christ.
Aon‘wOe is the imperative . If it were an indicative
it would have to be in the first person plural like all
the other plurals in the “we” of this paragraph. The
emphatic “you” beﬁts only an imperative. The implication is that Paul most certaily reckons regarding
himself as he bids the Romans reckon regarding themselves. For this reason he does not use the hortative
subjunctive, “Let us reckon ourselves." The very fact
that he himself needs no such exhortation is to inspire
the Romans to attain to a like condition. The verb
does not mean “to conclude” in a mere logical fashion
but “to reckon” with certain facts as facts so as to act
on them because they are facts. Paul says: “Take it
ever as a settled fact that you are dead to the sin but
living to God in connection with Christ Jesus." “Dead”
in that you died to the sin in baptism, died with Christ,
baptism connecting you with his death, not only as removing your guilt, but at the same time as removing
you from sin’s dominion and slavery.
To this negative the positive is added, #5” — Sé
balance the two: “alive to God” in newness of life (v.
4), baptism connecting us not only with Christ's death
but at the same time with the likeness of his resurrection (v. 5). One may wonder why Paul does not say
outright that we are risen with Christ as he does in
Col. 2:12, and 3 :1, the ﬁrst of these passages referring
also to what was done with us in baptism. The reason
is that he is here not speaking of the creation of the
new life of faith in us by baptism as in Colossians but
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of our living this new life. Its creation by an act of
quickening is taken for granted; it is included in the
death we died in baptism so that we have now come to
be in the likeness of Christ’s resurrection (v. 5), “living to God in connection with Christ Jesus.”

We are

like men who are dead to sin, like men living to God.
The touch, solicitation, and command of sin leave us
cold as they would one who has been dead a long time;

but every touch of God meets with our instant, living,
joyous response. So Christ ﬁnished what he had to do
with sin, ﬁnished it on the cross, and left only, and now

in heavenly glory, what he has to do with God, to do for
our eternal beneﬁt in his human nature as our ever-

lasting Savior, our heavenly King.
For the ﬁrst time in Romans we meet the pregnant

phrase c'v Xpw‘rq': 'Inaoﬁ which is so often used by Paul
and always in this form save in Eph. 4 :21.

C.-K. 1134

seems to be correct that a difference in meaning between “Christ Jesus” and “Jesus Christ” is scarcely
apparent; both refer to the same person and the same
ofﬁce. Yet in many connections one would place the
title of the oﬁice ﬁrst even as we say General Washing-

ton, President Lincoln, etc.; “Christ” alone often came
to sufﬁce as denoting both the person and the ofﬁce in

one.
Deissmann made a study of Paul’s phrase, Die neutestamentliche Formel in Christa Jesus; he ﬁnds it used
164 times in Paul’s letters, concludes that it originated
with Paul, and explains it as meaning that all Chris-

tians are locally united “within the pneumatic Christ”
insofar as they and Christ form one body. R. 587 calls
the phrase mystical.

Some make “in” denote the ele-

ment in which Christians move, and Meyer speciﬁes
this element “in which being dead and living takes
place" as “the ethical bond of communion which constitutes the chat. c‘v xpump.” We are usually referred to
John 15:4: “I in you, you in me." To say that the
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phrase always refers to the gloriﬁed and never to the
historical Christ makes a distinction that misleads.
Paul wrote after Christ had been gloriﬁed, but John
15 :4 was spoken before that time. The gloriﬁed Christ
is the historical Christ, the same yesterday, today, and
forever. It is the cruciﬁed Christ who is now gloriﬁed.
We submit the following: 'Ev denotes a vital spiritual connection so that we translate: “in connection
with." This connection is established objectively by the
means of grace (baptism is mentioned), subjectively
by faith. For this reason the Name is often mentioned,
meaning the objective revelation (see 2:24): Matt.
28:19; Acts 2:38; 4:12; 8:16; 10:48; 19:5; I John
3:23; 5:13. The connection indicated by e'v applies to
every individual Christian as such as well as to all of
them as a body, for since each is “in Christ Jesus,"
this makes all of them one body.
It is mechanical and misleading to stress the idea
of sphere or of element which may be connected with
iv. While all prepositions can be diagrammed, and thus
a circle represents e'v, such a device is only helpful and
must not be extended to make “in Christ” = as living
creatures “in" the air, as ﬁsh “in" the water, as plants
“in" the earth; man living and breathing “in" the air,
and the air also “in” him (Deissmann 84, 92). Our
connection is that of sphere which embraces both
Christ and us and does not extend beyond this. We
enter nothing like air, water, Or earth; we are “in" the
connection only by virtue of the fact of its being
formed, and that connection joins us to the cruciﬁed,
risen, gloriﬁed Christ. “In connection with Christ
Jesus” is to be construed with both statements, with
our being dead to sin as well as with our living to God.

12) The basic facts have been presented; we believe and know them as facts (v. 8, 9), and Paul has
told us how, in view of them, we must look at ourselves (v. 11). The admonition thus begun in v. 11
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continues on the basis of the facts (05v) and advances

to the two great lines of conduct that must govern
our lives throughout, one being negative, the other
positive: dead to the sin -- no more yielding to the sin
and unrighteousness; alive to God—yielding only to
him and to righteousness.
Let not the sin, then, reign in your mortal body
so as to be obeying its lusts; neither be presenting
your members as aids of unrighteousness to sin. 0n
the contrary, deﬁnitely present yourselves to God
as alive from the dead and your members as aids
of righteousness to God. For sin shall not have lordship over you; for you are not under law but under
grace.

In 5:17 “the death reigned," here Paul says, “Let
not the sin reign," meaning “the death" and “the sin"
as powers; note this force of the article from 5 :12 onward. The very verb Bamacﬁu regards “the sin" as a
king who “reigns." Now it would be useless to tell
sinners not to let this powerful king, sin, reign over
them, whether in their mortal bodies or in the rest of
their being; sinners could not prevent the sin's reigning over them. But Christians who have died to sin
(v. 2, 8, 11), who are alive to God, they can, indeed,
prevent the sin's reigning so that they no longer are
slaves to the sin (v. 6).
A misleading contrast is introduced when the force
of reigning is stressed to mean: just so the sin does
not reign even if some sin is present. This subject of
still ﬁnding sin in ourselves Paul treats in 7 :14, etc.,
not here in chapter six where the great subject is the
fact that those who are justiﬁed are delivered from the
tyranny, the domination of sin, are no longer sin’s
slaves, and not the fact that this overthrown tyrant
still harasses them.
Paul rightly says: “in your mortal body." This
phrase is often misunderstood. Not for one moment
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does Paul conceive the body as being the real seat and
source of the sin in us. That seat and source is the
soul. There is the throne of the sin, and, seated on this
throne, the sin reigns over the body which is the instrument of the soul. Our liberation from the tyranny of

the sin is not like the capture of a stronghold, like taking the outer works (the body) and then storming the
inner citadel (the soul). There is no possibility that
this tyrant could hold the inner citadel although he lost
the outworks. The liberation is effected when all of
this is reversed. It is like a rebellion in the citadel itself, the tyrant there being cast 'from his throne and
then trying to hold the outer forts in order to regain
the citadel and his throne but being ousted from even
these outer forts. It is inwardly, in the soul, that we
died to the sin (v. 2, 8) and by the power of Christ's
death ousted the sin from its throne in our soul. What
remains to be done is to complete the ousting, to exterminate all remnants of the sin’s reign in our bodies.
This is the last feature of our liberation, and when it
is accomplished, our liberation is complete.
Another fact should not escape us. The inner dethronement is accomplished for us by Christ, by baptism and his means of grace. Hence we have the use
of passives in the preceding paragraph: we were cruciﬁed, were entombed, and we died (suffered death) to
the sin. Hence we have the mystical terms that connect this inner death with Christ’s death, i. e., with its
saving and liberating power. But after this inner dethronement of the sin in our soul has been accomplished

through Christ’s power, we ourselves are able to cooperate in ousting the sin from our body. For this reason we read in the preceding paragraph that after dying to the sin we are alive to God, walk in newness of
life, that our body has been put out of commission with
regard to the sin, that we no longer slave for sin. This
our cooperation in ousting the sin from even our bodies
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Paul now calls into fullest activity by means of imperatives, all of which imply that the soul which is already
freed is able to wield the power of its new spiritual life.
When Paul says: “Let not the sin reign in your
mortal body," “mortal" corresponds to “the sin.” We
recall 5 :12, where it was stated that this mortality was
caused by Adam’s ﬁrst sin. Since it is the effect of the
sin, this mortality, too, must be cast out from the body.
The beginning is made with the ousting of the sin from
reigning over the body; the consummation is achieved

when this mortal puts on immortality, this corruptible
puts on incorruptibility (I Cor. 15:53). Unless the
beginning is made, the consummation cannot follow,
namely the gloriﬁcation of the body in immortal blessedness. Our mortal body cannot be abandoned by our

soul, cannot be left behind as being worthless so that
sin may rule it as it did through Adam's fall. Redeemed together with the soul, it, too, must be freed
from both sin’s guilt and sin’s dominion so that when
it is at last reunited with the gloriﬁed soul it, too, may
be gloriﬁed.
Eis 76 with the inﬁnitive may express either 'purpose or result: let not reign “in order that” or “so

that." Here contemplated result seems best. R. 1090
thinks of hypothetical result, but a condition is absent.
The mortal body, which has already been called “the
body of the sin" (v. 6), is said to have imOvpt'iu, “desires,” and since this body of sin has them, their nature

must be evil, they are “lusts” (C.—K. 601).

The sin

reigning in the mortal body likewise shows that these

desires are lusts. These lusts are attributed to the body
(at-mi) because it is animated, and because the lusts
need the bodily members and the physical conditions
for their gratiﬁcation. The subject of the inﬁnitive,
however, is not the body but the persons addressed;

they obey these lusts by gratifying them, by giving the
body what its evil desires want. In this manner the
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sin reigns in our mortal body by making slaves of us by
inducing us to obey the lusts of the mortal, sinful body.
Sinners are helpless slaves. Even when they know the
painful, vicious, deadly consequences they obey; and
when the body becomes wrecked, they still strain themselves to obey despite the physical inability to obtain
gratiﬁcation.
Once, however, we are dead to the sin, its mandates
fall on deaf ears, no obedience follows, a new mandate
is heard: “Let not the sin reign," etc., and that new
mandate meets with obedience. The desires of the mortal body are no longer fulﬁlled; they are repressed,
eradicated, supplanted by the desires of the spirit and
the holy gratiﬁcation which these receive. Both the
imperative and the inﬁnitive are the present tense and
thus durative to indicate constant abolition of sin’s
reign and of our obedience to the lusts of the mortal
body.
13) “Neither” does not indicate another and different thing that we are to do but the same thing expressed in a different way, one that makes the ﬁrst
command clearer: “neither be presenting (present,
durative: at any time) your members as aids of un~
righteousness to sin." In place of the unit “body" we
now have the various “members" which constitute it.
When it is exercising its reign the sin wants now this
member, now that, now a few, now all the bodily
members.
In the present connection 61mm cannot mean “weapons” or “arms," and one should not gather from the
marginal translations of our versions that the Greek
word always has this meaning. It means any kind of
equipment and thus “weapons or arms” only when a
soldier's equipment is referred to or when a ﬁgurative

statement is put into military language. Some think
that the latter is the case here. But we have no armies,
one being commanded by the sin, the other by God; we
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read of no war or battle. Not until we reach 7 :23 do
we meet the ﬁgure of war.
The sin is presented as a king, the noun that corre-

sponds to £1141de being ﬁaauwc, and in v. 14 it is presented as a lord, the noun that corresponds to mpmiu
being xﬁpwe. This king “reigns,” this lord “lords it."
We are supposed to furnish him our bodily members
for the purpose of exercising his royal and his lordly
authority. In other words, the organs of our body are
to serve as his agents which he commands at his will.
Find a good word for this thought; “aids" may do,
“instruments” (our versions) is less satisfactory.
In negative commands the present imperative often

means to stop a previous action, one that is already under
way, R. 851, etc. We may thus translate: “Stop letting
the sin reign in your mortal bodies . . . and stop presenting your members as aids to the sin 1” Stop it now
and always; never do either! Paul says, “aids of unrighteousness,” the genitive being qualitative because
it lacks the article. “Unrighteousness” is everything
that contradicts God’s Sin, or norm of right. We have
the exact opposite in “aids of righteousness.” Unrighteousness and righteousness are not the two contending
kings, for then articles would be required, and the two

datives and their articles would be out of place: 17‘;
épaprtg and n," (say. The sin wants our bodily members
in order to misuse them as wicked aids. At one time,
when we were alive to sin, it pleased us to furnish our
members as such aids; but since we died to sin we
stopped this and now respond to calls such as this one
of Paul’s, ever to stop.

’AMaﬁ brings the opposite, but it is extended beyond
the negative. The imperative is now an aorist: “deﬁnitely present yourselves to God as alive from the dead
and your members as aids of righteousness to God." R.
855 and 950 note the differing tenses but do not mention the fact that the present tenses refer to stopping
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an action. When this stopping is noted, the force of the
aorist becomes more pertinent. Instead of being told
only what we are to do with our members, we are ﬁrst

told what to do with ourselves, because what we are to
do with our members is only the result of what we do
with ourselves. In v. 12 this is reversed. The sin wants
to reign in our mortal body and its members in order to
regain its dominion over us, which it lost when we died
to the sin. We thus are told to oust the sin from even
our members. When Paul now writes “yourselves” and
then “your members" he separates the two even more
distinctly than he did in v. 12, 13a. As we dispose of
our mortal body and of our members, so we are now
told ﬁrst of all to dispose of ourselves. “To God —- to
God” is emphatically repeated as we have twice had
“the sin — to the sin."
'
Our very selves, our own ego, we are to present to

God. This is an act that is possible only to those who
by union with Christ have been brought to die to sin
and to be alive to God (v. 11). Hence we have the
predicative accusative which indicates in what capacity
we are thus to put ourselves at God’s disposal: not as
sinners who would respond only to sin and not to him
but “as persons living and alive from the dead" (v.

11) who no longer respond to the sin power but only
and wholly to God.
25”“ is repeated from v. 11 and is now ampliﬁed
by in: mpu'w. Like so many other phrases, this stereotyped phrase never has an article and, unlike v. 4 and
in most of the other connections in which it occurs,
here refers to spiritual death. The fact that it signiﬁes
“from death” and not “out from among other dead
men” is shown by the references noted in v. 4. The
(bad is not comparative: “as if from the dead,” or “as if
living," or “as if living from the dead"; for we are

actually living since we have been raised from spiritual
death, this is not a mere appearance or resemblance.
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Here amt (like ‘36, some prefer this reading) merely
introduces the predicate {aw-as which is used as a noun:
“as actually alive from the dead” (B.«D. 157, 5; 453, 4).
As such persons God can use us in his. service. We shall
be quick and happy to respond to his blessed will.
“And your members as aids of righteousness to
God” is the opposite of “your members aids of unrighteousness to the sin.” Having placed ourselves at God’s
disposal, we will do the same with our bodily members.
He can use only righteous aids, for all the works of God
are righteousness: the hands to do good deeds, the feet
to run the way of his commandments (Ps. 119 :32), the
tongue to pray and to praise, the eyes to read his Word,
the ears to hear it, etc.

14)

With ydp Paul introduces a promise which

Melanchthon calls dulcissim consolatio: “For sin shall
not have lordship over you.” Here limpﬂ'a has no article

in marked contrast with all the articulated 7', amprta
that appear in 5 :12 to 6 :13. The absence of the article
is intentional and makes agreat difference in the sense:
“the sin” is this deﬁnite, great power; “sin” is anything
in the nature of sin. In v. 12 the power of sin is not
to reign over us like a king; here in v. 14 no single sin
of any kind is to play the lord over us. As the nouns
differ, so do the verbs: reign as a king or monarch,
have lordship as one of the many lords under a monarch. This or that sin would like to play the lord over
us, draw us into this or that vice, passion, habit. There
is to be no such lord over us.
This is not the imperative future (R. 942, etc.;

1118, etc.) which is used in commands; it could not be,
for, as has been pointed out, it would amount to giving
a command to “sin” and not to the Christians. And
why should Paul use this tense and not, as in v. 12, the
present imperative: “let not sin lord it over you"? The
tense is simply futuristic, a plain promise full of encouragement. We can, indeed, present ourselves and
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all our members to God to serve him, for no sin with
its lordship shall interfere by controlling some part of
our life.
The reason (ya'p) is: “for you are not under law but
under grace," inn; with the accusative being used in the
Koine to indicate rest (R. 635). “Law” and “grace"
are without articles because they are general and at the
same time qualitative. Anything in the nature of law
would only increase the transgression and thus could
not deliver us from “the sin” (this king) or from “sin"
(some sin lord). We have escaped from this dominion, are no longer “under” it by being “under law." All
those are under law who are not delivered and placed
under grace; hence they are under both the curse and
the dominion of sin. Thus far we have had only incidental statements regarding “law” and its effect (cf.,
3:20, 21; 4:13, 14; 5:14, 20) although “law” and
“grace” have been placed in contrast; in chapter 7 Paul
treats the subject more fully.
”Grace," too, is general, its quality being stressed.
Here it is regarded as the opposite of “law." See 3 :24.
Here it includes all that comes to us from the favor Dei
through Christ: justiﬁcation, baptism, the new life and
newness of life. Law only increases and condemns sin
and thus puts us hopelessly under its dominion; grace
removes the curse of sin, breaks its dominion, joins us
to Christ and God, ﬁlls us with spiritual power to trample unrighteousness under foot and to work righteousness. Gratia, non solum peccata diluit, sed ut non peer
cemus facit. Augustine. “Under grace" still regards
us as being subjects. Man is or can never be independent. But being subjects to grace is pure blessedness

for sinners, for while law comes with threatening demands which we are helpless to fulﬁll, grace shOWers
upon us not only what we need but all that it possibly
can bestow, even the capacity to receive, and asks no
merit or worthiness on our part.
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15) The admonition ceases at this point but will
be repeated in v. 19 with supplementary explanations

that place it in the true light and ward off wrong ideas
to which our blind logic is ever prone. These explanations advance beyond the basic facts presented in v.
1-11, our death to the sin and our living to God. Since
we are dead after this manner and alive in this fashion

we must present ourselves and our members only unto
God for his service (v. 12-14). Paul continues: we could
not turn to a deﬁnite course of sin, for that would be
going back to the very slavery from which we have
escaped. Moreover, looking to the result, this would

mean death ﬁnal and forever while service to God
receives the free gift of life eternal. All is exceedingly
simple and plain. More than that, all is full of the
effective power of grace which draws us from sin to
sanctiﬁcation, from the servitude which is slavery to
the service which is liberty, from eternal death to eternal life. Who would not thankfully submit to this
drawing of grace?
What then?

Shall we sin seeing that we are not

under law but under grace?

Perish the thought!

Do you not know that to whom you keep presenting
yourselves as slaves for obedience, slaves you are
of him whom you are obeying, either (slaves) of
sin for death or (slaves) of obedience for righteousness? But thanks to God that you were slaves of
the sin but you became obedient from the heart to
the form of teaching unto which you were delivered
and, having been liberated from the sin, you were
enslaved to righteousness.

In v. 1: “What, then, shall we say ?" is in place
because there a principle was at stake, one which hasty
logic might “say” leads to wrong practice. Here:
“What then ?" is in place because only a fact has been

pointed out, and a faulty apprehension of this fact may
lead to wrong practice. There the principle itself might
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be questioned by pointing out what seems to be wrong
with it; here the fact is admitted and not at all questioned, but it seems to permit something that without
a knowledge of it would never be permitted.
Tt’ oﬁv; = “What, then, about this fact?" The point
in mind is at once stated: “Shall we sin seeing that we
are not under law but under grace ?” Paul restates the
fact mentioned in v. 14 and thereby emphasizes it, for
it is great and blessed, indeed. It is even startling to
have it stated so succinctly: “We are not under law of
any kind but altogether under all that is grace !” Paul
purposely states it so sharply because it is not always

stated so clearly. Twice before he has in this categorical way set aside law, in 3:21 in connection with
justiﬁcation and in 4 :13 in connection with the promise
to Abraham. Here he does it again in connection with
our sanctiﬁcation and our entire life as Christians.
There is a strong inclination to think that law stops
sinning, that, unless we have at least some law, we shall
not be kept from sinning even when we are under the
fulness of grace; that grace alone is insufficient for this
purpose. For this reason so many Christians are legalists. On the other hand, some are inclined to think
that, since grace pardons sins so freely, one need not
be so careful about not sinning, a few sins more or less
make no difference to grace which will take care of
the additional sins.
We have the deliberative subjunctive: “Shall we
sin?" turning the question over in the mind as in v. 1.
But here we have the aorist and not the present as in

v. 1. The latter indicates continuous action, the former
some act of sin: “shall we commit more or less sin as
occasion arises?” "On is consecutive (R. 1001) , this
commission of sin follows our being under grace and
not under law; it is best translated “seeing that"; it is
not causal (our versions) : “because.” The very idea
of Christians proceeding to sin in consequence of being
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under grace Paul crushes with the exclamation: “Perish the thought !" see 3 :4.
16) This very idea is made impossible by what
everybody knows and what applies so completely in this
matter that an alternative or even a deviation is utterly
excluded. “Do you not know ‘2” is Paul’s favorite litotes for: “You most certainly know.” What they know
is at once stated as to the way in which it applies to
Paul’s readers, and thus the second person plural is
used. The fact back of this application is the truth that
anyone is slave to him to whom he keeps presenting
himself for obedience — he is slave to that master by
his own choice and volition. Paul attains a double emphasis by means of the two relatives J. and a further
emphasis by placing Scam before sari; “To whom you
keep presenting yourselves as slaves for obedience.
slaves are you of him whom you are obeying." The
point which should not be overlooked is that Paul is not
addressing sinners who were never freed from sin; for
they are involuntary slaves. He is speaking to Christians who by baptism died to sin and were set free to
live to God. As such they ought ever to present themselves (present tense here: aorist in v. 13: “deﬁnitely
present") to God for obedience; and Paul shows them
that the very thought of again obeying sin is wrong
although it is possible for them not only to have this
thought cross their minds but also in folly to act on it.
Paul retains the verb “to presen ” which he used in
v. 13 but ampliﬁes it by adding the noun and the verb
for obeying, for this is the purpose of the presenting.
“Whom you are obeying” repeats in condensed form
“to whom you present yourselves for obedience." By
adding to “for obedience” the verb “are obeying" and
then following these two by “of the obedience" this
point of obeying is strongly emphasized; in fact, we
have the verb again in v. 17. To whom do we intend
to render obedience, and whom do we intend to obey?
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Slaves are we of his: “either of sin or of obedience."
These are the only alternatives; the ﬁrst 1', has m (in
the New Testament this is always attached) regarding
which R. 1154 says that it seems to have the notion of
restriction, there being only the two alternatives. The
two genitives show that a genitive antecedent is included in the second (‘5.
It is important to note that the articles are absent:
slaves “of sin—of obedience" and not of “the sin—
of the obedience.” “The sin" has occurred so often
since 5:12, in 5:21-6zl being contrasted with “the
grace," and in 6:11, 13 with God (6 (Beds), that the difference is striking when in v. 14 and again here we
have “sin” without the article. “The sin” is practically
a personiﬁcation and denotes the whole power of sin
as a master while “sin" is anything in the nature of
sin and matches “obedience” which also is not personiﬁed and is thus not equivalent to “God."
Paul does not say that by committing sin while being under grace and not under law Christians would
at once change masters and adopt “the sin,” their former tyrannical ruler, and leave God, their blessed liberator. These Christians want to remain under grace
and God but imagine that grace is not averse to their
committing sin on occasion; they do not desire the old
tyrant, “the sin,” they think, however, that they may
indulge in some measure of “sin." But even this is
impossible.

In v. 14 Paul has already said that no little

lord of this or that sin is to lord it over us (see the
exposition) and here he reverses this statement: by
presenting ourselves for obedience and by obeying
some “sin” or other we should make ourselves slaves to
such sin. And this is by no means harmless because it
would be “for death,” namely spiritual and eternal
death. Presenting ourselves for obedience and obeying
implies voluntary and conscious stooping to some sin:
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and we ought to recognize the fact that the result of

this is death.

Every sin of this kind has death in it.

Eis is regularly used in phrases which signify pur-

pose and also result.

Would any Christian even think

of voluntarily sinning and thus courting death? In v.
5, 12, 13 and 21 “the death” = the power, the tyrant
death, a practical personiﬁcation; here “death” =

something which kills. The difference is similar to that
existing between “the sin” and “sin." In chapter 5
“the sin" and “the death” properly go together; here
both “sin” and “death” are only qualitative.

As re-

gards involuntary sin we have Paul’s full exposition in
7 :14-20.
All of this helps toward understanding the expression slaves “of obedience for righteousness.” “Obe-

dience” is the opposite of “sin”; in the phrase “for
obedience” which is used in the ﬁrst relative clause the
noun is not to be understood in a different sense, the
sense is the same but includes both the wrong and the
right obedience according to the kind of slaves which

we make of ourselves when we become Christians. The
two genitives “of sin” and “of obedience" are not
merely attributive to “slaves”: “sinful (disobedient)

slaves” of God— “obedient slaves" of God.

Von Hof-

mann's argument, which is adopted by Zahn, that “obe-

dience” is‘ our own conduct, and that we cannot be
slaves to what we ourselves do, is annulled by the coun-

terpart “slaves to sin,” where sin denotes our conduct;
yet we often say that a man is a slave to some sin or
vice. Why, then, can we not be “slaves of obedience”?
These are genitives of ownership. A man can be a
slave of any virtue. This is exactly what Paul wants
to convey here: such slaves of obedience who are bent
on nothing but obeying, who would not for a moment

let go of obedience to which they wholly belong.
In a second member the thought often leaps far for-

ward, beyond even the counterpart of the ﬁrst mem-
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ber. Here we have the reverse. Until we reach v. 22,
23 the full opposite is held back. ”For death” does not
receive its full opposite “life eternal” until we come to
the end. Only the intermediate result is stated: “for

righteousness," which is followed in v. 19_and 22 by
“for sanctiﬁcation," and this explains the other. The
acquired righteousness is the result (etc) of being
slaves of obedience. Our obedient acts are pronounced
righteous in God’s court (Matt. 25:34-40, compared
with v. 46b). The thought is not that this acquired
righteousness merits life eternal. This matter is made
entirely clear in 3:21 to 5:21. Yet when heaven is
ours through grace, Christ’s merits, and faith, we ﬁnally reach it only by walking “in the paths of righteousness” in which the Lord leads us (Ps. 23 :3). And here
the important factor is to make that truth fully clear,
to impress it most deeply lest some think that because
the path of grace is free of law it has stretches of sin
in it. Indulging in voluntary sin is leaving grace, is
letting sin head us toward death instead of toward
heaven. So the intermediate course is plainly and fully
marked out by Paul.
17) This is the Christians’ course from the very
beginning, a course that is involved in the very nature
of the change that took place in them —- thank God! —
when they became Christians. In Paul’s, “Thanks to
God !" Bengel ﬁnds ardorpectoris apostolici, and it certainly reveals the inner ardor of the heart with which
Paul wrote to the Romans. Since the emphasis is on
the tenses, an imperfect and an ingressive aorist: “ye

were —- ye became obedient,” a [1.th to balance the 8!
would be out of place. “You were slaves to the sin."
Thanks be to God that I can speak of it in that tense,
as a state that is past and gone! Here "the sin" is correct, the great sin power and not just “sin,” this or that
hold of sin on you. But here the contrast is not as it
is in Eph. 5:8 between then and now, “then darkness,
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now light,” but between what these Christians once
were and what they then became, became permanently.
However, instead of saying: “but ye became slaves to
God" or “obedient to God,” Paul spreads out this obedience, for he is here expounding it: “but you became
obedient from the heart to the form of teaching unto
which you were delivered and, having been liberated
from the sin, you were enslaved to righteousness.” This
is Paul's own interpretation of “slaves of obedience for
righteousness" in a wording that is masterly in every
term.
“You became obedient" repeats that idea for the
fourth time; the whole Christian life is obedience, and
while this aorist is ingressive and thus marks the start
of the action, it is at the same time decisive: “you became deﬁnitely, decisively obedient," once for all.
“From the heart” (one of the many phrases that needs
no article in the Greek) adds the sincerity and the
depth of this new start of obeying; the opposite is
“with eyeservice,” cf., Eph. 6:6. The new obedience
was not a mere form.
When one obeys he must have some word or some
teaching to obey; so Paul does not stop to say, “you
became obedient to God,” but at once advances to the
teaching of God which the Christians came to obey.
This is the more important since some of the Romans
had been Jews and as such had imagined that they were
obeying God when they were doing nothing of the

kind. For that reason Paul also does not say, “you
became obedient to the Word of God"; for the Jews
thought that they were doing that, in fact, obedience
to the Old Testament regulations was the outstanding
mark of all the Pharisees. Paul is compelled to specify
closely the Christian teaching, which also included the
entire Old Testament, but this in its true meaning as
contrasted to the Jewish misreading and with the fulﬁllment that had come in Christ Jesus. Now if you had
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to make this speciﬁc designation, how would you word
it with exactness and terseness? Paul said, “that form

of teaching unto which you were delivered," and the
Greek enabled him to make it even shorter than the
English, for he could incorporate the antecedent into
the relative clause: obedient “to what form of teaching
you were delivered,” 818a,”; is here the substance, the
doctrine.
Paul’s ﬁve words are the more masterly since they

convey the fact that we were delivered to this form of
teaching in order to obey it and not that it was delivered to us. The former does not mean the latter. The
expression mpastb‘ém’nu‘z at: n, "to deliver a person over

to something,” always implies handing someone over
to what he does not want. It has that force here, for
what sinner wants to be handed over to the slavery of
God, wants to “be enslaved to righteousness"? He
thinks himself free when he is a slave to the sin, and
Paul says that he was then free as far as the righteousness is concerned (v. 20).
Moreover, Paul has most emphatically said that our
deliverance from the sin was no less than having our
old man “cruciﬁed" with Christ (v. 6). Shall we forget that Pilate mpésmm, “delivered," Jesus to be cruci—
ﬁed (John 19:16)? And shall we not note that Jesus
himself wanted to be thus delivered, wanted to be cruciﬁed, dead, and entombed? “We died with him" (v.
2, 8), “we were entombed with him” (v. 4). For the
old sinful self all of this was a terrible thing, its very
destruction; yet, like Christ, we ourselves wanted it, no
man is made a Christian against his will. Paul’s passive “you were delivered" recalls all of this, and to
change it so as to mean that the Christian doctrine
“was delivered” to us, is not Paul’s meaning. Here,
however, “you were delivered” accompanies the idea
of being made slaves, slaves to righteousness, obeying
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as slaves, obeying the voice of our Master (God) who
speaks in this teaching. Yet Paul inserts “from the
heart,” for this is a most willing slavery, in fact, a
slavery that has set us free (v. 19) by its enslavement.
Eis 3v wap¢869nrc rdwov SLSaX-ﬁs = 79'; rump SLSaXﬁs (is by «up:36011‘“, for iquotio'a-rc calls for the dative; R. 719 and

W. P. are correct.

Bengel resolves the incorporation:

(is rdvrov 3t3axﬁs (9-: vel (is 3v wap¢869qrc.

Von Hofmann var-

ies it, and Zahn adopts it, but inserts articles before the
nouns: auf den lehrhaften Typus hin, welcher euch
uebergeben wurde. He also inverts the last clause by
making its object its subject and regards Maxi]: as an
adjectival genitive. In the expression “form or type
of doctrine" the genitive is possessive; the Christian
teaching has a certain form that sets it apart from all
other religious teaching.
Tli'rros does not here mean form in the sense of out-

line, for Christians became obedient to more than an
outline.

Norm, model, “pattern” (R. V. margin) are

likewise out of the line of thought, for this word is
used in opposition to both the Gentile and the Jewish
religious teaching. The idea underlying ‘n51ros is pas—
sive and not active: Gefm'mtes and not Formendes, a

ﬁxed form and not something that gives us a certain
form. The idea of norm, pattern, and something that
molds us (active) misunderstands the sense (C.-K.
1078 is a sample). When we ceased to be slaves to the
sin and became obedient to the Christian teaching, this
obedience included faith and thus newness of life and
by no means only the latter. “Form of teaching" =
the gospel in its entirety as contrasted with every other
teaching, no matter what its form, and not only gospel
ethics.

The view that the Christian teaching itself had different forms, Pauline, Petrine, Johannine, is rightly
rejected. The Romans had not adopted a peculiar type
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of the gospel or of gospel ethics, say the Pauline; some
of them had been converted before Paul was converted
(16 :7).
18) With 86 Paul adds the rest and states what
happened to us when we became obedient to the gospel

to which we were delivered after we were no longer
slaves to the sin power. This was at the same time a
liberation and a new enslavement: “and having been
liberated from the sin, you were enslaved to righteousness." The verb as well as the participle are passive
and not passive forms with the sense of the middle:
“became (the) slaves,” our versions. God set us free.
God delivered us over to the gospel and thus enslaved
us to righteousness, i. e., the righteousness of a godly
life. The aorists make both acts punctiliar, both took
place at the moment of our conversion. The striking
thought is the fact that our emancipation is a new enslavement. In v. 20 we are shown what a sad liberty
we enjoyed when we were slaves of sin; here we are
shown what a glorious liberty we obtained when we
were made slaves to righteousness.
“Emancipated from the sin" (note the article), that
is liberty indeed. The sin power usurped authority
over us (5:12), stole us from God and thus made us
slaves. We never rightly belonged to the sin. We were
not created for the sin power, to sin. Freed from that
power at last, we can fulﬁll the purpose of our being.
We are free as when the bird is free to use its wings
and to ﬂy, the ﬂower to expand its petals and to bloom.

We are free to obey our Creator and our Savior in newness of life. It is paradoxical to call this an enslavement. This is done here in order to show how our belonging to God is the direct opposite of our having once

belonged to the sin and in addition how completely we
must now serve God. The basic thought, of course, is
that we are or can never be independent. Our true
place is with God, his will is our will even as a slave
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has no will of his OWn. But these passives imply grace,
the grace in Christ Jesus, and thus reveal the blessedness of our will which is one with God’s will.
You were enslaved “to the righteousness,” the righteousness mentioned in v. 16. The article, however,
does not merely refer back but makes “the righteousness” a power, the opposite of the power called “the
sin.” As slaves of the sin we had to keep doing sin,
now as being enslaved to righteousness we keep doing
righteous works. The thought is thus held to its advance, namely that, having been liberated from the sin
and living “under grace" (v. 15), we could not dream
of letting ourselves slip back into sin. God’s blessed
grace has so bound us to itself that we have become its
most willing and happy slaves, slaves “to the righteousness,” every work of ours being approved of God, every
work thus being a joy and a delight for us.
19) Paul excuses himself for speaking of our
state under grace and righteousness in terms that are
borrowed from our state under the power of sin.
Humauly I am speaking because of the weakness
of your ﬂesh.

Here cape = nature mere humana, the

natural weakness found in all of- us, and, as the context shows (6:1, 15), the foolish tendency under a'false
show of logic to draw wrong conclusions from the great
spiritual facts. All of us areprone to this tendency of
making deductions that seem so sound and yet are so

false and contradict the very facts from which we think
we are drawing them. To act on them leads us into
both false doctrine, as many examples show, and into
all kinds of sins and sinful courses, as still more examples show. Paul thus had to put up a great bar against
such ﬂeshly reasoning, just as preachers still are forced
to do so.
Paul does not mean that in “the weakness of their
ﬂesh" the Romans are still _on a lower moral level than
other churches. His entire letter assumes the contrary.
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Throughout he treats the Romans with great consideration as being people who are advanced spiritually
in every way. For that very reason, however, they
might expect him to use more exalted language in
speaking of their new life of liberty under grace. Paul
does use this high language when occasion requires it;
I Cor. 13 is incomparable in this respect. But such
language does not serve when false logic is to be exploded; then one must often speak in a rough sort of
way as is done here when we are called slaves to righteousness, even greater slaves than we were to the sin.
This way of phrasing it is so helpful because we were
once slaves, and because our liberty is now certainly not
license, not liberty to drop back into sins, but a liberty
that of our own volition holds us to God and to righteousness to such an extent as though he had completely made us his slaves.
So with an explicative ydp Paul elucidates still
further in this human fashion but now reverts to
admonition in order the more to apply the great facts:
For just as you presented your members as slaves
to the uncleanness and the lawlessness for the lawlessness, so now present your members as slaves to
the righteousness for ”notiﬁcation.
This is the human way of stating the admonition:
“just as slaves — so now slaves." The two are paralleled. This admonition repeats that given in v. 13 by
using the same verb “present or furnish,” and by
speaking of “your members."

The advance lies in

speaking of the members themselves as being so many
slaves and in designating the two masters, one being
the power of uncleanness and lawlessness, the other
the power of righteousness, and by adding an dc phrase
of result to each clause, for Paul intends now to bring
out the whole result.
Sinners are only too ready to present their bodily
members to the sin power as being so many slaves to do
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the sin’s bidding. The neuter 80mm agrees with the
neuter you]. For “the sin” Paul now substitutes “the
uncleanness and the lawlessness,” both with articles,
for they are conceived as powers that exist in the world
and receive the members as their slaves. All sin is
ﬁlthiness even as all sin is lawlessness. We do not have
a division of sin into two sections but two aspects of
sin. Sin is abominable, it reeks and stinks as does ﬁlth;
and at the same time it is rebellion, anarchy, a challenge to law. Imagine giving one‘s own bodily members as slaves to such a pOWer! Too often We hide this
horribleness from ourselves and shudder at it only
when it reveals itself stark and naked in some fearful
crime. Learn from Paul what this tyrant looks like so
that you will not extend even a ﬁnger to him. Uncleanness is not subjective, nor lawlessness objective; nor

is the former spoken with respect to man, the latter
with respect to God. Both are both, vile also in God's
sight and lawless as expressing our attitude.
“For the lawlessness” with its article differs from
the corresponding phrase “for sanctiﬁcation” which
lacks the article. The lawlessness exists as a vicious

power. and “for the lawlessness"=for the interest and
the increase of that power in the world. This power
itself grows the more men lend it their members as

slaves to do its will.

Paul could have added “for the

uncleanness.” For the sake of brevity he lets the one
phrase sufﬁce and lets us supply the other in thought.
“So now present” is the peremptory aorist imperative as in v. 13: do so deﬁnitely, once for all. Here it
may be constative since the object is not “yourselves”
as in v. 13 but “your members”; it would thus combine
all our acts of giving our members “as slaves to the

righteousness” that constitutes the power opposite to
the other.

This, too, exists in the world, it has been

placed there by God.

But Paul does not say “for the

righteousness,” i. e., for the interest and the augmenta-
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tion of this blessed, divine power. He makes the parallel phrase say more. 'Ayuw'pde is a Scriptural term,
and the sufﬁx -,m denotes activity (R. 151), yet not our
activity but God’s activity exerted upon us; thus the
sense is passive.

The idea of result, however, does not

lie in the term save as God’s action upon us is not
without result. This is to be noted in regard to C.-K.
59. The sense of the phrase is: “for (in the interest
of) God’s work of setting us apart for himself also in
our conduct." This work of sanctifying us as regards
our members is usually called sanctiﬁcation in the narrow sense. It is progressive; hence the idea of result
in the Greek term should not be stressed to imply a
completely ﬁnished result. The absence of the article
also makes that plain.
20)

In further explanation of our past state as

compared with our present one Paul admits:

For

when you were slaves of the sin you were free in

regard to the righteousness. That is a fact although
it does not bear close examination; for we should then
recoil from it. In v. 18 our having been made slaves
to the righteousness is described as being joined with
our having been set free. Paul admits that this is also
true with regard to our slavery to the sin power, it, too,

made us free — “free as regards the righteousness,”
the dative is not locative (R. 523) but a dative of relation. The A. V. corrects itself in the margin. Free
in regard to the righteousness is not objective, for
no man ever escapes the claims of the righteousness;

it is only subjectivefreedom. The sinner merely disregards the righteousness, turns up his nose at it; he
feels elated not to be compelled to do this or that but
to be free to throw himself into the vile arms of sin just
as he pleases. Well, that is freedom if one wants to
call it by so noble a name.
21)
But it does not bear scrutiny.
What fruit
then were you having at that time of those things
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For the end of

those things —- death.

All that Paul asks is, “What fruit were you having
then?" The point of the question is not what kind of
fruit on the assumption that they had some kind; but
“what” that in any way was fruit? The implied answer is, “No fruit whatever,” for the end of that slav—

ery to sin was nothing but “death" eternal. It is char—
acteristic of Paul to use Kapirdc

(“fruit" produced by

trees, vines. ﬁelds) only in a good sense: “fruit of the
spirit" (Gal. 5:22), “of the light” (Eph. 5:9), “of
righteousness” (Phil. 1:11), but “the unfruitful works
of darkness” (Eph. 5:11), and lest we be “unfruitful”
we must do good works (Tit. 3:14). In this very point
lies the impact of the question.

There was not a par.

ticle of fruit in that complete service of sin, nothing,
nothing until eternal death would end it all.
The relative clause is a part of the question and is
not the answer. After asking with the singular rim
«way, an answer with an incorporated relative plural
such as 649 oi: could not be given. So we do not translate: “Things of which you are now ashamed," i. e..
bad‘fruit as though sin could bear anything worthy of
the name “fruit."

And (3' 01¢ is not = rouﬁ'ra £49 ois.

Zahn contends that we must resolve into 3-»: 1013704.: .1
because t‘vrawxﬁvccraat is never construed with in: but only
with the accusative of the thing or the' person of which
one is ashamed or with the accusative and the inﬁnitive

of an act from which one refrains because of shame.
This may be correct, yet so many verbs that are compounded with prepositions repeat the prepositions.
Therefore we still hold to the construction with art, as
do the best dictionaries, until more proof is offered than
a few examples of simple accusatives.

It seems 'most

simple to resolve the incorporation into: 'im’vuv £¢ ois,
the more so since ('Ku'vwv follows in the next clause. ‘ So
Paul does not say that the Romans are ashamed of the
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fruits they had but of “those things” (speaking of them
as lying in the far past) which were totally fruitless,
their end thus being death.
22) But now, having been liberated from the
sin and having been enslaved to God, you are having
your fruit for sanctiﬁcation, and the end — life
eternal.
Now the two are reversed: then under sin, slaves -free in regard to righteousness and no fruit but only
the prospect of death; now freed from sin—enslaved to
God and thus fruit at last, fruit indeed, and the prospect of life eternal. This is a different story. Here
there are revealed the most powerful motives to keep
us away from sin (v. 15) and to keep us joyfully and
gratefully in our obedience to God. Note the two passive participles and compare v. 18. Our present state
was produced wholly by God. The present zxm = “you
are having," like the imperfect in v. 21, “were you
having"; not “do you get” and “did you get." The intermediate result is “sanctiﬁcation”; in v. 19 “for
sanctiﬁcation" was the contemplated result, here “for
sanctiﬁcation” is the result in process of attainment.
Since “sanctiﬁcation” is God’s action upon us, we must
identify: our fruit = good works = sanctiﬁcation.
God produces the fruit in us, and this consists of virtues and graces that are implanted by him (Gal. 5:2224), and these foster his work of sanctifying us more
and more.
23) Another ydp brings the ﬁnal explanation.
It is also typical of Paul's thought. He has been
following two contrasting lines and now unites them
in a ﬁnal statement that leaves nothing more to be
said. For the wages of the sin—death, but the
gracious gift of God —life everlasting in connection with Christ Jesus, our lord.
Paul has used the same word to designate both the
outcome of servitude to the sin power and the outcome
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of servitude to God, namely n‘; n’Aoc, “the end.”

Each

servitude reaches a goal when it is ﬁnished, and in this
respect the two are alike. Yet there is a vast difference

between the two. The fact that the one goal is “death"
and the other “life eternal" has already been stated (on
the latter see 2:7), and that surely should make a

Christian drop all thought of ever playing with sin
(v. 15) . The ultimate and inner difference of the outcome is the fact that death is “the wages of the sin,”

éwm, which is usually used in the plural like “wages"
in English; but life eternal could not possibly be the
wages of “the righteousness" but is “the gracious gift
of God,” 75 xdpto'ua (explained in 5:16). Paul uses this
term because of v. 15, our being "under grace,” xépm.
The latter with its ending «c = the activity of grace

under which we live; the former with its ending -,m
= the result of grace, the gift of grace bestowed

(R. 151).
Paul does not say, “The wages of our sins is death"

but, “The wages of the sin is death.”

Since 5:12 we

have seen that this articulated term “the sin” denotes,

not sin and sinning in general (which is dpapn'a without
the article), but “the power of sin.” It is a kind of personiﬁcation. Like a master “the sin" pays wages,
namely this sin power that entered the world by the
one act of Adam and by that one act of his enslaved us
all. Nor should we forget that “the death” came in
with “the sin” and by its very coming in got hold of us
all. That was the start; now Paul is stating the u’Aoc,
the end, when sinners ﬁnish their earthly existence.
Then Paul says, the sin power pays them off, hands
them their “wages," and these are “death," the death
which the sin brought in. death in its ﬁnality, eternal
and irrevocable separation from God.
Paul uses the term “wages” because the death
earned for us by Adam’s ﬁrst sin is not paid out to us
in full until we come to the end of our career as slaves
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of the sin (Matt. 20:8, “when even was come”). We
know the reason for this delay. It is to furnish us the
opportunity to die to the sin (v. 2, 8), to escape its
power and the payment of these wages. The exegesis
that we ourselves earn these wages as slaves of the sin
by our own sinning is misleading. Since when do

slaves get wages? Luke 17 :7-10 teaches the contrary.
It is one-sided to consider only the one side, “slaves to
the sin" (v. 20) and to apply “wages" to them and to
disregard the other side which is made so prominent by
Paul, namely that Christians are slaves to God, and
that, if slaves and wages go together, these slaves, too,

ought to get wages:
The view that awn was used also as a term for
“subsistence money" as this was paid for the subsistence of a soldier, is ruled out here where the word has
the current meaning of “wages” that have been earned.
Paul is not speaking of the daily subsistence of the
slaves of the sin power but of the end of their career;
and how could death he the wages on which sinners
subsist here on earth? Slaves earn nothing, for the
very idea of “slaves” conveys the fact that they and all
their labor belong to their master without wages.
Adam earned these wages for himself and for us
(5:12, etc.). The full and ﬁnal payment is made to
each sinner when he reaches his earthly end. What
Adam really earned is penalty, and to term this “wages"
is ironical. Wages are something good which one longs
to receive; death is anything but that.

Yet because it

was earned for us it is in this sense our wages.

But

what about our own sinning as slaves of “the sin”?
This question cannot be answered apart from the

other: "What about our slaving in righteousness for
God?” We must answer these two questions in the
same way. Our slave relation as sinners to “the sin” is
the evidence and the proof that we have remained in
Adam’s sin and that the wages he earned await us. On
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the other hand, our dying to the sin (v. 2, 8), our new
relation to God as slaves, is the evidence and the proof
that we have escaped from Adam’s-sin and from the
payment of what it earned for him and for us. Let us
not forget that both slaveries imply works. and that
Matt. 25:31-46, like all other passages regarding the
judgment, regard the works only as evidence and proof
of what men are.
Death is paid out as wages, and 5:12-21 shows how
they were earned for all men by one man. But Adam
is the type of Christ (5:14, last clause), and Christ
earned eternal life for us. Long before we were born
Adam did what he did, and Christ, too, did what he did.
Yet the xapmpa of life eternal is not made ours in the
same way as Adam’s sin, guilt, and death were made
ours (5 :15, 16: “not as — so also”). The death automatically passed on to all men; the charisma, which is
so much greater as to deliver from that death even as it
was earned for us by one who is inﬁnitely greater than
Adam becomes ours only by means of personal justiﬁcation. This gracious gift of life eternal is ours by way
of a gift already the moment we believe and are justiﬁed, the moment we die to sin and become alive to

God (v. 11, 13: “as alive from the dead”) ; thus it is
“the end" of our earthly service to God, for then we
enter into the fullness of life eternal in heaven. It is
and remains a xdpw’pa, a bestowal of pure grace; for
although it was earned for us by Christ as Adam
earned death for us, this life is received by grace
alone, as a gift alone, through faith alone.

“Wages"

would be wrong, charisma alone is correct.
“In Christ Jesus” is explained in v. 11; here we
have the phrase a second time but with the full soteriological title: “in connection with Christ Jesus, our
Lord.” The phrase modiﬁes “life eternal.” Since the
chaﬁsma is this life, the phrase pertains to the subject

through this its predicate.

Moreover, the statement
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involves our reception of the charisma, our ﬁnal full

possession of life eternal, and thus our personal connection with Christ, our having been cruciﬁed, entombed,
and raised up with Christ (v. 2-11).
When we see that we are “under grace” and what
being “under grace” means, the thought will not enter
our minds that we may yet remain in some sin (v. 1)
or that we may yet do some sin (v. 15). The very idea
of either is totally excluded so that it will not even
cross a true Christian’s mind. The perfection of Paul’s
answer to the two questions asked in v. 1 and v. 15
strikes us with greater force when we stop and think

how we could or would have answered them apart from
Paul and from our own apprehension of the truth.

CHAPTER Vll
Deliverance from the Law, chapter 7
The description of this third effect of our justiﬁ-

cation by faith extends to the end of this chapter.
There is no reason for closing it at v. 24 and combining v. 25 with chapter 8, or for dividing v. 25 and
combining its second half with chapter 8.
In the preceding chapters Paul has repeatedly
spoken of law; in chapter 2 he let the very law which
the moralists make their gospel and their hope for

men's reformation convict these moralists themselves,
compare further 3:20, 21, 31; 4:13-15; 5:20. All of
these references to law are now combined, and we have
the entire doctrine regarding law with reference to
our justiﬁcation presented as a whole. In particular
we should note 3 :21, “apart from law"; 4 :14, the heirs
are not “those of law” (people of law) ; and 5:15, we
are “not under law." Chapter 7 now describes our de-

liverance from law.
This description is highly dramatic. Paul uses
himself as an example of what law does to a man; not
some other man but himself he makes the corpus vile
for his demonstration. This chapter is intensely personal, in the highest degree psychological, furnishes
Paul’s own inner biography, and thus becomes as gripping as nothing of a didactic nature could possibly be.
No rationalist, no modernist will ever understand this
chapter. It is not written for them, chapter 2 regarding the moralists is the truth for them; after that has

done its work, then apply 3:204:25, and then chapter
7. This seventh chapter is written for genuine Chris(439)
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tians who really know what contrition is from the fact
of having experienced it and by still experiencing it.

They will see themselves in Paul and will do it without
difﬁculty.
The pathological theology of those who confuse or
confound law and gospel as do the legalists and the
perfectionists is not strange and should not confuse
or disturb us. We do not expect them to see this truth.
The cure, of course, is not outward application of
arguments, which fail to reach the source of the
trouble, but the inward application of the law and of
the gospel to the conscience and the heart until the
normal experience of the power of both is achieved as
it was achieved in Paul, in the Roman Christians, and
in all others who have not merely heard about contrition and justiﬁcation by faith but have the genuine
experience of both in their own souls.
1) In 6 :15 Paul says, “we are not under law" and
then explains that‘this does not imply license to sin in
some way or other.“ After this is clearly understood,
the whole matter of the Christian’s deliverance from
law must be set forth, for this is one of the fundamental
effects of the righteousness of faith in Christ Jesus.
Paul treats it after he has presented the deliverance

from the power of sin (chapter 6) and before be discusses the control of the Holy Spirit in our hearts and
in our lives (8 :1-17) . That this is the proper place for
treating law is evident from 5:20: law came in after

sin in order to increase the fall, to show the full damage which the sin had wrought (3:20). We are now
told how law does this.
Or are you ignorant, brethren — for I am speaking to you as understanding law —,- of the fact that
the law lords it over the man (only) for so long a
time as there is life?

For the married woman stands

bound to the living husband by law; but if the husband dies, she stands discharged from the law re-
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garding the husband. So then, while the husband
lives, she will be held an adulteress if she becomes
joined to another husband; but if her husband dies,
she is free from this law so that she is not an adulteress on being joined to another husband.
Everybody who knows anything at all about law
knows all of this. It is not even a matter of Christian
knowledge alone. Everywhere law is binding only for
life and not beyond that. “Or are you ignorant" (6 :3)
means that this is an elementary matter; and the parenthesis, “for I am talking to you as people under.
standing law,” explains that any such will at once
grasp the truth that law never extends its jurisdiction
beyond death.
'
It is incorrect not to distinguish between wipes without an article and 6 wipes with the article and to let both
or at least the latter refer only to the Jewish law and
then to make the deduction that the great majority

of the Roman Christians were former Jews and to add
the statement that the few Gentile Christians that belonged to the Roman congregation knew the Jewish law
from their acquaintance with the LXX. The argument
that, for instance, a person who lived in Athens but
did not like the Athenian laws might move to Sparta
or to Susa or elsewhere, is specious. He would still
ﬁnd law, law that bound for life and not longer. He
would alsa ﬁnd the very law regarding marriage, which
Paul uses as an example, that holds a woman to only
one husband. The whole Roman world had this law;
it was no more speciﬁcally Jewish than it was speciﬁcally Roman. “You who understand vdpov," means “law
in general,” whatever is of the nature of law. The

statement “that 6 vépoc controls m7 dvopéwou" means that
the thing that is law (generic) controls the person
(again generic) i. e., the human being.

The proposi—

tion is entirely general and not in any way restricted
to the Mosaic law. The adverbial antecedent is incor-
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porated in at. 500v xpém, and the phrase is written in its
unabbreviated form (R. 733, 978).
The fact that “brethren" refers to all of the Roman
Christians and not merely to the former Jews found
among them need scarcely be stated; also that ym’mom
applies to all of them and not only to certain ones who
understand law. Such a restriction would require the
use of the article with the participle; and even if the
article were used, this would not necessarily restrict.
When Paul says that he is addressing the Romans as
those who understand law he is not using irony or flattery or praise. Pagan Rome was famed for law as
Greece was famed for art. Many in the congregation
were not native Romans. Why, then, the praise (sincere) or the ﬂattery (insincere) that as Romans these
Christians know law; or the irony that in reality they
know little about law? Nor is there a comparison as
though other churches were less acquainted with law.
Paul intends to use an ordinary example taken from
the general ﬁeld of law, and the point of this example
is one that everybody who knows anything at all about
law understands, namely that all law and every law
relinquishes its control at the time of death.
We should note the fact that now for the ﬁrst time
since 1:13 Paulagain addresses his readersas "breth-

ren" and"ag'ai"ni‘—in .Y.--'21, after-a very'bi‘ief interval,
more fervently as “my brethren.” It cannot be without a reason that since writing 1:13 Paul felt no impulse for such an address until he reaches this chap-

ter on “law." Comparing the other seven instances in
which this address is used, it is easily seen that it
always marks some special concern on Paul’s part,
sometimes in connection with a fervent admonition,
sometimes in connection with a subject that is close to
Paul’s heart, which he feels it necessary to impress
upon his hearers beyond other subjects. The latter is
the case here where he comes to speak with regard to
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our deliverance from law. We feel how startling it
sounds when we are told in 6:14, 15 that we are “not
under law,” it is far more startling than to be told that
salvation is ours in Christ (chapter 5) or that we are

dead to the sin (chapter 6).

Presently Paul will use

even his own personal experience with regard to law
(7 :7, etc.). He has referred to a personal experience

only once before (3 :7) and then only very incidentally.
We know how legalism in some form or other still
persists in the minds of Christians. With “brethren"
and then “my brethren" Paul puts his arm around the
Roman Christians in order to draw as near to them as

possible with the great assurance that the justiﬁed are,
indeed, delivered from law. He starts very objectively
with a most lucid illustration. Already this makes the
matter clear, and already here we are made to feel his
deep concern for our full apprehension of the vital
fact that by being under grace all remaining under law

is ended.
2) mp does not introduce a proof as though anyone needed to have it proved to him that law controls
only during this life and not beyond; “for" = for instance and introduces an example.
And from the
countless examples that offer themselves Paul selects

one that serves his purpose best, for it is itself so clear
and matches so well the spiritual reality which he
wants to put into the right light. Additional examples
might also have been cited; one is, of course, enough.

The only point to be noted is that the application which
Paul wants to make requires an example in which the
pertinent law concerns two closely connected persons
and not merely one person; upon the death of one of
these two persons who are bound together by law the
control of that law automatically ends.
“The married (i'vrraVSpos, the regular term) wife
stands bound (perfect tense with extension to the pres-

ent) to the living husband by law," dative of means.
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Certainly not only by Jewish but equally by Roman, yea
by barbarian law. It is beside the point to introduce
divorce, for the tertium comparationis deals only with
what law does and does not do and not with how men at
times many abuse or violate law.
One may ask why the woman is selected as the example and not the man. One might say that the sex is
immaterial, that the man could also serve as an example. But that is a rather modern view. The woman
is a better example because she held a position inferior
to the man in the Roman world. Even according to
Jewish law she was legally bound to a husband more
than he was bound to her, for he could rid himself of
her by simply handing her a bill of divorcement, but
she was not granted a like privilege. The point of comparison desired is thus strongly brought out by the
status of a wife who is bound by law to her living husband. In that status she was “under law” in the fullest
sense as we were “under law" before grace freed us
(6:14, 15).
But a wife is by law bound only to her living husband. In case her husband dies (condition of expectancy, considering such- a case), the wife “stands discharged from the law regarding the husband,” objective genitive. The perfect tense has the same present
extension as “stands bound,” for both deal with the
woman’s status. The argument regarding x‘anipyqrac is
pointless; it is the very verb Paul wants even to its
passive voice. Her husband’s death abolishes the wife,
wipes out, puts out of eﬁect her wifehood so that it is
no more operative. Formerly her status came under
this law dealing with husbands; now she is no more
under the law, she stands discharged from it, is no
more bound by it.
The statement that the illustration is faulty because
her release from this law ought to be effected by her
death instead of by her husband’s death, since in the
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application Paul makes of it we die, removes the entire
illustration and makes it cease to illustrate anything
regarding our status which was changed from being

under law to being under grace. This statement would
turn Paul’s simple illustration into a complex allegory
or a parable; and after the change has been effected,
it complains that the illustration is not ﬁtting and
charges Paul with maltreating it so as to make it ﬁt
in spite of its unﬁtness.
This idea of allegory has led to strange interpretations. One is that already in v. 1 “lives" is allegorical and means, “lives in his old sinful life"! Another
is that Paul intended to say that it was really the law
that died although he did not like to state this so
frankly. But the law never died; the one that binds
wives to their husbands is tremendously alive to this
day, and so is the law that binds sinners under its
curse and control. The point of the illustration is the
escape from law, the woman’s escape from one special
law that illustrates our escape from law in general.
Another idea is that because husband and wife become
one in marriage, the wife in a manner dies with her
husband’s death and thus escapes the law regarding
husbands.
The illustration is nulliﬁed when an allegorical
death is introduced. Paul speaks of a real death, an
exceedingly common kind: a husband dies, and that
death puts his wife into an entirely new status. And
this is due to the principle that is inherent in all law,
namely that law never reaches beyond a person’s life.
The law in regard to husbands does not reach beyond
a husband’s life. Paul uses this law as an illustration,
not to show that it releases the dead husband who, of
course, enters another world, but to show that it releases his widow who may now marry again. To see
an “inconcinnity” in this and to seek to remove it by
resorting to allegory and the like, or to cast reﬂections
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on Paul’s thinking, is an admission that one has not
caught the point of Paul’s illustration.
We must note the generic articles: “the wife,” “the
husband,” like “the law" and “the Mpwnos or person"
in v. 1.

3) With 5pc. ou'm (see 5:18) Paul brings out the
point of this illustration about which he is concerned,
that the husband's death sets the wife free from the
law that held her while she was his wife. “So then"
presents this point as a deduction. Her status as one
who is bound is this: “while her husband lives, she will
be held an adulteress if she belongs to another husband,” mpg-rim is used in the later sense of “will be
called." This future tense is not gnomic (R. 876) nor
an imperative future as in legal commands. It is the
regular future indicative in the apodosis of a condition
of expectancy. It is the law that will call and thus
regard this wife an adulteress. There is no need to say
what the law will do to her in the way of penalty, for
the example does not deal with a transgressing woman
but with one who lets the law keep her within the prescribed bounds. I‘t’vopm with the dative means, “to be-

long to"; the aorist 76mm indicates actuality. Thé law
would call her “an adulteress” in the sense of a bigamist.
All this is ended the moment the husband dies:
“but if the husband dies (aorist to indicate the. single
brief act), she is free from the (this) law so that she
is not an adulteress (bigamist) on belonging to another

husband," ycvoue'qu is the aorist like yc’vqrat.

Too with

the inﬁnitive is consecutive and states result and not
purpose (R. 1090) , for the example deals with a widow
who remarries, the condition of expectancy visualizing

such a case. However, this result cannot well be epexegetical (R. 1002, 1087) because it is the entire result
and not an explanation of some other statement of resalt. It is the result of her being free from the law

Ronums 7 :3, 4
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that once held her that she is now not an adulteress
when she takes another husband. The law pays no
attention whatever to her, has no hold on her for now
doing something to which this law before objected.
She is, indeed, free from that law. It is pointless to

say that she is by this law bound as she was before
from taking a third man as her husband, for this view
only places the woman back to the point where the illustration starts.
The point of comparison is the relation of this
woman to the law regarding husbands, a relation that
is annulled by her husband’s death. Formerly she was

under that law, now she is not under it but wholly free
from it. In order to understand any illustration its
tertium comparationis must be clearly distinguished
otherwise a confusion ensues. The tertium as we have
stated it is extremely valuable for what Paul has in

mind: a person may be entirely set free from a law
without an overthrow of that law, a revoking of that
law, without anarchism, antinomism, rebellion against

that law; yea, a person may be thus set free without
an effort or an act of his own, he may be altogether
passive, his release being accomplished by the death of
another person who stood in a certain relation to the
one set free. Of this nature is our freedom from the
law. It is not in the least wrong or questionable. The
fears of all legalists are unwarranted. Let them look
at this woman! This valuable tertium is at the same
time so exact because it refers to a death, one that ends
one relation to open up another and to do that in the
most legitimate way. So we Christians, no longer under law, are now in a most blessed new relation: under
grace (6:14, 15).
Paul’s illustration is perfectly
chosen.
4)
And so, my brethren, also you on your part
were rendered dead to the law through the body of
Christ to that you were joined to another, to him
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who was raised up from the dead, in order that we
may bear fruit for God. For when we were in the
ﬂesh, the passions of the sins, those (stirred up) by
means of the law, continued to be active in our members to bear fruit for the death. But now we have
been discharged from the law, having died to that
in which we were being held fast, so that we slave
in newness of spirit and not in oldness of letter.
Here did-re is simply «3: plus re’, “and so" (R. 999)
and not “wherefore”; only a likeness and not a deduction is expressed, for what the married woman experiences in no way proves what happens in the case of
us Christians. The death of the woman’s husband
freed her from the law so that she could marry another ; the death of Christ freed us from the law so
that we now belong to-another, namely to the risen
Christ. In both cases, of course, the death had to be
that of a person who was so connected with another
as to effect the liberation by this means alone. In the
woman’s case her marriage to her ﬁrst husband connected her with the liberating death; in our case justiﬁcation by faith makes the connection with Christ's
liberating death.
Paul states this connection at once: “also you on
your part were rendered dead to the law through the
body of Christ.” This means, “You on your part were
set free from the law by Christ’s death" just as is the
wife by her husband’s death. Paul writes, “you were
rendered dead" (passive) instead of, “you were set

free,” because he had to mark our connection with
Christ, for only those who are connected with him
(through justiﬁcation by faith) have this and the other

spiritual beneﬁts. It is essential to mark this connection with Christ, for his death frees no one who does
not have this connection just as the husband's death
frees no woman save the wife connected with him.
“Were rendered dead” only repeats “was cruciﬁed,"
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“were entombed," and “we died” in 6 :2-8, and properly
changes the latter into the passive to denote the present connection in which only we receive deliverance
from the law. It is “through the body of Christ" that
this deliverance is wrought (Heb. 10:5, 10), and this

means “through Christ’s death,” to suffer which he
had his human body. So the dead body of the husband
freed his wife from that one law.
Confusion results when our being rendered dead is
paralleled with the husband’s death, or when, because
of our being rendered dead, the widow is likewise

regarded as being dead although only her husband died.
This confusion results when Paul’s simple illustration
is made an allegory. But this disappears when we hold
to the tertium and refuse to be moved beyond it onto
the deeper explanations which are allegorical.

The (is: 76 with the inﬁnitive does not express a purpose but an actual result. The aorist inﬁnitive = deﬁnitely belongs to another. This one is designated as
“the one who was raised up from the dead” (this phrase
is explained in Matt. 17:10; Mark 9:9; etc.). Christ
is so designated for the simple reason that in the
phrase “through Christ's body” his death has just been
mentioned, and it is the living Christ to whom we
Christians belong, the Christ whose resurrection attests
the all-sufﬁciency of his death and atonement. To a

Christ who died and remained dead one could belong
only ideally, in memory, not actually and really; such a

belonging would be like the widow’s memory of her
dead husband. But Christ was raised up and dies no
more (v. 10), and to him we belong in fullest actuality.
When Paul adds: “in order that we may bear (the
aorist: actually bear) fruit for (unto) God,” he drops
the illustration of the woman and shows this by turning to a new and a different ﬁgure. For this bearing

fruit is borrowed from trees and ﬁelds and has nothing
to do with marriage as being productive of children.
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Hence also the fruit is borne “for God" and not “for
Christ,” not as a woman bears children for her husband. In the illustration there is no implication about
children such as the inference that the woman had none

by her ﬁrst husband but did have some by the second.
In the Scriptures our spiritual marriage to Christ is
never extended so as to include offspring.
What Paul would make plain is the fact that being
under law left us worse than barren as far as fruit of
good works that are pleasing to God is concerned while
under grace we at last did and do produce this blessed
fruit. For the great delusion with reference to the law
is that the law produces good works. That is why we
have so many legalists, moralists (chapter 2), reformers, and the like. They think it is fatal to relinquish
the law, fatal to the production of good works. The
opposite is true: it is fatal to good works to cling to

the law, for the law never produced a single good work.
It works wrath (4 :15), it increases the fall (5:20), it
works realization of sin (3 :20) but never a good work.
This entire seventh chapter was written to expose the
fallacy of relying on law as a producer of good works;
we now see what it does produce.
Here Paul begins and states that our death to the
law, our deliverance from the law, our belonging to the
risen Christ, these and these alone effect the purpose
that We truly and actually (aorist) bear fruit to God.
The fact that this is stated in a subordinate clause
should not lead us to think that this is only a subordinate and minor thought.

It is characteristic of Paul

and of other Greek writers to use an attached subordinate clause in this way. Here the case is more than
plain because the proposition of this minor clause is
at once elaborated at length. If he were writing English, Paul could have said: “The great purpose of
this is that we bear fruit for God.”

Romcms 7:4, 5
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We note the change from “you” to “we," which is
made without the least emphasis. This is done because
a new subject is introduced, fruit-bearing, and Paul
now speaks also of himself. The idea that with “you”
and with the address “brethren" Paul referred only to
the Jewish Christians in Rome, because they alone had
been under the law, and that with “we” he now includes also the Gentile Christians since they, too, are
to bear fruit, is answered by the fact that Paul himself belonged to the Jewish Christians and thus should
have said “we” in place of “you” and should not have
classed himself with the Gentile Christians. This also
answers the idea that only Jewish Christians had been
“under law” (6:14, 15, no article), and that “the law"
is the Mosaic law.
Since “brethren,” “my brethren,” and “you” refer
to all the Romans, and “we” adds only Paul to them
(see this same change from “you” to “we" in 6 :14, 15
and elsewhere), all are said at one time to have been
under the law, all had been delivered from the law
through Christ. Under what save law had these Gentile Christians been? Were the Gentile Christians not
delivered from the law? Shall we cancel or forget
that the work of the law is written in the hearts of the
Gentiles and that by nature they do the things of the
law? Also that their consciences are upset because the
law disturbs them?

See 2:14-16.

“The law” is often

used with the generic article (so in v. 1 and here in v.
4) ; “law" is always qualitative, and both may at times

refer to the same thing. Just what each term includes
as far as any speciﬁc code of law is concerned the context of each passage alone determines and not the use

of either word alone.
5) What fruits did “the law” (generic, everything
that is law, that of Moses included) produce in the way
of fruit? Only fruit “for death”! Here 5:20 is ex-
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pounded. “For" elucidates by pointing to the negative,
to the state "when we were (still) in the ﬂesh, unconverted, not justiﬁed, not delivered from the law; this is

followed by the positive, our release from the law (v.
6). “In the ﬂesh" = in our natural state of sin, “the
ﬂesh” is here the opposite of “the spirit." This phrase
needs no elucidation since it belongs to current Christian conceptions and. language. What about fruit in
that former state? Why then “the passion of the sins,
those (stirred up) by means of the law, continued to be
active in our members to bear fruit for (unto) deat ."
Fruit? Well yes — “for death”! That is the only fruit
— if you wish to call it so — that is produced through
the medium of “the law” (Mosaic or any other).
But here we see why the law produces only such
awful fruit. Here we have the psychological effect of
the law. We do not regard this as the adjectival genitive: “the sinful passions” (R., W. P. and others), for
this would require the singular and even then would
lack assurance. Nor is the genitive appositional: “the
passions that are the sins," for waaﬁpafa, which is a vow
medal, is fourteen times used by Paul only in the evil
sense (M.-M. 473). No, the sins have these passions.
This word denotes the reprehensible effects and stirrings that are forced upon us by our sins and drives us
on and enslaves us. These passions literally carry us
away (C.-K. 841).
“Lusts” (émam’m) are our sinful desires which we
follow of our owu accord without compulsion and
gladly gratify (see 6:12, also 1 :24). The article ra'. is
repeated so as to make “through the law” modify “the
passions.” “The passions through the law" are those
that arise in us through the medium (Sui) of the law.
It is folly to think that the law kills the passions, it
does the very opposite; the law is the medium for them.
Aroused by this medium, “they were active in our
members," the imperfect expresses continuousness. In
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6:13, 19 we see how the sin always wants to use our
bodily members; the passions of the sins, each one of
each sin, do the same. Man is a bodily creature, and

the forces active in him automatically affect his bodily
members.
It is startling to hear that these passions of our
sins are being mediated by the law and thus made energetic in our members; but the fact is only too true all

legalism to the contrary notwithstanding.

Set up the

law over unregenerate men, and not only their lusts
but also their passions, as if irritated thereby, become
the more active. The law seems to stir the ﬁre so as to

make the flames ﬂare up in the fagots. When Paul elsewhere speaks of the police power of governmental law
for the restraint of criminals (I Tim. 1:9, 10) for
whom the sword of the government is a terror (Rom.

13:3, 4), this in no way conﬂicts with what he says
here and elsewhere about the law stirring up the pas—
sions, for only the terrors of penalty restrain the crim-

inal passions, restrain but do not eradicate and even
restrain only to a degree and not always.

Since under the application of the law the passions
actually did bear fruit for death, cl; ro’ denotes result:
“so as to bear fruit for the death" (i. e., the power of
death with the article, repeatedly used since 5:12). As
“the sin” and 6 (9:6; have been contrasted, so here “the
death” and “God" are contrasted, the one being destruc—
tive, the other saving. Both datives are indirect objects. To bear fruit “for God” is to lay good works at

his feet for his glory and his honor; to bear fruit “for
the death,” i. e., for the power of eternal death, is to

make this death our god in our subservience to bring
sins and crimes as offerings to him, to glorify this monster. To speak of “the death” so as to parallel it with
“God” emphasizes the enormity of the relation in-

volved. To bear fruit to the death obviously cannot
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refer to the marital fruit of children, yet this idea is
attributed to Paul.
6) Formerly the law did nothing but stir up our
passions, "but now,” Paul says, “we have been discharged from the law” (the Greek using the aorist to
indicate the past fact, the English preferring the perfect), discharged “in having died to that in which we
were being held fast" (imperfect, durative). As the
wife was discharged from the one law, so we were discharged from the law as such. The circumstantial participle describes this discharge from the subjective side,
from what happened in us when the discharge was
eifected: we then died to that in which we were being
held fast; iv é = 706119 Ev 9‘3.

But what is this to which we died, this that was
holding us fast? Some ﬁnd the antecedent in “the law,"
but Paul has already said in v. 4 that “we died to the
law,” and if the law were now again referred to, the
participial clause would be rather tautological, would
say too little. Others go back to “the ﬂesh” which reference is still less satisfactory. One must note, “in
which we were being held fast." This is not a prison
but the slavery of which Paul speaks in the very next
clause and of which he has said a good deal from 6:12
onward. “So that we are slaving" follows at once.
Since we are dead, unresponsive to the old tyrannous
slavery, even the law can no longer stir up our passions;
and in this way we were discharged from the law.
On hypotactic tum see R. 1000, and B.-D. 391, 2

and 3, and note that the New Testament has only two
examples of the old classical construction where the
indicative indicates actual result, for «Bar: with the inﬁnitive, which was once restricted to result that necessarily or naturally follows, has in the Koine expanded
so as to include actual result. Since it is an undeniable
fact that Paul and the Roman Christians are serving in
newness of spirit. we regard this inﬁnitive as express-
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ing actual result: “so that we are serving” (R. V.).
The A. V.: “that we should serve," indicates purpose
and is incorrect. In 6:4 we have {ya (purpose): “in
order that we may get to walk in newness of life"; see
that passage for the meaning of “newness.” The slaving “in oldness of letter" is gone; we now slave “in
newness of spirit." The fact that we are still slaving
as slaves we have seen in 6:16-22, also that this is a
voluntary slavery of emancipated slaves in expectation,
not of death, but of life everlasting, thus a joyous,
blessed slavery. No more needs to be said regarding
that point.
“Newness” and “oldness” are put into direct contrast. So also are the genitives “of spirit” and “of
letter," both without the article, hence in this contrast
both are qualitative. Our own spirit is referred to and
not the Holy Spirit of whom Paul speaks at length in
8:1, etc. This newness is our new state and status, a
newness of life (6:4) that is due to deliverance from
sin (6:22) and from the law. Since it is contrasted
with our former state “in the ﬂesh” (v. 5), this is “new- ‘
ness of spirit,” the direct opposite of “oldness of letter.” These terms are practical compounds: “spiritnewness," “letter-oldness,” the genitives being qualitative. The Christian’s spirit is set free in order to
serve God of its own accord. It is called “the new
spirit,” “a new heart," “a heart of ﬂesh" (living, responsive) over against “the stony heart” (unresponsive as a stone), Ezek. 36:26, 27; 11:19; it responds:
“I delight to do thy will, 0 my God; yea, thy law is
within my heart (in the midst of my bowels, Hebrew),” Ps. 40:8; Jer. 31 :33. Paul himself deﬁnes in
v. 22: “I take delight regarding the law of God according to the inner man” (i. e., the spirit) ; and in v. 25:
“I myself with the mind slave for God's law.”
The fears of the legalists and the moralists that the
gospel deliverance from the law means lawlessness,
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license to break God's law and to run wild in sin and
crime, is due to a misunderstanding of what both the
law and the gospel work. Already in 3:31 Paul has
said: “Do we then abolish law through the faith? Perish the thought! On the contrary, we establish law.”
In what other way can newness of spirit serve God in
its new liberty than by doing his will freely and joyfully? And his will is revealed. in his law which this
newness of spirit uses as its servant and its guide instead of as a slavish master such as it could only be
when we were in the ﬂesh.

The use of of: instead of In; makes the contrast stand
out sharply (R. 1095) : “and not in oldness of letter,"
not in the former state and status that belonged only to
a literal, outward, compelling code of law. This ypcipﬁa
should not be restricted to the Mosaic code. Let us
also note the absence of the article. “Letter” = any

legal code of moral law, of course, that of Moses but
any other just as well. “Letter" is “written law"
, (Vorschrift, law ﬁxed by writing, C.-K. 266), and this
emphasizes the essential point of our former state: all
that could be done for us was to write the law in an
outward way and thus impose it upon us as a master
and threaten us with penalties for each breach. In
II Cor. 3:3 Paul makes this clear: "Written not with
ink, but with the Spirit of the living God; not in tables
of stone, but in ﬂeshly tables of the heart.” That was
the trouble with the oldness. It was mere ink, mere
stone tables, mere laws outwardly imposed, not change
inwardly, no new heart or spirit. Man was not inwardly changed, and all that his old sins and passions
did was to rebel against the laws imposed on him which
only increased his sin and his guilt and only made him
obey outwardly at best or because of a dread of the
imposed penalties. That was bondage, hopeless bondage, its end was death (6:21).
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This is abolished for the Christian. But not by
leaving him “in the flesh” and just cancelling all law.

When was the law cancelled, its ink erased? Let no
one say that the spirit of the law remains and not its
letter, its spiritual and not its literal sense. The law
never has a double sense; its one spiritual meaning is
conveyed by the written letter and in no other way even

as the written word conveys the spiritual sense of the
gospel. The oldness of the mere outward letter which
confronted the ﬂesh and was unable to do anything but
to aggravate that ﬂesh and then to damn it the more
was unable to create a new heart and to liberate the
spirit into newness of life (6:4), this is gone for the
Christian, removed for him by Christ’s death when by
faith he died with him (6:3-11). See 8 :3, 4. Then we

died to the law (v. 4), to this oldness of letter.

Then

this newness of spirit was created in us, a complete
revolution of our relation to law and letter of law.
Then we were no longer “under law” as a tyrant but in

living, blessed obedience to God, in newness of spirit
“for sanctiﬁcation” (6:19, 22), in our spirit and heart

using law and its letter as our servant.
It remains to be said that this newness of spirit
ﬁlled the hearts of all the Old Testament saints as it
does those of the New Testament. To deny it involves
the claim that none were saved in the old covenant (but
see chapter 4 on Abraham and David and on Abraham’s fatherhood) or that there were two ways of salvation, one by means of law, the other by means of gospel. Both assumptions are manifestly not tenable.

7) Now there follows the famous section on the
law, which elaborates as does no other portion of
Scripture what alone the law is able to do, namely to
reveal sin by aggravating it to reveal itself as being

“exceedingly sinful” (v. 13).
to remove sin.

So little is the law able

Even in the regenerate man, in the
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conﬂict between his ﬂesh and his spirit, it is not the
law that brings victory but Jesus Christ, our Lord.
This is the section that helps us to understand fully
how we are delivered from the law, how we died to the
law (v. 4), how we are no longer "under law” (6:14,
15), and how the two agree: deliverance from sin and
from the law (we having died to both). All this sin
which is so damnable, all this law which brings forth
this sin and damns it, fail to damn us, for Christ delivers us (v. 25). “There is no condemnation to them that
are in Christ Jesus” (8:1).
While everything is wrong with regard to our sin,
nothing is wrong with regard to the law and its just
condemnation of our sin. The law would be wrong
and do wrong if it did not condemn our sin. It is this
damnation from which we are delivered, the damnation
that lies in the sin as such and is brought to light and
pronounced damnable by the law. This combines the
sin and the law and makes our deliverance one from
both although the sin alone is execrable and the law
wholly excellent. Moreover, this deliverance includes
liberation from the domination of both. When there
was only law over us, we were abject slaves who were
driven on and on in sin, and the end was death (6 :21) ;
but when Christ, grace, and the gospel are over us although sin, condemned by the law, remains in our
members, our spirit is freed to newness of life. “The
law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus made me free

from the law of the sin and the deat ” (8:1). So we
now most truly walk, not after the ﬂesh, but after the
spirit (8:4).
The introductory remarks to this chapter state what
is necessary to be known regarding Paul’s use of his
own experience in this section.
What, then, shall we say? The law (is it) sin?
Perish the thought! On the contrary, I would not
have realized the sin except through law. For, on
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the one hand, i would not know coveting if the law
would not say, Thou shalt not covet! On the other
hand, having received an impetus, the sin by means
of the commandment wrought out in me all (manner of) coveting; for apart from law sin is dead.
Now I was alive apart from law at one time; but the
commandment having come, the sin got alive, and 1
died. And there was found for me the commandment, the one (intended) for life, this very one for
death. For the sin, having received an impetus
through the commandment, completely deceived me
and by means of it killed me. And so the law at
least (is) holy, also the commandment (is) holy and
righteous and good.
As in 6:1: “What, then, shall we say?" refers to
a judgment; while: “What then ?” in 6:5 refers to a
course of action. Here again, as so frequently, commentators ﬁnd an objector, who tries to refute Paul
by reducing his doctrine to absurdity but who is himself miserably defeated. Every now and then this
objector is introduced as asking a question and then
resting until he sees another opportunity. But he does
not exist. Paul has said, “We died to the sin” (6:2),
and, “We are dead to the sin” (6:11); then, “You
were made dead to the law” (7:4). Whether his readers at once noticed it or not, this sounds as though the
law, too, is something bad.

So he has also spoken of

having been freed from the sin (6:21) and then of
having been discharged (freed) from the law (7:6).
This has the same sound. For the sake of the matter
concerned Paul clears up this point, and he does this
the more gladly since it enables him to show just how
the sin operates on the sinner when it is able to use
the law, and just what the effect of law is in connection

with the sin and the sinner.
Paul might have written in calm, didactic fashion :
“Now the law is not sin but helps to make the sinner
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conscious of his sin." Catch something of his lively,
active spirit which employs question, answer, exclamation, and then personal experience, so that this entire

section is charged with vitality and energy. “The law
(is it) sin?” The omission of the copula lends virility.
Identity is not implied, for then the predicate would
have the article, 4, impu'a, and subject and predicate
would be convertible (R. 768). The question asks only
whether the law has the character of sin, is something

sinful and bad, to be classed with sin. “The law" with
its article is again generic and is not to be restricted to
the Mosaic law code alone. The very idea that the law
should be considered as sin is preposterous: “Perish
the thought!” (see 3:4) .
“On the contrary (and implying an emphatic no),
the sin I would not have realized (the object is placed
emphatically forward) except through or by means of

law.” The condition is one of past unreality, the protasis being compressed into (1 #1; (“except I had realized
it through law"). The apodosis might have had dv,
but in the Koine this particle is often Omitted; but this
omission does not add strength. Paul implies that he
did come to a realization of “the sin,” and that he could
not have done so except through the medium or the
help of law.
The presence of the article with “the sin" and its
absence with “through 'law” are vital for the sense.
“The sin,” used since 5:12, is practically a personiﬁcation. See all that it does in these verses: it gets a start,
it works something, it becomes alive (gets active), it
kills, it thoroughly deceives, it dwells in one, etc. It is
a terriﬁc power. Clearly distinguished from “the sin"

is the anarthrous “sin” of which no such acts are predicated. Our versions blur this distinction; but in the
English the article is not so used. So here in the Greek
also “the law” (generic, all that is law, the entire concept) and “law” (qualitative, something that has the
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nature of law) are distinct. Here, for instance, Paul
says only that he had to have “law” to bring him to a

realization of the terrible sin power.

He goes on to

tell how one section of law did it, did it, not by showing
him some “sin” or other, but by making him experience

the full deadliness of the whole sin power.
Tc’ corresponds to 86 (v. 8), the force of which we

approach with our cumbersome “on the one hand" —
“on the other hand.” Paul says that he would not even
now know what coveting is if the law had not said,

“Thou shalt not covet!” The condition is one of present
unreality: (i with the imperfect and the imperfect with
JV (av is again omitted, and the second pluperfect 58m
is always used as an imperfect). Note the advance:
the whole sin power is not realized except through law

—-— the one sin of coveting is not even understood as sin
except through the law’s speciﬁc command against coveting. Why our versions translate this sentence as a
condition of past unreality, which would call for aorists,

we are unable to say. From what Paul would not have
realized in the past he advances to what he would not
know at present; from ywu’mmv, full realization, to
(want, mere understanding (the former = a relation of

the realizing subject to the object realized; the latter
= only that the object comes within range of the person and thus is only known, C.-K. 388) ; from “the sin"
to one type of sin; from law in general to one speciﬁc
commandment of the law. No; the law is not sin, it
leads us to know and to realize what sin actually is.

In a simple and a most natural way Paul begins
to use his own experience when he makes the relation

of law and sin plain in order to show we are delivered from both. No emphatic or contrasting éyu’: is as
yet needed. What is plain from the start is the fact
that Paul’s personal experience is offered only because
it is typical of what has happened and continues to happen in the case of Christians in general. Otherwise
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there would be no sense in Paul's obtruding his own experience. Our individual experiences may diﬁer in
minor details, but they do not differ in the essentials
here sketched. It may not be just the commandment
about coveting that ﬁrst strikes so deeply into our consciousness; it may be some other commandment.
When Paul uses himself as a corpus for dissection
he lifts us above the abstract into actual life, into
viewing our own actual life and experience. This is
not a justiﬁcation for the impropriety with which not
a few among the preaching fraternity obtrude their
“I,” “I," “I" in sermons, which is not even good taste:
“The text I have chosen"; “the book I read recently";
and little stories about “I” and even about “my wife!”

In regard to e'moupia see 6:13 and compare «down
used in 7:5: “sinful desire for something,” hence
“lust.” The German has the word Begierde which
matches begehren which is used in the Ninth and the
Tenth Commandment, whereas we use “thou shalt not
covet," and so must here translate the noun “coveting”
(instead of “lust”) in order to make it match these
commandments. Paul uses only: “Thou shalt not covet
(lust after) " and does not name any of the objects
mentioned in the two commandments. He does this
because, whatever the object, it is the lusting that constitutes the sin. He takes this example from the law
because coveting is one of the great sins, the source of
some of the greatest crimes (remember Ahab’s coveting
Naboth's vineyard with all that resulted!) and yet a
sin that is so generally not recognized as a sin.

In “thou shalt not covet" we have the imperative
future of legal language (R. 943). Paul had been a
Jew and thus refers to the Mosaic commandment. But
the deduction that only a Jew could have the experience
which he had, and that only the Mosaic code could produce such an experience, is untenable. Why ignore
2:14-16, the work of the law written in the hearts of
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Gentiles, their testifying conscience, their reasonings
accusing and only at times excusing in view of the
judgment to come? “Law" in general produces the
realization of the sin power. In the case of inferior
types of law this realization will naturally be less per-

fect. Paul’s perfect case illustrates what law is and
does in all lesser cases. And when conversion results,
former pagans always advance from what they have
experienced with whatever they had of law to contact
with the perfect law of God, for the gospel is always
preached in conjunction with this divine, perfect, and

universal law of God.
8) Luther has an excellent deﬁnition of “law”:
“Everything that reproves sin is and belougs to the
law, the peculiar ofﬁce of which is to reprove sin and to

lead to the knowledge of sin." The Ten Commandments
are only an epitome of the law. Even the passion and
the death of Christ are law insofar as they exhibit the
sin and the sins that inﬂicted suffering and death on
Christ. l‘a'p in v. 7 extends also to v. 8. In fact, v. 7b
to 11 set forth how Paul was brought to the realization
of the sin power by means of law (v. 7a). 0n the one
hand, he now knows what coveting or lust is; on the

other hand, instead of being crushed by the law which
forbids the lust of coveting, this terrible sin power was
stirred into frightful activity. It received an impetus
(d¢op}uf is more than a pretext, “occasion,” or even
start), an actual impelling, and thus by means of this
very commandment which said, not to covet, actually

worked out (aorist) in Paul all coveting (with abstract
nouns mil: without an article = both “all" and “every,”
the distinction being immaterial, R. 772). All and
every kind of coveting this sin power now produced
in Paul, did it by means of (8rd) this very prohibition
of the law. Once having become conscious of this prohibition, the sin took hold of it and stirred Paul to all
kinds of new violations. By means of this poker in the
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hands of, the sin the slumbering ﬁre in Paul was

stirred up to shoot out all its ﬂames. It was like prodding a sleeping lion and making him rage forth to tear
and to rend.
The A. V. construes: “taking occasion by the commandment" as in v. 11; the R. V.: “wrought through
the commandmen ." The latter is better but not because )uppdmv is construed only with ex, “pd, 610'; for Sui.
may well state the means of receiving, and the other
prepositions may state only whence one receives. Here
1; dyapn’a separates the phrase from the participle so that
it is next to the main verb, in front of it for the sake’of
emphasis. Paul explains by adding that apart from
law (note, not merely “the law”) sin (note, not “the
sin”) is dead. “The sin" as a power came into the world
(5:12). Any “law” stirs it up and makes it show its
power in producing “sin,” motions and acts that have
the quality of “sin.” Apart from anything like “law"
such “sin” lies dormant or, to put it more strongly,
lies dead; but touch it with something like “law," and
you will make it alive.
The story of Eve is often introduced at this point
but with little justiﬁcation. It is saying too much to
assert that already at this place where he is describing
his own case Paul had her in mind. “The sin” was not
yet in the world when Eve was induced to sin. In
Paul's case this was different, he was in the power of
“the sin” from the start. It may be misleading to parallel Paul and Eve too closely. “Apart from law sin is
dead" does not'ﬁt Eve’s case.
9)

Ae‘ continues to recount Paul’s experience:

“Now I was alive apart from law at' one time.” We
at once see that this intends to match: “Apart from law
sin is dead.” There was a time in Paul’s life when he
was “apart from law,” when sin was quiescent in him.
dead as he says, and when he was alive (imperfect
which already implies that something happened to end
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this state). All was quiet in Paul, the quiet before the
storm. There was “sin” (in general), but it was quite
dead and did not at all disturb Paul. And so (using a
contrasting term) Paul “was alive,” he went on quite
securely and was not even being disturbed.
To what time of his life does Paul refer, and what

kind of living was this? Our dogmaticians help us with
their distinction between three states: the status securitatz’s, the status sub lege, and the status regenerationis.
Paul is speaking of the ﬁrst.

He was quite secure amid

all his sin and his sinfulness. He lived in the sense
that the deathblow had not yet killed him (v. 11). He
sat secure in the house of his ignorance like a man living on a volcano and thought that all was well.
Many think that Paul refers to the period of his
childhood, the sunny years before religious questions
troubled him. Some even designate the twelfth year as
the limit of this period since at this age Jewish boys

were held to observe the outward requirements of the
law.

But such ﬁxing of time is unwarranted.

The

days of false security extended far beyond Paul’s childhood. At what time the crash came we cannot say, for
we cannot say when the commandment not to covet

ﬁnally struck home in Paul’s conscience and precipitated the blazing forth of all kinds of coveting. Even
then, We may say, Paul kept working back into his old
security, only to be routed out of it again and again.
His description is only a summary. So today before the
law really penetrates their conscience with one of its
spears, men live on in security with their sin. Their

worldly ideas of morality protect them.

Conscience

is hushed, and even when the law’s thunders reach
them, they succeed in stopping their ears and in feeling
secure again.

Paul’s security was doomed to extinction: “the
commandment came.” It arrived for him as God’s own

prohibition.

The aorist participle states only the fact,
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and this does not imply that the commandment came
just once, and that its full effect was accomplished at
one stroke. The result was that “the sin (not some ‘sin'
but this whole pOWer of sin) got alive, and I died."
The roles were reversed and became even worse, for not

only “sin” ceased to be dead but “the sin,” and so Paul
died, his former living was brought to an end.
There is no need for a discussion regarding dvécqaev,
as to whether it means "got alive” or “got alive again”;
it may mean either and here evidently means the

former (B.-P. 84; C.-K. 475, etc.). From the status
securitatis Paul was transferred into the status sub
lege. But Besser is right, this living without law, this
coming of the commandment, this becoming alive of

the sin extended through the entire period until Paul’s
conversion. This includes the “I died.” The end came
during Paul’s three days in Damascus.

The sin struck

him dead with blow upon blow, again and again, after
every rally to get back into the old security until that
ﬁnal “sweat bath of conscience” when this death under
the law gave way to another death in that Paul died
both to the sin and to the law -— then he reached the
status regenerationis.

The same process, of course with varying. degrees
of intensity and clarity, is witnessed today in men
who are in similar circumstances. We may, however,
add that in addition to the way of escape just indicated
two other ways are open to the sinner: either utterly
to repudiate the law and to sear the conscience or to
take the plunge into despair and perhaps suicide.

The fact that Paul recites a chapter from his own
inner biography should be clear, likewise that he brings
out the main features that are typical in the case of
Christians who have come to conversion in mature life.
Nothing indicates that Paul's I is unreal, that he is
describing, not his own experience, but that of Judaism,
or his own only as typifying that of Judaism, this
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reaching back to Adam, that he thus writes only historically: 1) paradise, 2) the coming of the Mosaic law,
ﬁnally 3) the deliverer Christ.
10) Paul experienced a strange anomaly: the very
commandment that was intended for life in his case
turned out to be one for death. This was tragic, indeed. Lev. 18 :5: “Ye shall therefore keep my statutes
and my judgments: which if a man do, he shall live in
them.” Luke 10:28: “This do, and thou shalt live." But
alas: “There is not a just man up0n earth, that doeth
good and sinneth not,” Eccles. 7:20. And the law that
is intended for life produces death: “Cursed is everyone
who continueth not in all things that are written in the
book of the law, to do them,” Gal. 3 :10. Moi is the ethical dative; nothing need be supplied with the two etc
phrases (no 0501:) since the ﬁrst is attributive, the second adverbial. The ﬁrst “for life" denotes purpose, the
second “for death” result.
11) It was not a fault of the law or, specializing.
of the commandment, which is the substance of the law,
that it was found so deadly for Paul. For it was not
really the commandment that killed him but “the sin,"
i. e., the sin power (5:12) and not some “sin" or other.
Paul restates v. 8 and advances the explanation as to
how the sin received an impetus by means of the commandment and adds that the sin “completely deceived
me” (Eat in the verb) and in this way “by means of”
(M) the commandment did the killing by which Paul
died.
It is here and not already in v. 8 that a reference is
made to Eve; for here Paul uses the same verb that he
employs in II Cor. 11:3, which is borrowed from Gen.
3:13, “beguiled,” completely deceived, and indicates
that what the serpent did to Eve when he slew her with
his lying (John 8 :44) “the-sin" repeated in the case of
Paul when it slew him. But the similarity must not
be stressed beyond this act of deception. In Eve’s case
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it was the serpent trying to introduce “the sin” (5:12) ;
in Paul's case it was “the sin" that had already been
introduced, already had Paul in its power. In Eve’s
case Satan ﬁrst introduced “the death” (5:12), i. e., the
death power; in Paul’s case his being killed and his
dying were a different thing, namely the loss of his former security, the realization that “the death” had him
in its grip.

In Eden the deception was eﬁfected “through the
commandment”: “Yea, hath God said, Ye shall not eat
of every tree in the garden?” “For God doth know
that in the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be
opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil,"
Gen. 3 :1, 5. The sin power still uses the commandment
to deceive and to slay us when it stirs up lust, desire,
and all manner of sin in us and destroys our false
security, but the lying deception is varied to suit our
condition who are already sinners. The commandment
is lyingly made to appear as a disagreeable obstacle to
the gratiﬁcation of our desires, to our “free self-expression," to “living our own lives.” Forbidden fruits are
sweet, and the commandment which forbids them is
thus used as an impetus by the sin power to make us
reach out for these fruits just because they are forbidden. Hid from us by the lying deception are the consequences that, once tasted, these fruits turn to ashes in
our mouth, or that we can escape the bitter results as
little as all the millions that have tried it, or that we
can atone for our passions by doing some good. Even
pagan wisdom knew of this deception. Ovid writes:
“The permitted is unpleasing; the forbidden consumes
us ﬁercely." Again: “We strive against the forbidden
and ever desire what is denied.” Note Eph. 4:22: “de-

ceitful lusts”; Heb. 3 :1'3: “deceitfulness of sin."
12) “And so,” 5171:, as in v. 4; solitary My is
restrictive: as far as the law is concerned. R. 1152
says, “no contrast stated," he should rather have said
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that one is implied: the sin is mightily unholy. The
moment we see how the sin operates with the law, it
becomes perfectly clear that the law is not sin (v. 7),
and that our deliverance from the law is not at all similar to our deliverance from the sin; the whole trouble
is with the sin, and but for the sin there would be no
need for the law, nor would law of any kind ever be

able to harm us. Even as it is, “the law is holy” because it is the expression of God’s holy will, the reﬂection of his holy being: “Ye shall be holy; for I the Lord
your God am holy,” Lev. 19:2.

So also “the commandment is holy," any part of the
law, one such part having been cited in v. 7. To specify
thus is to emphasize the meaning of “the law.” The

additions “righteous" and “good” naturally apply also
to “the law.” Together with “holy" they bring out the
complete opposite of the predication that the law might
ever be classed as “sin” (v. 7), i. e., something sinful.
“Righteous” = in harmony with the divine norm of
right, sealed with the approval of God as the Judge,

for he himself issued the commandment. “Good” =
ethically excellent and precious, including wholesome
and beneﬁcial, for the commandment warns us away
from condemnation and death “unto life.” It is only

“the sin” that uses the law and the commandment as a
means (Sui) “for death” to us.
13)
But this produces another puzzle for the
fallacious logic to which our ﬁnite minds are ever inclined. Did the good, then, get to be death for me?
Perish the thought! On the contrary, the sin (got to

be death for me) in order that it might be made to
appear as sin by working out death for me by means
of the good, in order that the sin by means of the
commandment might get to be exceedingly sinful.
Since the good law and the killing power of sin
came together in Paul’s case, this fact might confuse
our thinking as to which brought death to his state of
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security. The instrument is never the cause or the
agent. Paul’s very wording of the question shows what
the answer must be; for no good thing can in any sense
get to be death for anybody; only “the sin" (= the sin
power) can become death for us. Hence also the exclamation: “Perish the thought!" See 3:4.
The neuter singular adjective with the article, here
16 dyaoo'v (in 2:4, 1-5 qua'rdv), is used in the classic fashion by Paul and by the author of Hebrews as an equivalent of the abstract noun, this is a use that was current
also in the higher Koine (B.-D. 263, 2; R. 763). The
context indicates what is referred to, here it is “the
law” and “the commandment,” “the good” summing up
what is predicated of them as being “holy, righteous,
and good.” Did the good become “death” to me ?‘means
“death" in the sense of v. 9, “I died,” and of v. 11, “the
sin killed me," thus the death of the security in which
Paul had been living. This is neither spiritual nor
eternal death, for Paul had never been spiritually alive,
and eternal death sets in at the close of the earthly life.
This death of false security which Paul died was the
evidence of his spiritual death, the forewarning of his
coming eternal death. “Became” death is a strong way
of stating the effect as much as to say that, when the
law struck Paul, the law itself turned into death as far
as he was concerned.
'AAM, “on the contrary,” involves a strong denial,
and 1', dpapﬂ'a leaves out the predicate and thus takes all
the emphasis to itself: “the sin, the sin alone” —
became death to me. And this it did for the very purpose of being made to appear as sin by working out
death for me by means of the good, namely death to my
security. “The sin — as sin," ﬁrst we have the article
to indicate “the sin power" that did the death-dealing,
then no article to express the predicate “sin" which
states the nature and the quality of this power. The
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second aorist passive subjunctive dmvﬁ implies God as
the agent who wanted the sin to be made to appear as
sin; for it was God who sent the law to reveal what
the sin power that had come into the world (5:12)
really is. It was he who set this sin power to working
out death to Paul “by means of the good thing," i. e.,
the law and the commandment.

Some say that the sin “abused” the good law. How
could there be abuse when God sent the law for the
very purpose of revealing what “the sin” is, namely

“sin” and nothing but “sin”?

Moreover, God sent the

law for this purpose because men were sinners and
because he intended to leave them under no delusion

on that score. The participle Kanpyagopc'v-q modiﬁes the
subject implied in an); it should be construed with the
purpose clause and not with the main clause.

Do not

place a comma before 8rd.
The second Iva clause is appositional to the ﬁrst and

restates in fuller form what the ﬁrst contains. It does
not state a second or an additional purpose, one that
goes beyond the ﬁrst. “In order that the sin might be
made to appear as sin by working out death in me
through the good thing,” this, stated in other words,
means, “in order that it might get to be exceedingly
sinful, this sin by means of the commandment.” The

emphasis lies in this repetition of “the sin” coupled
with “by means of the commandment,” this subject
being placed at the very end. “In order that it might
be made to appear sin" = “in order that it might get

to be exceedingly sinful.” The sin power is referred to.
Paul was to see what it really is, that its very nature
is utterly “sin,” and he was to see and to feel it when
this sin power got to be in his own person “exceedingly
sinful by means of the commandment,” i. e., by means
of working out in him all manner of coveting (lust),
v. 8. The sin power was to reveal itself by making all
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the sin in Paul come to the surface, come into plain
view. This the sin did "by means of the commandment” as explained in v. 8 and as repeated here.
Several things deserve notice. The sin power is
vicious in itself and drives men to sin in every way.
It uses any and all means for doing this and thus also
the good law of God by arousing antagonism to it and
outbreaks against it. The sin power simply destroys
until its victims are eternally wrecked. It destroys the
sinner’s security, but only 'to bind him the more hopelessly in its power by demanding all his members for
its tyrannical slavery (6:13a, 16, 18). It thus gets
abject slaves, whose very conscience becomes seared
and useless, and some of them are crowded into despair.
The good law only makes the sin power stand out the
more as being utterly evil. Black is blacker when it is
set against white. 0f himself the sinner only sinks
more deeply into the blackness and only hates the
whiteness of the law. Yet God sends his holy, righteous,
and good law and reveals the sin power for what it is
for an ultimate purpose of his own, the one connected
with his gospel. He never sends the law alone but
always in addition to the gospel in order that contrition
may be wrought and with it faith, and thereby the sinner be saved. Chapter seven does not develop this part
of the subject in detail. It brings out only the essential
point that the law alone has no saving power, that the
vicious sin uses the good law for destroying us in that
the good law condemns all sin, and that thus our deliverance from the sin power (chapter 6) includes our
deliverance from the law and its condemning power
(8:1-3).
Only when the sin is thus made to appear what it
is and the sinner is made to feel in himself what it is
can the deliverance through Christ and the gospel be
wrought. As long as the false security lasts, this cannot be done. The law added to the sin brings on the
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death of this security. This often takes time, in Paul’s
case it took a long time. Moralism and all legalism only
foster and increase the false security (chapter 2). The
Pharisees are the outstanding example, but all mor-

alists of every type are included.

They are led to feel

so secure by their outward obedience to the law or to
such law as they have and are thus blinded to the real
purpose for which the law came in (5 :20; 3:20). Held
in this blind security, they never attain the deliverance
from the sin and from the law which Christ came to
bring. This chapter shows what 3:31 means: “we
establish law,” not as moralists and as legalists establish it, but as God does when he makes the sin appear
as sin in order to bring us Christ’s deliverance from
the sin and the law.
14)

When the apostle now continues the narration

of his personal experience with the law by changing
from the historical tenses of past time to present tenses
in v. 14-23, is he still speaking of his former unregenerate state, or is he now speaking of his experience

after his regeneration? The history of the exegesis of
this section is highly instructive. The older Greek
fathers thought that Paul continues to speak of his
unregenerate state. Augustine thought likewise until
the controversy with Pelagius opened his eyes. Due to
their semi-Pelagianism the Romanists followed the
Greek fathers. The Reformers followed the later view
of Augustine and deepened it. Due to their view of
holiness the Pietists followed the old Greek fathers and
thus, as in other respects, prepared the way for the
moralizing rationalists. The descendants of the latter,

like the later Romanists and the Pietists, adhere to this
view. Our Confessions quote this section repeatedly as
proof for the doctrine that the ﬂesh still adheres to the
regenerate, and the best, later commentators fully
agree with this view.
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“Nevertheless the old Adam clings to them (the believers) still in their nature and all its internal and
external powers. Of this the apostle has written in
Rom. 7 :18, etc.” -— “And in Christians this repentance
continues till death, because through the entire life it
contends with sin remaining in the ﬂesh, as Paul, Rom.
7 :14-25 testiﬁes that he ‘wars with the law in his members,’ etc.” 0. Tr. 965 and 489, and the index references to other passages from Rom. 7. All Pelagians
and all semi-Pelagians (and they include all who minimize sin's corruption), who ﬁnd some measure of good
left in fallen man, must eliminate whatever contradicts
this view. On the other hand, all Pietists (and this
includes all perfectionists and all holiness sects), who
elevate personal sanctiﬁcation above justiﬁcation, do
the same. They cannot admit that a man like Paul still
battles with his ﬂesh and his sin. As for rationalists,
from the days of their exegete Paulus onward, they
plainly show that they do not understand either a miracle or anything like a personal experience of grace.
There are a few who straddle the question which
divides the commentators by saying that the tenses
must not be stressed, that “technical terms such as
regeneration" must not be introduced, that Paul himself leaves them out. But this does not solve the
problem.
All men who have had no experience of regeneration, and most of those whose experience is pathological will not understand Paul, and we should not expect
this of them. While Paul elaborates, what he says
agrees with all else that the Scriptures say regarding
the ﬂesh that is still left in us after conversion and
regeneration. It has been well pointed out that he who
wrote I John 3:9, and 5:18, ﬁrst wrote John 1:8 and
carefully included himself.
For I know that the law is spiritual, but I am
made of ﬂesh, having been sold under the sin. For
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what I am working out I do not acknowledge; for
not what I will that do I practice; but what I hate

that I perform. But if what I do not will, that I
perform, l consent to the law that it is excellent.
Moreover, now no longer do I myself work it out but
the sin that dwells in me.
Let it at once be said that this entire chapter with
all its self-analysis is written from the standpoint of
a regenerate man, whose experience is normal and not
pathological. This is highly important because so
many have false views about conversion and regeneration with the result that their own self-analysis is not
normal even as their experience itself is abnormal, and
that these persuade others to accept their pathological
views and experience because they regard them to be
sound and healthy. Whoever shares a degree of ration—
alism or of perfectionism or of revivalism is incompetent to understand what Paul here reveals regarding
himself.
From v. 7 through to v. 25 and beyond we have the
singular “I” ; here alone we should have “we” if ozsapcv
is the correct reading and not ol8a pév. Plausibility is
in favor of the singular, and one can well understand
how Paul’s frequent use of “we know” in other places

drew ol8a piv together into one word so as to read “we
know" also in this place, so that practically all the texts
have it.

An argument against the reading "I know”

cannot be drawn from the position of név after this verb
as though knowing would then be contrasted with being

so that «in: 86 mm, ought to have followed; for the two
particles do not place single words into contrast but the
entire two statements: what Paul knows regarding the
law and what he himself is. The matter of the correct
reading is a minor point since, of course, what Paul
knows about the law's being spiritual is known equally
to Christians in general. In v. 18, however, the singular
oisa appears.
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It is entirely correct to say that the divine law is
“spiritual" because of its origin as coming from God's
Spirit, because of its precepts, its rewards, and the like
even as Paul calls it “holy,” etc. “for life,” not “for
death." Here, however, the thought concerns itself
about our experience with the law, we being the opposite of “spiritual,” namely “ﬂeshly,” made of something
that cannot be spiritualized in this life. The point lies
in this contrast save that now it is carried a step farther: ﬁrst the law in glaring contrast to our lust and
our sin; now the law in contrast to the seat of this lust
and this sin, our ﬂeshly being. The presence of the law
reveals also this our ﬂeshiness. For the correct reading

is aépxwoc and not capmés although a few texts have the
latter and it seems to contrast more exactly with mupaméc, for both words would then end in «as. The ending -vo: denotes substance. and = wipe (7w, being ﬂesh,
“ﬂeshy," ﬂeischem;the ending mos denotes quality and
= Karo. adpxa. day, being according to ﬂesh. “ﬂeshly,”

ﬂeischlich, (R. 965, 986; B.-D. 113, 2). The former
says more than the latter, for it includes the latter:
anything that is ﬂesh naturally would be according to
ﬂesh; which shows the inexactness of B.-D. who says
that the text reads “ﬂeshy” but the sense is “ﬂeshly."
Paul says that the spiritual quality of the law reveals
not only his ﬂeshly quality but what underlies this
quality, in what this quality inheres, his being ﬂesh.
His self-analysis is correct, for in what would or
could ﬂeshly quality inhere except in ﬂesh and ﬂeshy
substance? This, too, shows that he is now speaking of
his regenerate state even as the present tenses now
begin. There would be no point in saying that in his
unregenerate state he was sarkinos, for, of course, in
that state he was nothing but ﬂesh. The important
point is that even now, in his regenerate state, he has
flesh. He does not say that now, too, he is nothing but
ﬂesh and ﬂeshy; for in v. 17 he says, “in me, that is in
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my ﬂesh,” i. e., not in me as a whole and altogether
but only in that part of me which is still ﬂesh. To let
ﬂesh and ﬂeshy refer to the physical body, composed

of ﬂesh and blood, as Zahn understands oapxwéq, is to
misunderstand Paul's thought, especially when “the
entire man” is said to be “ﬂesh" in this sense. “Fleshy,”
which includes the idea of “ﬂesh" (not of blood!) is to
be understood ethically exactly as is “spiritual”; it is
the old man, the old nature, that is still in us after our
conversion.

As a Christian, Paul is not wholly rid of

his ﬂesh, and that is what causes this entire conﬂict
with the spiritual law of God, which he would obey in
all things but ﬁnds himself hampered in obeying by the
presence of his ﬂesh. This is the daily experience of
all of us.
“Having been sold under the sin,” i. e., the sin

power (note the article), with its perfect tense reaches
back into the past and extends forward to the present.
“Sold" recalls all that Paul has said in 6 :16, etc., about
the old slavery to the sin power: “slaves were we to the
sin” (6:20). But he had already added, “we were
emancipated for the righteousness,” and “having been
emancipated from the sin” (6 :20, 22). He was sold to
the sin before he was even born (5 :12) ; he was emancipated when he was converted. As mistaken as it is

to make this emancipation absolute, so unwarranted is
it to make the present force of “having been sold" abso-

lute. The latter is done by those who claim that regenerate Paul could never say of himself that he is still

sold under the sin power, that he could say this only of
his past unregenerate state, and that therefore also

these verses speak only of that past state. The emancipation still left ﬂesh in Paul, and the ﬂesh that was still
left was no better ﬂesh than it had been before; in it
dwelt no good thing, and in it and by it Paul was still
sold to the sin. We are not left to ﬁgure this out for
ourselves, for with 701,, Paul himself explains at length
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just what he means by his still being “ﬂeshly” and in
what respect and to what degree he is still “sold under
the sin.”
15) “For what I am working out” (the same verb
is used regarding the sin in v. 8, the participle in v. 13),
i. e., actual deeds that I execute. “I do not acknowledge,” oi: ywa’mm in the intensive sense, which is aptly
deﬁned as nascere cum aﬁectu et eﬁ'ectu. Matt. 7 :23:
“I never knew you”; John 10:14, 15: “I know my
sheep, and am known of mine — the Father knoweth
me, I know the Father." It means to know with aﬂ’ection, with appropriation, with acknowledgment; “allow” in the A. V. tries to convey this thought but tends
toward a different connotation. Paul does not say
that he is unconscious of these deeds, that he acts
blindly or involuntarily, that he is hurried into wrong
action and does not realize what he is doing. 0n the
other hand, he does not sin deliberately, for that would
involve the loss of regeneration. 01’: ywu’mw means that
the sinful things he ﬁnds himself doing in spite of himself look strange and foreign to him; he, indeed, sees
them in himself and knows that he is guilty of them,
yet they seem to him as if another than himself is doing
them. This is what makes him feel like a slave who is
acting under foreign compulsion, a foreign power having hold of him.
It is almost needless to say that only a regenerate
man is able to feel and to speak thus concerning himself. The unregenerate man possesses no such duality.
His compunctions are those of remorse when the painful consequences of his sins ﬁnd him out; then his conscience blames him. It at best blames him also for
failure to live up to the moral standards he admires
and approves; but he can never look at his evil deeds
as not being really his own, because they are wholly his
own. His inner self has never been detached from
them by a spiritual emancipation (6 :20, 22).
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Another ya’p explains how it comes about that Paul
does not acknowledge his own sinful acts: “for not
what I (really) will, this do I practice, but what I
(really) hate, this I perform." “Wish" is too weak a
rendering of 00m which denotes "will," and “what I

will" is the (karma, the thing willed (words in -,;.a =
result, R. 151). This that Paul wills is in harmony
with God’s law, and Paul’s own will determines to do
it; but he fails. On the other hand, “what I hate,"
what the law condemns, and what Paul’s heart thus
regards with aversion he performs instead of leaving it
undone. These are the simple facts put into elementary
language. This is a great anomaly. It explains, however, why Paul does not acknowledge these sins that
he still ﬁnds in himself as being truly his very own and
as the genuine expression of himself.
When he says that he does what he really does not
will, this must not be stressed to mean that these acts
are involuntary; for no act is done without the will
willing the act. And we must note that the three verbs,
aarepydzopm, wpéo‘o’w, and nous denote recurrent acts and
nothing less; and Paul predicates them of himself: “I
do them.” Sin and the ﬂesh are not found only in the
physical body. In the unregenerate they are in the will
and ﬁll and dominate this completely. In the regenerate
the spirit and not the ﬂesh dominates the will, but not

perfectly, not wholly. It is the spirit that wills the
good and that hates any sin. But the remnant of the
old ﬂesh that is still present ever and again interferes
with the will, and it is this that makes the Christian sin
in one way or in another to his own grief and dismay.

Paul’s words must not be stressed to mean that he
never does what he wills, never avoids what he hates.
These present tenses are only iterative and not absolute. Often, as here, wpdmrw and ma are used in the
same sense.
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16) Paul points out what should not be overlooked
when he speaks thus of himself: “But if what I do not
will, that I perform, I consent to the law that it is manic,
morally, spiritually excellent" even as stated in v. 12
and 14a. It is plain that Paul seconds the righteousness which the law requires and abominates the sin
which it forbids. Again, only the regenerate man can
say this of himself. As long as he does he remains
regenerate, for as long as he thus agrees with God's
law, so long he will continue in daily contrition and
repentance, and the Holy Spirit “daily and richly forgives all sins to me and all believers,” which also is one
purpose that the law is to aid in accomplishing.
17) Ac’ adds something that is somewhat different:
“Moreover, now no longer do I myself work it out, but
the sin that dwells in me.” This explains the duality
that has thus far not been brought out. It is involved
in v. 15, 16, in Paul's doing what he does not will but
hates and thereby consenting to the law that condemns
his own doing. Paul’s personality itself is not divided,
there are no two opposing £76. in him, which would be
unthinkable. Even when in common parlance we speak
of a better self in some person we do not mean that two
actual selves exist in him. This duality in Paul is the
presence of an extraneous power in him beside his own
4'76: “the sin dwelling in me,” i. e., the sin power mentioned so often before. This dwells in Paul, it does not
possess and control him entirely, it is only lodged in
him. It still maintains itself in him but is not really a
part of him, it is a foreign element that has not yet
been dislodged and expelled. Such is the duality.
Nm’ is neither temporal nor logical (like “therefore") , it does not draw a conclusion but is to be taken
together with Si as introducing the other plain fact that
must be noted. The ﬁrst is that Paul really agrees with
the law, and now the second is that, not he in his own
real personality does these things that disagree with
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Throughout, from 5:12

onward, we have noted that “the sin” has been almost

personiﬁed;-this is also done here. Driven out of the
capital, this usurper maintains himself in the outlying
territory and does his damage. He would like to become complete master again and exercise unrestricted
tyranny but cannot as long as the ('71:. iscontrolled by

the Spirit. “No longer I myself” (emphatic 67(6) refers
back to the former time (v. 7-13) which ended with
Paul’s conversion and regeneration. The duality is

explained.
18) Once more Paul begins with oi8a, “I know,"
just as he did in v. 14. He explains this strange duality in himself still further (hence 76p) by repeating

with ampliﬁcation and thus specifying still more
closely the dual condition that is due to the presence
of the ﬂesh in him. For I know that in me, that is, in
my ﬂesh, dwells no good; for to will is present with

me, but to work out the excellent is not, for not what
good I will do I perform, but what base I do not will,
that I practice. But if what I do not will, that l perform, no longer am I myself working it out, but the
sin dwelling in me.

From what Paul constantly sees in himself he is
able to say, “I know” this duality in myself. In v. 17
he distinguishes “no longer I myself" from “the sin
dwelling in me.”

Now he distinguishes “in me” from

“in my ﬂesh." Hence we should not suppose that the
sin dwells in him in the sense of having possession of
the whole house. The sin power is “in him” indeed,
but only “in his flesh,” which certainly does not mean
only in the physical body but in the old sinful nature
that is still left in the regenerate. It has been well said
that no unregenerate man could speak thus of his ﬂesh,
for such a 'man is all ﬂesh and not merely so in part.
The Greek places the negative with the verb: "good
does not dwell,” whereas we place it with the noun:
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“no good dwells”—“good" in the sense in which the
law is good (v. 12), morally and spiritually beneﬁcial.
The ﬂesh still left in us is wholly bad and thus affords
a place for the sin power to dwell. The evidence for
the total absence of anything good in the ﬂesh is the
simple fact that it is easy for Paul to will the morally
and spiritually excellent but not easy to bring it to
completed aetion (ma-spydtwoat). The singular of the
neuter adjective is substantivized: 16 Kandy as in v. 13
16 dyaeév, which see. KaAo'c is used regarding the law in
v. 16. Paul agrees that the law is morally and spiritually beautiful, noble, excellent; therefore he ﬁnds it
easy to will “the excellent" included in the law, to will
it of his own accord as the expression of his own real
spiritual and regenerated self, but working this out into
deed he ﬁnds not at all easy. napdxam = “lies at
hand," is ready to hand, i. e., easy to do.
19) It is not easy for the simple reason that “not
what good I will, do I perform, on the contrary, what
base I do not will, that I practice,” thus restating v. 15
in other simple words. The antecedents “good" and
“base" are drawn into the relative object clauses.
‘Aya06v is used as being synonymous with «My, and the
opposite is «gay, “what is base” in the sense of inferior
morally and spiritually. It is signiﬁcant that Paul does

not here use «ompév, “what is actively and viciously
wicked." See the difference in C.-K. 556: “wicked"
indicates the dangerous effect; “base," the quality. A
cowardly soldier is a bad soldier, his quality is not
what it should be (rude) , but he is not a wicked soldier
(wompdc). 0n the antonyms see C.-K. 657 and 577.
Regenerated Paul predicates of his ﬂesh only that it
makes him do “what is bad," good-for-nothing morally
and spiritually and thus opposed to the excellent law
and the excellence it requires. He does not predicate
“what is wicked,” viciously opposed to the good law,
etc. The latter would mean that the ﬂesh had again
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gained complete control. In other words, while the
ﬂesh is still in Paul, its virulence and its violence are
reduced to making him do only what is good-for-nothing and bad or base in that sense.
Here, too, the present tenses are only iterative and

not absolute. Paul describes only one side and not the
whole; only where he fails and not where he succeeds.
The latter follows in chapter 8.

20) So he once more arrives at what he states in
v. 17, namely that no longer “I myself," ('qu in my own
proper person, carry out this baseness, but the sin
power that dwells in me, in my ﬂesh. This restatement

is intended for emphasis, hence the wording of v. 17 is
retained. Paul deplores most deeply the continuance
of the flesh in himself because it still affords lodgement
for “the sin," yet it surely meant much for him to be

able to write: “no longer I myself,” no longer my own
real person as was the case before my regeneration.
21)
With 5pc, denoting correspondence, Paul
recapitulates and sums up the entire wretched condition he has been sketching. I ﬁnd, then, for me, as
willing the law in order to perform the excellent,
that for me the base is present. For I delight in the
law of God according to the inner man but see a

different law in my members, campaigning against
the law of my mind and making a war-captive of me
to the law of the sin, to the one that is in my members.
It is Meyer who deserves full credit for properly
translating and construing v. 21: Es ergibt sich mir,
u‘aehrend auf das Gesetz mein Wille gerichtet ist, um
dds Gute zu tun, class mir das Boese vorliegt. This, indeed, sums up the whole matter: willing the law in
order to perform its excellence, Paul discovers that for
him the bad is present. The object of my 9€onn {poi is
n‘w vo'pov, the object being made emphatic by its forward

position; wocciv Tt‘) xaAo’v, an inﬁnitive of purpose, is neces-
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sarily added in order to repeat that Paul’s willing actually intends to perform the morally and spiritually
excellent which is the substance of God’s law. The an

clause is the one object of civplam, showing what Paul
ﬁnds while he wills God's law to do its excellent bidding. With the exception of the preamble “I ﬁnd then,"
every word is only a repetition of words already used.
Only two unacceptable views need our attention.

The ﬁrst is found in our versions, namely that the law
which Paul ﬁnds operative in himself is, “that the base
is present for him.” “The law" is not “God’s law" but
a certain norm or principle that is contrary to it. Tow
vépoy is made the object of (irpt'mtw, and 511 is regarded as
appositional. Not a few, however,‘ see that “the law”
must be God’s law as in v. 7, 8, 12, 14, and that it cannot suddenly be “a rule” or “norm." Meyer also sees
that the presence of what is base cannot be called a law
in any sense because it is only a fact, cine tatsaechliche
Erscheinung and no more. The plea that in v. 23 Wino:
is used in the modiﬁed sense is answered by the fact
that Paul there writes, “a different law” (no article).
A second view is this: “I ﬁnd then, the law (namely
God’s) for me willing to do (it) to- be the thing that is
excellent because for me the base is present.” T6 xaxo'v
is made predicative to 75 "$ro and is separated from
muiv. Aside from this and other objections, the strange
thing is the curious sense that Paul ﬁnds the law so
excellent because the base is present for him, as if this
presence of baseness caused his ﬁnding God’s law to

be excellent. But the reverse would be true, the moral
excellence of God’s law would cause Paul to ﬁnd the
baseness of what is still present for him. But the idea
of causation is not suggested by the context.
22) With yép, followed by 8i, Paul explains 1) his
willing the law to perform its excellence: “for I delight
in the law of God," etc.; 2) his ﬁnding the baseness still
present in himself: “but I see a different law in my
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members," etc. EvyﬁSopat simply means, “I delight in,”
the object being in the dative because of miv (M.-M.
607); and it is unwarranted to state that it always
means, “I delight with," or to speak about its “instrumental associative case" (R. W. P.) and the fact that
the law is here personiﬁed and so rejoices, or, since the
law neither rejoices nor grieves, that the verb means,
“with joy at something or somebody, to enter or stand
in fellowship with it or him.” “I rejoice in the law”
is only a little stronger than the statement found in
v. 16: “I consent to the law."

Up to this point we have had only “I" to express
Paul’s inner personality; we have it again in the verb

ending auwisopar but now with the clarifying modification “according to the inner man.” This is the immaterial part of man, the spirit and soul, the real :76,
which is distinguished from “the outer man,” from the
body and its members. II Cor. 4:16; Eph. 3:16. Regeneration and renewing begin in the inner man, and
Paul’s delight in the law is evidence that he is regenerated. It is not correct to state that the inner man
also delights in the law of God while he is still in the
unregenerated state. To say that the sin is only in the
ﬂesh is to overlook the fact that the whole inner man is
ﬂesh until regeneration is wrought, and that even after
regeneration the inner man needs constant renewal and
cleansing from what remains of the old ﬂesh. How the
unregenerate inner man reacts to the commandments

that happen to strike him especially v. 7-13 has stated
most clearly.

23) But while Paul thus delights in God’s law he
says: “I see another law in my members, engaged in
campaigning against the law of my mind and engaged
in making me a war-captive by the law of the sin, the
one (as just stated) that is in my members." As an
onlooker, watching his own bodily members as though
they were at a distance from him, he sees this strange.
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different law and its hostile activity against him. Like
a king in his fortiﬁed capital he sees the dispossessed
usurper out in the more distant territories of his realm,
carrying on a campaign once more to possess himself
of the center and capital, to rule the whole empire.

When Paul calls this “a different law” (Eupov, not
merely may or “other”) , this is more than verbal correspondence with “the law' of God"; for as the latter is
the holy, righteous, and good expression of God's will
(v. 12) , so the former is the base expression of the will
of the sin power which, since 6:12-14, has been contrasted with God as being the king who wants to rule
us and our members in opposition to God. From “the
sin” in the role of such a king we have been liberated
through Christ (6:17-23) ; hence this law, this expression of the will of “the sin,” can do no more than
“engage in campaigning against us and engage in making us war-captives.” These are only present participles
which state what goes on and not what is actually
accomplished. It is important to note that these are
not aorist participles.
“A different law in my members” names the territory where this law is lodged and operates, “in Paul’s
bodily members.” This different hm, he says, wars
against “the law of my mind” to make me (in my entire
person) captive “to the law of the sin, to the one that
is in my members." Some ﬁnd three different laws
here, which together with God’s law makes four. But
we have only two laws: 1) God's law and this = the
law of my mind, my inner man having adopted that
law; 2) “another law," said to be “in my members,"
and this = “the law of the sin (power), the one (law)
that is in my members.” The former is called “the
law of God” because of its connection with God and
“the law of my mind" because of its connection with
my mind. “My mind” is in contrast with “my members” and at the same time matches “the inner man" to
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which the mind belongs in contrast with the members
which constitute the outer man.

Noﬁs is “mind” in the sense of power to think and
apprehend moral and spiritual things, das intellektuelle
Organ des sittlichen Triebes, C.-K. 764. The nous
dwells in the “heart” and is a function of what the
Greek understands by heart. The nous and the pneuma
are never identical in the New Testament, the former
always remains the organ of the latter, the latter the
bearer of the former. This answers the claim that
Paul’s ideas have their source in the pagan mystery

cults (see 6 :5 regarding these) with their god was who
bestows the was on his chosen as a heavenly gift, these
cults confusing vote and wcﬁya.
As the one is “the law of God," so its opposite is
“the law of the sin" (of the sin power) ; the one expresses the will of God, the other the will of the sin
power that has come into the world (5 :12). After conversion the law of God becomes for me “the law of my
mind," for I appropriate it and make it inwardly my
own. But Paul does not say that “the law of the sin"
is or remains “the law of my members”; twice he says
that this law is only “in my members.” In the ﬁrst
place, while “my mind” and “my members" are con-

trasted, they are not on a par, for the members do not
think and act like the mind, cannot own like the mind.
In the second place, the law of the sin is “in” my members only as a strange and an extraneous power that
abuses them, makes them disobey the law of my mind
which they really ought to obey. Conversion threw
the law of the sin out of my mind and left this law only
in the outer territory of my members.
In 6:12 we have explained the connection of “the
sin” with “our mortal body,” our bodily members (see
6:12, third paragraph). These members are still ani-

mated by the tva'l; or life, and the sin power thus operates in them.

We cannot connect the sin with only
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matter of which our members are composed, or, which
is the same, let “my ﬂesh" (v. 18) mean matter (“ﬂesh
and blood”). Such ideas become confusing. All the
sinning of the Christian goes back to his will, and his
ﬂesh is likewise in his soul and his will; so also the sin
power still has an inner hold in his soul and thus alone
is able to make the animated members sin. Yet the real
dye? is freed, the spirit is joined to Christ and made dominant; the inner hold of the sin is only partial and gets
Weaker as sanctiﬁcation proceeds and is left to show
itself only in the lower part, in the members. These
are affected the more easin because they are surrounded by an outward sinful world, contact with which is
inevitable and constant.
24) Paul has made his confession of sin in
which every normal Christian who reﬂects on his

own real condition will join. Paul’s regenerated ("yu'a
speaks from start to ﬁnish. Now comes the climax.
Wretched I! Who will rescue me from this body of
death? I thank God through Jesus Christ our Lord!
The nominative is often used as a vocative. “Wretched I!” is not an expression of despair but of the deepest feeling of distress because of what Paul sees still
going on in his members. By crying for a deliverer
from all of it Paul admits that he himself is not able
to win the battle. He keeps the ﬁgure begun in v. 23
with the participles “engaged in campaigning and in
making war-captive” and thus asks: “Who will deliver
me 1'"

There is a good deal of discussion in regard to in to.)
mﬁparoc m3 oavd'rou 1015101: as though this means “from the
body of this death." Some who note that it means
“from this body of death” do not understand why it
could not mean the former even linguistically. Zahn
clears up matters. The genitive is attributive like an
adjective only stronger, and for this reason such genitives never have a pronoun or some other modiﬁer that
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make them deﬁnite, for they would then cease to be
adjectival. “The body of death" is one concept, and
this concept is modiﬁed by “this,” roﬁwu. Paul has not
spoken of some peculiar death of his body that is different from some other death. “This body” is also not
ﬁgurative but refers to Paul’s literal body even as he
has been speaking of its “members." He has already
called it “our mortal body” (6:12). It is such because
it is "the body of the sin” (6:6), and he has shown us
how “the sin” still operates in its members (7:23) by
keeping up this disreputable ownership.
Numerous are the examples that have a pronoun:
Ps. 41 :10, “my man of peace”; Obadiah 7, “thy confederates” ; Isa. 56 :7, “thy prayer house.” In these instances
the LXX retains the genitive whereas in most other
cases it substitutes the adjective in good Greek fashion.
Matt. 19 :28, “thy glorious throne" ; 26 :28, “my new covenant blood"; Col. 1:20, sein Kreuzesleib; 1:22, sein
Fleischesleib; Phil. 3 :21, “our vile body,” “his glorious
body"; Heb. 1:3, “his power word”; etc. As pronouns
are added in this fashion, so also are demonstratives:
Deut. 30:10, not the LXX's, “the book of this law," but,
“this book of the law”; Ezra 5:17, “this house of God,"
also 6:7, 8, 12; Acts 5:20 = “these life words”; 13 :26
= “this salvation word." Naturally, instances with
the demonstrative are less numerous than those with
pronouns. Compare R. 497 with two examples of the
demonstrative.
The deliverance for which Paul longs is not riddance of his body as such but riddance of what makes
his body with its members subject to death through the
sin power that is still working in his bodily members.

The future, “who will deliver me,” looks for this deliverance as something that is yet to come.

25) Dramatically Paul answers his own distressing question: “I thank God through Christ Jesus our
Lord 1" which means, “I thank him through Christ as
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the one who will indeed deliver me!” Signiﬁcantly he
thanks God through Christ and uses the full soteriological name of the Mediator (see 1:4), his person (Jesus), his ofﬁce (Christ), his relation to us Christians
(our Lord) ; for this deliverance for which he thanks
through Christ will be effected through him and him
alone. When and how this will take place is reserved
for later statement in 8:11, 17, 21, 23.
Paul does not say that he already has this deliverance. It has been confused with our deliverance from
the guilt of sin in justiﬁcation. This has led to the mistaken idea that Paul is here dramatizing his past unregenerate state.

This converts Paul into a show actor.

Accordingly, then, I myself with the mind keep
slaving for God's law but with the ﬂesh for sin’s law.
This is the situation that remains until the glorious
day in which the deliverance shall be effected or rather
completed (8:11, etc.). The duality remains. “With
the mind” Paul serves “God’s law” which he has for
this reason also called “the law of my mind” (v. 23) ;
yet “with the ties ” (“my ﬂesh,” v. 18) he serves “sin’s
law” (“the law of the sin that is in my members," v.
23) . Paul’s contrite lament will continue as long as he

remains in this earthly life; yet it is offset by the great
assurance of hope and ﬁnal complete deliverance: “the
liberty of the glory (glorious liberty) of the children of
God,” “the ransoming of our body” (8 :21, 23). When
Paul uses 801M650) with reference to his mind, this is only
a repetition of this verb as found in v. 6: “to serve as a
slave (as one bound) in newness of spirit.”
'Aun‘); £76 emphasizes only the subject “I myself" (R.
686) and is not equivalent to 6 mimic, “the same.” It
implies no contrast with either Christ or anyone else.
The view that it refers to Paul by himself before his
regeneration, apart from God and Christ, is in accord
with the supposition that the whole of v. 14-24 describes
Paul in his unregenerate state, the conﬂict between his
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better and his worse nature. What Paul says is: “I my
own self” still serve in this double way. He does not

thereby contradict v. 20, for here, too, he clearly distinguishes between his “mind” and his “ﬂesh," and he

has made it very plain that his “I" is connected with
the latter in a way in which it is not connected with the
former.
We disagree with the attempt to suggest for the

question: “Who will deliver me ?" the answer: “No one
will." And so we disagree with the attempt to turn
Jpn into interrogative apa: “Do I myself, then, serve"

etc.? again with the answer: “I do not."

We also re-

fuse to begin a new chapter or a new paragraph with

v. 25b: apa oﬁy "A. This connective completes the paragraph v. 14-25 and plainly does not yet turn to a new
train of thought.

“Sin’s law” is as terse as “God’s

law,” one is as deﬁnite as the other, each is made so
by its genitive.

The deliverance from the law consists in this, that
“with the mind we serve God’s law,” “serve in newness
of spirit” (v. 6).

We do so freely, of ourselves.

No

more does the law with its commandment stir up our
lusts to work them out into deeds and then to slay us
with its curse and its condemnation (v. 7-13) . This is
the slavery that has passed. Our ego freely wills God’s
law and does not will the evil of the sin power, its evil
law. On the contrary, we deplore the fact that we still
have the ﬂesh, that the sin still dwells and works in the

ﬂesh, that it still 'tries to enslave us by means of the
body and our members.
Our deliverance is not complete in this respect that
the law of God is only in our will and mind where we
freely serve it, but not yet equally in our members so
that they, too, freely join in such service. But this
restriction is only temporary. Our contrite deploring
and our cries for full deliverance already show that.
The chief part of the deliverance has been accom-
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plished, the remainder will follow. Hence the jubilant
cry: “I thank God through Jesus Christ our Lord l"
Hope beckons us. The goal will soon be reached. Thus
Paul has prepared us for the great eighth chapter
which describes how this goal will be reached: 1) the
Spirit leads us to live in the spirit until our mortal
bodies are at last quickened and we are gloriﬁed: 2)
the Spirit leads us through tribulations in hope, ‘and
nothing shall be able to prevent us from attaining the
goal.

CHAPTER VIII
The Guidance of the Spirit, 8:1-17
The reasons for making a division at this point are
as follows: this entire chapter deals with the work of
the Holy Spirit, he and his work being mentioned here
for the ﬁrst time; from the fact that sin is still present
in the regenerate Paul turns to the new life in him

which really makes him what he is. The old chapter
division is correct. This is felt even by those who think
that‘7zl4-25 deals with._the unregenerate and who thus
refer 8:1 to justiﬁcation. Paul writes a letter and not
a formal dissertation; hence he connects the new line of
thought with the old since there is a connection between
them.

Yet the connecting words by no means forbid

making a new division at this point.
. 1) Accordingly, now, not one condemnation for
those in Christ Jesus! For the law of the Spirit of
the life in Christ Jesus liberated me from the law of
the sin and of the death. For the thing impossible
for the law, in that it was weak by means of the
ﬂesh, God, by sending his own Son in likeness of sin’s
ﬂesh and in regard to sin, condemned the sin in the
ﬂesh in order that the righteous requirement of the
law may be fulﬁlled in us as those walking not
according to ﬂesh but according to spirit.
It is easy to follow the thought of v. 1-11: 1) because of our connection with Christ, the Spirit freed us
for living in the spirit, v. 1-4; 2) we differ entirely

from those who live in the ﬂesh, v. 5-10; 3) the Spirit
will bring even our bodies to spiritual perfection, v. 11.
This objective elaboration is followed by a statement of
obligation and by a promise, v. 12-17.
(493)
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The introductory apa m'w combines the particles, vﬁv

making a'pa stronger; 5pc ofw are combined thus in 7 :25
although rim is not of”. This “now" is incorrectly made
temporal when it is contrasted with 7:14-25 which is
regarded as lying in the past; for the correspondence
expressed by a'pa refers to the present tenses and the
present condition described by them in 7:14-25. Since
Paul serves God's law with his mind and inward being
although his ﬂesh still serves the sin’s law (7 :25),
neither he nor those like him are under condemnation
from God. The absence of the copula makes the statement exclamatory; it is like a succinct announcement.

On «mimic. (the ending pa) see 5 :16. 0685;: is stronger
than “no” condemnatory verdict; it is “not a single
one” of any kind. Luther's nichts Verdammliches is
not exact, for the sins of the regenerate are certainly
“worthy of being condemned," a truth which the regenerate well understand. What Paul says is that God
utters no verdict of condemnation upon them. The
regenerate are numerous, but not a single one draws

such a verdict.
The reason for this lies in the signiﬁcant dative
“for those in Christ Jesus.” For all others there is
complete condemnation for all and for every one of
their sins; for these, complete exemption. Why? Because Christ Jesus wipes out also the sins committed
by the justiﬁed and regenerate because of the ﬂesh.
Daily and richly all their sins are remitted even as they
live in daily contrition and repentance. This continued
contrition is strongly voiced by Paul in 7:14-25. In
marked contrast to 7 :7-25 where “I” is constantly used
Paul now broadens out to “those in Christ Jesus,"
which includes all those who are like himself ; so his “I”
in chapter 7 was only illustrative.
On the important phrase “in Christ Jesus" see 6:11.
Here it is substantivized by the article: “those in connection with Christ Jesus"; the connection is faith.
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This connection shuts out all presumptuousness, all
boldly sinning and counting on no condemnation for

such sins.

Such conduct would destroy the connection

with Christ. In view of what our flesh still does to us
Paul’s assurance of no condemnation of any kind is
essential. This whole chapter is the great comfort
chapter, and it begins with a flood of comfort.
We do not regard this verse as a question just as we

did not regard 7:25 as a question.

Nor can we accept

the view that the answer to this question is the statement that there is some condemnation for those in
Christ Jesus. If the implied answer is to be “no," “no
condemnation,” nothing is gained by turning Paul's
emphatic assurance into a question, and such a question
would certainly demand more than an implied negative
answer. The interrogative particle pm; is not used,
which indicates that “no” is not in Paul's mind, and
this omission supports the conviction that this is not a
question.
2)
With “for” Paul establishes the fact that not a
single condemnation stands against us. For the last
time he uses “me” as illustrative of the experience of
all believers. It is the more effective since he has

revealed in the most open confession how the sin power
is still active in his ﬂesh. “The law of the Spirit of the
life in Christ Jesus" this “liberated me from the law of
the sin and of the death." The one law cancelled the
other law. The aorist “liberated me” is effective: freed
me once for all. At the same time it is historical to

indicate what actually happened to Paul in the past.
He could never have freed himself; God had to do it,
and God did it. This liberation was effected in and
with Paul’s justiﬁcation; but it is not the justiﬁcation
itself that is referred to, as has been supposed, but its
effect as liberating as unto a new life. Justiﬁcation as
such has been fully described (3:21-4:25), and from
5:1 onward Paul describes its great results. For this
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reason he uses “liberated” (as he did in 6:18, 22; note
also «minim which is used repeatedly), and for this reason he speaks of one law liberating us from another
law.
,These are not two new laws. As already noted,
“law" is the expression of the will that calls for obedience. In reality only one law exists, that of God; for
its opposite is lawlessness which is called “law" since
it is the expression of the sin power which demands our
disobedience to God’s law and of our obedience to the
sin’s lawless and unlawful demands. Paul calls God’s
law “the law of my mind” (7 :23) and sin’s law “the
one in my members.” After his liberation Paul freely
adopts and obeys God's law, and sin’s law is deposed
and is able to disturb him only from the outside through
his members. Here he calls the former “the law of the
Spirit of life in Christ Jesus” and declares that this
law has superseded “the law of the sin and of the
death” and thus has freed him from its control. We
know that he means that this has taken place in his
inner man (7 :22), in his mind (7 :23, 25b), and not as
yet also in his members although this, too. is to come
(8:11, 17). The essential part of the liberation has
been achieved, the ransoming of our body will follow
(v. 23), hope of it is now making our hearts strong.
The Holy Spirit is thus signiﬁcantly called “the
Spirit of the life in Christ Jesus.” This is the life we
live with Christ, which makes us alive (6:8, 10, 13),
the end of which is life eternal (6:22, 23). So its creator, the Spirit, is called "the Spirit of the life in Christ
Jesus,” for the fact that we have it "in Christ Jesus"
is shown in 6:1-11, and is stated in 6:11. This spiritual life constitutes the life of our inner man and ani-

mates our “mind” and moves our will to will the good
law of God and not to will the base things of the sin
power (6:15, etc.)..
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And now we see what “the law of the Spirit" is:
it is his expressed will which animates us freely ourselves to will it in the new life he has created in our
inner man. It is no other than God’s law which is not
at all changed; but we are changed, made alive unto

God and delight in his holy will as this is voiced in his
law (6:22, also v. 16). The entrance of this law by
means of our spiritual life which is wrought by the
spirit “liberated us from the law of the sin and of the
death." “The sin” = the sin power as opposed to
“God." Combined with it is “the death,” the companion of “the sin,” according to the same personiﬁcation
(5:12). This combination brings out fully what has
been said regarding the sin bringing with it the death
and causing death for us. Their “law" is “the law of
the sin,” “that (still active) in our members,” cf., 7 :23.
Their law wants us to disobey God’s law and thus to
destroy ourselves. It is overthrown, ousted, like the
law of a tyrant.
It is evident that the Holy Spirit is referred to, of
whom this chapter has much more to say. “Of life"
is not adjectival, not = “living” Spirit (nor “living"

spirit). We combine “the life in Christ Jesus" and not
“liberated in Christ Jesus.” “Me” is fully assured textually and not “thee"; it seems that the latter is due to
the repetition of the last syllable of the verb: ﬁkwac'pwa’e'
at (for p.() . The additions to v. 1 found in the A. V. are
interpolated from what follows.

3) This “for" traces the matter back still farther.
Itstates how it became possible for the law of the Spirit
of life in Christ to liberate us from the law of the sin
andof the death; It was not the law itself that made
this liberating work possible, but it was God’s use of a
far higher means, the sending of his own Son by whom
he condemned the sin power itself in the very place
where it exerts its full power, in the ﬂesh, so that we
no longer need to live according to ﬂesh. The sentence
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is freighted with meaning, every word in it is exactly
right and deeply signiﬁcant.
R. 491 is rather generous when he allows us to con?
strue “the thing impossible,” etc., as a nominativus
pendens, or as an accusative of apposition with the object of the sentence (what he means is, condemning the
sin in the ﬂesh), or as an accusative of general reference, or as an anacoluthon; but in 459 he rather decides
for the ﬁrst of these four. B.-D. 480, 6 resolves into:
“what was impossible for the law," etc., and construes
this as an apposition to the entire sentence, and Zahn
adds: an advance apposition which prepares for the
sentence itself. We prefer to call this the nominative
absolute which is in effect like the genitive absolute;
“pendent” and “suspended" are only different terms
for the same construction.
But r6 dativa'rov is not active, “the thing of which
the law was incapable” (R. 1096), but passive, which is
its regular sense: “the thing impossible." In the Greek
these neuter singulars govern the genitive (B.-D. 263,
2) ; in English we say “impossible for the law." From
the In clause we gather that what it was impossible for
the law (as a means in God’s hands) to produce was
the feat of securing the fulﬁllment of its righteous demands in us. All that the law could and did secure was
an aggravation of our lusts (7:7b), nothing beyond
stirring up and making alive the sin power in us (7 :9),
thus producing “sin’s realization” (3 :20; 7 :7a) but no
liberation from the sin power, no free, happy obedience
to the law’s righteous demands.

Here we have an

answer to all those who still believe that the law is
sufﬁcient to restore man, and that all we need is its

thorough application: the thing is impossible for the
law.
There was no deﬁciency in the law, it was perfect in
every way (7 :12, 14) , but the medium in which the law
had to work was the ﬂesh, man’s sinful nature. And
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that rendered the law weak, unable to accomplish the
very thing to be accomplished, our willing obedience.
For our ﬂesh can never be brought to obedience; all

that can be done with it is to crucify (Gal. 5 :24) and to
mortify it (8 :13), i. e., to get rid of it. “In that" states
the reason for the impossibility, and the imperfect
describes the weakness of the law as being a continuous
one. Yet legalists and moralists still expect the law to
perform what it is impossible for it to do, still think it
strong and mighty in the very thing in which it is utter-

ly weak and helpless.
Therefore God used another means.

This has been

pointed out already in 3:21, “apart from law,” also in

4:13-15.

The means which God used worked in the

very ﬂesh which rendered the law so weak that it was
impossible for it to accomplish the purpose to be at-

tained.

God accomplished it “by sending his own Son

in likeness of sin’s ﬂesh and in regard to sin" and in
this way succeeded so that “he condemned the sin (the
whole sin power) in the ﬂesh,” condemned it so completely as to attain his great purpose: our freely fulﬁlling what the law requires so that we are now a
people who walk, not according to the ﬂesh, but according to the spirit. In the words of Jer. 31 :33, through
Christ God succeeded in putting the law in our inward
part, in writing it in our hearts so that he could, indeed,
be our God, and we be his people.
“His own Son” is given the place of emphasis before
the participle and, like 18m in v. 32, certainly declares
the deity of Christ. The aorist participle m'plpac indicates the historical fact and describes the entire mission of the Son. The effort to restrict it to the act of the
Incarnation is unwarranted even as this act also had in
mind all that followed it in Christ’s mission. In his

Gospel John keeps repeating this very participle and
tells us that Jesus called his Father “my Sender," 6
«(#419 ,u.
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“In likeness of ﬂesh of sin" is one of those exact
Scripture phrases which admit of no change. “The likeness of ﬂesh” would be Docetism, Christ would then be
without real ﬂesh; “the ﬂesh of sin” would be Ebion—
itism, Christ would then have had sinful ﬂesh; but
“likeness of ﬂesh of sin" is gospel doctrine, Christ
assumed our ﬂesh but not its sinfulness. Paul has just
used the term “ﬂesh” (the law was weak through the
ﬂesh) in the sense of our corrupt nature; if he had
continued in this strain and had written that God sent
his Son “in the ﬂesh," the sense would be that Christ
appeared in our sinful nature. This thought he avoids
by writing: “in likeness of ﬂesh of sin.” The likeness
of the ﬂesh of sin is the ﬂesh without sin, John 1:14.
'Opor'mpa is not the act of making like but its result,
the likeness (-pa R. 151) produced by the act. Jesus
resembled men, all of whom had sinful ﬂesh, but he only
resembled them because his ﬂesh was not tainted with
sin. Compare C.-K. 796. All three of the nouns lack
articles: “in likeness of ﬂesh of sin," which makes all
of them purely qualitative. “Of sin” is an adjectival
genitive although it is stronger than an adjective; our
versions are not wrong when they translate “sinful
ﬂesh.” “Of sin" could here not have been written “of
the sin‘," for from 5:12 onward the latter denotes "the

sin power'? itself and not merely “sin” as a quality.
Another reason that prompts Paul to use the noun
"of sin” instead of the adjective is the fact that he at
once adds “and in regard to sin,” in regard to everything in the nature of sin. All our “sin” is referred to.
The A. V. translates correctly, the R. V. interpolates:
“as an ofering (owtav) for sin" by following the use
of this phrase in the LXX: “for a sin offering.” But
the context does not warrant such a restriction. “Concerning sin” includes the whole relation of Christ’s mis~
sion to sin. The phrase recalls passages like Gal. 1:4,
and I Pet. 3:18, which include the atonement for sin
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and also our liberation from sin. The former has been
treated fully in 3:23, etc.; 5:6, etc. It is certainly
included here. For, although here the point is our lib—
eration from sinning, our living not after the ﬂesh, this
effect of Christ's work for us rests on the other and is
indissolubly bound up with it, namely with the atoning
cancellation of our guilt.
By the mission of his own Son in sinless ﬂesh and

in regard to sin God did what the law, because of our
sinful ﬂesh, could not do; he condemned not only “sin"
in general but “the (entire) sin power," condemned it

in the ﬂesh. Read this passage alound and note that
“ﬂesh" is the pivotal term. Thus the condemnation
rests, not on us who, because of our ﬂesh still have sin
(v. 1), but on “the sin," has rested there since Christ’s

mission was accomplished. The aorist, “God candemned,” is historical.
‘
We do not care to become involved in the discussion
regarding the relation of the aorist participle to the
ﬁnite aorist verb. We have two acts and we do not
confuse them by saying that the sending was already
the condemning. Still less do we make the sending the
Incarnation alone so that it was the condemnation of
the sin power. The whole mission of Christ was the
means for the condemnation. How the death and the
resurrection of Christ can be excluded we cannot conceive.

The effect of the one act, the sending, was the

other act, the condemning, for the means was, indeed,
fully effective.
Should we combine: “condemned in the ﬂesh," or
“the sin in the ﬂesh"? The former is correct: the condemnation took place “in the ﬂesh." Not ”in ﬂesh" in
general but “in the very ﬂesh” where the sin power
exerted its dominion. Paul keeps the connection of
Christ’s ﬂesh with our ﬂesh and therefore does not
write, “in his (Christ’s) ﬂesh." By means of his sin.less ﬂesh God’s Son joined himself to our sinful ﬂesh
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and thus enabled God to condemn the sin in toto. Besser asks: “In which ﬂesh did God condemn the sin?
Evidently in the ﬂesh of his Son, but for this very reason in all ﬂesh. God sat in judgment on the sin of the
ﬂesh of the whole world (John 12:31) when he exe-

cuted the judgment of condemnation on the sinless ﬂesh
of him whom he made to be sin in our behalf (H Cor.
5:21) and a curse for us (Gal. 3:13).”
“God condemned the sin" (the sin power) as a
criminal, and because of that condemnation it lost its
right to rule over us. “Condemned" implies a legal
procedure that ended in a verdict. In that legal procedure the whole mission of Christ arose against “the
sin." Not only its beginning, the Incarnation, but the
whole of it in its completion. The sin lost its right of
securing our condemnation because of the guilt of our
sins and with it lost its power to control us, to make us
keep on sinning as it had done before. Even its efforts
to control at least our members (7:23) are already
condemned. They are made harmless by our contrition
and by God’s pardon while our body still lives on earth
and will cease when our body dies and awaits its gloriﬁcation (v. 11, 17, 21) . It is this ending of the control
of the sin that is here discussed although it certainly
rests on the terminating of our guilt even as our sanctiﬁcation in life rests on our pardon and justiﬁcation.
4) Verse 3 is objective even as the participle and
the main verb are historical. For this reason Iva introduces purpose and not, as it might, result.

God’s pur-

pose in what he did to the sin power through the mission accomplished by Christ is “that the righteous
requirement of the law may be fulﬁlled in us as those
walking not according to ﬂesh (in ﬂeshly manner) but
according to spirit (in a spiritual manner) ."
In 15 amaiwpa roﬁ mine» it is the subjective genitive
which determines the sense: “the righteous requirement of the law,” what the law of God has established

Romans 8.24, 5
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as the right thing (-pa, 8. term expressing result). Paul
writes, not that we may fulﬁll, or that the requirement
may be fulﬁlled by us, but that it “may be fulﬁlled in
us," namely by “the Spirit of the life in Christ Jesus"
(v. 2). “Might be" (our versions) is too potential; the
aorist means, “may actually be fulﬁlled."

The older interpreters think that the fulﬁllment
here referred to is accomplished through the imputation of Christ’s merits, but “in us as walking,” etc.,
refers to sanctiﬁcation and not to justiﬁcation. The
divine intention in reality extends to all men so that,
justiﬁed by faith, they should walk “after spirit" even

as the law and the gospel are there for all alike; but
here, as so often, the apostle speaks subjectively, to the

Romans, including himself since God’s purpose is being
attained in them.

“In us as those," etc., role merely

describing “us,” casts no doubt on any of the Romans
and does not mean, “in those of us” excluding some. No
point can be made of the use of m; as though it were

subjective and questioned whether some, perhaps, are
really walking after spirit; for this is the regular neg-

ative with participles, ob being used only very exceptionally.

(R. 1136, etc.)

In the contrasting phrases “not according to ﬂesh"

and “according to spirit" some hesitate between “spirit”
and “Spirit" (A. V.) although the opposite of “ﬂesh”
is “spirit”; the decisive point is the fact that the Spirit

is not a norm (Ka‘rd) as are ﬂesh and spirit.

As ﬂesh

is the old nature, so spirit is the new which is implanted in us as the new life and the living power when

faith is wrought.

“Walk” refers to outward conduct

but as expressing what is really within us, “the life in
Christ Jesus” with its “newness” (6 :4).
5)
Paul brings out the great difference between those who are according to ﬂesh and those
who are according to spirit and, after making his

readers conscious of the difference, applies its full
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signiﬁcance to them (v. 9, etc.). For those who are
according to ﬂesh mind the things of the ﬂesh; but
those according to spirit, the things of the spirit. For
what is minded of the ﬂesh — death; but what is
minded of the spirit — life and peace; because what
is minded of the ﬂesh (is) enmity toward God. For
to the law of God it does not subject itself, neither
indeed is it able. Now those who are in ﬂesh are not
able to please God. “For" = in order that you may
understand more fully this diﬁerence between walking after ﬂesh and walking after spirit let me add
the following.
“Walking according to ﬂesh” (v. 4) means shaping
the conduct in ﬂeshly fashion. It is the result of “minding the things of the flesh,” for this minding regulates
our walking. And naturally only “those who are according to flesh,” whose entire being accords with
whatever is “ﬂesh,” mind the things of “the ﬂesh,” i. e.,
of this very ﬂesh with which they accord. They consider and concern themselves with the interests, the
objects, and the affairs of their unchanged, old ﬂeshly
nature, to satisfy the cravings, the desires, the passions, etc., of this nature. This is the occupation of all
their thinking; they are unable to rise higher; the
higher world is closed to them.
Paul tersely describes this great class in order to
make the opposite class stand out the more clearly:
“but those according to spirit, the things of the spirit."
The participle and the main verb are to be supplied
The nature of these accords with whatever is “spirit,”
which is here to be understood in the ethical sense like
“ﬂesh,” thus of a spiritual quality (Kara met-Jpn, no article) . Paul puts himself and the Romans in this class.
Their justiﬁcation made them spiritual.

Being spir-

itual, they mind or devote themselves to “the things of
the spirit," i. e., of this spirit and spiritual nature with
which they are in accord. This is their occupation,

Romans 8:5, 6
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which is on an entirely different plane from those who
accord with what is ﬂesh.
Paul here states in other words what Jesus said
about the kind of fruit that a good tree brings forth,
and the kind that a good-for-nothing tree brings forth,
Matt. 7 :17, 18. The fruit of the one is edible, the other
is not. Throughout these verses the A. V. and the
American Committee of the R. V. translate wcﬁpa
“Spirit”; they do this already in v. 4. In addition'to
what has already been said we here state that “ﬂesh”
is not a person, and its opposite cannot be the inﬁnite

Person, the Holy Spirit himself.
6) ‘devmw. is not the mind that does the minding.
for this is 4W3 nor is it ¢pdvn¢m, the action of minding;
but the result of this action: “what is minded,” the
resulting thought (see R. 151 on the sufﬁxes a: and
1:4). The genitive “of the ﬂesh" is subjective. What
the ﬂesh with its ﬂeshly minding brings forth in the
way of thoughts and of acts is, in its last outcome,
“death.” “The end of those things — death” (6:21) ;
“the wages of the sin — death” (6 :23). This is ﬁnal
and eternal death; the tree that brings forth no good

fruit is cut down and thrown into the fire, Matt. 7 :19.
The person who is governed by his ﬂesh is generally unconscious of the death that he is working out for himself by what his minding brings forth; he thinks he is
securing an augmentation of life but he merely deceives
himself. At times. however, something of the truth
dawns on him when, for instance, he feels the emptiness, the vanity of all his attainments, or when his sins

ﬁnd him out by ruining soul and body and the very
mind itself. By himself he is powerless against this
death and against the ﬂesh which rushes him into it.
In contrast with this Paul sets “what is minded of
the spirit." The entire thought-product of the new
nature implanted in us in our justiﬁcation is “life and
peace.”

Since “peace” is placed after “life," the latter
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means spiritual life. The very minding and all that is
thus minded is an evidence of the presence of this spiritual life and at the same time an augmentation and an
increase of this blessed life. The fact that this life
shall go on into a blessed eternity is reserved for
statement in v. 11. Thus “peace” is added (see 1:7 and
5 :1), the condition when God is our friend, when all is
well with us, this condition leading to the feeling of
peace, the enjoyment of harmony, friendship, and
communion with God. The more we mind the things
of the spirit, the fuller, the richer, the stronger will be
our spiritual life, the sweeter and the deeper our peace,

and uncertainty and fears will be expelled.
7) In v. 4-6 the order is ﬂesh — spirit, and what
is said of the latter is the opposite of the former. In
v. 7 Paul again begins with the ﬂesh but now chiastically reverses the description by making it the opposite
of what he has just said about the spirit and “peace”:
“because what is minded of the ﬂesh — enmity toward
God,” the opposite of peace. It is not God who has
this enmity but the sinner. This whole thought, Paul
says, is Exopa, which means personal animosity, hatred,
dislike, and opposition directed against God. This explains “because”; it states the reason that the output
of the ﬂeshlyaminded is death and not life and peace.
By'his own thought-product the ﬂeshly-minded man
cuts himself off from life and peace because all his
thought (and thus all his acts) is enmity toward God,
the one fount of life and of peace. How can anything
but death be left? By means of this enmity he who is
ﬂeshly-minded wills death to himself.
This enmity is explained: “For to the law of God
it (namely what is minded of the ﬂesh) does not subject itself, neither indeed is it able.” Every thought-

product of the ﬂesh rebels against’God’s law. God and
his law are in its way, and it hates them and wants
them removed from its path. Often the very existence

Romans 8 :7, 8
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of God is denied; new moral codes are invented, or an
amorality is set up in order to allow the ﬂesh all the

indulgence that it wants. The ydp (conﬁrmatory) with
obsé only strengthens the thought: “neither indeed."
Some regard “the ﬂesh" as the subject: “the ﬂesh does

not subject itself, neither indeed is it able," but grammatically the subject is 16 ¢po’w,,m, what the ﬂesh
thinks.

As far as stressing logic is concerned, “the

ﬂesh" is no more a personal agent than is its thought.
8)
With 86 Paul sums up: “Now those who are in
ﬂesh are not able to please God.” As was done in v. 5,
the persons are again named save that the phrase is
varied from “those who are according to ﬂesh” (governed by this norm) to “those who are in ﬂesh” (live

and move in this sphere).

They are totally unable “to

please God." This expression is chosen because Christians “please God,” and because their free and willing

obedience has this great motive to please him who saved
them.

This subjection of self and of all thought to

God’s law as his expressed will is not an unwilling one;
such subjection could never please God. Those in the
ﬂesh do not merely refuse to subject themselves, they
also lack the one motive for acceptable subjection, the
desire to please God. This is the motive that moves us.
Fleshly men are set on pleasing themselves, spiritual
men please themselves by pleasing God.
The fact that the thought of the ﬂesh is not able
to subject itself to the law of God, and that those in the
ﬂesh are not able to please God, is no excuse, no extenuation, but only makes their case worse. This inability is not by any means the whole story, for the Spirit
is sent to free us from the ﬂesh, to make us truly
spiritual, to eradicate the ﬂesh-thought and to replace
it with spirit-thought. Without excuse in the ﬁrst

place, according to 1:20, because this enmity is not
mere ignorance, it is doubly without excuse because
God wants to remove it through his Spirit. Even in
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the Christian the ﬂesh that is left in him can never be
brought into subjection to God, to do what pleases him.
The ﬂesh cannot be converted, it can and must be mortiﬁed (v. 13) and cruciﬁed (Gal. 5:24). Note the
verbs: “subject itself” and “please God"; voluntarily,
by the grace vouchsafed to them, the godly do both.
Here we have the Scripture proof for the utter inability of the natural man in spiritual things. He has
no libe'mm arbitrium, his will is bound. “We believe,
teach, and confess that the unregenerate will of man is
not only turned away from God, but also has become an
enemy of God, so that it only has an inclination and
desire for that which is evil and contrary to God, as it
is written Gen. 8 :21: ‘The imagination of man’s heart
is evil from his youth.’ Also Rom. 8 :7.” C. Tr. 787. 2.
— “Likewise Rom. 8:7, 8 . . . These testimonies are
so manifest that, to use the words of Augustine, which
he employed in this case, they do not need an acute
understanding, but only an attentive hearer. If the
carnal mind is enmity against God, the ﬂesh certainly
does not love God; if it cannot be subject to the law of
God, it cannot love God. If the carnal mind is enmity
of God, the ﬂesh sins, even when we do external civil
works. If it cannot be subject to the law of God, it
certainly sins even when, according to human judgment, it possesses deeds that are excellent and worthy
of praise.” C. Tr. 129, 34.
The deduction is therefore beyond question: “The
Scriptures deny to the intellect, heart, and will ofthe

natural man all aptness, skill, capacity, and ability to
think, to understand, to be able' to do, to begin, to will,
to undertake, to act, to work or concur in working anything good and right in spiritual things of himself.”
C. Tr. 885, 12. — This applies to conversion (887, 18) :

“Hence it is manifest that the free will from its own
natural powers, not only cannot work or concur in
working anything for its own conversion, righteous-

Romans 8:8, 9
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ness, and salvation, nor follow, believe, or assent to the
Holy Ghost, who through the gospel oﬂ'ers him grace
and salvation, but from its innate, wicked, and rebel-

lious nature it resists God and his will hostilely, unless
it be enlightened and controlled by God's Spirit." All
synergism in conversion is therefore to be rejected.
for conversion is in toto the gracious work of God
through the means of grace, Word and sacrament. Synergism is a perverted idea, and is non-existent.
9)

After stating the opposite, how those in

spirit can and do please God, Paul at once predicates
this of his Christian readers. But you, you are not in
ﬂesh but in spirit if, indeed, God’s Spirit dwells in
you. But if anyone has not Christ's Spirit, he is not
his.

But if Christ (is) in you, the body (is) dead

because of sin, but the spirit (is) life because of
righteousness.

Moreover, if the Spirit of him who

raised up Jesus from the dead dwells in you, he that
raised Christ Jesus from the dead will make alive
also your mortal bodies because of his Spirit who
dwells in you.
With the emphatic irpcis Paul places the Romans in
contrast with all others who are “in ﬂesh”: you. are not
in the sphere consisting of what is ﬂesh, in your old
unregenerate nature; on the contrary, you are in the

sphere consisting of what is spirit, in your new spiritual nature. R. 589 paraphrases c‘v “in the form of" ﬂesh
— spirit but obscures the point when he uses the term

“form.”

In dwep the addition m’p intensiﬁes (R. 1154) : “if,
ind
.” In all charity Paul assumes that all his Roman readers are true Christians, but he does not want
to be their judge. They are to judge themselves, and
Paul gives them the criterion by which they may easily
determine whether they are “in spirit" or still “in

ﬂesh." They need but to examine themselves as to
whether God’s Spirit is dwelling in them. This is by
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no means an intangible criterion. The heart in which
God’s Spirit dwells hears and feels the Spirit’s prompting and is moved to follow that prompting by the power
which the Spirit supplies. The Spirit is present in his
Word, and we hear him in our hearts when his Word
is in us and moves us. Only in and through his Word
does the Spirit dwell in us, speak to us, impel and control us. This excludes all Sdhwaermerei, all autosuggestion, all hearing ﬁctitious, imaginary inward voices.
We have the written Word with which to test every
inward Word that we have absorbed; and thus the
criterion is at once simple, safe, and most sure: see
whether God’s Spirit is dwelling in you.
This indwelling is called the unto mystzca. It is
mentioned throughout the Scriptures and is expressed
in a variety of ﬁgures. Here it is that of a house or a
temple, the Spirit being its owner and inhabitant, making it a ﬁt habitation for himself, adorning it, using it
for himself, fending oﬁ intruders. Since God’s Spirit
is the absolute opposite of the old sin power, it is easy
to tell who dwells in the house of your heart. Here
Paul writes “God’s Spirit,” presently, “Christ’s Spirit,"
making it plain in every instance whether “Spirit”, or
“spirit” is Paul’s thought.
_ Beside the positive criterion Paul places the nega—
tive. The former is worded personally: “If, indeed,
God’s Spirit is dwelling in you” (meaning: as I assume
this of all of you) ; the latter is stated objectively and
general: “But if anyone has not Christ’s Spirit, he is
not his” (meaning: such a one is surely not to be found
among you). But note the simple and the clarifying
changes in expression. The Spirit “dwells in us,"
comes and makes his abode in us, takes possession of
us; now Paul speaks of “having" the Spirit and by having him “being his." We can surely tell whom we have
or do not have, whose we are or whose we are not.

Romans 8 :9, 10
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Fleshly men do not want to have the Spirit, do not want
to belong to him. It is most simple for anyone to determine just who he is inwardly. Now Paul writes

“Christ’s Spirit” to make still clearer whom he has in
mind with “God’s Spirit.” No one is to think that
“God’s Spirit” is the divine Spirit in general, as so
many who deny the deity of Christ and the Trinity con-

ceive him. This Spirit is equally God’s and Christ’s;
and by naming him thus, all his saving power is indicated. These two designations also serve as the basis
for the Filioque of the Nicene Creed. Making the
Spirit equally God's and Christ’s constitutes a testimom‘um il’lustre de S. Trinitate, Bengel. In conditions
of reality the protasis naturally has 01').
'

10) When he advances the description of the
Christian with a further condition of reality, Paul says,
“If Christ (is) in you," and adds this fact to the Spirit’s indwelling.

To be sure, the opera ad extra sunt

indivisa aut communa so that, where one Person is, the
others are also. Christ enters into our hearts with the
Spirit. Christ is, however, here mentioned beside the

Spirit as being “in you” because it is his “righteousness” by which our spirit obtained the new spiritual
life. With Christ in us, “the body (is) dead because of
sin." chpév is stronger than omrév and recalls 7:24:

“this body of death.” Aui states the cause of this deadness of the body in which we still exist on earth; it is
“sin,” whatever of sin still operates in our bodily mem-

bers (7:23). This sin puts death into our body. We
may draw the conclusion that, if already here on earth
all sin could be swept out of our body and our members,
they would not fall into death and decay but would pass
directly into glory. The Christian’s body is doomed to
death because it is infected with sin; the body, how-

ever, passes through this death in order to be cleansed
completely of this infection and not in order to be
abandoned to it and to be lost.
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Mc'v and ti present the two sides. With Christ in us,
“the spirit is life because of righteousness.” This is
not the Holy Spirit (A. V.) because he cannot be made
the opposite of our “body”; it is our spirit, our spiritual nature as this is made new and living in us. And
now the predication is even stronger than saying that
the body is dead; for it is not merely that the spirit is
alive but that the spirit is life, (uni, the very life principle itself, life spiritual to continue as life eternal.
When we look at our poor body we see something
“dead," marked by “the death power” (7 :24), mortality (6:12) written all "over it. Every ache and pain,
every touch of sickness and weakness is evidence to
this effect. Look at the graves of Christians in the
cemeteries. But when we look at Christ in us, there
we see “life” indeed, not the spark of physical anima-

tion (M) which ﬂickers for a while and then goes out
but a new-created inner nature (we met-Jpn) which is
itself (mi, “life” never to end but to pass into glory.
What caused it Sui with its accusative “righteousness" tells us. This must be Christ’s righteousness
which is imputed to us and not our own acquired righteousness (good works), not even the imputed right.
eousness plus this acquired righteousness. It is true,
indeed, that this section also deals with our 'sanctiﬁca—

tion; but all sanctiﬁcation, every good work, is the
product of ‘life” and not its cause. Life is the gift of
Christ which is bestowed the instant his righteousness
becomes ours by justiﬁcation through faith.

We may

even identify faith and life. Before this life is ours,
not a particle of sanctiﬁcation, not a single good work
is present; the moment life is kindled, these its products
and its evidences begin to appear. Nor do they feed
and increase this -life. It is fed by the Word, and the
increase of its products evidences only that the life is
getting stronger by more and more feeding on the

Romans 8:10, 11
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Word. It IS 841 with the genitive that states means and
not 8a: with the accusative which states reason or cause.
All of this is most illuminating when we recall v. 1.
Those “in Christ Jesus” are they of whom Paul says:
“Christ in you.” Regarding this double “in” compare
John 15:4, 5, 7. God looks at our real “life” which is
in Christ, as he is in us, and thus has no condemnation
for us. Everything that has been said since v. 1 helps
to explain and to make still clearer.
11) Throughout chapters 6 and 7 one question has
been left unanswered. What shall ﬁnally become of our

mortal body (6:12)?

Only in 7:25 we have a brief,

preliminary answer. Now at last we get more information, and to what we here get Paul adds v. 17 and the
signiﬁcant expression used in v. 23. The “if” of reality continues and securely grounds what God will do
with our bodies on what he did with the body of Christ.
As so often, 86 adds something that is somewhat

different. So here we translate, “moreover.” Our bodies will be raised up to glory. This mortal will put on
immortality; death will be swallowed up in victory (I
Cor. 15:53, etc.). This Spirit who dwells in us is the
Spirit of God, of God who raised Jesus from the dead.
The aorist participle indicates the historical fact; and

Jesus was raised up when his dead body was made to
come forth from the tomb gloriﬁed and reunited with
his human spirit which he had committed into his
Father's hands. So strong is the emphasis on this act
of God’s that Paul repeats and now substantivizes the

aorist participle and calls God: “he who raised Christ
Jesus from the dead.” The ofﬁcial name “Christ” is
now combined with the personal name “Jesus,” for God
raised him up as the one who had completed his great
redemptive mission.

'Ex mpév occurs twice and = “from death."

It is

explained in Matt. 17:10; Mark 9:9; Luke 9:7; John
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2:22; Acts 3 :16, which see. The body of Jesus was not
discarded; in it and by it our redemption was wrought,

and its resurrection in the gloriﬁed state sealed that
redemption as being complete. This Christ with both
of his indissolubly united natures now dwells in us, and
we are in him in the wonder of the unto myStioa. Thus
it is that our bodies shall not be discarded. The mortality and the death shall be swept out of them together
with the last trace of the ﬂesh and of sin.

These mortal

bodies shall be made alive by him who raised up Christ’s
body, shall be gloriﬁed like Christ's body (v. 17; Phil.
3 :21). We are wholly redeemed, body as well as soul.
Having been created as embodied spirits, God will complete his work in us and will bring it to perfection also
in our bodies. It is the constant promise of Jesus to the
believer: “And I will raise him up at the last day”
(John 6:39, 40, 44, 45).
Since textual authority is about equally divided be
tween Sui with the genitive: “through his Spirit that
dwells in us." and Sui with the accusative: “because of
his Spirit," etc., we are left to other considerations for

determining which Paul wrote.

Although it is true

that the Spirit would be made the Mediator of our res-

urrection only here while elsewhere this is always attributed to Christ, this Scripture analogy in itself need
not be decisive for rejecting the genitive in preference
to the accusative; it is, howaver, re-enforced by Eph.

1:14; 11 Cor. 1:22; 5 :5, which call the Spirit the earnest or pledge of our inheritance, the advance guar-

antee which God will follow by granting all that he
thus pledged. For this reason, then, because the Spirit
has already been given us as a pledge and already
dwells in us God will complete what he has thus pledged
to us, ”because” must be correct.
12)

Paul states our obligation and strongly sup-

ports it by the facts that ought to serve as motives for
our meeting the obligation. The tone, is hortative as

Romans 8:12
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the address “brethren” indicates, but the wording itself
is still didactic.
Accordingly, therefore, brethren, we are debtors,
not to the ﬂesh, to be living according to ﬂesh. For

if you keep living according to ﬂesh you are about to
die; but if with (your) spirit you keep mortifying the

doings of the body you shall live.
The deduction is made from v. 10, 11, from the life
that is ours through Christ’s righteousness, from this
blessed spiritual life that is to glorify even our mortal
bodies by means of their resurrection. Paul really puts
the question: “Do you want to keep this life and thus
attain the blessed resurrection ?” And his answer
amounts to this: “Then you must not live to the ﬂesh
but must put to death what would destroy your life.”
The wording is exquisite, especially the verbs: to live
in one way and thereby come to die — to cause to die
and thereby continue to live.
The statement that we are debtors “not to the ﬂesh”
is a sort of litotes and means that We are debtors “to the
spirit.” “To live according to ﬂesh” is an epexegetical
inﬁnitive (R. 1087) that states what the debt would
be, namely to make our entire life conform to (Kurd)

what is ﬂesh (aépé, no article). “To live” according to
ﬂesh is stronger than “to walk” according to ﬂesh, purposely so, because it intends to reﬂect the opposite: “to
live according to spiri .” The New Testament, like
the 01d, has almost entirely avoided the word “duty”
(only in Luke 17:10; Rom. 15:27 does it occur in the

A. V.). Paul writes that we are “debtors," people
under an obligation, one that was imposed on them, not
from the outside, but from the inside, from their very
nature as being spiritual. We are of the spirit, led by
the Spirit, we are sons, children, heirs, co-heirs with
Christ, to be gloriﬁed with him. Can we, then, live as
though we were none of these, as though we were still

entirely ﬂesh, going forward to nothing but death?
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“Debtors” = people obligated. “To the ﬂesh" with the
article = more than “to what is ﬂesh" (without the
article), more because it constitutes the entire entity:
“the ﬂesh” as a power, i. e., all that properly constitutes
ﬂesh.
‘
13) The elucidation as to why our obligation
does not lie in living according to what is ﬂesh is put
in a simple and a striking way by pointing to the result:
“For if you are living according to ﬂesh you are about
to die." The condition of reality makes the statement
stronger than a condition of expectancy (édu with the
subjunctive) would. Expectancy, too, might suggest
that Paul expects such a thing regarding some of his
readers, which. of course, he does not. What is in
Paul's mind is the fact that the world is full of men
who live according to ﬂesh, their whole nature being
ﬂesh; it is for this reason that he says to the Romans,
“If you live in that way you will die."
Paul does not write 8d with the inﬁnitive: “it is necessary for you to die,” i. e., “you must die"; he writes
piMm with the present inﬁnitive, present because it is
progressive, one after another will die. Some insert
the idea of necessity, “you must and thus will die."
B.-P. 788 adds “infolge goettlichen Ratschlusses”; but
this injects the idea of 8:1. No; God will not make them
die; they will die of themselves. This is a periphrastic
future and connotes no more than certainty, a certainty that is due to themselves. Living according to
ﬂesh heads straight for death, cannot and does not head
for anything else, no matter what those who live that
way may think. Me'Mtrc also implies imminence; for no
one knows but what he will die thus perhaps the next
day or two: death im'pends, hangs over your heads like
the sword of Damocles. You yourselves make death
hang over your head.
“You are about to die” is intensive: to die forever.

Living in spiritual death, eternal death waits for you

Romans 8:13
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We should not fail to note the

clashing terms: “if you live you are about to die.” Paul
intends to reverse these terms in the next sentence and
thus emphasize the clash. Men ever think that they
are really living when they give way to the ﬂesh

whereas in reality they are heading straight for eternal
death. Paul states the fact as being most certain. He
states it as a motive, as one that must impel every

Christian away from yielding to the ﬂesh. The motive
is most powerful.

Who wants presently to end in

death? We have become Christians for the very purpose of escaping this death.

How, then, shall we live

so as after all to run into this death?

Glance at the

preceding paragraph: “the law of the Spirit of life in

Christ Jesus liberated me from the law of the sin and of
the death” (v. 2) ; “the mind of the ﬂesh — death; but
the mind of the spirit — life and peace” (v. 6) ; “the
spirit — life through righteousness” (v. 10) , the Spirit
who raised up Christ “shall make alive" even our mortal bodies. See the pivotal terms that are continued
in v. 13.

Instead of stopping to tell us what our obligation is
(positive) Paul at once combines it with its blessed
result: “but if with (your) spirit you keep mortifying

the doings of the body you shall live.”

Here we have

the simple future tense “shall live.” The difference between this verb and the preceding “about to die” does
not lie in the futurity as such but in the point of its

beginning. “About to die” means that death will presently come while “shall live” means that the life we
already have shall continue forever. “You are about
to live” would mean that life would presently begin for
us. We already have life eternal (John 3:15, 16, present subjunctive). The spiritual life we now have is to
continue forever; we are not to get another life, our

present spiritual life is only to enter heaven.

The fu-
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ture tense has the full connotation of .assurance and
certitude: “you shall live" — no if or but about it.
There is a living that brings on death; there is a
dying or rather 9. putting to death (ﬂounder) that makes
alive and keeps alive. The clash in terms is now
brought to its climax. “If with spirit you put to death
— mortify in our versions is good — the doings of the
body," i. e., if you keep up this killing, you will keep
on living. The implication is: if you let the doings of
the body live you will be killing your own selves.
npéwu and thus the plural noun «pdfns often have a bad
implication: “to commit or perpetrate,” “the perpetrations.” It is not necessary to explain why Paul writes:
the doings “of the body” after all that he has said about
how the sin power still uses our body and our bodily
members to war against our spirit and our spiritual
life in order, if possible, to destroy it. We have said
that “the body” is not identical with “the ﬂesh” even
as here Paul does not speak about killing the body as he
speaks about crucifying the ﬂesh (Gal. 5:24). “The
(bad) doings of the body" are all those doings that are
worked out through our bodily members when the sin
power solicits and tempts us to yield to the ﬂesh that
is still in us and to respond to the evil contacts made
in this sinful world by our bodies.
“Body" is in contrast to “spirit.” The body is in a
way the ally of “the ﬂesh" since our old nature uses the
bodily members for drawing us into sin. Of course,
“spirit” is also the opposite of “the ﬂesh.” Yet “spirit"
cannot refer to the Holy Spirit (A. V.) but must refer
to our own new spiritual nature which, because it is

born of the Spirit, is “spirit.” It is incongruous to
make the Holy Spirit, the Third Person of the Godhead, the opposite of “the ﬂesh" that is still in us or the
opposite of our body as the avenue or means through
which the sin power works. The dative ncupa‘n is one
of means, and the canon cannot be upset that we never

Romans 8:13, 14
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use God’s Spirit as a means. He uses us as a means,
and not we him. It is our “spirit” with which we kill
the evil deeds that the sin would like to bring about by
misusing our eyes, ears, hands, feet, etc., and all the

desires in our old nature that need the body and are
connected with bodily movements and functions in a
sinful, tempting world. In I Cor. 9:27 Paul says that
he gives his body a black eye (bnwmdzw, “I hit under the
eye,” “I knock out”). So here “we kill the doings of
the body."

The combat is a mortal one: we go on living the
spiritual life only by killing these vicious deeds that
want to destroy this our life. We keep doing it as long
as we are in this body that is prone to sin in a sinful
environment. We do it wcﬁpaﬂ, “with our spirit.” This
new spirit rules in us and not the old ﬂesh. The more
the deeds of the body are killed, the more our bodies
become the Spirit’s temple. these bodies that are to be
raised to glory (v. 11) in the ﬁnal redemption (v. 23).
Let usnot deceive ourselves on this point. The
Scriptures honor the body which God created, Christ
redeemed, the Holy Spirit makes his temple, but do so
without any illusion as to the dangers that threaten us
through this our body. Modern morality would let the
bodily desires have full sway as being “natural,”
amoral, as “living our own life”; the Scriptures subject
our body to our regenerated spirit and make all our

members slaves to God (6:13). This alone is “life.”
14) With another explanatory ydp Paul shows

what ~we really are when we live thus. For as many
as are being led by God’s Spirit, these are God's
sons. For we did not receive a spirit of slavery again
unto fear, but we did receive a. spirit of adoption in
which we cry, Abba, Father!
Paul now drops the “if” and does not write: “If
we are led by God’s Spirit." He makes his new statement stronger: “As many as — these" (meaning:
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these alone). But it is not his purpose to exclude any
of the Romans as possibly not being led by God's Spirit,
for Paul at once says that they have received an adopo
tion-spirit. From what our own spirit does and is to do
the apostle advances to God’s Spirit who enables our
spirit to do the Spirit’s will; for when we kill the doings
of the body with our spirit, God’s Spirit is leading us.
Throughout this chapter Paul writes clearly and always, as here, designates the Spirit in such a way- as to
distinguish him from “spirit” which is used in a different sense; the A. V. ‘is somewhat confused.

God’s Spirit is the cause efﬁciens in all that our
spirit does. The dative is that of the agent who leads
us, and dyov-ral. is passive: “are being led," durative, led
all along. Being led involves obedience (6:16, etc.).
The truth not to be overlooked is the fact that, although
the Spirit dwells in us (v. 9) and thus leads us by inward prompting, he does so only by means of his outward, written Word. To be sure, that Word is also in
us (it abides in us, John 5:38), and only in this way
does the Spirit lead us by means of it, but it is the
written Word that We hold in our hearts, none other.
We can verify the fact that the Word in us is the
Spirit's own Word that is leading us by comparing it
with the written Word. Only by means of the written
Word do we know that the voice inwardly prompting
us is, indeed, the Spirit’s own and not some hallucination that is afﬂicting our mind.
When Paul says, “these (alone, but all of them) are
God’s sons,” no less than that, he 'opens a new vista, an
angle he has not touched heretofore, one that is most
delightful to every Christian, most rich in motivation

for living, not according to ﬂesh, but according to
spirit. The point is that God’s Spirit naturally leads
God’s sous, shapes their entire conduct. It could no:
be otherwise. If they were led by some other spirit or
were going their own way they could not be God’s sons.

Romans 8:14, 15
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One can tell who God’s sons are by noting who is being
led by God’s Spirit and who is not thus led.
“Sons,” vial, is the proper word. While it is a close
synonym to “children,” n’xua, and is so used here, “sons"

agrees with the idea of “adoption," “children” with the
idea of the new birth (regeneration), and here Paul
wants both. “Sons” is opposed to “slaves” while “children” has the idea of dearness. “Sons” also agrees

with conduct, for a son should act the part expected of
him in relation to his father; a king's son must act as

behooves a prince.

“Children” moves in a different

sphere, for a child (sometimes it is even made diminutive, "little child”) conveys the idea of dependence,even
of immaturity. The differences are not immaterial;
each word has its own ﬂavor even in English, and the
apostle uses them accordingly.
15)
We at once see this when he tells the Romans
in what respect they are “sons” (“children" is not the
proper word until we reach v. 16, 17), namely as being
free from a spirit of slavery. “For we did not receive
(the English would use the perfect) a spirit of slavery

again unto fear." With its historical aorist this speaks
of what happened when Paul and the Romans became
Christians and thus sons of God. The spirit which they

then received, the new nature and life that God gave
them, was not “a slavery-spirit,” the two words being a
practical compound; both are anarthrous because they
are qualitative: any sort of spirit that was anything
like slavery, the genitive being qualitative even as to
its case. But the concept is not complete, for Paul has
made plain already in 6 :16, etc., that our slavery to God
is an emancipation and thus vastly different from our
slavery under sin and under the law. So he adds: not
a slavery-spirit “again unto fear.” That was what the
old life was. It was slavery, indeed, because it was full
of fear; when our new life is called an enslavement, as
when in 1 :1 Paul happily terms himself “Jesus Christ’s
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slave," it is called so only because of our obedience to
God which is a voluntary obedience “from the heart”
(6 :17) and full of liberty.
mm cannot be construed with the verb from which
it is separated; it modiﬁes the phrase: “again unto
fear” (tic indicating purpose and result: in order to or
so as once more to be ﬁlled with fear). This is not the
godly fear of sons but the slavish dread of punishment.
This dread lurks in the heart of all unregenerate sinners, even in the consciences of the Gentiles, in view of

the day of judgment (see 2 :16, and note the pagan idea
of retributive justice in Acts 28:4).

Zahn restricts

this fear to Jews and deduces from this restriction his
idea that the membership of the Roman church was
composed mostly of former Jews.

Such a restriction

is without warrant. Pagans of olden times as well as
atheists in our own suffer from this slavish fear. Blatant deniers of God frantically cry for his mercy when
calamities overwhelm them.
We received “a spirit of adoption,” the opposite of
“a spirit of slavery," and in connection with this spirit
we cry, “Abba, Father !" The vial and vioom'a plainly go
together, the latter showing how we became “sons,”
namely by an act of adoption. “Adoption” refers to the
state and here describes our spirit (not God’s “Spirit,"
A. V.) just as “slavery" describes the other spirit.
Some interpreters refer to pagan ideas that were borrowed from the ancient mystery cults when they seek
to explain Paul's “adoption." C.-K. 1103 says: “The
Greek language oﬁered Paul only the wordand not the
thought, which did not agree with the Greek conception.”
The deduction is also unwarranted that “adoption"
is not to be understood as resting on a declaration of
God's will concerning us but is an operation of God in
us which alters us inwardly. Neither “spirit of adoption” nor v. 23 (which refers to our future in the adop-

Romans 8:15
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tion) alter utoam’a so as to shut out from that concept
the divine act of placing us as “sons,” an act that is
involved in the forensic verdict of our justiﬁcation.
God gave us his Spirit because he adopted us as sons
(Gal. 4:6), and not vice versa, he gave us his Spirit
and therefore adopted us as sons.
“In which” (spirit) means that our crying “Father”
is connected with our possessing this spirit which is
marked by God’s adoption of us as his sons. “Father”
beﬁts “sons” but not slaves.

And those alone are sons

of God whom God has rightly, we may even say legally,
. adopted. There is no other way of becoming a son of
this Father. And these sons alone have this spirit of
adoption, this inward new life and its spiritual relationship which is conscious of sonship, of its new,
blessed right (“the entrance by faith into this grace in
which we stand,” 5:2) to draw near to God as our
Father.
Kpézm means “to yell." Perhaps “to exclaim" is the
idea to be expressed here. We do not see how audible
crying can be excluded, yet how congregational praying
can be included is equally hard to see. Bengel comments: sermo vehemens, cum desiderio, ﬁducia, jure,
constantia. The word suggests a boy yelling, “Father,
father I” when he is in distress.
“Abba, Father !” Instead of recalling the Lord's
Prayer with its “Our Father who art in heaven," this
word recalls Mark 14 :16, Christ’s prayer of distress in

Gethsemane, together with Heb. 5 :7, which tells us that
this prayer was offered up “with strong crying (Kpauyii

allied to xpdcm) and tears." The appositional nominative 6 11¢an is quite regular after 'the vocative ’Apﬁa;
it is the doubling of the Aramaic and the Greek terms
for Father that is so exceptional. We ﬁnd it also in
Gal. 4 :6.
Various Hebrew or Aramaic expressions were taken
over by the early Greek church, but this one was re-
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tained in a duplicate Aramaic and Greek form. Jesus
himself certainly spoke Aramaic in Gethsemane and
thus did not add the Greek “Father" to the Aramaic
“Abba.” It would seem that Mark, who alone tells us
that Jesus cried “Abba," added 6 warﬁp for the sake of
his Greek readers. This had been done before when
the Gethsemane story was told. Thus “Abba, Father”
entered thelanguage of the church and became a ﬁxed
liturgical expression by combining the word that was
dear to the Jewish ear and tongue with its Greek equivalent.

We certainly are debtors, not to the ﬂesh, by being
God’s sons, having received a spirit of adoption, crying Abba, Father.
16) Nor is this all in regard to our obligation.
The Spirit himself testiﬁes together with our spirit
that we are God’s children; but if children, also heirs

—God’s heirs and Christ’s joint-heirs if, indeed,
we suffer with him in order that we may also be
gloriﬁed with him.
Here there is double testimony for our relation to
God: that of our own spirit when it cries, “Abba,
Father,” and thus furnishes a sample of our attitude
toward God; secondly, that of the Holy Spirit himself
when he speaks in a thousand places of the written
Word which apply to us as believers in Christ Jesus.
Here again we should not think of immediate testimony
apart from, outside of, or above the written Word. All
such supposed testimony is Schwaermerez’, the evidence

of not only a spiritual but also a mental pathological
condition. The Spirit, indeed, puts the Word into our
heart and in this way testiﬁes in us; but we can ever

verify that Word and testimony by the Scriptures.
This testimony of the Spirit is thus objective, one
that reaches us from the outside and from another person. Two witnesses are required to establish a matter
in any court, no' less than two; and this is not merely

Romans 8:16
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the law, a legal rule, this is the legal rule because it is
normal and right even as Christ declares in John

5:31-37.

We ourselves need and must have a second

witness.

The world is full of self-deluded men who

think they are this and that when they are completely
mistaken. The Jews were sure that Abraham was their
father, and that God was their heavenly Father, yet
Jesus proved to them that the very opposite was the
fact, John 8:33-44. How do we know that we are not
equally or similarly deluded? It is because of the

Spirit’s testimony in the written Word. Passage after
passage applies directly to us who believe.
But may not this written Word be misread, misun-

derstood, perverted?

It may, indeed.

Any true testi-

many may be abused; our lawyers constantly do that
in court. But true testimony remains what it is in
spite of the abuse to which it may be subjected. For
this very reason the Spirit’s testimony is written and
also written so as to speak with a mighty, cumulative

voice, so that it is most arbitrary ‘to pervert it, so that
it ever testiﬁes against all perversion.

God’s children

have no difﬁculty in understanding that testimony. It
is axiomatic: “He that is of God heareth God’s words”
as they testify, John 8:47.
Thus we get the vital assurance “that we are God’s

children."

It is claimed that this testimony of the

Spirit comes ﬁrst, and that of our own spirit second,
and that the latter rests on the former. This is a the-

oretical reﬂection.

Paul has the factual order.

God

converts, justiﬁes, adopts by the Word as a means of
grace, as an effective and operative power. Not until

then does the Spirit use the testimony of the Word in a
second function of that Word, namely as assurance.
First the work wrought in us testiﬁes as to what it is;
secondly, the Word that wrought this work testiﬁes as
to what it has wrought. Thus the two testify together.
And their joint testimony is that we are God’s children;
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écpc'v is placed ﬁrst since it implies existence and has the
emphasis. And now Paul writes re'xva 9:05, but not in
contrast to uioi @toﬁ but in ampliﬁcation: “sons” as
adopted persons, yea, “children” born in regeneration.
Both are true, and together they join us to God so that
we are surely debtors to him to live, not according to
ﬂesh as before, but according to the new spirit born
1n us.
The asyndeton should not be overlooked. Verse 16
is added without a connective, and in the Greek, which

loves to tie all its sentences together with connectives,
this lack of one acts like an arresting ﬁnger to draw
our special attention to what is thus added.
17) Paul at once brings out the implication: "but
if children, also heirs." In Gal. 4 :7 we have: “if a son,
also an heir." This statement has been used to wipe out
all distinction between “sons" and “children,” but this
is unwarranted reasoning. Here in Romans Paul could
have continued with a statement regarding sons as
heirs. Sons inherit by virtue of sonship, and our sonship rests on adoption; children inherit by virtue of

birth, and our birth is eﬁected by regeneration. Here
Paul uses the latter when he pronounces us heirs; he
certainly does not deny the former, nor does he obliterate the distinction that sons inherit legally, children
naturally. The latter serves the thought best in the
present connection.

The next two statements are beautifully balanced
with [Lc'v — Se’: “God’s heirs and Christ’s joint-heirs."

Both genitives denote possession: God has us as his
heirs, Christ has us as his joint- heirs. The ﬁrst is not
objective: we do not inherit God. We must hold to the
Biblical conception of inheritance, in other words, seek
the tertium comparatiom's. We inherit the promise.
What God promises to his children is their inheritance.
So Canaan was the inheritance promised to Abraham.
Here the idea of a testament and of the death of the

Romans 8:17
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testator is not introduced as this is done in Heb. 9 :16,

etc. What is God’s, and what he has promised us, is
our inheritance upon which we shall enter presently.
As heirs we still wait for the transfer of our heritage
to us.

“Christ’s co-heirs” makes Christ the Supreme Heir
(Matt. 21 :38; Heb. 1:2). He has already entered upon
the inheritance. When Paul calls us Christ's co-heirs,
we are not placed on the same level with Christ, for he
is the Heir irrespective of the fact that we become
God's children and thus co-heirs with him, while we
can become co-heirs, not by getting the inheritance
independently as he did, but only as sharing in the
inheritance which he has obtained. Yet this is true:
he obtained the inheritance only in order to make us
his co-heirs, only to have us share it with him. It is
great, unspeakably great, to be heirs of God; and this
greatness is made still more stupendous by calling us
fellow heirs of Christ who is God’s own Son. An inheritance ﬁt for the Son is to be ours. Shall we now live
so as to jeopardize our receiving this inheritance?

When Paul makes Christ the Heir, let us note that his
human nature made him the Heir, but, to be sure, as
joined to the divine nature (Phil. 2:9, etc.).

It is

through his human nature that we are made joint-heirs
of his. I John 3:2, 3.
On (1111p see v. 9 and note that it does not question
the fact expressed (as if some of the Romans were remiss) but emphasizes it: “if, indeed, we suffer with
him" as we most certainly do. We are already in ajoint relation with Christ as “joint-heirs" states. This
union with him is manifested in the very feature which
made him the Supreme Heir and won the inheritance
for him, in which we are now joined with him, namelyhis suffering.

The diﬁerence, of course, remains that

his suffering was vicarious while ours is not and cannot
be. Our suffering has no atoning power even for our-
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selves; to think so is only derogatory to Christ’s suffering and insults its sufﬁciency. Yet we suffer jointly
with him and because of our connection with him, II
Cor. 4:10; 1:5, etc.: Phil. 3:10; I Pet. 4:13; John
15 :18, etc. These are the sufferings that come upon us
for Christ’s sake, and not those mentioned in I Pet.
2:20; 4:15 which are brought on us by our own sins,
nor the common creature sufferings with which the
next section deals. Paul is speaking of the cross we
bear (Matt. 10 :38; 16 :24; Gal. 6 :12) , and we must not
call all our sufferings a cross.
We join in Christ’s suffering “in order that we may
also be gloriﬁed with him," aorist to indicate the one
act, and passive because God will glorify us as he gloriﬁed Christ. We are to become partakers of his glory.
This includes both the body and the soul, the soul when
we die, the body at the last day. Of the latter Paul
has already spoken in v. 11. Here is the complete motive for our being debtors to live, not according to ﬂesh,
but for our joyfully submitting to the Spirit’s guidance.

The Consolation of Hope and Divine
Assurance, 8:18-39
18) We come to the ﬁnal result of justiﬁcation by
faith as it is depicted by Paul. This is the great consolation section of Romans.
It presents a world view that is at once so lofty and
so profound as to leave behind all non-scriptural conceptions. The whole creature world is made to depend
on what God does with his children. Going back to the
fall of Adam which plunged the creature world into
vanity and :corruption, the Christian hope is made
nothing less than the fulﬁllment of the expectation of
even this creature world. In the midst of a groaning
world we pray, but one far greater, the Spirit himself,
makes our prayers what they should be. For above

Romans 8 :13
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this vast whole, so sadly deranged, is the hand that
makes all things work together for good to us according to his eternal purpose, the realization of which is

sure. Paul is stirred into asking triumphant, challenging questions, the answer to which is Christ and the

love from which no power whatever is or will be able
to separate us. With this triumphant assurance Paul
closes.
Here there are eyes that do see the realities, a mind
that penetrates to God’s design working in them all,

and the faith that moves with sure tread to lead us to
God’s own goal with certainty. Revelation expressed
in Inspiration, and both divine!
For I reckon that the sufferings of this present
period are not worthy to be compared with the glory
about to be revealed in us.
“For” = in order that you may understand the bet-

ter what has just been said about our suffering together
with Christ and our also being gloriﬁed together with
him. All of this will become clearer when we view our-

selves in the midst of the entire suffering creature
world which longs for our gloriﬁcation at the last day.
Do not occupy your mind exclusively with the little suffering which you individually endure but see this vast
creature world groaning, and we with it, but having all

its hope centered in us as the sons of God, centered
upon us and on our deliverance. This is a mightier
thing than the deliverance of us Christians only; and
the more we see its vast proportions and the way in
which God has bound up the whole creature world with
us, his sons, the truer, surer, greater our own hope and
assurance will become. “I reckon,” Paul writes and
expresses his own personal conviction with the purpose
of implanting the same conviction and insight into his
readers.
From our suffering together with Christ, from the
cross, the suffering we endure for Christ’s sake, Paul
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turns to our suffering in general, much of which is not
for Christ's sake, some of which is due only to our own
sins and our faults which necessitate chastisement
(Heb. 12 :4-11), some of which is due to evil men, and
some of which is incidental to our earthly existence.
The only kind of suffering in which we glory (5 :3) and
can glory is that endured for Christ’s sake. The attempt has been made to restrict Paul’s present statement to these sufferings because of the statement made
in v. 17 that “we suffer with him,” but Paul goes much
farther since he also writes “the sufferings of this
present period,” all of them, of whatever kind they may
be.

We need comfort and assurance not only when we

suffer for Christ but also and often much more when
we endure other suffering.

So also our suffering for

Christ cannot be connected with the suffering of the
creature save only as a part of all our suffering. We

have maﬁpa‘m used in another sense in 7 :5; here it denotes all the evil experiences that come upon us (M.-M.
473). Kaquis‘ is a deﬁnite, short period and does not
mean the world age (aia'w) or just time in general
(xpém) ; it is the brief period of our earthly life. Of
course, Paul is thinking of Christians only, for others
cannot compare their sufferings with some future glory.
“Not worthy” is placed emphatically forward, and
this adjective is construed with wpée, a construction
which we must circumscribe when we translate it into
English. The idea of the word 55.09 is that of weight.
Place all the sufferings into one pan of the scale and
the coming glory into the other pan; the pan with the
former ﬂies into the air~as if it were holding only a few
feathers. When sufferings and glory are held against
(1.7.6:) each other, the sufferings amount to nothing, no
matter how many and how severe they are. This is not
an overstatement but simple fact. When we are in the
midst of sufferings we often give them too much consideration, fail to look at the coming glory, and lose our

Romans 8:18, 19
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balance .and our sense of proportion. Here we have
Paul's corrective. He does not need to state why all the
weight is in the glory and none in the suﬁering. He
is not comparing durations, one that is short and the

other long; for WW is notbalanced by aiu'mos‘, “eternal,"
but only by péMouaav, “coming.” In comparison with
all possible suffering, the glory as such is stupendous,
not only in duration (in heaven time shall be no more),
but in every respect. It is comparable to the glory of
Christ which is beyond our present imagination. Some
place an emphasis on #EMoua’av, but there can be none
since this participle is placed between the article and
the noun. The emphasis is then thought to imply certainty: “certainly about to be revealed in us” ; or strong
' futurity, or close ‘futurity. Every Christian knows that
this glory is not as yet here, and its certainty has been
fully stated in v. 11 and 17 (5:2—11). The participle
expresses unemphatic futurity and nothing more.
Me’Mouaav duoxaauwavac is a punctiliar periphrastic
future participle, punctiliar because of the aorist inﬁnitive, thus pointing to one great future act. El: #1155 =
“in us" (A. V.) and not “to us-ward" (R. V.) or any
other rendering that suggests motion. When R. 535
speaks of a “pregnant" construction he reveals that he
is not altogether free from the older view which always
made static (is “pregnant" (i. e., rest after motion);
nor is en‘s here doing service for the dative, for “about

to be revealed to us” would make the glory referred to
that of God. Some stress “revealed" to mean that the
glory is already in us and is ﬁnally revealed as when a
statue is unveiled. “We shall be gloriﬁed" does not
make that impression (v. 17) , but rather that the glory
shall be bestowed upon us. I John 3:2. This glory is
our inheritance (v. 17 ), and while it is ours, it is ours
only in hope and not yet in possession.
19) With another ydp Paul sheds fuller light on
this coming revelation of glory in us and on the ex-
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pression “the sufferings of the present period" over
against which he sets this coming revelation of glory.
Both the sufferings and the glory involve the whole
creature world. For the creation’s watching with
outstretched head is waiting it out for the revelation
of the sons of God. This translation is awkward because the Greek words contain so much. Here we have
three terms that are compounded with M in one short
sentence. 'Avro' plu‘s xépa (head) plus soxe’w (in Ionian
“to watch”) = watching with head stretched away
from (dad) the body like one leaning far out to get the
ﬁrst glimpse of something coming into sight. Then c'rmi
plus a: plus Séopm, the second preposition making the
verb mean, “to wait it out" (Thayer), i. e., to keep .
waiting until the expected actually appears. The words
are strong, indeed: the head stretched forward in intense watching, waiting and never tiring or desisting
until the thing waited for appears.
This is predicated of the m'm, “the creation," a
term with -o'¢s like anoxdmpu, denoting action (the act
of, creating) ; but here it is concrete: the creation as
reﬂecting the act, i. e., the creature world. This abstract term used concretely is comprehensive: “all

creation,” and is thus better than 1'5 m’apa or its plural
(a term with ﬂu, result, R. 151) which denote the
created thing but lack the comprehensive idea. Here
the context limits “the creation" to the irrational world
of creatures, excluding angels, godly men, and also

ungodly men. This whole section disregards the ungodly. The tremendous thought being unfolded here
is that all God’s inferior creation was from the start
bound up with man, was not independent but wholly
dependent. And now, since the fall, the creature
world, in its ultimate destiny, is bound up, not with
the ungodly who shall perish in hell, but with the godly
and with their coming revelation of glory in heaven.

Romans 8:19, 20
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“The revelation of the sons of God" is the revelation just mentioned, “the glory about to be revealed

in us.” And here “the sons of God” (v. 14) is the
proper term to be applied to us and is better than “the
children of God” (v. 16) because “sons" more clearly
shows our distinction as compared with the creature
world — sons, not slaves; sons for whose service the
creation was made.

Who told the creation about the sons of God and
about this hope of theirs? Some minds ﬁnd only poetical imagination in Paul’s words. Some use the word
“mystical,” but this word is inexact; see 6:4 where
mystical language is explained. “Mysterious” — yes;

but that means only that our minds do not fully penetrate the fact. Here the great fact which appears
already in Gen. 1 and runs throughout all of Scripture
and is prominent in Rev. 21 :1 comes fully to view: the
unity of God’s creation, Christ the head of all things
in heaven and earth (Eph. 1:10), we as God’s sons

supreme in and with him.
20)

How the creation comes to be waiting is

made plain by another yaip:

For to vainness the

creation was made subject, not of its own will, but
because of him who made it subject on the basis of
hope that also the creation itself shall be liberated
from the slavery of the corruption for the liberty of
the glory of the children of God.
A calamity came upon the whole earthly creature

world when its crown and head, Adam, fell; then the
creation was made subject to vainness. The emphasis
is on the dative which is placed forward for this reason.
The creation was subject to man before the fall but not
subject “to vainness.” It was subject to man for' true
effectiveness, to accomplish the purpose for which God

had created it. This noun is derived from ”dram,
“vain” in the sense of failure to reach the proper end,
to accomplish the intended purpose; it is distinct from
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mas, “vain” as having no inner content, “empty” in
itself. The creature world was compelled to fail in its
divinely intended purpose of glorifying God by serving
man in a perfect way.

The world is full of sinners, full of ungodliness;
God's wrath is revealed against it (1:18-32). How
can the creatures who were made for man serve him in
the way in which God intended when he made them for
man? They are abused at every turn for “vainness."
The purposes and objects for which they are used are
failures, utter failures. Man eats the fruits of the
earth and dies; that was not what these fruits were
made for. Man uses the animals, and his life ends by
perishing; that was not God’s intent. This “vainness"
has entered the creatures themselves so that they even
help to hurt and to destroy man. In countless ways all
is against him: “Cursed is the ground for thy sake;
in sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy life,"
Gen. 3:17.
The creation was made subject to vainness “not
willingly," not by an act of its own will, it was not like
Adam who willed to sin against God. Man is evil
because of his own guilt, the creatures have no guilt.
Man suffers justly, the creatures unjustly. Our restoration is pure grace, that of the creature world is
simple justice. Its subjection to vainness and failure

was “because of him who made it subject,” because of
God who so arranged and ordered it when man fell
from God. This was not an arbitrary act on the part
of God but was due to the original connection of the
creature world with man. It was made with the purpose that he should live in it and be served by it. When
man became s‘nful and perverted, how could he re-

main in a per t creature world, how could it fulﬁll
God’s original purpose toward him? God might have
removed man. but then what about all this creation

made for him? Then it, too, would be purposeless. But

Romans 8 :20, 21
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God intended to extend grace to man, to give him time
to repent, to be restored; so he subjected the creation
to vainness and let man continue, and the whole creation ever reminds him of his sin and his guilt.
So it is man’s sin that caused this entire frustration of and derangement in nature, but it was not the
ultimate cause. God is the one who subjected the creation to this vainness for his great ulterior purposes.
The agent of the second passive {main is the agent of
the active n‘w {mora'gawa and the agent of the future passive acuoeprriaa-a: (v. 21). Man cannot be made the
agent; God made subject, God will liberate. It is argued that the participle refers to man: “because of
him who made it subject,” i. e., man; but then man
would also be the subject of the two passive verbs,
which is unlikely. The argument that God could not
be the reason or cause (Sui with the accusative) overlooks the fact that God’s act is made the reason, for the
participle predicates this act. And that disposes of
another objection, namely that God is not the opposite
of “not willingly,” and that and calls for an opposite.
Certainly, God is not the opposite, but God’s act is: not
by an act of the creature —- on the contrary, by an act
of God. Nor does the phrase “because of him that
made it subject" reproduce the phrase used in Gen.
3:17, “for thy sake,” i. e., because of Adam; Paul's
phrase reproduces the whole of Gen. 3:17, the entire

curse by which the creation was subjected.
21) “On the basis of hope" should be construed
with the main verb. This will also make it refer automatically to the participle which expresses the same
action. God subjected the creation to vainness, but this
would have been a senseless act if this subjection had
been without hope. The creation was intended for man
who was made its head and crown. To subject it in
vainness to fallen man without hope would have meant
that no hope existed for man with whom the creation
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was bound up. But by his grace God opened a mighty
hope to fallen man, and that means that this hope
extended also to the creation that was made for man.
This becomes clear in the statement of this hope:
“that (an, not, “because,” A. V.) also the creation itself
shall be liberated from the slavery of the corruption for
the liberty of the glory of the children of God." The
liberty of these children shall include also the creation
made for them. The original intent of God when he
created a perfect creature world for perfect man shall
be carried out in spite of man’s fall. God’s creation is
not a grand failure. Great was the destruction, greater
is grace and the restoration; the grace abounded, exceeded (5:16) . “Also the creation itself,” the creation
on its part, is emphatic and at once distinguishes it
from the children of God and places the creation beside
them. “Also” states that these children shall be liberated, and that the creation will share that liberation.
And again, this liberty is that of the children, and for
this very liberty “also the creation itself” shall be liberated. Doubly, and thus emphatically, the creation
and the children are joined together in the great ﬁnal
emancipation, yet the creation is only in second place, is
only throughout dependent on the children.
As in v. 14 and 16, so here in v. 19 sin! 21, we have

“sons of God” and then “children of God." These terms
are synonymous and yet each designation has its own
connotation. The glory shall be revealed in us as sons,
as those, who stand so high, are above all slaves or servants; the liberty of glory shall be ours as children, as
those who are so near and dear to God, whom God cannot and will not leave in any kind of alien bondage. See
v. 14 and 16. These designations are not contrasted;
each is a complement of the other.

Liberation is the

proper term because it is the opposite of being subjected. “Shall be liberated for (into) the liberty" is
not pregnant but emphatic, the noun is placed beside

Romans 8:21
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the verb, and this verb has a phrase because this verb
cannot take a cognate object; the effect is the same as
the addition of a cognate object (like, ”to die the
death,” “to live the life,” etc.). Liberation, liberation!
— who is able to express all that lies in this hope?

Think of all the struggles for the little liberations
which are constantly going on and of the jubilation
when this or that liberation is achieved. Then think of

the absolute, perfect, eternal liberation which includes
the whole creation and all the children of God.
“Vainness” = “the slavery of the corruption"; its
opposite is “the liberty of the glory.” The terms are
articulated because all of them are most deﬁnite: not
some slavery, etc., but the speciﬁc universal one of

which Paul is speaking.

“Slavery" is this subjection

to vainness, slavery, indeed; “liberty” is its opposite.
The genitives “of the corruption” and “of the glory”
are appositional, the one deﬁning the slavery, the other
deﬁning the liberty. We cannot well make them different genitives, the second being qualitative: “the glorious liberty,” A. V. following Luther. Corruption is
the worst slavery, glory the highest and the most perfect liberty. Corruption explains vainness by stating

what is at the bottom of the failure of the creation,
namely decay and death. Its opposite is incorruption;
but instead of using this negative term Paul uses the
positive term “the glory" which was used in v. 18 and
is now emphatic because of its repetition. This is the
eternal glory, the eﬁ‘ulgence of perfection that never
declines or ends.
It belongs to the children of God. They alone are
the children (sons) ; such a designation does not apply
to the creature world. It shares in this liberty only

because of its connection with these children. No hope
of liberty and of glory exists for the ungodly; hence the
future of the creation is not bound up with them, and
not a word is said here about them.
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So the creation, too, will at last be gloriﬁed. What
Paul says about it in this section settles the question
raised by other passages: Ps. 102:27; II Pet. 3:10;
Rev. 20:11; Isa. 34:4; Luke 21:33; Job 14:12, as to
whether the creature world will ﬁnally be annihilated.
"The liberty of the glory” cannot have a double meaning: blessed, eternal glory for the children of God,
annihilation for the creation. To call the latter a liberation is an odd use of language. It has been well
said that not the xéapoc itself will pass away but only
the a'xﬁpa 1'05 «dopey 1015101: (I Cor. 7 :31) , the form of this

present world. The ﬁre mentioned by Peter must be
the ﬁre of puriﬁcation. The “new heaven and the new
earth” mentioned in Rev. 21 :1 are not vice, newly cre-

ated and never having existed before, but Kawo's, new
in contrast with old, different from what heaven and
earth (Gen. 1:1) formerly were. Rev. 21 states that
the present separation of the Holy City from the earth
shall end in a union of both. “Behold, I make all things
new, mini.” The teaching of the entire Scripture is to
the effect that God’s plans are never defeated, that he
does not replace but restore.
Many questions regarding details confront us in
this connection. Will the animals, the plants, the insects be raised to life? What about the noxious creatures, the bacilli, for instance? We have no answers.
Wait! It is vain to operate with our logic in a ﬁeld that
is inﬁnitely above all logic. Do we know what it means
to create? As little do we know what it means to make
'all things new. Do we know what our glory will be?
As little do we know what this gloriﬁed earth will be.
The great hope arises from the divine assurances and

promises. Let no little vain reasonings dim that hope!
He who made Paradise for Adam will make heaven and
earth new, far beyond Paradise, in the consummation.
For “the tabernacle of God is with men, and he will

Romans 8:21, 22
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dwell with them” (Rev. 21 :3) in a way that is beyond
what Paradise ever knew.

The speculations and the hypotheses of modern science, philosophy, and theology regarding the brute origin of man and regarding an evolution that is in progress but does not have even a hypothetical goal, are
mistaken in the light of' Scripture. It is a pity that
some men are inclined to take them seriously.
22) Two yap follow, the ﬁrst substantiating
what Paul says about the sad condition of the creature world, the second (v. 24) what he says in regard to hope.

For we know that the whole creation

is groaning together and suffering birth pains together up until now. Moreover, not only (the creation) but also we ourselves who have the ﬁrst fruits
of the Spirit, even we ourselves in ourselves are
groaning, waiting out adoption, the redemption of
our body.
This is nothing mysterious but something that all
Christians know from their own observation. Paul has
only interpreted this common knowledge. “All the creation is groaning together" in a great symphony of
sighs (Philippi, Smfzersymphonie); multitudinous is
this suppressed agonizing of the whole creature world
under the distress which man’s sin and death have
brought upon it. A million things are wrong, and all
nature, especially animate nature, shows it. In his

semen for the Fourth Sunday after Trinity Luther
(Erlangen Ed. 9, 94, etc.) graphically describes this
condition, and others have done the same.
But Paul has a second verb which deepens what
Christians observe: “suffering birth pains together.”
This is not only pain and woe but travail, i. e., pains
that end by bringing forth something, they are like a
woman giving birth to a child. In John 16:21 Jesus
uses this ﬁgure in an elaborated form. The groaning
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is not to end by subsiding when death sets in but to end
when a new condition comes out of it. The two miv in
the verbs do not indicate mutuality with us but the
joint action of the collective creation itself. “Up until
now” contrasts with the future deliverance and glory
and brings out the long time of waiting which continues
up until the very present moment. We still hear the
groaning and the travail.
23) M = “moreover" and adds something diﬁ'erent, the difference being that, while we, too, groan, we
have the ﬁrst fruits of the Spirit, in this respect being
unlike the creature world. Although we are so much
higher we still groan much as does the creation around
us. Zahn revises the reading so as to have it mean:
“but also we ourselves, having the ﬁrst fruits of the
Spirit ourselves within ourselves, are groaning.” His
object is to avoid the thought that we groan within
ourselves by claiming that nature for the most part
groans in silence and inwardly while we Christians
voice our groaning in our prayers. The reading that
states that we groan in ourselves has the best textual
authority. By adopting it we by no means understand
Paul to say that we groan inaudibly while the creature
world groans audibly. He does not say how the creation groans or how we groan. As for audibility or inaudibility, what difference does it make? The creature world, however, has no immortal soul, no reason,
and above all no spiritual life, and thus does not groan
“in itself,” while we groan “in ourselves,” in the depth
of our new spiritual being.
Even the ungodly do not groan in this way, for
Paul emphasizes the fact that we groan thus “as having the ﬁrst fruits of the Spirit”, By the Spirit we
are reborn, by his help we recognize the full reality
of this world’s “vainness” and “slayery of corruption,"

and, on the other hand, “the liberty of the glory" awaiting us. It is thus that we groan. The ungodly cannot

Roman s- 8 :23
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The participial clause is

neither concessive: “though we have,” etc., nor causal: “because we have”; it is descriptive: “we as having the ﬁrst fruits of the Spirit.” The dropping out of
the second mi and thus combining “having within ourselves,” results in a trivial thought: for where else but
“in ourselves" could we have the Spirit?

'A'rrapx'r} = ﬁrst fruits.

“At the Passover, on the

morrow after the Sabbath, a sheaf of green barley
(which is earlier than the wheat) of the ﬁrst fruits of

the crop was waved before the Lord.

At Pentecost,

ﬁfty days later, two loaves of Wheaten bread . . . .
Besides these national offerings the law required that

the ﬁrst of all ripe fruits and liquors should be offered
by individuals. A cake of the ﬁrst dough baked was
to be a heave offering. The ﬁrst fruits of the oil, wine,
and wheat were to be offered to Jehovah for the beneﬁt
of his priests as his representatives. The Talmud ﬁxed

on the sixtieth as the least to be given of the produce,
a thirtieth or fortieth as a liberal offering.” Fausset
and any Bible Dictionary.

Used ﬁguratively, “the ﬁrst

fruits” signify the assurance of much more to follow,
namely the revelation of the glory or the liberty of the
glory.

In effect, “the ﬁrst fruits of the Spirit” = “the

earnest of the Spirit in our hearts,” dppaﬁéy, the ﬁrst
down payment which secures the rest of the payment in
due time (II Cor. 1:22; 5:5; Eph. 1:14).
The genitive in “the ﬁrst fruits of the Spirit" is not

partitive; for the Scriptures never divide the Spirit
so that we have a section now and all the sections at
last. This genitive is appositional: the ﬁrst fruits are
the Spirit. The entire Spirit is given to us now, and
this gift is the assurance that in due time we shall
receive the glory even to the ransoming of our body.
Paul leaves no doubt on this score, for he adds:
“waiting out adoption, (namely) the ransoming of our

body.” The participle is temporal: “while waiting out"
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(this verb occurs also in v. 19). What the anarthrous
“adoption” means is show by its apposition “the ransoming of our body." To wait out adoption (in in the
verb) does not mean to receive it for the ﬁrst time (v.
15 speaks of this reception) ; it means to wait until its
full consummation arrives; and the apposition shows
what this consummation is. When a child is adopted it
does not at once possess and enjoy all that adoption
assures; as an adopted child it waits until these things
arrive in due course. Thus adoption, for instance,
makes the child an heir, but it must wait out the time to
have the inheritance turned over to it (v. 17).
It is especially “the ransoming of our body” for
which we wait out the time because this is the climax
of what is assured us in adoption. When the body, too,
is raised from the dead (v. 11) and joined in glory to
the soul (v. 17), then all that adoption includes will
be fully in our possession, and there will be nothing beyond that is still to be added. When Paul calls this “the
ransoming” of our body he uses a term that is most apt

in every way. Deissmann, Light from the Ancient
East, 331,shows that a ransom is involved, and that the
term was used in connection with the manumission of
slaves. He makes it clear that the idea of a price is not
“a pictorial detail of no ulterior signiﬁcance” but “a

necessary link in the chain of thought.” We must,
therefore, discard the deﬁnitions which reduce the term
to a deliverance without ransom. In his elaborate es~
say on this term Warﬁeld, Chm'stz‘an Doctrine, shows
that in English the word “redemption” has lost too
much of what “ransoming” conveys and ought to con-

vey as a translation of amaﬁrpwu.
We may call its use here eschatological because it

refers to the resurrection. The price paid for this ﬁnal
part of our deliverance is the same blood of Christ
which paid all our other ransom. See the connection
with Christ in v. 11. The word ﬁts exactly the idea of

Romans 8:23-25
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“slavery of the corruption,” for slaves often received
manumission by ransom. It equally ﬁts the liberation
mentioned in v. 21; in fact, Deissmann points out that
dquu'rpwms and dirt/\wﬂc'pwo'w, "liberation," go together.
The body is in slavery even after it enters the grave,
for corruption, decay, and death still hold it; the res-

urrection liberates it “in the liberty of the children of
God.” The exactness and the richness of the term
“ransoming” as used in the present connection have

seldom been fully perceived.
24, 25)

This waiting out the time Paul explains

(ya’p) in all simplicity. He reverts to the phrase “on
the basis of hope” used in v. 21. For the (object of)
hope were we saved. But (an object of) hope seen
is not (an object of ) hope; for who hopes for what

he sees? But if we hope for what we do not see,
by means of patience we wait it out.
The readings vary, but fortunately not the sense.

The dative troubles many. It is not a dative of means.
We are not saved “by means of hope" but by means of
faith.

If hope is taken in an objective sense, means

becomes more impossible; for that which saved us must
have been there when it saved us, yet the thing hoped
for lies in the future.

Manner is likewise excluded,

Philippi’s hoffnungsweise, for this omits the article.
“Hope” is objective throughout as our translation indicates; Paul himself contrasts “what is seen” with
“what is not seen” even as he speaks of “hope seen”
(all are objective). The dative is that of the indirect

object: we were saved when we were ﬁrst saved “for
the hope,” the great object of our hope, the one of

which Paul has been speaking (hence the article), the
glory about to be revealed, the liberty of the children
of God (v. 18, 21). Thus Stellhorn.
See 1:16 on a’wﬁypt’a and the corresponding verb.
When our rescue occurred, When we were ﬁrst justiﬁed
by faith (the aorist to indicate the one past fact, his-
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torical) , this was not an act that was at once to lift us
into glory, it was “for this hope,” to give us this glory
as the object of hope in all due time.

So in this life

“we walk by faith and not by sight,” II Cor. 5:7. We
are heirs, but not yet in possession (v. 17). As to faith
and hope, the former embraces salvation as it is pres-

ent, the latter embraces salvation as what is yet in the
future.

Hope rests on faith; faith always bears hope

with it.
Now it is self-evident: “the hope seen is not hope,”
i. e., once the object of hope is seen, it ceases to be an

object of hope.

Once the hoped-for glory, liberty, res-

urrection of our body are before our eyes, hope turns
to realization.

“For who (still) hopes for what he sees?”

Note

the translation of the A. V. and the R. V. margin. The
rhetorical question answers itself. “But if we hope

for what we do not see,” that is hope indeed, for then
“through patience we wait it out” (the same verb and
the participle occurring in v. 19, 23) . This is now our
situation, and as far as the body is concerned, it will

be so until the last day. ‘Yaropow; (brave perseverance)
is again the proper word in view of our own groaning

amid the present painful conditions, “a brave, quiet
remaining under” them until “the liberty of the children of God” arrives. But what a vastness our hope
thus assumes in Paul’s presentation by involving, as it
does, “all the creation” (v. 22) !

Only the ungodly are

excluded.
26)

Moreover, in like manner also the Spirit

lays hand to our inﬁrmity.

For, what we shall pray

as necessary we do not know; but the Spirit himself
intercedes with groanings unutterable. And he who
searches the hearts knows the mind of the Spirit,
that according to God he intercedes in behalf of
saints.

Romans 8:26
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At' adds something of a different nature; and “in
like manner" says that it corresponds to what precedes.
Just as we wait out the time in brave, patient perseverance, so the Spirit helps our inﬁrmity. We are not
left alone in our hopeful waiting, weak as we are. Some
connect: the creation groans — we groan — and in

like manner the Spirit-groans. But this paralleling
of the Spirit with the creature and with us is rather
fanciful. Paul connects 1) our patient waiting out the
time with 2) the Spirit's help, and the link is our weakness.
“The Spirit” is here presented in his work as the
Paraclete (John 14:16) who is called to our side to aid
us. Paul says, “He lays hold helpfully on our weakness,” 0151/, along with us he takes hold of the burden
in order to help us, c'wn’, facing us, “as if two men were
carrying a log, one at each end” (R. 573). Each preposition adds something to the picture (R. 565). “Our
weakness” is plain from v. 18-25: we do not suffer and
wait as we should; we do not show the patience and the
hope that we should. Some deﬁne the weakness on the
basis of the following and make it weakness in praying
-for what is necessary; restriction is carried still farther
to weakness in praying for eternal blessedness. But
prayer is the general means for obtaining help in all
our needs and is introduced here for this very reason.
The trouble is not only our weakness but also our inability to use our great means for obtaining strength as
we should. By taking hold with us (015v) over against us

(aw!) the Paraclete helps us, indeed.
I‘dp states the reason for the Spirit's support in our
praying: “For, what we shall pray as necessary we do
not know."

This implies that we do pray, but that we

do it ignorantly and do not always pray for the thing
that is necessary. The indirect question with the subjunctive is deliberative: one or more ask themselves,
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“What shall we do?”

The article 16 before this ques—

tion only marks it as the object of “we do not know.”

It is worth noting that Paul includes himself.

Con-

strue, “what we shall pray as necessary" (literally,
“according as it is necessary," R. 722) and not, “as
necessary we do not know." The latter would rest too

much emphasis on the modiﬁer by placing it before its
verb; nor would anything be gained by this construction, for not to know as necessary is after all not to
pray as necessary, and vice versa.
The Spirit at once steps in but not merely in order
to help out knowledge, which would be a rather slow
process of help and in this life would at best always

leave us with much ignorance.

Especially when we

are amid suffering we ever incline to pray only for its
removal because we deem that “as necessary”; waiting
out the time in patience so often seems t00 difﬁcult.
Even Paul prayed three times to have the thorn in the

ﬂesh removed, and the answer he received shows for
what he should have prayed. These deﬁciencies in our
prayers “the Spirit himself” makes good; “he intercedes," the present tense, iterative, at any time when

it may be needed. The verb expresses a complete
thought and does not need “for us” (A. V.). This
double compound occurs only here and in later ecclesiastical writers; in v. 27 we have the shorter form. Etymologically the verb means that the Spirit “happens
on" us and acts “in behalf" of us, “bending over to
protect" ({m’p) , R. 629. The preposition does not mean
aufs beste, for no degree is indicated. We translate
“intercedes.”

As a true Advocate and Paraclete the Spirit ﬁnds us
in our weakness, takes our part, speaks in our behalf
in a way in which we could not pray in our own
Here is proof that we have the intercession
Spirit in addition to that of Jesus. Thus we
double comfort. It is the Spirit who works all

behalf.
of the
have a
that is
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spiritual in us, also our praying, and thus not only
knows our inner condition but is most deeply concerned

about it.
The dative of means, “with groanings unutterable,"
has received some fanciful interpretations. Paul does
not write dAa’AoLs, “unuttered,” i. e., dumb or silent, but
dxaxﬁrou, “unutterable,” which cannot be expressed in
any language so as to convey their meaning. The idea
that some of these groanings were uttered in the psalms

cannot be entertained, for then they would not be “unutterable” as Paul states. The dogmaticians such as
Quenstedt III, 259 thought that this intercession of the
Spirit with unutterable groanings signiﬁes that he
causes us to pray and to groan and helps us to pray

aright.

But this cancels “unutterable" and does not

interpret it. Later writers state that the charisma of
tongues was a speaking in non-human language and
either identify these “groanings” with this non-human
language or conceive of them as a parallel to it. This
idea about non—human language is discussed by the
author in connection with his interpretation of Acts
224-11 and I Cor. 12:10, where this subject is treated
at length. Some think that Paul here speaks of congre~
gational praying, but this is an unwarranted restriction.

The dogmaticians are right: the Holy Spirit does
not and cannot groan; these groans are ours. Philippi
puts it mildly: “To assume that the Spirit groans without using our own spirits is devoid of sense and of
Scripture analogy.” Anthropopathism has its limits.
The gate is opened wide to Schwaerme’rei and fanaticism when we are told that we can hear the Spirit’s
groaning within us and can distinguish it from our

own.

Teach this and note the awful pathological re-

sults! These “groanings” come from our own hearts
even as Paul says that “he who searches the hearts"

knows what they mean (v. 27).

They are neither
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uttered nor utterable; they do not rise to our lips in
inarticulate sounds. Since they are locked in our
hearts, sound is unable to convey them in any way, “we
ourselves within ourselves groan” (v. 23). Underneath
all our uttered prayers of distress and all our audible
groans are these deeper ones that remain in our spirit.
These, even these, since they are the deepest of all, the
Holy Spirit utilizes in making his great and effective
intercession for us. Christ in heaven intercedes for us
from above, the Spirit also intercedes from our inmost
heart.
27) “He who searches the hearts" is a designation that is repeatedly used with reference to God; the
Father sees in secret (Matt. 6:4), knows and tries
heart and reins (1 Chron. 28:9; Ps. 7:9; Prov. 17:3;
Jer. 11:20; 17:10; 20:12; Acts 1:24; I Thess. 2:4;

Rev. 2:23). This designation applies to the Father
only when these groanings are ours; if they were those
of the Spirit, we ought to have “he who searches the
deep things of the Spirit" or some similar designation.
The Father knows “the mind of the Spirit," his intercessory intent and object when he uses these our secret
groanings and not any language or words added to
these groanings to give them utterance or intelligibility. The argument is untenable that, if God is to
understand the mind of the Spirit, the groanings must
be the Spirit's and not our own; why should God not
know the Spirit’s mind when he uses our inmost groaning and adds his intercessory meaning to it?
"on is explicative: “namely that” and not causal:
“because,” our versions. The fact that the Spirit intercedes “in a godly manner” (Rafa. @eév) is not a reason
why the Heart-searcher knows the Spirit’s mind, for he
knOWS all things, those that are “in a human manner"
(Kara avapmrov) as well as the others.

To say what Paul

says is not stating a reason. Paul tells his readers a
most blessed fact as to what the Heart-searcher knows

Romans 8:27, 28
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about the mind of the Spirit, namely this that, although
the Spirit uses our human groanings in his interced-

ing, he does so gottgemaess, “according to a manner
comporting with God." To have him use our poor
human groanings, which cannot even be uttered in any

way, in such a divine manner and to be assured of this,
is comfort, indeed.

Instead of having trip in the verb itself we here
have it in an attached phrase. When we translate into
English we are unable to distinguish the double from
the single compound and must render both “intercede.”

The phrase “in behalf of saints" (see 1:7: those made
holy by the atoning merits of Christ) has no article:
“in behalf of such as are saints” (qualitative) in spite

of all the weakness yet adhering to them. Since they
are dear to God as “saints” under the Spirit’s sanctifying power, the Heart-searcher knows what the Spirit
does when he in a godly manner, one beﬁtting God and
thus surely agreeable to him, hears the Spirit’s intercession for them.

One might fear that intercession

made in the poor human manner will not be efﬁcacious
with him who searches our faulty hearts; this fear disappears when the Spirit steps in in our behalf.
28) Despite their inﬁrmities the Christians need
neither to fear nor to be discouraged. More than this,
they need not be dismayed or depressed in regard to

anything that may happen to them in the course of
their lives. According to an eternal purpose God has
already given them the highest gift; he will add all
others as they are needed. So the eternal goal will
certainly be reached.
Moreover, we know that for those loving God
all things work together for good, for those who are

called according to purpose; because whom he foreknew he also foreordained to he conformed to the
image of his Son in order that he may be the Firsthorn among many brethren. Now, whom he fore-
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ordained, these he also called; and whom he called,
these he also declared righteous; and whom be declared righteous, these he also gloriﬁed.
To the intercession of the Spirit, which aids us in
our weakness in this distressed world, 8i adds another
mighty comfort. As the object shows, “we know"
means to know by means of the knowledge of faith and
not by mere intellectual investigation. The great fact,
“that for those loving God all things work together for
good,” is a fact known only to Christians from the
Word. If it were not for this Word, they, too, would
think that only too many things work for their evil
instead of for their good. The dative is placed forward
for the sake of emphasis: “for those loving God,” the
substantivized participle describing these people: they
have this quality and character. Regarding dyawdu and
ayda-q see the verbal used in 1:7. In our literature it is
the word for the highest type of love, that of comprehension coupled with corresponding purpose. See John
3 :16, and 21 :15, etc. It is more than daddy, the love of
affection. Those who “love” God through experience
know him and all that they have in him, and their heart
seconds all his blessed purposes.
We may ask why Paul introduces this designation
immediately after having named them “saints.” We do
not seek the explanation in what precedes. in what is
said about our “weakness,” or think that we are
“saints” because we are “lovers of God.” We are
saints, not because of our love, but because of what the
love of God did for us; dytot are the ﬁymapz'vot, those

whom God has sanctiﬁed by the blood of the Lamb by
justiﬁcation (3:24, etc.). And it is evident that the
weakness still adhering to us does not constitute us
lovers of God.
This designation is due to what is now predicated
of these lovers; it does not refer to the preceding but
to the present context. The Scripture analogy (for

Romans 8:28
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instance, I Cor. 2:9; James 1:12; 2:5) shows that,
when the bestowal of God’s gifts is mentioned, the
relation of love is emphasized. Even in the last judgment our works of love are brought forward. So here
the thought is simple and appropriate: God’s loving
providence takes perfect care of those who love God.
The idea is just as natural as that a father should keep

his own beloved and loving children.

Of course, this

their love is born of their faith. The love is there
because we are children of God by faith in Christ Jesus.
And their love does not earn the divine care which is
the gift of grace.
Beginning with v. 27 and continuing through v. 30.
Paul uses the third person. He is speaking objectively.
In v. 29, 30 he uses gnomic aorists which are timeless.
Not until v. 31 does he again change to the ﬁrst person
“we." We shall see how vital this fact is for understanding this section. Here we have the facts as such,
as they apply universally, at any time, at all times.

Their application to us, to Paul and to the Romans,
follows in due course (v. 31, etc.).
“All things are working together for good,” all of
them without exception operate together to produce

“good” in the sense of what is beneﬁcial for God’s lovers. This includes every kind of painful experience in
Christian lives, all those that press groans from our
lips and make us groan inwardly in unuttered and unutterable distress. Some of the things that Paul has
in mind he states in v. 38, 39. The Old Testament
story of Joseph is a striking example of the mysterious
and the wonderful way in which God makes the evil
done to us eventuate for our good. Another instance
is the story of the persecution precipitated by Saul.
It scattered the great congregation at Jerusalem to
distant parts, it seemed to be a calamity but served
only for the good of the church by planting it in a hundred new places to ﬂourish more than ever.
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215v in owcpyci causes a discussion.

One naturally

understands this to mean that all things “work to-

gether,” work hand in hand, one thing working in
mutuality with the rest to bring about good for God's
lovers. And, in fact, this is what we ﬁnd in our experience. When we look at the ﬁnal beneﬁcial outcome
for ourselves, the strangest, often the most contradic-

tory occurrences seem to have cooperated to produce
this unanticipated result. Of course, God’s hand was
behind this cooperation; the good result is due to him.

Objection is raised to this obvious and satisfactory
meaning.

Mutuality is canceled; we are pointed to

WVﬁSopaL, “I rejoice in" (not with) the law (7:22),
where mutuality is not expressed; the verb is understood to mean, “all things redound for good," work in
the interest of God’s lovers. We ﬁnd no gain in this

thought.

In hundreds of instances adv does express

mutuality, and there is no good reason for denying that
it has that force here.

On insuﬂicient textual authority the subject 6 9:6;
is inserted: “in every respect (mivra, adverbial accusative) God works together for good with those loving
God.”

Or, since our working is out of line: “God

makes all things work together" (M.-M. 605, alter the
sense of the verb for the sake of the subjects) ; or: God
verhilft, etc., (B.-P. 1262); or: God “helps”; or: all
things “help” (C.-K. 433). By reducing the meaning

to helping, the latter erases all that is distinctive in the
verb and substitutes a general idea.

This is the less

ﬁtting because “help for good” (can things help for
evil?) is incongruous, especially in the present passage.

Nor does dyaﬂév mean salvation, Heil; being anarthrous,
it refers to any good, any beneﬁt that is valuable for

God's lovers. The fact that the ultimate purpose of all
the good providences of God is our salvation should
not lead us to overlook the accordant intermediate purposes and the fact that “for good” names these.

Romans 8:28
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In apposition to the dative, “for those loving God,"

is the appended designation, “for those being (who
are) according to purpose called ones.” Since it is
appended to the sentence, this apposition is the transition to the following sketch (v. 29, 30) of all the
divine acts that underlie God's providence so that all
things cooperate for good to us. In fact, this apposition is a summation of v. 29, 30, or rather these verses

are an expansion of the condensed appositional summation. From what we are as lovers of God, Paul advances to the divine acts by which we have been made
what we are, God’s purposing and his gospel call,
which leads Paul to unfold the whole chain of acts
involved.
The purpose of the apposition is not a correction
of the expression “those loving God” as though Paul
fears that we might think that our love merits God's
care of us. Our love is the blessed effect of God's purpose and call.

The one involves the other. The thought

of an opposition between them is unwarranted. Those
who truly love never dream of a mercenary merit when
they love. This very idea is excluded by dyamiv, the love
of real comprehension coupled with concordant purpose.

But for our complete comfort we should know

the divine acts underlying the love God has produced
in us.

These acts reveal the ultimate ground of God’s

provident care of his lovers.
The verbal «Anni is not used as an adjective (1:7)
but as a noun; it is a designation like ayim, m’am (these

two occur in this order in Eph. 1 :1), d‘ymnrroi, EKMM'OZ,
etc. We have already noted that, while in Matt. 20:16;
22:14 «Aqm' is used with reference to those who simply
hear God’s gospel call irrespective of whether they
accept it or not, in the epistles the term is used in the
pregnant sense and includes the acceptance; compare

I Cor. 1:9; I Pet. 2:9.

The verbal is passive and in-
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Volves God as the agent who called and the gospel as
the divine means and the power by which he called.
modems, “purpose’.’(in II Tim. 1:9, “his own purpose”) is the act of setting something before oneself.
The preposition in this compound word is not temporal.
What we are by God’s call of grace accords with a purpose formed by God. The result (we, called people)
tallies with God’s purposing (words in «m denote
action) and with what his purposing set in motion so
as to attain this result.
The phrase Rafa. 1rp60¢mv lacks the article and is not
the equivalent of the adverb “purposely" which denotes
manner; for Ka'ra'. states concord, and the noun the norm
of the concord. There is a divine purpose, and this
underlies all else pertaining to our salvation, including
all saving results attained, the intermediate such as
“the called” and the ﬁnal, the saints in glory. Everything tallies with this governing and normative purpose. In substance the word means Selbstbestimmung
(C.-K. 1173) ; Ratschluss is not as good. This is the
purpose of God’s dydw-q, of his love of comprehension
coupled with corresponding purpose; his prothesz's is
ﬁlled with this ayes-q.
This explanation should be sufﬁcient, but this phrase
has been misinterpreted. Calvin uses it to posit a
diﬁ'erence in the call extended to men: one call is
“according to purpose” and converts irresistibly and
is extended only to the elect, another is “not according
to purpose” and never converts and is extended to the

non-elect, the reprobate. But the latter is not a serious,
true call but only a sham and a deception.

According

to Calvin the eternal destiny of every man was ﬁxed by
an absolute, mysterious decree prior to God’s purpOSe
which elected a few and reprobated the rest; why
should there be a purpose back of the call of the latter?
A later view identiﬁes “purpose” and “election” as
being “substantially” the same and thinks of “election”

Romans 8 :28, 2.9
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as being the unconditional selection of a certain number of persons from the great massa perdita for faith
and for heaven. Paul would thus speak of “those called
in accord with election.” But what shall we then say

of the call extended to the rest? The call is universal
and identical for all men. In all without distinction its
intent and purpose is faith (mediate result) and ﬁnal
glory (ultimate result). In this its universality, identity, and identical intent it accords with God’s purpose.

No modiﬁcation of the name or of the 0.77mi in any
Scripture word, phrase, or clause makes the call of
some men different from that of other men. In making
this claim we join the great chorus of our Lutheran
fathers with whom many others agree. In the clause
“being the called according to purpose” the restriction
does not lie in ”purpose” but only in the pregnant oi
Kim-oi, which is used in the epistles as a designation of
those who have not only received the call but also have
been won by it. The reason that the rest Were not won
in no way or to no degree lies in the call or in the divine
purpose but in the wicked human will which rejects the
call and the purpose.
29)
"On states the reason that all things work
together for nothing but good for those who love God.
for those who are called according to purpose. This
reason is contained already in their designation, “the
called according to purpose,” but Paul draws it out and
details it in full because every part of it is so convinc—
ing and thus so comforting in the face of ills. He
speaks objectively: 05;, which already implies a roﬁrovc.
and then (v. 30) in full of-s~ —Tou‘rovs‘. All of the aorists
are equally objective, gnomic, and timeless (R. 837)
and are arranged in a chain which B.-D. 493, 3 calls a
Klimax, and the relative clause in each new sentence
repeats the preceding main verb.
The claim that Paul speaks subjectively, ”from the
standpoint of the Romans" as being people who were
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called and justiﬁed, is untenable. The objectivity
argues against this claim. The last clause, “these he
also gloriﬁed,” literally answers this claim, which is
made in the probable interest of a novel theory regarding predestination. Overlooking the objectivity of
Paul’s presentation, this claim advances to the declaration that the Scriptures never speak about predestination‘ except in a subjective way and to the assertion
that therefore we, too, dare not speak of it except in a
subjective way. Matt. 22 :1-14 is also purely objective.
The latter is taken care of by saying that it only “describes the elect.” See the author’s exposition of the
passage in Matthew.
Romans 8:29, 30 is accepted as being one of the
great sedes doctrime of predestination and is an example of how mighty doctrines are incidentally introduced. For the main thought of this passage is God's
provident care, and the main object of it comfort and
assurance in regard to that care. In fact, predestination is not at all elucidated, for only the verb for it
and no more is introduced. Even the question, so fully
answered in Matt. 22 :1-14, as to why only a few are
“elect” is not treated here, for our attention is here
ﬁxed only on those who are the called, i. e., “those whom
he did predestinate." It is well to note these things.
These gnomic aorists need no subject because God alone
can be the subject. Regarding the insertion of a @«S:
in v. 28, which would carry this subject over into v.
29, 30, see that verse.
Hpoywu'saxcw = wpé plus 7114501:ch = to know in advance

= “to foreknow.” The addition «pd does not change
the meaning of "to know," it only dates it. The same
is true with regard to arpoopi'tm, to ordain in advance, to

predestine. How far back «p6 reaches is. not debated,
for all agree that these divine acts go back to eternity.
The kind of knowing referred to in the clause, “whom
he foreknew,” need not be in doubt in view of passages
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such as the following: “The Lord knoweth the way of
the righteous," Ps. 1:6; “You only have I known of all
the families of the earth," Amos 3:2; “I never knew
you,” Matt.'7:23: “I know my sheep, and am known
of mine,”'John 10:14; “The Lord knoweth them that
are his," II Tim. 2:19.

It is well to note that Yn‘allﬂmn = a knowing that
places the knower into a personal relation to the one

known, which is not the case with aZSa, the act of mere
intellectual apprehension (C.-K. 388). It is plain that
in his omniscience God knew, knows, and foreknew all
men. When Jesus says regarding the wicked on judgment day that he never knew them, and when in con-

trast it is so repeatedly said regarding the Lord and regarding Jesus that they know the godly, we at once see
that in all these statements “to know," ymsam, is used
in a pregnant sense, which usage our dogmaticians well

deﬁne as nascere (nosse) cum aﬁectu, et eﬁ'ectu, “to
know with affection and with a resultant effect." The
dictionaries would do well to , adopt this deﬁnition,
because nothing that is more exact and to the point has
been produced. Now «poywéaxew dates this affectionate
and effective knowing back into eternity.

whole story.

.

This is the

..

We add one point. This knowing is divine and
occurred in eternity. All of time was spread out before
the omniscient mind of God, and throughout its extent
God knew every one of his own in advance, knew him
affectionately and effectively, already in eternity knew
him as his own from the moment of the inception of his

faith until his death. in this faith. This excludes all
those who believe only for a time and become apostate
before their death. For in eternity, before the mind of
God, all time and all that occurs in time were ﬁnished
and complete. God's foreknowing cannot be restricted
to any point in time; it covers all time in one act. In

regard to the wicked, in. eternity God knew about them
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(otsa) in advance but no more; his knowing could not
embrace them in aﬁectionate effectiveness (ywé'am) .
When our dogmaticians add the intensiﬁcation cum
aﬁectu at eﬁ'ectu to this knowing and foreknowing they
remain within both linguistic and Biblical bounds. The
error begins when these bounds are exceeded. Calvin
says regarding “whom he foreknew”: “It is an adoption to the estate of children, whereby he has separated
us forever from the rejected." Others: Ueber welche
er einen Vorbeschluss gefasst hat, an advance decree;
C.-K. 255: zzwor erkueren, to choose in advance; M.-M.
538 who have only six short lines mention Hort regarding I Pet. 1:20: “designate before.” In one way or in
another the word “foreknow” is extended too far,
either in plain language or in implicit language. The
classic use of 'ywéa’xav with the force of “to judge,” to
hand down a judicial decision, also does duty although
it is admitted that upoyzyéamu is never used in this sense.
The statement is made that pagans had no conception
of such a juridical ﬁnding made in advance by God and
hence have no examples of this juridical use.
Two points are at issue. We cannot agree with the
assertion that upoc’ym designates einen Willensakt Gottes, einen goettlichen Ratschluss. Both linguistically
and doctrinally the knowing cannot be eliminated and
an act of willing, a decreee, be substituted. We are
told that when God in eternity willed this appropriating decree, the persons concerned were the same as all
the rest in the mssa. perdz'ta, that it is a “mystery” as
to how God came to will only regarding these and not
also regarding the rest. God’s omniscience in “foreknew” is thought to see only the total depravity; “fore-

knew" means that he appropriated some of these so
depraved people, this appropriation being the cause
of their salvation, their eventual salvation being thus,
and thus alone, omnisciently knOWn. This view of
“whom he foreknew" needs no refutation. “Fore-
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knew" ever remains eternal advance knowledge, a divine knowledge that includes all that God’s grace

would succeed in working in us. It'has been well called
“the eye of predestination.” God did not close his eyes,
then reach into the massa perdita to will the appropriation of a few, then open his eyes again and see them
ﬁnally saved in heaven.
The older dogmaticians interpreted: quos credituros
praevidit, “whom he foresaw as believers." This is
objected to by those who make “foreknew” an act of
the will as described above, the more so because it
established the doctrine that we are elected intuitu ﬁdei,
an abbreviation for “in view of the merits of Christ
perseveringly appropriated by faith.” Our fathers are
charged with “impossible linguistics," with ”opening
door and gate to all arbitrariness in exegesis." This

is plain injustice.

What a pity that those fathers are

not here to reply to these charges with their clarity and

their vigor! We are glad to point to the many notable
recent interpreters who second these fathers in supplying a predicative expression with “whom he foreknew,”

which states as what God foreknew them.
Those who object to this view must reckon with
other passages: in John 10:14 Jesus “knows” certain
persons as “my sheep,” and these know him as their
Shepherd; in Matt. 7:22, 23 the persons are fully

described to whom Jesus says: “I never knew you!”
This is also true with regard to other passages. The
fathers and these later exegetes simply interpret in
order terser to bring out the meaning of Paul. Those
who. object to this method apply this same method in
many places in their own exegesis. They apply it even
right here but do so covertly. When they convert
“foreknew" into a Ratschluss or decree they direct this
act of the will of God toward men as being what kind
of men? As men who are still in utter depravity! But
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for this mysterious decree these men would have re-

mained in their depravity.
When it is said that “fereknew” is complete in
itself, this is correct when the verb is properly under-

stood.

No predicative accusative is needed because

this foreknowledge of effective affection covers everything in those so foreknown, i. e., all God's work of
grace in them from beginning to end.

Those who sup-

plied a proper predication, whether they thought the
verb needed it or not, should not be condemned. But
this view that “foreknew” is complete in itself becomes
a different matter when it is used for 'the purpose of
turning the word into a mere act of the will which

mysteriously appropriates a few from the massa, perdita.
“Foreknew” and “foreordained” cannot be synonymous. The entire ﬁve acts are diﬁerent, each succeeding one rests on the previous one. Hpoopz’ccw = “to

foreordain,” and wpooptcmo's = “foreordination.” These
are the regular Biblical terms for “to predestinate” and
“predestination.” This is an act of the will; by it God
in eternity ﬁxed, settled, and determined that those
whom he already recognized in love as his cvim should
be such as are conformed to the image of his Son.

Those who regard “foreknew” as an act of adoptiOn,
election, or however they word it, make no more than
a formal distinction between “foreknew” and “fore-

Ordained,” no matter how they strive to augment this
distinction. Paul’s weighty statement would end in
virtual tautology.
Evppépdaovs is the predicative accusative, and it may
be followed, as here, by the genitive or, as in Phil. 3 :21,
by the dative. We need no ﬁnal inﬁnitive: “to be” conformed because this thought ]ies in the verb: “he also

foreordained to be.” But we should not overlook
uopﬁ in the adjective “conformed." This conformation
to which we are predestined involves the reception of a
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form that is not a mere outward resemblance but one
that is native to the essence. I John 3:2. Hence also
we have eixo’w, imago, and not «imam, similitudo. The
former'is always .4be and implies a Vorbild. We
are to be copies of Christ, the original: “conformed as
the copy of the Son." The word implies derivation,
Trench, Synonyms. This conformity is not attained
until we reach the state of glory: “shall be gloriﬁed
with him" (v. 17) ; “the glory about to be revealed in
us" (v. 18, 19); uio9¢aia as we still await it (v. 23).
There is, indeed, a conformitas crucis which we attain
in this life, and some would combine it with the conformitas gloriae to be attained at the last day. But
Paul is pointing his readers from their'sufferings to
their comfort amid trials and to their assured hope, and
this means to their coming glory.
The doctrine of predestination has caused much
trouble in the church. Because it was thought to
involve many profundities, men have submerged themselves in self-made gulfs of darkness, thereby losing
or almost losing the clear and precious gospel. The
discussion of this has caused many preachers to steer
shy of the whole subject as being one that is quite beyond them. But let us approach the subject in the
simplicity in which Paul presents it. He wrote for
simple Christians who also easily understood them.
Back of our call is God’s purpose of grace and salvation; only in accord with it are we the called. Already
in eternity God knew all the called, knew them in his
love; and then he also destined them to be ﬁnally made
like his Son. Amid our present trials this is comfort,
indeed.

That is nothing to entangle us; that is a ser-

mon that ought to be preached often.
Paul even tells us about God’s ultimate purpose:
“in order that he may be the First-born among many
brethren." Some think that “the First-born” refers
only to the pre-eminence of the Son who has become
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incarnate. Some go beyond this to his deity and say
that he was the essential Son long before we became
the adopted sons and by adoption his brethren. But we
are Christ’s brethren only through his incarnation; we
are conformed to his image only in so far as he is
man and now gloriﬁed as man. “First-born,” however, cannot refer to the incarnation as such, to the
Son’s birth from the Virgin Mary, for not by means of
such a birth are we his brethren. Whatever the relation that is implied in Col. 1:15 and Heb. 1:6 may be,
here, where our gloriﬁcation is the subject, Col. 1:18:
“the First-born from the dead"; Rev. 1:5: “the Firstbegotten of the dead”; Acts 26:23; “the ﬁrst that
should rise from the dead" (I Cor. 15:20) constitute
the parallels.

In the resurrection unto glory he became

for us “the First-born,” we shall become conformed to
his image, and so he shall have many “brethren.” The
risen Christ called his disciples “brethren” (John
20 :17) because they were justiﬁed ; but here “brethren"
adds to the justiﬁed also allgthe future glory when
Christ shall acknowledge and God shall receive us as
the Son's “brethren," who are raised through him and
like him to glory.
30)

For this reason Paul sketches the steps that

lie between the predestination and the gloriﬁcation:
“Now (86) , whom he foreordained, these he also called;
and whom he called, these he also declared righteous;
and whom he declared righteous, these he also glori-

ﬁed.”

When “these” is written out and resumes the

relative subject clauses, it is emphatic.

So greatly is

God concerned with “these” that he does the great acts
here recorded. If it be asked why God did not foreknow, foreordain, call, justify the rest, the Biblical
answer is found in Matt. 23 :37 and similar passages:

God did not exclude them, but despite all that God could
do they excluded themselves. “These he called” includes the acceptance of the call; and it in no way

Romans 8:80
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excludes the extension of the same call with the same
power of grace to the rest. See Matt. 22:14 and the

entire parable regarding the treatment which the call
receives.

“These he declared righteous"; Swami-1v is sufﬁciently
explained in 3 :24, where the passive occurs. “J ustiﬁcation is that act of God by which he, of pure grace,
for the sake of the merits of Christ, pronounces a poor
sinner, who truly believes in Christ, free from guilt

and declares him just.” This is an excellent deﬁnition.
The act is forensic, takes place in heaven the instant

when the call kindles faith.
“These he gloriﬁed” crowns the whole (v. 17, 18).
This ﬁnal aorist distresses the commentators and will
always trouble them until they realize that there is a
gnomic aorist, R. 837. All of these aorists are alike.
This last aorist is not proleptic, neither are the other
ﬁve. “These” means all the saved down to the last one
to the end of time. How many of them are as yet not

born!

Why, then, are not also the other aorists, “he

called,” “he declared righteous,” proleptic in regard to
those who will yet be called and justiﬁed? Past, present, and future are not to be considered in this connec-

tion. The fact that some have already been called
while others shall yet be called, some are already justiﬁed, others shall yet be, some (their souls) are al—
ready gloriﬁed, others shall yet be, and that the bodies
of all await glory — this element of time regarding
tenses is eliminated by the gnomic, timeless aorist just
as the subject “these" also eliminates it. Consult what
has already been said on the objectivity of these statements in connection with v. 29.
Here there is no Standpunkt such as the moment
when Paul wrote these words, or when the Romans
read them, or when we now read them. Then Paul
should have written a future tense. But if he had done
so he should also have changed m"; — Yourous‘ into “us —-
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whom."

For then he should have made subjective

what in a far grander and in a far more effective and

comforting way he made wholly objective. Paul sees
God’s whole work complete, complete from eternity to

eternity. all “these". from the ﬁrst saint to the last.
from God’s foreknowledge ere time began to the glory

of these saints when time shall be no more.
31) Not until he reaches this point does Paul
apply theobjective facts subjectively. Now “we" sets
in, and not until now. Here are the deductions we
must make from the objective facts for our great comfort. A climax is reached in v. 30, and now even the
diction rises grandly.

Erasmus exclaims:

Quid us-

quam Cicero dixit gmndiloquentiws? “What has Cicero
ever said more grandiloquently ?" Poor Cicero never
had a subject like this nor a mind so ﬁlled with spiritual
light. The product of Inspiration is the greatest proof

for Inspiration.
What, then, shall we say to these things?

If.

God for us, who against us? He who did not spare
his own Son but delivered him up for us all, how
shall he not also with him graciously grant to us all
things?
The rhetorical question arouses heightened attention as to what Christians are bound to say to the great
things (facts) just stated, wpés, “facing,” “in view of”
these things. They certainly cannot stand and lament
as though theirs is a sad lot. They must be ashamed
of all doubt or complaint.

A second rhetorical question

that is added without a copula states the whole matter
in a nutshell: “If God — for us, who — against us?”
The condition of reality is fulﬁlled. God is for us;
hence the challenge: “Who —- against us?" The implication is not that no one is against us but that it
makes not a particle of difference who is. Bring on all

the world, a thousand foes, unnumbered ills, God is
greater, mightier, and is on our side.

Romans 8:82
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32) A second question expounds the “if" clause,
God’s being for us; the next verses expound anyone’s
being against us. This question is linked right into the
preceding one by making its subject a relative clause,
this clause letting the subject stand out boldly, almost
like an independent nominative: God — “he who even
spared not his own Son but," etc., as ye, der ja. We
have no particle similar to ye’ to attach to the relative,
nothing So delicate, and hence generally omit it when
translating. R. 1148 explains its force: “at least," or in
other connections, “this much"; he assumes the latter
force here, we the former, the concessive touch: he who

as every Christian admits.
What God has done seals what he will still do. The
idea is not that he has already done the greater and
thus will add the less; no, it is stronger than that: the
greater with which he began makes it impossible for
him not to add the rest which is only less great. “How
shall he not graciously grant ?" means that there is no
way so that God could avoid this further grant, seeing
what he has already granted. The argument is not
merely from the greater to the less but a statement of
the impossibility of not completing what God began at
so tremendous a cost to himself.
What God has done is put into Biblical words. “He
that spared not his own Son” recalls Gen. 22 :16, recalls
not only the words but the fact, and there is a double
correspondence. What God acknowledges as the highest proof of love in Abraham he himself has furnished
us: he actually spared not his own Son. What do some

interpreters mean by saying that Paul never called
Jesus God’s Son? He begins his epistle by calling him
this (1 :2) and here even emphasizes it by writing “his
own Son.”

“Picture well to yourself this dear own

Son.” writes Luther, “then you will feel intimately this
ﬂow of divine love.

If you had a son who was not only

your own bodily son but also your only son, an intelli-
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gent, wise, sensible, pius, good. and very dear son; and
for the sake of a miserable strange servant who in

addition was your debtor you now spared not this son
but you sent and let him go and endure even death just
in order to redeem that servant. Would you allow the
ingratitude of such a servant, supposing that he would
fail to appreciate and would despise the great love you
and your son had borne him in counting him worth so

much, would you allow it to go unpunished and with
patient silence say nothing about it? How much less
should you expect such a thing of God and God’s Son ?”
See how Jesus describes this sparing not his own Son
in Matt. 21:37.

“Spared not” shows what the price

meant to God.
“The negative is enhanced by the positive: “but delivered him up," namely into death. “Os wapéﬁmxcv aimiv is
matched by Xpw'rt‘zs wapc'wacv c'uvrév, Gal. 2:20; Eph. 5:2;

I Tim. 2:6; Titus 2:14. This signiﬁcant verb is constantly used in the Gospels to designate Christ’s deliverance into the hands of his enemies and into death.
“His own Son” names the person according to his divine nature while what is predicated of him pertains to
his human nature.

A survey of the Scriptures nets

the result that the person may be named by any name,
and anything of either or of both natures may be freely
predicated of him. This is due to the union of the two

natures in his person.
“For us all” takes in every believer, not one is excepted. Yet the phrase in no way limits the atonement:
the Son died for all men alike. When it is said in various connections that he died for the believers, this is
due to the fact that so many men reject the atonement,
that only in the believers does it become personally,
savingly effective, that they thus stand out as a group
by themselves. Here Paul deals with these alone in
order to comfort and to assure them, something he
could not do for others, hence he says trip may «éwwl'.

Romans 8:32, 33
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This is placed emphatically before zapéswm. Substitution is included because only by being delivered up “in

our stead” could the Son have been delivered up “in our
behalf.” Remove substitution, and nothing of saving
value “in our behalf” is left. See the discussion under
5:6, 8.

Construe “how not also" and not “also with him."
It is true that the meek shall inherit “the earth" (Matt.
5:5), that Abraham is “heir of the world" (Rom.
4:13), and we heirs with him (Gal. 3:29). If the context permitted it, we, too, should regard 7a mivra as
distinct from min-a. in the sense of das All, “the all,"
“the sum of all things" (R. 773), the gloriﬁed earth and
universe (Rev. 21:1). But such a reference lies too
far back, namely in v. 18-25, the coming glory in which
the creature will share. The paragraph v. 26-30 deals
with our comfort in this life, and the present paragraph
is still comfort for this life. Hence n‘z mim. must mean
“all the things,” the sum total of what we now need.
Nothing of this shall be lacking; all of it shall be graciously granted us by God. He will not stint us. Thus
the article is in place in contradistinction to v. 28 where
it is properly absent.
33) Verse 32 rests on God’s being for us; v. 33, 34
on someone being against us. If anyone were against
us in God’s courtroom, this opposition might be most
fatal for us.

Paul begins with that possibility.

Who

shall bring accusation against God’s elect? God is
he who declares righteous! Who is he that will condemn? Christ Jesus is he who died, yea rather who
was raised from the dead, he who is at the right of
God, he who even intercedes for us!
As indicated by the R. V. margin, others, too, translate as though Paul had written four questions: 1)
Who shall bring accusation against God’s elect? 2)
Shall God who justiﬁes? 3) Who is he that will condemn? 4) Shall it be Christ Jesus who died, etc.?
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Abstractly considered, this might be done, but not concretely. Consider the second of these four questions —
before what judge would God bring accusation? And
would God as a judge also be the accuser? In order to
avoid this incongruity the second and the third questions are combined: “God (since he is) the one justi-

fying, who is the one condemning ?” reading Kafaxpivmv,
the present instead of the future participle. This is
thought to match Isa. 50:8, 9, where each of the questions has a preamble. But how would 9:6: 6 Sumtu'w be
construed? It would be a strange pendent nominative,
Moreover, no argument is needed to show that 0:45: In)...

and xpumic mu, are parallel, each follows a question and
answers that question.
The xa'rci phrase intends to recall this phrase which
was used in v. 31: anyone against us would try to bring
charges against us. 'EyKaAc'a’cv. is forensic and indicates the bringing of charges before a court and a
judge. There is no reason for restricting the future
tense to the time of the judgment at the last day. The
devil, our accuser, the law, our conscience, the world
do not wait until that time. The answer to the question is not that no one will ever accuse us, for we shall
be accused often and shall even accuse ourselves (I
John 3:21) ; just as in v. 31 the answer is not that no
one is ever against us. No one will ever be succesS:
fully against us, will ever successfully accuse us. In
order to amount to anything the accusation would have
to be lodged with God, the Supreme Judge.

How vain an accusation will be is indicated already
by the phrase “against God’s elect” which is substituted for “against us,” which was used in v. 31.
“God's elect” is objective like “in behalf of saints,"
“those loving God,” “the called according to purpose,"

“whom -— these (017: -- «rota-due) ,” and “many brethren”
(v. 27-30), all referring to the same persons.

The

thought is not that of partiality, that God would not

Romans 8 :88, 84
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listen to an accusation against people whom he elected
for himself in an absolute way, but the very reverse,
that as a righteous God and as declaring those righteous who are of faith in Jesus (3:26) he would never
have made these his “elect” if valid charges could ever
be lodged against them. They are “elect according to
God, the Father’s, foreknowledge," I Pet. 1:1, 2.
The answer to all accusations is: “God is he who
acquits !" In regard to 6 smauav see the passive Samarium:
in 3:24 and the active smawﬁwa in 3:26. In “he that
justiﬁes” there lies the entire doctrine of justiﬁcation
as presented in 3 :21, etc. The elect are constantly justiﬁed. God does not ignore the sins they still commit,
he pardons them for the sake of Christ whom the elect
embrace by faith: “he daily and richly forgives all sins
to me and all believers,” Luther.
In this epistle Paul uses the term “elect” only once
and then only with the genitive “God’s" and no further
modiﬁer. It is plain that by saying that God justiﬁes
them Paul reverts to v. 29, 30: those whom God foreknew and foreordained he also justiﬁed. This justiﬁcation clears them of every charge which anyone may

bring against them. As “the called according to purpose” (v. 28) they were foreknown as such, as those in
whom God's saving purpose of grace would be effective;
thus God elected them as his own, foreknew them in
effective love, and certainly now justiﬁes them.
34) “Who is he who will condemn ?” advances the
thought of the previous question: “Who will bring
accusation ?" To condemn is more than to accuse. The
thought expressed is the fact that, if God will not condemn, others will, namely these accusers and others
who hear the accusation. Here we must remember that
all God’s judgments, both acquittals and condemnations, are by God himself subjected to the whole universe of angels and of men for judgment as to whether
they are righteous in every way. For this reason Paul
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says in 3:26: “so as to be righteous and (this) as declaring righteous him who is of faith in Jesus.” God’s
righteousness and justice must be and will be vindi-

cated before the universe so that no one will acquit
where he condemns or condemn where he acquits. Thus
this second question is in place. Many now condemn
the elect and condemn God along with them; but as
God’s acquittal silences their accusations, so Christ’s
mediation silences their condemnations. Paul penetrates a little farther than We commonly do.
It is true, Paul writes 6 xaraxpwév, a substantivized

participle, because he has just written 6 SLKaLJw. But
this does not imply that we must connect these two:
“God is he that justiﬁes, who is he that condemns?"
Even the fact that “justiﬁes” and “condemns” are oppo-

sites does not call for this combination. The decisive
parallel lies in the two questions introduced with n’: and
in their two answers. “Who will accuse?” is matched
by the climacteric: “Who is he who will condemn?"
And the participle is future, Karaxpwu'n', matching “shall
condemn,” and not present, Karaxpt'vwv.
Now notice how pertinent the answer is. It could
not and should not be, that God acquits, as though
nobody will then dare. to condemn. Almighty judicial
authority does not thus squelch condemnation. It does
not stand on power and might where the question is

one of right and wrong, of just or unjust judgment.
No person can condemn, every person must assent to
God’s acquittal for the overwhelming reason that Christ
Jesus has taken our part: he died, arose, sits at God’s
right hand, even intercedes for us. What Christ has
done not only anSWers all condemnation. it makes every

condemnation on the part of any person impossible.
Before him who died in obedience even to the death on
the cross every knee will bow and every tongue confess
that he is, indeed, the Savior-Lord, Phil. 2:10, 11.

Romans 8:31;
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As so often, “Christ Jesus," names him ﬁrst in view

of his ofﬁce and secondly in view of his person. This
is the “own Son" whom God did not spare but delivered
up for us all: “he who died" the expiating and atoning
death: 3:25, “his blood"; 5:6, “died for the ungodly”;
5:8-11, “died for us —we were reconciled through the
death of his Son”; 6:4-8, “we died with Christ, were
cruciﬁed, were entombed with him.” Here is sufﬁci-

ency indeed!
Paul corrects himself after a manner: “yea (86)
rather who was raised for us," etc. There is no article
before the second participle because it is intended to

accompany the ﬁrst participle and only develops the
thought of the ﬁrst more fully. So “yea rather" does
not mean that his having died was not enough; his
having been raised up from the dead reveals only the

efficacy, the all-sufﬁciency of his death by showing his
blood to be that of God’s Son which cleanses from sin
(I John 1:7), the resurrection attesting its reception
by God as being all-suﬁicient.
Now there follow two emphatic relative clauses, the
«7: of each = “he who." “He who is at the right hand
of God.” For this purpose he was raised from the

dead, for this purpose his human nature was exalted
into the fullest participation in his divine majesty and
power. This glorious position of the cruciﬁed and the
risen Christ does not intend to make him a shield for
the elect of God against any condemnation but is to
reveal the full deity of him who died for them. So
sufﬁcient was his sacriﬁcial death as to make impossible any voice of condemnation against them.
And now to cap all: “he who even intercedes for

us," (‘VTv'yxa’J'u {mép as in v. 27.

To the Spirit’s interces-

sion is added that of Jesus at God’s right hand; iv susuj
is always a ﬁxed phrase without an article and is feminine because xupl is to be supplied. This is the interces—
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sio specialis for believers (John 17:11, 17) as distinguished from the intercessio generalis for all the living.
I John 2:1: “If any man sin, we have an Advocate with
the Father, Jesus Christ the Righteous: and he is the
propitiation for our sins, and not for ours only, but also

for the sins of the whole world.” His intercession for
us secures time and place for us daily to repent of our
sins and to ﬁnd daily remission of sins. Kai is ascensive:
“even” this he does for us after all else that he has done.
His intercession cannot fail since it is backed by his

expiation. Where, then, is there a voice to condemn us?
35) Another set of dangers assails us, not with
judicial assaults, but with direct assaults in order to
separate us from God's saving love. Our salvation is
safe also against all that these may do.
What shall separate us from the love of Christ?
Tribulation? or anguish? or persecution? or hunger? or nakedness? or peril? or sword? Even as it
has been written:
For thy sake are we killed all the day long;

We were reckoned as slaughter-sheep.
But in all these things we more than conquer through
him‘ who did love us.

The love which Christ has for us (subjective genitive) is referred to and not our love for him (which
would make the genitive objective). We are separated
from something outside of us with which we have been
connected and not from something that is a part of us.

The question is: “Will anything ever make Christ cease
to love us?” This is not a theoretical question. It is
actually pressed out of the hearts of those who are
compelled to taste the bitter evils here mentioned. Nor
is Paul writing sympathetically for others — these are

experiences taken from his own biography.

“Or

sword ?” Bengel says points to the method of Paul's

own death as a martyr. T5? is proper in the Greek, for

Romans 8 :35
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the nouns that follow are not neuters but feminines and

masculines. Since all of them are neuters in English,
we translate “what” (not “who”).
The world likes to point to our afflictions as proof

of the fact that Christ has ceased to love us, or that
his love is imaginary. The Jews mocked Jesus under
the cross: “He trusted in God, let him deliver him
now, if he will have him; for he said, I am the Son of
God.” So men say to us, so our own hearts say to us
when the waves threaten to overwhelm our little bark
as they did the boat of the disciples on the Sea of Galilee while Jesus slept. He seems to have forgotten us,
to have ceased caring for us. The afﬂictions appear
like a gulf that separates us from him, a gulf which he
has allowed to remove us far from him.
The point of the thought is lost when the question
of our faith is introduced: "Can anything sunder the
tie of faith that connects us with the love of Christ ?"
and when the answer is given: “No, the elect cannot
lose their faith.” But Christ loves even those who lose
their faith, his love reaches out to save them. Remember how his love sought to the last to save Judas!
Besides, the painful things here mentioned are not at
all the worst as far as losing our faith is concerned.
Many lose their faith through cunning lies and deceit

that are handed out to them as the real truth.
There is a natural order in the seven speciﬁcations:
maps, a feeling of pressure; amoxwpia, narrowness of
room (these ﬁrst two often constitute a pair as in 2 :9;

II Cor. 6:4, compare Trench, Swwnyms) ; Sims/#6:, pursuit or persecution by enemies; hence Auras, hunger, and
yupvémc, lack of clothing when one has to flee; ﬁnally
,uixazpa, a short sword used by the Roman heavily armed
soldier, and thus it means that the pursued martyr is
caught with all that this may entail. When these
things come upon one for Christ’s sake they certainly
do not look like the tender caresses of love; they look
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as though no Christ existed or as though he had abandoned us, as though these were blows of wrath. For
this reason the question is so extended and detailed.
Paul is the last man to fear mentioning these things.
36) Instead of referring to himself as one who
had experienced all of these evils, Paul reminds his
readers of Ps. 44:22. Read the entire psalm in order
to get the force of the verse quoted. We have the usual
formula of quotation with the perfect tense: “has been
written” and thus stands so now. This is not prophecy
but parallel history, the similar experience of God’s
people in days gone by. The LXX and the Hebrew

agree.
sake.”

The emphasis is on the ﬁrst phrase: “for thy
The entire psalm pictures Israel, not as being

punished for its sins, but as being faithful and yet

being tried by victorious enemies.

This is the impor-

tant point, that we are afflicted for Christ’s sake just

because we are God’s true children. This is not a sign
that Christ is withdrawing his love, it is a sign of the

very opposite: we are, indeed, to suffer for his sake.
Paul selects these two lines from the psalm because
they state the extreme of such suffering for God's sake.

The fact that the “thy" in the psalm refers to God
while Paul speaks of Christ certainly makes no difference. The accusative “the whole day long” expresses

extent of time. The enemies kept up nothing less than
their killing God's people; they actually regarded them
as being nothing but “slaughter-sheep,” which we may
translate with an objective genitive: “sheep for slaugh-

ter” (R. 501) or with a qualitative genitive. The
psalmist no longer sees his people as a ﬂock that is led
to pasture but as one that is sold to be butchered. This
picture is extreme, purposely so, in order to include all
lesser injuries as well. We constantly ﬁnd this usage
in the Scriptures as when murder is forbidden which

includes hatred, malice, etc.

Romans 8 :37, 38
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37)
“But in all things we are more than conquerors through him who did love us." ’AMd is the simple
adversative; it does not break off in order to start anew
as our versions indicate by translating it “nay." 'AAAd
is sometimes so used but not here. ‘Ympumﬁ‘pw is used
intransitively in the sense: “we keep achieving the
most brilliant victory," namely, not only by enduring
these evils, but by enduring them joyfully. “Let us also
rejoice in the tribulations” (5:3); the apostles “rejoiced that they were accounted worthy to suffer dishonor for the Name” (Acts 5 :41).
These tribulations do not separate us from Christ's
love, they do the opposite: we conquer them “through
him who did love us." This substantivized aorist participle refers to Christ’s supreme act of love when he
died for us. The participle is not constative, for the
present tense would then be preferable: “him who loves
us." And it is indeed that supreme act of Christ's love
(5:6) which constitutes the ultimate means by which
we conquer and more than conquer all that comes upon
us for his sake. That act of love, his death for us,
stands; nothing can remove it or lessen it. With it
we settle every doubt that affliction would arouse. “He
loved us !" — that holds good.

38)

In his climax Paul rises to personal confes-

sion and testimony. Yet despite its exaltation his testimony is voiced so as to induce his Christian readers
to join him in the blessed assurance and to say with

him: “We, too, are persuaded even as thou art l” Paul’s
“I" does not obtrude itself, it links arms with his fellow
believers. The very soul of Paul reveals itself. A
hypocrite may imitate the language, he can do no more.
For I am persuaded that neither death, nor life,
nor angels, nor principalities, nor things present, nor
things to come, nor powers, nor height, nor depth,
nor any other creation will be able to separate us
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from the love of God which is in Christ Jesus, our
Lord.
He'ﬂwpat is perfect in form and present in force and
also has the passive idea that the persuasion or conviction was wrought in Paul by God and so remains in
him. The list given in v. 35 is now overtopped by one
that begins where the other left off, namely with
“death” (implied in “sword"), and adds all the mightiest things one can name, and concludes with the allcomprehensive “nor any other creation,” if one could
name still another that is comparable to these. None
of them can stop God’s love from reaching and holding
us, so great is this love. With ydp Paul adds this conviction of his by explaining why he so conﬁdently says
that we more than conquer in all these things. It is not
the strength of his own personal conviction that makes
what he says so certain, for many have been strongly
convinced of what was never true. It is the reality
itself which, because it is so certain, has convinced Paul
of its certainty and thus makes him speak with such
certainty.

We should note that Paul’s conviction is not restricted to himself but extends to his readers: nothing
“shall separate us," etc.

In both lists no item such as

our own unbelief, obduracy, or apostasy appears. Paul
is not teaching irresistibility to or amissibility of grace
and an absolute predestination. As Judas separated
himself from God’s love in Christ, so will others. But
Paul is not dealing with this possibility, since he depicts

the love that makes us conquerors. He is speaking to
those who need this comfort for their valiant conquering and not to possible apostates.
When the question of apostasy is introduced, it is
not solved by saying that the elect will infallibly be
saved. Why did Paul himself then not say so? He
had the wisdom not to sayso, for this would lead each
one of us to the speculation as to whether he is one of
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the elect or not, and would dispose him to false security
or to despair. As to who will and who will not persevere and all similar questions, the answer is: “We
should not reason in our thoughts, draw conclusions,
nor inquire curiously into these matters, but should
adhere to his revealed Word, to which he points us,”
C. Tr. 1081, 54. And again (1085, 66) : “Thus the entire Holy Trinity, God the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,
directs all men to Christ, as to the Book of Life, in
whom they should seek {he eternal election of the

Father. For this has been decided by the Father from
eternity, that whom he would save he would save
through Christ."
The Christian is fully assured that no condition
of his existence, whether death or iife; no beings,
whether they be angels or principalities among men;
nothing in time, whether in the present or in the future; nothing in the way of powers or forces; nothing
in space, whether in the heights or in the depths; in
fact, nothing in all creation, no matter what it may be
called, not only shall not, but even cannot separate him
and his fellow Christians from God’s saving love by
placing a barrier between them and that love so that it
cannot reach them.
We have four pairs and two single items in this list.
It seems best to regard “powers" as a single item and
to place it where the R. V. has it and not where the
A. V. has it. The reading: “angels, principalities, pow—
ers” seems to be due to the idea that all three refer
to supernatural beings; but what three classes of such
beings could be named? No; dpxm’ are earthly rulers.
The idea that “angels” = serving spirits has little to
commend it. “Powers" is broad, and the word has been
taken as areference to the powers of nature as manifested in storms, thunder and lightning, and earthquakes; and “height" and “depth” have likewise been
referred to the lightning from on high and to the erup-
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tions of lava from volcanoes. We thus hesitate to
specify.
39) “Any other creation” (v. 20), the abstract
term for the concrete, differentiates this item from

the Creator himself. In v. 35 some texts read “from
the love of God." This is probably done to harmonize
it with v. 39. But Christ’s love is mentioned in v. 37,
and the love of Christ and that of God is the same. But
note the second article in “the love of God, the (love)
in Christ Jesus, our Lord”; it makes the phrase a kind
of apposition and climax with emphasis (R. 776) , hence
also the full name and title of Jesus are used, and 1v
means, “in connection with.”

The results of justiﬁcation are thus fully presented
(chapters 5 to 8). No one has ever set them forth so
compactly and so profoundly, in a way that is so stimulating, effective, and uplifting. And all this in a letter
to a single congregation! These are, indeed, chapters
in which every Christian should immerse his soul.

CHAPTER IX
PART Ill
The Righteousness of God, Being Obtained by Faith
Alone, Explains what Occurs in the case of Israel
and the case of the Gentiles. Chapters 9-] 1
Coming as Promise and as Mercy, the

Gentiles Attained by Faith, Israel, Being
without Faith, Failed. Chapter 9
Promise

This section of Romans has been regarded as an
appendix to the doctrinal discussion that precedes, and
again it has been considered the main portion of the
epistle to which all of the preceding is preliminary. An-

other view wonders why Paul inserted these chapters.
These three chapters constitute an integral and a natural part of the great theme, God’s Righteousness by
Faith Alone. They do not present “The Unbelief of the
Jewish People,” or, “The Problem of Jewish Unbelief.”
There is far more in them; for one thing, also the faith
of the Gentiles. Nor are these two placed side by side
in a sort of contrast.

Paul goes far deeper.

Because of its very nature and its one means of
bestowal God's saving righteousness is so evidently
received by faith alone that those and those alone who
believe receive and have it, and all who refuse to believe
fail of righteousness. This explains what we see in
the case of Israel and at the same time in the Gentile
world. Because the story of God’s righteousness is the
story of Faith, these chapters are in place here, for the

part that faith plays is ever decisive.
(579)

In Paul’s pres~
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entation faith is described as to its real essence: reception, mere reception of God’s justifying righteousness.
The PromiSe, the Mercy, the Word, thrOugh which theSe
come, aim to produce faith, the faith by which they
and what they bring are received. Nothing, just nothing is demanded of us, it is all a pure bestowal. What
else could it be if we are, indeed, to be saved? How
else could God's righteousness become our possession?
What other means could God have devised?
No wonder Paul breaks forth in a paaan of praise at
the end of this section (11:33-36). Oh, the blessedness and the gloriousness of God’s counsel, devising this
bestowal by faith alone!
Chapter 9 begins with the Promise and the Mercy
as related to Faith and its bearing on Israel and on the
Gentiles. Here we see the sad. inexcusable failure of
Israel, which, as a nation, refused to receive the promise and the mercy in the only way in which they can be
received, by faith; and we see how Gentiles yielded to
faith. In Paul's day the relation of the Jews and of
the Gentiles to God's righteousness constituted a sub-

ject of supreme interest that was equally vital to both
Jewish and Gentile Christians. Paul's elucidation is
complete.
History has indeed moved on. the inﬂux of Jews is

now small, but the miracle of the preservation of the
Jews as an unabsorbed body that is scattered over all the
world, amid all other people. nations, and races. still
continues and thus lends a continuous interest in what

Paul has to say regarding their status as being due to
their obdurate unbelief.

The Jewish question will ever

be alive in the Gentile world.
Augustine found his predestinarianism in chapter 9.
Calvin also stressed this doctrine and led many to follow
him and darkened the understanding of the vital statements of this chapter for many others. An adequate interpretation of Romans necessarily examines also the

RumuHs 9:]
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Calvinistic and the Calvinizing exegesis that is so contrary to God's righteousness by faith alone.
1)
Truth I state in Christ, I lie not, my conscience witnessing with me in connection with the
Holy Spirit, that sorrow for me is great, and ceaseless (is) pain for my heart. Yea, I could wish that
I myself were accursed from Christ in place of my
brethren, my kinsmen according to ﬂesh: they who
are Israelites, whose the adoption, and the glory, and
the covenants, and the legislation, and the cultus,
and the promises, whose the fathers, and from whom
Christ as according to ﬂesh, he who is over all, God
blessed unto the eons — amen!
The asyndeton indicates far more than a new section. It is unlikely that a night intervened before the
dictation of this letter was continued. Hard upon the
exalted climax of 8:31-39 which rises to triumphant
assurance in v. 38, 39 comes this sad, tragic subject
of Paul’s fellow nationals, and as he enters upon it. his
heart is wrung anew with the pain that has wrenched
it during all these years. Emotion produced this asyndeton. But why so strong an assurance that Paul is
speaking the truth when he tells about his sorrow and
his pain? Because this is a matter of Paul’s inner personal life with which the Romans had had no contact.
Again, because, when one forsakes a connection he usually turns severely against it, and Paul wants to exclude
such an impression when he now tells the Romans. as
he is compelled to do, that the Jews as a nation are
rejected by God.
The positive: “Truth I state in Christ," is emphasized by the negative: “I lie not," which, moreover.
indicates what Paul would be doing if his statement
were not strictly true. The genitive absolute: “my conscience witnessing with me in the Holy Spirit,” modiﬁes both statements. Paul’s own statements are one
witness, Paul’s conscience is another. The idea is that
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two witnesses are sufﬁcient to settle any point. Conscience is another voice. one that cannot be bribed, one
that speaks independently and unhesitatingly contradicts us if we are wrong or false. When the witness of
Paul's conscience is stated to his readers by Paul himself, this is done because its witness could not be stated
otherwise; moreover, such a statement could not be
falsiﬁed without moral suicide.
But note that Paul says he is speaking “in Christ"
(see 6:11), and his conscience is witnessing “in the
Holy Spirit." Both phrases are in the emphatic position, one modifying the verb, the other the participle,
and iv in both = “in connection with.” Conscious of
speaking in connection with Christ, even Paul’s con-

science testifying in connection with the Holy Spirit,
these actions so connected with the Savior and with the
Spirit are in every way sincere and genuine.
As far as an appeal to conscience alone is concerned,
this amounts to little, for conscience often errs. Therefore Paul connects his conscience with the Spirit who
enlightens and controls it. So at Worms Luther ‘did
not appeal merely to his conscience, which his opponents could also do; he appealed to his conscience
as bound by the Word of God, which is the Spirit's
voice, and added that, if he could be shown from the
Word that he was wrong, his conscience would at once
yield accordingly
2) In Paul’s case it was not a matter of doctrine
but of his personal sorrow and pain, the one being
great, the other constant. The Greek idiom: “is to me,
to my heart" = I have, my heart has (not, “in my

heart,” our versions). The adjectives are placed chiastically: sorrow great, ceaseless pain. The ceaselessness is added to the greatness. In this respect Paul was
like Jesus who wept over Jerusalem, and whose tears
were not the product of the moment but of a constant
grief.

The Romans are to know with the greatest cer-
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tainty that all that Paul says in these chapters about
the unbelief of the Jews is surcharged with pain for
him.

3) mp does not prove this grief and pain, nor does
it explain, This is the conﬁrmatory yép, “yea,” and
states to what climax Paul’s personal love for the Jews
would drive him, namely, if such a thing were possible,

he would buy the salvation of his nation at the price of
his own salvation.

Paul would repeat what Moses did

in Exod. 32 :32. Moses offered such a prayer, Paul did
not offer it because he knew that it involved a divine
impossibility. But Paul has more in mind than Moses
had. The latter's love for his people was so great that
he did not want to be saved without them; Paul’s love
wanted to save them even at the cost of losing his own
soul.
'
The usual explanation for the imperfect m’rxdp'qv is
that it is the apodosis of a present condition of unreality, av being dropped to make it stronger. But R. 886
lists it under the potential imperfect; B.-D. 359, 2 under the imperfect of wishes. In the LXX and in the
New Testament til/dawn. = something devoted to God by
consigning it to destruction; it is the Hebrew cherem,
something accursed; it is distinct from dvcwmm, devoted
to God without being consigned to destruction. Here
“anathema from Christ" = accursed with the loss of
salvation because of separation from Christ. True,
im'p = “in behalf of,” but here we have another instance in which the act would amount to nothing unless
it Were “in place of,” in substitution for; see 5:6, 8.

and 8 :32.
“My brethren,” with its apposition, “my kinsmen
according to ﬂesh,” brings out the personal bond existing between Paul and the Jews, which is not merely
national but a blood relationship. Paul does not name
those for whom his heart breaks until this point, thus
by means of a little suspense intensifying this naming
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and at the same time enabling him at once to add in
full the high standing to which God in his grace had
advanced Paul’s people. So much God had thought of
them, such high prerogatives he had bestowed upon

them. Therefore Paul still thinks of them with such
devotion and, alas, with such grief.
Oh, that Paul could call them his brethren and kinsmen also mn‘z ”cape! His heart would fairly burst for
joy. His strong wish has been called “a crazy prayer”;
but the tense states that he never uttered this wish.
Those who assail the ethics of Paul reveal their in-

ability to appreciate this high nobility of Paul’s. In
order to shield Paul others reduce his meaning in one
way or in another. One way is to make the accursing
temporary, but this is arbitrary. The inﬁnitive rivet
may be construed with the nominative, so we here have
at’m‘zs iyé.
4) Oi'nves often has causal force. Here it states
the reason that Paul could wish to sacriﬁce himself for
his kinsmen. “They who are Israelites” states the
basic and the comprehensive standing of Paul’s people
in God's sight as distinct from the {any or Gentiles. The
three relatives: "whose —- whose — and from whom"
modify “Israelites” and unfold all that this great designation involves. As Israelites they had all these prerogatives. Hebrews names them with reference to
their language; Jews with reference to their nationality
i being derived from Juda, after the Babylonian captivity including also Benjamin, the other ten tribes
having disappeared) ; but Israelites goes back to Jacob
whose name God changed to “Israel” (“Contender with
God”) in honor of his prevailing faith which would not
let God go until God had blessed him. “Israelites” was
the theocratic covenant name; it often occurs in the

form “Israel," a collective term.
Israelites means that they had “the adoption” or
“the sonship."

The nouns are articulated, each of
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these possessions is marked as being well known. The

national sonship is referred to.

Israel was “my son"

when he was called out of Egypt, Hos. 11:1; “my son,

my ﬁrstborn," Exod. 4:22, 23; ”a peculiar treasure
unto me above all people," Exod. 19:5. Paul is speaking of the nation, his brethren “according to flesh."
Connected with the sonship bestowed on Israel was
“the glory,” the kebod Yahweh, Jehovah in the pillar
of cloud by day and of ﬁre by night; plus “the glory of

the Lord” that rested in a cloud on the Tabernacle and
upon the mercy seat, called the Shekinah by the Jews,

Exod. 40 :34; Lev. 16 :2; and other passages.
“The covenants" is plural, not as referring to the
old and the new, but to the progressive repetitions to
the patriarchs and ﬁnally to Moses on Sinai. Hence
next in order is “the legislation,” the giving of the law
on Sinai. Then “the cultus," the regulation of Israel’s
worship by God himself, the worship of the true God
in the true way. Finally in this ﬁrst group, ”the
promises,” those pertaining to the Messiah and to the

new covenant, these promises glorifying the preceding
items and ﬁlling them with saving content. It is placed
last in this group for this reason. This term is vital
here, we shall hear more about “the promise," for its
correlative is faith, and the Israelites refused to come
to faith.
5)
“Whose” again refers to “Israelites," and “the
fathers,” i. e., in the strict sense, are Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob, from whom the Israelites descended, and not
venerable men who in later eras sprang from the Israelites. Compare, for instance, Exod. 3:13, 15; 4:5;
in the New Testament, Acts 3:13; 7:32. Those later
fathers (Acts 7:38, etc.; 44, etc.; 51, etc.) were not
fathers of whom one might be proud.
But the crowning glory is the last: “from whom the
Christ as according to ﬂesh,” etc. The relative now
used is as div. It is most exact in showing that Christ
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was not produced by the Israelites but was only derived
from them, and that as according to ﬂesh, i. e., according to his human nature. T6 before the phrase Kurd.
adpka converts it into an adverbial accusative (R. 486).
The minutest scrutiny has been bestowed on the
following words in order to determine whether in whole
or in part they are predicated of Christ or constitute
a doxology of God. Subordinationists such as Meyer
offer objections to a predication concerning Christ and
disregard all that speaks so clearly to the contrary.
Erasmus is regarded as being the ﬁrst who, in his Commentary, referred the words directly to the Father
although in his later paraphrase he referred them to
Christ. Strange to say, even Socinus understood that
Paul was referring to Christ. Since Erasmus, as
Sanday and Headlam in their elaborate discussion state
it, interpreters vary largely for dogmatical reasons.
The margin of the R. V. indicates how some, by means
of punctuation, secure a doxology to the Father.
Let us at once say that the deity of Christ is not in
the slightest degree affected by the interpretatiou of
this passage. One passage more or less in support of
his deity makes no difference. To those who deny or
who reduce the deity of Christ the interpretation of
this passage is an entirely different matter. One passage that is contrary to their thesis is enough to destroy
it root and branch. The two sides are not balanced or
on a par as far as dogmatics are concerned so that the
orthodox ﬁnd their orthodoxy in this passage, and the
unorthodox their unorthodoxy. In the case of the latter
very much is at stake; in the case of the former nothing whatever is at stake. If this is a doxology to the
Father, we are happy to accept it; but if this proves to
be a description of Christ’s deity, then every denial of
that deity is once more branded as false.
'0 xpunés precedes, and a 2.3.; n)... follows hard upon

it.

We, therefore, have the same construction that is
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found in John 3:13, a simple apposition (regarding the
passage in John see the exposition of the author).
These passages are alike even in this respect that the

substantivized participle has a predicative phrase,
which answers the assertion that 6 am is never followed
by a phrase.

Some thlnk that 1') (EV K'r/\. = 17: ('(m K'n\.. but

an apposition is not the same as a relative clause.

“He

who is over all," whether ”all” is masculine or neuter,
means that Christ is over all, i. e., the supreme Lord.
This apposition is complete in itself. If no more were
added, this apposition makes Christ God, for we have
yet to hear of one who is “over all” and is not God.
There is nothing to indicate that a period should be
placed at this point. Gui; without the article is plainly

a second predicate of 6 (up, to which the verbal adjective
u'IAoyrrrés KTA. is added attributively: “he WhO iS .

God blessed unto the eons.”

This second predicate fol-

lows in natural course: as the One over all he is cer-

tainly God, blessed forever. The whole statement is an
apposition and thus not a doxology.
“Amen," the
transliterated Hebrew word for “truth,” is added ex—
actly as it was in 1:25, where it also follows the same
words “blessed unto the eons." See the exposition of
these words in 1 :25.
When Paul says that Christ was derived from Israel
“as far as his ﬂesh is concerned,” the natural expecta—
tion is that something should follow regarding the true
being of Christ. It does follow in the apposition which
completes the thought. '0 (av describes Christ in his
being, the very thing needed here. Paul is stating the
highest prerogatives of the Israelites as a nation. The
highest of all is that God had his Son come from Israel
according to his human nature. He says no more and

no less than he has said already in 1 :3, 4.

To say that

it is climax enough to call Jesus the “Christ,” disre—
gards the limiting phrase “as regards the ﬂesh”; it is
“Christ as regards the flesh” that needs and that re-
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ceives the appositional complement. The Christ is very
God himself.
Those who hold that this is a doxology to the Father
have been unable to indicate a reason for such a doxology at this point. What makes the grief of Paul so
poignant is the fact that God should have favored Israel
so highly. To say the least, if Paul were to insert a
doxology to God at this point, it would be out of place,
the incongruity would be evident;

The best that has

been offered is to let Paul break forth in a doxology
because God favored Israel so highly. But then this
doxology does not ﬁt; for how does God’s being over
all harmonize with his giving spiritual blessings to
Israel? His being over all as Ruler Supreme would ﬁt
only his provident care of Israel. The plea that this
would be the only doxology to Christ is pointless, for
this is an apposition, as we have shown, and not a doxology. All doxologies to God begin with «Mamas: (Eph.
1:3 is a sample) except where yc'vorro d1}, or Em» precede
(the LXX mistranslates Ps. 68 :19). The very wording
precludes a doxology of any kind at this place.
The point is made that Christ is never called simply

“God,”_0r at least is never so called by Paul. But Paul
and John 1:1, and 20:28 are not in opposition. The
observation is correct that to this day we seldom call
Christ simply “God” unless, like John and like Paul in
the present instance, we have some special reason for
using the unmodiﬁed predicate “God"; ordinarily
“God's. Son” is sufﬁcient; this is also true, let us add,
with regard to the Spirit (Acts 5:4).

We usually mark

Christ as the second person of the Trinity. This statement may, however, become quite sinister, for it as-

signs a secondary position to the Son, it makes Paul a
subordinationist, Christ is- regarded as “God” only in
an inferior sense. But the idea of a gradation in God
is subversive of all that the Scriptures reveal regarding

Romans 9:5, 6
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God as being one in essence, that one essence being
found equally in each of the three persons.
The exegesis is sound: Christ. an Israelite according to the ﬂesh, is Lord of all, God blessed forever, to
which we, like Paul, add an emphatic “amen."
6)
We ﬁnd no hiding of the subject, either “with
artifice" (Calvin) or “with tenderness and caution”;
nor is the subject, “the rejection of the Jews.” Paul's
great grief would make him wish to sacriﬁce his salvation for that of the Israelites whom God had favored

so highly.

The subject is plainly: Israel’s defection.

So far removed was God from rejecting Israel that he
showered it with all these prerogatives. Yet, to the
breaking of Paul’s heart, Israel is lost. He now ex-

plains the reason, and this is not reprobation. Another
view that is untenable is the thought that Paul is debating with Jews, Judaizers. or anybody else and
answering objections that would be fatal to his doctrine. He is writing to Christians, former Jews and
former Gentiles, and is showing them how from the
very start God operated with promise (to which he
then adds mercy and the gospel word in 9:14, etc., and
in chapter 10) and aimed solely at faith, faith which
the Jews refuse, which so many Gentiles possess, by
which alone Paul's Christian readers are saved.
First, then, the vital point that from the very
beginning all was Premise (v. 6-13), pure promise.

Now igis not this way that the Word of God has
fallen by the way.
For not all (derived) from
Israel, (not all) these are Israel; nor (is it this way)
that they (i. e., all those derived from Israel) are
Abraham’s seed. All are children, but:
In connection with Isaac shall seed be called for thee!
This means, not the children of the ﬂesh, (not) these
(are) the children of God, but the children of the
promise are reckoned as seed.
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Note that the explanation culminates in “the children of the promise," that this promise is quoted, and
that we have already had “the promises” as the climax
of the ﬁrst group of Israel’s prerogatives in v. 4. In
v. 9 Paul continues: “This word is (one) of promise,"
etc.

With oﬁx oiou 6n supply éan‘v; it is not a mixture of
mix oiov and oﬁx 611, which is still offered by B.-D. 304.
The sense is not: “With this I do not mean to say that,"
etc. Paul simply states the fact that “it is not this
way,” oiov; it is not a case of this kind, namely “that the
Word Of GOd has fallen by the way,” ich'wruxev, the per-

fect with its present connotation.

When one looks at

the many unbelieving Israelites, he would be sadly mis-

taken to think that God’s Word has dropped out and
now is ineffective and unfulﬁlled. Paul uses the wide
term “the Word of God," for the whole of it is involved
in what happened to the Israelites. The supposition
that Paul is defending his doctrine against some hostile

objector is beside the mark.

He is clearing up what

may cause a difﬁculty for earnest Christians when they

look at the position assigned‘to Israel in God’s Word
and yet see that Israel is lost. They may think that the
Word of God has dropped away, that the outcome with

regard to Israel proves it to be unreliable, non-dependable.
Such would be mistaken regarding Israel and regarding the Word: regarding Israel because 't does not
include all the physical descendants of Abraham; regarding the Word because this is promise and itself

excludes unbelief and unbelievers.

Not the Word has

fallen by the way, “it liveth and abideth forever” (I
Pet. 1 :23) ; but these Israelites, despite the Word and

the promises which they had, have fallen by the way.
So Paul at once adds regarding Israel: “For not all
those from Israel, (not all) these are Israel." The true

Israel is not composed of all the Israelites, of all those
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who originate from (it: to indicate origin) Israel. This
at once clears up the one side of superﬁcial or confused
thinking. 06m resumes the subject with emphasis.
“Israel” is evidently used in two senses: ﬁrst as 3. reference to the physical Israel from which all Jews originate, next as a reference to the spiritual Israel to

which all Jews by no means belong. This double signiﬁcance is of importance because of its bearing on
11:25, 26 where we again meet it.
7) The usual rendering is that of our versions:
"neither because they are Abraham’s seed are they all
children." The trouble with this translation is that it
makes “seed" mean physical seed, and “children" spititual children; whereas in the quotation which at once

follows “seed" is spiritual seed, and in the explanation
(v. 8) “children” is differentiated: “the children of
the ﬂesh," “the children of God," “the children of the
promise." And obs’ 51: is parallel to its equivalent 015x
oloy an.

We thus accept as the correct rendering: “nor

(is it this way) that they are Abraham's seed," i. e., all
those derived from Israel. Not all of them are “Israel"
or “seed of Abraham” in the true or spiritual sense.
Now there follows a new sentence: “All (are) chil-

dren, but” when it comes to seed, Gen. 21:12 stands,
which Paul does not quote formally but simply appropriates and incorporates: “In Isaac shall seed be called
for thee.” Paul’s readers know that this is a word of
Scripture. As “Israel" is used in a double sense, so
“seed” might also be so used. Here, however, the quotation regarding “seed” establishes Paul’s own state-

ment about “seed,” and rules out all play on the word
so as to use it in a double sense. The quotation is regarding “seed” in order to show that spiritual “seed"

is Paul's meaning; if “children" were spiritual children, the quotation would have to contain this word
instead of the word “seed” in order to show that it is
intended to be understood spiritually.
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An old difﬁculty also disappears, namely as to

whether Isaac in his own person is the “seed” which
God had in mind in Gen. 21:12, since physically all
Jews are “Abraham’s seed,” and, according to the
rendering of our versions, Paul himself has just said so.
If “seed” in both instances is taken in the spiritual
sense, all difﬁculty regarding this point disappears. The
idea that Isaac in his own person shall thus be called
“seed for thee” is too abstruse to be introduced here.
“Shall be called” means “shall be" and in addition,

“shall be acknowledged” by God really to be seed for
thee.

“In Isaac" = in spiritual union or connection

with Isaac. All this is simple when we remember a few
things. Abraham is to have seed in connection with
Isaac. How so? Because God would establish the covenant made with Abraham also with Isaac and with his
spiritual seed after him, Gen. 17 :19. This seed was to
be as numerous as the stars in heaven, Gen. 15:5.
These promises speak of all coming believers as being

“seed for Abraham." Many of this seed will be Abraham’s physical descendants but not for this reason
“seed for him"; and many more will not be physical
descendants of Abraham.
fatherhood of Abraham.

See 4:11, 12 on the double

This makes “in Isaac” fully clear. He was to be the
next representative bearer of the covenant after Abraham even as Jacob was to be the third. In connection

with these three, and then ﬁnally in connection with the
twelve patriarchs, sons of Jacob, the covenant would
be open to others who, entering it by faith, would be

acknowledged by God as “seed for Abraham." God so
arranged the covenant line. He did not arrange it to
run through Ishmael nor through Esau. When we come
to the twelve patriarchs, strictly speaking, the line ran
through Juda and then on and on until we reach David
and eventually Jesus, the Seed. With him the old cove-
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nant and its line of bearers ends because it has attained
its goal.

This is a line of individuals but not in the sense that
these individuals alone were in the covenant. The covenant was always open to others, to all who entered it
by faith. All of Abraham’s great household was to
enter it, which explains Gen. 17:9-14. This was also

true with regard to the twelve patriarchs and their
households. Note well that this also included strangers
who were not of Abraham's blood. Neither Ishmael nor
Esau were excluded from the covenant as is sometimes

supposed.

They were excluded as little as were the

eleven brothers of Juda.
widening circles.

And this continues in ever-

But all these were to be acknowledged as in Abraham and so “in Isaac,” and only so. We may say that
the covenant was anchored in these representatives.
The many covenants (v. 4) which were later also made
with far greater numbers were only repetitions of the
original one which was made with the three great patriarchs, the great covenant name of God ever being “the
God of Abraham, of Isaac. and of Jacob." Exod. 3:6.
16; Matt. 22:32, sometimes, “the God of Israel." Here

the idea appears that “in Isaac" excluded Ishmael and
also Esau from the covenant. But they were only not
to be the representative bearers of the covenant, but
“in Isaac" the covenant was also for them and was also
theirs.
This “in Isaac.” etc., cannot be regarded as a decree
that was issued by the sovereignty of God and excluded
Ishmael, Esau, etc., from the covenant and from salvation. The opposite was the fact: a blessed promise of
the free grace of God that opened wide the door of the
covenant of grace; but entrance was for them, as it was

for Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob themselves, covenant

bearers though they were, by faith alone.
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All allegory also receives its answer here.

“In

Isaac” says nothing about the miraculous birth of Isaac
to which, as to a kind of type, the spiritual birth of
those belonging to the “seed for Abraham” corresponds. “In Isaac" was spoken long after Isaac's birth.
As regards Ishmael, God had signal blessings also for

him, Gen. 17:20; 21 :13 although he was not to be the
personal bearer of the covenant. A decree of reprobation did not exclude him from the covenant itself; God
does not bless reprobates thus.
8) With m’rr' e'crnv, “this means," Paul himself
explains his quotation from Genesis plus its preamble
“all are children.”

If all are children indeed, and yet

if seed for Abraham is called only “in Isaac,” then it is
as clear as day: "not the children of the ﬂesh, not these
are the children of God." Mere physical descent
makes no one a child of God. It is exactly what Jesus
told the Jews when they boasted of being Abraham's
children, John 8:39, etc.
“On the contrary (dud) , the children of the promise

are reckoned (by God) as seed” (the predicative
accusative with (is, R. 481).
Spiritual seed for
Abraham as God reckons such seed consists of “the
children of the promise." “0f the promise” is the
counterpart of and the opposite to “of the ﬂesh.” Both
are genitives of origin.

But this promise as the source

and origin of these children who are “the children of
God” is sometimes misunderstood. It is made the antitype of the promise which told Abraham that he would
have Isaac as a son from Sarah. It is thought that
Paul is repeating Gal. 4:28, 29 although there is no
“in Isaac” in Galatians but a different phrase with a
different meaning, namely, xa-n‘t ’Iaadx, “according, after
the manner of, Isaac." This promise that makes us
children is not a promise which assured Abraham that
we should be children of his; it is the covenant promise, the gospel or Christ promise, which brings forth
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children of God by faith and by faith alone. We are
children of the promise when this promise leads us to
believe what it promises.
We do not understand how absolute predestination
can be inserted into a sweet word like “the promise";
Isaac born by promise — Ishmael excluded from the
promise; we born by a promise — all others excluded;
sovereign grace elects whom it pleases, gives them its
promise—the rest are simply rejected, no promise

was intended for them! “The PROMISE" and its parallel in v. 4: “The PROMISES" rise up in protest
against such a view. John 3:16 gives the summary
contents of “the Promise." Every promise is to be
believed so that what it extends may be actually accepted; and that is true in the highest degree with
regard to this Promise. It reaches out to all men in
order to kindle faith in all of them. To exclude any
man from the very Promise itself. from the gospel and

from Christ, by a decree of God is contrary to the
Scripture.
In Gal. 4:26-29, and 5:28, Paul includes the Gentile believers when he speaks of children and seed in
connection with the promise. He does not do so in the
present connection. Here he is speaking only of Abraham's physical descendants and hence says: “All are

children."

All of them. are not seed for Abraham,

namely not those who reject the promise.

God is able

to regard only those of Abraham's descendants as seed
who by faith receive the promise in the covenant made
with Abraham and with Isaac. The fact that everything depends on faith is stated presently (v. 30-33) ;
'so also that the promise and faith in it extend far beyond the Jews, namely to the Gentiles as well as to
the Jews (v. 24-33). Paul omits nothing; he has everything in its right place. When God began the covenant

he began with Abraham, Isaac, etc.; the Gentiles came
in in due time, so Paul does not at once speak of them.
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The ﬁrst thing that his readers ought to know is the
fact that the very patriarchs came in only by means of
the covenant promise and not in any other way. The

promise was God’s objective means; so, we shall see,
was the mercy, so also the Word.

The objective means

already imply their correlative subjective means which
is faith; but this subjective means is not at once added,
it is considered in its proper place.
9)
Paul goes a step farther with regard to the
promise. The very next Greek word is “of promise."
It is the key word to this paragraph. He has quoted
one promise, now he quotes two more. From Abraham he advances to Isaac and then to Jacob.
For of promise (is) this statement:
According
to this season I will come, and there shall be for
Sarah a son.
And not only she but also Rebecca,
being pregnant from one, Isaac, our father.
For
they not yet having been born, not having done anything good or bad—in order that God’s purpose

according to election may remain: not as a result of
works but as a result of him who calls it was said to
her, The older shall serve the younger, even as it
has been written, Jacob 1 treated with an act of love
but Esau with an act of hate.
What makes Paul’s grief so poignant are the high

prerogatives that had been bestowed on Israel.

Paul

lists them. They consisted of promises and of what
was connected with these promises, their crown being
the promised Christ. Now the Word containing this
entire blessed volume of promise did not fall by the
way. The difﬁculty did not lie on God’s side, it did not

lie with his Word and his promise. Christ came as had
been promised. The whole difﬁculty lay with the Israelites who would not allow themselves to be made
“the children of the promise." They banked on their

physical descent and not on the covenant promise made
to Abraham that in connection with Isaac, i. e., with
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the covenant represented in Isaac as the successor to
Abraham, seed should be called for Abraham by God.
This was what made Paul’s grief so great for these
Israelites who were so faithless to the promise.
Paul now elucidates what “promise” in the full
sense of the word and as here used really is. He does
this by means of two examples, both of which are historical and well known to his readers. He quotes the
two promises and adds to the second the essential point
that brings out just what “promise" really is. I‘dp =

I will give you two illustrations in order to help you to
understand “promise,” all these prerogatives of Israel
which rest on “the promises” (v. 5) and this expression “the children of the promise,” which, alas, applies
to so few of the Israelites. The pertinency of the two
examples is the more effective because both are promises that were made to the original patriarchs themselves with whom the covenant of promise started. We
must, however, note well that Paul’s two examples do
not deal with the great covenant promise itself but only
with adjuncts, namely with the next two individuals
after Abraham who were to be the representative covenant bearers. Analogous to these two, Isaac and
Jacob, let us add, was the promise later made to David
that he should be a successor in this line.
Paul does not allegorize or produce types: as Isaac
was born physically in a wonderful way, so we are born
spiritually in a wonderful way. This breaks down
when we come to Jacob. Isaac and Jacob cannot be
separated, the one to typify one thing, the other another
thing; for Paul combines them as illustrating the same
thing, namely promise: ”And not only she (Sarah) but
also Rebecca." Nor can these promises be made abso—
lute decrees that are illustrative of God’s absolute sovereignty, which predestinates to salvation whom he will
(Isaac, Jacob) and reprobates whom he will (Ishmael.

Esau) ; and thus also reprobates the mass of the Jews
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and likewise the mass of Gentiles. Paul’s two illustrations have nothing to do with an eternal election or predestination of Isaac and of Jacob to salvation and with
a reprobation of Ishmael and of Esau to damnation.
This anti-Biblical idea is here and elsewhere inserted
into Paul’s words.
The genitive is placed forward for the sake of emphasis: “For of promise (is) this word" spoken by
God to Abraham. Paul combines Gen. 18:10 and 14:
“According to this season I will come, and there shall
be for Sarah a son." We have the predicative genitive
(R. 497), and nothing is to be supplied. Look at this
word — it is promise, promise pure and simple. Within
a year Sarah was to have a son. The previous promises
(Gen. 15:4—6'; 17 :16-27) were now made speciﬁc; “ac-

cording to this season," in the Hebrew, “at the living
time,” i. e., when the time now expiring revives again;

so soon Sarah was ﬁnally to bear a son. To whom was
this promise made? Why, to Abraham and not to Isaac
who had not yet been conceived. A promise, oh, how
sweet to Abraham’s ears! The promise of a gift pure
and simple, a promise that is so sweet for that reason.

For whom was this gift? Why, for Abraham who had
so long fed his soul with the previous promises.
There is no allegory or a type of anything here.
There is no sovereign election of Isaac to salvation.

Ishmael is quite regularly introduced at this point
and the statement made that he was not to be Abraham's heir in the patriarchal succession (the word “theocratic” is out of line) or that he was not elected unto
salvation. But look at this promise — where is Ishmael
indicated even by implication? Nowhere! Now if
Paul had intended to draw a comparison with Ishmael.
why did he not quote Gen. 15 :4: “This (Ishmael) shall
not be thine heir; but he that shall come forth out of
thine own bowels shall be thine heir"? This would

Romans 9:0, 10
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have been the passage and not the one which Paul
quotes. And even this passage does not speak of election to salvation and reprobation to damnation. As for
Ishmael. read Gen. 17:20, and then v. 23-27 and note
that he together with his father and every male in
Abraham’s great household received the covenant
sign.
Paul could not use Gen. 15 :4; he wanted an example
of pure, blessed promise, and most certainly has this
in the passage he uses. The idea that Isaac illustrates

“the children of the promise” over against Ishmael who
illustrates “the children of the ﬂesh" is untenable. Isaac
was just as physically begotten by Abraham as was
Ishmael. The promise Paul quotes has no contrast. It
is pure promise, a ﬁne illustration, indeed. It places all
the items mentioned in v. 4, 5 in their true light, and
that is what Paul wants to do.
10) The grammars have some difﬁculty with oi:
[.w'vov 8(, JAN) mi. Some think of brachylogy or an anacoluthon and a broken sentence.

Verse 10 is a complete

sentence; v. 11 begins a new sentence.

As he does in

many instances, Paul dispenses with verbs, but the

grammars supply them. “And not only (supply Sarah
to match Rebecca) but also Rebecca, being pregnant
from one, Isaac, our father.” The two mothers are
placed side by side; both illustrate the same point regarding promise.

But the second was pregnant with

twins, and what pure promise is there is vividly portrayed in the promise she received. Kat'rqv Exouaa is
idiomatic for “being pregnant”; the noun means "bed”
and is a euphemism for Beischlaf and thus for its result, conception.

The importance and the signiﬁcance of naming the
husband, “Isaac,” and of calling him “our father” are

sometimes misunderstood. The latter is not stated
“from the Jewish standpoint”; Paul does not use “our"
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in this way, once combining himself with the Christians and then with Jews or with Jewish Christians.
“Our" refers to Paul and all the Roman Christians.
The assertion that only Abraham is called “our
father” is answered here where Isaac is also so called.

And this is done for the reason that together with
Abraham and Jacob he was one of the great covenant
representatives, all Christians being heirs of the old
covenant. Compare all that we have said on “in Isaac"
in v. 7. All Christians are seed for Abraham “in
Isaac,” and thus he is “our father.” The point of this
is that Paul indicates that he is speaking of the patriarchal line of fathers: Sarah’s son was the second,

one of Rebecca’s sons was the third. The ﬁxing of our
attention on the patriarchal (“theocratic" is not the
proper word) succession already excludes allegory or
type, salvation or damnation, predestination or reprobation. When God dealt with this succession he made
a promise to Isaac's parents and made another to
Jacob’s parents. Both were alike pure promise.
11) Now, promise in the full sense of the word —
and only this full sense applies to what the Israelites
had received from God (v. 4, 5) — is wholly gratuitous. Paul indicates this in the two genitive absolutes:
“they not yet having been born nor having done anything good or bad" either to merit or to demerit, to
receive credit or to receive blame. Some promises are
conditioned on certain performances like that of the
Fourth Commandment: “that it may be well with thee,
and thou mayest live long on the earth.” The gifts
the Israelites received were not thus conditioned. The
examples which are illustrative of God's promise to
Israel are such as promise altogether gratuitously.
Such was the promise which gave Isaac to Abraham
and this one to Rebecca. -Any merit or demerit of
either Esau or Jacob was left out in God's word of
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promise and in the bestowal of the patriarchal succession.
The principle here followed may, on this its negative
side, be summed up in the phrase: ”not as a result of
(ix) works." Jacob could not point to works that in
any way entitled him to the prerogative promised to
him. We know some of the great faults and sins which
Jacob afterward manifested. Even if he had been a
far better man, no works of his could have merited this
promise. In fact, if God had insisted on works he could
not have made his promise to any man, not even the
original promise that made Abraham the ﬁrst patriarch, and certainly not the promises which made the

Israelites so rich as compared with the Gentiles.
The In; clause of purpose modiﬁes the main verb

('pptlavl and is placed forward for the sake of emphasis:
“in order that God’s purpose according to election may

remain.”

The emphasis rests on Kar' bow/ﬁr, but the

entire expression, “the purpose according to election,"
is a unit. God’s intent in making this promise to
Rebecca before her twins were even born and conferring the patriarchal succession on the younger of these
twins was that his purpose, which operated with an
election on God’s part, should continue.
The force of pévg (aorist) should be noted. A thing
remains permanently only when it has already been
present and in operation. So was this purpose that had
been normated by election (not by works), this purpose
voiced in God's gratuitous promises. In the new promise to Rebecca concerning the position of Jacob the
same elective purpose remained which had operated in
the original promise by which Abraham was granted
the position of being the ﬁrst patriarch, the original
father of the Israelite nation; the same elective purpose
remained which had granted the position of being sec—
ond patriarch to Isaac. This was now also true with
regard to Jacob as the third and completed the triad.
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Only three individual men could hold these positions;
in fact, God wanted just three. Let us note that sometimes only one individual can hold a position; Moses is
a ﬁne example; Mary, the mother of Jesus, is another.

As the great patriarchs, the progenitors of the chosen
people, God desired and used three.
He had to elect or choose three individuals, and we
know who they were. In regard to the third, God intended (Eva) to let his original purpose, that of using
election as he had used it before, continue unchanged
(M'vyl- What other principle would have served his
purpose better, would have produced better results?

The principle of works? The choice lay between only
these two: a choice made by pure grace or one based on
meritorious works.

found?

But where could such works be

,

In the two phrases: “not as a result of works but as
a result of him who calls,” we have an apposition to the
{va clause which enunciates the alternative principles

and discards the one in preference to the other. It was
utterly hopeless to try to ﬁll any of the three patriarchal places as Epymv, to award them as dues for' works.
In a competition of this sort all competitors had to fail;
for even if one of them had a few more works than all
the rest, these could not possibly sufﬁce as a merit that

would deserve the position. The only way open was
:3: 1'05 «Mair-roe. This phrase deﬁnes “the purpose according to election" just as “not of works" deﬁnes “they
not having done something good or bad." The posi-

tions had to be awarded solely by a call or an appointment that came from God. In making it he would haVe
to disregard all works and depend only on .himself, he
in grace making an amp; or choice. The old grammars
make m; in the two genitive absolutes subjective, but
the regular negative with participles is p.75; when single
words or expressions are negated, we have as, hence
of": if Epywv.
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12) Thus it came about that “it was said" to Rebecca by God: “The older shall serve the younger,"
Gen. 25:23, literally, “the greater" shall serve f‘the
lesser." By leaving the womb ﬁrst Esau would be the
greater and would be regarded as the ﬁrst-born and

his father’s chief heir; Jacob would be the lesser as
would be any other son who was born later. This order
of birth could count even less with God than works, for
his providence could have reversed the order of birth.

No: God took the second.

It was he, and he alone.

who was to designate the ﬁnal individual in the trio of
patriarchs. Order of birth was too slight a matter to

turn his appointment either one way or another. He
could use only one and he told Rebecca which one he
would take.
By telling her he, of course, also told Isaac and thus
also told the twins when they grew up. The thing to
remember is that this was a gracious promise for all

of them. A son of Isaac, a son of Rebecca, a brother
of Esau should be the third representative covenant
bearer and progenitor of the chosen nation.

We ought to note that Paul quotes only the last
clause of Gen. 25:23 and not the rest which speaks of
the two nations in Rebecca’s womb, Esau's nation being
stronger than Jacob's, and yet God chose the weaker as
the covenant bearer (I Cor. 1:27; II Cor. 12:10). Some
introduce what Paul left out and lay stress on the two
nations instead of on the two individuals, Jacob and
Esau, and thus hope the more effectively to exclude
absolute predestination. We abide by the promise as

it is restricted by Paul.

We do so the more since this

makes plain what is meant by Esau’s “serving" Jacob,
a question that is much discussed and often inade-

quately answered, especially when an answer is sought
in the history of the two nations.

Jacob was the third

patriarch. Esau was thus his inferior. As "in Isaac"
seed was to be called for Abraham so also in Jacob.
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Esau had the covenant in his twin brother, and not that
brother in Esau. Jesus also said: “Salvation is of the
Jews,” John 4 :22.
To introduce a physical subjection of Esau or a
political subjection of Esau’s descendants to those of
Jacob, is to go beyond Paul’s thought. What he presents is an example of pure, gratuitous promise, one

that is taken from the history of Israel’s patriarchs,
a beautiful illustration of the gratuitous bestowal
of all the covenant gifts of God upon the Israelites
(v. 4, 5).

,

13) The statement cited from Mal. 1 :2, 3: “Jacob
I treated with an act of love but Esau with an act of
hate,” is used by Paul as corroborating the promise of
Genesis: “even as it has been written" (the perfect:

and is thus still on record). The aorists ﬁyévrqa’a and
Mayan might be constative and summarize God’s different treatment of the two nations until Malachi’s time.
But Paul treats this passage in the same way as he
treated Gen. 25 :23; he takes out of each only what pertains to Jacob and to Esau personally and omits the
rest. So we translate the two aorists with reference
to the two individual acts when God took Jacob and did
not take Esau. The passage is excellently chosen for
bringing out what we have repeatedly said regarding
Paul’s illustrating how the Israelites got all the gifts
mentioned in v. 4, 5. When Israel asked wherein the
Lord had loved them they are anSWered: “Was not
Esau Jacob’s brother? yet I loved Jacob and hated
Esau." Had Jacob a greater claim to be the next patriarch than Esau? Why, they were twin brothersl Let
the Israelites look at their array of blessings (v. 4, 5)
and see in them God’s gratuitous gifts of love.

That is the great point here.

The Israelites should

have recognized what God had done for them with his

grace and his gratuitous promises.

They should have

recognized the gratuity that made these the pure prom-
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They should, every last one of them,

have become “the children of the promise” (v. 8).
They did nothing of the kind.

site.

They did the exact oppo-

They refused faith; they became obdurate in un-

belief and in their unbelief grew presumptuous.

Out-

rageous! When Paul thought of it, it nearly broke his
heart.

To use such blessings only for their own dam-

nation — incredible but, alas, a fact!
“I did hate” is highly anthropopathic but refers to

the effect that Esau was not made the third patriarch
and not to the affect.
Hate is used comparatively to
love. On this use compare Gen. 29 :30, 31; Deut. 21 :15-

17; Prov. 13:24; Matt. 10:37 and its restatement in
Luke 14:26; ﬁnally, John 12:25. The Jewish apocryphal citations in Sanday and Headlam, Enoch 89, 1112; Jubilees 37, 22, etc., have no exegetical value and
reﬂect only late Jewish hatred of Esau. Suﬂicient has
been said regarding the Calvinistic interpretation.

Mercy
14)

From the idea of pure Promise Paul advances

to that of pure Mercy which is both the substance of
the promise and its motivation. Remember that these
two go together. All that Paul says regarding prom-

ise is made still clearer when he lifts the lid of promise and shows us the whole vessel ﬁlled with pure, unqualiﬁed mercy. All that Paul lists in v. 4, 5 was pure
mercy. Only as mercy could God have bestOWed all
these blessed gifts. Israel should have recognized the

mercy, should have opened its heart wide in faith to
take in all this mercy. Because it did the very opposite Paul’s grief is tragic. All this mercy, and then to
treat it in this outrageous way! But even then God’s
Word has not fallen by the way (v. 6) ; God has prepared himself vessels of mercy who do receive that
mercy and all the glory of its riches in faith (v. 23, 24).
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First mercy, and this mercy is evident in the
judgments which men force God to bring down on
them. What, then, shall we say? namely to these
gratuitous promises when, even in making his appointments (Isaac and Jacob as patriarchs), anything like works was vacuous, and God could consider only himself.
Not (certainly, that there is)
unrighteousnesa (in the sense of injustice) with
God?

Perish the thought!

M15 is the interrogative

particle that expects a negative answer and can be rendered into English only with difﬁculty. Paul himself
at once gives that negative answer in his most emphatic

way (see 3:4). The negating form of the question
indicates that it was not asked by some objector, Jew,
Judaizer, or Jewish Christian, whom Paul is silencing.
God’s disregard of works, of anything but himself
when bestowing his great promises, may lead anyone
to think of something like dSuu’a, injustice, say partiality
or favoritism, on his part. But every Christian will
intuitively repudiate the thought. Righteousness (justice) belongs to the very nature of God. To the mere
suggestion of the possibility of the opposite every
Christian will automatically exclaim with Paul, “Perish

the thought l”
15) The 'ya'p is not to prove the statement that
there is no justice on the part of God in these promises; for what follows is not proof, nor does the axiom
of God’s justice ever call for proof. Nor does yép elucidate, for what fOIIOWs is not elucidation or explanation,

and why should an axiom need further elucidation?
This ydp introduces a word that was spoken by God
himself to no less a person than Moses, a word which

goes far beyond the two examples of promises mentioned in v. 9-12, a word which frankly states that, not
only in an instance or two has God acted in such a way
that superﬁcial minds might see injustice in his action,
but that he always acts so toward men, that this is the
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very principle of his action. I‘ép is at times used simply
to conﬁrm; it does so here: “yea.” This word spoken
to Moses, the mediator of the old covenant, stands for
all time and overtops even the examples cited from
patriarchal history.
Yea, to Moses he declares:

I will have mercy

on whomever I will have mercy and will pity whomever I will pity (Exod. 33:19). In the Greek the
ﬁrst verb is transitive: “I will mercy whomever I
will mercy.” This is not an attempt to tone down, to
excuse, to make apology; this is the very opposite, a
statement that is intended to be extreme to the very
point of apparent injustice.
But the very fact that God states (Ac’yu) this, pronounces it in a solemn dictum which goes far beyond
any deduction that we or Paul may make from God's
promises, settles the matter more strongly than ever.
Why, God would be deliberately declaring to Moses
that injustice is the principle that governs all his
actions toward men! 0n the face of it that is an impossible declaration. The very fact that God declares
this regarding his mercy settles it forever that, in ex-

tending his mercy as he does, no shadow of unright—
eousness could possibly be involved. That is one great
advantage of stating a principle in such decisive
language — it literally overwhelms and wipes out
all wrong deductions although they may be made
from a few acts alone with a show of correctness.
In this sense Paul quotes God’s word addressed to
Moses. The thought is this: Perish the thought of injustice! why (ydp). God himself says to Moses what
goes far, far beyond the two promises with which he
made Isaac and Jacob the next patriarchs after Abraham!
The two statements mean the same thing; the addi.
tion of the one regarding pity to the one concerning

mercy only emphasizes the great principle.

The two
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Greek verbs are like their Hebrew equivalents chanan
and cicham, the only difference being that to extend

mercy includes both motive and resultant act and to
pity conﬁnes itself to the motive. On a'w with indeﬁnite
relative clauses see R. 958, etc.; when the indicative is
used in such clauses as in v. 18, a'w is not necessary; of

course, when av ( = éa’v) is used, the clause has the subjunctive as in v. 15. To be merciful and to pity are
here to be taken in the broadest sense and thus not in
distinction from showing grace but as involving grace.
For this mercy and this pity are the undeserved favor

Dei which is usually speciﬁed as xdpm or “grace.”
“I will have mercy on whomever I will have mercy”
means, “I will not demand works,” v. 11, for then no

mercy would ever be shown, for no man is ever able to
furnish the necessary works. The extending of mercy
must necessarily be wholly (‘1‘ mi: Ira/\oﬁwos, must emanate solely from him who offers the mercy. See Eph.
2:3, 4. Mercy and works exclude each other (Rom.
11:6, where the word used is “grace"). In v. 4-12
everything is viewed with reference to the idea of
promise; here it is viewed with reference to the idea of
mercy. All that is listed in v. 4, 5 was pure mercy to
the Israelites; all that the Christians, both Jewish and

Gentile, now have is the same pure mercy. “Pity”
makes all of this still stronger. How 'could pity ever
demand works? Mercy, and. still more, pity are called
out by the wretched condition of those who have lost
everything and are plunged into woe. In God both
qualities are perfect. This is another important point.

Calvinism disregards this. It has God extend mercy
and pity to only a few of the wretched and lost. For
the great mass of the wretched God has no mercy,

no pity but only judgment, damnation. Mercilessly,
pitilessly he lets them perish in their wretchedness, yea,
decrees that they shall so perish. In the mercy and the
pity a peculiar sovereignty is substituted for the blessed
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quality which makes each what it really is in God, the

response of his nature to man’s wretchedness and not
at all an answer to man's works. This is done by laying
a peculiar limiting stress on the relative clauses: “on
whomever I will have mercy — whomever I will pity.”
These clauses do no mean that God will not allow anyone to restrict him in exercising his mercy and his pity,
restrict him to men and their works which they suppose
they have, or their claims and rights (such as physical
birth) which they imagine are theirs. They are taken
to mean that God intended to show mercy and pity only
to a few who were chosen by him in an absolute way.
The .fact that such a sovereignty in God would be the
very embodiment of unrighteousness and injustice is
brushed away by simple Calvinistic denial and by such
pleas as that God owes nothing to thenon-elect.
The true sovereignty in connection with God's
mercy and pity is that he extends it to whomever he
will, unhampered, unrestricted by limits that men may
set up, undisturbed by charges of injustice that men's
foolish reasoning may prefer. In this blessed sovereignty he shapes what he will do so that the sweet pur-

pose of mercy and of pity will be attained to the utmost
among men.

To what extent his mercy goes, far be-

yond what men would think possible, we shall see presently in his treatment of the obdurate who despise his
mercy and attempt to interfere with its working. There
is no sovereignty that restricts mercy and pity in God,
no sovereignty that places mercilessness and pitilessness for all-the rest beside mercy and pity for a few.
There is only the sovereignty that overthrows restric-

tions such as men think should be set up by works, etc.,
of theirs or by secret eternal decrees of God.
When God showered the streams of his mercy on
Israel (v. 4, 5) he inaugurated the plan to send Christ
and salvation for the world (Gen. 18:18, “all the nations of the earth”). This vast, unrestricted mercy
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was the purport of the ﬁrst covenant with Abraham.

When God made Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob the three
patriarchs of this covenant he made them such, not
merely for themselves, but for all those to whom this
covenant could possibly extend. Ishmael had the cove-

nant in his father and his half brother even as Ishmael
received the covenant sign of circumcision (Gen.
17 :26). Esau had the covenant in the same way. The

sovereign design of God made his mercy and his pity
extend to the utmost.
16)
So then (it is) not of him that wills, nor
of him that runs, but of him that has mercy, of God,

i. e., v. 11: “not as a result of works but as a result of
him who calls.” 'Apa oily = accordingly therefore (see
5 :18) and makes a deduction. Both subject and predi-

cate are omitted, and all that we can supply is the unimportant: “it is” or “this is a matter." The three
genitives are the usual possessives with Jun.
This whole matter is not one of a man willing or not
willing as though, unless a man ﬁrst put forth a certain

amount of volition, God would not extend his mercy
and pity to him ; nor one of a man running or not running as though, unless a man ﬁrst ran and put forth all
his exertion like a runner in a race, the prize of God’s
mercy and pity would not be accorded him. The idea

that mercy and pity are ever thus obtained is self-contradictory. They are directed toward the wretched and
lost who have no power to run or even to will. Far
removed, too, is the thought of restriction as though,
if men will ever so earnestly, run ever so strenuously,

all is in vain if they are not among the elect: they remain under God’s merciless, pitiless judgment of damnation.

No; it is as plain as day: according to God’s own
statement to Moses this is solely a matter “of him that
has or extends the mercy,” namely of “God."

Regard

'roﬁ mam: as a mate to the other substantivized parti-
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ciples, and (Wm? as an apposition. Note also that the
three participles are present, express durative actions.

God continues in mercy. Not only is our willing and
running discounted because it is in vain to ask it of us,
and no one would ever get mercy and pity if he had to
will or to run; but even if we did will and did run for
ever so long a time, how could either effort obtain such

a thing as mercy and pity? This is of God alone, his
seeing our utter helplessness, wretchedness, and misery, his letting his heart go out to us in mercy. Our
woeful state and nothing else in us or done by us moves
him. Oh, that we would understand mercy aright,
would recognize that it is all “of him that has mercy”!
How we should then in gratitude drink in that pure,
sweet mercy!
Paul is speaking of the original bestowal of mercy,
hence he is not in conﬂict with I Cor. 9:24: “So run
that ye may obtain!" and Heb. 12:1: “Let us run with
patience the race," etc. After God’s mercy puts spiritual life into us, we will, indeed, become active.

It is advisable to abide by the words Paul quotes
from Exod. 33:19, and not to consider the whole episode with regard to Moses, his prayer to see God’s face,

etc. As in v. 12 Paul uses only the words quoted and no
more, so he here employs this one word addressed to
Moses, which is lucid in itself, comprehensive in every
way, and blessed indeed. The author's interpretation

of Exod. 33:17-23 is found in The Eisenach Old Testament Selections 316, etc.

17) rap is parallel to the ydp occurring in v. 14. It
introduces neither proof nor elucidation but conﬁrmation; we translate it “yea.”

As v. 14 conﬁrms with

intensity what Paul says about the promises, so this
additional dictum, the one addressed to Pharaoh, overtops even that spoken to Moses in the intensity of its
conﬁrmation as to how God promises and carries out

his promises.

Some are puzzled as to why Pharaoh is
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introduced at this point. Those who here ﬁnd a proof
e contnmlo let this word once more prove that God is
not unrighteous. Calvinists accept this and ﬁnd the
proof in'God’s sovereignty, which allows him to do as
he pleases: save one, damn another. But all assertions
of sovereignty, no matter how strong, prove nothing
as to the righteousness or unrighteousness of that sovereignty and of its acts. If God says, “I am sovereign,
I am sovereign l” this is not equivalent to saying, “I am
therefore righteous l"
The fact that God is righteous is axiomatic and is
settled as being axiomatic in v. 13. To prove it is like
trying toprove that whiteness is white, that the sun is
light, that God does not sin. The asserting of a sovereignty that is merciful to some and merciless and
pitiless to others does not prove righteousness, in fact,
it does the opposite. But a sovereignty that extends
gratuitous promises and asks for no works (v. 11) , that
extends pure mercy and asks for no willing or running
and looks only to our wretchedness (v. 16), needs only
to be seen as what it is, and every thought of unrighteousness will perish before it is even uttered. And
when all this promise, mercy, and pity which is inﬁnitely removed from mercilessness and pitilessness
deals with even those who despise this promise, mercy,
and pity so as to conserve, augment, and crown God’s
plans of promise, mercy, and pity, the picture is complete, and the full, stainless glory of God is revealed.
For this reason the word addressed to Pharaoh is

placed beside the word spoken to Moses. What God
said to Pharaoh is not a mere example taken from
Scripture, an example that is chosen just because it is

so strong. Pharaoh and Moses belong together: the
mediator of the initial great fulﬁllment of the promise,
mercy, and pity, and the tyrant who sought to block
this initial fulﬁllment. Not only did God bring about

that fulﬁllment in spite of this tyrant — that was the
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smallest part of it — he made the very wickedness of
this tyrant reveal to all the world throughout all future
generations the sovereign power and the glory of the
Name which carry out all God’s promise, mercy, and
pity in the covenant and gave Christ and salvation to
the world (v. 5).
Yea, the Scripture says to Pharaoh:
For this
very purpose did I raise thee up in order that I might

show forth in connection with thee my power, that
my Name might he published abroad in all the
earth.
Note the parallel; yap My“ in v. 14, and now Ae’ya ya'p,
the words being placed chiastically. “Says the Scripture," with subject and predicate reversed = it even
said this in so many words to Pharaoh. Of course, “the
Scripture” = God, but it is not a mere variant term
for God. No Scripture had as yet been written, this
word of God’s recorded in Exod. 9:16 was carried to
Pharaoh by the mouth of Moses; Paul writes “the
Scripture” because this word delivered to Pharaoh was
not intended for him alone but at the same time.
through the divine record, for “all the earth." The
existence of the Scripture is itself a mercy. The two
purpose clauses introduced with same are appositions to

the purpose phrase :2: 0.575 10510, “for this very thing.”
The Hebrew has the hiphil of ‘amad, tolerativ:
bwtehen unseen (Ed. Koenig); LXX, sumpriaqe, "thou
wast carefully kept.” Paul discarded the translation of

the LXX and translated the Hebrew verb aﬁyapa. The
opinion is scarcely correct that Paul changed the sense
of the Hebrew from “let thee recover" from the plague
of boils instead of letting thee die in this plague, to
“raised thee up," i. e., to be ruler of Egypt at this time.
It is rather the case that the LXX understood the He—
brew verb in the former more common sense and that
Paul corrected this to the other meaning which this
Hebrew verb has in the hiphz‘l, the one that was in-
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tended in Exodus. It is also to be noted that we do not
know positively whether Pharaoh himself was struck
with boils and certainly not that he nearly died because
of them. In either case we must say that it was the
hand of providence that either kept him alive during
that plague or raised him to the Egyptian throne during the period in which the exodus of Israel was to take
place.

The divine purpose of raising Pharaoh to Egypt’s
throne was that God “might show forth his power in
him." God does not say, “against him." There is no
indication of Pharaoh’s death or only of Pharaoh and
of what happened to him. This is not an example of
removing some wicked man, of letting him ﬂourish for
a time “like a green bay tree” (Ps. 37 :35) only to end
by being cut of (v. 38). Pharaoh is a minor ﬁgure, a
side issue. God displayed his power in the miracles
which he wrought in delivering Israel from Egypt. He
displayed this power in the interest of Israel so that
Israel might see with what a mighty hand he was fulﬁlling for them the old-promises which had been made
to the patriarchs (Abraham, etc.,) relative to Canaan
and to what should follow there, fulﬁlling his mercy on
them in great pity when they were being crushed and
ground to nothing by a ﬁerce tyrant. Israel saw that
God's power alone carried out the promises and the
mercy. This is not mere omnipotence or omnipotence
set over against mercy but omnipotence serving mercy.
Later in the Bible we ﬁnd constant references to the
mighty way in which God carried out his promise and
his mercy in the deliverance of Israel from Egypt.
The Lord rules even in the midst of his enemies
(Ps. 110:2). Pharaoh would have been the man that
he was no matter when or where he might have been a
ruler, no matter whether he was a ruler or a subject.
What greater efforts to change his iron will, to bend
it to consent to God’s plans of mercy, could God have

Romans 9:17
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What greater patience could

God have exercised? You and I might have ended
things with one or two plagues; God sent ten (the
number of completeness). The use that God made of
this wicked man was to reveal the more his mercy and
the power with which this mercy carries through its
plans.

We know only too well what little faith the Israelites had then and throughout their history, and how
constantly God had to reveal to them the power back of
his mercy. If a mild ruler had occupied the throne and
had let Israel go without a struggle, Israel would not

have appreciated this providence in its mercy. In the
case of a tyrant of almost incredible hardness of heart
the power displayed in the mercy was overwhelming.

For centuries it impressed Israel and was reported in
all the world.
But here we again have what Ishmael had, what
Esau had. Now “all the earth” was to have it. For
the full extent of God’s purpose was: “in order that
my Name might be published abroad (Sui in the verb)

in all the earth.” “My Name” = the revelation of God
(see 2:24). ”My Name” is a gospel term; the revelation of who and what God really is in his love, mercy,
grace, and saving power. God's purpose in the way in

which he delivered Israel went far beyond Israel.

All

Egypt was to know this God who, despite its ruler's
opposition, executed his mercy in favor of the people
who believed in him and in his promises; yea, the publication of this Name which was full of the gospel of
mercy thus mightily carried out was to resound “in all

the earth.”

It resounds to this day.

The Jews still

celebrate their Passover which keeps publishing the
exodus; but the Scriptures and the Christian Church

publish the Name as it was connected with the exodus
and with all to which the exodus was to lead, more
effectively and now literally “in all the earth."
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'Ev «of does not mean, “in thee,” in hardening thy
heart, in damning thee under an eternal decree; but
“in connection with thee” as the one who was raised up
to rule Egypt at this time.
18) As God’s statement recorded in v. 17 parallels his statement mentioned in v. 14, so the deduction
made in v. 18 parallels that made in v. 16. Both begin
with 5pc. ofw. But this last deduction is drawn from
the entire paragraph; that of v. 16 from only v. 15.
So then, on whom he wills he has mercy, but whom
he wills he hardens.

The ﬁrst half of this verse repeats God's own statement to Moses recorded in v. 14 and has already been
interpreted. The very words, “whom he wills he mercies” (are: is again transitive), preclude the meaning
that some of the wretched and lost are treated with
mercy while other wretched and lost ones are treated
with mercilessness, both being done according to an
eternal sovereign decree. The correlative of the verb
“to mercy” is the misery of the lost.
"Whom he wills he hardens" cannot mean that God
hardens some of the wretched and lost in consequence
of an absolute eternal decree. The correlative of “he
hardens” is not a poor, wretched, lost sinner. The only
hardening that is effected by God and which the Scrip.
tures are acquainted with is judicial; the only objects
of this hardening are men who have ﬁrst hardened
themselves against all God’s mercy and have done that
to such an extent as to be beyond further reach of that
mercy. The dogmaticians are‘helpful when they point
out that the extension of mercy occurs by means of the
volumes antecedens, but that God's act of hardening
never occurs iiius but is solely an act of the vohmtas
consequem. The two statements of v. 18 could not be
reversed so as to read: “Whom he wills he hardens;
whom he wills he mercies,” i. e., both by his eternal,
antecedent will.
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Ten times Exodus reports that Pharaoh hardened
himself; then, only in consequence of this self-hardening, we read ten times that God hardened this selfhardened man, see Keil, Genesis and Erodus 338, etc.
In each instance ten is the number of completeness.
Even the hardening by God’s agency is not complete at
once; it follows these stages: pennissive —— desertive

(Spinitum suum subtrahit) — occasionaliter -—- judicialiter; only the last is ﬁnal and hopeless. The door of
mercy is not shut at once on the self-hardened so that
they crash into the locked door with a bang. We might
rush to close it thus. God’s mercy closes it gradually
and is ready to open it wide again at the least show of
repentance in answer to his mercy; and not until all
the warnings of the gradually closing door are utterly
in vain does the door sink regretfully into its lock.
In Exod. 4:21 the Lord tells Moses the ﬁnal outcome: “I will harden his heart”; and “all those wonders” refers to all of them that Moses was to do before
Pharaoh. After ﬁve plagues Pharaoh hardened his
heart progressively; then after the sixth' God’s hardening sets in (Exod. 9:12). After the seventh it is again
Pharaoh (Exod. 9:35) ; then it is God who hardened
but now in complete tragedy (Exod. 10:20, 27; 11:10;
14 :4‘, 5). The history of this hardening certainly
speaks for itself. Pharaoh wanted none of the mercy
for himself and for his own nation and with all his
might intended to block the plans of that mercy with
regard to Israel. The case of the Jews was even worse,

for all the mercy was covenanted to be theirs, and they
did not only refuse it and crucify the Christ but intended to prevent all other men from receiving this
mercy (Matt. 23:13).
19)
“What, then, shall we say?” in v. 13 ushers

in a thought that might occur to most of Paul's Christian. readers.

When he now uses the singular:

Thou will: say then to me, Why doth he yet blame?
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we are to note that only here and there an individual
Christian might ask this question. If God raised up
Pharaoh in order to harden him, why does God still
blame Pharaoh?
For his counsel who has withstood? i. e., who has ever successfully withstood.
pomp: (the sufﬁx -pa to indicate result, R. 151) means
consilium captum, something which God has resolved.
God certainly carries out his resolutions, and no man is
able to resist them. But if that is true — and has not
Paul himself said it? -— why does God still blame the
helpless victims?
These questions involve far more than the one asked
in v. 13. For in v. 13 the interrogative particle p15
implies that, in whatever way the difﬁculty is solved,
such a thing as injustice on the part of God is out of
the question; but here the implication is that the victim
of God's counsel cannot possibly be blamed by the God
who resolved that counsel, the whole blame rests on God
who determined that counsel. In other words, in v. 13
no presumptuousness was manifested, the Christian
mind was only wrestling with a difﬁculty; but here
some individual Christian forgets himself and lets his
mind turn toward presumptuousness and arrogance.
20)

For this reason Paul answers this man as he

does and confronts him with the arrogance which

prompts such questions. Skeptics constantly reason
about God in this arrogant way. Their little logic takes
God to task as if their logical combinations must be
absolutely sound, and God’s doings unquestionably
wrong. Sound explanations are lost on them, for they
would not accept them, however true and lucid they
might be, they would meet them with only more of
arrogant logical objections. John 8:33-69 is a case in
point; the Jews ﬁnally resorted to slander (v. 48) and
then to stones (v. 59). Now and then a foolish Christian mind starts on this same presumptuous track and
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must then be brought to a sharp halt. That is what
Paul does here.
0 man, nay rather thou, who art thou that quar-

releat with God?

In the Greek “0” with the voca-

tive is rather rare, hence it is emphatic when it is

used. If pevoﬁvyc is “yes, indeed,” thou, who art thou? it
would be ironical; when it is translated “nay rather,"

it would be corrective and remind him who entertains
these presumptuous questions of what he is really doing, namely setting himself up as one who is entitled to

answer back to no less a being than God, mit Gott rechten willst du (Luther). The present tense = go on
answering back to, i. e., engage in quarrelling. The
word refers to God’s pronouncements made in v. 14 and

17 and at the same time implies that by answering back
to God, i. e., contradicting him, this man arrogantly

lifts himself to a level that is equal with God. A Christian would be frightened by the very thought of doing

such a thing. Suppose we did not see through God’s
counsels, shall we with our poor, erring creature minds
take the inﬁnite mind and the perfect will of God to
task? In Paul’s language: “Perish the thought!” See
also 3:4.
Utilizing the thought and a part of the very
language of Isa. 29:16, Paul emphasizes still more
the contents of God’s word spoken to Moses (v. 14)
and of that addressed to Pharaoh (v. 17) plus the
deductions he has made from these words (v. 16,
18). Shall the thing molded say to him who did
mold it, Why didst thou make me thus?
Or has
not the potter a right regarding the clay, from the
same lump to make the one part a vessel for honor
and the other for dishonor?
The questions are self-answering. The sense is
identical with that of v. 14-18, but it is now expressed
in such a ﬁgurative way as to show both the ridiculousness and the presumptuousness of an objection. The
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ﬁrst question leaves the molded objects undivided; the
second (v. 21) adds the division. The point is too ﬁne
and at the same time not clear which says that aims
refers to the action of the molder and not to the object
molded, and that the adverb thus refers to the circumstances and the presuppositions of the molding and not
to the fashion of the molded object, like the LXX of Isa.
29216; of! mad}: ye (”u-cine“, “not sensibly didst thou

make me.” The manner of the making (“thus") evidently determines the character of the thing made although we need not translate, “Why didst thou make
me to be thus ?"
21) “Or" is conjunctive (1:21; 2:4; 4:13); the
alternative question has the same sense. “Right in
regard to (or over) the clay” has the objective genitive, and “to make” is the dative inﬁnitive (R. 1062;
B.-D. 393,3 regards it as an inﬁnitive with impersonal
expressions). The potter may certainly from the same
lump of clay mold one part into a beautiful vessel “for
honor" to be set up as an ornament in the house, say a
vase or a statue, and another part into a vessel “for
dishonor" such as a slop jar or a vessel for the bedchamber. Who will gainsay him this right?
Calvinism ﬁnds its peculiar sovereignty of God in
this verse: supralapsarian Calvinism the sovereignty

which created some men to fall and to be damned and
other men to be saved despite the fall, both according
to an absolute decree; infralapsarian Calvinism the
sovereignty which from the same fallen lump of humanity decreed and shaped some to salvation and decreed and shaped some to damnation. Such a sovereignty which is contrary to God’s very nature as aydm,
does not exist.
Calvinism assumes that the whole story as to why
some are saved and others are lost is ﬁguratively described in this verse, but the tertium compamtionis of
this ﬁgure, like every tertium of a ﬁgure, deals only
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with one point, that of blame; as the potter cannot be
blamed by any vessel which he turns out for dishonor
instead of making it like another for honor, so also God
cannot be blamed by any man whom he hardens instead
of saving him. After his case was concluded, Pharaoh
could not demand of God: “Why didst thou make me
thus?” The Jews, equally obdurate, could not in the

end, when God had ﬁnished with them, blame God:
“Thou didst make us thus !” The tertium of the potter
and his two vessels extends no farther. For the ﬁgure
of the potter and the clay could not picture the selfhardening of Pharaoh and of the Jews in permanent
obduracy against God’s mercy, which self-hardening
called forth God’s judicial hardening.
Unnecessary fear of Calvinistic predestinarianism
leads some to restrict the ﬁgure so as to have it apply
only to God's providence, to the circumstances and the
conditions amid which God brings certain men into being, the implication being that God should not have
brought them into being. But the chief point presented
in support of this view is not correct, namely that the
character of the vessels is not stated but only their purpose: “for honor — for dishonor." “A vessel for honor
— for dishonor” designates the character of each, designates the ﬁnished product,-the one being ﬁt for honor,
the other ﬁt for dishonor, the one ﬁtvfor heaven, the
other ﬁt only for hell; it certainly does not designate
only some circumstance or condition that existed when
the vessels were made. “The same lump” — Moses and
Pharaoh, the obdurate Jews and the believing Christians, were of the same human clay.
22) Now the striking point in regard to reproaching God in any way.
But what if God,
although his will is to show forth his wrath and to
make known his pov‘ver, bore in great longsuﬂ’ering
vessels of wrath (already) ﬁtted for destruction, and
(this) in order to make known the riches of his glory
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on vessels of mercy which he made ready in advance
for glory, them whom also he called — us, not only
from among Jews, hut also from among Gentiles?
So immense is the mercy of God, so intense his purpose to make known its riches to men by living examples in order to draw them to this mercy, that he puts
off his wrath and his power and the destruction which
these must visit on the obdurate. The sentence is
without a formal apodosis, it is just a case of aposiopesis (R; 1203), a part of the sentence being suppressed
due to emotion or for effect. It is quite common with
conditions of reality: “But if — what then?" in English: “But what if ?" Besides the foolish presumptuousness involved in asking why the wicked, when they
are hardened, are still blamed for the hardening which
they cannot resist, the astounding fact that God bears
with them in order to advertise his mercy the more, in
order to save men from all hardening — this ought to
make all such questioning impossible.
The 00W is concessive: “although willing to show
fort ," etc. When L. makes it ﬁnal and parallel to Eva in
v. 23, he obscures the sense of the word which does not
mean in der Absioht. When men are ripe for judgment, God has the will to strike them down in judgment; yet he delays this in the interest of his grace.
Foolish men may think that his threats of judgment
are not serious; God is willing to run that risk. Displaying his grace is supreme to him.
Two inﬁnitives state God’s punitive will, but they

state it, not in its punitive character, but in its warning
intent for others who may yet be warned and saved;
“to show forth his wrath (see 1:18) and to make
known his power" (76 summ‘w minus, the neuter for the
abstract 86mm: used in v. 17, a classical construction,
R. 763). See v. 17 regarding the purpose of God in
raising up wicked Pharaoh. Far and wide men are to
see as a warning that “it is a fearful thing to fall into
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There is

mercy even in the wrath and the power visited on the
wicked.
Paul writes that God “bore in great longsuﬂ‘ering
vessels of wrath (already) ﬁtted for destruction." The
tense is historical, an aorist, “he bore," and not the
didactic present, “he bears.” Paul has many examples
in mind. Nor does he call them merely "vessels of

wrath” (no article) but adds the perfect participle
(with its present implication) : “having been ﬁtted for
destruction,” which means that for a long time they
have already been ripe for their doom. God should
have destroyed them long ago but delayed and delayed.
Although they are intolerable to him, he tolerated them,
and this required “great longsuffering” indeed (see 2:4,
puxpoﬂvm’a). God exercised this longsuﬂ‘ering because
of his immense purpose of mercy.
We at once think of Pharaoh. At the ﬁrst meeting
with Moses he hardened himself, but God delayed. He
hardened himself after each of the ﬁrst ﬁve plagues,
and still God bore with him. Even after God’s judicial
hardening had set in, this delay continued. We are told
its purpose in v. 17; we now again see it. Egypt and
all the world got to see, not only God's wrath and
power, but especially also “the riches of his glory on
vessels of mercy,” Israel.
The judgment upon Judas was delayed; Jesus
warned him to the last. His end is a warning for all
time, but his traitorousness served only to work out
Christ’s redemptive death. The Jews who rejected and
cruciﬁed Christ were surely ﬁt for destruction, but God
delayed for forty years before he wiped out their nation
as a nation and displayed his wrath and his power.
And during that entire time his mercy built up the
church out of Jews and Gentiles so that the glory of
that mercy might be seen by the world. God still bears
with the obdurate Jews. He has made them a standing
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miracle, a people living among all nations and yet never
being absorbed, a sign of his wrath and his power and a
sign, too, of the vast mercies they once had (v. 4, 5).
23) The purpose (worthy, indeed, of worship) of
this longsuﬂ’ering is: “in order to make known (in all
the world — the second 5mm- clause in v. 17) the riches
of his glory (of the divine attributes of love, grace,
mercy, etc.) on vessels (on living examples, true Christians),” etc. Who would have known about God’s
mercy toward Israel if God had struck down Pharaoh
on that ﬁrst day when Moses demanded Israel’s release?
Who would have known about God’s mercy toward the
church that was made up of Jews and Gentiles if God
had destroyed the Jewish nation when Herod killed the
Baptist, or when the Sanhedrin ﬁrst plotted Jesus’
death? “Vessels of mercy" matches “vessels of wrath,"
both genitives are attributive (R. 496), both are without articles: “mercy-vessels — wrath-vessels," qualitative, such as are this.
When the latter are described, a perfect passive
participle is used: “ﬁtted for destruction,” which hides
the agent who, therefore, is not God — Satan ﬁtted
them. NOW when the vessels of mercy are described, a
relative clause is used, the subject of the verb being
God: “which he made ready in advance for glory.” We
make the action of this aorist contemporaneous with
that of the aorist “he bore.” The time indicated by the

«96 in the verb is that prior to the reception of these
vessels of mercy into glory, here the glory of heaven.
God could take them away soon after they become ready

but he wants to let the world know the glory of his
mercy which is resting on (art) them. Note these same
thoughts in the high-priestly prayer, John 17:15, and
20-23; then in I Pet. 2:9-12.
In order to escape naming either God or the devil
as the agent,.some regard Kampno’lu'va as an adjective, as
though it thereby ceased to be a perfect participle, and

Romans 9:23, 24
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as though thereby the question regarding the agent

were abolished.

This agent is either God or the devil

or the vessels themselves.

Predestinarians and some

others that follow them date rpoqrot'paacv back to eternity
and have it signify der ewige gb‘ttliche Ratschluss als
em 1101' der Zeit der Welt gesahehene Bereitung. This
is done despite the fact that “made ready in advance"
is the exact counterpart to the participle “having been
ﬁtted,” the perfect tense of which reaches back in the
same way. Both reach back only in time, into the lives
of those concerned, and not back into eternity. Who
would say: “God prepared us in advance to glory,” and

expect others to take this to mean: “God prepared us
by an eternal decree before the time of the world"?
24)

Paul adds a relative clause which is rather

emphatic because it is placed at the end: “them whom
also he called," and then the apposition: ” — us, not
only from among Jews, but also from among Gentiles."
The relative clause is still objective like “vessels of
mercy” save that o6: is masculine ad sensum since these

vessels are persons. "Also called" does not mean in addition to preparing in advance as though the preparation in advance (taking this to refer only to prevenient
grace) was ﬁnished before the calling (by operative
grace) took place. Kai, which is placed before the verb,
does not modify {was although it has been translated:
“even us whom he has called,” and: 221. dam er auch
uns berufen hat (L.). Nor is 0% predicative to insist
“as which also he called us.” While this clause recalls
8:30: “these also he called; and whom he called," the
verbs used in 8:30 are gnomic while here, in 9:22-24,

the aorists are historical. In 8 :30 we have: “these he
also gloriﬁed," but here only: “he prepared in advance
for glory." “Also called" is a part of the advance preparation for glory and is singled out by m! as being the
most tangible and evidential part of the preparation,

singled out as evidential because Paul adds to the objec-
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tive designations in the third person (“vessels of mercy
— which — whom”) the subjective speciﬁcation “us."
The sense is: “In this preparation we have also received the call of God’s grace and gospel”; we know
that this call has been successful and eﬁective in us, it
constitutes the preparation.
The verb xaAc’o is regularly used in the epistles to
indicate the successful call. When Paul writes, "us,
not only from Jews, but also from Gentiles,” this mention of the composition of the Roman congregation and
of so many other congregations, especially its great
membership of Gentiles, shows the very mercy that
operates even so as to make God’s wrath and power
against obdurate Judaism subservient to its blessed
purpose of salvation. For the more Judaism was hardened, the more it was ﬁtted for destruction. While God
in longsuﬁ‘ering delayed the blow of his wrath and
power, his mercy succeeded the more in producing ves-

sels of mercy, “not only from among Jews, but also
(and especially) from among Gentiles” (both nouns are
without. articles and are purely qualitative).
What a triumph of God’s mercy! He who exercises
such mercy and exercises it to such a degree and to such
an extent — can one ﬁnd fault with him when he
judicially hardens those who are adamantly obdurate
against such mercy, ﬁnd fault with him for his blaming
those who are hardened thus because in the end they
cannot withstand the punitive judicial hardening they
have brought upon themselves despite all his mercy?

25) The opinion is held by some that Paul now
offers Scripture proof or at least Scriptural justification for God’s calling not only Jews but also Gentiles
into the church. But why should he offer such proof
when his discussion does not concern the composition
of the church but the tragic obduracy of the bulk of the
Jews? It is regarding this that the two prophets are
quoted.

Romans 9 :25
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Hosea prophesied concerning the northern kingdom.
called Israel, whose judgment culminated in the deportation of 200,000 into Assyria in 722 B. C.; these are
the lost ten tribes who never returned. Isaiah prophe-

sied regarding the power of Assyria which would leave
a remnant to the southern kingdom, called Juda.
The pertinency of these prophetic utterances in the
order given by Paul is apparent. They show the obduracy of the Jews, God’s wrath and power in punishment,
his longsuffering when he did not at once send them to
destruction (v. 22) , and, rising above all, the wonderful
purpose of mercy toward the remnant, the vessels of
mercy, on whom is bestowed the riches of his glory.
The opinion noted has the passages quoted from
Hosea refer to the Gentile Christians by saying that the
deported northern kingdom was absorbed by Gentilism,
lost all Judaism, and thus, when the gospel spread
everywhere, all the descendants of these exiles which it
saved were Gentiles. But why quote passages such as
this to establish the admission of Gentiles when many
passages speak of Gentiles directly? The passages
quoted from Hosea show how God's word was fulﬁlled
even in the case of the ten Israelite tribes; the fact that

they became Gentile makes the fulﬁllment only the
more striking.
As also he says in Hosea:

I will call my non-people my people
And the non-beloved beloved.
And it shall be in the place where it was said
to them, Not my people you!
There shall they be called sons of the living
God.
“As also" means that what Hosea states is very similar to what Paul has been saying about vessels of
wrath and hardening and about mercy and vessels of
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mercy; “as” also indicates that Paul is quoting without
formal exactness. In order to understand the terms
“non-people” and. “non-beloved" read Hos. 1:2—9. At
God's direction Hosea married a whore and called the

daughter born to her Lo-ruchama, “not having obtained
mercy," f; oi»: 'r’lya‘mmt'vr], “the one not having been love ,"
with the present force of the perfect participle, “the
non-loved” (feminine because it was a daughter) ; and
the second son he called Lo-ammi, “not my people.”
This whore and her children (Hos. 1:2) symbolized the
idolatrous northern kingdom, called Israel in distinction from the southern kingdom, called J uda.

Paul quotes from Hos. 2:23 but reverses the statements and places the one embodying the boy's name
before that embodying the girl's name. Paul then adds
Hos. 1 :10, which is longer than either of the tWO statements found in 2:23 but expresses the same thought.
These utterances of Hosea deciare the same truth concerning the northern kingdom that Paul has just been
expressing about the vessels of wrath and about those
of mercy. The ten tribes of the northern kingdom who
were completely idolatrous, a “non-people" as far as
God was concerned, a “non-beloved” woman (feminine), from whom God had to turn away his love, these
tribes were deported and, unlike the Jews after the
destruction of Jerusalem, were swallowed up and amalgamated and lost their identity among the Gentiles.
Thus were the wrath of God and his power displayed
in them as vessels of wrath.

.

But this was not to be the end of .God’s dealings.
Hos. 1:10 refers to the promise given to Abraham:

“The number of the children of Israel (spiritual children) shall be as the sand of the sea, which cannot
be measured nor numbered" (Gen. 22:17). This promise was repeated to Jacob (Gen. 32:17). That word of
promise did not fall by the way (Rom. 9 :6). The time
would come when the gospel of Jesus Christ would be

Romans .9 :25-27
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carried out into all the world, would reach also the
descendants of these lost ten tribes, and many would be
converted. Their intermixture with Gentiles would not
interfere with this. God’s mercy would make many of
them vessels of mercy to receive the riches of his glory.
Thus the word spoken through Hosea would reach its

fulﬁllment: “I will call my non-people my people and
the non-beloved beloved." Above all that God does with
vessels of wrath rises his purpose (iva, v. 23) regarding vessels of mercy.
' 26)

The lines quoted from Hos. 1:10 repeat the

thought and add one point, namely that in the very
place where these deported people were at one time

called “Not my people — you!” they will at last he
called “sons of the living God." It is noted that ('xci is
not found in the original or in the LXX; but it is evi-

dent that Paul adds it in order to show that he is stressing the phrase “in the place” -— “there,” right there
they shall be called “sons," etc. Why should one think
of making this place Palestine, the original home of the

ten tribes, when it 'is so-evidently the Gentile land

where these tribeshad ceased to be God’s people? When
a single term is to be negated, at is used, thus in v. 25,
in 75v oil Aadv gov, and in -1-i7v oi»: ﬁyamwc'v-qv although the

latter is a participle, B.-D. 426. “God living” is a standard designation, a name that is opposed to all pagan
gods who are but dead idols.
27)

The importance of’the passages quoted from

Isaiah lies in the clearness with which they state that
only a remnant shall be saved.

The passages quoted

from Hosea do not specify; they stress only the contrast: non-people —'my people; non-beloved — beloved.

One might conclude that the Jews as such and in mass
would return to God, but Isaiah says there shall be only
a few.
'
Moreover, Isaiah cries concerning Israel:

If the

number of the sons of Israel be as the sand of the
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sea, (only) that which is left over will be saved; for
as ﬁnishing and cutting it short will the Lord execute
a reckoning on the earth. Also as Isaiah has stated
before:

Except the Lord of Sabaoth had left us seed,
As Sodom would we have become, and as to

Gomorrah would we have been likened.
Those who refer v. 25, 26 to Gentiles naturally make
86 adversative and say that Paul now turns to the Jews;
but since both Hosea and Isaiah speak of the Jews, and
the latter adds a vital point as to numbers, Sc’ = “moreover.” Only here is xpcizu used for introducing a quotation from a prophet. This is probably done in order
to bring out the emphasis which Isaiah himself put
upon the small number. 'quc’p=“concerning" (R. 632).
After a fashion Isa. 10:22 links into Hos. 1 :10 which
also speaks of the numbers being like the sands of the
sea and recalls Gen. 32 :17. But Hosea and Isaiah refer
to the promise given in Genesis in quite a different way.
The true Israelites shall, indeed, become as numerous
as the sand of the sea (Hosea), and although the phy—
sical Israel became so numerous, of the physical Israel
only “the leftover" shall be found among the true Israel
and shall be saved.
’Edv with the subjunctive (protasis) and the future

indicative (apodosis) are regular to express a condition
of expectancy: in it such an increase is vividly contemplated by the prophet who, in spite of it, says that only
16 imdhaypa, not a but the remnant, the leftover, shall be
saved. The remnant is not some accidental leftover
that accidentally escapes destruction; no, this is the
speciﬁc remnant which God had in mind all along and
because of which he did not at once wipe the whole
nation from the face of the earth when it became ungodly.

Romans .9 :28, 2!)
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28)
Only this leftover, for God will, indeed, conclude matters with the Jews. Paul uses only a few of

the words found in the LXX which made quite a botch
of translating the Hebrew; but he does not himself
translate the Hebrew, he abbreviates and gives its sense

exactly and avoids the confusion of the LXX. Delitzsch
renders the Hebrew: Vertilgung {st streng beschlossen,
daherﬂutend Gerechtigkeit; denn Garaus und Streng-

beschlossenes vollzieht der Allherr, Jehovah der Heerscharen, innerhalb des ganzen Landes.

Paul’s parti-

ciples condense this with precision; both are durative:
the Lord “engaged in ﬁnishing and cutting short,” his
reckoning will execute it on the earth.

Ao’yov is to be construed with the participles as well
as with the main verb but scarcely in the sense of “his
promise" to the remnant, bringing that to an issue,

which would require n‘w Aéyov; rather in the sense of
“affair” or preferably of “reckoning" as in Matt.
25:19, bringing that to an issue, winding up. Taking
the Hebrew into consideration, which the careful translation of Delitzsch reproduces verbally, the sense is the
reckoning of wrath and destruction which was fulﬁlled
when God destroyed the Jewish nation in 70 A. D.

The general consensus is that Isa. 10:22 refers to
the time of Hezekiah (Isa. 10:9-11), to the devastation
wrought by the destruction of Samaria by the Assyrians under Shalmaneser; Delitzsch thinks of the earlier

time of Ahaz and the campaign of Tiglathpileser.

For

the interpretation of Romans this difference of opinion
in regard to the ﬁrst and original application of Isaiah’s words is, of course, immaterial since Paul uses
Isaiah’s words because of their application to the Jews

of his own period.

We may incidentally note that a

son of Isaiah bore the name Shear jashub which signiﬁes: “The remnant shall return,” Isa. 7 :3.
29)

Not as a mere duplication or an appendix is

Isa. 1 :9 added but as explaining how this remnant came
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to exist in Paul's time. “Also as Isaiah has stated before” does not mean that he made this statement in an
earlier chapter of his book, for this would be a trivial
literary observation. Nor need we go to the length of
claiming that Isa. 1:9 was a direct prophecy concerning the state of the Jews in Paul’s time. On the other
hand, it should not be stated that Paul clothes his
thought in the words of the prophet, and that these
words referred only to an era that was past. The
instances are numerous when history actually repeated
itself, and when, under divine guidance, words describing past situations were divinely intended to describe
future parallel situations, especially also the ﬁnal climax. The idea is not that Isa. 1:9 happened to be
couched in language that Paul could appropriate for his
thought in Romans; the correspondence expressed by
not; (compare «a: in v. 25) is verbal because it is real
— the realities correspond.
Paul shows from Isaiah’s prophecy that “seed” was
left for Israel, that the word and promise did not fall
by the way (v. 6). In his longsuffering God so dealt
with the vessels of wrath already long ﬁtted for complete destruction that he did not utterly consume these
vessels, that he bore with them and thus managed to
secure vessels of mercy (v. 22, 23). If God had made
his ﬁnal reckoning with the Jews in Isaiah's time or
even prior to this, no godly remnant could have been

obtained from them at any future time, certainly not at
Paul’s time.

Judaism would have become a second

Sodom, would have been made like to Gomorrah, not a
soul would have been left after the cataclysm of punishment.

But God restrained his wrath so that seed was

left, iyxa-ram'm, “abandoned" by the sWelling ﬂood of
(punitive) righteousness (the Hebrew of Isa. 10:22,

translation by Delitzsch above). The torrent of wrath
swept over the Jews but always abandoned some, and

Romans 9:29
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from these God’s mercy won the seed. the remnant, the
leftover, and made this seed vessels of mercy.
The sentence is a regular condition of past unreality: ei with the aorist (protasis), two aorists with a'v
(double apodosis) . The duplication of the latter makes
this thought emphatic. “Seed" = “the remnant" mentioned in v. 7, 8, 27, and not, as some have thought,
future reproduction. We should not overlook the
weighty reference to Sodom and Gomorrah. Three
types of the ﬁnal judgment stand out in Scripture:

the Flood, Sodom and Gomorrah, the destruction of
Jerusalem. The latter was impending when Paul wrote
this letter. It would end the career of the Jews as the
source of “seed" which this nation had been thus far.
To be sure, Jews are still being converted, but all is
now reversed. Once Paul regularly started with the
synagogue, won seed there, and then Gentile converts
joined the Jewish converts. Now the few Jews who are
still won join the Gentile churches. Once the question
was how the Gentile converts should accommodate
themselves to the Jewish converts (Acts 15); now

nobody dreams of asking for the reverse, for We have
long ceased even to think of such a thing as accommodation to Jewish converts; now the few Jewish converts
live wholly as we of the Gentiles live and even think
of nothing else. Had it not been for God's longsuﬁering and his purpose of mercy regarding seed, Judaism

would have been another Sodom that did not have a
soul left.
The story of Judaism, viewed from the double
angle of promise and mercy, has been concluded save
for the ﬁnal point which is faith. For all promise
intends to kindle faith, to be received and retained by
faith. All mercy is of the same nature, it is received
only by the faith it awakens, and that faith trusts noth-

ing else. So now the Jewish refusal of faith in the
tragedy of its rejection is presented.
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Gentile Faith — Jewish Unbelief
30) What, then, shall we say? namely when
we look at this promise and this mercy, these blessed
means with which God labored to win the Jews. What
shall we say, you Romans and I, Paul, when we see the
situation today, some few Jews and so many Gentiles
in the Christian Church? Paul’s whole letter and its
previous presentation of justiﬁcation by faith alone
have prepared for the one and only answer. This Paul
now gives.

Paul does not make a deduction from what he has
said in the whole chapter or in the last paragraph or in
the last sentence in these verses. Nor should a new
section be begun with v. 30 and extended through
chapter 10. It is evident that 10:1 begins a new section. Then also promise and mercy discussed in chapter 9 call for a concluding word regarding faith, by
which alone promise and faith are received and poseessed. Some of the inadequacy of the exegesis of
chapter 9 is due to the failure to note the pivotal promise and mercy, the one correlative of which is faith.‘
The one answer is this: That Gentiles, who are
not pursuing righteousness, captured righteousness,

yea righteousness, that from faith; but Israel, pursuing a law of righteousness, did not catch up with
law. Why? Because (they did it) not from faith
but as (they thought) from works. They stumbled
against the stone of the stumbling even as it has
been written (perfect tense: and is thus on record) :
Lo, 1 am placing in Zion a stone of stumbling and
arock-mass'of (deadly) entrapment;
And he who believes on him shall not be put to
shame.
'Sanday and Headlam, Intemtimwl Critical Gunman-y
269, etc, oﬁer a history of the interpretation of 9:6-29, which,
however, considers only the post-Reformation period.
I

Romans 9.‘30, 31
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It seems to be paradoxical that Gentiles (no article), who as such were not pursuing after righteousness, should capture righteousness while Israel (the
nation), pursuing a law of righteousness, failed to attain to, i. e., catch up with, law. Since v. 31 is the main
part of the answer, it is not an independent sentence

but is still dependent on am. It is a correct characterization of paganism or Gentilism to say that its religion
did not consist in an effort to attain righteousness. The
worship of pagan gods does not rise to the pure, high,
truly divine idea of God who declares a man righteous
for the sake of his own works or for the sake of the
works of a divine substitute.

In some of its worship

Greek and Roman paganism was ﬁlled with grossest
immorality.
The verbs Sw'muv and xaraxapﬁdmv are matched: to
pursue — to capture. Aixawmivq, thrice repeated, is
strongly emphatic. What righteousness Gentiles captured is stated, the article not only makes the phrase

ix «(ems attributive but also emphatic: “that from
faith." Regarding this phrase see 1 :17 and note that
Righteousness from Faith is the great theme of the
entire epistle, which is here used to solve the paradox
that Gentiles together with Jews are in the church, and
that the bulk of Judaism is hardened and lost. Paul
does not say n‘qv 8d; «learn, “that through faith.” No,
faith is not merely the means but the source (ix) . How
this still frightens many who fear that it attributes too
much to faith, and how this fright becomes pure joy
when all synergistic conceptions of faith are thrown
aside and faith is viewed only as ever holding Christ
like a cup holding its contents, we have shown in connection with 1:17.
31) When Paul writes “from faith" he already
supplies the key. He does so still more clearly when he

says regarding Israel, not that it “pursued righteousness," but more speciﬁcally, “pursued a law of right-
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eousness." For this “law" was the distinguishing
religious mark of Judaism and, as conceived by Judaiism, the opposite of “from faith." The absence of the
articles in the expression yépov' Macaulay: makes both
nouns qualitative. The Mosaic law is-referred to but
in its quality of being a law of righteousness, the genitive is attributive: a law marked by, characterized by

righteousness, namely by demanding perfect righteousness, for law always demands something. Now, despite

all their pursuing, Israel never caught up,with law.
“Capture" would not be the correlative, but Ewan, catch
up with, attain, is. The sense is that “law" always
left them far behind. This was not merely the Mosaic
law because it was Mosaic or because it was peculiar in
any way but because it was “law," had the nature of
“law.” Law merely demands and never gives. Its
demands exceed our ability to meet them, not only in
one or in the other point, but in every point. All that
“law" can do for sinners is to bring them “sin’s realization” (3:20), the conviction of utter failure to catch
up with it. If the Gentiles had had the Mosaic law and
had merely tried to catch up with its demands, they
would have failed as utterly as did the Jews.
32) “Why” did Israel fail? Ami asks for the reason; ivan' would ask for the purpose. Paul gives the

answer in a nutshell with two phrases which need no
verbs in the Greek although, when translating them
into English, we must supply something. Both are a:
phrases like the one found in v. 31 and point, not merely

to the means employed, but to the source, the fountain,
the starting point, which goes deeper than the idea of
means (Sui) . ‘0: marks the second phrase as the Jewish
notion of the right source and starting poin ; “as” =
with what they thought they should start. The Jews
refused to let God, his Word, and even their law teach
them that “from faith" alone righteousness before God
comes, and they obdurately persisted in the ﬁction that

Romans 9 :82
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it comes only “from works" (no article, qualitative).
The more Jesus tried to teach them that faith was the
only source, the more they clung to works and fought
faith.

The fearful difference between faith and works is
the fact that “faith,” being trust, relies in complete
dependence on another, on God, on Christ, on the promise and the mercy, while “works" repudiate such dependence and rely on man's own ability and attainment.
Faith permits God to put it wholly and completely
under obligation to himself; works not only repudiate
this obligation to God but insist on putting God under
‘ obligation to the man who does the works, and the Jews

tried to obligate God by means of even false works.
Here we have additional light on v. 11: “not from
works (obligating God) but from him who calls (letting God obligate us by his call of grace).” Here is
light, too, on the promise and the mercy, both of which
obligate us because both are graciously extended without obligation to us on the part of God. The farther the
Jews went with their “works," the farther they got

away from God who is reached only by faith, and when
they had fully hardened themselves in the falsehood of

“works,” God’s punitive and judicial hardening set in.
Having sealed their own doom, God, too, sealed it for
them.
Paul clothes this thought in Scriptural language:

“They stumbled against the stone of the stumbling,"
and then follows this with the Scripture itself.

The

Greek is stronger than the English: “they struck
against the stone of striking against" or, “they
smashed,"etc. And «péaxopna, with its sufﬁx 1m, indicating result (R. 151) = the accomplished smashing,

the genitive being attributive. This is not a stone over
which one may merely stumble and recover oneself‘but
one against which one runs with his entire body and
smashes it entirely; it is like knocking one’s brains out.
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The stone itself is of such a size, and its very character
produces such a dire result. The fact that Paul has
Christ in mind is beyond question, Christ in his effect
on unbelieving workers of law.
33) The formula of quotation is regular (as in v.
13) , and the words are taken from Isa. 28 :16, save for
the fact that Isa. 8 :14 furnishes the words “a stone of
stumbling and a rock-mass of entrapment.” “L0” is
the Lord’s own exclamation because of what he is doing. Paul omits the details of which I Pet. 2:6-8 make
use, that this is to be a cornerstone; he uses only the
destructive eﬁect implied in the ﬁgurative terms, for
he has discussed the unbelief and the obduracy of
Israel. The prophet doubles the ﬁgure and thus makes
it stronger by the doubling, the second designation also
brings out the idea of the full deadliness of this stone.
It is no less than a m’rpa, a rock-mass, and not merely a
a-e’rpos, a boulder. See Matt. 16 :18 where both are used
with a vital difference. M.-M. 511 ﬁnds the former
used with reference to rocky ground. It is ground that
is solid rock or a cliff of rock.
So also oxavsciaou brings out the idea of deadlinels;
for this is the crooked stick in a trap to which the bait
is afﬁxed and by which the trap is sprung which kills
the victim. If we translate the metaphorical usage of
this word “offense," it is mortal offense from which recovery is impossible (see Matt. 18:7, etc.). The idea
of luring or enticing is included, and thus this is deadly
entrapment. Isa. 8:14 adds the ﬁgures of the gin and
the snare. When we are explaining the combination
“rock-mass of (deadly) entrapment” we may think of
a rocky precipice over which one is lured to his doom;
note that Jesus says in Matt. 21 :44 that the rock-mass
will fall on the man and grind him to powder!
To make sure that the application to Christ will be
made Paul adds the words: “I lay in Zion." TheSe
words are found in Isa. 28:16. The fact that Christ

Romans 9 :33
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should become so deadly is God’s voluntas consequens,
God’s purpose consequent to unbelief, and not his volzmtas antecedens, his will considered as antecedent to
any effect produced in man. God wills the salvation of

all men because of universal and equal love, and this
will is not divided as Calvinists assume.
Paul does not end this chapter and this section with
the deadliness of unbelief but with the blessed effect of
faith: “And he who believes on him shall not be put to
shame.” This is the last line of Isa. 28 :16. Because it
is non-ﬁgurative this line interprets what precedes as
meaning that .he who runs foul of Christ in unbelief
shall incur everlasting Shame and contempt, Dan. 12:2.
Trust in Christ will never be put to shame but will be

gloriously justiﬁed; works end in the utter dismay of
shame. Paul follows the LXX save that he writes oi:
Kardta'xvvoﬁa't-ru instead Of on? p37 Karaw'xlivay, the indicative
instead of the subjunctive.
The Hebrew has: “shall
not ﬂee." Did the LXX have a Hebrew text that read
yabish whereas our translation is made on the basis of

a text that had yachish, or did the LXX have the latter
text and translate it ad sensum or freely: he who ﬂees
doing so because he is ashamed? We need not decide
the question; Paul used “shall not be ashamed” also in
10:12.

The reason, then, for the rejection of the bulk of
the Jews, all of whom had the promise and the mercy,

is plain.

There was no fault in God but only Jewish

repudiation of the promise and the mercy in obdurate
unbelief.

CHAPTER X
God’s Righteousness,
Coming through the Gospel-word, the Jews by
Unbelief Failed to Obtain, the Gentiles by Faith
Obtained, chapter 10
The Gospel-word

From the promise and the mercy Paul advances to
the gospel-word, from the substance to the means of

bestowal.

Again the one correlative is faith.

As the

promise and the mercy can be received by faith alone,

so also the gospel-word by which they are conveyed can
be received only in the same way. Considering this
angle of the Word, we once more see how because of
its unbelief Israel failed, and how so many Gentiles
gained. The key to the tragedy of Judaism is the
righteousness of God which comes as promise, as
mercy, by the gospel-word, and thus is in "(cream “from
faith” alone, the faith which the Jews refused to let the
Word instill in them, the faith to which the Word
opened the hearts of Gentiles.
1)

Brethren, now the wish of my own heart

and the petition to God in their behalf (is) for salvation. For I bear them testimony that they have
zeal for God but not according to knowledge. For
being ignorant of the righteousness of God and
seeking to establish their own, they were not sub-

jected to the righteousness of God. For an end
of law (is) Christ for righteousness to everyone believing.

As in chapter 9, there is no connective; and again,
as in that chapter, there is a statement full of deep
feeling for the Jews which is combined with a state(640)
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ment of what they have and what they lack. There is a
close resemblance to 9 :1-7 although the intensity is now
lessened, hence the wording is also more terse. In
9:4, 5 we have the objective prerogative of Israel, the
gifts from God’s hand; in 10 :2 the subjective prerog—
ative, “zeal for God.” Paul’s expression of concern
would naturally be less intense than it was in 9:1, etc.,
and fewer words are required to discuss the mistaken
Jewish zeal.
By being placed at the beginning of the paragraph

“brethren" becomes emphatic and marks both the emotion with which Paul writes and a new turn in his
thought. But we do not think that this emotion is manifested merely in order to have the Romans understand

Paul’s real attitude toward his own Jewish people. We
ﬁnd no hint to the effect that the Romans had mistaken
ideas on that subject. Paul is not setting himself right
in the eyes of the Romans. The strength of his emotion
might surprise them, but that emotion on the part of
Paul is intended only to make this whole subject warm
to his readers. It was a subject that no Christian of
that time when the Jews repudiated Christ in mass, and
Gentiles were won for him, could possibly pass by. The
righteousness of God by faith and not through works,
through birth, or through anything else, clears up the
whole subject as nothing else could. Not a cool, academic digest of it is offered but one that is surcharged
with true apostolic love for Paul’s own nation and
people.
‘H dSoxta = what would give Paul the greatest pleasure and satisfaction. “The wish” is an inadequate
translation and is used only because of the lack of a
really adequate English word. Let us not overlook the
fact that we have only pév solitarium (R. 1151) which
has nothing to do with 86 ; the idea that an adversative
thought is at least implied, is untenable; nothing more
is indicated than a concessive or restrictive touch which
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is generally omitted in translation because of the lack
of an English particle that conveys so delicate a touch.
Paul embodies his eudokia. in the pleading, petition,
begging that is directed to God in behalf of the Jews,
the substance and sum of which is expressed in the

ﬁnal phrase: “for salvation,” which is translated ad
sensum in our version: “that they might (may) be
saved." Oh, if the Jewish people could only be saved!
This is Christian intercession but generalis like the
intercessio generalis of Christ, a true expression of the

Christian ﬁya’nn; for the unsaved. When Paul is pleading for the salvation of the Jews, a personal motivation
enters as when a mother pleads for her children. Do
not regard it as being entirely in vain. Christ’s intercession gained forty years of grace for Israel, and many
were saved; this is also true with regard to our intercessions, for they win added opportunities for grace
from God. On dumpl'a see 1:16.
2)

The objective motivation (God’s own gifts to

Israel) is stated in 9:4, 5, to which the subjective is
now added: “I bear them testimony that (besides all
the prerogatives God has showered upon them) they,
too, have zeal for God," objective genitive. Paul knew
the Jews thoroughly and can testify at ﬁrsthand; he
had been one of them, and we know (Acts 8:1, etc.)
with what excessive zeal he had once burned.
He
refers to the Jewish hatred of idolatry, their fanatic
reverence for the Temple, their outward obedience to
the law and the rabbinical traditions. and, to crown all

of these, their hatred of Christ and of Christianity.
They intended to serve God by means of all that (John

16:2). They were’not like Pilate who asked with skeptical indifference: “What is truth ?” nor like Felix with
his love of the world and the ﬂesh who was indifferent
to higher things.
But this Jewish zeal, Paul must testify, was “not

according to knowledge," ém’ymn, a knowledge that

Romans 10 :2, 3
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really comprehends, the word being stronger than the
simple yvu'um. The Jews were ignorant of the divine
essentials, not because of any failure on God’s part to

make them truly known, but because of guilty obduracy
on their own part.
Here we have the answer to the statement that
everything depends on a man’s religious sincerity, and

nothing on the substance that his sincerity includes.
Take poison ardently; the ardor ng11 as little prevent
the deadly effect of the poison as the lack of ardor
would. “It is better to limp in the road than to run
eagerly away from it." Augustine. The greater the
intensity of zeal devoid of true knowledge, the more
damage it does to itself and to others. And this is true
in all departments of life. Error, too, always tends to
produce fanatical zeal, which we should not admire or
offer as an example. No matter how great the zeal
produced by truth and its true knowledge becomes, it
always has the sanity and the balance that distinguish
it from the morbidity of fanatic zeal.
3)
Paul explains (ya’p) this Jewish zeal without
due knowledge. Ignorant of the righteousness of God
(see 1:17 at length; then 3:21, 22) and keen to set up
a righteousness of their own, they were not made subject in faith to God’s righteousness. This was not vincible ignorance but invincible; not excusable but inexcusable; not merely not knowing but refusing to know
when told (v.16-21). The placing of ma @mﬁ attributively between the article and the noun modiﬁed does
not give it a sense that is different from that obtained
by placing the genitive after its noun. God’s righteousness cannot be restricted to the righteousness won by
Christ and its personal appropriation by faith be excluded. Not to know this righteousness does not mean
to be entirely ignorant of it but to repudiate it, to refuse its acceptance; and to establish their own righteousness does not mean merely to know about this
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righteousness but to be engaged in creating it by
works.

The one righteousness is “God’s," wrought and
bestowed by him, availing before him, all the glory
being his, we being wholly dependent on him (see
9 :32) ; it is justiﬁcation by faith alone. The other, rip
zatav, “their own,” which they are “seeking," pursuing
but not catching up with (9:31), is one that, if it were
attained, would e nate solely from themselves, count
only in their sigh? they being the ones who justify
themselves (Luke lli:15), all the glory would be their
own, they would be entirely independent of God, he
would merely tell them what works they should do to
establish this righteousness; this is the righteousness
of works, “even that which is of the law" (Phil. 3 :9).
The two are mutually exclusive. But the latter, as

already stated in 9 :31, is an ignis fatuus. The criminal
may try to act as the judge in his own case and hand
down a verdict of acquittal in regard to himself; but
no one has yet believed him to be thereby acquitted.
So the Jews “were not subjected to the righteousness
of God.” Many of these late Koine second passive aorists, like imaéyqaav, were used in place of aorist middles: “did not subject themselves" (our versions, R.
818), but we agree with R. 817 that more than likely
we here have the passive with God as the agent. The

thought may be stated in either way as we ﬁnd it expressed in both ways in Jer. 31:18. The subjection
referred to is that of faith, which is always wrought

in us by God through his Word and is never wrought in
us by our own selves.

To be subjected to the right-

eousness of God is to bow to it in faith as being the only
real righteousness that acquits us before God's judgment seat and to forsake all our own righteousness by

which we would seek to acquit ourselves.

This is the

subjective counterpart to the objective thought ex-

Romans 10:4
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pressed in 9:6b, etc. Here the obdurate, self-hardened
will of the Jews is made to stand out with all clearness.
4) With ydp Paul adds the summary explanation
as to how through Christ alone and faith in him alone

righteousness is obtained: “For an end of law (is)
Christ for righteousness to everyone believing." This
is one of those invaluable concentrated statements, the
very wording of which bears the stamp of Inspiration.
The emphasis is on the predicate which is placed
forward, “an end of law," both nouns are anarthrous:
everything in the nature of law, including, of course,
the Mosaic law, but also all use made of law by moralists of any kind for attaining righteousness before God,
has been brought to an “end” by Christ, and it is folly
for the Jews or for anyone else to pretend the contrary.
Tc'Aos is not aim, object, or fulﬁllment; it is “end,” ﬁnish,

windup. The statement is subjective as well as objective, for “to everyone believing” includes the personal
realization. When Christ obtained the righteousness
of God for us, which is made ours by faith, all law was
cast aside as being in any sense able to win righteousness for us. Everything is concentrated in the one
word “Christ,” all that he is and all that he did, his
atoning death and his justifying resurrection, and
whatever else we may wish to add.
But “Christ” does not mark a date in history as
though from that date forward all law was ended while
before that date law was the means for righteousness,
or before that men were excusable for trying law. Heb.
13:8. Christ was “an end of law for righteousness"
from the beginning, for Abraham as much as for us, by
divine promise as well as by fulﬁllment. Abraham was
j ustiﬁed by faith without works exactly as we are
(4:2, etc.) . In “an end for righteousness” u's‘ need not
be restricted to express purpose; let it be full result, for

this preposition is often used in this sense: “for the
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actual righteousness" of divine acquittal conveyed “to
everyone belieiring."

Here there is complete universality as in John 3 :16:
“everyone,” not a single believer being excluded. This
extends far beyond the Jews, in fact, must do so in
order to include them. The singular stresses the fact
that it is an individual matter, this believing; in 3:22
the plural “all those believing" binds all of them together with the .bond of faith. As far as you and I are
concerned, our securing the verdict and thus the status
of righteousness does not depend on law and on effort,
ability, achievement of ours, measuring up to some law;
it is wholly a matter of believing, i. e., of trustfully
receiving all that “Christ” contains.
5) In a striking, highly instructive way Paul now
introduces the Word, the one correlative of which is
faith, these two being the means for conveying the
righteousness of God to us: the Word, the contents of
which are the promise and the mercy (see chapter 9)
as embodied in Christ, and this Word receiVed by faith
embracing Christ. First, the preliminary statement
regarding law, which, as far as righteousness is concerned, Christ has so completely ended that no one
ought ever again to think of it as a means for securing

righteousness (v.4).
The readings vary; consult all the details in

Souter and in other critical texts. The reading followed by the A. V. is to be preferred to the one followed by the R. V. both as far as textual authority
goes and as far as language and thought are con-

cerned; also see the LXX.

Paul would not write:

“The man that did the righteousness.”

For Moses

writes on the righteousness, that (derived) from
law, that the man who did the things shall live in
them.

1):;an with the accusative = “writes on," not “describes" (A. V.). “For" to explain the sense in which

Romans 10:5
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Christ is end of all law in the matter of attaining righteousness “Moses" himself, through whom God gave the
great Jewish code of law, “writes on the righteousness,
on that (derived) from law,” law as such in its quality
as law, “that (6n belongs here) the man who did the
things shall live in them," the things thus done — this
man and he alone shall live. The Hebrew might be
translated 6 «easy, “doing,” instead of 6 ”onions, “did”
(LXX); but the durative “doing" and the completed
“did” are only formally different since the doing would
have to continue without a break and would thus reach
perfect completion.
Yes, law is one way to righteousness, to securing
God’s favorable verdict. Jesus, too, said this in Luke
10:28, and not only Moses in Lev. 18:5; Ezek. 20:11.
13, 21 said it even three successive times. Moses is
quoted because he was the Jews’ own lawgiver. The
only trouble with law as a means for attaining righteousness is that it requires complete doing on our part;
the plural m'mi, “them," its antecedent being understood,
quietly points to the many things that must be done as
does also the ﬁnal phrase: “shall live in (in connection
with) them," namely all of them completely done. A
single break in the doing, or a single omission in the
many things to be done, is fatal. Man is in a sinful
condition from the start and thus could not hope to
achieve righteousness by doing the law. Only a man
trained in Pharisaic blindness (John 9:40, 41) could

dream of saying what the rich young ruler said in Matt.
19:20. The entire Jewish legal system with all its sacriﬁces for sin preclaimed that no man could do the law
and thus gain righteousness and life. It ought not to
escape us that righteousness and eternal life are again

combined as they were already in the announcement of
Paul’s great theme of this epistle in 1:17. What Paul
quotes from Moses is an old doctrine; every Jew should
know it, and certainly also every Christian.
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The way to righteousness by means of law and our
doing is forever closed to us because of our sin. Praise
God that Christ opened another way by his doing and
required no doing on our part!
6) But the righteousness (derived) from faith
speaks thus, Do not say in thy heart, Who shall go
up into the heaven? (that is, in order to bring down
Christ); or, Who shall go down into the abyss?
(that is, in order to bring up Christ from the dead).
But what does it say? Nigh to thee is the utterance,
in thy mouth and in thy heart, that is, the utterance
concerning the faith, which [utterance] we are
preaching.
Paul personiﬁes “the righteousness (derived) from
faith" (on both the noun and the phrase see 1:17,) and
lets it speak. Already this is dramatic. He lets Moses
speak for the law (v. 5) instead of letting the law speak
for itself; but instead of letting someone speak for
God’s righteousness, he so elevates it that it does its
own speaking. “Thus” and “what” (in v. 8) go together, for the manner and the substance match.
. , Paul lets-.the righteousness from faith couch: its
message in language that was used by God in Deut.
30 :11-14 with respect to the law. Quotation is neither
indicated nor intended. The language appropriated is
literal in part, in part it is only an equivalent. The
views regarding it run in two directions. Mere verbal
appropriation that is wholly disjoined from the original
thought is evidently less than Paul has in mind; a mak-

ing the original thought prophetic of the gospel or of
Christ assumes more than is intended, likewise an attributing to Paul an allegorical-typical use of the original. Paul's use is not “a sacred playing” with the
words of Deuteronomy. Such playing would not be
sacred.

It is not a mere dressing of thought in antique

“garments”; nor, on the other hand, a forcing into 01d

Romans 10:6
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Testament words something they neither contain nor
connote.
It would never have occurred to Paul to use this
Old Testament word as being language that is adaptable to what the righteousness from faith has to say if
only the words and not also the thought were adaptable.
The simple sense of the original is stated in Deut.
30:11: the commandment is not hidden from the,
neither is it far off. This is ampliﬁed: one need not
climb up to heaven to bring the commandment down,
nor even as much as cross the sea to bring it hither;
it is right here now in the Word and thus in thy mouth
and heart. Paul lets the righteousness from faith say
the same thing regarding itself in the same and in similar language.

The point to be noted is 14‘: ﬁﬁm- Both the law and
the gospel come to us through the Word, and that Word
we can take right into our mouth and into our heart.
The point of this chapter is no longer the substance of
the gospel, the righteousness itself, but the means for
communicating it, the Word. On this score law and
gospel do not differ although they are opposites in other
respects, especially as regards our obtaining righteous-

ness by them as a means. Although both are conveyed
by the Word and are thus brought directly to us, their
different nature makes the Word differ when it brings
them: in the case of the law (commandment) the Word
bringing it can only command “that thou mayest do it"
(Deut. 30:14), just as the doing is the point stressed
in v. 5; while in the case of the gospel the Word bring-

ing the gospel righteousness is one that we are only to
believe and to receive by faith without any doing on
our part. For the language of this gospel righteous»

ness Paul could thus not adopt or even adapt the last
clause of Deut. 30:14; he wrote instead: “This is the
utterance concerning the faith, which we are preaching" (v. 9), are heralding abroad for men to believe.
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This does not imply that Moses could write only
about the law as he does in v. 5 and not as yet about the
gospel righteousness as Paul writes about it. Moses
could write all but the announcement of the actual fulﬁllment. The Old Testament is just as full of the gospel righteousness as is the New Testament; we need
point only to 1:17 with its Old Testament quotation in

the statement of the very theme of this epistle, and to
9:31 and its repetition in 10:11, to say nothing about
Abraham in chapter 4. It is incorrect to think that in
the Old Testament the only way to righteousness was
by way of the law. If that were true, no man living in
Old Testament times could have been saved.
“To say in thy heart" is a Hebraism for “to think
secretly” and is used especially regarding some unworthy thought which one fears to utter aloud. The
supposition that these quotations about going up into
heaven or going down into the abyss .are voices of
unbelief and equivalent to a denial of the incarnation
and the resurrection of Christ, is answered by- Paul’s
appended parentheses which state that he is using these
questions in the sense of the original, as voicing an earnest desire combined with despair of fulﬁllment. Paul
is thinking of one who despairs of fulﬁlling the law
and of thus obtaining righteousness and sorrowfully
aks: “Who shall go up into the heaven ?" namely to get
righteousness there and to bring it down. The implication is that no one can, and that the man who has
this question in his heart would be left helpless and
hopeless.
Paul at once says that, without needing ﬁrst to go
up to heaven since he Was in heaven, Christ came down
from heaven and actually brought us righteousness,
God's own righteousness to be received from Christ by
faith. And he lets this righteousness itself ask that
old question about the commandment, which is taken
from Deuteronomy but applied to Christ since both the
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commandment (law) and Christ are brought to us by
means of the Word. God’s righteousness calls out to us.
not to ask with discouraged hearts, who will ascend up

to heaven, and Paul interprets the point of such a question by adding parenthetically: “that is, in order to
bring down Christ,” as though righteousness had not
yet been purchased and won for us by Christ. It is
here for us in the Word and through the Word in every
believer’s mouth and heart just as the commandment
was but in a more blessed way, and does not ask us ﬁrst
to do the commandment in the Word but only to believe
and to allow God to give us Christ’s blood and righteousness by our believing in. him.
The inﬁnitive denotes purpose: “in order to bring
down.” It is not epexegetical: “That is the same as
saying, who will bring Christ down ?” or, “That would
be to bring Christ down." Vague ideas such as: “Do
not attempt great actions, only believe"; “Do not ask
whether Christ has really come, only believe,” are unacceptable. The point is neither an admonition to
faith, nor proof of its necessity; everything focuses on

the Word which is full of Christ and his righteousness
and aims at. produces, ﬁlls faith. It was met with
unbelief by the mass of the Jews to their own undoing;
yet Christian Jews and Gentiles are justiﬁed by this
Word as God’s means and thus are saved. Paul’s par—
enthesis is not a rabbinical midrash or commentary;

neither in rabbinical nor in another fashion does it
attempt to comment on the original question of Deuter—

onomy. The parenthesis pertains only to the use made
of the question by Paul, which is to show that Christ
and his righteousness are and ever have been in the
Word.
7) “Or" is conjunctive (1:21), the second question

being only alternative, its force and point the same as
those of the ﬁrst. The Hebrew speaks about crossing
the sea to get the commandment in order to hear and
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to do it. Since this thought is unsuitable for Paul’s
purpose, Paul writes a parallel to it: “Who shall go
down into the abyss?" This is similar enough to the
original to'recall it and its idea of impossibility. By
conserving no more of the original than a similarity
Paul forestalls the idea that he is quoting or interpreting the original.
In his second parenthesis: “that is, in order to bring
up Christ from the dead," he states to whom he refers
with his second question. With the ﬁrst he refers to
Christ’s coming from heaven on his mission of righteousness (his whole mission and not only the incarnation), and with the second he refers to the completion
of this mission by his resurrection from the dead. Both
show what God's righteousness, which is now ours by
faith, costs (5:15, etc.).
“Abyss" is the extreme opposite of “heaven." Paul
himself indicates in what sense he uses this term. namely as referring to Christ’s death and resurrection. It
does not refer to “the realm of the dead,” a place that
is neither heaven nor hell, where the souls of the dead
are kept until the resurrection, this place having an
upper section for the souls of the godly, and a lower
section for those of the wicked. Some think that
Christ’s soul descended to this place at death to stay
there for the three days, and some regard this as his
descent into hell. In the Old Testament it is called
sheol. But this is catholicizing ﬁction — no such place
exists. See Luke 16:23, etc.
Christ’s soul went into his Father’s hands in heaven,
which is Paradise, whither also the justiﬁed malefactor’s soul went, where Jesus received Stephen’s soul
(Acts 7:59), where Paul’s soul desired to be on departing, with Christ (Phil. 1:23). Christ did descend into
hell, the abode of the damned, but not at the moment
of death; he descended, body and soul, timelessly, after
the viviﬁcatio, before he showed himself alive and risen

Romans 10.'7', 8
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“Abyss" is, indeed, used as a term

for hell, but there is no reason at this place for a ref-

erence to hell or to Christ's descent into hell. The reference is to Christ’s resurrection, to his going down
into the abyss of death and the grave and his being
brought up from the dead in his glorious resurrection.
The fact that the resurrection includes our justiﬁcation we have noted in 4:25, and the results of this
justiﬁcation as connected with his death, entombment,
resurrection, and living forever Paul has shown in
6 :1-11. This justiﬁcation, this righteousness made ours
by faith, is the point here. Jewish unbelief rejected it.

Like the law, it is conveyed by means of the Word, the
very Word God had given to the Jews, the very Word
Paul and the Christians were now preaching. This
righteousness had to come from heaven because it is
God’s righteousness; it also had to come up out of the
abyss of death and the grave because our sins were
buried there. God brought it by sending his Son from
heaven, by raising him from the dead. And he embodied it in the Word by means of which we have it in

our hearts in faith. The Jews heard the Word but
scorned what it brought and acted like people who
would themselves climb up to heaven and down into the
abyss and thus get righteousness for themselves.
8)
“But what does it say?” is Paul's question for
drawing special attention to the positive part of what
this divine righteousness has to tell us. All has been
done, no efforts of ours are needed, and these would
needs be such impossible ones as going up into heaven
and going down into the abyss, as bringing Christ down
and bringing him up when, 10, in the very words once
used regarding the commandment (law) we have the
truth: “Nigh to thee is the utterance, in thy mouth and
in thy heart!" A third brief parenthesis adds the
thought that the utterance Paul had in mind when he
let this righteousness use these words from Deuteron-
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omy is “the utterance concerning the faith," the very
one “which we are preaching,” we Christians all (this
is not a majestic plural).

T5 1371M: = “the thing uttered," the Word as actually
uttered when preached. The genitive is objective: “concerning the faith," the article indicates the faith of
which Paul is speaking, personal, justifying faith and
not the objective doctrine of Christianity. 'Ex «farms.
out of it, i. e., out of its contents which is Christ flows
our righteousness, the righteousness that is here also
actually speaking to us, here itself telling us how it

becomes ours.
At one time the Jews from very childhood onward
learned the law by the Word uttered and taught to
them; it was put into the “mouth” of each one. In
this way it was by the Word also to enter the “heart”
of each, the center of his being. Not, indeed, so as to
attain righteousness by the law. Theirs were to be
believing hearts, and they were to use the law rightly
for daily contrition and repentance and for their hearts’
guide to serve God aright. Just so the gospel Word,
when it is uttered and preached, brings God's righteousness, has ever brought it where it sounded forth, has
placed it right into the “mouths” of the hearers to talk
about it, discuss it, make it their own, confesa it; right
into their “hearts” to hold it there by faith. The Word,
the Word uttered, is the great medium; and being gospel-Word and not command, faith is its reception, and
unbelief, sad to say, its rejection.

Since the medium, the uttered Word, was the same,
it should have been as easy for the Jews to receive the

gospel as to receive the law. Easier, in fact, because
the gospel is a. pure gift. But they received even the
law only outwardly and not in the heart and closed
their hearts obdurately against the gospel-word with
its gift of righteousness.

Romans 10:9
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'9) Because, if thou shalt confess with thy
mouth Jesus as Lord and shalt believe with thy
heart that God raised him up from the dead, thou
shalt be saved. For with the heart one believes unto
righteousness, and with the mouth one confesses
unto salvation.
The discussion is not about the contents of the
p'ﬁpa but about God’s using “utterance" or uttered Word
as his means for conveying what we call the contents.
Hence an = “because” and states the reason that the
divine righteousness says what it does about “the utterance”; not “that” as in the A. V. and in the R. V. margin. The fact that the second person “thou” is still used
does not compel us to think that the divine righteousness is still speaking; Paul now speaks and only continues with “thou” because the righteousness used this
direct address although in v. 10 he changes to the impersonal patsive.
As the divine Word placed the commandment (law)
into the mouth and into the heart, so the Word did and
does this with the gospel. How into the mouth? As
thy confession. How into the heart? As thy faith.
The two always go together; for true, sincere confes-

sion is meant, the idea of hypocritical confession is not
discussed. This confession voices faith; for true faith
is never silent, it always confesses. Paul here keeps
the order: 1) confession 2) believing because this order

is used in the language drawn from Deuteronomy in
v. 6-8; in v. 10 he changes to the natural order: believing —— confessing.
The objects are added in a summary manner: “if
thou shalt confess with thy mouth Jesus as Lord.”
Képzov is predicative to ’Iqa'oﬁv. “Jesus” merely identiﬁes
the person by means of the name he bore from child-

hood onward. But “Lord” concentrates into this one
term all that he is as the exalted Savior, the divine
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Mediator, whom we trust, worship, and obey. In hoe
appellatione est summa. ﬁdei et salutis. Bengel. “Jesus
as Lord" is, of course, the summary contents of the
gospel just as is “that God raised him up from the
dead” thereby establishing him as “both Lord and
Christ” (Acts 2:36). But both are introduced only
incidentally so as not to leave the verbs unmodiﬁed.
The condition of expectancy with My contemplates the
idea that this confession will be made, and that this
believing will actually occur although not necessarily

in all instances where the (377,441 is uttered. The mention
of Jesus as “Lord" harmonizes with the thought of
the ﬁrst question appropriated from Deuteronomy, for
Jesus is the Son of God who came down from heaven
to be our Lord.
The mention of God's raising him up from the dead
agrees with the second question in the sense in which
the apostle tells us he uses this question, for Jesus was

raised from the abyss of death and the grave to sit at
the right hand of God forever. His resurrection
crowned the work of salvation and revealed and forever
sealed the efﬁcacy and the sufﬁciency of all that Christ

had done, especially also the full atoning power of his
death.
If thou shalt so confess and believe “thou shalt be
saved," delivered and rescued from thy sins. 0n the
verb and the noun used in v. 10 see 1:16. The great
difference between the law and the gospel should be
noted; concerning the former Moses says (v. 5) that he

that does it “shall live," concerning the latter Paul says
that he that confesses and believes “shall be saved."
“Shall live" = shall not lose life, shall not die, shall go
on living as never having committed a sin.

A hopeless

promise for the sinner! “Shall be saved" connotes the
fact that we have sinned and are thus doomed as being

dead in sins and then declares that the confessing and
the believing sinner shall be rescued and put into per-
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manent safety by another, by his divine Savior-Lord.
Even the passive is eloquent.

Here there is eternal joy

for the sinner! As 6 «mica: in v. 5 is an aorist, so here
the two verbs, “shalt confess — shalt believe," are also
aorists, for both actions are conceived, not in their
progress, but in their ﬁnality; and the futurity expressed by “shall be saved” sets in as the immediate

result.
10)

“For" helps to explain this connection. The

Greek needs no articles with “heart” and “mouth,” and
it has the impersonal passives which need no subjects:
wird geglaubt, wird belcannt, or man glaubt, man

bekennt, the latter we translate, “one believes, one confesses.” Both phrases with (is denote more than purpose, namely result, since in v. 9 we have “shall be

saved” to express actuality. The Word of the gospel
aims at faith in the heart and at confession by the
mouth, and true faith always speaks out in confession.
The double result is “righteousness” and “salvation.”
The instant a sinner believes, righteousness results,
i. e., the divine verdict that for Christ’s sake this be-

lieving sinner is accounted righteous. This is justiﬁcation by faith alone.
We may say that in this instant salvation likewise
results, for to be justiﬁed is to be saved. In John
3:15, 16 believing at once secures life eternal, i. e.,
salvation. One of the standard terms for believers is
owwpe’uoa, they who have been saved. But besides indi-

cating present salvation, awmpia is used also with reference to ﬁnal salvation, the deliverance that transfers
into heaven. So it seems to be used here. One who believes and is thereby justiﬁed confesses and shows that
his faith is genuine, and the result is salvation, he is

saved already now, and when the moment arrives and
death calls him away, heaven is his.
11) For saith the Scripture, Everyone believing
on him shall not be put to shame, i. e., as far as
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righteousness (justiﬁcation) and salvation are concerned when he faces God and his judgment. Shame,
confusion, ﬂeeing in terror from the face of the great
,Judge shall not be the lot of him who rests his trust on
Christ (im’). For the details of this quotation from Isa.
28:16 see 9:33.

When Paul adds was, “everyone," to

Isaiah’s words he brings out only their fullsense to the
eﬁ‘ect that no exception exists. This is important because of what follows.
12) For there is no distinction as regards both
Jew and Greek. for the same One (is) Lord of all,
being rich toward all those calling upon him: For
everyone whoever shall call upon the Name of the
Lord shall be saved.

The Jews imagined that there was a distinction, one
that was entirely in their favor, one that required that
a Gentile become a Jew before he could be saved. The
gospel-word contradicted that as Isa. 28 :16 shows and
as Joel 2:32 also shows. The great means of salvation
is the gospeLword, the one correlative of which is confessing faith and nothing but this faith. The universality lies in the very means of grace employed by God.
The force of 're «a: is that this matter of the believer's
never being put to shame applies “as well to a Jew as
to a Greek," i. e., that even a Jew will escape being put
to shame only by believing. Instead of compelling a
Greek to become like 'a legalistic Jew, this legalistic
Jew must drop his legalism and become like a believing
Greek. R. 514 makes the two genitives ablatives. As
he did in 1:16, and in 2:9, 10, Paul names only the two
superior classes: Jew — Greek, for what is true regarding them is also true regarding all barbarians who

rank beneath them.

As to the absence of distinction

note 3 :23.

There can evidently be no distinction since “the same
One" is “Lord of all," namely Jesus whom the Word

Romans 10:12, 18
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leads us to trust and to confess “as Lord” (v. 9): What
is true of God (3 :29) is true of Jesus as Savior-Lord.
“Lord of all” includes the barbarian besides the Jew
and the Greek. "All” is not to be taken in the Calvinistic sense that no class of men as a class is excluded
but in the Scripture sense of v. 11: “everyone believing,” every such individual. “Being rich toward all
those calling upon him" means that, no matter how
great the multitude of those doing this may be, the
wealth of his saving grace and merits is never exhausted, and his will to bestow his grace is never
wearied or exhausted. To call upon him is faith and
confession in one and the same act. It is the cry of
the publican: “Let thyself be propitiated in regard to
me (Meow: pot) a sinner !" over against the Pharisee
with his presumptuous works. The main confession
which we make of Jesus as Lord is thus to call upon
him.
13) Paul has the most direct Scriptural substantiation for what he is saying. He adds it with a simple
ya'p, for his readers will know that he is using J0e! 2 :32:
“Everyone whoever shall call on the name of the Lord
shall be saved.” Here a second prophet has was, “everyone,” with even 3s «iv, “whoever," making it as general

as possible; he also has “shall call upon” and “shall be
saved” (v. 9). Can anything be more assured? But
here there is more than just the pronoun: call upon
"him”; here there is: upon “the name of the Lord.”
Paul retains the anarthrous Kupc’ou which is used in the
LXX of Joel as a designation for Yahweh. So Paul
identiﬁes Christ and Yahweh because they are one in
essence and being, Christ being the Son of God, Yak»
weh’s greatest self-revelation. In v. 9 Képmv has no
article because it is a predicative accusative, and in v.
12 Kﬁpzoc is unmodiﬁed as a predicative nominative;
these are the grammatical features. But the LXX reg-
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ularly tranélate Yahweh with Kim minus the article,
which indicate that Yahweh is meant when they print
the word with capitals: LORD.
The words cited from Joel are so apt because this
prophet says: shall call upon “the Name" of Yahweh. On “the Name" see 2:24 and any of the following: Matt. 6:9; Mark 9:37; Luke 9:48; John 1:12;
Acts 2 :21. It always signiﬁes the revelation of God, of
the Trinity, of Christ. It is the means by which he
comes to us, by which we have him, without which we

cannot reach him. The Word is his Name. And this
whole chapter treats of the Word. Those who rejected
it in unbelief doomed themselves. The Name is intended for faith and confession, for justiﬁcation and
salvation. There is salvation in no other Name.
14) Now comes Paul’s famous chain:
How,
then, shall they call on him in whom they did not
believe? and how shall they believe in him whom
they did not hear? and how shall they hear without
one preaching? and ‘how shall they preach unless they be commissioned? As it has been written,
How beautiful the feet of those telling us glad news
good things!
The British commentators puzzle about the connection of the thought, and it is suggested by them that a
new paragraph, a new line of thought begins with this
verse. In support of this view they point to 05v. But
this chapter deals with the Word and its correlative
faith. Now faith is voiced in confession (calling upon
the Lord) and comes from hearing the preaching of
men sent or commissioned. An adequate presentation of

the Word as the means of grace for producing faith
must touch all the links in the chain. Paul lets them
form a chain and fastens a golden Scripture pendant
to the last link (v. 15). 01'»! merely takes up the idea
of calling upon the Lord which was mentioned twice in
v. 12, 18 in order to trace back the whole line, which
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was involved in 16 Mpg, the uttered Word, to him who
commands its utterance.
Bengel calls this a climax retrograde. Qui vult
ﬁnem, vult etiam media. Deus vult ut homines invo-

cent ipsum salutaﬁter; ergo vult ut credant; ergo
vult ut wdiant; ergo vult ut habea/nt praedicatores;

itaque praedz'catores misit. Still better: the one means
for bestowing God’s righteousness upon sinners who

could obtain righteousness by no other means is the
Word; and this Word as the means for making this

righteousness ours involves all the links in the chain.
Since it is the Word it makes no distinction between
Jew and Greek. But the Jew would not have anything
as easy as the Word to give him righteousness, and anything that made it equally easy for the Greek. Hence
the tragedy of Israel.
The propositions are entirely general and apply also
outside of the religious life. How will anyone ever call

upon one in whom he has no faith or conﬁdence?

So

if the sinner is to call for mercy he must haVe faith
implanted in him. Every call for mercy and grace
involves faith. The subjectless plurals are general,
these are general statements. The readings of the texts
vary between aorist subjunctives and future indicatives. Either would be in place, the former being used
in deliberative questions. They are here textually preferable. The antecedents of the relatives are contained

in the relatives themselves.

The Greek is satisﬁed to

use aorists in the relative clauses; in English we mark
the relativity of time and use perfects: in whom “they
have not believed — whom they have not heard.” Each
8c’ introduces a new and a different item. In logic this

extended reasoning is called a sorites, a compound syllogism or a chain syllogism.
Now as to faith — how will anyone believe in a

person whom he has not heard? This is again general.
Conﬁdence in a man is wrought in only one way: the
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man himself must awaken it in us. Even in ordinary
life synergism has no place for originating ordinary

faith. A man whom we have never heard, with whom
we have never had contact —- how can we have conﬁdence in him? To have heard of him or about him
is only an inferior substitute. To see his deeds is not
different from hearing him, for they, too, speak. 0:?
is the genitive of the person heard speaking and not the
adverb: “where" they did not hear. To make this the
adverb introduces the incongruous idea of place whereas eVerything turns on persons.

Paul follows the idea

of 73 517p; right through this simple chain.
There are two ways of hearing a person: when he

himself speaks in his own person as Jesus spoke when
he was on earth, and when he sends a herald to utter his
message as Jesus sent his apostles as heralds.

So the

next question asks how they shall hear “without one heralding," no article, for any herald is referred to. qulia'auv,
which we translate “to preach," means “to herald," act
as a herald for publicly announcing some message of a
king or a commander. The point is that the herald
announces no word more or less than he is hidden to
announce and alters and changes nothing. He merely
lends his voice to his master who often is also present
in person. This the apostles were to do, and they did
it, and their message still rings through the world;
this the prophets before them did, often with the direct
preamble: “Thus saith the Lord !" “He that heareth
you heareth me; and he that despiseth you despiseth
me; and he that despiseth me despiseth him that 'sent
me,” Luke 10:16. Applied to us who preach today, this
means that we are Christ's heralds through whom men

hear Christ himself only when we transmit his Word
exactly as he has commanded it to us.
15) One more link: “And how shall they herald
unless they be commissioned?" second aorist passive
subjunctive, which is not deliberative (R., W. P.) but
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the subjunctive after adv; xnprtmw is deliberative. A
self-appointed herald is a contradictio in adjecto; he
alone is a herald who is duly sent and commissioned.
So with the commissioning the presentation of the
Word as the great means of grace for working confessing faith unto righteousness is complete. We may re.
gard the whole series of aorists as ingressive: “How
shall they come to call upon him in whom they have
not come to believe ?" etc.
All these questions with negatives point to the corresponding positives. See them in v. 8, 10, and 12:
Near to thee is the Word — this the Word we are heralding — with the heart it is being believed, with the
mouth confessed — many are calling upon the Lord,
and so righteousness and salvation are being received
without distinction between Jew and Greek. It is this
fact that makes Paul exclaim at the end in Scripture
words: “How beautiful the feet of those telling as glad
news good things 2" That is the reaction which the
contemplation of the Word as God’s means of salvation
ought to cause in every poor sinner’s heart. The exclamation is taken from Isa. 52:7 and selects only the
words here needed and corrects the inexact LXX on the
basis of the original Hebrew.
The prophet voices the jubilation of the Israelites
still faithful in the Babylonian captivity at the thought
and the sight of the herald runners speeding over the
mountains to make the great announcement to them
that they are now free. This is exclamatory a... R.
1193. Do not miss the touch regarding the feet of these
bearers of glad tidings. Covered with dust because of
the long running, they are simply “beautiful” to the
eyes of these longing captives because of the message
they are bringing. No more beautiful sight to them

than these feet! So comes the gospel word. “Go,"
cried Jesus, “disciple all nations !” and with that commission speeded the feet of his heralds: “teaching them
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all things that I have commanded you," as true heralds
of mine. Such were the feet of Paul when he wrote
this quotation; such are the feet of all true missionaries to this day. And this quotation adds the ﬁnal
touch which appears already in the commissioning: the
Word comes to Jew and Greek and does not wait until
those come who cannot come.
Grace goes to such a

length.
'npazoc means timely, on the hour, and then, referring to the time of youth and bloom, lovely, beautiful;

see the name “Gate Beautiful" in Acts 3 :2. Beautiful,
too, is the designation ray (ﬁayydtzops'vwv, for it is the
very word “gospeling,” preaching the gospel of God's
righteousness and salvation (1:1). It is at times used
transitively, with either a personal or a neuter object.
So here the beautiful object “good things" is added,

which makes the measure of overjoyed expression full.
Jewish Unbelief — Gentile Faith
16)

Ah, if Paul could only have stopped with this

jubilant note in regard to his own nation and its reaction to the Word, God's means of grace. But here
again, as in 9:30-33, his note of joy must turn to a
note of tragedy.
Israel refused the promise and the
mercy (chapter 9), it refused the Word. Israel would

not have the faith which these came to work.
But (alas!) not all hearkened to the glad news.
For Isaiah declares, Lord, who believed what they
heard from us?
Then the faith — of which Isaiah
speaks — (originates) from something that is heard,
and that which is heard (comes) through Christ’s
utterance.

The brevity of the sad statement is full of poignancy. mm with its negative has the force of “but
alas!" While “not all hearken'ed” is a litotes for “only

a few hearkened,” it says that some did but at the same
time implies that all should have done this. The fact
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that Paul is speaking only about all the Jews goes without saying even as he at once also cites Isaiah who
spoke only of his own nation. The guilt is so great, the

refusal to hearken so unreasonable, because what they
refused to believe was “the glad news” in the supreme
sense, the very gospel of righteousness and salvation
for them.
We may translate {maxoﬁm “obey” (A. V.),

but even then it means submit and yield to what is
heard, “hearken” in the full sense of the word, namely
with faith and acceptance.

It is exactly the proper

word because it is correlative to both Knplia’a’uv (v. 14,
15), the herald’s announcing, and to “the glad news”
which is thus heralded. Their ears were dull, their

hearts like stone.
“For Isaiah declares” does not intend to prove from
Isaiah that the Jews were unbelieving in Paul’s time.
We also do not see how this citation from Isaiah brings
in das goettliche Verhaengm's as though the J eWS were
divinely doomed to unbelief, and as though this explains

their unbelief. The explanation of Jewish unbelief
which Paul is offering in this chapter is the fact that
they refused the righteousness which came to them

only by means of the Word, its reception thus being
only by faith.

To come only as poor, lost sinners, and

only by hearing and by believing to be declared righteous, aroused the most violent opposition in the Jewish
world. By quoting Isaiah’s statement Paul adds only
this in explanation (ya’p), that the Jewish opposition to
the Word as the means of grace was not a new thing
that occurred only at this time; 800 years before this
time Isaiah (53:1) complained about it, and his complaint was a fearful indictment. Hear Stephen in Acts

7:51. Only in this sense is Isaiah’s word prophetic,
namely that every renewal of unbelief among the Jews
ﬁlls up ”the measure of the fathers” (Matt. 23:31, 32)
until it at last overﬂows in the complete rejection in
judgment.
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Paul adds “Lord" to the quotation since the pro-

phet's question was addressed to Yahweh. “Who believed ?" implies that very few did.
“Believed” is the
same as “hearkened." When it is used with the dative.
“believed” means “accepted as true and trustworthy.”
Ti; dxoz} away is by some thought to mean, “what we have

heard,” either we prophets (who then proclaimed it),
or we people (Isaiah being one of them).

But C.-K.

106 contends for the passive sense: “what they were
made to hear from or by us," the prophets bringing
them the divine Word. “Our report” (English versions) and “our preaching” (A. V. margin) omit the
passive idea from the angle of the hearers and convey
only the active idea from the angle of the prophets;
the point of hearing in “what is heard” is also obscured.
Yet both are so pertinent here; note: “how shall they
hear ?” (v. 14) ; then the mention of the one heralding,
of those bringing good news, ﬁnally: of hearkening to

the good news.

The word dxor} ﬁts into this series of

terms; in fact, Paul uses this question from Isaiah's
address for this very reason as v. 17 shows.
This question is so pertinent also because it introduces the great ﬁfty-third gospel chapter of Isaiah
which describes the very death and the gloriﬁcation of
the Messiah. It is the central chapter of Isa. 40 to 66,
the very crown of the great prophetic poem. The very

heart of the gospel Israel would not believe, neither
then nor thereafter, not even after the Messiah had
already come.
17)
It is not an idiosyncrasy on the part of Paul
when he draws a deduction from Isaiah's question, and
when his mind reverts to a side thought because it was
unable to continue with the main thought. Nor does
dpa. imply that in the word quoted from Isaiah, Paul is
concerned only about what this deduction contains.

These views are not tenable. In v. 16 Paul voices the
same complaint that Isaiah voiced: not all hearkened in
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Paul's time -— who believed in Isaiah’s? What occurs
in Paul’s time is better understood when we recall what
happened during Isaiah’s time. But the point is this
that it was ever the gospel-word (n‘z dawémv), the
thing the Jews were made to hear (7‘, duoq’). to which
they would not hearken, which they ever obdurately

would not believe. 'Apa is a mild deductive particle and
gently lays the ﬁnger on this vital point.
The whole chapter, let us repeat, hinges on the
Word, on this means of grace, which is applied by
preaching, by commissioning preachers, by making
men hear and enabling them to hearken and to believe
(v. 14, 15). It is the main thought, and it should not
be overlooked that “then” (5pc) Isaiah, too, makes “the
fait ” of which he speaks (hence the article) a result

(in) of what one is made to hear (duo’i) ; and here the
thing the Jews were made to hear (1‘, sum}, now properly
with the article) is mediated by (Sui) Christ's own
uttered Word.

With 5pc Paul says that this lies in the

prophet's own question.
Our versions and various commentators, especially
those who think of a side thought, now take am; in the
sense of “hearing,” i. e., the act of hearing.

In these

two closely knit verses (16, 17) this term‘should have
the same sense. This saving faith which brings righteousness and salvation (v. 6) does not arise out of the
mere act of hearing but out of what is heard, namely
the gospel itself, which men are always made to hear.
Its very nature is such as to be heard. That is what
makes it such a blessed means for righteousness, one

that is so diﬁ'erent from the commandment (law)
which also is indeed heard but bestows no righteousness although it is heard endlessly.
The A. V. translates both 3x and 81.6. "by” as though
they had the same force; the R. V. has “0 ” and “by,”
which are a little weak for distinguishing between
source and medium. Right “out of" the thing one is
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made to hear comes this justifying faith; it never has
another source. But what the gospel heralds make men
to hear is not their own so that men might be justiﬁed
if they were disbelieving; it is mediated by nothing less
than “Christ’s own utterance." Now the preposition
is M and not in.

In the very ﬁrst place it was as”, “utterance,” that
fell from Christ's lips; but it is not like mere human
utterances which are soon dissipated and gone, it is
living and acts as the medium for producing this am}
that is made to resound in men's ears, this glad news
heard far and wide. In v. 8 Paul said that “we are
preaching the utterance of the faith.” He retains the
same word “utterance” but now adds the fact that it is
Christ’s own, and that the apostles are preaching it as
the one mighty medium for the message they make
men hear. The article is absent because the quality is
stressed; it is “utterance” spoken by the lips.
Some translate, “an utterance" and apply this to the
apostolic commissioning which commanded the apostles
to go forth and also point to v. 15 : “except they be commissioned.” But this interpretation would call for the
article because this speciﬁc utterance would be referred
to. The absence of the article would then not be justiﬁed. And why should such a word as “utterance" be
used for such a command when one remembers that
it was used with reference to the very opposite in the
preceding (v. 8)? In both passages the use is exceptional and occurs nowhere else and occurs here only for
the reason that the Word is originally uttered to make
men hear.

Besides, Isaiah’s question does not warrant the deduction that Isaiah was commissioned and that, therefore, Paul and the apostles also were. The fact that
they had been commissioned is not the point at issue
but the fact that men were made to hear; with that goes

Christ’s “utterance,” fir-ma (-m a term expressing result;
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the thing uttered; not -u;, the action of uttering, R.
151). These match: “the thing uttered” and axoq’,
“what men were made to hear.” The latter presupposes

the former even as Paul also deduces.
One may ask whether Christ’s utterance acted as
the medium for Isaiah’s message as it did for that of
the apostles. Why not? Are not apostles and prophets
combined as one foundation in Eph. 2:20? The fact
that in point of time Christ came 800 years later does

not affect the inner relation of Isaiah’s gospel message.
This was the same as Jewish unbelief was the same
despite the element of time.
18)
now:

But I say, Did they not get to hear?

Well

Into all the earth there went out their sound,
And unto the ends of the inhabited earth their
utterances.

It is Paul himself who in his dramatic way (question and answer) emphasizes the fact that Israel got
to hear (ingressive aorist). The idea is not that any
of his Christian readers doubted this, or that Paul is
cutting off the extenuating plea that there was perhaps
no chance to hear. No; here, where hearing is the
great point, he merely emphasizes the fact that Israel
most certainly heard. Mr; is an interrogative particle
implying a negative answer, and 01') merely negates the
verb: “It certainly was not that they did not get to
hear, was it?" The answer which is introduced with
pcvoﬁvyc which emphasizes the point of hearing (R.
1151), some think with a touch of irony, is couched in
Scripture language, two poetic lines taken from P8.
19 :4. These deal with the universality of natural religion, and their use to indicate the extensive spread of
the gospel message is like saying that this gospel message was spread as widely for the Jews as what the
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heavens declare and the ﬁrmament shows. There was
not a Jew who did not get to hear that message.
There is no need to question the literal fact of what
Paul says. Paul is not speaking only of the preaching
of the apostles, which some Jews in some corners of
the earth had not yet heard. He has just quoted Isaiah's complaint, and Isaiah proclaimed the same gospel
message that the apostles later proclaimed; read that
ﬁfty-third chapter, for instance, and then read what
Jesus said regarding the Scriptures and in particular
regarding Moses iﬁ John 5239, 45-47. From its very
start and on through the centuries there was not a single Jew that did not get to hear. He at ﬁrst heard the
prophecies regarding the Messiah, and then the fulﬁllment came and began to spread with rapidity; not one

was there who had not heard at least the prophecies.
Jewish unbelief did not set in only when the fulﬁllment
arrived; read Acts 7 :51, 52, in fact, Stephen's entire
address.
It may prove proﬁtable to pay some attention to the
way in which Paul uses Scripture and does his quoting.
Some say that he follows rabbinical practice, that we
now quote quite differently, i. e., with more adherence
to the original sense and the context.

But an old work

such as Horne's, Introduction to the Critical Study and
Knowledge of the Scriptures, vol. II, 281, etc., the 7th
ed. (the last gotten out by Home himself) answers such
views.

Paul quotes just as we do but in a better way.

for he knew his Old Testament better than we do. Take
the present instance. Here a word taken from a psalm
is simply adopted to express Paul’s own thought, he
glides over into telling Biblical language without a
formula of quotation. We do the same but not always
so pertinently when we quote the language of others

in ordezf’to express our own thought. What is wrong
or rabbinical about that?

In marked contrast v. 16

begins: “For Isaiah states,” when Paul uses Isaiah's
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statement in a different way and for a different pur-

pose.

Then in v. 19 and 20 two plain prophecies are

quoted as prophecies.

In every instance the purpose

and the object are plain, and in every instance these are
legitimate, even according to the most rigid modern
standards.

Now the last of these synonymous lines contains
the very term Paul has twice used, but it is plural,
n‘: inipa‘ra, and even has a genitive appended as has
Paul’s singular (v. 8, 17). The ﬁrst line has the deﬁnitive 5 ¢96yyoe ax’wdv: spoken “utterances” always make
a “soun .”. These lines taken from the psalm are also

highly pertinent because of the vast diaspora of the
Jews in Paul’s time. There were Jews almost everywhere, they had actually scattered “into all the earth,”
“unto the ends of the inhabited earth,” and their Scriptures, so full of the gospel message, always went with

them.

Paul could not have found better words of his

own composition for the thought he wanted to express.
The Jews had, indeed, gotten to hear!
19)
But I say, Did Israel not get to realize?
As the ﬁrst one Moses says:
I myself will make you jealous of a non-nation.
And with a nation senseless will I anger you.

'AME: Aéyw with its terse question introduced by p75
is exactly parallel to v. 18 even in the respect that the
verbs have no objects. Paul is again not meeting an
excuse that might be offered for the Jews as though it
was ignorance that caused this rejection, as though sins
of ignorance are less grave than sins committedlin full
realization. As was the case in v. 18, the question

asked in this verse, which question implies a negative
answer, intends only to emphasize the truth that, as
the JeWS heard the gospel-word, so they also fully

realized its meaning and what its rejection implied.
Theirs was not a sin of mere pitiful ignorance.

The
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Greek has no object after ﬁummw (v. 18) or after Eyre.
The Greek mind requires statement of the objects even
less than does the English, yet in the Greek omission
of the object also means that the stress is on the verbs
and not on the objects: Was there not hearing? — was
there not realization? The fact that both questions
refer equally to the gospel ought to be beyond question.
Because of the two quotations that make up Paul’s
answer to the second question the object of “get to
realize” (ingressive aorist) is thought to be: realize
“that the gospel is universal and is also for the Gentiles," and that this realization made it so obnoxious

to the Jews that they most obdurately rejected it. This
idea is untenable. Israel expected to include the whole
world under the rule of its Messiah, it was never opposed to universality as such. But it expected to
include the whole world, not by God’s righteousness to
be embraced only as a pure gift by faith, but by a righteousness attained by men’s own works by means of law
(9:31). It had a strong missionary zeal (Matt. 23:15)
but, as Paul says in v. 2, “not according to knowledge.”
This phrase in v. 2 about lack of knowledge is not in
contradiction with the question which implies full
knowledge. The Jews were made to hear so thoroughly
that they knew just what the righteousness from faith
and the gospel meant; and it was because they were
made to know it so well that they rejected it so utterly.
Their ignorance lay in so zealously building up a righteousness of their own and not knowing that this was
not genuine and would never stand in God’s sight.

Soxﬁe construe rpé'rrm with the question: “Did Israel
not as the ﬁrst (ahead of the Gentiles) get to realize?”
Which, of course, Israel did. It is thought that this
idea of Jewish priority is better ﬁtted to the answer
which Paul gives in his two quotations. But this is
unsatisfactory. As the question asked in v. 18 ends
with the verb, so does the question asked in v. 19. The
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line of thought is as follows: the Jews were given the
gospel—all of them most certainly got to hear it—
and all of them most certainly got to realize just what
it was. The fact that they got to realize it “ﬁrst" is a
side issue, the discussion does not turn on priority but
on faith, the one fruit of the Word as heard and understood.
“First” (in the Greek the adjective is preferred to
the adverb, R. 657) Moses made a declaration, and in
addition to this Isaiah (86) also made one; both were to
the same effect, that God substituted Gentiles for the
Jews, and Isaiah added the tragic reason that the Jews
oﬁered only disobedience and contradiction: the better
they knew the gospel, the more violently they refused
it. Moses, the very ﬁrst writer of the Old Testament,
and Isaiah, the greatest of the later prophets, so declare. The Law and the Prophets, these two great divisions of the Old Testament, bear the same testimony.
Moses was the ﬁrst great head of the young Jewish
nation when it ﬁrst became a nation; he witnessed all
its unbelief at the start, and Stephen tells how it treated
him, him who preached the promise-gospel of the great
Messiah-Prophet (Acts 7 :35-41) .
The supposition that the lines quoted from Moses
refer only to the idea that Israel “got to know” overlooks the fact that both of Paul’s questions follow v. 16
and would be pointless except for this. The questions
are: “Did these Jews who did not hearken to the gospel, did not believe the thing they were made to hear,
did they, perhaps, after all not get to hear or not get to
know and to realize?” Ah, so well they knew and
realized, this nation, that despite it all they did not
believe, that God himself through Moses had to tell
them: “I myself (emphatic £76) will make you jealous
of a non-nation, and with a nation (that is) senseless
will I anger you,” you who despite all my gospel-word
to you will not hearken and believe (Deut. 32:21).
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Keil (Commenter) has analyzed this Hymn of
Moses and answers the critics who deny its Mosaic date
and place it into the time of the kings. It speaks of
the coming idolatries of Israel and announces, not this

or that chastisement of God, but Israel’s ﬁnal rejection.
The retribution is the reﬂex of the sin and the unbelief.
The Jews made God jealous by worshipping non-gods;
he himself would make them jealous of a non-nation.
This is the voluntas consequens.

When the cup of

wickedness is full it overﬂows and retribution sets in,
and the retribution always ﬁts the wickedness because
it is always absolutely just.

The two poetical lines are synonymous, and each
pivots on an e'm' phrase, and these are placed chiastically, one at the end of the ﬁrst line, the other at the head

of the second, the one having “non-nation,” the other
“nation” (on 01'; negativing a noun see 9:25).

This

position makes both phrases very emphatic: “I will
make you jealous over a, non-nation: over a nation
senseless will I anger you.” Because “nation" is
stressed, Paul’s question contains the word “Israel,”
the great religious name of honor of the covenant

nation which distinguishes this nation from all E01”, (see
“Israelites” in 9:4) . The fact that God is speaking of
Paul’s time when the gospel was extended to the Gentile world, lies on the surface. The fact that since the

exile the Jews could not be accused of idolatry, at least
not as a nation, in no way modiﬁes the prophecy and its
fulﬁllment.

For the fatal sin was ever unbelief, once

ﬂagrantly insulting God by idolatry, then persisting in
bloody persecution.
Acts 7 :51.

All was a unit as Stephen views it,

The word “non-nation” is exact, for God did not
replace the once sacred nation Israel with another
single nation; the Gentiles that ﬂocked into the Chris—
tian Church came from all nationalities. And yet in

the second phrase they are digniﬁed by the term “na-
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tion" because they shall form a unit in the church.
Non-nation = “senseless nation” in so far as all were
originally senseless pagan idolaters; “senseless" is the
very word used in 1:21, 31. Some ﬁnd in the verbs
“make you jealous” and “anger you” the implication
that Israel is at last to be moved to take its rightful
place, being provoked thereto by the crowding in of the
Gentiles. A reading of Deut. 32:15, etc., leads to the
opposite conclusion. Only a remnant of Judaism shall
be saved, and that not by being made jealous and angry.
But see 11:11 for a further discussion of this and of
the other type of jealousy.
20)

Moreover, lsaiah is very bold and says:

I was found by those not seeking me;
I became manifest to those not inquiring for me.
But in regard to Israel he says:
The whole day long did I spread out my hands
to a people disobeying and contradicting.
Two witnesses from the Old Testament are permitted to speak (II Cor. 13:1). The verb “is very
bold” is added to “says” in adverbial fashion: “he says
with boldness,” not mincing words.
The lines are
taken from Isa. 65:1, 2. The ﬁrst two repeat in substance what Moses had already said regarding the Gentiles. It is again God who is speaking. The two aorists
are called prophetic: what is to be is presented as having already occurred. Paul follows the LXX as sufﬁciently reproducing the Hebrew, but he reverses the

two lines.

It may well be that he did this because the

second speaks of God’s manifesting himself, and by
putting this line in the second place it becomes only
synonymous to the preceding line, and the thought of a
theophany of God to the Gentiles is excluded.
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The chiliasm of Delitzsch and of others leads them
to think that Isaiah had Israel in mind, and that Paul

applied these lines to the Gentiles. In Isa. 63 and 64 a
voice raises the most heart-rending intercession for
Israel and admits all its unbelief and its obduracy. In
Isa. 65 we have the Lord’s reply: It is too late! Israel
is permanently rejected, save for a remnant! Its place
shall be taken by Gentiles. Isa. 65:1 at once declares
the latter. Then v. 2-7 denounce Israel. But we are
told that v. 1 also refers to Israel and states that God
is still holding the door open for them, and that he will
yet be found by his people although they have become

pagan by idolatry. But Paul refers Isa. 66:1 to Gentiles, and we prefer Paul's statement to the claims of
the chiliasts.
The Gentiles never sought God although they should
have done so (Acts 17:27), but he was found by them
(the dative to indicate the agent with passives, R.
551). In the same sense he became manifest and
known to those who never inquired after him. How
was he found, how made manifest? Matt. 28:19, 20 is
the answer. The Word, the Word, carried to them by

the preacher-heralds, this caused the true God to be
found, to be manifested in Christ Jesus. This includes

faith, the faith Israel would not yield. How different
would all have been if Israel had believed! Instead of
having its place ﬁlled by Gentiles, and the whole church
in a brief time becoming practically entirely Gentile,
Israel would not have been permanently rejected but
would have led the Gentile world in the obedience of
faith to the Word. In the Hebrew the two verbs are
the nifal tolerativum: “I let myself be found (gave my-

self to be found) , let myself become manifest.”
21) But in regard to Israel (£1359) this is what God
answers to that poignant intercession: “The whole
day long (accusative of extent of time) did I spread out

my hands (begging and pleading) to a people disobe-
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dient and contradicting.” Now he does it no more:
“Behold, your house is left unto you desolate!" Matt.
23:28. There is such a thing as “too late” even in the
case of God’s grace. For 2,000 years the Jews prove it.
“Disobeying” the pleading call is unbelief ; in addition
to that there is “contradicting,” and that denotes hard-

ening. In Acts 13 :45 we have the same analc’yw, which
advances even to blasphemy.
Tragic is the story, just as tragic when it is viewed
from the standpoint of the Word that would awaken
faith as when it was viewed from the standpoint of the
promise and the mercy (chapter 9) which would likewise produce faith. Why this unreasonable refusal of
faith? There is no answer. “And he was speechless,"
Matt. 22:12. A reasonable explanation of an unreasonable act or course of action is an impossibility.

It will be helpful to compare The Eisenach Old Testament Selections 118, etc, by the author, in regard to
Isaiah 63 to 65.

CHAPTER XI
The Failure of the Jews Because of Unhelief Leaves
a Remnant and Is a Warning for the Gentiles,
chapter 11
The Remnant
The righteousness of God, justiﬁcation by faith
alone, explains the tragedy of Israel. Israel as a people
answers promise and mercy (chapter 9) and the gospel-word (chapter-'10) with unbelief. But a remnant
is won to faith.
1) I say, then, Did God thrust away from himself his people? Perish the thought!
For also I
myself am an Israelite, of Abraham’s seed, of Benjamin’s tribe. God did not thrust away from himself his people which he foreknew.
“I say, then,” like “but I say" in 10:18, 19, lends
emphasis to the quwtion. In 9 :31-33 “Israel” is mentioned as seeking righteousness only by means of the
law through works and not by faith. In 10:16 this is
qualiﬁed: “not all hearkened,” which implies that some
did. One might conclude that God was done with his
covenant people, 6 We is often used in this sense, here
was is even added ; that he had by this time “thrust it
away from himself" completely, middle voice of (twain;

that the few who hearkened as is implied in 10 :16 did
not count as far as God's original plan regarding his
covenant people is concerned. This would be wrong
in toto: “Perish the thought l” (see 3 :4).
Paul at once mentions himself as proof to the contrary. He is of Abraham’s seed and Benjamin’s tribe
(Phil. 8:5), a full-blooded Jew, not only a believer in
(678)
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his own person, but an apostle to the Gentiles in fulﬁllment of Israel's covenant mission to the world. Despite all their unbelief God is not done with his people
Israel.

2) This is formally stated by using the very words
and the word order of the question which, with its
interrogative particle W}, calls for a negative answer:
the verb is placed forward for full emphasis, then “God
and his people” are in affectionate juxtaposition. The
very designation “his people” bars out the thought that
they should be thrust away. Paul is really repeating
I Sam. 12:22; Ps. 94:14.
“His people" has been
deﬁned in 9:6, 7: “for not all from Israel, (not all)
these are Israel," i. e., his real people; “nor (is it this
Way) that they (all those derived from Israel) are

Abraham’s seed," actually God’s people. God was
never deceived on that score. “The foundation of God
standeth sure, having this seal: The Lord knoweth
them that are his,” II Tim. 2:19; John 10:14.
The relative clause ”which he foreknew" is deﬁni-

tive just as is the pronoun “his.”

We may say: “his

foreknown people.” From the very start, as far as his
physical descendants through Isaac were concerned,
Abraham was “father of all those believing" alone
(4:11), these and these alone constituted the true
Israel, the real seed and children of Abraham. In v.
1 these are called “his people," namely God's, and now
“his people whom he foreknew.” All his plans centered in them alone, and in 9:6 we saw that his Word
regarding them never fell by the way. As far as the
rest of the Jews are concerned, 9:22 states how God
bore them in longsuffering in the furtherance of his
plans which centered in the true Israel.
“Foreknew” has the same sense that it has in 8:29:
foreknew cum aﬁectu et effectu. The relative clause is
not causal: his people, his “because he foreknew" them.

Nor does it put a limitation on “his people" in v. 1; no
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limitation is needed, for in all Judaism from Abraham
onward only believing Israelites were “his people."
“Foreknew” only adds the feature that all of them to
the end of time were present before God as they were to
Christ, when in John 10 :14-16 he spoke of all of them
as “my sheep" whom he would unite with his “other
sheep which are not of this (Jewish) fold” to form one
great fold under one Shepherd. His loving foreknowledge embraced also all those “other sheep” among the
Gentiles in all the ages to come. Since they were effectively and affectionately foreknown in an embrace that
took in all of them to the end of time, namely “his
people” from Judaism, of whom the Benjaminite Paul
was one who was to gather in so many others, how
could anyone dream that God was done with them, his

very own people?
As far as mere number is concerned, the fact that
so many men of Jewish blood eliminated themselves
from “his foreknown people” must not disturb our
thoughts or lead us to wrong conclusions. Or do
you not know what the Scripture says in connection
with Elijah? how he pleads with God against Israel:
Lord, thy prophets they did kill, and thy altars they

dig down; and I was left all alone, and they are
seeking my life?
But what does the divine
response say to him? I left back for myself seven
thousand men, such as did not bend knee to Baal.
I Kings 19:10, 14, 18. This piece of history has
come to be classic for illustrating the fact that the

church still survives during the very worst periods,
amid the worst apostasy. Matt. 16:18. The whole
organized oﬁicialdom may turn apostate, God still has
“his people”; the church is permanent.
'Ev ‘mu’g = “in connection with Elijah.”

Some

think that the Jews divided the Scriptures into sections
to facilitate reference and headed each section with a
pertinent title. 'Eori 71": 36:0!) in Mark 12:26 is thought

Romans 11:2, 3
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to be such a caption: “0n the Bush”; as is also iv m‘c
apazc in Josephus, “In the Curses." A few cases are
cited from the Talmud, and we are referred to the way
in which Homer was divided. So “In Elijah” is thought
to refer to the section which had the heading “Elijah.”
But the story of Elijah is too long, the evidence for
this system of division too weak, “in connection with
Elija ” wholly satisfactory as a meaning for ('v. 'Ewuyxdvu means to happen on someone and thus to converse
with him. This may mean to intercede for someone (so
the A. V.) , but here we have xaru', “agains ” Israel, thus
the expression is almost equal to “to accuse."
3) Paul cites the words which show the condition
of the northern kingdom during Elijah’s time under
Ahab and Jezebel. He transposes the ﬁrst tWO statements by placing prophets ﬁrst and altars second. Paul
wants his readers to understand that the condition was
so bad that not only the prophets were killed but the
very altars of the Lord were wrecked so as to over.
throw even their foundations. The very worship of
Jehovah was abolished. The view that Paul reverses
the lines so that, when Elijah says that he alone was
left, this will not read as though he was the only prophet left but will read that he is the only worshiper
left, is not tenable. In I Kings 19, Elijah himself intends to say that he is the only worshiper left. for only
in this way is the Lord’s answer regarding the 7,000
being left pertinent. The fact that as the last worshiper he was also a prophet made Jezebel’s desire to
kill him only the keener. Our versions translate, “I
am left,” for we should say it thus; the Greek has the
aorist, “I was left," “got to be lef ," reaching back to
the time when he was ﬁrst left thus.
Elijah was completely dejected. All his own work
and that of the other prophets was apparently utterly
in vain. Things were indeed at their lowest ebb, certainly worse than in Paul’s time; for before Paul him-
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self started to persecute the church, conservative estimates place the number of converts in Jerusalem at no
less than 25,000, and at the time of Paul's writing, his
work and that of the other apostles had greatly increased this host. The leaders and the mass were obdurate, but God had in Israel "his people,” who were not
to be despised even as to number.
4) “But what does the divine response say to
him ?" intends to lay great stress on God's answer to
Elijah. xmpampic, found only here in the New Testament (the verb appears three times) = the divine response. Paul cites the Hebrew, “I left back for myself,” and not the LXX, “Thou shalt leave back” because it matches “his” (God’s) people” (v. 1, 2). He
also has the feminine for “Baal” and not the LXX masculine. Baal is masculine, but the Jews called this

abominable idol bosheth, “shame” (a word of feminine
gender), and in the Greek ainxiiwl (again feminine) ; in
I Kings 18:25 the LXX translate, “the prophets of the
Shame.” L. so translates: die ihr Knie m‘cht vor dem
Sclwusakyebeugt haben. Although this word was written “Baal,” it was pronounced “Shame.” Even in the
apostate northern kingdom, which was ﬂooded with
Baal worship, God had “his people," 7,000 men, not
counting women and children. This is, of course, a
round number, a sacred number at that. The Greek
has the aorist, “I left back,” 'where we should employ,
“I have left back." So many of whom the prophet did
not even know had remained true, had not bowed the
knee to Baal, and, as the Lord adds, kissed his image in
homage.
5)

It is so now.

So then, also in the present

period there has come to he a remnant (a. leftover)
according to an election of grace. But if by grace,
no more works, else the grace no more is grace.

Raps: is not “time” (xpo'vos) but a period of time
which is in some way marked as such. Here it is the

Romans 11:5, 6
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period since Christ came. Again the true Israel, God's
people, has come to consist of only a Atiypa (also spelled
Maya) , the word matching xan’Amoy, “a portion left,” but
the main bulk gone. Paul calls it “a remnant according
to an election of grace,” (in 9 :27 n‘» swampy, “the leftover”), one that harmonizes with an election or choice
made by pure, undeserved grace. The mni phrase does
not modify the verb but describes the remnant. The
point is the kind of remnant that was left and not the
way in which it came to be a remnant.
Grace (see 3 :24) which asks for nothing on the sinner's part, which gratuitously bestows God’s righteousness through Christ to be accepted by faith (trust) alone,
this grace makes an election in accord with its nature
by taking for itself all those whom it wins for faith and
for the acceptance of this gift of God’s righteousness.

This is its iony-ﬁ. It operated thus in Paul’s time (as in
every other), and we see this “remnant,” Jewish believers all; all the rest of Judaism despised grace and
would not let it work faith in them. This remnant was
not held with an irresistible grace by the sovereignty
of God, a grace that was intended only for them, from

which all the rest were barred already in eternity.
such sovereignty and no such grace exist.

No

6)
Since the Jews were so certain that they were
God’s people because of their works, it is highly perti—
nent that Paul adds: “But if by means of grace, no
more of works.” Here and in the next clause oéxc’n is
logical and not temporal. What Paul states is not an

exegetical comment for which he halts in his argument;
it is the very point of his argument. The fact that
there ever was a people of God was due purely to grace
and not to works. The Jewish remnant also shows it,
for it was “a remnant according to an election of
grace." As God’s people ever and always are, this remnant, too, was marked by grace, and not by works.

Xdpm is a dative of means while ix denotes source.
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This proposition is general, universal. Some com-

mentators complete both the protasis and the apodosis by inserting into each subject, verb, phrase, in
fact, the whole of v. 5. That is due to the idea of the
grammarians that every statement must have subject
and predicate. We have already had instances in R0-

mans in which such insertion alters Paul's meaning.
Here he uses only xdpm without an article; if anything
were to be supplied from v. 5 then, since in v. 5 we have
xcipmn, Paul would have written 17‘] xcipm in V. 6. Hi3
meaning is: Anything that comes “by means of grace"

can never at any time or in any way be considered as
resulting “from works,” be it the remnant of which he
is speaking or anything else. If God bestows grace.

every idea of works on man's part is automatically
barred out. Grace is not one source (as if Paul had
written a: xipmc) that bars out the opposite source
(is Epyuv). Paul says that, if there were anything at
all like a human source, God would have used a corresponding means to draw from it; his using pure grace
as the only possible means for attaining his and reveals

the non-existence of any possible human source,
“works” are named only because the unbelieving Jews
tried to make them a source.
Now we have the article: “else the grace,” this
very grace of which Paul is speaking (v. 5, 6), which

God uses as the only possible means, “no more is grace,"
yfvmu, "comes to be” and continues to have the quality
and the nature of grace. The article is absent in the
predicate, which is the usual way of marking the pred~
icate. Here everything centers in the meaning of xépa:
the divine favor and whatever it bestows which is absolutely unmerited by the recipients, they not only merit

nothing but merit the opposite of this.favor.
Two misconceptions must be guarded against: the
idea of an irresistible and thus. a limited grace; and

the idea of a synergistic grace which expects at least
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something from man in cooperation, be it ever so slight.
Both views seek to explain why grace saves some and
not others; both seek their explanation in a misunderstanding of the grace. Grace is universal, equal, sufﬁcient (suﬁiciens) to save all; and the only question to
ask, according to the Scriptures, is why, with this grace
available, all are not saved, and the only answer is,
“Because in permanent unbelief so many obdurately
refuse this grace (10 :21) ." The addition of the A. V.:
“But if it be of works,” etc., is textually unsound.
7)

What then?

What does all this that has

been said thus far amount to?

Why to this:

What

Israel seeks for it did not obtain, but the election did
obtain, and the rest were made like stone. Even as
it has been written:
God gave them a spirit of
stupor, eyes not to see, and ears not to hear, unto this
very day. And David says:
Let their table he a snare and for a hunting
net

And for a trap trigger and for a recompense to
them:

Let their eyes he made dark not to see,
And their back bow down ever.

What Israel, the nation, is still seeking (present
tense) , and what it never obtained in the past (aorist) ,
need not again be stated, namely righteousness so as to

be God's people as a nation (v. 1).

The accusative

roﬁro seems to be attracted to its antecedent accusative

clause from the genitive which is regular after immxde. But the failure of Israel to obtain did not prevent God from having “his people." for ”the election
did obtain," and these continued unbroken the line of
"his people” as did the 7,000 in Elijah’s time in the
northern kingdom.
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We may translate the aorist passive as a middle,
“the rest became like stone," or as a passive, “were

made like stone,” namely by God in judicial, punitive
hardening (see 9:18). It is true, the passive leaves
the agent unnamed, but in the quotation cited in v. 8

Paul names him. In 9 :18 the verb used is a'KquﬁVm, “to
harden” as when a branch is dried out and becomes stiff
so as no longer to bend; the verb used here is wpéw,

“to petrify,” to make like Tuﬁstein, like soft stone.
The opposite is living ﬂesh. Petrifaction means loss of
all sensation and living reaction; live ﬂesh has such sensation and such reaction. This word is not medical;
medics appropriated it as a designation for stone in the
bladder, bone callouses, etc. In its metaphorical meanings it does not imply a hard covering growing over

the eyes or over the heart. Only two places have been
found in which it refers to eyes, and these are subject
to question (Job 17 :7 is one, LXX). The idea of the
word is that the heart turns into stone, which is some-

thing more than growing a callous skin. On the confusion of «apoﬁv and mpoﬁv see Zahn, Roemer, 618, etc.
“Intellectual blindness” and Paul’s poro‘sis are not the
same idea.
So the nation as a nation was divided. “The election” is an abstract for the concrete “the elect" and is
here used because it supplies a singular that can be
placed over against the singular “Israel." “The election” is the “remnant according to an election of grace”
and presupposes this designation used in v. 5 for its

understanding.

“The election" = “his people" in v.

1, 2. Those who were brought to faith by grace God

chose as his own, as “his people” in whom all his plans
were to be carried forward. The rest had to be turned
over to judgment. On these, however, Paul now elaborates by showing 1) that judgment strikes them; but
that 2) even in that judgment God furthers his plans
of grace (v. 11, etc).

Romans 11 :8
8)
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When Paul speaks of this judgment he proceeds

exactly as Jesus does in Matt. 13:10-15, and as John
does in John 12:37-43; both point to what Isaiah had

said 800 years before this time.

Paul does not name

Isaiah, nor does he intend to quote a speciﬁc passage;

“as it has been written” is broad and lets the reader
recall the passages Paul has in mind. Isa. 29:10 is
evidently the one from which “a spirit of stupor” is
taken; Deut. 29:4 is another which has the phrase
“unto this day," that is so pertinent in Paul's time.
The eyes and the ears, the not-seeing and the not-hear-

ing recall other passages such as Ezek. 12:2 and Isa.
6:9. To quote thus in a composite statement is to say
that the Scriptures speak of the matter in a number of
places; their testimony is tersely summarized. Paul
is not using the Scriptures as though they were directly
foretelling the present obduracy of the Jews; he shows

that what happened long ago is repeating itself.

Jew-

ish obduracy, now come to its ﬁnal stage, has a long
history. That God had not long ago terminated his
consideration for the Jews had been due to his great
“longsuﬁ‘ering with the vessels of wrath already ﬁtted
for destruction” (9:22).
The punitive hardening which follows after selfhardening has fully set in is here described. They that

will not shall not!

In “a spirit of stupor” the genitive

is qualitative: a spirit marked by stupor, hence one that
is wholly unresponsive. Kardvuém is derived from xammﬁaaw, “to strike through” and thus to stun (Acts 2:37) ;

thus the noun has probably come to mean stupor as
when one is stunned and rendered unconscious. The
genitive inﬁnitives are qualitative like the genitive
noun; B.-D. 393, 6 and 400, 2 regards them as expressing result: solche 0.hren, dass sie m'cht hoeren, etc.

Our versions have the inﬁnitive denote purpose: “that
they should not see — should not hear." The German
is able to reproduce mﬁtcpov! “bis zu dem heutigen Tag."
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9) This general witness is followed by a speciﬁc
one, two witnesses being necessary according to II Cor.
13:1. This is David’s imprecation as found in Ps.
69:27, etc., which was uttered against his Jewish enemies who were Jehovah’s enemies. This is exceedingly
strong: 1) David is a type of the Messiah also as to
his enemies; 2) his words are not a mere statement of
fact as are those in v. 8, they are invective, calling on
God to carry out his punitive justice. Paul only bemoans the fate of his obdurate nation (9 :1-3) , David is
more severe, and Paul’s readers must know this.
Delitzsch has his doubts as to whether David wrote
this psalm and attributes it to Jeremiah although he
admits that it typiﬁes Christ. Psalm 69 is quoted in
John 2:17; 15:25; Acts 1:20 (“in the Book of
Psalms”), and in Rom. 15:3. Only here is David’s
name attached to this psalm; but it is unfair.to claim
that, when Paul writes, “David says,” he was uncritical
and just followed the Jewish tradition which placed
“A Psalm of David" at the head of this psalm, or that
in Paul’s estimation “David" was only a designation for
the entire Book of Psalms.
In v. 21 “David says”: “They gave me also gall for
my meat; and in my thirst they gave me vinegar to
drink," which is prophetic of the gall Jesus refused
(Matt; 27:34) and of the vinegar he received (John
19 :29, 30). Upon this there follows in v. 22: “Let their
table become a snare before them ; and for their welfare
a trap." This is just retribution. Kittel, one of the
latest German commentators, says in his Psalmen that
this and other imprecations found in the psalms adopt
Babylonian curses, often when they are not ﬁtting. The
LXX expands its translation: “a-snare and a ’recompense and a trap trigger.” Paul retains these three
terms and adds a fourth but in this order: “snare-—
hunting net — trap trigger -— recompense.“ Thisex—
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pansion is interpretative; for the ﬁrst three terms convey one idea, that of the one Hebrew term “snare," and
the fourth term “recompense” is a literal interpretation of the ﬁgure of a “snare.”
Delitzsch relates how a table could become a literal
snare: the Bedouin spreads a leather roll on the ﬂoor
and has his feast set down on that. Others added the
details in order to complete the full picture: the roll of
leather or a very low table — the men about it crosslegged — sudden alarm — frightened leaping up —
legs entangled in the roll or tablecloth like an animal in
a net or a trap. This is then advanced so as to take
v. 10 into the picture: the excitement blinds so that
they do not see, and with quaking legs (Hebrew), with
backs bent (LXX, Paul), the frightened guests run like
mad. But this is a rather imaginary interpretation.
The table means the rich viands placed upon it.
This rich table is ﬁgurative for earthly prosperity, and
God is to turn this table into a snare, to turn his earthly
blessing into a curse for the enemies of David who hate
him for God’s sake. Gall and vinegar they gave Christ
who quotes v. 4 of this very psalm in his last discourse
to the disciples, John 15:25: “They hated me without
a cause," and he did this on the night before gall and
vinegar were actually served. to him on Golgotha. All
the prosperity of the Jews would turn into gall and
vinegar, they would no longer be a blessing but a curse.

The ﬁgure of the snare is ampliﬁed by that of a
hunting net (aﬁpa) and of a trap trigger («Kama») in
order to bring out fully the idea that “snare” implies

the death of the victim. 0n the third term see 9:33,
and M.-M. 576 on the corresponding verb. It is not
“stumbling block” (our versions) but “deathtrap,” or
still more exactly, the trigger that springs such a trap.
The point is important since one does not kill himself
by stumbling over a block but is, indeed. killed by this
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deadly trigger's springing the trap. All three ﬁgurative terms are but one ﬁgure; the ﬁgures are not mixed
by the odd and far weaker one of a stumbling block.
The fourth term, “recompense," is the literal interpretation which states the point of the ﬁgure, namely
due retribution. ’Aumf in the verb brings out the just
return, and am: the return as being due and obligatory,
and ﬁn. is the sufﬁx expressing result (R. 151) . What
God gives to wicked Israel is for their wickedness, from
him as being rightly demanded by their wickedness.
The thought of these two quoted lines is very complete.
Eh: merely introduces the predicates (R. 481) . We may
translate “as a snare,’{ or imitate the Greek, “for a
snare,” or omit it, “a snare” (our versions).
10) The third line indicates how the deadly snare,
etc., catches and kills: “Let their eyes be darkened not
to see,” the genitive inﬁnitive being like those occurring
in v. 9. By not seeing what he gets into the victim is
killed. Israel thinks its prosperity is God’s blessing;
its eyes are blind and do not see that this is delusion,
retributive delusion: the thing that looks like a blessing
has become a curse. Convinced that God is still blessing them while they have gone into full obduracy, and
that God will not forsake them, they are led to go on,
obdurate as they are, until the snare suddenly tightens,
the net closes, and the trigger springs the deathtrap,
the recompense of due justice destroys them.
The fourth line adds the vital thought that the Jews
are not simply to be killed and wiped out. One might
conclude this from the previous lines, and God’s retribution might, indeed, take that form. It did in the case
of the Flood; it did in the case of Sodom and Gomorrah; but it did not in the instance of the destruction of
Jerusalem, for 90,000 Jews were carried away into
slavery. The Hebrew has: “Make their loins continually to shake,” which the LXX and Paul render interpretatively: “Their back bow down ever,” for the loins
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shake when the back is bent down under an excessive

load.
The Jews never regained their existence as a nation.

For almost 2,000 years they have been scattered among
all other nations but remain distinct, unabsorbed. Endless indignities are heaped upon them. To this day
“Jew” is an approbious epithet even in our best coun:
tries. Read their long history. The sum of that his-

tory is not the fact that the Jews innocently suffered
these centuries of woe; it is that they have ever brought
these woes upon themselves anew. Ever they keep
acting as an irritant among the nations. Their back is

bowed under their own curse (Matt. 27:25). They cruciﬁed their own Christ; to this day their hatred of the

Cruciﬁed stamps them more than anything else as
“Jews”; their segregation is of their own choosing.
The more they retain the character of “Jews,” the more
does this appear; and during the long centuries this
their character made them the irritant they have been
with the result being as their own David here pictures
it and as he called on God to produce it. ALavraV'rés does

not sound like a future conversion of the Jews which
will end their Judaism and its long-standing results.
11)

We now see for what the last line quoted from

David’s psalm prepares.

This preparation goes back

much farther: to Pharaoh (9:17), whose
concerned not merely himself but the world,
vessels of wrath (9 :22, 23) that were borne
longsuffering, not for their own sake, but

far-reaching plans of mercy.

judgment
and to the
by God in
for God’s

So the judgment on the

Jews in their hardening in Paul’s time (v. 7) was by no
means the end of the matter even for the Jews themselves. God 1) used it to produce a blessed effect on

the Gentiles and 2) would use this effect to produce
another even on the Jews. Here we have the full elaboration of what is summarized in 9:22, 23. Begin a
new paragraph here and not with v. 13 (R. V.).
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I say then, Did they strike against (only with the
result) that they fell? Is that the whole story?
Perish the thought! We have the same formulation
as in v. 1: “I say then.” This is used in order to lend
emphasis; #13 exDects a negative answer, and Paul also
emphatically states it. But main: is rather weakly rendered by “stumble”; it means anprallen (B.-P. 1166),
“to crash against something.” The fact that Iva cannot
here denote purpose but must denote result the English
commentators see but the Germans do not. If purpose
were intended, it certainly was not God’s. But result
-— yes! and the result was a fact, the utter fall (aorist)
had already occurred. 0n Iva as expressing result see
R. 998; other examples are found in 3:19; 5:20, 21.
The sense is: “You do not for one moment suppose (#15)
that the only result of the Jews’ running foul of Christ
is that they fell and nothing more ?” 'Ezmuaav is mistakenly called mild (letting it mean only “to stumble”) ;
together with qu’aom (both aorists) it = “they were
hardened,” cf. v. 7. For this reason Paul emphasizes
by writing, “I say." Although it may seem so, this
deadly fall cannot be the end of the story, the end of
9:4, 5, of all that God did for the Israelites, 9:6 after
all not being true. Those who think that erratum is
suggested by oxdv8¢u\ov in v. 9 are mistaken about the
force of the latter; “they crashed” means against the
stone set in Zion by God (9:33).
On the contrary (m), by this their fall —the
salvation for the Gentiles so as to make them (the
Jews themselves) jealous! This is the real story of
the Jews who were hardened in Paul’s time. It has a
double sequel which is here stated in a nutshell; one
result was the salvation which the Jews scorned and
which for this very reason was at once broadcast to
the Gentiles; and the second result which at once grew
out of the ﬁrst was that the Jews themselves were made
jealous. Those who teach a conversion of the Jews as
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a nation in the millennium they also teach, or who teach
such a conversion near the end of a world, claim that
Paul thought of an interval between these two results
that now approaches 2,000 years. The one result tends
at once and tends ever to produce the other. Etc 16 with
the inﬁnitive expresses result (see 3:26; 4:11, twice;
4:18) ; it is often so used, here the more certainly since
it follows a result and reports the effect of this ﬁrst
result. Such is the astounding mercy of God that he
makes even the hardening and the fatal fall of the Jews
serve his saving purpose. It is incredible until we are

properly told so. The n; (1157631! naparru'man refers to the
same fatal fall in hardening (v. 7) that was stated in
the cognate verb u'e'amn, «ipa in the noun adds only the
idea of having fallen “by the way." Ain’otis are the same
as aﬁrév, the Jews.
The jealousy thus created by the spread of salvation
among the Gentiles was predicted already by Moses
whom Paul quotes in 10 :19. Provoking people to jealousy acts in two ways: it may result in intenser hatred
of those of whom one is jealous and in obdurate refusal
to join them in the blessing; or it may result in the
opposite, in a strong desire also to get the blessing
which one sees that others have obtained ahead of him.
The jealousy created among the Jews is active in both
directions: increased ugly hardening and refusal in the
majority of the Jews; yet constantly also the desire to
get its share of what the Gentile believers in Christ
enjoy in a remnant. By adding, “I (God) will anger
you,” Moses restricts the thought to the former, the
hateful jealousy; while he has both in mind (v. 25.
etc.), Paul dwells especially on the latter (v. 14, etc).
12) We see this when he advances the thought
of v. 11 from what the fall of the Jews does to what
Jewish conversions do. The statement: “By their
fall—the salvation to the Gentiles,” is repeated in
the condition of reality: Now if their fall —- world
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riches and their loss — Gentile riches; then the
advance beyond v. 11: with the Jews provoked in
jealousy also to get their share, by how much more
their fullness—world riches, Gentile riches? One
man’s loss is another man's gain; but here this is overtopped: the ﬁrst man’s loss, turned into fulness, makes
the second man’s gain stand out the more. What the
Jews lost makes the Gentile world rich; how much more
is it world and Gentile riches when believing Jews turn
their loss into the fulness of gain? The thought is not
that, if the Jewish loss made the world rich, then the
Jewish gain will make it even richer. It is this: if the
Jewish loss makes the world rich (which it surely
does), this fact stands out as such still more when
many of these very Jews themselves now embrace this
fulness, these riches. First, contrast makes the riches
stand out; compared with those who throw away
wealth and beggar themselves those who gather it in
appear rich indeed; secondly, likeness does the same.
the more so when it follows the contrast: those foolish
beggars, repenting of their folly and again getting the
fulness of that wealth, by this more than ever show
that this is wealth indeed.
The condition is one of reality. Only in such conditions can the verbs be left out, especially the verb
of the apodosis. In v. 11b and 12 Paul omits all verbs,
and it is not necessary to supply them.
A serious debate is occasioned by this verse when
number is introduced into 1-3 5717)!“ and 1-6 nAﬁpoma. San-

day and Headlam state: “The exact meaning of wAﬁpaspa
has still to be ascertained.” Some think that this word
means, “the full number of them” (Jews) and argue
back from this that ilmwa must, therefore, also signify
number, i. e., “loss of numbers” (of Jews). Some retain “the fulness of them" as referring to number or at
least as involving this by saying that “the loss” and
“the fulness” do not need to correspond exactly. These
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differences in interpretation are usually due to millennialism and the idea of a general conversion of the Jews
as a nation when the millennium starts, or at least the
idea of this conversion before the end of the world.

Now, 1'5 waﬁpmpa does at times refer to number as
in v. 25. But 76 ﬁrmpa, like its verb, never does: Mi-ndarting der Zahl bedeutet weder das Verb, noch die
Substantiva, Zahn.

Since number is excluded from the

force of this word, this cannot be introduced in the
closely correlate and opposite term that follows, “the
fulness of them.” One cannot argue that, because the
last term may refer to number, the correlate ﬁrst term
must do so although elsewhere it never does. The correct canon is the reverse.

Paul makes 76 ﬁrmpa a synonym of 15 1rap¢i1rrwpa and
attaches aﬁrév to all three terms and, to cap all, makes

the predicate for all three «Aoﬁroc, the identical “riches.”
“Their fall” = they fell (viaduct, v. 11) , the genitive is
subjective; “their loss" =they lost, again it is subjective ; “their fulness” = they have fulness, once more

the genitive is subjective.

The meaning is: they fell

from the salvation (6.76), from the awrypi’a just mentioned; they lost this salvation; they again have the

fulness of this salvation.

Paul does not need to say

that the latter applies only to a remnant of the Jews,

for he has just said that in v. 5 and 7.
Paul does not say: “If their fall was or is world

riches, and their loss was or is Gentile riches, much
more will be or shall be their fulness in the future, at
the millennium, or before the world ends.” This is
obviously untenable. What he writes is that already
then and, of course, ever after also the Jewish fall and

loss must be considered the world’s, the Gentiles’ riches,
then and there and ever after salvation is being broad-

cast to the whole world, to all Gentiles; and he asks, if
this is true, “by how much more” must not the fulness
of salvation attained by the Jewish remnant already
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then and to be attained after likewise be considered the
world’s, the Gentiles' riches, this fulness now being
devoid of the least trace of Jewish exclusiveness, this

fulness sharing the salvation of the Gentiles? “By how
much more" is logical just as it is in v. 24. There is
‘ no call to limit this statement to only the alternatives:
quantity (numbers) or quality (the loss and the recov-

cry of the Jewish position).
This is one of Paul’s masterly sentences; it is clear
as crystal in its terse compactness of phrasing and
thought.
13, 14) If v. 11, 12 are understood, one will not
begin a paragraph with v. 13. The connection is too
close to permit this. What Paul says in v. 11, 12 has
the strongest bearing upon him in his own great ofﬁce
and has this in a way that goes beyond the Gentiles for
whom Paul was an apostle in a special sense, in a way
that extends back to the Jews, Paul’s own ﬂesh and

blood, just as he has already at the close of v. 11
(10 :19a) and also at the close of v. 12 indicated this
retroactive eﬂect upon the Jews because of the exten-

sive Gentile conversions.
And to you, the Gentiles, I say: Inasmuch, in—
deed, as I on my part (emphatic €76) sun's Gentiles’
apostle, I am glorifying my ministry if in any way I
may provoke to jealousy my ﬂesh and may save some
of them.
This is the ﬁrst time that Paul addresses the Roman
Gentile Christians as such, and he addresses them in
the capacity of the Gentiles’ apostle. “To you, the Gen-

tiles," corresponds to “I on my part, a Gentiles’ apostie,” {gay and éyé being equally emphatic. It is not necessary to places period after 20mm, for what Paul has
to say to these Gentile Christians follows at once, indeed follows at length. If Paul intended to say that he
is now “speaking” to the Gentile Christians he would
use an)“; and not My». How the fact that Paul here
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addresses the Gentile Christians at Rome can indicate
that they were in the minority and that the Jewish
Christians constituted the majority, is unclear although
it is asserted that we have such evidence here.

We have #6:! solitarium, which is strengthened by
oﬁv (R. 1151) ; here, however, it is neither concessive
nor restrictive but conﬁrmatory and = “indeed,” and
there is no balancing 86, and it is not necessary to seek
reasons for its absence.

Paul says something rather

unexpected about his glorifying his oﬁice. As all his
readers know, he is “a Gentiles’ apostle” (Acts 9:15),
and one would expect his gloriﬁcation of his ministry

to lie in what by God’s grace he had accomplished
among Gentiles; but no, all his accomplishment among
Gentiles looks beyond them, looks to the Jews, “if in
some (any) way I may provoke to jealousy my ﬂesh
(the Jews) " in the good sense elucidated in v. 11, which
is here brought out by adding “and may save some.”
The full glory of Paul’s apostolic ministry among Gentiles lies in its repercussion upon Jews. The idea is
not that Paul indulges in false hopes that the Jews as

a nation can or will be saved. He knows that this hope
has vanished; and this is not a conclusion of his owu,
divine prophecy has long ago revealed that sad fact
(9:25-33; 10:16-21) and even the reason for it, which
Paul has also set forth at length in chapters 9 and 10.
But prophecy has also pointed to the remnant (v. 5 and

8), the Jewish contingent that will, indeed, be saved.
For the third time (10:19; 11:11) Paul uses the
signiﬁcant term "provoke to jealousy.” Since Jewish
obduracy caused salvation to be broadcast into the

whole world of Gentilism as riches for all the Gentiles
(v. 11, 12), Jewish jealousy has become the motive for
the recovery of the remnant (as shown in v. 11) .

The

more Gentiles Paul converts, the more of this jealousy
he creates, much of it of a favorable nature, which
results in conversions of the Jews. And these conver-
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sions constitute the real crown of Paul’s ministry
among the Gentiles.
A remarkable view, and yet how true it is when it
is stated! Yet it is marred by the supposition that Paul
is speaking only of conversions of Jews after he has
worked in a city long enough to split the synagogue and
to take out the believing Jews and to form the nucleus
of a Christian congregation with them. The jealousy
of which he speaks is not restricted to the later conversions of Jews in a city, it includes all the conversions
of Jews in every city. All the Jews in every city to
which Paul came knew from the start that the gospel
he brought was universal and not for Jews alone. “If
I may save some" includes all Jews saved in any ﬁeld of
the apostle’s labor. Remember this “some,” i. e., “a
remnant according to an election of grace" (v. 5), “the
election” (v. 7), when considering what follows in v.
25, 26.
The forms «apaméw and av'am may be either future
indicative, “if I shall provoke, shall save”; or aorist
subjunctive, “if I may provoke, may save.” R. 1017,
1024 are uncertain, and W. R. especially regarding the

second verb.

In 1017 Robertsdn cites eitamples of u‘

with the subjunctive which are equal to My and denote
expectancy. We see no reason for hesitancy in regard
to the use of the subjunctive here, the less since ez is
here scarcely to be distinguished from an indirect question, and since subjunctives lend a deliberative tone,
nor does grammar bar the use of subjunctives.
15) We at once sense why Paul addresses the Gentile Christians and not simply, as in the previous chapters, the Roman congregation as a whole. The Gentile
Christians are not to think that, because Paul is an
apostle to Gentiles, the Jews no longer mean anything
to him or to them. Paul is warning them lest they
exalt themselves to their own injury. He has already
written 9 :6; the two chapters preceding hinge on what
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is there said, and in 11:12 we see the conversions of
Jews and their constant continuance. Compare the
writer on Acts 28:24 and Paul's success among the
Jews of the seven synagogues in Rome a few years

after Romans had been written.
We may begin a paragraph at this point. For if
the casting away of them—reconciliation of the
world, what the receiving but life from the dead ?

“For" explains why Paul views the glory of his success among Gentiles from the standpoint of the effect
which it has on Jews, for it saves some of them. The
condition is one of reality; Paul is speaking of God’s

casting away the Jews as a fact. The apodosis is in the
form of a question. The verbs are again omitted (see
v. 12).

It is astounding — God’s casting away the

hardened Jewish nation becomes a blessing to the
world! It is not as when a tyrant nation is crushed,
and the world breathes a sigh of relief. This is the

most spiritually favored nation on earth (9 :4, 5), and
its casting away scatters all its blessings over all the

world.
After all that Paul has already said on this subject
we scarcely need to say more; in fact, he is here Only
summarizing for the purpose of his warning to the
Gentile Christians. In v. 11 he called the blessing “the

salvation for the Gentiles,” in v. 12 he added, “riches
of the world — riches of Gentiles.”

Here he uses an-

other term: mraMaﬁ, xdapov, “reconciliation of the
world.” The word means “making completely other”
and is used both objectively (as in 5:10, the verb) and
subjectively (as in 5:11, the noun). Here the latter is

referred to, God’s placing a man into an entirely different and a most blessed relation to himself by means
of faith in Christ. Kdayov recalls this word which was
twice used in v. 12. All three have the same force.
The idea is not that every Gentile in the world is per-

son-ally reconciled to God (just as in v. 11 not every
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Gentile personally has “the salvation” or in v. 12 has
the “riches”) , but that the world was opened to a large
number of Gentiles without restriction of any kind to
be personally reconciled to God by faith in Christ.
Such is the divine rejection of the Jews, such is this
nation that even its rejection has, in the mercy and the
providence of God, an effect on the world that is so
blessed. Was or is there another nation, the rejection

of which might have a comparable effect on the world?
“What (then) the receiving ‘2” Aﬁrév is not repeated, being unnecessary in the Greek, for it would be
automatically supplied by the reader. Paul has no fear
of mechanical and pedantic misunderstanding so that
someone might think that all those who have been cast
away are again received. “The reception” pertains to
the remnant, to the election (v. 5, 7). It is not necessary to insert “is” in the protasis and “shall be” in
the apodosis (our versions, for instance). This opens
the door to the opinion that the reception will include
the Jewish nation at some future time, in the expected
millennium or toward the end of the world. Paul
speaks of “the reception" that is occurring when he
himself is making Jews jealous and is himself saving
some, of “the reception" that continues in the same way
after his own labors cease and others spread “salvation" in the world.
This insertion of a future tense also leads to misapplications of Paul’s predicate: “what the receiving
(of them) but life from the dead ?" When this receiving is transferred from Paul’s own ministry and that
of his successors in the churches into the far future,
we get such ideas as that “life from the dead” is “a new
spiritual life in the churc ” in the distant age when
millions of Jews ﬁnally stream into it. Fancy sees a
golden era approaching (despite Matt. 26 :4-14 and
other prophecies); when all those Jews enter it, the

church will be spiritually more powerful than ever
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(Matt. 24:12) and will advance from one missionary
triumph to another. There will be “a glorious bloomera of the Church of Jesus Christ.”
In order to avoid this millennialistic fancy others
regard the distant reception of the Jewish masses which
usher in “life from the dead” as das Leben der Verklaerung, the ﬁnal resurrection of the dead at the end
of the world. After this Jewish inﬂux the work of the
church will be completed on earth, the end will come,
the ﬁnal resurrection of the blessed. To say no more,
if Paul has this in mind, why does he not say so? The

ﬁnal resurrection is everywhere called (infernal: ix my?»
and never (all; 2:: mpav. Besides, the Analogy of Scripture (and this includes the Analogy of Faith) knows
nothing about the end of the world and the ﬁnal resurrection being immediately consequent upon Jewish conversions, be they in vast or in lesser numbers.
Logic also plays its part, namely that, if the fall of
the Jews means so much, then the reception of the Jews
ought to mean more. Now “the world’s reconciliation"
is already a maximum, hence these efforts to get some.
thing to exceed even this maximum. This logic is
faulty, for 11’: is not #6603 My or a logical equivalent
of this dative. What Paul asks is: “If the casting away
of them (objective genitive) is so much for the world,
what (attracted feminine). is the reception of them for
themselves ?” And he answers: “What but life from
the dead ?" Every Jew whom Paul converts he regards
as “life from the dead" (see 6 :13 on this phrase). To
be rescued from a nation that is so obdurate, so hardened (v. 7), again to be received by God through the
gospel is like “life from the dead” (Ezek. 37 :1-10) .
Nothing ever happened to the Gentiles that was similar
to God’s casting them away as being hardened; but this
happened to the Jews. It is in contrast to this that the
conversions of Jews in Paul’s day were and in our day

still are in the fullest sense of the word “life from the
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dead.” In a way this is true also of conversions of Gentiles, but eminently more so of those of the Jews. In
Eph. 2 :6, 6 both are considered together, Jew and Gentile; here only the Jew is considered, and his conversion is set over against the rejection of his nation. To
think that from such deadness “life” could still be received! Great is the marvel that the casting away is
reconciliation of the world (i. e., of others) ; certainly
equally great and like life from the dead is the fact that
any are still received!
16) With this statement which shows how the
Gentile Christians should think of Paul’s work
among Gentiles in its relation to the Jews he prepares more immediately for his warning. He begins
with two axiomatic statements:
Now, if the ﬁrst
cake of dough (is) holy, also the lump of dough;
and if the root (is) holy, also the branches.

'H a'u‘apxﬁ might refer to different “ﬁrst fruits” (the
ﬁrst-born, the ﬁrst sheaf of grain harvested, the ﬁrst
portion of dough removed from the whole kneaded
lump of dough). Here the latter is meant even as only
in Num. 15:18-21 «in-um; and ¢159apa are found together.
From the ﬁrst dough made of the new grain a portion
was separated and baked for the Lord as a heave offering which sanctiﬁed the whole lump of dough. The
portion separated was not in itself holy, nor could it
make the mass of dough holy; the holiness lay in its
being set apart for the Lord and in his accepting it;
and, being part of the mass of dough and of all dough
made from the harvested grain, the whole thus became
sanctiﬁed and blessed.
What the ﬁrst ﬁgure illustrates by a reference to a
feature of the Mosaic ritual, the second emphasizes by
an illustration taken from nature; “if the root (is)
holy, also (are) the branches" borne by that root.

There is no need to make ayia mean “clean" because no

Romans 11:16, 17

root is “holy."
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“Holy” is added because of the applica-

tion of these illustrations Paul intends to make.
The application is easy: the ﬁrst cake of dough and
the root denote either Abraham, with whom the covenant was made (chapter 4), or Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob taken together. The lump of dough and the
branches denote all the spiritual descendants. After
9:7 and much else that Paul has said this lump and the
branches are not the whole Jewish nation; nor is this
the case when the following is interpreted. A reference to “theocratic” holiness introduces an idea that is
extraneous to the discussion. It is to be noted, too, that

Paul does not write “the whole lump," “all the
branches," which he might have done but avoided doing

so as not to shift the emphasis and thus afford an occasion for misunderstanding.
17)
But if some of the branches were broken
off, yet thou, though being of wild olive, wast
grafted in among them and didst become joint partaker of the root and of the fatness of the olive tree:
glory not over the branches!
But if thou gloriest
—not thou dost bear the root, but the root thee.
L. is mistaken when he regards Paul as a “citychild” who speaks of a grafting that is unnatural while

Jesus is “from the country,” vom Lande, so that his
illustrations are true to nature. Jesus was from Nazareth and not "from the country,” a carpenter and not
a farmer. Jesus used unthinkable occurrences as illustrations; Matt. 21:33-44 is one — no father ever
treated his son in such a manner; Matt. 20:10 is another — no man pays the same amount for a full day’s
work and for a few hours' work. Deissmann, Light,
etc., 272, etc., notes that Paul himself calls what he
describes “contrary to nature.”
But why not seek the reason for using these illustrations that contravene nature? This reason is the fact
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that in the whole world of nature and of men nothing
exists that is comparable to what God's love and grace
have done and still do. It is for this reason that illustrations have to be invented of acts that never happen
among men but, nevertheless, picture the astounding
acts of God. These illustrations that contravene nature
never deceive, they are never offered as though they
were intended to agree with nature; they are always
honest, natural impossibilities and unrealities and are
presented as such. There is no call, then, to treat them
as though they occurred in nature, although exceptionally, as when Ramsay tells of ancients who grafted
wild olive grafts onto old good olive trees in order to
invigorate the old tree (see R., W. P.). But Ramsay
disregards Paul’s tertium comparationis, for he overlooks the broken otf branches which Paul has grafted
back into the old tree. And besides, who ever grafted a
branch into a tree? Only a tiny tip that has a few leaf
buds is capable of being grafted.
The illustration is marred by regarding the tertium
as fruit. Paul does not use this word. The tertium is
“the fatness” or sap of the good olive tree, of which all
its own branches and all its grafts partake. To stress
the imagery beyond this confuses the ﬁgure. The marvel of divine grace, which the Gentile Christians are
to note well, is that they together with the believing
Jews are made blessed partakers of all that God originally gave to Abraham and to the great patriarchs of
the covenant. The condition is one of reality, :2 with
the indicative (here aorists, historical).
In 3:3, “some,” and again in v. 25, “in part,” is
meiosis (lessening), understatement (R. 1205), and it
is always intentional; here, however, it is not due to
Paul’s “warmhearted patriotism" (L.) which dislikes
to admit how many branches'were broken out of the
olive tree, but is due to Paul's Gentile Christian readers
who occupied only a place beside the Jewish Christians.

Romans 11:17
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How many were broken off v. 5 and 7 show. Who
broke them off and removed them from the tree is left
unsaid by the passive verb and need not be said, for this
would only complicate the illustration. It is understood
that these were dead branches.
2:? is very emphatic because of its position; it is the
representative singular (R. 678): by addressing one
Gentile Christian Paul addresses all. This singular is
to be construed with “some” as indicating that Paul
does not have comparison of numbers in mind; whether
few or many Jews were removed, few or many Gentiles
substituted, makes no difference as far as what the
Gentile Christians are to note regarding themselves is

concerned.

”ﬂu is concessive, and dyplélAaLo: is an adjec-

tive, “of a wild olive tree”: “thou, though being of a
wild olive,” worthless in the ﬁrst place. The wild olive

is not the oleaster (Elxgnus hortensz's, simply called
wild olive) but the true wild olive, Olea Oleaster
(Standard Dictionary). It is overstressing grammatical nicety to speak of an irregularity in the phrase c'v
abrozc because, strictly speaking, it refers to the broken
off branches; we still construe ad sensum, and people
still understand us when we do so.
The astounding miracle of grace is here pictured by
an equally astounding ﬁgure: such a wild olive branch
grafted in among the good living olive branches and
thereby made a joint partaker of the root of the good
olive tree, of its fatness, its rich sap. Note well this
main point of the illustration. It is not something that
this wild olive branch furnishes or is to furnish but
the fatness which the good root of the good olive furnishes this engrafted wild olive branch.
There is little reason for omitting ml, “of the root
and of the fatness” (A. V.), so that we have “of the
root of the fatness” (R. V.). Because “and” removes
all difﬁculty is not a reason for questioning its textual
authenticity; the more difficult are not always the cor-
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rect readings. If “and" is to be omitted, it is best to
regard the rest as an apposition: “a partaker of the
root, (namely) of the fatness of the olive tree"; and
not as a qualitative genitive equal to “of the fat root of
the olive tree.” The root is the same as that mentioned
in v. 16 where also all its living branches are called
holy. This includes the branches that are grafted in,
but only as a result of being thus grafted in; it excludes
the branches that have been removed.
18) When the Gentile Christian considers who he
originally was and how he came to be found among the
believing Jews he should see that he ought not to glory
over them as though his being placed among them
makes him superior.
“But if thou gloriest over
(them)," condition of reality, assumed as such — “not
thou bearest the root, but the root thee,” just as it bears
its native branches. Look at the root, Paul says, not

merely at the other branches. See that thou art utterly
dependent on the root, and not the root in any way upon
thee. Thou art no less dependent on the root than they;
they no more than thou. We do not see that Paul
refers to glorying over all the Jews, unbelieving as
well as believing; for how can his reminder about what

the root carries apply to the latter which it no longer
carries?

Karaxavxa': is the present middle imperative,

and naraxauxdaai the present middle indicative with the
personal suﬂix «m, “thou,” left uncontracted. It is unnecessary to supply “remember" or “consider” that not
thou bearest the root, etc.
19)
Thou wilt say then, Branches (no article,
in the sense of “some of the branches," v. 17) were

broken off in order that I on my part (emphatic £76)
might be grafted in! and certainly thus I have a
right to consider myself superior.
20) With a touch of irony (R. 1199) Paul
admits the allegation: Quite so! name, but at once
denies the implication of superiority. Only after a

Romans 11 :20
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fashion is the allegation true, only as indicated in v.
11, 12. Those branches were not broken off just to

make room for the wild graft; they made room for
it, that is all. As to any superiority, the very word
“of a wild olive" bars that out as do the designations
of the Gentiles in 10:19, 20. As to the actual reason for the removal of those branches: (only) by
their unhelief were they broken off and not just in
order to make room for someone else (such as 10 :19,
20 mentions); and thou, (only) by thy faith dost

thou stand among the branches that were not broken
off. The two articles are equal to possessive pronouns.
The datives state a cause (R. 532). The original cause
(the ﬁrst dative) should not be confused with the
resultant purpose (Iva v. 19); they are not identical.

Because the Jews compelled God to break them off as
branches, he let his purpose follow: at once to graft
Gentiles in the place of the Jews; if all of these Jews
had believed, he would have made them the means for
bringing in Gentiles. The perfect 20mm: is always
used with the force of a present tense.

“Thou dost

stand" rather drops the ﬁgure and turns to the reality,
for "to stand” is the opposite of “to fall” and “the
fall," the noun being used in v. 11, 12. These insertions of terms that bring to mind the reality interpret
the ﬁgurative language.

When Paul tells this Gentile that he stands only by
his faith, he intends to say that he does so by no merit
or superiority of his; for faith is only the Nehmehand,

and as trust and conﬁdence faith is itself awakened
and kindled only by the grace and the gift of God. The
mention of unbelief and of faith includes all that Paul
has said regarding justiﬁcation by faith alone. We see
that this is the key he uses for opening up the true inwardness of what was in his time transpiring with
regard to Jews and what would continue to the end.
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21) Since everything is focused on faith, the
admonition is to the point:
Be not high-minded,
but fear!
For if God did not spare the natural
branches, neither will he spare thee.
The imperatives are present tenses, durative, and

are milder than aorists. Instead of letting thoughts of
superiority and pride ﬁll the mind when he looks at
the Jews that were cast out (v. 15), this Gentile Christian has every reason to have thoughts of the opposite
kind. Those unbelieving Jews were and are still highminded in pride; it is one of the marks of unbelief,
especially also of Jewish unbelief.

To ﬁnd such pride

in oneself is itself a cause to be afraid lest it do for one
what it helped to do for the Jews. The fear Paul has
in mind is wholesome. for it is based on what is certainly beyond question: “If God spared not the natural branches, neither will he spare thee”; if he did not
spare the physical descendants of Abraham when they

fell into unbelief, he will certainly not spare thee, a
Gentile Christian, if thou, too, shouldst fall into unbelief. And if born Jews became unbelievers and were
cast out, it is by no means impossible for Christians of

Gentile origin to fall in the same way.
Paul is here warning against false security (II Pet.
1 :10). But this does not result in insecurity. The opposite of false security is not insecurity but true
security.

Paul warns the Gentile Christian not to

repeat the Jewish fault. The Jews looked down on all
Gentiles and wrongly deemed themselves secure just
because they were Jews; so Gentile Christians might

look down on at least the unbelieving Jews —- Paul is
now speaking of these as in v. 18 he spoke of the believing Jews — and wrongly deem themselves secure

because they are members of the Christian Church.
True subjective security is promoted by seeing where
the danger lies: as those Jews did not fall by being
members of Judaism so Gentiles do not stand by

Romans 11:21, 22
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merely being members of Christianity. Only unbelief
destroyed these, only faith makes those stand. When
we see the unbelief of others, let it warn us the
more to look well to our own faith. The degree of our
pei'Sunal security is the degree of our personal faith.
In conditions of reality the protasis regularly has 06
as the negation (R. 1011, etc.) .
22)
Paul states how the Gentile Christian ought
to view this matter:
See, then, God’s beneﬁcence
and severity, as they here appear side by side: on
those that fell severity but on thee God’s beneﬁcence,
if thou deﬁnitely remainest in the beneﬁcence; otherwise thou, too, shalt be cut off.

Xp'qa'rd'nys‘, “benignity” (2:4) designates the fountain of all the spiritual blessings and gifts that enrich
the Gentile believers and thus recalls “riches” used in
v. 12. Paul intends to say: “Just look at all this spiritual wealth which God has showered upon thee who
wast at one time nothing but a pagan !" The implica-

tion is that this beneﬁcence on the part of God should
ﬁll the Gentile beneﬁciary with profoundest gratitude
toward God. Such gratitude keeps out. all false pride
and glorying, all presumption and false feeling of
security. It ever sees in what it has nothing but pure,

unmeritéd divine benefaction.

It is obvious that this

applies to us to this very day.
Derived from d‘rronlflvw, “to cut off,” dworoyilu, “the
cutting off,” arrives metaphorically at the meaning
“sharpness” or “severity” which cuts off. We see how
well that meaning ﬁts here: “on those that fell (aorist,
fell with ﬁnality), severity,” cutting them off as dead
branches are cut off without compunction. The fact
that these Jews fell, that any persons fall, is due to
their own wicked will. Then the voluntas consequens
sets in, is compelled to do so, and its severity cuts them
off. To place this severity in the voluntas antecedens

is Calvinism.
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But Paul must add to the clause in regard to the
beneﬁcence the statement: “If thou deﬁnitely remainest in the beneﬁcence.” This is a condition of expectancy, Paul is vividly conceiving this blessed eventuality and uses an aorist subjunctive, a ﬁxed remaining, and not the durative present, continuance which
might eventually cease. We remain in God’s beneﬁcence by faith alone. It is well to note that, when

faith is once wrought in us by grace and by the Word,
:1 synergism results: this faith holds fast to God’s
grace with all its power and thus also does not let us
fall. The condition of expectancy does not exclude the
possibility that it may not be fulﬁlled; it, however,
only hints at this possibility. It is thus that the note
of warning continues (I Cor. 10:12).
The absence of the article with “beneﬁcence” and
“severity” does not imply that we are to think of the
manifestation of these divine attributes rather than of
these attributes themselves. Abstract nouns may or
may not have the article; in the “if” clause the article
is that of previous reference. Still more: in the Scriptures beneﬁcence and severity are never quiescent but
always energetic or operative, never without their
manifestations or eﬁects. ”18¢ is the verb because of
its object accusatives; when :8: or 21% serve as an interjection, they are followed by nominatives.
'Em’ is the protasis: “since otherwise." Any Gentile Christian who does not remain in God’s beneﬁcence but falls from that beneﬁcence will also certainly
be cut off as a dead branch out of the good olive tree
into which he was grafted. The verb is the second
future passive and returns to the ﬁgure.
23)

Moreover (85), also (xau’) those, if they re-

main not in their unhelief, shall be grafted in; able
in God to graft them back in. For if thou out of a
natural wild olive tree wast cut out (of that olive

tree) and unnaturally wast grafted into the good

Romans 11:23, 2
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olive tree, how much more will these natural
(branches) be grafted into their owu olive tree?

The Gentile Christian is to remember what Paul
has already said repeatedly (in v. 1-11), that Israel is
not cut off in toto. The same grace which the Gentile
believer has is open to the Jews under the same condition of faith. The clause introduced by Edy: “if they
remain not (aorist: permanently) in their unbelief,”
denotes expectancy: some will not remain thus. Although they belong to the Jewish mass that has fallen
away in unbelief, some will be won from this unbelief
by grace.

Humanly speaking and looking only at these

Jews themselves, we might shake our heads and dismiss such an expectation and regard all Jews as being
alike hardened; hence Paul says, “able is God to graft
them back in.”
Awards has been taken as a reference to God's omnipotence; Eph. 1:19 has been quoted in support of
this view. But faith is never wrought or maintained

by God’s omnipotence. The idea 'of a double omnipotence, one that is absolute, the other that is not abso—
lute and hence still resistible, is a theological theory.
The Wrap: @eoi- involved in Swords is the gospel (1:16)

which is full of the power and the efficacy of grace.
The fact that grace and the gospel are “power” and

also omnipotence is “power" is not a reason for confusing the two. Because of the wonderful things it
does love has been well called the greatest power in the

world. Is it, therefore, omnipotence? Should we confuse the First and the Third Article of the Creed?
Such a confusion would be deplorable. Love's power
operates in a ﬁeld in which omnipotence never operates.

To say that love, grace, the gospel can do more than
omnipotence is not well-considered language.

24) So great is God’s grace that, even after unbelief has set in, grace is still able in many cases at
last to overcome such unbelief. This was true regard-
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ing the Jews. In fact, their case is not a mere parallel
to that of the Gentile. This is the ﬁnal point drawn
from the ﬁgure of the olive tree. Now Paul adds the
ﬁgure of the wild olive tree with a new tertium, the
relation of the branches to these trees. Thus, whereas
we formerly had only an dypu‘Aam (adjective: something belonging to a wild olive tree, one of its shoots)
we now have 7'; dypu'AaLos (noun), the good olive tree.
And everything now pivots on the phrases mm) 4mm
(see v. 21), mp5. 1515mm and again Kara wow: “according
to, contrary to, according to nature,” which are most
easily rendered into English by adjectives and an
adverb: “natural," “unnaturally,” and again “natural.”
God’s grace must ﬁrst cut the Gentile out of his
natural wild olive tree and unnaturally graft him into
the good olive tree. The Jews, however, never grew as
branches of the wild tree; they were only broken out
of the good tree, and the natural procedure would be
to put them back into their own native tree. This the
Gentile Christian ought to remember about himself,
about any other Gentile who is converted, and about
any Jews who may become converts.
The argument is this: if God is able to perform two
acts in saving the Gentile, how much more will he be
able to perform the one act which is alone required to
save a Jew?

Looked at from this angle, we must, in-

deed, say that it is a tremendous deed to ‘pry a pagan
loose from his paganism, to which is then added the
task of uniting him with the very covenant (Abraham) from which the Jews fell away. Now a Jew does
not need the former operation, for he is already free
from paganism; he needs only to be restored to “his
own olive tree.” The point, however, is not that it is
much easier to save a Jew than a pagan.

The same

great power of grace is required to save either. The
point is that, if God has done a thing that one must
consider “contrary to nature," he certainly demon-

Romans 11 :24, 25
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strates that he is able also to do a thing which we must
consider as “in accord with nature.”
#6ro is logical.

As in v. 12, «(imp

The idea that by using the expression “contrary to
nature" Paul intends to say that his ﬁgure is one which
involves an action that never occurs in nature is unwarranted. It is rather late to convey such information to his readers and to do it with such a strange
statement that grafting back broken branches into
their own tree is “according to nature.” The stressing
of the plurals used in these two verses: 6mm and oz’mu,

so as to include the whole unbelieving Jewish nation
and its conversion in mass, whether in the millennium
or before the world ends, overlooks v. 5, “a remnant,"

and v. 7, “the election."

Plurals are regularly used

when one speaks of a matter in general even when
one has not already speciﬁed that the whole mass is not
referred to. See v. 26.

25)

With another ya‘p Paul offers the ﬁnal sec-

tion of his explanation in regard to the “remnant according to an election of grace” (v. 5) which is alsocalled “the election” (v. 7), of whose being grafted
into their own olive tree he has just spoken.
For I
do not want you to be ignorant, brethren, of this
mystery lest you be wise in your own conceits, that
petrifaction in part has come (and thus continues)
for Israel until the fulness of the Gentiles shall come
in, and thus all Israel will be saved.
The history of the exegesis of this sentence is not
edifying. It began well and continued thus until Au-

gustine voiced his opinion that Elijah and Enoch
would return and convert the entire Jewish nation. In
the Middle Ages the Venerable Bede spread the idea of
this general conversion and it became ﬁxed in the
Catholic Church. The interpreters of the Reformation
period returned to a more Biblical view with the exception of a few who followed Augustine although
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they avoided “his Jewish comment concerning Elijah."
Since then, especially as an adjunct to millennialism,
the ﬁnal national conversion of the Jews has found a
host of exegetical and of other advocates. Of late,
however, the German commentators have shown a
tendency to return to the original soundness.‘
‘ The author is indebted to B. M. Christensen for the following translation from Hallesby, Den Kristelige Troealaere,
Vol. I, 658, etc.: “We understand the Apostle's argument as
follows: For the Gentle Christians in the early church it
appeared as if ‘the chosen people in its totality were rejected by
God. And this inevitably called forth many questions. To those
the Apostle answers in Romans 9 to 11 by showing that that
which now has happened .to Israel is exactly in harmony with
God's promise and with his previous treatment of this people.

The promises in all ages have referred to the spiritual Israel,
not to the Israel of the ﬂesh. Therefore God has repeatedly
punished the rebellious people by hardening their hearts and
has succeeded in saving only a small remnant which never-theless constituted at all times the true Israel, the true people of
God. And now the Apostle imparts to the Gentile Christians
this secret concerning the people of Israel: 1) The heart-hardening in Israel now as before only partial. There is always a
number of individual Israelites who allow themselves to be
saved. 2) This partial hardening will continue throughout the
time of the Gentiles, i. e., until Christ’s return. 3) But nevertheless in this way, ml min», ‘all Israel’ are saved. By this,
however, is not meant, as Calvin supposed, God’s spiritual Israel,

consisting of believing Jews and Gentiles, for the Apostle is
speaking here in chapters 9 to 11 about Israel’s position and
future destiny in distinction from that of the Gentiles. The
suggestive expression ‘Israel' is rather used here in the same
sense as ‘the Israel of God’ in Gal. 6:16."
Christensen adds that in this Hallesby, "the outstanding
conservative systematic theologian in Norway at the present
time,” follows almost exactly 8. Odland, "the New Testament
exegete who has written the most recognized interpretation of
Romans from the conservative viewpoint: Paulus Bren til
Roma-n8.”
.
For America we add the Norwegian E. Hove, Christian:
Doctrine, as the view of one widely known.
The author is indebted to S. G. Youngert for the statement:
"The Church of Sweden does not accept the theory of a mil-
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What is so depressing about most of this exegesis,
especially also in its more recent manifestations, is the

fact that words are not taken in their usual sense. The
presentation of other exegetes are ignored as though
they do not exist.

The context, which in this case

covers the vital points in three chapters, is interpreted
according to the peculiar point of view of these commentators.

Here are a few samples. Charles Hodge of Princeton answers the exegesis of the Reformation period by
quoting Olshausen's presentation of Luther’s statement against the Jews as Luther found them in his
day; Hodge quotes in German and calls it untranslatable: “A Jewish heart is so stock-stone-iron-devil—
hard that it is to be in no way moved; they are young

devils damned to hell; to convert these devil’s children
is impossible though some have drawn such a notion
from the Epistle to the Romans.” Why did Hodge not
verify this quotation? Olshausen selected a few words
from two long paragraphs, Erlangen edition, vol. 32,
276, etc., and omitted the very statement which makes
Luther’s words regarding the Jews in this pronounce-

ment much like Paul’s: “but if there is still something
that is human in them, for him this writing may be of

beneﬁt and proﬁt." Luther’s “stock-stone-iron-hard"
is Paul’s nipmm, “petrifaction,” stated in a popular
way; Luther’s “if" grants the possibility of individual
conversions although he confesses that he has no such
hope, judging from the Jews of his day.

But does not

every scholar know how Luther ﬂuctuated? Look at
Erl. ed., vol. 45, 88 and 125, where he even admits that
lennium before the coming of Christ to ﬁnal judgment, unless it
be in the sense that the whole of the New Testament times from
Christ .to the end be such a millennium. In this respect as in
others there is close adherence to the declarations in the Augusta'na. Confessio." In Sweden, S. L. Bring and O. Myhrberg present “a future time of gospel glory coming in after much suffering and before the ﬁnal judgment."
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mass conversions may be possible.

Hodge’s attempt

to prejudice us against the exegesis of Rom. 11:25, 26
as found in the times of the Reformation by a garbled
quotation from Luther in order to lead us to think this
exegesis was inspired by a blanket hate of all Jews

shows that in his approach to Rom. 11 Hodge was not
free from bias.
Sanday and Headlam, International Critical Cammentary, Romans, 335, deﬁne “all Israel" on the basis
of I Kings 12:1 (error, it is I Sam. 12:1), and by this
means get the idea that Paul says that practically the
whole Jewish nation shall be saved in the millennium.
But this ignores Paul’s own context, for instance, 9 :7:
“Not all those out of Israel, (not all) these are Israel,”
and his other statements to the same effect.
Gifford affords another sample. He not only ignores 11:7 but cancels it in favor of the future: Paul
foretells “a conversion of the Jews so universal that

the separation into an ‘elect remnant' and ‘the rest
who were hardened’ shall disappear”; and The Expositor’s Greek Testament (Denny) promulgates Gifford's view.
Let us add Meyer as a last sample. The conversion
of the Gentiles progresses successively; but when dz’e
Heiden saemtlich, “the totality of the heathen" (Meyer
himself italicizes), alle Personen, welche sie aus-

machen, “all persons who constitute them” (i. e., the
nations; “persons” italicized by Meyer), when not a
heathen person is left: then all Israel, die Totalitaet
des Volkes, die Saemtlz'chen, alle Israeliten, welche bis
dahin noch nnbekehrt sein werden, absolutely every
Jew living then when absolutely every heathen is converted will also be converted! “Probably in rapid development,” Meyer adds and this “before the Parousia." When Christ comes to judgment, he will not ﬁnd
a single unconverted person, Gentile or Jew! Christ

was, then, mistaken when he asked: “When the Son

Romans 11 :25
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of man cometh, shall he ﬁnd faith on the earth ?” Luke
18:8. See also Matt. 24:11-14. According to Meyer
he will ﬁnd nothing but faith. A few advance beyond
Meyer. Does not “all Israel” include also all the dead
hardened Jews? So they, too, will be converted, being

raised up for this very purpose when that ﬁnal universal Jewish conversion takes place.
“I do not want you to be ignorant, brethren,”
marks the importance of the following and calls for
close attention. While “brethren” might be addressed

to all the Romans, the attached clause that they should
not be wise in their own conceits points to the Gentile
Christians to whom Paul has been speaking since v. 13.
There is a mystery connected with all that he has been

saying about the Jews from chapter 9 onward, a mystery that especially the Gentile Christians must know
in order that they may not by their own thinking arrive at wrong conclusions or entertain unwarranted
opinions of their own, which may prove productive of
a wrong attitude on their part, of a self-exaltation that

would be harmful to themselves.
‘bpéwym is not our good word “wise” but the German
kbug, which is somewhat equivalent to being wiseacres.
The word “mystery” is used frequently, but in the
Scriptures it does not mean something that is altogether incomprehensible to the human mind, or something to be kept under cover and seal lest it become
generally known, but something that we could not get
to know by our own efforts, that requires our being
told, and that we ought to know, and that God reveals
to us.
Unbelief ignores such revelation, faith is
enlightened thereby.
Among the mysteries thus revealed are future facts, and one of these is here pre-

sented.
Where did Paul get this mystery?

Some think it

was a conclusion which he drew from Old Testament
prophecies.

Not a few commentators think that the
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Old Testament prophets kept foretelling a ﬁnal general
Jewish conversion. and so their supposition is natural
that Paul discovered this in the Old Testament. Then
again Paul is thought to have learned of this mystery
from one or from more of the New Testament prophets.
and the statement is made that Paul himself did not
possess the charisma of prophecy. What confusion
already in regard to this one word “mystery”! He who
received so many direct revelations from God received

also this one, and what its contents are we shall let
Paul himself tell us.

In v. 1-12 Paul speaks of the situation as it existed
in his own day:

“So, then, (as in Elijah’s time) in the

present period there has come to be a remnant," etc.
(v. 5). In v. 7, “the election did obtain, the rest were
made like stone" (two historical aorists). Thus it was

in Paul’s day. In v. 13-15 Paul states how this fact
aﬁ'ects his own ministry, his aim in his work among
Gentiles being to save “some of them" (Jews). Then
he admonishes the Gentile Christians (v. 16-24), and
not until near the end of this admonition does he refer
to the future (v. 23, 24) : “those, if they remain not
in unbelief, shall be grafted in — how much more will

these natural (branches) be grafted into their own
olive tree.”
What the future will show to the very end of time

is the mystery regarding which Paul oﬁers the revelation he has received. The Jews will not disappear as
one might think. Other nations have disappeared; the
ten tribes of the Jews themselves have left no trace.
Not so the two tribes that constituted Judaism in
Paul’s time.

They will endure until the last Gentile is

brought into the kingdom and the Lord returns for the
great judgment. Yea, they will endure— strange to
say! —to the very end just as Paul and the Romans

saw them at their time, petriﬁed in unbelief, but ever
only in part and never as a whole, and so, with this sit.
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uation prevailing, with a part ever being reached by
God’s grace despite the petrifaction of the rest, all
God’s true Israel, all of it that really deserves the
name, will be saved. The world has never known a
phenomenon comparable to this.
We should read in one breath: “that petrifaction in
part has come for Israel until the fulness of the Gentiles shall come in,” for the meaning is that this partial
petrifaction shall last that long. 051:» in v. 26 refers
to the entire preceding statement that is introduced by
an, and the debate is unnecessary as to whether it
refers only to the subordinate ixpz of: clause or to the
main clause. This also is true with regard to the debate about the emphasis. The main emphasis is on the
temporal clause, and a minor emphasis falls on the

phrase “in part”; a partial petrifaction FOR SO
LONG. To put all the emphasis on “in part” is unwarranted. This is also true with regard to the view
that dm‘a ,u’povs should be construed with yéyom and not
with wépwmc. It belongs where Paul placed it; “petrifaction in part”; he even separates it from the verb
by means of the dative “for Israel. ” Why ignore so
simple a rule of grammar as that a phrase is to be
construed with the word nearest which it is placed and
naturally read; and what is gained by this procedure?
Enough has been said regarding ﬂépwdlc in v. 8

where we have the verb. This is the same judicial,
punitive, ﬁnal petrifaction, the result of self-harden:
ing, which is effected by the divine voluntas consequens. On the synonym compare 9 :18. We have this
petrifaction before our eyes in the case of so many
Jews today. Von Hofmann says that am) pépous means
zeitweilig, “temporary.” “In part" is also not to be
understood as marking degree, as if the petrifaction
had only started and would not progress beyond this

start to full fatality until the fulness of the Gentiles
had come in. “Were petriﬁed,” says Paul of “the
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rest” living at his time; we must repeat it with regard
to so many Jews of our day.

“In part" refers to num-

bers; it is the same meiosis as that used in v. 17:
"some” of the‘ branches were broken off, and it pur-

posely avoids saying how great the part is.

Paul could

easily have said, “In great or in greater part”; he
wants no Gentile Christian to draw a wrong conclu-

sion as to the proportion involved.

“For Israel"

names the nation as in 9:7. The perfect tense yéyovn'
has its common present connotation: “has come" and
thus continues and for how long a time is at once
added, namely “until the fulness of the Gentiles shall

come in.”
“The fulness of the Gentiles” is their full number.

On this expression, too, debate is needlessly centered.
Only an exegete would surmise that the totality of
Gentile nations is referred to, and then think that the

Jewish nation would come in as the last and ﬁnal nation. Nor does “fulness" mean all the Gentiles in the
world. The fulness of the Gentiles = the number of

Gentile believers, all the sheep “not of this fold,” which
Jesus will also bring (John 10:16).
refers to number.

Here the word

The verb “come in" is used absolutely, it is constantly employed as a designation for entering the
church or the kingdom as a true believer. Those
who think that a totality of nations shall come in would
in this manner gain time for the Jewish nation to come
in as the last nation. They refer 56m, not to Gentiles or
pagans, non-Jews, but to “nations.” They think that
after the church is planted in all the heathen nations,
its work in all these nations will continue for a long

time and gather in more and more persons from each
nation. Seeing this work in all the nations, the Jewish
nation will at last become jealous (10:19; 11:11) and
will come in like the rest, the petrifaction ﬁnally softening and melting. But 11:14 shows that Paul was en-
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gendering this jealousy already by his work, and that
its result was to save. “some," not the Jews as a nation.
The contention is especially sharp regarding the
temporal conjunction axpt 06, “until." Now it does at
times mean that something lasts “until” a certain time

and then ceases to last, but it is also used with reference to a terminus merely, and nothing is implied as to

what follows that terminus.

Here it makes no differ-

ence as to which of these two meanings we prefer.
For the Jewish petrifaction will most certainly cease

forever when the fulness of the Gentiles has come in:
the last judgment will then arrive (Matt. 24:14), there
will be no more Jews on earth, no more gospel against
which to set hearts of stone, no more salvation to reject
with adamant opposition. The idea that “until” means

that the petrifaction will be converted into softness is
untenable. When judicial hardening sets in, it is ﬁnal.
It could not be judicial if it were not ﬁnal. See 9 :18.
The wépwms is doom.
What Stephen said in Acts 7 :51 will continue to the

end. And note well, when the sons repeat the hardening of their fathers they are doubly guilty; they allow

the deeds of their fathers, second and approve them,
and thus assume them as their own in addition to their
own deeds. This shows us what each new generation
of adamant Jews really is. Now the divine judgment
visits the iniquity of the fathers upon the children who

sanction the iniquity of their fathers only to the third
and the fourth generation (Exod. 20:5), and the severity of the cumulative judgment sweeps them com-

pletely from the face of the earth.

But here there is

a miraculous exception; here there are generations
after generations of these unbelieving Jews continuing
on and on. This was a mystery which had been re-

vealed to Paul in advance by God.
“Petrifaction in part,” although “in part" plainly
has the emphasis, some say implies as its correlative
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the cessation of this petrifaction. Petrifaction in
part" implies the other part, the remnant, the election
(v. 5, 7), over against “the rest” who are petriﬁed
(v. 7). What Paul says is that these two types of
Jews continue to the end of time. He has just spoken
of the latter (v. 23, 24): “if they shall not remain
(permanently, aorist) in their unbelief, they shall be
grafted in." and, “how much more shall these, the natural branches, be grafted into their own olive tree?"
All Jews are unbelieving, for each new generation is
reared in the old unbelief. But the petrifaction is ever
only “in par " and not total. Ever, as was the case in
Paul’s ministry, “some” may be saved, some do not
remain in their unbelief, some are grafted back into

their own olive tree. No Gentile Christian ought to be
ignorant of this, ought to shape his thoughts about
them and about himself otherwise. Paul made his mission work among Gentiles look toward these Jews in
order to save them (v. 14) ; the church of all time must

do the same.
That exegesis is one-sided which centers only on the
petriﬁed part, makes that the subject of the mystery,
and makes the mystery itself what shall be done with
this part. But this exegesis does not deal with this
petriﬁed part. Paul says that petrifaction “has come.”
It started prior to his day and will continue to the end
and thus include all hardened Jews from before Paul's
time of writing until the end of time. And these millennialists and these conversionists who claim to deal
with the petriﬁed part deal only with the last generation or a few generations of this petriﬁed mass, for
only a few extremists claim that all the petriﬁed Jews
who have died will be raised up and also be converted.
All Jews who remain in the mopwts‘ are damned forever. An apokatastasis even for the Jews is unwarranted. Judicial hardening means doom. This has
never been a mystery to any believer. The wonder
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regarding the Jews is the fact that God did not abolish
Judaism in toto, most promptly, when he, for instance,
destroyed Jerusalem in 70 A. D., that he allows Judaism to remain until the end of time as we see it during all these past centuries since Paul wrote. He certainly does not do it for the sake of this petriﬁed,
doomed mass. Paul has instanced Pharaoh in 9:17,
who was also not raised to rulership for his own sake;
he has said more in 9:22, 23 regarding the vessels of
wrath who are ﬁtted for destruction and are yet borne
in great longsuifering by God, not at all for their own
sakes, but for his purpose toward the vessels of mercy.
This is also true with regard to Judaism which is
allowed to continue through the centuries to the end.
The stony mass is borne solely for the sake of the other
part, which, although it is also unbelieving, does not go
over into self-hardening and then judicial hardening
and doom; it does not remain in its unbelief (v. 23)
but is grafted back into the olive tree (v. 23, 24).
Paul’s interest lies in this part of Judaism alone,
in these “some" whom he can save (v. 14), whom

others who work after him until the end can save. His
interest in the petriﬁed, doomed mass, and that means
all of it until the end of time, is only incidental because
by race and blood it is connected with these “some,"
God thus letting this doomed mass continue solely in
order to separate from it and year by year to save the
other part.
26) It is not necessary to place a period before

this verse (A. V.), a comma will do. Some put a
period here in order to make v. 26 stand out the more
fully as a separate sentence. “That petrifaction in
part” has come. etc., (v. 25) is only the preliminary
statement, the incidental feature of the mystery, to
which the main content of the mystery is attached:
“and thus all Israel will be saved.” “Thus,” cam, “in
this way," with petrifaction in part coming to and
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continuing to remain with Israel until the end of time,
“thus all Israel will be saved," all of it from the patriarchs onward until time ends and the work of saving
Israel is concluded.
Paul was doing what he could to save.Israel; the
other apostles likewise. This saving brings “the salvation” mentioned in v. 11, brings it as Paul states
regarding his own ministry in v. 14: “and may save
some of them,” and as he further states in v. 23, 24.
Heaven is included in this idea of salvation, but the
future tense 0.99750ch need not be dated in the far future even as the subject “all Israel" cannot denote “all
future Israel”: all Jews in the future millennium; or,
discarding the millennium, the Jewish nation (with or
without individual exceptions) prior to the Parousia.
Some ascribe a temporal sense to aim. They declare that it means “then”; then, after the fulness of
the Gentiles shall have come in, all Israel shall be
saved. Some are less frank; they regard the adverb
as meaning “then” but avoid saying so and interpret
as though “then” were the meaning. Some use other
expressions: unter dieser Voraussetzung, “with this
presupposition,” erst mchdem dies geschehen ist, “not
until this has occurred,” “under the impression produced on the Jews by the sight of the Gentiles in their
fulness peopling the kingdom." Some of the last group
support their alteration of “thus" into “then” by an
appeal to other passages.
Like aim and its forms, also the adverb 01710 is
regularly used to refer back to something just stated,
“thus,” “in this way." This reference back is regarded as meaning back in the point of time so that in
the new statement “thus" is stressed to mean mere
priority of time. The following example has often
been used to refute this error.

To say: Emmy an’m‘w Kai

oﬁm «in-Emmy, “they struck him and thus killed (him)"
= in this mner they killed him. But to say: inn/lav

Romans 11 :26
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(1611311 Kai Z-n'cu'a dwe’xrcwav, “they StI'UCk him and then killed

(him) ," is different. This latter sentence does not say
in what manner they killed the man; in fact, this strik—
ing did not kill him. Because “thus” refers back,
“thus” and “then” are confused in Paul’s statement,

are still confused although this view has been so adequately refuted.
We need scarcely take up the passages that have

been used to lend color to the claim that oﬂm means
“then.” John 4:6: “thus,” wearied as he was, Jesus
sat on the well. Acts 17:33: “thus,” with the two
grOUps speaking as they did, Paul left them.
Acts
20:11: “thus,” in this way, as a man who had talked

so long, Paul left.

Acts 27:14: “thus” were they

driven, with the ship being rigged as stated.
Rom.
9:20 states, “Why hast thou made me thus?"—thus

as I now am.

The other passages in which the mean-

ing “then” instead of “thus" is found are: Acts 7:8;
27:44; 28:14; I Cor. 5:12; 11:28; 14:25; I Thess.
7:14; Heb. 6:15—a review of which nets only the
question why scores of other passages were not referred to.
Sometimes, when “thus” is regarded as

equivalent to “then,” the passage makes sense (as in
the example about killing), but always a far difere'nt
sense; some such substitutions fail even to make
sense.
We treat oﬁm at length only because chiliasts
make it their strong point and others are often im-

pressed; otherwise such elaborateness would not be
necessary.
Can “all Israel” refer to the complete physical
Israel?
Even the millennialists do not assert this,
save those who think that all hardened and damned
Israelites will be raised up for or during the millennium for the purpose of conversion. By referring
oil-rm, translated as “then,” and “shall be saved” to the
millennial future, they reduce the physical Israel to
“all” then living.
The fact that Paul was saving
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many Israelites, that during these hundreds of years
this saving has gone on, that it is still going on, at

times saving great numbers, is brushed aside. We are
told that Paul “did not overlook” them (v. 1-5) but is

here not thinking of them. All else that he so emphatically says of them irr distinction from “the rest” who
“were petriﬁed” (v. 7) is ignored. See v. 13-16; see all
that he says about these petriﬁed ones as cut off
branches while the wild olive branch was grafted in
“among them” (the saved, believing Israelites v. 17).
See also v. 23, 24, where savable Israelites are most

clearly described as regards all future time. All that is
said in v. 1-24 about the saved Israelites means so little
to the conversionists that they let Paul overlook it and
then drop it from his mind; but in Paul’s case the
very reverse is true. This progressive saving of
Israelites is Paul’s chief subject and it continues as

such through to v. 32, and in v. 33-36 is then crowned
with Paul’s gloriﬁcation of God for this very saving.

That “all Israel” here means one thing, and only
one, namely totus coetus electorum ea- Israele (1'7 Eonyr;
in v. 7 furnishing this designation) is demonstrated.
The real reasons for the denial are not linguistic or

exegetical ; they are human reasonings.
In v. 25 “Israel” is the physical nation; hence it is

claimed that in v. 26 “all Israel" must have the same
meaning, But in 9 :7 we read: “all those of Israel (the
physical nation), not these are Israel (the spiritual
Israel)." In that same brief sentence “Israel" is used
in different senses. In fact, this is not an analogous

example, it is the same truth that is now stated in
v. 25, 26, but is now positively stated with regard to

the entire future.
Again, “in part" (v. 25) and “all" in v. 26 are
directly opposed; hence it is claimed that, if the former
refers to the nation, then the latter must also do so.
The two are opposed in a real opposition as in

Romans 1 1 :26
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9:7, as in 11:7: the petriﬁcation “in part" is only
physical Israel, the “all” who will be saved the spiritual
Israel, which alone God regards as Israel.
Finally, “the fulness of the Gentiles" is taken to
mean all Gentiles; hence it is claimed that “all Israel”
must mean all Jews. Neither is true in a physical
sense during the centuries or at the end of time; both
are true spiritually during the centuries and at the
end of time. “The fulness of the Gentiles” = the full
number of the saved Gentiles, all of them; “all Israel”
=the fulness of Jews, the full number of non-petriﬁed, i. e., of saved Jews.
There are also Gamaliels among the exegetes and
theologians, counsellors of indecision, who say: “Wait
and see: If — if !” See Gamaliel’s “ifs" in Acts
5:38, 39.
R., 'W. P.. is one of these.
Their contention is: Paul’s words “may” or “might” be understood in either way.
Is ,Paul ambiguous in his
language by revealing a mystery but leaving it in unclearness? Let the question sufﬁce.
But good, orthodox men have believed in a ﬁnal
conversion of the Jewish nation. Yes, they had other
misconceptions also.

They are a warning and not

a shield and not a. cause for hesitation. When we
note the best straying on any point, let us watch and
pray the more lest we be found straying or far off on
more than one.

Some of the Gamaliels prefer the one view or
think this or that. In the writer’s opinion it is better
to be silent under such circumstances.

Luke 1 :4.

It has been said that the ﬁnal national conversion
of the Jews is taught in the Old Testament prophets,

in Matt. 23:39, and elsewhere. Perhaps the fact that
some ﬁnd it in Rom. 11:25, 26, has influenced their
interpretation of other passages. The moment it is
seen that Romans 11 does not teach such a conversion, other passages will not be adduced in support
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of it; for if this teaching is found in the Scriptures,
Romans 11 is the place in which we feel it ought to
appear.
Even as it has been written is the usual general

formula of citation which does not name one speciﬁc
source:
There shall come out of Zion the Deiiverer;
He shall tum ungodliness away from Jacob:
And this for them the covenant from me

When I shall take away their sins. '
These four lines are taken from Isa. 59:20, 21 and
Isa. 27:9, and are quoted so as to bring out the sub—
stance of the point Paul is presenting. Some think

that the quoted lines are to show by Scripture
language only how “all Israel will be saved," namebr
by God’s great G061 and what he will do as Israel’s
Goel. But “even as,” here as everywhere when introducing Scripture quotations, in one way or in another
substantiates whatever has just been stated.
Here, however, the substantiation is not that the
prophets revealed “the mystery” and that Paul is now
showing that they did, and that this mystery is not
a new revelation. Why did he then speak of a
mystery? When we examine the quoted lines we also
ﬁnd that they contain nothing about a judicial petriaction that will continue to the end of time; we ﬁnd
only the saving of all Israel, of which Paul has just

written. This is what is directly substantiated by
the quotation.
It would be unwarranted to think that Paul substantiates only a part of what he has said, what we,
perhaps, might regard as only the minor part that

scarcely needs substantiation. After “the mystery”
has been revealed, we fully understand the promise
that stands out so gloriously in the Old Testament

Romans 12:6
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with regard to “Jacob" whom God renamed “Israel"
and from whom the true Israel obtained this its name.
Everything the prophets said about the great Goél
for Jacob and about what he would do for Jacob
agrees with what Paul says about “all Israel" being

saved.
And so we see the other truth of this

quotation,

namely that these glorious prophetic utterances agree

perfectly with what Paul says of “all Israel being
saved” and support his presentation of the mystery.
The prophets did not have the mystery, but what
they had substantiates it now that it is revealed
by Paul.

Hence the broad nature of the quotation which
selects material from more than one passage. A millennial national conversion of petriﬁed Israel is
thus excluded as far as the Old Testament is concerned.

The quotation is well chosen in every point.

“The

Deliverer,” the Go’el (Hebrew, the Vindicator who

takes Jacob’s part) is the Redeemer (see Job 19:25,
Eisenach Old Testament Selections by the author),
Christ Jesus, God, as some think, but God incarnate,
the God-man.
He shall come “out of Zion,” Paul

says. The LXX has Emmi, “for the sake of Zion,”
and the Hebrew has, "to Zion" (1°). So it is thought
that Paul quoted- on the basis of a faulty memory,
that he had forgotten both the Hebrew and the LXX
and thus wrote “out of." But this phrase is vital for
Paul’s meaning. For if this Goél comes “out of Zion,”
as Paul says, he will not come “out of heaven,” as the
millennialists think. “Out of Zion" refers to Christ's
ﬁrst advent.

This phrase is vital for the three prophetic lines that
follow. When he comes in his ﬁrst advent “he shall
turn ungodliness away from Jacob,” namely, the different forms of unbelief away from those Jews who, by
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being freed from this their unbelief, will be grafted
into their olive tree (v. 23, 24) and constitute a part
of “all Israel," the true spiritual Israel. This is what
Paul has just said in his own Words: “All Israel shall
be saved,” i. e., by this Goél or Savior.
To refer to Philippi as an authority is not fair. He,
indeed, wrote that “out of Zion” means only that Zion,
i. e., the Jews, have a right to the salvation of the Goél;
but in the third edition of his Commenter he retracted his former view, gave up the idea of a ﬁnal
conversion of the Jews, and presented what Paul
taught. This commentator and notable dogmatician
was himself a converted Jew; the church historian

Neander, another converted Jew, helped to bring about
his conversion. The fact that Philippi should give
up the belief in a ﬁnal grand conversion of the Jews
is thus the more signiﬁcant. Contrast with this The
Expositor’s Greek Testament: “It is impossible to
say that ﬁfe: refers to the ﬁrst or the second advent:
the distinction is not present to Paul’s mind as he
writes; all he is concerned with is the fact that in
prophetic Scripture, language is used which implies
that Israel as a. people is to inherit the Messianic salvation."

Italics are our own.

Paul purposely wrote “out of Zion,” which lies back
of the Hebrew, “to Zion" and the LXX, “for the sake
of Zion," and is one of the constant prophecies from
Moses onward: Deut. 18:15, 18: “from the midst of
thee, of thy brethren"; Ps. 14:7; 53:6; 110 :2; Isa.

2:3, all have the phrase “out of Zion"; .we add only
Micah 5:2, “out of thee shall he come forth unto me
that is to be ruler in Israel.”

27) Two additional lines amplify the meaning of
the prophecy: “And this for them the covenant from
me," which covenant is then stated: “When I shall
take away their sins."

“This” often points forward,

and it is unwarranted to assert that it must always

Romans 11:27
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point backward. The covenant is never a mutual but
always a one-sided one: from God to or with Abraham, Israel, etc. God makes the covenant, Abraham,
etc., only receive it.
It is never called Abraham's
or Israel’s covenant.
Objection is voiced to having the last line state the
contents of the covenant on the score that it begins
with am, “when” or “whenever"; so “this" is referred
back to the preceding line or lines. Yet the line containing “when” is taken from a new passage, from
Isa. 27 :9, and thus may be freely added irrespective
of its beginning with “when." In I John 2:3 and
5:2 John Writes ('1! 10679— ia'v, and iv rod-ran— any, and
no one objects. Paul is even more in order, for the
LXX has the very “this” which the “when” clause
presents: “and this is his thanksgiving: when I take
away his sin" (Paul: “sins”). The heart of the covenant which God made with Jacob (Israel) is this taking away of sins.
Whenever this occurs (am, in:
deﬁnite) in the case of any Israelite, then, and not
until then, does he have this covenant.
’A¢t’¢\mpat is the second aorist subjunctive middle of
d¢atpéw. “To take away” sins (see Ps. 103:12) is what
really constitutes the forgiveness of sins according to

the Scriptures; compare the sfmonymous d¢{r”u, “to
send away sins," in Matt. 6 :12; or Mark 2:5; or Luke
5:20; or Rom. 4:7. This taking away of the sins of

Jacob is justiﬁcation by faith, the central doctrine of
Romans, and this doctrine is here being applied to
the Jews as solving the entire problem they present
to the Christian. The aorist tense of the verb denotes
actuality and completeness: “shall take away completely.” Justiﬁcation would be expressed by this and
not by a durative or progressive tense; it is always
complete the instant it occurs. '07“ agrees well with
the progression of this taking away of Israel’s sins

from one generation to another, “whenever" Jews no
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longer “remain in their unbelief” (v. 23) . We may remark incidentally that Augustine found his Elijah and
his Enoch in “the Deliverer” here prophesied.
28) According to the gospel—enemies for
your sake; but according to the election—beloved
for the father’s sake. Who are those that according
to one norm (mud) are “enemies” and according to
another norm “beloved”? all the Jews? all the Jews
living at a certain future period? or “all Israel," the
“Jacob" -whose sins are removed, the believing Jews
throughout the centuries, Paul thinking especially of
those-of his own time? Undoubtedly the latter. Considering the gospel (1:1, 16), these Jews are at ﬁrst
unbelieving, are "enemies," are personally hostile toward this gospel; all Jews are reared thus. “Enemies,”
Paul writes and not as he does regarding “the rest"
in v. 7: “they were (or are) petriﬁed,” for after judicial hardening sets in, conversion has become impossible, and this very judgment of God marks that
fact.

The two Sui phrases match.
When the Gentile
Christians look at the Jews in their unbelief and hostility to the gospel, Paul wants them to distinguish those
whose enmity has not advanced to petriﬁcation and
then wants these Gentile Christians to remember that
Jewish unbelief caused the gospel to come to the Gentiles so that they, the Gentile Christians, now have
all its riches. “For your sakes” thus tersely sums up
in this one phrase what Paul has set forth fully in
v. 11, 12.
But those who are at ﬁrst such unbelieving enemies,

when they are regarded “according to the election,"
constitute the “remnant according to an election of
grace" (v. 5), yea, are called “the election” (v. 7), for

grace wins them so that they “do not remain in their
unbelief” (v. 23) and thus are “beloved,” ayamp-oi, the
very term Paul uses in 1:7 to designate all the Roman

Romans 11:28
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While

they are thinking of the Jews of their day the Romans

are to extend their vision of the Jews to the end of
time, namely to the real “Jacob" among them, to the
whole spiritual Israel among them, to those who “will

be saved,” whom God foreknows and who are thus
already “beloved” in his sight.

God, of course, knows

who they are individually eVen among unborn generations (John 10:16, Christ’s “other sheep”) ; we know

only that there are and ever will be such.
And now, in a most striking way, Paul adds his
second Sui phrase: “for the fathers' sake.” “For your

sake" looks at the present and the future, “for the
fathers' sake” at the distant past, at the three great

patriarchs with whom the original covenant was made.
“The fathers” and “the covenant from me" (v. 27)
belong together.
Paul does not say “their fathers,”
for 4:11, 12 has set forth fully how God made Abra-

ham the spiritual father of the Gentile believers just
as he made him the father of the Jewish believers.
Yet in the present connection “fathers” brings to mind
the truth that these converted Jews were also physical
descendants of the patriarchs, “the natural branches”
as distinguished from those “from a natural wild
olive tree” (v. 24). “Fathers,” however, stresses this
descent only in a secondary way.
The force of the
term and of the phrase lies in the fact that these
“beloved” Jews are not only natural but at the same
time spiritual sons of these spiritual fathers, sons
restored to this their blessed spiritual connection. The
phrase would not beﬁt Gentile Christians, for they
had never had a connection with the patriarchs before
their spiritual connection was established by faith in
Christ.

Those who interpret this section with reference to
the whole Jewish nation advocate the teaching that,
because this nation is physically descended from the
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patriarchs with whom he made his covenant, God will
still love it. His judgment of hardening the self.
hardened mass is overlooked. The judgment of hardening is suspended, suspended only for that ﬁnal era.
Why only for that last era? Why is “beloved” and
this peculiar consideration of the fathers absent today,
and why was it absent during all the past centuries?

And where is “beloved” used with reference to any
persons but believers? No; the hardened mass is not
“Israel"; although it is “seed,” it is yet not “the children of God,” not “the children of the promise” made
to the fathers, not those who are reckoned as the real

“seed” by God (9:7, 8).

Paul does not contradict

his own clear statements. God does not contradict
himself by treating the hardened mass in its last generation as “beloved" after having treated the previous

hardened mass of many generations as accursed.
29) Paul explains how Jews who are at ﬁrst
enemies of the gospel are yet allowed eventually to
become beloved of God. For unregretted (are) the
gracious gifts and the calling of God. For just as
you (Gentile Christians) on your part were once
disobedient to God yet now were given mercy by
means of the disobedience of these (Jews), so also
these have now become diaobedient in order that by
your mercy (that shown to you) they, too, may be
given mercy. For God locked them all up together
to disobedience in order that he might give them all
mercy.
The proposition is purposely made general and
thus surely includes this case of the Jews. When God
bestows his gracious gifts (see the list in 9:4, 5) and
his call or calling by which men are saved he never
regrets such gifts and such calling as men do who
later either change their minds or ﬁnd they have made
a mistake and ought to change their minds. God is
not subject to such changes of mind, he is constant,

Romans 11:29, 30
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he makes no mistakes. What is here expressed in a
general form is stated speciﬁcally with reference to
God's people in v. 1 and in another way in 9 :6, namely
from the angle of God's Word as promise.

The Old

Testament anthropopathic expressions about God regretting certain things need not be explained here

since they are in no way contradictory to Paul’s “unregretted” (or “unregrettable").
30) Paul himself explains (ydp) how his general
statement applies to the Jews. He merely restates in
a striking way what he has already made so plain. He
is closing his entire presentation (chapters 9 to 11).
“Why," Paul says, “this about these Jews is the same
as your own Gentile case: as you proﬁted by their disobedience, they are now to proﬁt by the mercy you received through their disobedience.” “Your mercy"
has the possessive adjective in the sense of an objective
genitive pronoun: mercy to you (R. 685).

All that is

said about “mercy” and “to mercy" (transitive in the
Greek) is to recall what is stated on this subject in
9:14-17.
It also restates 11:11-14.
Moreover, in
Paul’s typical way he now draws the different lines

of thought to a unit point so that the whole discussion
comes to its close in a natural way.

The fact that God does not regret is not due to
determinism or compulsion which brook no obstacle
but simply force his mercy through. All this regarding his mercy has been explained in 9:15, etc. Paul
once more asks his Gentile readers to consider their
own case. how they on their part ({wcic, emphatic) were
disobedient to God when they Were pagans. and how

God made the very disobedience of the Jews work out
so as to extend his previous gospel mercy to them, the
Gentiles, even as they now have it.
Think of that,

Paul says.
He carefully writes “disobeyed” and “disobedience"

and not “disbelieved” and “unbelief.”

The latter
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would not be ﬁtting as the pivot or unit point of the
comparison: “just as—so also”; the former brings
this out most exactly.
It does more, it conﬁnes the
comparison to such Gentiles and such Jews as come
from disobedience to obedience and keeps the comparison clear of all other Gentiles who either do not
get to hear the gospel or hear and reject it; and clear

also of all other Jews, the mass that has passed
and in future generations passes into petriﬁcation.
All that needs to be said about the latter has been said.
Paul narrows down and is coming to his focus.
31)
Now, Paul goes on to say to the Gentile
Christians, it is just so with these Jews: they have
now become disobedient as you once were. The Greek
uses the aorist to indicate acts that have just happened

(R. 842, etc.) whereas we use the perfect.

We should

not say, “now were or now became disobedient”; the
aorist is ingressive. Paul is not speaking of the petriﬁed Jews; they were far more than disobedient; he is
speaking of “these” (05m) who will yet be saved by

God’s mercy (v. 26). What part the petriﬁed JeWS
played in causing the gospel to be brought to the Gentiles in general is omitted here as no longer being
needed for Paul’s point.

These still disobedient Jews,

Paul says, are in the position you believing Gentiles
once occupied with your disobedience: as their disobedience brought you mercy, the mercy you have is to
bring them to the same mercy from their disobedience.

The aorist (“(7)0601 implies that it will do so.

So God

made no mistake, has nothing to regret in regard to
the gracious gifts and the call he extended to the
patriarchs and to the Jews. All is working out according to his wonderful plans.
It is true, the believing Gentiles were once in pagan

disobedience, and these still disobedient Jews are in
the disobedience that is not pagan but Jewish rejection of the gospel.
This is the very reason that. the

Romans 11:31, 32
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term “obedience" is used; it is the term that covers
both conditions. It would be unwarranted to state
that Paul's comparison is inexact, and that the correct comparison should be: as Jewish disobedience
brought mercy to the Gentiles, 'so this mercy brings
disobedience to the Jews. Paul’s comparison rises from
this common formula to the superior one: so this your
mercy helps to bring them mercy.

The phrase “by

your mercy" is placed before Eva in order to secure the
fullest emphasis.
This is a common replacing of
terms when a certain part of the purpose clause is to
be emphasized.
32) Now comes the ﬁnal statement and explanation, the unit that ties everything together and thus
leaves nothing further to be added. God has placed
all the Jews and the Gentiles of whom Paul is here
speaking on the same level in order to save all of them

by the same means, namely his mercy. And this is the
mercy in Christ Jesus which saves all of them alike by
justiﬁcation through faith alone.
Tobe riﬂes: “them all,” every individual among
those of whom Paul is speaking, those Gentiles and
those Jews who in this equal disobedience are brought
to faith and salvation by God's equal mercy. This is
not a ﬁnal grand generality which states that all Gentiles and all Jews are disobedient sinners, and that
God sent his mercy for all.

“Them all” is not die

juedische Volksgemeinde als solche, “the Jewish commonwealth as such," which has been saved from absorption among the nations for a great destiny as a
nation toward the end of the world.
And having
mercy on “them all" is not the end of the apokatastasis
that is added at the end.
The verb ouve'xAcwe is not perfective (R. 627) , “shut

up on all sides" (mill) without an outlet. It plainly
means, as R. himself states in W. P.: shut up together, namely these Gentiles and these Jews to-
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gether with each other. Both were in disobedience
(v. 31), and so all were shut up together. And why
stress the effective force of “locked up together” over
against the permissive idea? “Were disobedient," all
these were that, and God had no trouble in regard to
shutting them up in this their disobedience. That locking all of them up together for disobedience left all
of them with nothing whatever but this their disobedience. The Jew was not a whit better off than
the Gentile; all his rights, prerogatives; claims, and
boasts, were gone, he lay in the same prison of "disobedience” with the Gentiles. The Gentile could not
be high-minded (v. 21) and look down on the Jew
as being one that had fallen so terribly, for his pagan
disobedience was the same fearful prison called
“disobedience."
God shut them up together to disobedience means
that, locked in thus, all hope and all self-help had disappeared. Disobedience, disobedience was all they had
and all they could bring forth. Only one door permits one to leave this prison and it is inscribed: “God’s
Mercy." That is why all else was taken from them:
“in order that he (God) might mercy them” (aorist,
actually, fully), bestow his mercy on them, turn them
from their ungodliness (in contrition) and take away
their sins (in justiﬁcation), v. 26, 27.
In Rome, Jewish and Gentile Christians were found
together in one church, in the one good olive tree (v.
24), under this one blessed mercy.

Paul is writing

them that they came out of the same awful disobedience. Instead of being supercilious toward others,
they had only one thing to do: embrace each other and
sing thanksgiving to the one mercy that brought them
together in this, God's own wonderful way. And then
they would understand what God and this his mercy
were doing for others like them, yea. would continue
to do until the end of time.

Romans 11:33

33)
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The rapturous praise with which Paul con-

cludes this section of his letter (chapters 9 to 11) will
appear in its full clarity when it is placed beside the

heartbroken introduction to this section (9:1, etc.).
The range of Paul's emotions is so Wide as to reach
from this pain for lost Israel to this rapturous adoration of God and of his ways in saving so many Jews
and so many Gentiles. Placed at the end of the last

of the four fundamental sections of the epistle, we
may take it that this conclusion is intended as a conclusion to the four.
Oh, depth of riches both of God’s wisdom and
knowledge! How unsearchable his decisions, and
untraceable his ways! For who did know the Lord’s
mind? or who became his counsellor? or who ﬁrst
gave to him, and it shall duly be paid back to him?
because of him and through him and unto him — all

the things (that exist)!

To him the glory for the

eons! Amen.
'0 is an interjection and is exclamatory; it is best
translated, “Oh!” although “0!" may be' used.
It
is not to be construed with ﬁdooc and the following
nouns as:
“0 depth of wisdom and knowledge!"
for these nouns are not addressed (R. 463); Paul

exclaims regarding them.

They rise before his soul

in their immensity, and he cries: “Oh!” None of
these four nouns has an article; but the ﬁnal genitive
0:05 makes the nouns to which it belongs speciﬁc just
as the genitive in “depth of riches” — it is the specifying case, R. 493.
The question is debated as to whether “depth” has
three coordinate genitives following it: “depth of
riches and of wisdom and of knowledge," or only one:

“depth of riches both of wisdom and of knowledge"
(our versions).

We decide for the latter because “wis-

dom” and “knowledge” denote such distinct and deﬁnite
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attributes that “riches" cannot be placed into the same
group with them. This is intensiﬁed by the signiﬁcance which “riches" is thought to have when it is
thus made coordinate as “an independent concept.”
Some say “riches” =grace and mercy or “wealth of
love"; others are content with a formal deﬁnition: the
extensive means at God’s disposal for accomplishing
his purposes. These deﬁnitions state that “riches” is
not an independent concept but needs something to tell
us what riches are referred to.
We never associate “depth” with “riches” but we
do speak of profound wisdom and knowledge. “Depth"
refers to these two. Paul cries out because of the
profundity of the rich wisdom and knowledge of God.
So the genitives “of wisdom and knowledge” specify
“riches."
Who can get to the bottom of this vast
depth of inﬁnite riches of wisdom and of knowledge?
The greatest creature mind is able only to fall down
and to adore. Wisdom and knowledge are a pair (Col.
2:3). The greater is named ﬁrst: wisdom, the ability
in the adequate way to use knowledge for the highest
purpose. The lesser is named second: knowledge, the
ability to provide the means wisdom needs.
God
knows all, nothing is ever hid from him. Paul gloriﬂes all God’s wisdom and knowledge.
From what
is revealed in God’s saving plans and works among
men Paul judges as to its inﬁnitude also in all other
domains.
This is the attitude our generation needs. Who
among those who are so wise in their own conceits

exclaims because of the unfathomable wisdom and
knowledge of God? God lets them discover some of
his secrets in nature, but when they do discover them
they fail even to see God.
What God does in his
kingdom is to them also a sealed volume, and his hand

in individual lives is ignored. So many also in their
wisdom dictate what God's wisdom should do or should

Romans 11:33, 34

have done.
in men!

What profundity to God!
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What folly

“Depth" is explained by “unsearchable” and “un-

traceable." The former means that all our efforts at
searching out are vain, the latter that even where God
has gone and has done things we cannot discover the
tracks and track his course; they leave us in a labyrinthian maze. The xpipara are God's “decisions.” We
may say “judgments" but must not restrict this term
to adverse judgments or condemnations. God’s “ways”
are not his manners or his habits but the courses he
has taken and still takes. The idea, too, is not that
they are always righteous and just but that they are
wise and full of perfect knowledge that is beyond all
human understanding. With this we must combine
his grace and his mercy manifested in all his judgments and his actions. The incomprehensibleness of
this angle of God's actions is vaster still.

Paul is gen-

eralizing, for all that he has speciﬁed about God’s decisions and his course of action regarding Jews and Gentiles is only an outstanding example.

One must note the parallelism, it is like lines of
Hebrew poetry and has the same simplicity as these
and also a high exaltation which in v. 36 reaches an
almost incomparable climax.

34)

Automatically, as one who lives, moves, and

has his being in the Old Testament, Paul expresses

himself in Old Testament language. This is not a
quotation but an adaption of Isa. 40:13 and Job 41:11
(41 :3 in the Hebrew) to Paul’s own thought. “Who
did know the Lord’s mind?" (Kupzou, Yahweh's) in
order thus to comprehend his decisions, for no less
than such knowledge of his “mind" (in the Hebrew,
ruach, “spirit"), of the inwardness of what his mind
or spirit contains would be required.

“0r who became his counsellor?”

Did God take

some one of us and make him his conﬁdent, talk over
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with him in advance his decisions and his ways, and
ask his advice so that this person can search out and
trace for us the inﬁnite mysteries of the wisdom and
knowledge employed? That would, indeed, be a wonderful person!
35) In his third question Paul disregards the
wrong translation of the LXX: “or who shall resist
me and remain?” and translates the Hebrew of Job
41:3 (our 11) independently: “or who ﬁrst gave to
him" and thus put God under obligation, “and it shall
be duly (dud) paid back (am-i) to him?" God meeting
the obligation by‘explaining his decisions and his ways
to this person. While the ﬁrst question in v. 34 reverts
to God’s decisions, and the second to God’s ways. this
third reverts to both his decisions and his ways. Paul
is again unifying, bringing the thought to a focus (as
we saw him doing in v. 32).
36) The three questions expect the answer: No
one. But Paul would not end either this great paragraph or this great section of the epistle with a negative.
He ends with a mighty afﬁrmative, the allcomprehensive and overwhelming reason for the implied negative answers, which is also the completest
reason that God's wisdom and knowledge and his decisions and his ways are unsearchably profound: “because of him and through him and to him — all
things!” As the inﬁnite God, who is inﬁnite not only
in wisdom and knowledge but in all his attributes, he
is at once the origin (in), the medium of existence
(bud), and the ﬁnal goal (dc) of the universe, rd. wa'm,
alas All, “the sum of things, the All” (R. 773). mm
would be, “all things in general” and improper here;
but 11‘: min-a is speciﬁc, “all things that exist.”
The ancients and many since their time have found
the Trinity in these three phrases; and others hesitate
and are not certain.
The antecedent is Knspm, the

Greek for Yahweh, in the words taken from Isaiah.

Romans 11 :36
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The three prepositions focus in him as the covenant
God.

Moreover, (I: is not iv and cannot be referred

to the Holy Spirit. In I Cor. 8 :6 (is is used with regard
to the Father, in C01. 1:16, ('v with regard to the Son.
In I Cor. 826 ix and (is are together used with regard
to the Father, and Sui is twice used with reference to

the Son, while in Heb. 2:10 8" 5v and 8" 05 are used
with reference to the Father. These various uses show
that it is improbable that we have a reference to the
Trinity in this verse.
Paul’s “formula,” as it has been called, is said to
be derived from Stoic pantheism which, after its adoption by Hellenistic mysticism, entered Judaism and is

said to look to “the cosmic deliverance,” whatever that
may be (L.). The International Critical Commentary
refers to a few Jewish apocalyptic quotations in Latin
which are regarded as “resemblances, not only in

thought, but in expression."

We still believe that Paul

was ”moved by the Holy Spirit" and ﬁnd our faith duly

conﬁrmed by an examination of these sources of his
thought and his expressions.

Paul ends with the brief doxology:
glory for the eons!

Amen.”

“To him the

“The glory" with its

article has the force of “all the glory" there is.

Not

the attribute is referred to but the acknowledgment,

honor, and worship due to God from men, which Paul
for his part by this very doxology gives to God. On
the phrase “to the eons” which = “forever,” see 1:25,

where “amen” also occurs.

CHAPTER Xll
IV
The Righteousness of God Produces a Life of
Righteousness, 12:1 to 15:13
The Christian among Christians, chapter 12
In other letters addressed to congregations Paul
follows the same course as he does here and leaves the
admonition concerning the Christian life to the last.
So he begins with the fundamental transformation and
then marks the range of his ﬁrst admonitions: the
Christian as a member of the spiritual body created
by faith in Christ (12:4, 5). He shows: The Christian among Christians.
In the grand section chapters 6 to 8 the great fundamentals of the Christian life have already been fully
presented as the results of the righteousness of God
apprehended by faith. There we are shown as such
results: Newness of life and salvation (chapter 6);
deliverance from the law (chapter 7) ; guidance of the
Spirit (8:1-17); consolation of hope, etc. (8:18-39).
The present section concerning the details of this life
might have followed at once, but Paul chose to insert
the intervening sections as to how the mass of Judaism lost God’s righteousness by unbelief and how God
shaped his plans accordingly.

How justiﬁcation by

faith governs this life in its details is thus reserved
for the last and is unfolded with proportional fulness.
By placing this portion with its details last Paul helps
to round out the great subject of the letter even
formally in an excellent way.
1) The very ﬁrst words strike the new note:
napaxam was, “I admonish you" (C.-K. 570), scarcely
(744)

Romans 12:1

“I beseech" (our versions).
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I admonish you, there-

fore, brethren, through the compassions of God to

present your bodies as a living sacriﬁce, holy, wellpleasing to God -— this your reasonable cultus. And
be not outwardly conformed to this world age but
be inwardly transformed by the renewing of the
mind so that you test out what the will of God is,
the thing (really) good and well-pleasing and complete.
The search for a close connection of thought to
explain the use of oﬁv ﬁnds nothing in the preceding
paragraph. The idea that the phrase “through the
compassions" points to a connection of thought with
the unmerited “riches” mentioned in v. 33 or 36 over-

looks the fact that riches and compassions do not suggest each other. 05v reaches back much farther. The
phrase about God’s compassions removes all vagueness
by ﬁxing our attention on all that Paul has said about
the mercy of God as the source of our justiﬁcation. We
see, too, that “brethren” are now not the Gentile Christians as in 11:25 (11:13) but all the Roman believers
(v. 3).

Paul extends his admonition and wants the Romans
to receive and to act on it “through the compassions of
God." The very word oixnppoi is unusual, meaning, as
it does, tender pities, and, as is always the case with
the transitive attributes of God, it includes also the
acts and the gifts that result from these attributes.
Paul’s meaning is: I am letting my admonition come to

you through God’s compassions which have had pity
on you and have brought you from your former pitiful
state to your present high and blessed state, and, coming to you thus, they will ﬁnd response in you as helping to further what his compassions are seeking to

' complete in you. When the readers think of the compassions they have received and still receive they will
gladly heed the admonitions addressed to them in the
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name of these compassions. This new term "compassions” prevents us from thinking of any special passage but bids us rather to ﬁnd whatever conveys the
thought of God’s pity for us sinners in all that precedes. The plural “compassions” corresponds to the
Hebrew mohamim but is also a native Greek idiom.
Luther writes: “He does not say: ‘I command
you!’ for he is preaching to those who are already
Christians and godly through the faith in the new
man, who are not to be forced with commands but to be
admonished to do willingly what is to be done in regard
to the sinful old man. For he who does it not willingly, solely as a result of admonition, he is no Christian, and he who compels it from the unwilling with
laws,-he already is no Christian preacher or ruler but
a worldly clubwielder. A lawdriver insists with
threats and penalties; a preacher of grace lures and
incites with divine goodness and compassion shown to
us; for he wants no unwilling works and reluctant
services, he wants joyful and delightful services of
God. He who will not allow himself to be incited and
lured with such sweet, lovely words about God’s compassion, so abundantly presented and given to us in
Christ, so that with delight and love he also does as
bidden for God’s glory, to the good of his neighbor:
he is nothing, and everything is lost on him. How will
he become soft and delighted by laws and threats who
will not melt and soften before such ﬁre of heavenly
love and grace ?”
The aorist “to present” = present completely,
which thought the present imperatives (some texts
have inﬁnitives) in v. 2 spread out in its full, extended course. When Paul mentions only the presenting of our bodies, we must not overlook the fact that

we ourselves are to present them. In 6:13 he bids us ‘
not to present our members to the sin power but to
present ourselves to God as being alive from the dead,

Romans 12:1
and thus also to present our members.
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Our body is

the organ for our actions, and when we present that to
God, it means that all our actions together with their
instrument are to be directed solely by him.
Then, too, in this physical world it is our body
which meets the sinful contacts and impacts by which
the power of sin invades our entire being. Let us not
forget that Satan’s lies use our ears as a means of
entry, also our eyes through the printed page, to mention only this use of the bodily avenues. After our
whole body has been presented to God by a voluntary
act, all these roads into our being are to be open only to
God. Paul intends to set forth in detail all that this
presenting of our bodies involves.
The striking thought is that our bodies are to be “a
living sacriﬁce.”
The very words show that Bum’a
(from 96m, to let go up in smoke) does not refer to
sacriﬁces in general but to a sacriﬁce that is slain;
the expression is not “a living npoa¢opd, offering.” Here

there is a strong paradox: our bodies are to be presented like those of the animals but not like them to
be slain, yet like them so completely to be made God's

that during their whole life they are as good as slain.
The thought goes deeper than is generally supposed;
this implies more than a complete surrender of the
body to God. As stated in 6:11, this surrender takes
place by means of a death and a life combined. And
the sacriﬁcial death that Paul has in mind is cruciﬁxion, which we gather not so much from 6:6 as from
Gal. 2:20; 5:24; 6:14. The likeness to Christ in this
“living sacriﬁce” extends also to his resurrection and
his life; “as living from the dead" (6:13; compare

6:10, 11).
“Your bodies a living slaughter sacriﬁce” is one

of Paul’s wonderful expressions; it strikes a chord of
many notes: likeness and difference as far as all Jewish and all pagan bloody animal sacriﬁces are con-
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cerned; the difference implying a vast superiority, for
these are our own bodies, and when the slaughter
sacriﬁce is completed, these bodies not only live, they
partake of a higher life, one that, even as far as the
bodies are concerned, shall end in blessed eternal life.
And this fact that we are such a sacriﬁce and yet live
not only duplicates Christ in his death and his life, it
is the result of his death and his life. However, the
duplicate in us is not one that expiates, for a genuine
expiation admits of no repetition, nor is it needed; the
duplication in us, i. e., in our bodies, is the evidence
of our union with Christ, the evidence of the eﬁectiveness of his truly expiating sacriﬁce in us.
When we understand “living sacriﬁce” thus, the
full signiﬁcance of the epithets appears. “Holy," set
apart and devoted to God, “well-pleasing to God," a
delight to him and accepted by him. With regard to
the Jewish animal sacriﬁces it was always a question as
to whether they were holy and well-pleasing to God.
Read some of the denunciations of the sacriﬁces which
the Jews presented (Prov. 15:8; Isa. 1:11-15; 66:3;
Jer. 6:20). Also hypocrites brought animal sacriﬁces;
the sacriﬁces were often a mere formality.

Presenting

our bodies as a living sacriﬁce is always a sacriﬁce that
is holy and well-pleasing to God. A few construe: “to
God well-pleasing,” and those who adopt this sense in
spite of textual evidence say that the emphasis thus
placed on “to God” means, “not only to man." But
this introduces a foreign idea, for the contrast is

clearly drawn between well-pleasing or not well-pleasing to God.
The apposition to the whole inﬁnitive clause, “this
your reasonable cultus,” sheds a wonderful light on
the whole and at the same time states what makes this
sacriﬁce holy and well-pleasing to God. 0n Aarpcia see
9:4. This sacriﬁce is the cultus and worship that
Jesus calls “worship in spirit and in truth,” John 4:23.

Romans 12:1, 2
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We have no fully adequate translation for Aoyucds; the
Germans have geistz'g (distinct from geistlich). “Spiritual cultus," as some interpret, is not what Paul says

although, of course, this cultus is also spiritual.

The

word has nothing to do with logic as though this cultus
is the only logical one, “reasonable” in this sense,

for true Christians.
Nor is the implied contrast some “misguided” cultus. It is the cultus “in spirit," although it is exercised
by the Christian’s whole outer conduct, through the
medium of his body yet involving his whole inner
rational being.

The danger in connection with the

ceremonial Jewish sacriﬁces was that they tended to
become formal.

This same danger persists in our

cultus acts today. The idea that Paul in no way thinks
of the pagan sacriﬁces is insupportable.

They were

in all respects, save only that they were sacriﬁces, the
opposite of what the true cultus was to be.
2) The textual evidence is in favor of the reading
that has two imperatives rather than two inﬁnitives.
The sense, too, is against the latter, for this negative
and this positive are not additions to the inﬁnitive “to

present," they elucidate what this spirit servicereally
requires. The two imperatives are opposites not only
in regard to their prepositional preﬁxes but also in the

root words themselves. This difference is lost when
we translate: “be not conformed but be transformed,"
for the English root word “form” is the same. EXT-”La. is
outward conformation, fashion; but papdnf is the essential form which fully expresses the essence or real be.
ing. We have the latter in “metamorphosis.” We can
do no better in English than to follow Field (M.-M.
613) : “be not outwardly conformed but be inwardly
transformed."
The Greek “eon” = a great stretch of time but one

that is marked and characterized and thus made a unit
by what transpires in it, “world” in this sense, namely
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when “this eon” is referred to, dieser Zeithmf. This
eon is “wicked," Gal. 1:4; its god is the devil, II Cor.
4:4; it is the eon of this cosmos. It is contrasted with
“the eon about to come” which the Parousia ushers in,
the eon of eternal blessedness, of the new earth.
Not even outwardly are we to adopt the fashion of
the eon in which we now live, the ways of the world.
The present imperative asks us to shun this conformity during the entire course of our lives. Even in outward fashion the Christian is to be different, separate

from the world. Our visible conversation and life as
men see us are to show that their ways are not our
ways; our conversation (citizenship) is in heaven,
Phil. 3:20. We are only pilgrims here and not citizens. Since we expect to go to heaven, our conduct
here reﬂects that fact and is unlike that of men who

seek their all in this eon.
There is danger that the Christian may adopt at
least some of the world's ways, run with worldly men
(I Pet. 4:4), especially when they mock us if we do
not. Christians sometimes imagine that they can do
this without injury to themselves, can remain unspotted from the world amid worldly, unchristian associations, amid worldly and questionable pleasures.
To howl a bit with the wolves, to do as the Romans do
because we are in Rome, to avoid the abuse of the
world and not to lose all this tainted pleasure and advantage while still holding fast to Christ, does not
seem so wrong. The resultant casualties are many and
exceedingly sad.

As is the case in so many instances in Holy Writ,
the opposite is far more than an opposite: not even
outward conformity — no leSs than constant inward
transformation. This is what presenting our bodies as
a living sacriﬁce and thus as our reasonable cultus
means. What we do with our bodies and our whole
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bodily life is to be the evidence of a constant inner
metamorphosis, one that is accomplished “by the renewing of the mind so that you test out what the will
of God is,” test out “the thing (really) good and wellpleasing and complete," making our mind conform to
this divine newness and rejecting everything else as
being spurious. Here there is the same concentrated

richness of thought as in v. 1.

The inner transforma-

tion begins at the moment of our justiﬁcation and is to
advance throughout life until God completes it in
death.
The dative of means states that this transformation is effected “by the renewing of the mind.” In 6:4
we have “newness of life," the condition; here we have
“the renewing," the process. The Kan/6: occurring in
both terms is “new" as the opposite of “old" in our old
man. And min; is “mind” as “the organ of moral thinking and knowing” (C. K. 764) and thus matches Aoymo’c
used in v. 1. The Christian’s inward transformation
is effected when his moral mentality becomes renewed,
the very mentality itself, so that it no longer thinks,
understands, and judges as it once did but so that it
cannot do so because it is in a process of renewal that
advances steadily. The Christian minds the things of
the spirit, a thing he never did before, and ceases

minding the things of the ﬂesh, a thing he always did
before (8 :5, 6) ; as a son of God he is led by the Spirit
of God in his very mind (8:14). His use of the body
shows it.
Big 70' with the inﬁnitive, as so often (3:26; 4:11,
twice; 4 :18), states the result, namely what the mind
does in consequence: “so that you keep testing out
(durative) what the will of God is,” as men test out
coins or metal by accepting the genuine and rejecting
and throwing out the spurious. The renewed mind is

ever bent on ﬁnding out and following God’s will, what
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God wants of us; it has utterly ceased its old disregard
of God’s will, its old folly of contenting itself with its
own will.
We do not regard the three following words as
adjectives: “the good and acceptable and perfect will
of God" (our versions).

The second is “well-pleasing"

and, as in v. 1, means “well-pleasing to God" and hence
cannot modify “the will of God." The third means
“complete,” and the implication of an “incomplete"
will of God is distressing. These adjectives are substantivized, are treated as a unit (one article), and

form an apposition: test out the will of God, (namely
test out) “the thing (really) good," etc. For God ever
wills n3 dyaaév, “the thing morally good and beneﬁcial,"
and never anything that is not good. And this thing
is the one “well-pleasing” to him; he says so in his
Word which we use as our criterion in making our test.
And thus also this good and well-pleasing thing is
“complete," easily distinguished from the reductions to
which even Christians at times subject the will of God
by claiming he does not will this or that. Worldly
tendencies in the church excuse themselves in this way.
This threefold designation is an apposition: “what
is the will, namely what is this thing that is at once
good, pleasing to God, and complete.” The renewed
mind of the Christian ever seeks to prove this in life.
We cannot, then, make “the good thing," etc., the cri-

terion, the touchstone for our testing out what God’s
will is. We never say that only what is in our judgment good is God’s will; or what we think is wellpleasing to him; or what we consider morally and spiritually complete. No; testing out what God wants is
discovering the thing that is good for us. pleasing to
him, complete in itself. And what God’s will is,
namely this thing which he wills, we discover from his
Word and from that alone, and we subject all our own

conceptions of what is good, etc., wholly to that Word.
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Every test made without the Word is deceptive and
wrong.
Does v. 1 apply particularly to the Jewish Christians because it speaks of “living sacriﬁce”? No more
than do 6:11, 13: “alive to God,” “as alive from the
dead." Does v. 2 apply particularly to Gentile Christians? No more than any other verse in this chapter.
Just because they are now Christians, Jewish Christians are in just as great danger as are Gentile Christians of being conformed to worldly ways in a great
city like Rome which offered so many temptations. It
is well known that throughout the Gentile world Jews
became loose and lax in their Judaism and fell into
many evil, pagan ways. When Paul speciﬁes in v. 3:
“I say to everyone that is among you," the reason is

not that, when he used “brethren" in v. 1, he had in
mind two groups, v. 1 indicating the one, v. 2 the
other; the reason lies in what Paul says in v. 3-8.

Verses 1 and 2 beﬁt the whole, in v. 3-8 individualization is necessary.
3) Having laid down the fundamentals for the
sanctiﬁcation of body and of mind in the Christian
life, Paul proceeds with the details. Those fundamentals apply to all without distinction. When he
now begins the details he sees the one body of the
church as being composed of many members. each

member being in his place with his particular qualiﬁcations and obligations, all together constituting one
harmonious whole. Among them he sees also himself
with his own gifts and his work. In a way that is

altogether natural and beautiful he advances in these
verses.
So I say through the grace given to me to everyone who is among you, not to be haughty-minded,

beyond what he must be minded but to be minded so
as to be sober-minded as to each one God apportioned a portion of faith.
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When it introduces a paragraph, 7dp intends simply to continue the line already begun (B.-P. 239) but
now to introduce the details. “I say" is to be taken in
the same sense as “I admonish” in v. 1; this is also
the case with the Sui phrase, which now, however, does

not bring out what God bestows on all (his compassions) but what Paul has received as an individual.
He is one of the many who constitute the body of
which he intends to speak. The Lord has assigned him
his place. Mindful of that and taking to heart his OWn
admonition, he admonishes the Romans, “every one
who belongs to them," as to how he is to think of himself in the place assigned to him. In v. 2 he has spoken
of the transformed and renewed “mind." The ﬁrst
object upon which the mind will think is its own pos-

sessor. So Paul speaks of this thinking ﬁrst of all.
Each and every Christian must be “minded" rightly
in his relation to every one of the rest.
Now there follows a quadruple parovwmasia. or
annominatio (R. 1201) which is even arranged chi-

astically, the two compound inﬁnitives being outside,
the two simple inﬁnitives inside; this is followed by

another: “apportioned a portion,” the verb with its
cognate object. This linguistic skill is beautiful. The
great fault of the unrenewed mind is “to be haughtyminded,” to think itself “above” (im'p) others. Now
Paul does not say that the Christian is never to think

himself above a fellow Christian, is always to think
himself beneath all others. This would be false humility, thinking what is not true, a silly inferiority

complex.

I stand higher than a Christian who is in-

fected with error, higher than one who is morally
tainted; and I have a right to think so. “Not to be

haughty-minded" is expounded by “beyond what he
must be minded.” Ad denotes necessity, here the
necessity of actual fact. “Than he ought to think” (our
versions) is too weak because it refers only to propriety.
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We are to think of ourselves only as highly as we are
compelled to think by the warranted facts; beyond
that lies sin, below it sin, and the sin is falsity in either

case.
Each is “to be minded so as to be sober-minded,"
sanely minded. This word is used with reference to
the ﬁerce demoniac after the legion had left him (Mark
5:15). R., W. P., thinks that self-conceit is here regarded as a species of insanity. Here, too, the addition
deﬁnes: “as to each one God apportioned the portion of
faith.” Sober and sane thinking neither exaggerates
nor depreciates such gifts as God himself has bestowed.
God made this apportionment (I Cor. 12:7-11) in his
wisdom and his love; to appreciate properly the portion you have received is to honor God, is to be of a
sober and a balanced mind in regard to your own

person.
The position of ('xd()’1'tp makes it emphatic: “each
one” has some portion apportioned to him; and when
he is satisﬁed and praises God for that he keeps soberminded. “Portion of faith” = portion (namely charismatic portion) belonging to faith (simple possessive
genitive). Ilium is personal, saving faith, and in the
case of every believer it has and possesses some charisma or other that is to be exercised for the glory of God
and the good of the church. Fail not to note “each
one.” This relieves us of the forced and unsatisfactory interpretations which think of a partitive genitive because portion and portioning precede. “Portion” is an incomplete concept; but a genitive of a
proper kind makes its governing noun deﬁnite. That
is the case here. Only a few, thinking of a partitive
genitive, speak of “a portion of justifying faith” despite the analogy of Scripture which never speaks of
such portions and never tells us to be satisﬁed with a

small portion of saving faith.
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Some think of charismatic faith (I Cor. 12:9;
13:2), namely a portion of that. But has each and
every Christian some measure of this special charisma? Evidently not. The faith that moves mountains is not a universal Christian charisma. Some
other explanations make faith an entirely new thing:
“the instinctive conﬁdence" with which any charisma
is used; the conﬁdence, certitude, courage, joyfulness
necessary for the use of any charisma, a bishop needing a greater portion of it than an almoner; ﬁnally,
“faith" as the sum of all the charismata, and “portion"
the ﬁeld, direction, opportunities which God portions

out for exercising these charismata (C.-K. 892).
These are unsuccessful efforts to avoid a difficulty.
4)

With 7dp Paul explains what leads him to

speak of each believer’s having some charisma or

other with which he should be humbly content.

All

of the Christians are one body which has many dif-

ferent members that have different capabilities and
different functions, each of which is necessary in its
place.
It is a briefer exposition than that found
in I Cor. 12:12~3l, but follows the same line of

thought.
For according as in one body we have many
members, and all the members do not have the same

task, so we, the many, are one body in Christ yet one
by one members of each other.

The word "page means “task," activity, ofﬁce.

The

human body with its many members, each of which
has its speciﬁc function, yet all of which form one

grand unit, is a lovely analogy of the spiritual body
and the members of Christ.
5) Although we are so many, we are Ev 007% iv
Xpqu, “one body in Christ," not in the sense of an outward organization but of a spiritual organism, the
church invisible, the great Una Sancta. We have explained “in Christ” in 6:11. Here, however, it is not

Romans 12:5
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the relation of each believer to Christ that is discussed
but what this relation to Christ which constitutes all of
us one spiritual body causes us to be in relation to each
other, namely that thus “one by one" we are “members
of each other” reciprocally. Our union with Christ

makes us all individually fellow members. As such a
member I belong to all the others, and all the others
belong to me.

With whatever gifts the Lord has

blessed me I serve not only Christ but, by serving him,
I serve all the others, and all the others serve me. And
the latter should be brought to the consciousness of
every one of us; for what is the little I contribute
to them compared with the vastness of what they
contribute t 0 me? Tb xaﬂ' d: is adverbial: “individually.” Kurd is an adverb, and r6 helps to mark it as

such; the nominative (is is not the object of mud used as
a preposition. The whole expression is an idiom of the
Koine and not a barbarism or an irregularity.
We now see how Paul regarded himself and what
he means by the admonitions expressed in v. 3. He is
just one member of this spiritual body, and each of
his “brethren" in Rome is another member. He has
“the grace given to him,” so has every other member.

It makes little difference whether we understand this
“grace" so as to include also the grace that saved and
justiﬁed him (3:24) or restrict it to the grace which
made him an apOStle and bestowed charismatic gifts

upon him.

This applies to every believer, for each has

his portion of gifts. The 8:: of v. 3 also becomes clear.
When Paul looks at the Lord who gave him his portion

he is utterly humble (I Cor. 15 :9, 10). When he looks
at his fellow apostles he is ashamed (I Cor. 15:8:

abortion). But when his ofﬁce and his work are
assailed by others in the church, he must think of himself as highly as this oﬂ‘ice and the Lord’s gifts for it

demand of him; and with proper vigor he defends himself (example 11 Cor. 11:5, etc.). He always writes as
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an apostle of Christ and never as one who is less or
who forgets what he really is. He here bids all other
Christians to do the same with the same sanity and
balance in whatever station the Lord has placed them
among the many other members, in accord with whatever portion the Lord has equipped them so they may
contribute to these other members. No Christian is to
exceed the estimate he must place upon himself.
6) With utmost freedom Paul mixes participles
and verbs or omits verbs altogether and uses most
striking terseness. On this use of Greek participles see
R. 1132-1135; 439, etc.; B.-D. 468, 2. This is not an
anacoluthon or an irregularity. Remember, the Greek
mind is far, far nimbler than the English when it

comes to ﬂexibility in the use of language.

For in-

stance, what Robertson calls the witchery of its particles is utterly beyond anything that is possible in
English. What we really need for understanding v.

6-21 is a Greek mind; then the nimbleness, the swift
terseness, sometimes mere ﬂashes, would give us delight. It helps a little to read aloud with proper inﬂection.

As for our English, well, what can one do?

We supply nothing. This is a Greek vase that is
painted in Greek design, and every pencil touch is by
a Greek master.
Now as having charismata differing according to
the grace given to us: be it prophecy -— according to
the proportion of the faith!
Be it ministry — in

that ministry!
teaching!

Be it the one teaching -—in that

Be it the one admonishing—in that

admonition! He that imparts — in simplicity! He
that manages — in diligence!
He that extends
mercy — in cheerfulness! The love — not hypocritical! Abhorring the wicked thing! Glued to
the good thing!
As regards the brother love—family-aﬁectioned towards each other! As regards
the honor—leading each other!
As regards the
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diligence -— not slow (R... W. P. : poky) ! As regards
the spirit — fervent!
As regards the Lord — working as slaves!
As regards the hope — rejoicing!

As regards the tribulation — holding on!

As re-

gards the (matter of) prayer — continuing steadfast! As regards the needs of the saints— fellow-

shipping!

As for the hospitality — pursuing it!

The rest is in the same strain; the whole is like a
ﬁlm which ﬂashes on the screen one picture of us, the
Christians, after another. All of them together form

a whole, and each one is in its proper place. This is
how the lives of those people look who have been justified by faith. These are the luscious, abundant fruits
that make the tree of God’s righteousness by faith

alone the very tree of life itself.
In v. 3, where Paul refers to his own charismata,
he says: “through the grace given to me”; here, speak-

ing of all Christians, he expands this and says: “having charismata differing according to the grace given
to us." In what sense all Christians have charismatic
gifts which are bestowed by pure, unmerited grace, the
same grace which also justiﬁed them, the rest of the

chapter shows. As we pass through it we see that no
one is without his “portion” (v. 3). But we also see
that “charismata” is used in its wide sense: all gifts
that enable us to live any part of our Christian life.
Gifts that enable one to do miraculous deeds are not
mentioned (as they are in I Cor. 12).
Seven speciﬁcations follow (6b-8). The ﬁrst two
are impersonal and accusatives: “prophecy — ministry,” and harmonize with the accusative “charismata”;
then there follow ﬁve singular personal participles:
“the one teaching” — “the one extending mercy,” etc.
Then there is a break which makes “the love” an im-

personal subject (v. 9) ; this is followed by no less than
twelve plural personal designations (eleven participles

plus one adjective).

But the ﬁrst group of seven
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divides into four and three, four each having dre, three
being without it. 4 + 3 = 7, and then 12, all are signiﬁcant ﬁgures.
The four eta-e, twa with accusatives
(impersonal), two with participles (personal), show

the ﬁrst variation and prepare for the following variations. All of this is done beautifully and effectively.
Paul starts with “prophecy,” and how highly he
ranks it we see in I Cor. 14:1. We need not dispute
about what “prophecy" means.
The church had
prophets who received and communicated direct and
special revelations from God, like Agabus, like Paul
himself. Paul is not speaking of this charisma, for
no other supernatural gift is named in the entire chapter. Whether the Roman congregation had a prophet
in this sense we do not know; all that we do know is

that the number of these was small in the entire
church. But prophets as expositors of the Word and
the will of God were numerous, every congregation
was blessed with one or with more. Of this gift, so
valuable, so edifying (upbuilding to the church), Paul
speaks here and in I Cor. 14.
The terse phrase: “according to the proportion of
the fait " is equal to an imperative as are the six iv
phrases that follow. The effort to regard v. 6-8 as
declarative, the seven phrases being mere modiﬁers,
breaks down of itself, to say nothing of the force of the
twelve dicta that follow (v. 9.13) . Paul is not describing the gifts: “whether prophecy in accord with the
proportion of faith, whether ministry in the ministry,
whether one teaching in the teaching,” etc. The farther one proceeds, the less intelligent the phrases
become when they are read attributively; Paul is
admonishing his readers as to how to exercise the
gifts. All the phrases are imperativai and thus resem-

ble exclamations.

All verbs are wanting until we get

to v. 14; supply none.
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The norm, the directive, the boundary (lard) for all
prophecy is “the proportion of the faith.” The lines
are drawn between those who hold that faith is here
subjective, ﬁdes qua. creditur, and those who hold that
it is objective, fides quae creditur.

The statement is

made even by C.-K. 893 that m'am is never used in the
sense of “faith which is believed,” that this signiﬁcance is “superﬂuous" in the Scriptures, is not necessary for any passage, that the other, “faith with which
one believes," is always amply sufﬁcient. Jude 3 is

one striking answer to this claim; the Acts have several
more, to search no farther. See B.-P. 1063, etc., for the
long list of those who hold the contrary.
The claim that Paul refers to the prophet’s own
measure of faith is answered the moment one sees that
no prophet is mentioned but only “prophecy.” Now
“prophecy” is objective, the contents of what one may
prophesy, and it is plain that the controlling norm for
this cannot be something subjective, the prophet’s own
trust, but in the very nature of the case must also be
something objective, “the faith (or doctrine) once
delivered to the saints” (Jude 3). The effort to gain
support for the subjective idea from the word avaAoyia
is unsatisfactory. It means neither “portion” (v. 3)
nor anything save the objective “right relation to,"
“true agreement with" (B.-P. 89) the objective doctrine.

It has been supposed that prophets were in an
exalted state when they uttered their prophecies, were
liable to be carried away with enthusiasm and thus be
inclined to say more than they ought to say. But look
at Agabus in Acts 21:11. Can anyone be more deliberate? We mention him because some think that
prophets such as he, who had received direct revelations, are referred to. Paul is thinking of prophecy as

an exposition of Scripture, and this was ever delivered
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in all calmness as it is to this day.

Paul is not guard-

ing against enthusiasm but against false exposition

that disagrees with “the faith" believed, taught, and
confessed by the church as it was received from
Christ through the apostles. Why, then, does he not
say, “according to the norm of the Scriptures"? Because the New Testament was not yet written, and
because the Old Testament did not contain the fulﬁllment that had come with the fuller teaching of Christ.
There is no point, then, in telling us that the prophet
must “exercise his own Glaubenszuversicht," must not
shine with words, seek effects, or indulge in unhealthy
pathos because of his exalted feeling.
Paul is voicing Christ's own command as given in
Matt. 28:20, according to Luke 10:16. There is, indeed, that which has been called “the analogy of faith,"
by which norm all prophecy or what is put forth as
exposition and teaching of Scripture is to be judged
by the church. Whatever disagrees with “the faith"
or doctrine is mistaken, erroneous, or false.
7) Paul lays down a norm (xard) only for “prophecy"; in regard to the other six gifts and their exercise
he points to the sphere (c‘v) . He has said that charismata diﬁ‘er; so he considers an extended list of them.
The next one to be considered is “ministry," and we
should note that it is placed between “prophecy” and
“teaching" and hence does not refer to service for bodily needs like the smom'a mentioned in Acts 6:2. The
idea that Paul is listing certain ofﬁces in the church is

untenable. At this time only the ofﬁce of elders was
known. Paul is speaking of functions which any
Christian may exercise as his ability and opportunity
make this possible.
Amow’a is a lovely word; in 11:13 Paul uses it with
reference to his own work in the apostleship. It often
has the connotation of service rendered to beneﬁt and
to help others. this being the only motive, all compul-
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As in the case of our word “min-

ister” as a designation for a clergyman, the service

rendered to others may be manifold. Here it is helpful, voluntary service in keeping with prophecy and
teaching, thus of the higher or spiritual type.
The imperative phrase: “in that ministry !" throws
this ﬁeld wide open and bids the Romans plunge in.
Kurd restrains, controls prophecy; c'v releases, urges on
ministry.

Too little is being done in the church, done

just for service’ sake.

Note how the noun repeats the

noun, and in the next two expressions the noun repeats
the participle, in each phrase the noun has the demon-

strative article; after which no articles occur in the
phrases. There are three with the article, three without it. This is a beautiful linguistic touch.
“Is it ministry for which we have talent and a
ﬁeld? Then in that very ministry let us all exercise

our talent!” The ﬁluiv, “to us,” used in v. 6 continues in
force until v. 14 where the ﬁrst “you” appears.
Prophecy, ministry, teaching, admonishing (v. 1), im—
parting, managing, showing mercy — Paul is including himself. When he ﬁnally says: “Do you!” “Do
thou !” we know that he does not even then exempt
himself.
Now follow the ﬁve personal participles: “Be it
the one teaching — in that teaching!" The change to
the person is proper if the “in" phrases (not “to,"
“on,” “with," our versions) are to form the imperative
chain. Teaching is instructing, making things plain.

It starts with beginners and advances its pupils as far
as this is possible. Jesus, the Prophet, the Minister,
was also the great Teacher (Rabbi). Paul taught constantly. The church must ever have the right teachers. All Christian parents must teach their children.
What a wide, blessed ﬁeld for everyone who can be a
teacher! “In that teaching," Paul says, let us exercise our God-given charisma. It is one of the best.
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8) To prophecy, ministry, and teaching the last
(if: adds “admonition” such as Paul himself is offering
here: “I admonish you” (v. 1). Christian teaching
constantly passes over into admonition. To make
proper use of admonition which all of us so constantly
need in order to stir us up to make the instruction
effective in our life is a blessed gift. It must touch and
stimulate the genuine motives that lie in faith and
needs to know and to apply the right human and
Christian psychology. Its aim is not legalistic works
such as all moralists desire but the true fruit of justifying faith which grows out of the change Paul describes in v. 2 with spiritual naturalness. To enrich
the church with such works is a blessed gift and task.
“In that admonition !" Paul admonishes, let us use
what gift we have and admonish (wapuaxoavm, the
identical word, Heb. 10:25) each other wherever this

is needed.

_

Now we have three substantivized participles with—
out tin: “He that imparts." In Eph. 4:28 this word is
used with reference to alms; but in Rom. 1:11 and in
I Thess. 2:8 with reference to spiritual impartation
which Paul evidently has in mind. His slogan must
ever be: “in simplicity !" which does not mean “liberality" or anything regarding the size or the value of the

gift imparted but refers to the giver’s own motivation:
that must be single, not double, not covertly seeking
to secure credit, praise, honor, reward for whatever
he imparts. See the exposition given by Jesus in Matt.
6:1-4, which deals with alms.

Some think only of

alms; but alms go with mercy and with the necessity
of the saints (v. 13).
“He that manages” is not an ofﬁcial designation.
This verb is used in various connections, and the par-

ticiple might be rendered, “he that leads, that presides,
that is placed in front." “He that manages” ﬁts best
with the imperative phrase “in diligence-l” M.-M.

Romans 12:8, .9
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541; also B.-P. 1134. This may be a reference to the
elder in a congregation, to a member of the church
council, to the chairman of a committee, to anyone

who is placed at the head of others for the purpose
of performing some task. And his motto must be: “in
diligence!” The word means “haste" in the good
sense: prompt efﬁciency, no delay, no excuses, no
dilatoriness.
“He that extends mercy” (Luke 6:36; Matt. 5:7)
to relieve anyone in distress. Mercy and deeds of
mercy constitute the marks of a true Christian. “In
cheerfulness!” is this man's slogan; {Aapémc really =
hilarity. He is to greet every opportunity for a merciful deed as a great ﬁnd that makes him jubilant. Surely, grudging mercy is not to be his manner of doing.
Here aims are included but at the same time much
more than alms.
The six c'v phrases denote sphere, the ﬁrst three the
spheres of the tasks themselves, the second three the
spheres of the motivation ﬁlling the heart, hence there
are no articles with these three. How beautifully they
accord with the tasks should not escape attention.
Single-minded imparting, diligent managers, joyful
mercies — these please the Lord, grace the church.
The ﬁve substantivized participles are present tenses,
durative to indicate constantly repeated actions, each
expressing the person’s character in accord with what

he keeps doing steadily.
With these seven works Paul covers all the main
lines of activity in the church. No one line is restricted to any one person. Some persons have gifts
for all seven -- great grace, indeed; and we may say,
all have gifts for more than one — abundant grace
for each.

9) In the twelfth chapter of First Corinthians
Paul discusses the charismata. In the thirteenth chapter he speaks of dyd-n-q, “love.” So after discussing the
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sevenfold charismatic activity he now points to the
dyéu-q. The article refers to “the love" which, as the
essential and the supreme fruit of justifying faith, is
and must be found in every believer. Regarding the
word itself see 1:7. It is far more than ruin, the love
of affection; it is the love that comprehends and according to that comprehension purposes to do all it
can for its object. With this “love" God loved the
world. with this love we are to love our enemies. “The
love" with its article i the whole of it, every bit that
one has.
The imperative idea is now expressed by an adjective: “not hypocritical !" “Hypocrite" was the term
for show actor. and the ancient actors always wore a
mask while they were on the stage (hence {mi in the
compound). Genuine love is Paul’s bidding: Not
stage-actor love; no mask of love! I John 3 :18: “Let
us not love in word, neither in tongue, but in deed and
in truth.” Where love is so highly esteemed as it is in
the Christian Church, counterfeit love is often passed
out as the real gold coin, and the lack of love attempts
to hide itself behind the mask of love and of words
that are supposed to have the sound of love.
After eight singulars We now have twelve plurals;
besides, each of the singulars is used albne, the plurals
occur in pairs or in triplets. Even this variation Paul
adds. The ﬁrst pair properly heads this procession,
“the love" closing the ﬁrst and ushering in the second:
“Abhorring the wicked thing! Glued to the good
thing!" a negative (ami, from) with its opposite positive. The idea is not that the participles as participles are imperatives; the imperative force lies in the
tone and in that alone.
Like “the love," so “the wicked thing” and “the
good thing" are most deﬁnite and at the same time
comprehensive: the whole thing, everything that is

wicked — everything that is good. nompév is “wicked"

Romans 12:9, 10
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in the active sense, it is not merely xaxéy, morally inferior. “Wicked" connotes pernicious, malignant, destructive. “The Wicked one" is Satan, Matt. 13:19;
Eph. 6:16; I John 2:13, 14; and the whole world lies
in the wicked one (“wickedness,” A. V.). “Abhor” =
to turn from in hate. “The good thing” is also to be
understood in the moral and the soteriological sense:
morally, spiritually, savingly beneﬁcial.
As “wicked” has Satan back of it, so “good" ﬂows from God.
“Glued" is passive and is often used with reference
to being joined most ﬁrmly and most permanently to
some object. The subject of these participles is not
“the love" but “we," Paul and the Romans.
10)
Nine admonitions follow which have nine datives, all are placed forward; in the tenth we have an
accusative. It is well to note that these nine datives
plus the one accusative are alike, all are datives of
relation and the last is an accusative of relation: “as
regards,” nine times, and to conclude: “as for." Regarding these two cases as expressing relation (Bezie-

hung, “with reference to") see B. D. 160 and 197.
Since the dative serves all manner of purposes, the
grand line of them which Paul lets ﬁle past his readers is often regarded as a confused miscellany. This
is done by the A. V., and still more by the commentators and the grammarians who construe each of these
nine differently without catching the steady refrain
they produce, each even being placed forward, each
being thus strongly emphatic, an accusative of relation bringing up the rear in order to mark the close.
“As regards the brother love — family-affectioned
towards each other! As regards the honor—leading
each other!" —— again a pair and marked as such by
the two “each other." “The brother love" = that
which is always present among Christians. In English
we lose the paronomasiu ¢Lz\a5¢z\4n'a — ¢u\60‘ropym. The
brother love of Christians should be like that of the
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members of one family, we are all Geschwister. In
brother love all are alike, stand on the same level. But
in a family there is also a difference. There are children, parents, grandparents. Paul adds that: “as
regards the honor,” where special honor is due to any

one Christian, all the rest should try to be ﬁrst in
according it. Compare the 8d used in v. 3, what a
Christian must think of himself.
The participle puzzles some; they thus give it an
odd meaning and also think that it repeats Phil. 2:3b.
M.-M. 540 seek to ﬁnd something in the papyri to
justify this odd meaning: “account others better than
or superior to oneself,” although they admit that such

a meaning of ”pair/(loyal. is “otherwise unknown." Luther has the general sense: Einer komme dem andem
mit Ehrerbz‘etung zuvor, which our versions follow: “in
honor preferring one another,” i. e., happy to help
honor another, not jealously seeking honor for self. But
the dative is not “in," and the verb does not mean “to
prefer.” The commentators offer “considering" every
other Christian “better than or superior to oneself.”
But did Paul consider every weak and erring brother

better than and superior to himself?

No.

But he

ever bestows all possible and all deserving honor on

men, for instance, on his assistants; he leads other
brethren in doing this and is never greedy of honor
for himself. “As regards the honor” = that which
is due. The fact that the accusative occurs here
whereas the classics use the genitive or the dative, is

due to the Koine.
11) After two pairs there follows the ﬁrst trio:
“As regards the diligence (which we all ought to exercise), —— not slow I” Such slowness is a common

fault; many necessary tasks are put off. “Procrastination is the thief of time." Distasteful work is
avoided, and the like.

Romans 12:11
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So there comes the second admonition: “As regards the spirit (that should be in us all) — seething!" but this participle has such an unusual meaning that we substitute the translation “fervent.” The
verb means “to boil or seethe.” In Acts 18:25 the
same expression occurs. A man’s spirit must move
him to diligence; when enough steam is generated in
the boiler, the engine speeds over the rails.
As Paul goes from the diligence to the spirit, so
from the spirit he goes back still farther to the Lord.
Many are diligent enough, some have fanatical zeal;
many glow and literally boil ovcr in their spirit; but
so much of the busy effort and the steam back of it is
not at all work for the Lord. Hence: “As regards the
Lord — slaving!" i. e., working as slaves.
If it were
not for the eight other emphatic datives, one might
call this the dativ'us commodi or the indirect object.
This view has produced some ill results (see below)
The English connotation in “slaving” is the idea
of working exceedingly hard; but the Greek idea is

that of working as a slave whose entire work is di—
rected by his master's will.

In 1:1 Paul calls him-

self such a “slave" of Jesus Christ. Some of the Greek
and the Roman slaves held high positions of responsibility; the stewards, managers of many great estates,
were slaves. But the point of importance is this taking
of all orders from the master and never oneself acting
as master. And Christ is the Master for these Christians. In all their diligence, in all their inner fervor
they heed and obey and do the will of the Master alone.

The very terms match this sense: a xﬁpm is such for
his 3oﬁAm; and BoﬁAm always have a nipwc. When we
act and work as slaves as regards our Master, all the
speed we develop in our diligence, and all the steam we

generate in our spirit will be directed in the right
channeL
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Luther and others who follow him prefer the reading «mpg; in place of Kvplfg) although it is textually much
inferior. They suppose that some scribe altered what
he regarded as a strange injunction by making it what

he thought it to have been: “Serving the Lord.” But
that would be saying little in this connection. So we
are to read: “Serving the time." the period in which
we live. And the progress of thought is then as follows: swift diligence — a fervent spirit -— serving our
day and age. But this leads to a weak climax. And,
“serving the time" is rather ambiguous. To be a slave
to the period in which we live means to take our orders
from our own age.

To serve our time in the good

sense would be Swot-av, to beneﬁt our age with our
free service. It is of little consequence to say that the
Christians are to retain liberty in their service; the
participle means the opposite: “being slaves,” doubly
so when it is construed with a dative that names the
master. Here both textual and inner evidence unite
against accepting the variant reading. Eph. 5:16 has

a different verb and a different sense: “because the
days (of the uatpés‘) are wicked."
12) After this ﬁrst trio comes the second: “As
regards the hope (which goes with the faith of every
believer) —- rejoicing !" Compare 5:2: “glory on the
basis of hope,” (also 5:5) where ,“hope” is explained.
It may surprise us to note that the Scriptures connect
joy, glorying, high delight with “hope." Here hope
is subjective, the sure expectation in our hearts which
rests solely on Jesus’ promises.
In 5 :3 hope and tribulation are connected: so here,
too, out; is followed by axiom. Like Jesus, the apostles

never mince Words on this subject: the world hates us
who are not of the world (John 15:18, etc.) ; through
many tribulations (plural) we must enter the kingdom

(Acts 14:22); the saints in heaven are called “those
that came out of the great tribulation" (Rev. 7:14).

Romans 12:12, 18
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Here, too, the article denotes "the tribulation" which
belongs to us as Christians. We say: “holding on!”
the Greek: “remaining under 1" not trying to slip out
from under, not trying to evade but, though pressed
down by the heavy weight, remaining under it uncomplainingly, quietly, and bravely enduring it.

In the early church aﬂliction was expected as a
matter of course; the scars it left were considered
medals of honor, bestowed by the Lord’s own hands.
Now, most Christians expect to get through unscathed,
without even a bruise. and they cry out if they are
buffeted a little, as though a great wrong were being
done them instead of experiencing something that is
altogether normal.

So many even try to avoid the

world’s hate and to win its favor by shaping doctrine.
practice, conduct so as to avoid oﬁ‘ending the world.

So many Christians resemble the children of this world
to such an extent that they cannot be distinguished
from them.
Joyful hope lifts us over present afﬂiction, and
patient endurance is maintained by steadfastness in
prayer, mutual and individual.
“As regards the

prayer (which is the great resource, refuge, source of
strength in all tribulation for every Christian) — con-

tinuing steadfast!" This is the same participle that is
used to indicate adhering with might and main to the
doctrine of the apostles (Acts 2:42), for adhering

together (Acts 2:46), and for adhering to prayer and
supplication (Acts 1:14).

13)
The next pair follows naturally. “As regards the needs of the saints -—fellowshipping!" The
dative is one of relation and is not governed by the
participle. Paul was engaged in bringing his great
collection to the needy saints in Jerusalem, in fact,

speaks of it in 15:25-28, 31, and uses the terms 57m
and uown’a. The noun means “fellowship," the verb,
“to have fellowship." The dictionaries state that m-
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rwm’a signiﬁes “contribution.” “collection of money,”
and the verb, “to contribute”; the words mean “fellow-

ship" and “to fellowship.”

To fellowship where the

needs of the saints are concerned is to share those
needs, to contribute to their amelioration.

The admonition given at this point is general, without reference to the needs obtaining in Jerusalem.
Paul is not asking for a contribution from the Romans.

The observation seems to be correct that the needs of
saints who were outside of the local congregation are

referred to; it is taken for granted that the needy at
home would not be neglected.

See Gal. 2:10, where

it may be noted how ready Paul was to relieve need
outside of the congregation to which he was writing.
He always thought of the church as a whole, and the
contributions that were sent to Palestine from far and
near helped and were intended to help to cement the
whole church together. On the current designationbf
the Christians as “saints” see 1:7.
“As for the hospitality — pursuing it!” A whole

chapter would be needed to set forth this “hospitality"
(literally, “love of strangers”) as it was practiced in
the early church. The article indicates that it was the
regular thing in the case of Christians. Brethren who
traveled — think of Paul and his party ~— others who
were persecuted and ﬁed as exiles, some of these being
destitute of means, messengers being sent from place
to place, were everywhere shown hospitality by fellow
Christians. This was a necessity in the world of that
day, but it was met with the spirit which considered
all Christians as one family (v. 10a), all of them
strangers and pilgrims in this world, all of them clinging together as such pilgrims would. Pagans even
said that, although they had never seen each other,
they treated each other as blood brothers.
The situation obtaining in our land and in our day
is vastly different. and such a ﬁeld for hospitality is

Romans 12:13, 1!;
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virtually closed to us at present. Yet good opportunities still occur. The accusative is not the object: “Pursuing the hospitality.” This is the accusative of reference which is also called adverbial. It occurs frequently in the classics, less often in the Koine, and is
appropriate here as the concluding term after a series
of nine datives of reference.
“Given to" hospitality removes the distinctiveness
of Sréxowzs.

It is Of little help to look at Bw'movras in the

next verse and to ask whether Paul’s mind consciously
used the two so closely together on purpose and to
remark that, if he did, we should understand neither
better. Trust Paul for this striking touch!
Who
would ordinarily say that a virtue like hospitality is to
be pursued when this verb is the standard one to indicate persewting? But many needed hospitality because they had been persecuted, and in the next breath
Paul tells us to bless those persecuting us. We understand Paul better when we observe these identical
participles. At the thought of many a persecuted exile
he says to the Romans: You persecute (pursue) the
due hospitality, that is the kind of persecution in which
you indulge and remember, men may and do persecute
(pursue) also you so that you may need fellow Christians who persecute (pursue) hospitality toward you!
So far is this from a chance use of the two words that
the very words touch the motives Paul desires to stir
into action. Hospitality is literally to be chased after
as one hunts an animal and delights to carry the booty
home.
14)
Now we have two pairs. One is synonymous,
the other is a contrast (v. 15) ; but both linger with
the idea of persecution.
Bless those persecuting
(pursuing) you!
Bless, and do not curse!
This
echoes Jesus’ own injunction given in Matt. 5:44, who
used both “bless” and “those persecuting you" and
expounded the former by adding “pray for them." The
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iteration, “be blessing —- be blessing,” emphasizes, and
the addition of the negative, “be not cursing,” em»
phasizes a second time. The natural man curses his
unjust persecutors, the regenerate man prays for them
that they may repent, and that God may pardon them.
Here we have the ﬁrst imperatives in Paul’s catalog,
present tenses to express iterative actions. They are
due solely to the language pattern that Paul is weaving; he could have used other forms. We have three
imperatives at the same time. This is a marked change
that is intentional.
15) Another change: instead of additional imperatives we now have imperative inﬁnitives (R.

1092, “absolute inﬁnitives").
This whole catalog
shows the different ways of uttering mild commands
in the Greek. The Greek presents a variety in order
to avoid monotony: this is one of the skillful features
of his language.

Except in one instance (v. 19)

where it is needed the peremptory aorist is signiﬁcantly absent.
Rejoice in company with (pad) rejoicing ones! Weep with weeping ones! In V. 14,
“those persecuting you" (article) are deﬁnite persons,
here we have no articles: any who rejoice — any
who weep.

The German and other languages use the

inﬁnitive as an imperative but not in the mild sense of
the Greek present inﬁnitive. The participle repeats
the verb in simple, effective beauty. The two verbs
and the two participles rhyme, and three words constitute each bidding — all an unsought elegance.
Here, too, more is implied than that Christians
rejoice with fellow Christians who experience good

fortune.

Verse 14 mentions persecutors; remember

that, on leaving the Sanhedrin after having been

scourged, the Twelve ”rejoiced,” yes, rejoiced (Acts
5:41), and that in 5 :3 Paul bids the Romans: “Let us
glory in the tribulations !" Rejoice and weep are not

Romans 12:16
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mere contrasted opposites but go hand in hand.

Di-

vided joy is doubled, also this holy joy in being accounted worthy to be dishonored for the sake of the
Name; divided sorrow is halved.
16) In the new variation three imperative participles (like those used in v. 9) are followed by a

present inﬁnitive. We have ﬁrst a single, then a
double. then another single statement.
In v. 9 the
participles are

placed

emphatically

forward;

now

they are put emphatically last. Minding the same
thing toward each other!
Compare v. 3. This is
not "loving unanimity" or “harmonious mutual relations" but something far more deﬁnite: having in
mind for another the same thing that under like circumstances one has in mind for oneself. I am to want ,
you to have what, if I were in your position, I should
want myself to have. I am not generous to myself and
niggardly toward you, nor think solely of myself, not
of you at all. In 15:5 it is “to mind the same thing
among each other," which is unity; here, however, it is

“toward each other,” which is reciprocity. In 11 Cor.
13:11; Phil. 2:2; 4:2 it is “to mind the same thing,”
which again is unity.

This general principle is speciﬁed as to things
and as to persons:

Not minding the high things, but

moving along with those (who are) lowly!

The

ambitious man sets his mind on high and exalted
things, of course, in order to attain them only for
himself, and thus disregards the interests of others.

But he who minds the same thing for others that he
does for himself will not withdraw himself from brethren who are lowly. He will “let himself he carried
along or away with” them. “Condescend to men of
low estate” is interpretative, save that no condescension as from a superior to an inferior is implied in the

Greek: Luther: Haltet euch hernnter zn den Niedri—
gen.
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There is a difference of opinion in regard to role

'raiuwois, which might be neuter instead of masculine;

“not minding high things but condescending to low
things.” Because the ﬁrst is neuter, it is concluded
that the second must also be neuter. “To be carried
away with” is not ﬁtting when one is speaking of
things but only when one is speaking of persons.
When it is used as a noun in the New Testament,
mmvds is always masculine; if it were a neuter here,

this would be an exception. In these terse dicta Paul
would place high things beside lowly persons. But the
man who is not set on high things for himself will
gladly be moved along with his lowly brethren even as
he is minded for them just as he is for himself.
Be not wise in your own conceit! repeats 11 :25

(Prov. 3:7) but here makes the injunction general.
0n ¢p6vmut (“smart" would ﬁt here) see 11:25. nap‘
inurois, “with or by your own selves" = in your own

estimation and expresses the opposite of n‘. m'ms, thinking the same thing toward others. Here Paul touches
the root of unchristian ambition. In his own mind the
ambitious man, because he thinks himself extremely

sharp, no longer minds the same thing for others as
for himself but wants the high things for himself, no
matter what his brethren get, and lets his lowly brethren, who would not be able to advance him, move along
by themselves, he considering himself out of their
class. In "the high things — the lowly (brethren)”
the articles are generic: whatever —- whoever they

may be.
17)
for tat.

To no one giving back evil for evil!
Tit
Pay back in the same coin. Wie du mir,

so ich dir!
43.

The maxim of the Pharisees, Matt. 5:38,

and in the participle = giving what is due. There

is no question that the man who does us evil ought to
be paid back with evil in exact proportion. Paul does
not annul the principle of strict justice.

But if God
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applied only that principle to us, where should we be?
Paul repeats Christ’s injunction to suffer xaxév, base
treatment, when it is inﬂicted on us, and to commend
our case to God (I Pet. 2:23). He does so also in I
Thess. 5:15, and agrees with I Pet. 3:9. Who are we
that we should escape base treatment? It is a wonder
that more of it is not inﬂicted upon us considering our
own base sins.
Beside the negative Paul places the broad posi-

tive:
Taking thought for things excellent in the
sight of all men!
We see that in this verse Paul
deals with our conduct as it extends also to non-Christians.

KaAa' are the opposite of mxév.

Our whole worn,

“mind,” is to be set forward (rpé) on things that all
men, even those who have only the light of natural
morality, must approve as "excellent.” We are not to
do this in order to escape from the baseness that is
inflicted on us; the motive is higher: by our conduct
not to injure the gospel in the sight of men.
18)
A third imperative participle completes this
trio, and since it is the third member it is naturally

longer and has varied modiﬁers:

Suﬂ‘er baseness

from any man—plan only things excellent in all

men's eyes—and ﬁnally:

If possible, as regards

what (comes) from you, being at peace with all
men!

It will not always be possible.

The most peaceful

Christian may be set upon by snarling, biting dogs.
The most peaceful, irenic Christian may have to defend
Christ, the gospel, truth, and right against the attacks

of evil men.

Then the Christian appears as a knight

that is fully armed and enters battle (Eph. 6:10, etc.).
“If possible” covers this impossibility. In his own inter-

est the Christian is a paciﬁst; for Christ he is a militarist; both words are to be understood in the pure
sense of the terms. Paul is the example and the Prince
of peace the highest exemplar of all. The caricatures
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are those who confound the olive branch with the
sword. T5 e' way is the adverbial accusative like 15 m"
éac’ in 1:15 (R. 486) ; and ('x = origin: “as far as what

originates from you.” The Christian starts no strife
or contention; only the ﬂesh in him can do that. He
becomes involved only when the flesh of others foments
strife.
19) We come to the last imperative participle,
after which the compact structure is allowed to expand and thus to reach its close. Your own selves
not avenging, beloved; on the contrary, give place
to the wrath!
What about justice amid all this
peacefulness when the Christian even suffers evil without retaliation? Man’s natural sense of justice is not
violated by Christian ethics. Imperial Rome was noted
for law, and all equitable human law rests on the human sense of right and justice. This is even intensiﬁed when it is viewed apart from legislation and only
in its moral bearing and aspect. If the hand of justice
is paralyzed, will not evil and injustice engulf man-

kind? Here is Paul’s answer. A juster hand than
yours and mine rules and will, indeed, in most perfect
justice mete out full due to every rascal. All this
apart from the justice the earthly government is to
mete out, of which the next chapter speaks.
The Christian course of conduct, then, is not to pay
back evil for evil (v. 17), not to avenge ourselves.
The verb £x8¢xdv means to exact justice from someone in
the shape of a penalty; the noun ixsi'mm follows, “the
act of exacting justice.” By not avenging ourselves

we do not abandon right and justice, do not enthrone
viciousness and injustice, but turn the whole matter of

attending to justice over to God.
Especially when the case involves our own persons,
we should be too severe. Our own wrongs swell out
of proportion in our own minds. By exacting justice
we ourselves should fall from justice. Generally speak-
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ing, to balance the scales exactly is a matter that is too

delicate for us. Hence the example 01’ Jesus, I Pet.
2:23. What a relief to be rid of this responsibility for
which we are incompetent Even human judges are
not allowed to try their own cases. Jesus scores the
Pharisees for doing this which is so repugnant to even
natural justice.
Only at this point does Paul insert the address
“beloved," which is more affectionate than “brethren,"
and, of course, means, “beloved by me.” There is a
speculation as to whether conditions obtaining in Rome
required a special word on this matter. Not the slightest evidence to this effect is at hand. It would be ethically wrong for us to surmise such a state of affairs.
Human nature is reason enough to call forth this address at this point where our being restrained from
administering justice seems itself to be injustice.
This restraint is, however, only the negative side of
our act; its positive side is that we give place to the
wrath.

Here we have the only aorist imperative with

its peremptory tone of command as if the divine wrath
itself gave the order: “Step aside, I will take charge!"
This aorist is eminently in place. and we ought to feel
its force and its propriety after all the milder imperatival turns which Paul has used. After 5:9 and 3:5
everyone should know that “the wrath" needs no modiﬁer to mark it as being God's wrath, on which see
1:18. “Give place” beﬁts only God’s wrath and not
our own wrath, as if we are to give it time to cool 011',
or the wrath of him who injures us by getting out of

its way.

As to the latter, far less injury is done due

to anger than to hate and malice.
Taro: is never used with reference to time; we

should not let the Latin “to give spatium to wrath"
confuse us because spatiwm is “space of time.” The
Greek word is “place," i. e., a place to exercise a function. It is so used in Eph. 4:27: “Do not give place
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to the devil,” a place where he would operate; in Sirach 38:12: “To the physician give place" so that he
can treat the patient. “Give place to the wrath” so
that it may deal out justice. We are to step aside and
not to get into the wrath's way with our dealing out

of justice.

The idea is not that we could thereby stop

the wrath from reaching him who has incurred it but

lest, by our getting into its way, we ourselves may be
hurt by it.
Why must we steplback in order to let God’s
wrath take charge?
For it has been written (and
still is on record in Deut. 32:35): For me (alone)
vengeance (the act of exacting justice) !

I (alone)

will give back due return! says the Lord. See the
doubly compounded verb in 11:35. Heb. 10 :30 quotes
identically as above, and “says the Lord" is added by
Paul in order to state who uttered this word.

God has

long ago settled the whole matter about exacting justice from wrongdoers.

Not one of them will escape.

Perfect justice will be done in every case and will be
done perfectly. If any of us interfered, it would be the
height of presumption.
20) Verse 19 deals with the thought that an
enemy may be incorrigible so that just punishment is
the only thing remaining for him.

beyond hope?

But is he really

We can never know; “love hopeth

all things,” I Cor. 13:7, down to the very end.

For

this reason God's wrath is restrained for so long a
time despite our impatience. And now Paul adds
our active obligation: we are not merely to endure
with patience the wrongs done to us, we are to seek

to change our enemy, if possible, to bring him to repentance. How are we to do this? Paul adopts
(but does not quote) the language of Prov. 25:21,
22:

But if thine enemy come to hunger, be feeding

him; if he come to thirst, be giving him drink, for

Romans 12:20, 21
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by doing this, cool: of ﬁre wilt thou be heaping on
his head.
The textual critics cannot decide whether to read
u'MaZ (“but" = on the other hand) or oﬁy, “therefore."

The other, the more important part of Christian obligation is stated.

It is the commentary on Matt. 5 :44.

the dya’ml, the love of intelligence and of purpose we are
to extend to our personal enemy (ax0p6c) . Feeding him
when he is hungry, giving him drink when he is thirsty
are only two instances of this love, but good ones.
The present tenses mung, 8‘44 are ingressive: “get to
hunger, get to thirst," gay visualizes such a case; on the
forms with a. see R. 342. The present imperatives “be

feeding him — be giving him drink” picture the actions in their course. Literally it is “morsel him" as
morsels are fed to a babe; the other verb is causative
(R. 484), “cause him to drink." These examples are
perhaps chosen because hospitality toward a guest, the
act of breaking bread with someone, meant so much in
the Orient. It always meant safety for a stranger or

an enemy.

Our idea of charitable treatment is not

complete enough.
Heaping coals of ﬁre on the head is also an Oriental
ﬁgure although it has become familiar to us because of

its use in the Scriptures.

These coals are not God’s

wrath or the Christian's vengeance. Some think of the
shame produced in the enemy; better is the pain of
contrition for the enemy’s past meanness. It is worse
to have coals on the head than to tread on them with
the feet. One would knock them off the head at once;
this pictures how the enemy would change forthwith
so as not to have beneﬁts act like live coals on his head
but act as an honor and as a crown from a friend. Oriental expressions like “coals in the heart,” “ﬁre in
the liver" are of the same type.
21)
The sum of all this regarding evil closes
this chapter:
Be not being conquered by the evil
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but be conquering in the good the evil!

We regard

both present imperatives (the one passive. the other

active) as durative and iterative. R... W. P., has the
ﬁrst mean, “Stop being conquered," for the negatived
present imperative often signiﬁes to stop an action

already begun (R. 851, etc.) . But this charges the R0mans with having hitherto been conquered by the evil,
the singular second person only individualizes (the representative singular, R. 408). Both imperatives are
iterative: “Do not let the evil gain one victory after
another over you, but in every battle gain a victory
over the evil !" The one would be a sorry course of
defeat, the other a happy course of triumph.
“By the evil" personiﬁes: the evil power; mxdy is

again “base” with all that this implies. So also “the
good” (v. 9), the power that is beneﬁcial in the Christian, is used in the saving sense. Some make “in the
good" instrumental and equivalent to, “with the good"

(means) ; but 2;: = “in connection with” the good: that
connection helps us to conquer. The repetition of the
verb “conquer" plus the repetition of the enemy to be
conquered, “the evil," touches a deep motive, calls
forth our power. So the chapter ends with a note of
triumph.

CHAPTER XII!
The Christian under Government and in
This World, chapter 13
After starting with the fundamental transformation of the Christian, due to justiﬁcation by faith,
chapter 12 shows the Christian among Christians, a
member of the spiritual body (12:4, 5). The conclu-

sion which states how he is to act toward his enemies
touches also upon his relation to non-Christian enemies, thus preparing us for the next View: The Christian in the Secular World. He lives in a secular world
that is controlled by a secular government. The
church exists in this world. How shall the justiﬁed
man, whose obligations as a member of the spiritual
body have been outlined, conduct himself in this sec-

ular world? This is the natural advance of thought.
As chapter 12 is a unit, so is chapter 13, the latter
naturally following the former. This is sometimes not
clearly seen although it is rather obvious. First of all
the Christian ﬁnds himself to be one among many
fellow Christians (chapter 12) ; he also ﬁnds himself

as one who is still living in a secular world. To begin
with, he is a citizen under a secular government (v.
1-7). What are his obligations as a Christian who is

living under such a secular government?

This is a

perennial question; Paul answers it as such.

Then,

too, the Christian lives in a great secular world, amid a
vast secular population. What obligations rest upon
him because of this relation? Paul answers in v. 8-10.
Then he adds the thought that the Christian lives as
one who is a Christian indeed amid all his secular relations, that he is awake to the light of salvation that has
dawned for the world; that he knows the wonderful
(783)
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season or period of this world into which his life has

been placed (.v. 11-14). The whole chapter is coherent
and compact, a presentation of the secular relations of
the Christian, the most comprehensive in the New Testament and thus of permanent value for Christians of
all times.
To raise the question regarding some special reason for Paul’s exhortation to the Romans regarding
secular government is to turn off on a tangent. _The
special reasons to which we are pointed are uncon-

vincing. Paul lays down only the great positive principles. As we read them we at once see that they
apply to all times, to us as well as to the Romans, to
our relation to our secular government as well as to

their relation to theirs. The question as to how it is
possible for a Christian to live under a pagan government is not touched.

The question of a persecuting or

of an evil government is also not considered. We ﬁnd
no hint to the effect that a Nero was on the throne;
in fact, neither the emperor nor any other individual'
who might be regarded as a governmental head is
named. Paul uses the abstracts égouatcu, ésoum'a, and the
plural concrete oz a'pxowcs, and that is all. No covert

allusions are found. So nothing can be observed in
regard to the conduct of the congregation or its membership at Rome. All lived quietly and peacefully.
There were not one agitator, not a single clash with

governmental authorities. no trace of persecution, no
academic questions or opposite views in the church at
Rome.

These are the simple facts. and in their light

we read Paul's instructions.
The fact that the Jews wanted independence for
Palestine is of no consequence for a Christian congregation, the Jewish members of which were combined
with Gentile members. These Jewish members had
not only discarded Judaism but had made their permanent homes in Gentile Italy. The fact that Claudius
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had expelled the turbulent Jews from Rome plays no
part in Paul’s injunctions, for the Jews had returned

to Rome. There were at least enough of them to afford membership for seven synagogues. Claudius had
been a great friend of the Jews, but the rioting in
Rome went to excess.

The fact that it in no way in-

volved the Christians of Rome Acts 28:17, etc., shows
conclusively. See the author’s exposition of the pertinent passages in the Acts. No special local conditions
are reﬂected in our chapter, and none shed special light
on any statement made in it.
1)
Every person, let him range himself under
superior authority!
For authority does not exist except by God, and those existing exist as having been
arranged by God.
No Christian is to be an exception; everyone, as a

Christian and because he is a Christian, is to keep in
proper subjection and obedience to governmental authorities. The use of drum} to designate a living person

is common practice; of course, Paul is writing only to
a Christian congregation.

The injunction is broad and

general, and in his elucidation Paul keeps it so. Hence
he also uses the abstract noun in the plural with the
article: “superior authorities," literally, authorities
“being over or above." Note that u‘momaae’aew and u:
awu'vat correspond; we regard the former as a middle.
It is signiﬁcant to note that Calvinistic writers sub-

scribe to Paul’s dictum with a reservation which even
Robertson enters in his very brief notes in W. P. “Nor
does he oppose here revolution for a change of government.” Paul does oppose this very thing on the
part of the Christian.

The reason for Christian self-subjection is the fact
that “authority (namely governmental) does not exist

except by God,” by agency of God. We commonly say
that the state is a divine institution and thus put Paul’s

dictum into other words.

It is God’s own doing that
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such a thing as governmental authority and power
(ifoum'a covers both) exists among men. God has issued no decree on the subject but has constituted man
so that in any community, large or small, he must have
order and some sort of authority to enforce that order.

From the way in which God has thus made men we see
his will.
In the ﬁrst statement we have the plural “author—
ities,” in the second the singular “authority”; both
are equally abstract, the only difference being that the
singular summarizes all governmental authority while
the plural spreads out to all grades and ranks of such
authority. Both singular and plural draw our attention only to the authority exercised as such and disregard the persons who administer this authority.
No particular form of authority is speciﬁed: imperial, monarchical, oligarchical, republican, demo-

cratic. Whether this authority is exercised in a noble
or in an oppressive manner, whether it was attained in
a legitimate or in an illegitimate way, neither limits

nor qualiﬁes the Christian's position. One implication
is plain: anarchy is not according to the will of God.
While it has had its theoretical advocates it could not
be established so as to continue, for it is the abolition
of all governmental authority.
When Paul wrote he scarcely had in mind his per-

sonal experiences as a Christian under Roman authority, the climax of which was yet to come when he suffered martyrdom; but he certainly had in mind the

Jewish authority which forced Pilate to send Jesus to
the cross and his own violence as a rabid tool of the
Sanhedrin which led to the martyrdom of so many of
the ﬁrst Christians. The fact that authorities and authority may act criminally changes nothing as to God’s

will regarding their establishment among men.
flesh may question that, but the spirit does not.

The

Romans 13:1, 2
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Lest the statement, “Authority does not exist except by God," be understood only as an abstract proposition, or as a rule allowing certain exceptions, Paul
adds: “And those existing exist as having been arranged by God.” Here the plural is again in place, for
it includes all governmental authorities from the high-

est imperial to the lowest magisterial.

'Em, a: 050m,

and the last duty denote existence, the perfect participle
being merely predicative: “as having been arranged by
God." Teraypc'vat cim'v is sometimes regarded as a periphrastic perfect passive indicative (R., W. P., who so
regards practically every copula and perfect participle) ; but the two forms of Jun which precede plainly

signify existence.

Therefore this should also be the

force of the third form.
“By God” becomes emphatic because it is repeated.
God’s providence has arranged the existing governmental authorities; without his providential agency
not one of them could exist. A striking case in point is
Pharaoh mentioned in 9:17, perhaps as hardened a
ruler as ever lived; God himself indicates his great
providential purpose in raising him to the throne. Evil
rulers are often sent to punish a nation, even to the
point of wrecking its existence. The history of the

kings of the two Jewish kingdoms is illuminating,
and most certainly the history of the Sanhedrin and
of the Jewish kings of Paul’s time. Yet, as in the entire domain of providence, the ways and the purposes
of God are generally “unsearchable” and “untraceable” (11:33) to ﬁnite minds.
2) Paul adds what necessarily follows: Therefore, he who ranges himself against the authority

withstands the arrangement of God; and they who
withstand shall receive judgment for themselves.
Note that the two niacin forms used in v. 1 are followed by a second two and make a ﬁne annomimtio
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(R. 1201) ; and inroraaaéoﬁw, “range himself under," is

the opposite of 6 dynraaaépcvos, “be ranging himself
against.” Paul points out the sin of the one who
ranges himself against the governmental authority, the
one that is at the time being exercised over him: he is
withstanding the very arrangement of God. Note that
“God” is repeated for the third time. The rebel or
revolutionist may think that he is ﬁghting only men;
the Christian is to know better. It is clear that the
judgment which such men will receive for themselves
(sich zuziehen, B.-P. 730, and L.: draw down on themselves) is a verdict from God and not merely one from

men.
szpa is a neutral term, but here the connection
requires an adverse judgment. How it will be executed, and what its severity shall be, Paul leaves unsaid. It may be executed by the government itself.
The fact that in the next verse “the rulers" are mentioned is not sufﬁcient reason for assuming that this
“judgment" is the one they inﬂict; for the point in all
that precedes is the fact that God is involved; and this
is the important matter for the Christian.
It is plain that refusal to obey, such as that mentioned in Acts 4:19, 20; 5:29, is not included. God
himself ordered this disobedience through his angel
(Acts 5:19, 20). The Sanhedrin, and that doubly
because it was a Jewish authority, had no authority to
muzzle the preaching of the Messiah. Refusal to obey
was not in any way standing against the arrangement
of God and the governmental authority this high court
possessed.
3) “For” explains, not merely how the judgment results, but this entire arrangement of government by God and states how it functions and what
the Christian is to do accordingly. For the rulers
are not a fright for the good work but for the bad.
Now dost thou not want to be frightened by the

Romans 13:3
authority?
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Keep doing the good and thou shalt

have praise from it.
For God's minister it is to
thee for the good.
But if thou doest the bad, be
frightened! For not in vain does it bear the sword.
For God’s minister it is, an avenger for wrath to the
one doing the bad.
“The rulers” = “authorities” and “the authority."
It is a concrete term but a broad and general one, any

and all ofﬁcers of government.

"Apxomc has the gen-

eric article, and the statement that they are “not a
fright for the good work but for the bad" states the
object of governmental authority from the viewpoint
of both the governing and the governed. We translate
this word “fright" in order to make the following

verbs match, “to be frightened — be frightened!” for
Paul plays on the word. The R. V. loses that wordplay: “terror — have fear -- be afraid" by using different words. The point is that God wants the rulers
everywhere to be what Paul states; they are that by his
appointment. The fact that rulers fail in this primary

function is an incident that is not discussed here.
Government is for the administration of justice; it

condemns itself when it descends to injustice.
By using the word “fright” Paul intends to be
deterrent. The world is full of wicked men, and God
has placed rulers among them to check and to control
this wickedness by means of laws and penalties, all of
them being directed, not against good deeds, but
against evil deeds. Luther has often said that it is
God’s way to hold the world which is full of bad fel—

lows in check by means of bad fellows as rulers.
“Fright” points to threatened punishment. “To the
good work” and “to the bad” are impersonal, and laws
and penalties deal with a citizen’s deed. They would
frighten him away from the bad deed and thus keep
him to the good. “Good” and “bad” are used in the

secular sense, as men, government, human laws, re-
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gard a deed good or bad in what is called the justitia
civilis, the plane of natural right and justice. In “the
good deed," “the bad one,” the articles make each speciﬁc: this or that actual deed. The statement that

Zpyov is to designate the whole course of a citizen’s life
is a needless addition.
Since, according to God's arrangement, this is the
predominant function of rulers, the question for the
citizen is: “Dost thou not want to be frightened by the
authority" vested in them? The natural answer, of
course, is “no"; only a criminal would scoff at this
4.63“.

The second person singular “thou" is the indi~

vidualizing representative singular (R. 408).

Paul

uses it frequently beginning with 2:1, 17; he also em-

ploys the ﬁrst person singular in the same way, notably
in chapter 7. He might have used a general plural:
“They who do not want, let them," etc. The singular
ismore graphic and dramatic. That, too, is why we
regard the sentence as a question and not as a declaration: “Thou dost not want to fear the authority; (very
well, then) be doing the good thing," etc. “Thou" does
not single out a Christian but refers to any citizen;
the presentation is kept along general lines.

“Keep doing (durative, iterative present imperative) the good thing, and thou shalt have praise from
it," i. e., from the secular authority, thou as a good

citizen who is law-abiding in the thing that thou dost
at any time (the article is used as it was before). God’s
purpose in arranging government will thus be accom-

plished.

To be sure, the motive for doing the good

thing is only the fear of the authority; Paul uses that

word three times. As it is the lowest, so it is the
broadest motive, the ﬁnal one in a world of sinful men,
including even the criminally inclined.

The higher

Christian motive will be indicated presently. Yet even
we must remember that government works with compulsion, with police force, with military power. It does

Romans 13:4
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so in the nature of the case, must do so; and even God's
saints are subject to this secular power as citizens.
The fact stands; God has so arranged. As the motive,
so is the “praise” for the law-abiding citizen “from it”
(the human authority).
4) The predicate is emphatic because it is placed
forward: “For (looked at aright) God’s minister
(and no less) it is (the authority of government) .to
thee for the good,” ethical dative: “for thy beneﬁt,” in
its way compelling thee to do “the good” and on its
part doing thee good in return, protecting thee and
aiding thee as a member of the community and the
state. Compare the famous passage in Plato's Crito,
where Socrates, although condemned to die, elaborates
on the “laws" and the beneﬁts they work. Paul presents the same natural ethics but calls attention to a
fact the pagan philosopher did not see, that God himself is back of the secular authority, “laws,” etc.
Paul does not say that “the rulers” are God’s ministers, for they may abuse the authority, may wreck
the state. He calls the authority “God’s minister," for
he refers to its exercise which accords with God’s own
arrangement (alumni, institution, v. 2). The casual
questions about abuse, bad and vicious rulers, do not
affect the main issue. Atrium is to be understood in
the sense explained in 12:7, where we have Smou'a: a
minister who helps for the sake of helping. “God's
minister” is repeated, the genitive being placed forward each time, thereby emphasizing still more the
threefold mention of God in v. 1, 2, the author of this
governmental authority. The genitive is not objective
as though God receives this ministry; “to or for thee”
names the recipient; the genitive indicates origin or
possession: God’s own tool.
Ae' presents the other side: .“But if thou doest the
had, be frightened!” You certainly have a reason to
be. “For not in vain does it (the authority) bear the
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sword,” which is here not a mere symbol of power but
the actual sword in the hands of the executioner who
inflicts the death penalty on criminals. This reference
to the extreme penalty includes all lesser penalties.
Extremes are regularly used thus; murder, for instance, includes anger, reviling, etc.; adultery includes
lustful looks (Matt. 5:21, etc.) . Paul is writing to the
Romans as a Roman citizen, hence he uses pdxaipa, the

Roman short sword, which was used for executing
citizens, used for executing Paul because he was a.

Roman citizen. The discussion deals with what the
state does to its citizens ; what it does to criminal-aliens
or slaves is a side issue.
The fact that Christianity and the New Testament
sanction the death penalty and that they ought not to
be cited to the contrary, is plain. The New Testament,
however, lays down no laws for the secular state on
any matter. This is left to the natural sense of right

and jutice found among men, who also hear the responsibility for the laws they put into force and must bear
the consequences, whether these are beneﬁcial or

detrimental. Shall a state inﬂict or not inﬂict the
death penalty for extreme crimes? The answer is one
that the state must give. In the Jewish theocracy God
inﬂicts the death penalty; Paul speaks for himself as
a Roman citizen in Acts 25:11.
Nero is often introduced at this point. He had
been emperor for three years and had not yet developed into the monster that he later became, the matri-

cide, the bloody tyrant, the persecutor of Christians.
The claim is made that, if Paul had written later, he

would not have written as he does. This claim cannot
be sustained. The Jews had had Herod the Great, a
monster as great as Nero; they had had the bloody
Sanhedrin which cruciﬁed Christ, allowed Stephen to

be stoned, employed Saul as their agent of bloody
tyranny. And the Sanhedrin operated under the
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theocracy when its frightful violation of God's own
civil laws occurred.
Were these facts momentarily
forgotten by Paul? They change nothing regarding
God's arrangement (smayﬁ) of state authority. His
institution of marriage stands, no matter what abuses
men perpetrate. His institution of Christian congre-

gations and of the Christian Church stands despite
what some congregations and some church bodies do.

To imagine for one moment that God is involved when
tyrants and popes arise is a misapprehension. God
reckons with every one of them. No Nero can possibly
alter the facts and the principles here laid down.

The authority is equally “God’s minister” in regard
to the criminal, in this case “an avenger (one who ex-

acts justice, see the verb and the noun in 12:19) for
wrath to the one doing the bad.” The word “wrat "
appears eleven times in Romans, and in each instance

it is God’s wrath that is referred to (see 1 :18) ; here
it is the divine wrath as executed by God on the evildoer through the government as his “minister."

Eis

denotes purpose and object. Where the consciousness
of God is still found in a criminal he will realize that
the penalty inﬂicted on

him by the state is God’s

punishment for his crime and sin, the evidence of
God’s wrath. Luke 23:40, 41.
the conscience.
5)

This is the verdict of

A natural conclusion follows:

Wherefore

(there is) necessity for being in subjection, not only
because of this wrath, but also because of the conscience, the one being an outer necessity which the

citizen cannot escape by outward means, the other an
inner necessity which holds him even more ﬁrmly because of whatever consciousness of God he still possesses. With {mo-rdaawﬁm Paul reverts to v. 1. There

it is an admonition, here it is a statement of necessity.
“Because of the wrath” = because of the penalty that

would be inﬂicted for non-subjection, this penalty
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evidencing God’s wrath against us. The subject is
still the representative singular “thou"; a change of
subject would have to be indicated, “ye" in our versions
would necessitate tpae. “Because of the conscience" =
because of the condemnation which the conscience itself which seconds the wrath would inﬂict.
We cannot agree with the view that “the wrath”

refers to non-Christians, “the conscience” to Christians. This would imply that conscience functions only
in Christians. It functions in many non-Christians
and at times fails to do so in Christians. Nor does the
fear of punishment always deter. The same is true
with regard to the rulers. Still the double necessity
exists. This, however, is true, that every Christian
is held most strongly by his conscience which also has
been, at least should be, properly enlightened. Worldly men often have so little conscience in regard to
government that police force alone can deter them. On
conscience and how it works even in pagans see 2:15,
16. Where neither penalty nor conscience deter, crime
results, and then the authority steps in, at least it
ought to.

6)

For for this reason also you keep paying

taxes, for public servants of God are they. steadily

attending to this very thing. Duly give to all their
dues: tax to whom the tax, tariff to whom the tariff,
fear to whom the fear, honor to whom the honor.
When we note that 1051-0 and az‘m‘; 'rofrro refer to the
same thing we shall not let “for this reason” mean:

because of the double necessity of being subject.

Paul

is not saying that we pay taxes because we have to.

The reason is stated in v. 3, 4; it is because of what
the government does in suppressing and in punishing
crime and in fostering good deeds. Paul now calls the

rulers “public servants of God” who as such are
“steadily attending to this very thing,” namely sup-

pressing and punishing crime and keeping people doing

Bantam 13:6
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things that are decent. And it is a fact, we pay our
taxes for that purpose; for if we did not, if government ceased or became too weak, crime and disorder
would quickly so overrun us that we should of our
own account organize some force to restrain it and
gladly pay whatever this might cost.
Paul is not so much arguing and proving as he is
pointing out the basic facts regarding government in
their due connection. Am’ in v. 5 introduces a natural
deduction: Sui 10510 in v. 6 states the underlying reason.
The one makes a deduction from v. 3, 4, the other
simply points back to v. 3, 4. Because “for this reason
also” precedes, rakifc cannot be imperative, as some
would have it, who then think of a number of reasons
that the Roman Christians were disinclined to pay
taxes. Our versions that translate this word with the
indicative are right: “you are paying taxes.” Paul
points out the great reason for which they are paying
them. Jesus settled this question a long time ago,
Luke 20:25, and himself paid the tax, Matt. 17:27.
The word Amoup-yot does not have a sacred, priestly
connotation because the Temple ministrants were at
times so called. Nor should one stress the pagan use
of the term which applied to rich citizens who out of
their own funds paid the heavy expenses of the
Athenian public choruses or for ﬁtting out triremes
for the public service. The Amoupyoc’ here referred to
were not under heavy expense for their public services:
they were under no expense whatever, the public paid
their expenses by means of taxes. The term applies
to anyone who acts as a public servant in a public capacity: thus to a military servant, a royal servant, Paul
himself as a public servant for the Gentiles (15:16),
Epaphroditus as ofﬁciating for the Philippians (Phil.
2:25), Christ himself in the most exalted capacity
(Heb. 8:2). “God’s ministers" emphasizes “God's,"
while “public servants of God” adds only the genitive.
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In v. 4, where the beneﬁt derived from rulers is emphasized, "God’s diakonoi” is the ﬁtting designation;
here, where taxation for their support in ofﬁce is mentioned, “public servants” is the proper term. But even
then they are such servants by God’s own arrangement.
Paul conﬁnes his words to the Christians: “you
are paying," and is no longer speaking in general
terms. This plural “you" at once turns also to admoni-

tion (v. 7, etc.). Since wpovxap‘rtpc’w is regularly construed with the dative, some hesitate in regard to
having the participle modiﬁed by (is 0.1575 wire; a simple
dative would, however, refer to “God."

“To this very

thing” implied in their work as “public servants,” the
chief part of which is stated in v. 3, 4, these servants
“steadily attend.”
7)
Paul puts his approval upon paying taxes for
the reason assigned. The imperative does not imply
a reluctance on the part of the Romans since it follows Paul’s instruction, it implies only that the
Romans are to act intelligently as well-instructed
Christians in “duly giving to all their dues,” whatever
may be due to the representatives of the government
under which God himself has placed them. The four
n; which are followed merely by the four objects lead
grammarians to supply something. But to supply: “to
the one (asking) tax," etc., is not correct: asking fear,
asking honor. Our versions have: "to whom the tax
(is due),” the preceding 6¢¢LA¢19 furnishing the cue.
All of the articles denote “the tax —— the honor”
that is rightfully due from us as citizens. dw’pae is
“tax” and is here not tribute paid by a subject nation
while n’Aoe is “tariff." Both are given equally for the
support of the government.
Paul has mentioned
“fear" and stated what one should do that he may not
fear. That is, the fear which he now has in mind, by
having which we need not have it. Some extend
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“honor” to any person to whom honor is rightfully
due; but why this sudden unmotivated broadening?

8)

First, secular government; next, all other

secular contacts.

The line of thought is clear, the next

step follows in due order. No explanations are needed
on this point; Christians are surrounded by other people in their communities, and one word is really enough

to regulate their entire secular life: love.
Be owing no one anything except to be loving
each other! Love is the only debt that the Christian

not only permits to stand but of necessity must let
stand. The obligation to love is new every morning
like the light of another day. Love to the limit, you
can never get through. All other debts the Christian

can and should pay and be done with, this debt of
love he will constantly owe and constantly pay. “Be
owing no one anything” does not mean: “Never contract a debt, never borrow money or anything else!"
for Jesus himself commands us to lend (Matt. 5:42)
and thereby shows that borrowing is not wrong.
The tense is present: “be owing,” and means that

as Christians we will not let a debt stand after payment is due.
Until payment is due, the debt is in
abeyance and thus not a debt for the moment; but
when it is due, it must be met, and that then ends the

matter.

The debt of love never ends.

Here there is

the same obligation toward Christians as that men-

tioned in 12:9, it is the love of understanding and corresponding purpose; see 1 :7 and 12 :9.

T6 makes ayanrgiv

a noun and thus the object of ddaeiM-rc.
It is readily seen why Paul mentions love: For
he that loves the other has fulﬁlled law. There is a
paradox in the tenses: By our constant loving the debt
of love is never paid off; and yet by our constant loving

it is always already paid oﬁ' ! The paradox is true:
never paid — always already paid. “Has fulﬁlled" =
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has done so in the instant of his loving. R. 898 lists
this as a futuristic present perfect; it is the regular
perfect to indicate an act just past: the moment I love
I have fulﬁlled law. Yet this goes on continually. Construing together n‘w Zrcpov yépov: “has fulﬁlled dos underweitige Gesetz, or das uebrige Gesetz, the other (further) law,” is an exegetical curiosity. Love is the
entire summation of the law and not a further part of
it. Love for another human being is the whole of the
second table of the law even as Paul here states.
Here, as elsewhere, anarthrous wipes is “law," quali-

tative, anything properly deserving the name “law,"
and not just the Mosaic code of law. ‘0 aim is the
latter, and then not always. The distinction is clearly
carried through in 2:12-27, as we have shown. Yet
some, like R. 796, do not agree and justify their view
by pointing to the fact that Paul cites the second table
of the Mosaic code (v. 9). But he cites this code
only as being the best and the purest example of “law"
and does not exclude any other code that adequately
presents law.
9) For this: Thou wilt not commit adultery!
Thou wilt not murder! Thou wilt not steal! Thou
wilt not covet! and if there be any other commandment, in this statement it is summed up, namely,
in this one: Thou wilt love thy neighbor as thyself!
The article 76 regards the four commandments as
one substantive and includes the d clause and makes

this comprehensive substantive the subject of “is
summed up.” This verb is not derived from Kabob},
“head,” but from «Mm, Hauptsache, and means a
summation of the chief and essential point (C.-K. 597,
etc.).

The essential substance of all these and of any

other commandments regarding our relation to other
men is expressed in the one statement: “Thou wilt
love thy neighbor as thyself,” which is taken from Lev.
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19 :18. The future tenses are volitive legal futures, but
volitive for the person addressed by demanding what
his will shall be. Hence we translate, “thou wilt," and
not, “thou shalt." These futures are common in legal
dicta and as such are highly peremptory: “Thou wilt
do so and so with no contrary thought even entering
thy head."
Already in connection with v. 1-7 we noted that
Paul is repeating the very teaching of Jesus in regard
to government and taxation; he certainly repeats the
master's instruction here, compare Matt. 22:34-40;
Luke 18 :20; and the lawyer’s question in Luke 10:29.
Paul even has the same order of the commandments as
that found in Mark 10:19, and Luke 18:20, where the
Sixth Commandment is named before the ﬁfth, compare the LXX. The original order found in Exod.
20:13, 14 is thus not binding, either in regard to these
two commandments or any others. Paul cites four, the
usual number when complete exempliﬁcation is desired.
Any four taken from the second table would serve his
purpose, see the fourth which pertains to children.
The point that these commandments are stated in a
negative form, and that their sum is given in a positive
form is not stressed. All these negatives fully imply
their corresponding positives just as the ﬁnal positive
summary implies its corresponding negative. Paul is
not stressing form but inner and essential substance.
Luther saw this when he began the explanation of
every commandment with the words: “We should fear
and love God." 'Ey n5 repeats and thus emphasizes, and
this article also makes a substantive of the commandment of love.
10)” Paul adds the characteristic point of this
summary of love, which stresses the activity of love:
This love works no ill to the neighbor. The article
refers to “the” love of which Paul is speaking. It is
never only a feeling or a mere disposition but always
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also an energy that works, namely with inherent intelligence and purpose. It could not possibly remain inactive. In this respect it is like God's love (John
3:16). Paul’s own elucidation is negative: “it does not
work ill,” anything bad, damaging. This whole ﬁeld
is utterly closed to it. That leaves open to it only the
ﬁeld of “good.” So Paul’s negative = “it works only
good.” As to “the neighbor," the one with whom our
love comes in contact, Luke 10:29, etc., furnishes the
perfect instruction.
Now the ﬁnal deduction: Fullness, accordingly,
of law — this love. A look at the Mosaic law shows
that. So the Christian must ever be paying this debt
of love although he has already paid it (v. 8). Haaipuna
is neither “fulﬁlling” nor “fulﬁllment." The latter
may also be understood as an activity, although it may
mean result. Forms with the sufﬁx -pa denote result
(R. 151) ; so here: “fullness," when one “has fulﬁlled”
(v. 8), when one has achieved the result, “fulﬁllment"
in this sense. “Law” is again to be understood in its
broadest sense. Law is the vessel. Manifest the love
Paul describes, and it ﬁlls the whole vessel. Look into
the vessel. Its whole fullness is love. And nothing except love ever ﬁlls it to any degree, pour in as

much as one will.

The article marks the subject, its

absence the predicate; thus 2'; (3.de0 is the subject. V
Just as in V. L? Paul omits all the side issues regarding government, so he here omits all the side
issues regarding our fellow citizens: who is to be included, whether any man is ever excluded, our falling

short of love, etc. All this shows that Paul has no
peculiar local Roman conditions in mind.
11) The idea that, after speaking about all men
in general, Paul could recall no further persons in
regard to whom he could admonish Christians (12 :1, 2,
in regard to themselves; 12 :3-21, in regard to each
other; 13:1-7, in regard to rulers; 13:8-10, in regard
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to men in general), and that he now therefore merely
seeks a transition to chapter 14 and the discussion
about the strong and the weak, is not tenable; this
is not a transition. The idea that to walking in love
there is now added the parallel of walking in light, love
and light being a natural pair, is likewise untenable.
The point to be noted is the xaipée, the 5pm, the speciﬁc
period and time in which we live, when ﬁnal salvation
is nearer than ever —- this must arouse us. In v. 11-14
we have a conclusion which forms a culmination to
what precedes.
And this, too, knowing the time-period, that it is
already time for us to be aroused from sleep, for
now the salvation is nearer to us than when we came
to believe.
The night has advanced, and the day
is near.
Because he uses so many terms expressing time

one can clearly note Paul’s point. The very time in
which we live at this moment must rouse us to fullest
activity in heeding Paul’s admonitions. Luther has
found some followers who adopt the construction:
Uml weil wir solches wissen, . . . . so lasset uns ablegen usw., which results in a highly involved sentence
with two parenthetical clauses and is out of keeping

with chapters 12 and 13, and unlikely. Others supply:
"And this (do), knowing,” etc., which is nearly correct.
In reality we supply nothing, for mi roam, like the

more frequent Kai 741310., is complete in itself and is
rather idiomatic: “And this, too,” an absolute nominative (scarcely an absolute accusative), “and” and

“also” (or “too") are combined in mi, R. 1181, Tot'rro
refers back to what Paul has been saying. We need
not go back to 12:1, etc., or to 13:1, etc., for 13:8, etc.,

is ample.
As Christians we certainly know the mpéc, the timeperiod at which we have arrived; it is not “the nick
of time,” for this word always refers to a certain
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extent of time which is in some way marked to distinguish it from other such stretches of time. The
epexegetical 6n clause at once states what marks this
present period: “that it is already time for us to be
aroused from sleep.” "Opa is often used, not to designate “hour” (60 minutes), but a speciﬁc time: the
moment has arrived, the alarm clock is ringing.

“Sleep” is ﬁgurative for anything resembling delay,
carelessness, indifference. The sleeper likes to put off
leaping out of his easy bed. “Already” is to be construed with “it is” (understood) and not with the in-

ﬁnitive: “already to be aroused." .
The texts vary between “us” and “you”; we accept
the former reading, for it seems that it was changed
to the latter by copyists who imagined that Paul would
not say concerning himself that he, too, still needed
arousing from sleep. But Paul ever admonished himself as much as he did others. He frequently changes
from “we" to “you” and might do so here; see “let us”
in v. 12.
But he can well say here, “that we be
aroused,” because he himself not only needs but also
heeds his own admonition, in the next breath calling
out as one aroused, “Let us cast off the works of darkness,” etc.
With yu’p he explains what he means by saying that
it is time to be aroused from sleep: “For now the
salvation is nearer to us than when we (ﬁrst) came
to believe.” Here we have “we” and “us" beyond a
doubt.
“The salvation” is the great and the ﬁnal
deliverance, our transfer into heaven.
Every day,
every year since we ﬁrst came to faith (ingressive
aorist) has brought us a step nearer to it. The Lord
may return for his Parousia at any time; or, if we
die before the Parousia, it will amount to the same
thing for us, for we shall appear at his Parousia in
the condition in which we are when we die. We must
combine “nearer to us" and not “our salvation,” for
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if ﬁpo‘w be placed before 7', awrypz’a, it would carry an
unaccountable emphasis: "our salvation.” In order to
get the simple “our salvation” the pronoun would have
to follow the noun.
12) Paul repeats tersely, showing at just what
point we are living: “The night has advanced, and
the day is near.” The Greek has the aorist: “did cut
forward” in the sense of “did advance,” whereas our
idiom requires the perfect: “has advanced.” So also
the Greek “has come near” means, “and is now near.”
“The night” is the present world age, “the day” the
heavenly age to come. This night ends with the Parousia, the everlasting day of blessedness and glory begins.
Even since we ﬁrst came to faith the breaking of that
day has come nearer to us.

Paul is often charged with believing and saying
that Christ’s glorious return would certainly occur
during his own lifetime, and therein, of course, he
was mistaken—a false prophet.
Paul spoke in two
ways exactly as we are obliged to speak in our time.
It was neither for him nor for us to know the times
or the seasons, Acts 1 :7.
Christ warned us that his
return would be like the thief coming in the night,
suddenly and unexpectedly, in the very hour when
many are sure that he will not come.
He points us

to the Flood and to Sodom and Gomorrah.

So Paul

spoke, and so we, too, speak in two 'ways, as if Christ
may return tomorrow, and as if he may delay for a
considerable length of time.
This is due to the fact

that we do not know and to the sharp warnings about
the unexpectedness of the coming. The night of this
world with its black pall of sin had certainly lasted a
long time when Paul lived, thousands of years. As the
next event Christ had promised his return. Yes, it
had come near. Now almost 2,000 additional years
have passed. The night has now certainly cut forward

still closer to the sudden break of the ﬁnal day.

Like
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Paul, we can do only one thing: be ready every
moment, be fully aroused while so many sleep.

II

Pet. 314-14.
Let us put away, therefore, from ourselves the

works of the darkness, and let us draw on the
weapons of the light.
There is no reference to
nightshirts or pajamas in duoﬂépeoa. The ﬁrst clause is
literal. “Let us put away from ourselves, let us rid
ourselves of, the works of the darkness.” The article
points to the whole category of such works. “The
darkness" is like “the sin,” which since 5:12 we have
found so often almost personiﬁed as the sin power;
“the death" likewise, the article is always signiﬁcant.
So here “the darkness” =the darkness power; and
“the works of the darkness” = the works of the devil,
he being the embodiment of this power. “The dark-

ncss" matches “the night”; as long as this world age
lasts, “the night" continues, “the works of the ~darkness” go on continually, and we Christians live in
this world age and are constantly beset to join in these
works.

Not for

one

moment does

Paul

exempt

himself.
He uses the aorist in the hortative subjunctive:
“let us decisively put away from ourselves” (middle
voice).
This does not mean as a man puts off his

“night clothes.” Was Paul, and were the Roman Christians still dressed in “the works of the darkness"?
Or did they have some rags of this nightshirt or of
these pajamas still clinging to them? The word means:

“Let us once for all separate ourselves from all such
works so that no solicitation to join in them, and no
inward desire to join in them may contaminate us.”
The danger is that we become careless, negligent, and,

instead of abiding by our decision, yield here and there.
The temptation is great because so many about us
think it strange that we run not with them to the same

excess of riot and speak evil of us, I Pet. 4:4. Paul is
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not implying that he and the Romans were still in “the
works of the darkness."

Paul plainly implies that he has no “night clothes”
in mind when he adds the positive to the negative:
“Let us put or draw on the weapons of the light.”
Weapons are not clothes. Fortunately, we have Paul’s
own picture of the Christian hoplite (heavy-armed soldier) and a list of the 5171M. which constitute his panoply
for standing in battle, Eph. 6 :13, etc.: girdle of truth,
breastplate of righteousness, gospel shoes, shield of
faith, helmet of salvation, sword of the Word. "01m
signify full equipment, and “let us put on ourselves"
the equipment shows in what sense the verb is here to
be understood. This verb is often used with reference
to clothes, for they, too, are drawn on ourselves; but
here we have “equipment." Again we have the article:
“of the light,” in the sense of the light power, the opposite of “the darkness power." According to Eph.
6:13: “the panoply of God” = “the equipment of the
light,” so that “the light" refers to “God,” whose great
attribute is light, who is ever victorious over the devil
and the darkness.

Before the day arrives, the glorious world age about
to come, while the night of this dark world age, in
which the devil rules to such an extent, still continues,
Paul wants himself and all Christians to be thus clothed
in the full panoply of the light. Certainly not because
these “weapons" will be needed for the fast-approaching day.
The moment that day arrives, all ﬁghting
will be over. We are to ﬁght the good ﬁght of faith

here, during the night; our weapons of the light are
to drive from us “the works of the darkness.” We are
not merely to stand in shining armor but to do battle,
to stand victorious until the Lord arrives or until he _
calls us away before he arrives.
The aorist of the hortative subjunctive means, “Let
us once for all clothe ourselves”; it asks'for ﬁnality.
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Both of these aorists do not imply that these acts had
not hitherto been done; Paul as one, and he includes
himself, had put away the works of the darkness and
had armed himself with the weapons of the light. The
answer to these aorists is: “We have already done
so!" If any are slack and slow, these aorists come to
rouse them: “We will at once do so completely!” But
all need these aorists again and again. They are to
ring in our ears so as to keep us staunch and true and
fully armed at all times.
We gladly hear them
sounding forth in the entire church every ﬁrst Sunday
in Advent.
13)
As in daytime let us walk decorously, not
with carousings and drunkennesses, not with harlotries and excesses, not with strife and jealousy.
But put on the Lord Jesus Christ and be making no
provisions for the flesh for lusts.
In v. 12 the two hortatives are naturally single acts
and thus aorists; but unlike the one act of putting
away from ourselves and the one act of clothing ourselves with armor, walking is naturally continuous and
extensively so when it is used ﬁguratively with regard

to the course of Christian conduct.

This, then, is a

constative (summarizing) hortative aorist subjunctive. It considers our whole conduct as one grand
unit.
“Day" is without the article and is not “the day" of
v. 12, for the heavenly day has not yet come, we are
still in “the night.” Hence Paul also says, “As in daytime,” and this is general: as people walk and act in
daylight when everybody sees them; in the dark, where
no one sees them, they feel no restraint.
Jesus uses
this very distinction in John 3 :19, 20: wickedness likes
the cover of darkness, good actions gladly come out
into full daylight. So while we are still in “the night”
we are not to walk in night deeds, in “the works of the
darkness,” but as men walk in full daylight, “decorous—
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ly,” in good and proper form. “Honestly,” i. e., honorably, reproduces the general idea.
Of course, this

decorous conduct of the Christians is to be utterly sincere and not like that of worldly men who act respect-

ably when they are seen but damnably when they think
no one sees or will ﬁnd out.

Three pairs of negative datives of manner throw
the positive adverb “decorously” into bold relief. The
darker the background, the sharper the white image
set against it. Paul mentions some of the worst works

of the darkness, and pious folks ask:

“Can it be pos-

sible that the Roman Christians needed warning
against such wickedness?" They should really ask
how Paul could possibly include himself, for he writes:
“Let us walk not with carousings,” etc. One answer
is I Cor. 10:12. Another is Christ’s own warning in
Luke 21:34, which names these same sins. All the
apostolic writings proceed in the same way. This is
done not only because the naming of the worst excesses

is intended to include all lesser ones, which is a very
common reason in Scripture for naming the worst, but
also because to this day, when the devil brings Chris-

tians to fall, especially such as have had the reputation
of great sanctity, he often drags them into the most

shameful sins.

Paul's psychology is genuine; he does

not operate with illusions and assumptions, he knows
human nature. How many “excellent” church members have been caught in vice and crime and been
stained with utter disgrace!
The world loves “carousings” and “drunken
sprees" to this day and regards them as great pleasure,

especially as long as they can be kept secret.

We have

no exact English counterpart to Kain], “couch” or “bed,"

a euphemism for sexual intercourse, the plural indicating that harlotries, whoring is meant. In the old
days of paganism these abominations accompanied
many celebrations at temples, and Paul wrote I Cor.
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6:15-20. Those who have visited the excavated ruins
of Pompeii will know what is to be seen there in the
way of brothels. The pagan world stank with vice, and
does the modern world stink less?
’Aac’Aycm = excesses, Zuegellosigkeiten, Ausschwei»
fungen, unbridled acts, whether sexual or of other
kinds. Finally Paul mentions “strife” or quarreling
and “jealousy," of which the world is full, and of
which the church has always had far too much. These
are samples of “the works of the darkness” of which
our conduct must ever be rid. Not only must the fully
developed growth be absent but equally the little poisonous sprouts that the devil’s seed tries to start every-

where.
14) From the hortative subjunctives, “let us,"
Paul ﬁnally turns to the peremptory aorist imperative
which is incisive and strong. But this turn from “let
us” to “do ye" does not imply that Paul now excludes
himself. For he now points to the positive and basic
acts by which the three preceding hortations are carried into effect, and in these Paul is involved as much
as any Christian. Luther has the correct interpretation. With the command: “But put on the Lord Jesus
Christ,” Paul “brieﬂy. draws into one heap all the
weapons of the light." Christ is put on in two ways:
once as the garment of our righteousness, which is
done in the instant when faith appropriates his death

and his merit (Isa. 61:10; Matt. 22:12, the wedding
garment); secondly, as our armor of defense and of
offense (Eph. 6:13), which is the act of faith when

it uses Christ as the power of our sanctiﬁcation and
follows his example. The solemnity of the full name
"the Lord Jesus Christ” (see 1 :4, 7) should be noted.
“Let us draw (put) on ourselves" in v. 12 and
“draw (put) on yourselves" in v. 13 denote the same
action. The view that this verb means only drawing
on one's clothes leads not only to confusing the gar-
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ment of Christ’s righteousness with our life in sanctiﬁcation but also to the incongruity: “that they who have
arisen from their night couch allow themselves to be
seen not unclothed or in incomplete clothing in the
daylight and in public”(Zahn). Paul is not saying:
“Be justiﬁed l" or: “Take the Lord Jesus Christ for
your justiﬁcation !” but: “Be sanctiﬁed!”
“Take
Christ for your sanctiﬁcation!” We need not say how
dangerous it is to confuse these two even by misunderstanding a metaphor. ’EvSﬁw is not conﬁned to garments. The Swan are utensils, equipment, weapons;

in Eph. 6:13, Paul uses amadﬁm, “take up” the
wamAZav. The fact that “the Lord Jesus Christ” is
used after this same verb “draw on for yourselves”
plainly indicates that he is the embodiment of our
weapons, our full panoply. As for being naked or only
half-dressed in daylight and in public, this idea confuses
“the day” with “as in daytime."
The last admonition must necessarily lose much in
translation, for we cannot place the genitive ﬁrst and.
the phrase last as the Greek does and obtain an emphasis on both; nor can we get the same effect as the
Greek does with its use of the article and its absence
of the article. “And for the ﬂesh (the body we all
have, through which so much sin tries to invade us,
objective genitive), any forethought (you may take, no
article), do not be making it for yourselves (durative

and middle: making it at any time) for (anything in
the way of) lusts (etc, for the purpose of lusts of any
kind and for lusts as the result) ." Any forethought
we may take in providing for our bodies and their
needs is never to be of such a nature that any lusts are

stirred up or satisﬁed.
Paul does not tell us to exercise forethought for our
bodies; that is a natural instinct. All false asceticism

is foreign to the Scriptures as is all derogation of the
body as something to be despised, as though the sooner
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we are rid of it, the better. But in this life the body
is so responsive to sin; read 6:12, etc., also 7:23, etc.,
regarding the bodily members. Even clothing, food
and drink, a house and home may stir up lusts; the
bodily senses so easily inﬂame lusts. Here lies the
danger, and Paul points it out. When “the day” comes
and ushers in Christ's Parousia, our vile bodies will be
made like his glorious body, and all contamination by

way of the body will be forever removed.
0n “lusts" see 6:13.

“Flesh" is used as it is in

Gal. 2 :20: “What I now live in flesh,” i. e., in body and
in bodily existence.

The word is not to be understood

in its ethical, derived sense: our corrupt nature, as
some would understand it here. Yet “ﬂesh" in the
sense of “body” is our “mortal body" (6:12) with its

weakness since the fall, with its proneness to sin. This
thought sufﬁces here.

CHAPTER XIV
The Strong Christian and the Weak
(Adiaphora), l4:1-15:13
Justiﬁcation by faith enables the Christian to take

the correct view of all adiaphora. It leads him to treat
the overscrupulous and thus weak brother with help-

ful forbearance; and it leads the weak brother to refrain from judging harshly the well-informed stronger
brother. Through this effect justiﬁcation by faith
creates harmony and unity among believers.
The
value of this section for .all time is thus apparent.

In connection with previous sections of this epistle
we have noted the fruitlessness of efforts to discover
special local reasons in the Roman congregation that

prompted Paul to write those sections and to write
them as he did. This ﬁnal section differs in this
respect from the rest of the epistle— it treats of difﬁculties that were actually found in Rome, friction
between strong and weak members that was induced

by the peculiar scrupulosity of the latter.

Paul treats

the matter at length by applying the principles that
lie in the doctrine of justiﬁcation by faith.
We see

that he is adequately informed on the difﬁculties themselves, for he states just what they are. Although he
had never been in Rome, the personal greetings he
sends in chapter 16 reveal how many friends who were

personally known to him he had at Rome who were
channels a plenty for abundant knowledge of things
Roman.
It is worth noting that Paul found this the only
local topic that called for a special treatment. The
congregation at Rome was thus free from disturbance
beyond the slight friction indicated. That was a
(811)
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blessed condition, indeed. The congregation in Ephesus is comparable. To this church Paul also writes on
a great doctrinal subject and adds not a single local
matter. The difﬁculties in regard to scrupulosity were
slight in Rome as we gather from the tone of Paul’s
discussion. He treats the general subject rather than

any painfulness of friction that had developed. For
one thing, we get no hint of anything resembling party
divisions. Overly scrupulous members may appear in
any congregation.

Paul seems to welcome a presenta-

tion of the general subject and uses the mild occurrence
at Rome as an opportunity for treating it with quiet
instruction.
The effort to attribute the scrupulosity here discussed to the Jewish Christians in Rome is unsatisfactory. The most rigorous Jews never forbade the use
of meat and of wine as such but only of meat and of
wine that had been prepared by pagan hands. They
freely used kosher meat and wine made by Jews.
There were a few pagan vegetarians, but none of them
abstained from the use of wine. The manner in which
Paul speaks of esteeming days bars out Judaistic pretensions regarding the Sabbath and Jewish festivals,
contentions such as those referred to in Co]. 2 :16. In
fact, the scrupulous Christians we meet here were not
legalistic, not J udaizers, not men who confused law
and gospel. Against such men Paul always used his

heaviest artillery for the reason that these were the
most dangerous enemies of the church.

This type of

fanatic was also arrogant to a degree; no rebuke
against arrogance appears in Paul’s words. Outside
sources are not helpful for determining anything about
these weak brethren. What Paul says of them is all
that we know and, in fact, is quite enough.
They Were weak because they did not yet make the

full deductions from the gospel of justiﬁcation by
faith. In their effort to be scrupulous their weakness
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made them overly scrupulous in several directions.
This caused a double danger: other Christians might
grow impatient with them, and they themselves might
start to judge the others. Harmony and unity would

be disturbed. Paul shows What a mistake this would
be. He does not, however, fall into the error of making
the weakness of the weak the criterion and principle
for the church. Paul refuses to reduce the strong to
the level of the weak. The weak ought to grow strong.
The way to make them strong is not to offend them,

nor to contend with them in debate; but to show
them forbearance and loving consideration, thereby
enabling the weak to build up their strength. As far
as a difference between Jewish and Gentile Christians
played into the question, Christ was the minister of
both for hope, joy, and peace in believing and in the
power of the Spirit. The entire section breathes the
ﬁnest spirit of true Christian ethics in its application
to congregational life. All cannot at once rise to full
strength; loving helpfulness will enable the weak to
gain the strength they need and in the meanwhile
shield them from harm.
1) Some ﬁnd a transitional thought in 13:14.
Paul often moves from one subject to another by
means of a transition; but he often simply turns from
one subject to the next without a bridge of thought.
That is the case here.

Now (transitional 8E) him

who continues to be weak as to the faith keep
receiving unto yourselves, not (however) for disputation: on opinions.

The new subject is at once broached: what to do
with a fellow Christian who is still in a weak condition in regard to the faith (dative of relation). The
substantivized participle brings out the condition of

this person even better than the adjective would; this
condition is also not viewed as being ﬁxed or permanent. Here “the faith" might mean “his faith,” but
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we attain a more adequate sense when we understand
it is a reference to the objective Christian faith. It is
in the apprehension of what Christian doctrine in—
volves in regard to food, observance of days, etc., that
the weakness here referred to consists and not in the
small degree of strength of conﬁdence in the heart.
“Keep receiving to yourselves," or, “keep taking to
yourselves” (middle), is iterative and can thus scarcely refer to one who is already a member of the Roman
congregation; for to all such the fellowship of the congregation was open from the very beginning of their
membership, and their being weak or strong made no
difference. “Take to yourselves" bids the entire congregation receive into membership anyone who, on
coming to them, may prove still to be weak as to the
faith. The iterative present is used to indicate any

time that such a case may present itself. The weak
person is not to be put off until he becomes strong;
the best place to become strong is in the fellowship
of the strong.

One gathers that such cases occurred

in Rome occasionally, weak Christians moved to the
capital city and presented themselves for membership.
We ought not to read too much into Paul’s words.
When he says, “keep taking them to yourselves,” he
does not mean that this had not been done but rather
that it had been, and that it was entirely right and
proper that the congregation should continue in this

proper course.
“Not for disputation on opinions" adds a restriction. Zeal for removing the weakness of such a new
member is not to take this course, which, instead of

gaining its laudable end, would in most cases only
defeat itself. Amxpicms might be derived from atuxpivuv,
“to distinguish” or examine, or from Smxpt’rwoat, “to

doubt” or waver between two opinions, “to dispute,”
put one opinion against another.
The context must
decide; here it favors the latter meaning. The gene-
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tive Sta/\oytoptﬁv is objective, “on thoughts" or “on
opinions.” This word is used in the New Testament
with reference to wrong or mistaken notions. So the

sense is: receive such a Christian, but not in order to
start disputes with him on the faulty notions that cause
his weakness. Arguing with him is not the best means

for removing another person’s weakness.
The idea is not that the strong and intelligent are
never to voice their proper convictions; Paul himself
does this in v. 14, although he does not do so because
he is disputing. The strong, too, need to be con-

ﬁrmed and upheld lest they themselves become uncertain and weak. The problem of the strong and the
weak is a delicate problem. It would be quite simple
if it were merely a case of true and false, right and

wrong; it is not such a case and must not be treated
as such. To do so would be worse than weakness on
the part of the strong. Argument as a means to an
end has its decided limitations.
2)

Paul states the kind of weakness he has in

mind.

The one has the conﬁdence to eat everything

(in the way of food) ; the other who is weak eats
vegetables (only). Paul merely individualizes.
To
speak of “a party of vegetarians in the Roman congregation” is exaggeration. L. presents the available
data on abstinence from meat and from wine found
scattered in the early literature, and also he comes
to the conclusion that the weakness which Paul discusses cannot be traced to any existing sect or even

to any special inﬂuence, either pagan or Jewish.

In

addition one must note that the excerpts quote] by L.

and others are in good part dated after Paul’s time.
The most we can say is that a few believers felt that,
in view of the excesses in gluttonous feasting and

drunkenness found all around them in the pagan world,
it was best to refrain from eating or drinking wine
in order to keep themselves safe in holy living. They
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were not legalists who had false doctrinal views, made
no demands on others, started no so-called reforms,
segregated themselves into no party. If they had done
so, Paul would have treated them in a different
fashion.
They were actually only weak, and only
a few of them were found in Rome.
In turret?“ there lies the conviction and the conﬁdence which prompt one to corresponding action; the
aorist ¢ay¢iv is constative. "o: ps'v is demonstrative, “the
one,” and is followed by 6 86 (net 69) because the participle is to be substantivized, “the other who,” etc.
I Tim. 4 :4: “Every creature of God is good, and nothing to be refused, if it be received with thanksgiving:
for it is. sanctiﬁed by the Word of God and prayer."
Now there is no commandment that one must eat or
must use this and that! Everyone is free in this
respect, and he may even have most excellent reasons
for avoiding certain food and certain drink —-medical

advice for instance. This is the ﬁeld of the adiaphora,
liberty to use or not to use, although we should always
have adequate reasons for either.

The weakness con-

sists in undue timidity, overscrupulosity.
3) Paul warns against the two dangers that are
apt to arise when the strong and the weak come into
personal contact. In the congregation this would
happen when the agape is being observed.

He who

eats let him not set at nought him who does not eat;
and he who does not eat let him not judge him who
eats.

Paul speaks only of individuals and not of clashing
parties. The present imperatives are designed for individual cases such as may occur now and then. The
one who eats any kind of food may aim a thrust at

the one who eats no meat, regard him as nothing,_
mock or despise him. Such conduct would be a grave
sin against brotherly love.

This is the very thing the

strong believer is liable to do to the weaker believer.
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It may be due to thoughtlessness, it is often due to
something worse.
On the other hand, he who is weak and narrow
in his views of gospel liberty may judge the other who
knows what that liberty is and uses it freely. Paul
does not say xaraxpivew, “condemn,” but Kpivav, judge,

for only passing some criticism or other is meant. The
thought that either provokes the other is not included;
for that would be only an aggravation. Paul keeps to
the main point and omits additions. The fault of the
weak would be as great as the fault of the strong, again
a sin against brotherly love.
These are the imminent dangers to be avoided.
This is not the way in which the strong and the weak

should react. Sad disruption would be the result. Both
the strong and the weak would become worse than

weak. When the one seeks to harm the other, each
would ‘sadly harm also himself.
Paul deals ﬁrst with the weak, who would voice
himself strongly in criticism against the strong: for
God did receive him for himself as Paul just bade
all the strong to receive the weak. Here it again ap-

pears that the weak person is an individual believer
who, on coming to Rome; has sought admission into
the congregation.

He has joined the congregation in

order to be one of God’s people, has joined them as people whom God has received and taken for his own (we

use the perfect, the Greek uses the aorist).

Will this

weak Christian pass judgment on the essentials which

God requires for receiving people and constituting
them a Christian congregation? will he do that after
he himself has joined such a congregation? yea, after
that congregation is hidden by Paul to receive one who

is still as weak as this critic is? Does he require more
than God requires? Will he not have to answer to
God for that? answer as well as the congregation if it,
because of his weakness, had not received him? Also,
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is this critic’s weakness to establish the standard for
the strength to which the church should rise?
4) But Paul is not through. Thou, who art
than that judgest another’s household servant? To
his own lord (alone) he stands or falls. But he will
be made to stand, for the Lord is able to make him
stand.

This is sharp rebuke. It is presumptuous when a
weak brother sets himself up as if he were the one who
is really strong, yea, as if he were the real master in
the Lord’s house. Even the beginning of such an attitude must be corrected without mincing of words.
Paul is just as alive to the opposite danger and
also corrects that. Yet the paradox remains: the
weak often do more harm in the church than the
strong.

The term olxz'rqc is well chosen: a servant in the
master’s own house, belonging to his immediate family,
thus in personal contact with his master. Whose business is it to pass any kind of judgment, either favorable or unfavorable, upon such a servant? Certainly
the master’s alone. “To his own Lord, (dativus' commodi), to him alone, he stands or falls,” stands as
being approved in his position, or falls by losing his
position. We see no reason for dropping the idea of
judgment: stands or falls as his master may judge,
and substituting the idea of continuing or failing to
continue in service that is advantageous to his lord.
The reason assigned for this change, that it is more

suitable to the following, rests on misunderstanding.
We must, of course, distinguish in our criticism. It
is not presumption but the very best service we can
render each other to point out each other’s deviations
from the Master’s will and his Word and to remind
each other what his will and his Word really require.
It is an entirely different matter and the height of presumptuousness to go beyond this and to judge another

Romans 14:4
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where the Lord has laid down no requirements, mis-

read his Word as if he. had, or just to add requirements
we deem excellent. It is again paradoxical: the tyranny of the weak often exceeds the tyranny of the strong.

But not for one moment is it an undecided question whether the strong will stand in the Lord’s j udgment—now turning from any “lord” to Christ, one
divine “Lord.”
Let no weak brother harbor wrong,
secret expectations on that point even if he maintains
silence as to criticism. Most positively the strong
“shall be made to stand,” passive, by the Lord himself. Does anyone foolishly imagine that the strength
of the strong will prove a hindrance to the Lord’s mak-

ing him stand? “Able is the Lord to make him stand."
Does anyone imagine that the Lord needs the assistance of the weak for making the strong stand? He
may use the strong to keep the weak from falling; he
surely could not do the reverse. Paul is careful to use

the passive and then to name the agent, the Lord.
While he is disposing of the weak he keeps an eye on
the strong who, while they are strong through the
Lord’s grace, are ever to remember that “with might
of ours here naught is done,” that trust in one’s
own strength is the most dangerous weakness. All
the strong remain so and thus stand by the Lord’s

grace alone.
Award, “has pOWer,’ I refers to the power of grace,
the Silvana; of the gospel (1 :16), and not to omnipotence.
Liberty is beset with its own perils, and Paul is fully
conscious of them. But Christian liberty is never to
be rejected because there are perils attached to its exercise.
Paul has the fullest assurance that, through
Christ’s grace, it will, indeed, succeed. When the Lord
gave us this gospel liberty he made no mistake that
must now be corrected by weak brethren and by their
advice regarding what not to eat and to drink. For
the weak the question is not whether the strong may
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fall but whether they, the weak, will be able to stand.
If they regard their weakness as strength, this may
prevent the Lord’s strength from becoming their reliance. Their weakness is not the ideal for the weak
or for the strong.

If such an ideal Were attained, one

would have 'to tremble lest the whole church fall. The
true ideal is “to be strong in the Lord and in the power
of his migh " (Eph. 6:10), to make all the weak strong,
and in that strength to use our God-given liberty and
all other blessings and gifts.
5) Instead of the strong despising the weak,
and the weak criticizing the strong, and each hurting
the other, what is the proper‘course with regard to
all adiaphora?
Let each man, ﬁrst of all, look to
himself and to the Lord. When Paul states this he
introduces another adiaphoron and so broadens the
subject.
The one judge: one day as above another; the

other judges every day alike.
aured in his own mind.

Let each one be as-

He who minds the day, to

the Lord he minds; and he who eats, to the Lord he
eats, for to God he gives thanks; and he who does
not eat, to the Lord he does not eat and gives thanks
to God.
In regard to any adiaphoron the ﬁrstand essential
thing is that each, in his own mind, consider the Lord,
Note that the double statement about days is formulated like the one about food (v. 2). Even the thought
is similar, save that it is stated in reverse order.

One

eats all food and prizes all of it equally highly, while
another eats one kind of food and prizes it higher
than the other kind.

This is also true with regard to

days, one judges one day as being better than another,
while the other judges every day to be equally high
and excellent.

As with food, so with days: the one

thinks certain food and certain days to be beneath
others, while the other thinks all food and all days
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to be as high. as the ﬁrst man thinks only some food
and some days are.
It is apparent where the weakness lies; it is in him who regards some food and some
days beneath other food and other days.
We have the idiomatic use of napd: to judge a day

“beside" a day, in comparison with, making a difference, placing one day below or above another. So
also “to judge every day” means to put every day on
the same high plane. What the ﬁrst judges only regarding a certain day, the second judges regarding
every day.

We see no reason for refusing to assume that the
distinction here touched upon refers to the Jewish Sabbath. What other day would any Roman Christian
judge to be above other days? That self-chosen days
are referred to is scarcely to be assumed. It is not
difﬁcult to see that a few Jewish Christians, some of
them who perhaps came from the old mother church
in Jerusalem, still clung to the Sabbath much as the
Christians did after Pentecost. This does not imply
that they insisted on this day or on any legal observ-

ance but only that they closed their shop or their
store, ceased work, and kept theday holy.

We see

that Paul mentions this adiaphoristic practice only
incidentally, only as an addition to the question regarding food. From this it is safe to conclude that only
very few followed this practice and that they did it

quietly and caused no friction whatever. Yet it lay on
the same level as the question regarding food.

It is to be noted that Paul has no admonition regarding this adiaphoron about days as he has about
food in v. 2. This was an adiaphoron regarding which
no one looked down on another or, on the other hand,
criticized another. All that Paul needs to say is that
“each one should be assured in his own mind." ~ This
does not, of course, mean that each one should be
assured that he is right and the other wrong, and that
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each should then honor the conviction of the other.
That would be indiﬁ‘erent tolerance as it is practiced
by the world. No apostle eyer placed right and wrong
side by side and preached tolerance.
“Assured in his own mind” means: convinced that
the course adopted is best for himself, convinced thus
without even in his own mind casting a reﬂection
on the other. It is fair to conclude that this was done
in Rome regarding the question as to days. Nobody
thought anything about it when here and there a
member closed his shop or store and discontinued work
on Saturday; it was his privilege to do so. And those
who did so cast no reﬂection on the rest, knowing that
it was their privilege to treat Saturday like any other
day of the week. The same practice should have prevailed with regard to the question concerning food but
unfortunately did not.
6) We now see why Paul introduces the question
regarding days and combines it with the question regarding food. “He who minds the day” by followingthe right motive in his own mind and conviction, -“to
the Lord he minds it." He thinks only of the Lord
and casts no reﬂection on others because he knows that
they, too, are most earnestly devoted to the Lord. That
is the way in which to treat an adiaphoron. It is
never an issue. The addition: “and he that regardeth
not the day," etc., (A. V.), lacks sufﬁcient textual
authority.
Paul continues: “and he who eats" meat as well as
vegetables, “to the Lord he eats, for to God he gives
thanks,” in this way showing that he eats to the Lord,

for not what he puts into his mouth is the essential
thing, but what comes out of his mouth (Matt. 15:11),
the proper thanksgiving for all food. Again: “and
he who does not eat” meat but only vegetables, “to the
Lord he does not eat and” for what he does eat "gives
thanks to God" exactly as the other. But we must
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note that Paul does not say of this brother that he
gives thanks for not eating meat: “God, I thank thee
that I am not as other men are; I fast twice in the
week” (I abstain from meat) ! Luke 18:11, etc. Such
giving of thanks would, of course, be an abomination.

Note that the emphasis is on the three Kupllty (minus
the article: Yahweh, God) and on the tw0 n; Gag).
This, Paul would say, is the right attitude and the
right way: each “in his own mind” concerned about
God and no “setting at nought,” no “judging” another (v. 3).
Paul says nothing more on the question regarding

days.

Already in Jerusalem at the very beginning of

the Christian Era the apostles selected Sunday as
a day of worship. Saturday was gradually dropped.
There was never a legislation regarding the whole

matter.

All was done in Christian liberty with an

eye “to the Lord." Some Jewish Christians, who felt
attached to Saturday, showed that attachment for

years; Rome, it seems, still had a few of these. In
this spirit of liberty we still observe Sunday, not as
being commanded, but as serving our need for regular
public worship. Legalistic ideas are still projected
into Sunday; the worst feature about them is not that

they center upon Sunday but that they are legalistic
evidence of a spirit that is totally foreign to Christ,
to the apostles, and to the Christian Church. Read
the Augsburg Confession, Article 28, § 53, etc., C.
Tr. 91, etc.; the author’s The Active Church Member,
161, etc.
7)
These emphatic datives “to the Lord,” “to
God” apply to the question regarding days and to
the question regarding food only because they apply
to the Christian’s whole life and to his death.
For
none of us lives to himself, and none dies to himself.
For both when we live, to the Lord we live;

and when we die, to the Lord we die.

Both, then,
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when we live, and when we die, we are the Lord’s.
For, for this Christ died and became alive that of

both dead and living he might become lord.
Paul is speaking only of us Christians: “none of
us,” i. e., believers, whether strong or weak. He is
not speaking of the Lord’s power and his providence
as these let us live and die as, when, and how he wills.

He is also not saying that our living and our dying
affect not only ourselves but also our brethren and
other men.

These datives “to himself”—

“to the

Lord” are like those occuring in v. 6, all are equally
emphatic, all denote subjective and personal relation.
The contrast is between “to himself” and “to the
Lord.”
Not a single believer lives “to himself," and he
does not even die "to himself,” for we are not our
own, we have been bought with a price (I Cor. 6:19,
20). None of us who is a true Christian, whether we
are weak or strong regarding adiaphora, lives or dies
except as an mamas ozxémc, “another’s household
servant.” All our service is not for ourselves as
though we were our own masters. Our love, desire,
honor are directed toward Another. We have given
up living according to our own blind notions and
foolish desires.
As for our dying, we have given up the idea of
concluding our lives in the blind and foolish way in
which so many others are content to pass into eternity.
Our death is, indeed, not in our hands; God ﬁxes its
time and its manner. Paul is not speaking of this
but of how, when we are dying, we turn our souls
to Christ, commend ourselves to him, and die in the
faith that is faithful unto death. When we use this
as a funeral text we should not alter the sense and
have it mean that our life and our death,.the way
in which we live and die, has a strong inﬂuence upon
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What Paul says goes much deeper and is

richer in every way.
Since our whole life and even our death look not to
ourselves but to the Lord, can we think of making an
exception in the case of adiapho'ra', unessentials, such
as the food one eats or does not eat? That would in-

deed be the height of folly. See how Paul here lifts
all of his readers to the highest level and to a broad,
true vision of themselves and of their relation to the
Lord. See, too, how here, as so often when he would
solve some small question, he offers the solution that
lies in the vast fundamentals. He takes it out of the
little, ill-lighted room where one can hardly see it
aright into the full sunlight of gospel truth, and the
little difﬁculty disappears.
8) We twice have n’ -— 11', “both — and,” and the
aim, clauses introduce a condition of expectancy. Both
when we live, to the Lord we live; and when we die, to
the Lord we die—mind, soul, spirit are directed to him,
the body and every member are turned to him, even

the little adiaphora are used for him.

And this our

personal, subjective attitude expresses only the fact

that “both when we live and when we die we are
the Lord’s."

“Accordingly," 05v, means that, when we

so live and die to the Lord, we are indeed his. To be
his, wholly his, is our joy and blessedness, our purpose and intent. “We are the Lord’s” is objective, the
great fact that motivates us in life and in death. Here

Paul uses the articulated n5 Kupr’cy and mi Kupiou because
Christ is referred to.

Some reduce the force of v.'7, 8 to responsibility:
in living and in'dying we are not responsible to our-

selves but to the Lord because we belong to him. To
obtain that sense Some; should have been used instead
of akin]: in v. 4; and that sense takes all the sweet-

ness and the joy out of Paul’s words.

We see, too,
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why Paul adds dying to living in this connection where
the question was one only regarding meat and vegetables. This little life, in which such little questions
come up, will soon end. Who of us wants it to end
except by dying to the Lord as the Lord’s. When they
are placed in the light of our end, so many things
shrivel into the trivialities they really are.
9) Another “for” explains and throws light upon
these datives “to the Lord” and upon this genitive “the
Lord’s.” It was for this very reason that Christ died
and became alive “that of both dead and living he
might become lord" (xupzcﬁay). The Iva clause of purpose is appositional to (is 701710. “Died and became.
alive” indicate the momentary acts that constitute
death and return to life. The two belong together;
Christ became lord by means of both and did not
become lord of the dead by his death and lord of the
living by his return to life.

The combination of terms

is merely formal; and the order “of both dead and
living” intends to match “Christ died and became
alive.” The reading: “Christ both died and rose and
revived” (A. V.), and several other variants, are
efforts to make clear the original reading; but they lack
sufﬁcient textual authority.

“Became alive" refers to the ﬁrst, moment when the
soul returned and animated the body’in the tomb. This
is generally called the viviﬁcation. Instantly Christ
left the closed tomb, made the timeless, triumphant
descent into hell, and then appeared again and again
to his chosen witnesses. One may call the viviﬁcation alone the resurrection, but when we speak of the
resurrection we commonly include the appearances.
The Show cannot refer to the earthly life of Christ
prior to his death. There is no reason for speaking
of that here, especially with the strangely reversed
order “he died and lived.”

It is current thought in

the Scriptures to connect his death and his resurreco
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tion with his rule as lord; 6:9, 10; 8:34; Phil. 2:8,
etc.; Luke 24:26; Matt. 28:18.

The verb means, “to

be lord and to rule as lord,” xupmﬁw matching 6 Kﬁpm.
Paul here develops what he touches upon in v. 4 with
the expression “another’s household servant." He who
died and came to life was thereby made “both Lord
and Christ” (Acts 2:36). His ruling as lord is
evidenced in grace and in glory: “that I may be his
own, and live under him in his kingdom, and serve
him in everlasting righteousness, innocence, and

blessedness, even as he is risen from the dead, lives
and reigns to all eternity," Luther. Thus “to the
Lord” we live and “to the Lord” we die, we are his
own in his blessed household whether we are “dead” or

still “living.”

We are happy here while living “to

him” in this earthly life, still happier as dead “to
him,” when the soul enters the “gain” (Phil. 1:21)
of living with him in glory.
In the Communion
Service, American Lutheran Hymnal 60, Rom. 14:8, 9
furnish the words: “Lord Jesus! thou hast bought
us: to thee will we live, to thee will we die, and thine
will we be forever !” Also the prayer: Herr Jesu, divleb’ ich; Herr Jesu, dir sterb’ ich,‘ Herr Jesu, dein bin
ich, tot and lebendig.
10)
Living and dying to the Lord and being his
belong to the idea of grace which lies in the soteriological term “Lord,” which is evidenced also by his
dying and his rising for us in order to rule over us
with grace and glory.
But this “Lord” is also to be
our Judge, and the very thought of our dying and
being dead contains the other thought about our
ﬁnal judgment, which Paul also touched upon in v. 4
when he asked about judging another’s household
servant, and when he said that such a servant stands
or falls to his own lord.
It is this that Paul now
elaborates.
He reverts to verse 3 with the pointed
questions:
But thou, why dost thou judge thy
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brother? or also thou, why dost thou set at nought
thy brother? You two, the weak and the strong,
who are actually brothers, for both of whom Christ
died and arose, both of whom ought to live and to die
not unto themselves —— what reason that comports with
what you thus are can justify your action toward each
other? Do you forget that each of you stands and
falls only to his Lord (v. 3) ; that he is the one Judge
who passes judgment on his servants; and that one
servant is not to pass judgment on his fellow servants?
Both questions are rhetorical; both bring home the
wrong action; each leaves the brother addressed without an answer.

For we all shall stand at the judgment seat of
God. For this reason Paul asks the two questions,
and for this reason they are so serious, for this reason
the ﬁrst question should stop the weak from judging
the strong regarding an adiaphoron, and the second
question should stopthe strong from setting at nought
the weak because of an adiaphoron. For each would
be asked this question at the judgment, and neither
could then give an answer even as he cannot now give
one. The time to ask such pertinent questions is
now, and one should not wait until it is too late. Let
these questions remove the ﬂaws from our conduct
while they can yet be removed, which must be done
before we are dead. If we have been guilty, now is
the time to repent and to amend. The middle of this

verb is intransitive.

Bﬁpa is the platform on which

the chair of the judge rests.
The correct reading
is “the judgment seat of God.” This is changed by
a few texts to “of Christ" (A. V.). This is unnecessary, for the constant teaching of the Scripture is
that God shall execute the judgment through Christ
(John 5:22).
11) The citation from Isa. 45:23 is intended not
so much as proof for the ﬁnal judgment, since no
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Christian needed such proof, but as marking the
solemn weight of what Paul here says about it in his
admonition. The citation is also not a direct statement which announces the ﬁnal judgment; it is much
more. While it involves the judgment, it declares that
everyone who is judged will confess God, i. e., approve
his verdict, even the verdict which each receives for
himself.
For it has been written (and is on record for all
time) :
As I live, declares the Lord, to me every knee
shall bow,
And every tongue shall confess in regard to
God.
“Declares the Lord" is Paul’s insertion, for this is
necessary in order to identify the speaker. Here, as
in v. 6, Kﬁpm without the article: Yahweh. In the
Hebrew and in the LXX the votary formula is longer:

“I have sworn by myself; the word is gone out of my
mouth in righteousness and shall not return.” Paul
replaces this with the brief votary formula which is
otherwise used by God: to éyé, followed by 311.: “as
I live," i. e., so surely shall what I say come to pass.
God’s oath of assurance can be uttered by naming no
one higher than himself.

In the formula, “as I live,”

subject and verb are reversed in the Greek and both
are made emphatic, and “live” is not mere existence

but the vita. which is activity, action, and thus vital
divine power.
In Isaiah’s words “to me”=to me alone and to
no idol gods. The two subjects of the two clauses are
placed chiastically so as to bring them together: verb
—every knee, and every tongue—verb. In neither
Isaiah nor here nor in Phil. 2:10, 11 (a most pertinent parallel) are “every knee and every tongue" re-
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stricted to the godly.
Paul cites the passage here
where he speaks only of Christians; but that means
that what the Lord says about every person applies
also to every Christian. To bend the knee for God and
to confess for him signify only that at the time of the
last judgment all men shall acknowledge God as God;
in more detail, “that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory
of God the Father,” Phil. 2:11.
The Hebrew has “shall swear,” the LXX adds the
accusative, “with respect to God,” which merely interprets the Hebrew. Paul also translates the Hebrew
interpretatively: “shall confess in reference to God."
Some regard the dative which is used here as the object, and because it is regularly followed by the accusative, they change the meaning of the verb to “shall

give praise to God” (R. W. P.) . But it is plain that the
two datives are here alike. They are not objects:
{poi—n; 0:93, but datives of respect: bow the knee
with respect to me—confess (make out-and-out

acknowledgment) with respect to God.

In the ﬁnal

judgment every human being shall by act and by
word signify with respect to God that he alone
is God.

They shall do this even as each receives his ﬁnal
verdict from God. The implication is that, by doing
this, every man shall signify that the verdict pronounced on him is true and just in every way. That
explains the Hebrew that every tongue “shall swear”;
the signiﬁcant statement and the act shall take place
in the very presence of the august God and shall
thus in reality be a sworn oath. For an oath is
a declaration that is made as being in the very
presence of God.
12) What this means for the Christian is briefIy indicated:
So, then, everyone of as shall give
account concerning himself to God. See 5:18 on
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Paul’s qu aim. The thought is not that each of us
is to give account only for himself and not for his
brother; or that we have no business to interfere since

God, the most competent Judge, will attend to judging
our brother. These are not the points suggested, but
the fact that each of us will have to give an account

as to how he on his part acted

toward his brother,

i. e., will have to give account for setting his weak
brother at nought or for having judged his strong
brother—in either case, with respect to adiaphora.
These adiaphora are in themselves innocent and harm-

less and remain so when in Christian love for each
other we let them alone; but they become serious when

we as strong or as weak brethren do what v. 3 states
and forget love to each other.
This seriousness Paul
points out. What shall we say when at the judgment

God asks us questions such as those stated in v. 10.
“To give” and “to ask” Aéyov, “word" = to give or to
ask “account,” “reckoning” (Matt. 12:36; Luke 16:2;

Acts 19:40).
13)
In v. 1-12 both strong and weak are considered together, but the correction is intended chief—
ly for the latter who, because they judge others, are
pointed to God’s judgment seat.
The former are
involved to the extent that their setting the weak at
nought also constitutes a judging. Now Paul instructs and directs the strong as to their conduct toward the weak. No longer, therefore, let us be judging each other, namely in regard to adiaphora which
God has neither commanded nor forbidden but left to
the decisions of love. This is the durative present
hortative subjunctive: be judging at any time. Paul
includes himself; he includes all his readers. This

does not imply that he and they have hitherto sinned
in this respect; exhortations against wrong are in place
for all of us, even for the best of us, if for no other
reason then at least that we may keep on avoiding the
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wrong. Recall the words of Jesus as recorded in Matt.
7 :1-5.
It is important to note that “each other" denotes
persons. While the whole discussion centers about
adiaphora in which we are not to judge each other, we
are really not to judge either persons or anything else
in any matter but ever only to abide by the judgments
which God has pronounced or will yet pronounce. A
person was once asked: “You would not damn a Jew,
would you!" He answered rightly: “No, Jesus has
done that in the case of every unbelieving Jew in Mark
16:16. All we can do is to echo his judgments." So
Paul did in I Cor. 5:3-5. Jesus himself said, “As I
hear, I judge,” John 5 :30.
In this sense Paul adds: but rather make this
your judgment, not to place a stumbling block or a
deathtrap for your brother. Here the aorist imperative Kpt'va're is used: once for all declare this as your
judgment. One act, ﬁnal and permanent, is referred
to. The aorist is more peremptory than the preceding
present subjunctive. Paul does not include himself,
because he had long ago made this decision for himself.
He says this to all the Romans, for he does not know
how many have not as yet made this decision or have
not as \yet made it solidly enough. This is a verdict
they are to pronounce for themselves. The inﬁnitive
clause is made a substantive by mi and is in apposition
1'0 701370 (R. 1078)

The words wpdoxomsa and (IKdVSquv do not have the

same force, they are not two words to express the
same idea. Hpo’o‘xoppa means “stumbling block,” not
a block but the result (-110. sufﬁx, R. 151) of striking
against one: an actual stumbling, one that upsets one,
makes him fall and hurt himself. On axdvsam see
11:9: the trigger that springs a deadly trap and thus
the word for a deathtrap. The difference is important,
for one may rise and recover from a stumbling, but to

Romans 14:13, 1!,
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spring that trap trigger involves being killed. Both
terms are, of course, used metaphorically, but in the
sense and with the difference indicated. Our resolve
must stand: never to hurt our brother spiritually nor
— which is much worse—to kill him spiritually. The
trouble is that, when we offend a weak brother, we can
never tell in advance whether he will be only injured
or will be destroyed. The idea that stumbling may be

caused the strong by the weak while deadly entrapment
would be caused the weak by the strong, is rather
strange, for Paul is now addressing only the strong.
14)
He agrees with them in regard to the adiaphora and the question regarding food.
I know
and have been persuaded in the Lord Jesus that
nothing is unclean through itself; only for him who

reckons something to be unclean, (only) for him is it
unclean.

Paul speaks for himself without arrogance and
states the fact, which he, of course, wants the weak as
well as the strong in Rome to know. But note the ab-

sence of an MS; he does not place himself into contrast with anybody by saying: “I for my part,” “I
as far as I am concerned.” No; in gentle fashion he
would lead all to say what he here says regarding himself. It is really not a matter of faith, this question
about food and other adiaphora; it is a matter of

knowledge:

“I know,” Paul says. And he states how

he knows: “and have been persuaded (and so now
have the persuasion or conviction) in connection with

the Lord Jesus, that nothing is Kowdv, common, unclean,
or unholy, through itself.” The use of Kowdv does not
justify the conclusion that these scruples were of
Jewish origin, were held by former Jews who thought
that meat was ceremonially unclean and thus conﬁned
themselves to a purely vegetable diet (v. 2) ; for even
the strictest Jews never rejected meat altogether or to
any special degree, they ate all the kosher meat they
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desired, and when they fasted abstained from food as
food and not just from meat.
See 6:11 on the phrase “in Christ." 'Ev means “in
connection with.” Paul’s is not a persuasion which he
has reasoned out for himself, or a conviction which he
has arrived at without special reasoning, or a conclusion that was prompted by his contact with all kinds
of men.

Such are the religious persuasions of many

men.
Paul’s was due to his contact with the Lord
Jesus, and he names him “Lord” because he has said
we live and we die to him and actually are the Lord's
(v. 8). “Lord Jesus” is a name, like “Christ Jesus,”
and thus needs no article. “In Lord Jesus" = in connection with him, the living connection of faith, the

enlightening, convincing, persuading connection of his
Word, see passages such as Matt. 15:11. This convinced Paul that food was altogether an adiaphoron
in the Christian Church, and that a distinction such as
that of “clean” and “unclean,” religiously proper and
improper, was completely abolished as Peter, for instance, had been elaborately taught.
Acts 10 :9-16.
“Through itself” = when the food is the only medium
for our considering and judging it, hence “objectively"
or “in and by itself."

E: m; does not state an exception to the phrase 8"
imam? ; to translate “save” or “except” sounds as though
it does, hence we translate it “only”: “Only for him
who reckons something to be unclean, (only) for that

person is it unclean.” In other words: no uncleanness exists objectively, any uncleanness is subjective,
exists only in the mind of this or that person. The idea
is not that my subjective reckoning in any way makes
anything objectively unclean; no subjective opinion
ever in the least altered an objective fact.

“To that one," meaning to that one alone, brings
out two things: only in his mind — only by a mistake

in his mind.

To say that Paul is broad, liberal, etc.,

Ronwns 14:14, 15
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and that the weak brother is narrow, illiberal, etc., is
to use inadequate and confusing terms, not only regarding adiaphora, but also regarding matters that have
been forever settled by the Lord and by his Word.
Both intend to be only as broad and as narrow as
the Lord is, to whom they live and die, and whose they
are; but Paul exempliﬁes breadth and narrowness as
the Lord actually reveals it, the other man fails because
of weakness and misreckoning, which are, perhaps, due
to ignorance, timidity, faulty reasoning, wrong
opinions of others, and the like. And let us remember
that all of us are liable to such weakness, are often
unconscious of its existence in ourselves, and ever
need the admonition: “Be strong in the Lord !” Eph.
6:10.

15) “For” simply intends to explain more fully and
to do that by exemplifying the very point at issue,
namely the adiaphoron of food. There is not a gap in
the thought; we need supply nothing. With “for" Paul
says: “Let me explain this by using food as the example, the thing of which we are speaking—food
which is really an adiaphoron as the Lord Jesus teaches
but regarding some of which a few brethren still

have scruples.” The explanation 'restricts itself to the
strong and the correctly informed who have a weak
brother beside them and may themselves easily fall
into a serious mistake, not indeed as to Opinions about

food, but as to what they may do to this weak brother.
That he should be fully instructed in a kind and a
helpful way, goes without saying. But what about the
meanwhile? It may take some time to free him from
his unnecessary scruples. In fact, if the strong make
the easy mistake of setting the weak at nought (v. 3
and 10), they will thereby spoil all efforts on their part

to remove those scruples.
For if because of food thy brother is grieved, no
longer art thou walking according to love.

Distin-
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tinguish deials, the act of eating, das Speisen, from
ﬁpépa, food, die Speise. Both “because of food” and
“be grieved” are broad. The former includes anything we say or do in regard to food, which may cause
grief or pain to our weak brother who is still entangled
in his scruples. This grief does not refer back to v.
13b and is not to be identiﬁed with stumbling block
or trap trigger or both, nor should this identiﬁcation
be used to prefer the reading ydp to 8i. Grief is grief,

and Paul has been at pains to show how it is brought
about, namely by setting the weak brother at nought
(v. 3 and 10), by passing invidious remarks, by acting superior, by making sport of him, and the like.
To say nothing of stumbling blocks and deathtraps,

even to grieve a brother, to make him feel bad “on
account of food," a plain adiaphoron, is certainly not
walking according to the norm (mat) of love, «iydm; (see
1:7), the love of right understanding and intelligence
coupled with corresponding purpose.

“Is grieved” is taken to mean “is injured” on the
supposition that the weak brother is induced to eat
food about which he has scruples; but this is probably
not Paul's sense. i’aul covers the whole conduct of
the strong and the whole hurt of the weak, from the
slight and the slur upward to actual injury of conscience and to even the loss of faith. Why not follow
what Paul says, which is so complete in every way, and

be content with his statement?
On the other hand, let not tender brethren misapply

Ka'ﬂ‘z dydvi-qv and make it a sentimental thing that never
grieves anybody and for fear of doing so gives up
the Lord’s own principles and grieves him and all judicious brethren. This is dyti‘m], the love that clearly
understands what it is doing and why it does what it
does.
The love that knows what the Lord’s Word really

says and what it requires for making the weak strong
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never uses food or discussions about food to hurt anybody’s feeling; its own intelligence and purpose forbid such self-defeating folly. It instructs with all
kindliness; it forbears with all gentleness. But when

the weak person starts to judge, to set himself on
the judgment seat, then, since it is no longer a question of food but of presumptuous arrogance, love that
is dydm; will do what Paul does in v. 1-12, it will correct and admonish and will even grieve as Paul grieved
(II Cor. 7:9-11, the very same verb Aumiv), for godly

grief is most blessed whether we be strong or weak.
When R., W. P. says that Paul never “pleads for love
in place of knowledge,” he evidently misunderstands

Paul’s statement. Paul is pleading for true knowledge
according to which genuine love always acts and thus
also attains its intelligent purpose. To set at nought
and thus to grieve is neither knowledge and intelligence

nor is it love.
Paul now considers the other end of the line, the
actual and the complete ruin of a weak brother because of the way in which the strong treat him in regard to the matter of food. There is much between
mere grieving and complete ruining; when Paul
speaks of both, all that lies between them is included.
By means of thy food he not destroying him in whose

behalf Christ died!
It is perhaps unwarranted to identify the grieving
and the destroying and, because the former seems too

slight, to intensify it to injuring which may result
fatally. It is also unlikely to make the destruction
3 possible result of the grief. No; the two are the end
points, and there is a gradation of effects between

them.

“By means of thy food” is the dative of means;

the present imperative, “be not destroying,” includes
everything that would act destructively and not merely

the ﬁnal destruction itself.

Paul does not describe a

certain way by which such destroying proceeds, for
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he wants to include any and all possible ways. Why,
then, limit Paul and say that he refers to only the
one way of making the weak act against his conscience? Are there no other ways that lead to faith's
destruction?

When Paul speaks of destroying he re-

verts to what he means by “deathtrap” in v. 13.
The enormity of such an action is brought out by
the contrast: “by means of food—him in whose be~
half Christ died.” Christ, our Lord, died for this
brother, whom thou art destroying with such a triﬂing
thing as thy food! Paul seems to shrink from the
aorist, from the actual complete destruction of the poor
weak brother’s soul — as if he would not say that
such soul murder were possible among Christians.
Note how he speaks of such bloodguilt in Acts 20:26.
Yes, there is frightful danger for the strong even in
things such as the adiaphora. On fm’p, “in behalf of,"
which in certain connections could not be, “in behalf
of," unless it were, “in the stead of,” see 5 :6, 8.
16) Let not, therefore, your good he blasphemed!
For the kingdom of God is not eating
and drinking but righteousness and peace and
joy in the Holy Spirit.
For he who in this keeps
serving Christ is well-pleasing to God and valuable
to men.

,

Paul reaches out to the damage that may be done
beyond the limits .of the congregation. We may capitalize: “your Good.” In v. 15 the singular “thou” is
the representative singular for the strong who may
forget love and the weak brother’s soul; the plural
“your” Good refers to the entire membership, all of
whom possess this Good. It is not “the good” they
do but the great Good they possess as God’s gift to
them, and in dyaadv there lies the idea of a good that
beneﬁts, blesses. The term is intended to be comprehensive: the great unit Good; hence we do not have
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the plural rd dyuﬁd, which considers the parts. “The
Good” is what Paul and the Romans call it and not
what outsiders call it who are looking only for something in the conduct of Christians whereby to slander
their Good.
When we deﬁne this Good, various descriptions may
be given: the whole Christian faith, our Whole salvation in Christ, the gospel, etc., but scarcely “the kingdom of God” as some suggest when looking at v. 17.
The opinion that “the Good” = your Christian liberty,
is not tenable. Outsiders would not be so speciﬁc, nor
would they see much in that to provoke vicious
language on their part. And the idea that “your”
refers to the strong, and the blasphemy to what the
weak would say about liberty in adiaphora, is still more
unlikely although some propose this view. The context points to outsiders. When Christians are divided
because of eating and drinking and other adiaphora

such as clothing, cut of their hair, etc., outsiders certainly make sport of them and their Christianity, and
these Christians themselves furnish the occasion and
the reason for this. They injure the missionary cause
in their own community. “Blaspheme” is a strong
word and should not be softened; for to speak derisively of any holy matter is to blaspheme.
17) “For” = you must remember. “The kingdom
of God” is one of the supreme concepts of the New
Testament.

See Matt. 3:2; Mark 1:15; Luke 4:43;

John 3:3; many passages in Acts. Here the kingdom
of grace is referred to. The vital thing to be noted
is that earthly concepts of kingdoms do not determine
this divine concept. Those kingdoms make their kings,
who are nothing without them; here the King makes
the kingdom, which is nothing without him. The
kingdom is where the King rules with his grace and
is thus not a nation of people irrespective of him but
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the domain of human souls in which he is present
with his rule of grace. In this sense we pray: “Thy
kingdom come I"
This kingdom most certainly does not consist of
“eating and drinking.” Here we have ﬁpam, the act
(see v. 15, ppépa, food), and also «6m; and they are
the proper terms, for God’s rule in Christ and in
gospel grace does not consist of activities on our part

such as eating and drinking, selecting this or that
food, and the like. As to eating and not eating, the
presence of the kingdom is not dependent on these acts
but on giving thanks to God (v. 6), so that, whether

we eat or drink, or whatever we do, we do all to the
glory of God, I Cor. 10:31. Outward Observances have
too often been made essential parts of Christ’s kingdom rule, but though they are sedulously practiced
they were always a spurious spirituality and not at
all of the kingdom. They were practiced by the weak
in the faith who acted as though they were strong,
yea, as though they were so strong that they could do
some of the ruling in the kingdom.
The two nouns that are denied denote activities
on our part; the three nouns that are afﬁrmed denote
states that are wrought in us by God: “righteousness,
peace, joy in the Holy Spirit." The ﬁrst and fundamental essential is “righteousness,” that State when
God declares us righteous as Paul has unfolded at
length (3:21, etc.), this righteousness being the very
theme of his epistle. Its fruit is “peace" as Paul has
Set forth in 5:1, etc.: “Having, therefore, been
declared righteous, let us have peace with God," etc.
And with both righteousness and peace there goes joy.

the joy that glories on the basis of hope even amid
tribulations (5 :2, 3). Since “righteousness in the Holy
Spirit" is a combination that is never used, it appears
that we must connect only the last noun with the
phrase: “joy in the Holy Spirit.”

Romans 14:17
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“In the Holy Spirit” (proper name, which needs
no article) is exactly like “in Christ Jesus” (6:11),
in both instances ('1' denotes ”in union or in connection with.” That connection is formed when the Holy

Spirit enters our hearts by the Word and by baptism
(6:3). When God in heaven declares the sinner righteous, the Spirit enters that sinner’s heart. No man is
ever justiﬁed without in the same instant being also
regenerated. All three: righteousness, peace, joy, are
to be taken objectively, they are states wrought by

grace: grace declares us righteous in God’s sight, God
is at peace with us, salvation and thus eternal joy are
ours. Where God’s grace works these results, God’s
kingdom is to be found.

They are not separate, so that

one or two could be minus the others. They are a
unit; where one is, the others are also.
We have all three by faith, and thus in and by faith
realize our acquittal and state of acquittal like the

prisoner whose acquittal sets him free; realize that
God is at peace with us and are happy in that peace;
realize our salvation that is present and will last forever and thus rejoice. This is the subjective effect
of objective possession. He who has this grace is in
the kingdom under God’s rule bf glory. Such is the
kingdom which is established wholly by God, is “not
of this world” but “the kingdom of the heavens,” as it
is so often called in Matthew, which comes from God,
from heaven, and is heavenly in its nature.
But we are told: “These words denote not the
relation of the Christian to God, but his life in relation
to others.
Righteousness is not used in its technical
sense of the relation between God and man, but means
righteousness or just dealing; peace is the peace with
one another which should characterize Christians;
joy is the joy which comes from the indwelling
of the Holy Ghost in the community.” Sanday and

Headlam.

The Spirit dwells only in the believing and
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justiﬁed individual and not in the community. This
conception overlooks the fact that this is the kingdom “of God" and thus most emphatically God’s relation to the Christians, and thus their relation to him
which is established by his grace. This conception
which makes God’s kingdom a relation of men to men
is a reduction of the mighty Scriptural view of the
kingdom. One is sorry to ﬁnd it so widespread. It
is the view of modernism, of all those who “work" for
the spreading of the kingdom by establishing a better
social, economic, governmental, personal justice in the
world, by reforms, abolition of wars, and all types
of uplift movements. Men may mend and patch——
Godrknows the world needs it—and the devil ever
keeps tearing new holes to be mended. But all this tinkering and even its best results are not the kingdom of
God, for his kingdom is spiritual, eternal.
18) This second “for” completes the ﬁrst which
occurred in v. 17. First, remember what the kingdom
really is, Paul explains what it is; then remember how
it regulates our conduct, and Paul states just how it
does this and at once adds the result, namely that this
will be the very opposite of furnishing anybody occasion or cause for blaspheming our great and blessed
Good. “He who in this serves Christ” makes the mat;
ter personal and individual and yet, by using the third
person, makes it general for all Christians, weak as
well as strong. “In this” = in what the kingdom of
God really is as just stated, namely not eating and
drinking. but righteousness, peace, and joy in the
Spirit. The singular “in this”=in this as a unit;
Paul does not divide by saying “in those.” “He who
in this keeps serving Christ” certainly refers to the
Christian’s conduct. The right relation to God automatically produces the right conduct. The ﬂesh tries
to hinder this but is daily and more and more effectually overcome. After we have been placed in a
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new relation and ﬁlled with the power of grace
that placed us there we can, indeed, “keep serving
Chris .”
But note 6 Somalia.» and that this word recalls all
that is said in 6:12-23 about presenting ourselves and
our members as SoﬁAot to God after we have been freed
from the dominion of sin and are happy and blessed
slaves of God. Here we have Luther’s “live under
him in his kingdom and serve him,” etc. The participle means, “being a slave and working as a slave.”
The implication is not as it is in Smouezy, rendering
service for Christ, doing as much as we can for him;
but in all that we do having no will of our own, being
directed and controlled only by Christ's will, he being
our Képm, our only Lord and Master. Paul harks back
to v. 4: "another’s household servant”; to v. 6-9: eating, not eating, living, dying “to the Lord," “we are
the Lord’s,” by his death and resurrection he bought

us. How plain is the application in the present connection! It is not acting as Christ's slave, who makes
Christ's will his own, to set at nought a weak fellow
slave or to judge a fellow slave who is stronger than
we are (v. 3 and 10). He who takes all his orders
from his divine Master, who bought us with his bloody
death (5 :8), will not thus obey his ﬂesh.
We thus decline to make “in this” mean, “in this

condition" or, “on the principle implied in these virtues” (taking “righteousness,” etc., to signify our vir—
tues). The one supreme virtue is that, as true slaves
of our Master Christ, we make his will our own, and
this essential virtue grows out of our new relation to

God in his kingdom.
He who, as a slave to Christ, submits his will to
him in all he does “is well-pleasing to God" and need
never fear to stand before his judgment seat (v. 10).
Aémpos‘ ordinarily means, “tested and approved as
genuine”(see 1:28), and we may take it in that sense
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here: but the dative accompanying it does not mean,
“approved of men" (our versions) but, “for men.”
Men do not do the testing and make the approval of
the one who subjects his will to Christ as a slave. This
dative does not name the agent but, like the other
dative “to God,” is the dative with an adjective (R.
537): “well-pleasing to God—tested out for men."
God (Christ) did and does the testing out of these
slaves of his, and the test they stand is the one he
applies, namely that they let him and his grace rule
their wills in his kingdom.
‘ “Tested out for men" means that God (Christ)
presents the slave so tested out to men as being
“valuable to men.” The idea is not that “a sound

Christian character wins even the world’s approval.”
Too often, the more one is a slave to Christ and wellpleasing to God, the more the world hates that slave,
which is, indeed, as it should be. The thought is that
by being such a true slave of Christ furnishes no just
cause to men for blaspheming the gospel (v. 16) as he
w‘ould if he followed his ﬂesh by acting contrary to this
Lord's will in the matter of adiaphora, such as eating
and drinking, trying to hurt his brother in one way
or in another. What men may do without a just
cause is not considered here. Tois dvopu'mon has the
generic article.
19) Accordingly, therefore, (see 5:18) let us
pursue the things belonging to the upbuilding of
each other. Some good texts have the indicative
instead of the hortative subjunctive: “we pursue," we
make this our rule of life. This is the same kind of
a variant as that found in 5:1. The scribe wrote short
0 for long 0, since the text was read to a number of
scribes by a reader. The genitives are merely possessive: “the things of peace,” such as belong to peace,
etc. If we pursue these alone, we shall always have
peace. Peace is peace with each other, the true fruit
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The renderings, “That

make for peace," and, “Whereby we may edify one
another,” merely make the English more smooth.
“Upbuilding” in the Biblical sense is the spiritual
strengthening of all that pertains to our faith and our
inner life. Our English “ediﬁcation” is frequently
used to indicate the satisﬁed religious feeling produced
by some sermon or some religious service. Admon-

ition, correction, and rebuke truly help to build us
up but are not called edifying in the modern sense of
the word. “The things of the upbuilding for each
other" (Greek) = the things that belong to our mutual

upbuilding “upon the foundation of the apostles and
prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief cornerstone,” Eph. 2 :20. We see that Paul must admonish
his readers regarding treatment of the weak. Abstract
nouns may or may not have the article; in English

we say, “belonging to peace,” but, “belonging to the
upbuilding” ; the Greek has “the peace” as well.

We have full Christian liberty in all adiaphora,
and this should never be discounted. Sometimes adiaphora cease to be such, and then liberty also ceases.
This phase of the subject, namely adiaphora that are
not genuinely such and adiaphora that are misused in
the interest of error, is fully treated in the F. C., X.,
C. Tr. 1053, the best presentation to this day. Paul
treats only genuine adiaphora in the present chapter.

With regard to these our liberty does not consist in
this (as so many think), that each of us is free to
do just as he personally pleases. No; being entirely
free to do or not to do, to use or not to use, each,
of course, makes a choice, but in doing so looks to his
brethren, to what will beneﬁt them most, say in promoting peace and harmony and especially in aiding
to build up each other.
Liberty is precious, but it

carries its responsibilities.

Like all good and precious
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things it must be used with good sense and good purpose; these two constitute love or aydn-q.
20) Do not for the sake of food he tearing down
the work of God! Do not use this your liberty regarding food so as to be tearing down the spiritual
work God is trying to build up in your still weak
brother! KardAuc, “tear down,” is the opposite of the
noun “upbuilding.” Thus the injunction of v. 19 is
re-enforced by the prohibition stated in v. 20. The
present imperative is used for the same reason as was
the present imperative in v. 15b. There Paul says:
“Be not destroying the person!” here he says: “Be
not tearing down the work!" By tearing down and
wrecking the work the person is being destroyed. The
positive is plural, “Let us pursue," all of us; the negative is singular, “Be not tearing down,” because this
pertains only to the strong who might be inclined to

use their liberty unscrupulously and even to set at
nought and to mock the overscrupulous and weak. The
motive stated in v. 15, regarding the person is that
Christ died for that person; here, regarding the work,
the motive is that it is God's work.
This motive
should prompt and deter, prompt to help save the person, help further .work, deter from the opposites.

All things are clean.

That fact stands despite

the weak brother and his scruples about meat, whatever their cause. In this Paul once more (v. 14) sup-

ports the strong brethren and their liberty to eat any
kind of food. But pc’v indicates that another side of
the matter must be considered: but (= on the other

hand) a bad thing for the man who eats despite
stumbling block; excellent not to eat meat, nor to
drink wine, nor (to do anything) in connection with
which thy brother stumbles. The strong are to con-

sider these tw0 facts: eating despite giving dangerous
oﬁ‘ense — refraining from eating to avoid offense. A
strong Christian will have little diﬂiculty in making

Romans 14:20
a choice between the two.
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Who would want to place

a stumbling block into the path of anyone?
Kakév and xaAo’v are opposites, and each word is a
complete sentence just as we say “bad” — “good”

(with “it is” understood). Supply nothing with either
Word; make no incorrect contrast between “clean” and

"bad”; and do not think that Paul changes the plural
“0an to the singular xaxdv (R., W. P.), for the former
refers to mivra, all foods, the latter does not refer to
foods, for it is only the predication: “it is bad," like

the next: “it is good." The claim that Paul does not
say what is bad, is pointless. He says for whom
something is bad and describes the person so that we
see that his own action is what is bad for him.

This is typically Pauline: by being bad for another
this man's eating is bad for himself. Aui again has
the meaning “despite" (see the explanation of this use
in 2 :27, and 4 :11) ; it does not have the idea of “with,”
of “accompaniment” (R., W. P.), “not far from the

notion of means" (R. 582). Because of this idea of
“with" and the view that wpéa’xoppa may mean “oﬁ'ense
taken" and not only “offense given.” commentators
disagree as to whether the strong or the weak are

referred to. What adds to this difference of view is
the idea that xmiv is to be regarded as the opposite of
xaoapé, the failure to note that xuév and mid»: go together, and that both refer to the food, all of which is

Kaﬁapaf.
Hpc‘a’xoppa is “stumbling block,” and the idea in the
word requires the verb nac'vai (v. 13), that someone
“places" such a block in his owu path and then stum-

bles over it and hurts himself.

A stumbling block is

always placed and placed for someone else. We may
translate metaphorically: “offense,” but every meta-

phor must retain the true sense of the ﬁgure, and here
that is: “offense given to another.” The man who eats
"despite offense" is the man who eats food that is clean
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in itself — all food being clean, as just stated, and
never otherwise — but eats in spite of (8d) the fact
that by his eating, by the food he eats, he places a
stumbling block in the way of his weak brother, gives
serious offense to that brother. This Paul calls “bad,”
had not only for the weak Christian who stumbles, but
bad equally for the strong Christian who makes the
weak stumble. Any use of Christian liberty which disregards the damaging eﬁ‘ect it may produce upon a
weak brother is a bad use. How such eating may
prove a stumbling block is not said. The weak brother
may be induced to eat against his own weak conscience
as explained in I Cor. 8:9-11 — serious damage, indeed; or he may be only shocked at the other’s eating,
openly or quietly in his heart judge the other for his
eating (v. 3 and' 10), and be inwardly grieved and hurt
(v. 15) — damage enough.
'
21) Beside what is a “bad" exercise of liberty
Paul places what is an “excellent" exercise. Liberty
implies that we are free to do or not to do; we must
choose. And, as far as others are concerned, the choice
ought always to elect what will beneﬁt them and not
elect what would damage anyone; for in addition to
liberty we have diya'arn, intelligent and purposeful love,
which lives and dies for the Lord, with a slave’s will
serves Christ only, thus ever pleases God and is truly
valuable for men (v. 7-9, 18). Thus: “Morally excel-

lent (KaAdv) not to eat meat (xpe'a plural, R. 268, meat
of different animals), nor to drink wine, nor (elliptical: to' do anything) in connection with which thy
brother stumbles.”

T6 before the inﬁnitive converts this into a noun
and is to be construed also with “to drink” and with
the elided inﬁnitive, and joins all three‘into a unit: “this
thing of not eating meat nor drinking wine nor doing
anything else." This whole thing, which is marked as

one thing by the one 1'6, is further deﬁned and limited

Romans 1!; :21
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by the relative clause: iv «,3, “in connection with which
thy brother stumbles,” present tense, “stumbles whenever it is placed in his way." Note that the verb

“stumbles” repeats the noun “stumbling block” which
was used in v. 20, and that the two are not to be under—
stood in opposite senses: the former in the sense that

the brother takes offense, the latter that he is given
offense.
‘Ev 4', is not temporal (R. 978) : “while thy brother

stumbles"; the verb is intransitive; the fact that it
otherwise takes a dative makes no difference, the

phrase is here not used in place of such a dative. The
idea is that we should do nothing “in connection with
which” a brother stumbles. Paul does not say, “might
stumble,” for no one can know what might occur; he

says “stumbles,” present tense, stumbles regularly, we
thus knowing the fact. We therefore reject the addition found in a number of texts: “or is trapped or is
weak." See v. 13 and note that to be trapped is fatal,

the very idea allowing of no repetition such as the
present tense in the addition made implies.

It is also

not fair to attribute to Paul a jumbled order like “stumbles —- is trapped — is weak.”
R. 858 ﬁnds a “good example" of the aorist consta-

tive inﬁnitive so that Paul would say: “Excellent to
be a permanent vegetarian, a complete abstainer from
wine and from anything else, etc. 1” Did Paul eat only
vegetables, never drink wine, and extend this to all
other possible adiaphora? Regarding wine We have

I Tim. 5:23. Paul kept his balance. B.-D. 338, 1 has
understood the aorists correctly: Gemw. zu fassen: “es
ist gut einmal (73m einzelnen Fall) nicht Fleisoh zu

essen, wenn dadurch Anstoss entstaende”; es handelt
sick nicht um dauernde Enthaltung. The aorists are

to be understood exactly: eating at one time (italicized
by B.-D.), in a given case, where offense would be
caused; permanent abstinence is not discussed.
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This is borne out by the present tense 'rrpouxri‘trret,
which, as already stated, refers to known cases. It is

not contradicted by I Cor. 8:13, which states only to
what length Paul is ready to go if necessary.

It was

never necessary for him to go to that length. Paul’s
principle is fully stated in I Cor. 9 :20-23, where he also
brings out the fact that he condescends to the weak and
to all others, not in order to establish them in their
weakness, but to rid them of it.

To cause stumbling is

not the way to this end, for the weak might be destroyed in his Weakness (v. 15) ; to conﬁrm the weakness by making it the rule for all the strong is again
not the way to this end. The way is love that yields
so as to enlighten, strengthen, and thus to lift above
the weakness. When I abstain, the weak brother must
know that I do so only because I am prompted by love,
only for his sake, only because his weakness is Weakness and not strength, only because I would give him
time and help him to grow strong.
Paul adds “wine" to meat. Does this imply that
the vegetarians had scruples also about wine? Or
were these a separate group? Or does he instance
wine only by way of a. second example? If a few
scrupled about wine, how about the Sacrament? Views
differ; all are opinions, because all we have are the
three words found here. Yet, if wine were a real second cause that actually occurred in Rome, one would
expect its mention in v. 2 and not indeﬁnitely as
“drinking" in the general statement in v. 17 and now
at last deﬁnitely as “wine" in this statement, where
it is followed by the elliptical ”M which (B.-D. 480, 1)
refers to anything else, which is indeﬁnite and alto-

gether general. The people residing in all the countries
in which Paul labored used wine as the commonest
drink, do it to this day, because even now in so many
places water proves to be dangerous except when it is
boiled. as all travelers know, not a few to their hurt.

Romans 14:22
22)

After

“thy"

brother
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there

follows

an

emphatic “thou." Thou, what faith thou/hast, toward thyself be having it before God! Some would
read this as a question because it would be more dramatic: “Thou, hast thou faith? Have it,” etc. But
it is rather less dramatic and strong. It also separates
the relative from its antecedent. By placing the antecedent before the relative the former is emphasized:
“Thou, faith—what thou hast (of it) ,” etc. In v. 1
“the faith" is objective as has been shown. Here
“faith” (without the article) is subjective but as
including the objective faith of Christian truth, in particular also that part of it which produces liberty in
all adiaphora for the believer. “What faith thou hast"
is the degree of enlightenment, assurance, and conﬁdence regarding this part of Christian doctrine which
the person addressed really has. The hint is that,
although he is strong in the faith, this person must not
suppose that he already has all the enlightenment, all
the safe conﬁdence. Why, then, all these admonitions
and instructions from the pen of Paul?
The emphasis is on the and phrase which denotes
direction: “toward thyself be having it before God 1”
Direct that faith toward thyself, to clear thyself of
wrong to thy weak brother, and not toward thy weak
brother and the mistaken scruples he still has. The
trouble is that we see the other man’s faults and con—
stantly want to doctor him whereas we ourselves still

make a good patient. And do it, Paul says, “before
God," as though his eye is resting upon us, so that he
may approve — knowing that we must ﬁnally appear
before his judgment seat.
Blessed he who does not judge himself in what
he values! “Happy” is too weak a translation; “truly

blessed” in God’s own judgment is the sense. “He who
does not judge himself” means he who would not think
of acting as his own judge but lets God judge him, ever
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submits his faith, his convictions, and his actions to
the judgments laid down by God in his Word, “in what
he values" (see 86mm: in v. 18), i. e., tests out, and
approves and accepts for himself as valuable. Remember the Pharisees who were those that justiﬁed them-

.selves (Luke 16:15) , acted as judges in their own case,
and, of course, acquitted themselves. The strong are
too prone to this weakness because they are strong in
some degree. But it is a bad weakness (xaxdv, not
«My in God’s sight, v. 20, 21) to set a weak brother at
nought (v. 3, 10), for instance, “despite thereby placing a stumbling block" for someone else (v. 20). No,
no; in anything regarding yourself never trust your

own judgment, get God's judgment, and be sure that
you get it, and do not mistake your own judgment for
God's. God has often been made responsible for our
sins which we imagined to be a virtue and approved
by him.
This beatitude has been strangely misunderstood
to mean: “Happy he who is entirely sure of himself,

who ﬁnds nothing to judge in his use of the adiaphora!” Even Luther translates: der sick. kein Gewissen macht in dem, das e'r annimmt! “It is a rare
felicity to have a conscience untroubled by scruples."
Nay; blessed is he who never judges himself in what
he values, who has learned never to trust his own judgment regarding any value but ever goes to God’s Word
for God’s judgment and regards as valuable only
what that judgment approves! And this is good advice
for the weak as well as for the strong. There is a
mighty sermon in this half-verse.

23)

But he who waver: in judgment, if he eats,

has judgment against him because (he does it) not

from faith. And everything that is not from faith
is sin.
In our translation we imitate the Greek
which also forms a climax: in}, Kpl'vaw (v. 22) — StakptMime — Karaxe'xpuat, an annomimtio. In the 880011111
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participle 8141'. = between: wavering between two judgments, whether to eat or not to eat, hence: “he who

doubts.”

R. 898 calls the perfect “has been judged"

futuristic; in 897 gnomic; in W. P. practically a present tense, “stands condemned”; B.-D. 344 regards it as
the perfect in general statements as in the classics.

We prefer the last. The agent in the passive “has been
adversely j udged” (condemned) is God; this man “has
not merely condemned himself" as some say.
The case is one in which a weak brother, perhaps
in order to escape the jibes of the strong, eats despite

his scruples. This is what it means to stumble.

This,

too, is what is meant by the strong placing a stumbling
block for the weak, which may even turn out to be a

dcathtrap (v. 13) . His judgment is Sui, between, undecided.

He lacks knowledge and conviction as to what

God’s judgment really is.

His own poor judgment is

that it is a no; what he sees the other do urges and'

crowds him into a yes.

So he eats and certainly does

so “not from faith,” from a conﬁdence that is divinely
grounded. This is his sin, pitiful, indeed, but sin nevertheless, which God must also judge as sin. The greater
guilt lies on the strong brother who is guilty of making
his weaker brother stumble, but this does not prevent

the damage done to the weaker brother, the extent of
which may be considerable. In Luther’s famous words
at Worms: “It is not safe to do anything against
conscience.”
Paul sums up: “Everything that is not from faith
is sin." In other words: “Whether, therefore, ye eat,
or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of
God,” I Cor. 10:32. What is not done from faith cannot be done to the glory of God, cannot be anything
but sin although it be only eating or drinking. “Faith"
is here the sure conviction that an act accords with
God’s will and his Word. A Christian must have that
knowledge and that conviction. If he acts, not, indeed,
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consciously contrary to what he is fully convinced is
God's will, but uncertain, unconvinced that his act

accords with God’s will, how can such an act be anything but sin?

The very consciousness of uncertainty

makes the commission of the act grave. And that
applies to “everything," to all adiaphora, and also to all
else, whatever God has commanded or has forbidden.
Not only outright disregard of his will or bold contra.

diction are sin but also uncertainty in our actions, misgivings, doubts, fears that our actions may be contrary
to his will. Then do not act! First make sure of his
will.

The ﬁrst sin began with doubt, Gen. 3:1.

I may

mistake, misread, misapply God’s Word and his will;
that is also a sin but one of ignorance.

Sins of doubt

are more damaging. Of course, repentance is the cure.
When Paul says that everything that has not its
source in faith (ex) is sin, is this to be restricted to the
Christian alone and to the matter of the adiaphora
alone, namely to faith in this domain? No; it covers
this domain only because it is a part of one that is
much larger.

In the Christian's whole life only what

comes forth as a true fruit of true Christian faith is
acceptable to God — all else is sin.

still sin!

Oh, how much is

Vice versa, every sin of ours does not come

out of our faith, it comes out of our ﬂesh.

If this is

true with regard to sin in the Christian, then what
about the non-Christian who has no faith at all, who is
all ﬂesh? Augustine’s dictum that the virtues of the
heathen are sins will have to stand.

Also the teaching

that all works that are done before justiﬁcation are
sins.

In other words, the use the church has made of

this word of Paul’s is correct. Chrysostom may narrow down: “Now all these things have been spoken
by Paul of the object in hand (meaning meat, wine.
adiaphora), not of everything"; but he contradicts
Paul who says emphatically: 'mil', “everything.” So
also "faith” is not conscience; it is even more than

Romans 14:23
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Christian conscience, it is the enlightened Christian
conscience with which faith operates. The weak
brother also has a Christian conscience but not a properly enlightened one.
Faith, subjective, embraces “the faith," objective
(v. 1) ; it justiﬁes and saves me and at the same time
makes me live and die to the Lord as the Lord's (v.
7, 8), as a slave whose will is the Lord’s (v. 18).
Whatever, in any department of my life, adiaphora
being only a small part of this, comes out of this true
faith is its genuine fruit, wherein the Father is gloriﬁed, of which Christ wants us to bring much (John
15 :8) —— all else is sin.
Some texts transfer 16:25-27 to this place; see a
discussion of these verses in our exposition of chapter 16.

CHAPTER XV
The Strong Christian and the Weak
(Continued to 15:13)
All known texts contain chapters 15 and 16. That
texts that lacked these chapters were ever in use is a
conclusion based on nothing more than the chapter
headings of the Vulgate, its chapter L (14:14-23) being followed by LI, de myste’n'o' domim' ante passionem
in silentio habito, post passionem'vero ipsius revelatio,
which refers to 16:25-27. The textual mutilations of
the heretic Marcion are still discussed and tabulated.
But they are practically valueless. See our exposition
of 16:25-27 regarding the question of the text.

k

1) While the thought of chapter 14 is continued in 15 :1-13, this is done in only a general way.
The question regarding adiaphora has been answered
in chapter 14. What follows are broader admonitions
along the same line which round out the subject in

the wider sense. Now under obligation are we, the
able, to bear the weakness of the unable and not
(merely)to please our own selves. Let each of us
please his neighbor for the Good with a view to upbuilding. For even Christ did not please himself,
but even as it has been written, The reproaches of
those reproaching thee fell upon me.

For whatever

things were written before, for our instruction were
they written in order that through the perseverance
and through the admonition of the Scriptures we
may be having the hope.
'oqsclepw, “under obligation are we," is placed for-

ward for the sake of emphasis. The New Testament
speaks of obligation, of Si or necessity, etc., but not of
“duty” as we so commonly use the word. It occurs
(856)
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only twice in our English translation, in v. 27, and in

Luke 17:10; in both instances the very verb we have
here is used. Paul now
those unable” and brings
“the strong and the weak”
do things which the other

speaks of “we, the able ——
out the thought as to what
really are: the one class can
class cannot as yet do. We

have seen this in the domain of the adiaphora.

Some

are able to use their liberty aright, others are not able
to use it at all, and not a few, imagining themselves to
be able, are still so weak as to misuse it to the hurt of
others. But now Paul goes beyond the adiaphora and
speaks of being able and unable (with and without
power) in any direction.

So also “the weaknesses” of those who are not able
refer to any weaknesses in any matter of faith and of
life. It certainly calls for no argument or proof but
is morally axiomatic to every Christian who is spiritually able, that between the able and the unable the

former must carry the weaknesses of the latter.

Cer-

tainly, the man carries the child, the strong, healthy
man, the crippled, the sick man. If those who regard
themselves among the strong and able fail to carry the
weaknesses of the unable, they demonstrate that they
are mistaken, that they still belong to the unable, that
they, too, must still be carried.
Paul says, “we, the able." It is not arrogance on
his part or on the part of any other brother to regard
himself among the able. That is the class to which all
should belong. But when we regard ourselves thus we
assume the obligation that naturally goes with spiritual ablity, this carrying of which Paul speaks. Come
in among the able, but come in with the burden for
which ability exists; do not come in with mere pretense
of ability. Let the burden, rightly borne, speak for
you and not merely your mouth. Many a brother who
thinks himself an asset is, nevertheless, a liability, and
is often the more trying because of what he thinks.
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The verb Baard§t¢v = to take up and carry a load for

someone; the idea suggested is not that of good humor

in tolerating the weaknesses of the unable, of permanently adjusting oneself to them as being something of
a nuisance, but of a load that requires strength to bear
it and to which one puts his shoulder in order to help
another bear it until it is disposed of. These weaknesses aﬂlict the unable, and we carry them in order to

help the unable until they, too, grow able.
This is clearly pointed out in the addition: we are
under obligation “not (merely) to please our own

Selves,” the positive for which is to please God (14 :18)
by helping the weak.

To‘please only oneself is to dis-

regard the needs of the weak and thus to fail in pleasing God, the weakness to which the strong and able
are liable.
2) “Let each one of us" — it is a personal mat—

ter — “please his neighbor for the Good with a view to
upbuilding." Here Paul speaks of our neighbor and
uses a broader term than the unable and includes also
the able. But Paul by no means says, “Please thy
neighbor” ; he writes, “not men-pleasers” in Eph. 6:6;
and here, “Please for the Good with a View to up—
building.” Such pleasing is well-pleasing to God and
demos, of real value, for men (14:18). Such pleasing
marks genuine Christian ability; failure marks inability,.weakness. “The Good” has the same sense which
it had in 14 :16, and “upbuilding” has the same force it
had in 14 :19; see both. The one is objective, the other

is subjective. The Good is not “that which is good,”
something good (beneﬁcial), but the Supreme Good
which God bestows, call it salvation in Christ or use

some other comprehensive term.

“Upbuilding” (ediﬁ-

cation) is spiritual advancement. This helps to deﬁne
“neighbor” as being a Christian neighbor, for ediﬁca-

tion is possible only to the Christian, possible also to
those who are already able. Hence 1rp6s, "looking to-

Romans 15 :3
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ward,” used with reference to personal relation, R.

624, etc. The article is in place with “the Good,” as
in 14:16.
3) “For” furnishes the reason for the admonition: Christ, our supreme example. Even (mt) he did
not please himself but only God who sent him to save
us. “Not himself, but as it has been written" (as the
permanent record shows, perfect tense) he pleased
God, the record declaring: “The reproaches of those
reproaching thee fell upon me.” Delitzsch denies the
Davidic authorship of Ps. 69 from which Paul here
quotes v. 9b, and John 2:17 quotes v. 9a; but in Rom.
11 :9 Paul attributes this psalm to David, and Paul is
a much safer authority than Delitzsch. Next to Fe.
110 and Ps. 22 it is Ps. 69 that is quoted and referred
to most often in the New Testament. The fact that
Jesus pleased not himself but God is evidenced in the
highest degree by those words of David which were
spoken with regard to himself but with regard to himself as a type of Christ and thus ﬁt Christ’s lips as if
they were spoken by himself and declare that the

reproaches of those who reproached God fell upon himself (Christ). So devoted was he in his efforts to
please God that even these reproaches of God’s enemies
did not deter him.
The quotation is verbatim ‘and direct. Supply
nothing after "as it has been written.”

The interpre-

tation which has Paul say that with “thee” Christ is
addressing some man, and that the reproaches directed
against this man fell upon Christ, is unacceptable. Also

the idea that this quotation shows only that Christ bore
the reproaches that were intended for “others."
“Thee” is God and not some man, not “others" in gen-

eral. The divine example of Christ is vastly greater
than these interpretations would make it. Here there
is not merely the example of one carrying a load for
another, i. e., Christ carrying ours, but the supreme
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example of the essential which lies back of that: Christ
pleased God despite the awful burden of the reproaches
of all God's enemies, all of which fell on Christ. “Fell
upon me" is constative even as the plural “reproaches”
sums up the whole long line of them.

So when We

please not ourselves but please our neighbor we are to
follow Christ, are to have as our supreme impulse and
motive the one aim that we please God.
4) “For” explains the pertinency of this quotation which is Messianic by way of type. All these
things were written long ago “for our instruction”; the
possessive adjective “our” is objective, we received
and did not give the instruction. The fact that these
instructions are based on Scripture is emphasized by

the repetition of the verb. In such repetitions the
second verb does not need the preposition («p6, “before"). The purpose is added: “in order that through
the perseverance and through the admonition of the

Scriptures we may be having the hope," verb and
object are reversed in order to make the object “hope"
emphatic.

Hpoqudm — c'ypaid»; -— 113v ypadnﬁv, all empha-

size the writing, the last being the product, and the
verbs are passive since the agent, the great Writer, is
God. He had this purpose, had it when he ﬁrst caused
the writing; he thought of us and of our needs long
centuries ago and stored up for us in a permanent form

all this Scripture instruction so that it would not be
lost.
The preposition is repeated: “through the perse-

verance and through the admonition of the Scriptures.”
This marks the fact that the means which the Scriptures use are two, one being subjective, the other
objective: the perseverance which the Scriptures produce in us by the admonition which they apply to us.
The genitive “of the Scriptures” is to be construed
with both nouns even as both have the article; so in v.
5 we have: “the God of this perseverance and of this

Romans 15:4, 5
admonition.”
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God and the Scriptures constitute the

source from which this perseverance and this admonition ﬂow.

‘Ymmow; is more than patience or endurance as is
explained more fully in 5:3; it is that brave, steady
“remaining under” which we call “perseverance.” It
is needed by those who are to carry the weaknesses of
the weak; it is not enough to help them once or twice,
we must remain under the load as long as the load is
there.
New cases of weakness appear. Of course,

“perseverance” is needed for much more than the
weaknesses of others as 5:3 also shows.
The objective means is the napdqumq, on which see

12:8, C.-K. 573, eine ermahnende, ermunternde und
troestende Zurede zur Staerkung and Befestigung des

glaeubigen Heilsbesitzes, an admonishing, encouraging, comforting address to us to strengthen and conﬁrm us in our believing possession of salvation. One
may translate “admonition” or “comforting” (activities because -0‘L9 is the sufﬁx, R. 151) but not “comfort”
(result).
The Scriptures offer us their abundant
“admonishing or admonition,” mixed with encouraging and comforting, in order to keep us in perseverance, steady, steadfast, true. God knew how much all
of us would need it in all activities of our Christian life
and provided it long in advance. His full purpose is
“that we may continue to have the hope,” that one hope
which alone rests on a real basis as described in 5 :4, 5.
The article is in place. The very word shows that

Paul’s view is again comprehensive and complete. The
Scriptures furnish us all we need for helping our
weaker brethren because they furnish us all we need

for our entire life as it focuses on our great hope of
life eternal.

5)

Involved in all that Paul has said from 14:1

onward is the thought of unity in the church.

The

strong and the weak, the able and the unable (v. 1) are
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one in the Una. Sancta by virtue of the justifying faith
which makes all of them one body in Christ. This oneness is a simple fact.

It is not this about which Paul is

concerned; it is not this for which Jesus prays in John
17. Paul’s concern is the oneness in apprehending the
3c3ao'xaAt'a or instruction of the Scriptures (v. 4 with
its three references to the Scriptures). All believers
are to be fully clear on what this instruction is. Then
the adiaphora will not cause trouble; nor will any mis-

taken teachings or convictions divide the hearts and
the minds. This was Christ’s concern in his: Highpriestly Prayer:

“Sanctify them in the truth: thy

Word is truth.” This oneness in the Word is to impress the world (John 17:17, 21, 23). Here there is
much room for prayer. So much error, that goes far
beyond the adiaphora, divides the visible church.
Now the God of this perseverance and of this
admonition, he who is the source of both and makes
.his Scriptures the source (v. 4), give to you to be
minding the same thing among each other in accord
with Christ Jesus in order that in one accord with
one mouth you may go on glorifying the God and
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ.
We at once see the correlation between “the perse-

verance and the admonition of the Scriptures” (v. 4)

and “the God of this perseverance and of this admonition,” and that v. 5 links into v. 4. The aorist optative, one of the few optatives still found in the New
Testament Koine, expresses wish, the wish for one
great, permanent gift from God. This wish, which is
equal to a prayer, is not merely “to be minding the
same thing," all holding the same convictions and
thoughts on every important matter, for some of these

convictions might be wrong despite the unanimity with
which they are held. The ﬁnal phrase excludes all
wrong unanimity; to be minding the same thing “in
accord with Christ Jesus.” All will have the same con-

Romans 15:5, 6
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victions when these harmonize with Christ Jesus. To
call him an example that all should follow is a confusing idea; no one person exempliﬁes unanimity.
Kari is not to indicate example but to indicate norm.
Every mind is to be normated by Christ Jesus, “Christ
Jesus” is the soteriological title like “Lord Jesus” and
is formed like King David, etc., ofﬁce and person being
combined in this order. This norm is, however, not

the character of Jesus, which makes him an example in
another way. Christ Jesus is our norm as Christ
Jesus, as all that he Rivas and is in his ofﬁce and his person, as all that he and his work and his Word comprise.

“Christ Jesus is made unto us wisdom, and righteousness, and sanctiﬁcation, and redemption,” I Cor. 1 :30.
He is everything, our vast possession and thus our

norm. And Paul has already told us that the Scriptures are the one source from which our minds are to
draw “the same thing” in accord with this norm.
6) Oneness of mind in oneness of mouth. Paul
prays that the latter may be attained through the former. Luke has written ouoﬁvpasév, “with one accord,"
unanimously (am, same, identical, plus 0up6c, anima,

that which animates) eleven times, Paul has it only
here. “With one month" = in the one united confession.
This does not mean that all join in the same psalm,
hymn, creed, prayer, confession of sin, doxology in
public worship, but that every member everywhere and
always confesses the one same gospel truth, whatever

part of it may be broached, and thereby gloriﬁes God
before men.
“To glorify him” is to speak and to act so that his

glory, the sum of his attributes, or any one of them,
taken by themselves and in what they did and do, give,

and bestow, may appear to his praise and honor among
men. As his glory is one and unchangeable and his
every deed, gift, blessing are one, so our making these

manifest must be one.

The Word that tells of him is
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one, and our apprehending and our voicing of that
Word must thus also be one, whatever part of it we
mention. This oneness of conviction and confession,
like our mystical oneness in the Una Sarcta, is far
deeper than many suppose, for its ultimate basis,
source, and substance are the oneness of God and of his
glory.
Here we have an answer to the idea that each man
may have his own “views” and the right to his own
personal views, to the idea that we may agree to disagree, that creeds and confessions are hindrances, that
creedlessness is the ideal. Where oneness of mind and
of mouth is lost, somebody is wrong, somebody is not
glorifying God but himself, is darkening the glory of
God, forsaking the Word, injuring the church, putting
in jeopardy his connection with the Una Sancta, perhaps tearing himself away from its spiritual bond.
The clearer our view of the ultimate ground of our confessional oneness is, the more serious and dangerous
the divisions and rents in confession will appear.
When Paul calls God “the God and Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ” he uses a designation that was
standard in the apostolic church (II Cor. 1:3; 11:31;
Eph. 1:3; I Pet. 1:3) and one that names God in connection with Christ in the fullest soteriological way:
the God with whom our whole salvation in Christ is
bound up. This name for God is a concentrated Christian confession. It packs into this glorious Name all
that the Scriptures reveal concerning our Savior-God.
The discussions of the commentators on the point
whether God is said to be only the Father of our Lord
Jesus or also his God, quite often lose the main import
which we have just sought to convey.
The A. V. translates our passage: God, even the
Father,” etc., and II Cor. 1:3 “the God and Father,"
etc.; the R. V. has translated them alike and correctly.
The statement that we may read and translate either

Romans 15:6, 7
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way is a Gamaliel’s counsel of indecision; Paul either
says that God is the God of our Lord Jesus Christ or
he does not say so. The Greek has one article: “the
God and Father.” This is its regular way of combining two concepts into a unity; thus the genitive “of our

Lord” belongs to this unity, to God as much as to
Father. When two or more concepts are not to be a
unit, the article is repeated although even there, if the
sense permits, a following genitive may belong to all

the nouns as is the case in v. 4.
To say that 6 960': is complete in itself and needs no
genitive is specious, for it often has a genitive; to say

that “Father” is incomplete and needs a genitive is
untenable, for it often appears alone and often together
with “God” without a genitive, viz., I Cor. 15:24.

The

argument that those passages that have only “the God
and Father," like I Cor. 15:24; Eph. 5 :20, and others,
prove that, when in other passages “of our Lord,” etc.,

is added, this genitive is to be construed only with
“Father,” is an untenable claim and not in accord with
the Greek which unites two or more governing nouns

by the use of one article.
This contention is really unnecessary, for Jesus

himself calls God his God in Matt. 27 :46; John 29:17;
and in Eph. 1:17 it is stated in so many words: “the
God of our Lord Jesus Christ,” see also Heb. 1 :9. For
Jesus in his human nature God is his God; for Jesus
in his deity God is his Father. He is his God since
the Incarnation, his Father from all eternity. Note.
"our Lord” (see 1:3), which connects us with Jesus
Christ and his God and Father.
7) Therefore, in order that the divine purpose
(v. 6) may be attained as far as you are concerned,

be receiving each other to yourselves even as also
Christ received you to himself for God's glory! For
I mean that Christ has become a minister of cir-

cumcision for the sake of God's truth so as to corn-
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ﬁrm the promises of the fathers, and so that the Gentiles for the sake of mercy glorify God; as it has been
written, etc.
Paul broadened his admonition from v. 1 onward.
From the narrow question regarding meat he reaches
out to all who are able and unable and states that each
should please God as Christ is our norm. From that
he reaches out still farther to the unity in the Word
and the unanimity with which all should glorify God.
It is thus that he at last reaches the difference between
Jews and Gentiles in the church, a difference that is
also adiaphoristic, that no longer counts as Paul shows
by his quotations. It is thus not necessary to think
that the original question is still treated here, and that
JeWS and Gentiles are mentioned because Jewish
Christians had scruples regarding meat, wine, etc., and
were the weak ones, while Gentile Christians were the
opposite. We have shown (chapter 14, introductory
remarks) that the question regarding meat was not
one between Jewish and Gentile Christians. And here
we see that, when Paul speaks of these two, he has concluded his discussion of the question regarding meat,
has already advanced to much wider considerations.
“Be receiving each other to yourselves’ is not the
same admonition as that given in 14:1; there one weak
believer is to be received as a member of the congregation, at the agape, etc., while here all are to receive
each other in full mutuality in the congregation, none
are to hold aloof from others, say at the agape, in the
services, in brotherly association. Note the force of
the middle: “to yourselves,” R. 809. “Even as” does
not point to Christ as the model, it rather points to his
reception of all of us as the reason for our reception
of each other. The comparison is not: you — Christ
(we do not have iwcis) ; it is regarding the verbs and
their objects: be receiving each other — he received
you. The one receiving calls for the other. Since all

Romans 15: 7, 8
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are Christ’s by virtue of having been received by him,
how can we refuse to receive each other?
Construe together: “as Christ received you to him-

self for God's glory,” for the glory of his truth and of
his mercy (v. 8, 9). The phrase belongs where it is
placed and cannot be referred back: “be receiving for
God’s glory.” Nor does the phrase belong to both
verbs, for “even as also" separates the imperative from
the aorist indicative. Since Christ’s having received
us “for God’s glory” is the reason for our receiving
each other, how can it be otherwise than that our following this reason will also be “for God’s glory”? The
very thought contains this. In fact, that we may glor-

ify God in full unity and unanimity has already been
stated in v. 6, as far as we are concerned.

Those who

injure that unity and unanimity alone frustrate God’s
great purpose.

8)

MW ya’p = “I mean, so as to explain,” and

states that Paul is referring to the constituency of the
Roman congregation, former Jews and former Gentiles. Christ received both unto himself, and his recep-

tion of both was equally “for God’s glory.”

How this

was done is now stated in a masterly manner and
recalls 4:11, 12 where Abraham is similarly shown

to be the father of both Jewish and Gentile believers.
There was, of course, a difference between them, yet
in the case of neither class did this difference detract

from God’s glory in the least.
0n “minister" see 12:7, “ministry”; also 13 :4;
the abstract “circumcision" is used for the concrete
“those circumcised,” Jews, as in 4:12; here, too, it is

without the article because only some are referred to,
namely, believing Jews who accepted Christ’s ministry.
“For God’s glory” in v. 7 is now made speciﬁc by the
two {nrc’p phrases, the one showing how this was done
for the believing Jews, the other (v. 9) for the believ-

ing Gentiles.

The idea is not that “God’s truth” and
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God’s “mercy" exhaust the glory that Christ brought

to God, but these two attributes of God were manifested most gloriously in what Christ did.
“For the sake of (trip, R. 632) God’s truth, so as to

conﬁrm the promises of the fathers” (objective genitive: “to the fathers"), states the effect for the Jews.
Christ gloriﬁed God’s truth by fulﬁlling the promises
God had made to the fathers, Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob, concerning the Messiah. “To conﬁrm” means
by fulﬁllment. The fulﬁllment here referred to is not
merely the objective fact that Christ came and
wrought redemption as had been promised but includes
also the subjective truth that, despite the self-hardening and then the punitive hardening of so many Jews,
many others were actually being saved (11:7, 26) . We
have seen how Paul sets forth the whole story of the
Jews from the angle of promise (see 9:4-13). Paul
reminds all Jewish believers of this distinctive feature
of God’s glory in the ministration of Christ received
by them: God’s truth was gloriﬁed. This could not be
said with reference to Gentile believers. While the
promises made to Abraham promised blessing also for
the Gentiles, yet the promises were made only to the
fathers and not to the Gentiles themselves.
9) E3; 16 expresses result (it is more than purpose, our versions) as it does in 3:26, twice in’ 4:11,
in 4:18, and elsewhere. The ﬁrst result pertained to

the believing Jews, the second result to the believing
Gentiles. The claim that rt; 8e 50»; m\., is or could be
a second accusative with the inﬁnitive after Aiyw is
untenable, for that would parallel what Christ has
become with what the Gentiles did. The Gentiles are a
parallel to the Jews but never to Christ. But what
Christ did as a minister to circumcision (weplropﬁc, objective genitive) had its result not only for believing

Jews but over and above them (86) for the believing

Romans 15:9
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Gentiles; “and so that (or: so that, moreover) the
Gentiles for the sake of mercy glorify God."
These two phrases stand out: {map dkrﬁct'ac @coﬁ —
{map New, and along with them, "circumcision — the
Gentiles.” The article used with the latter does not
denote das Voelkertum, the Gentile nations as nations,
but those Gentiles who were received by Christ, those
who do glorify God. The attribute of God that was
manifested most gloriously in their case is God’s
“mercy,” the fact that he pitied and commiserated
them. The fact that the Jews enjoyed this same mercy
since the very promises to the fathers were pure mercy,
does not need to be stated; In fact, as in 9 :4-13 Paul
sets forth the promise as governing all Jewish history,
so in 9:14, etc., he sets forth the mercy as doing the
same and in 9 :24—33 adds that the mercy reached out
to the Gentiles when ﬁnally only a remnant of the
Jews accepted the promise and the mercy.
By combining the two results as he here does Paul
shows once more that the result for the Gentiles is
derived from the result for the Jews. It is simply
true: “Salvation is of the Jews,” John 4:22. The tWo
aorists Bcﬁauam and 89:6“; are constative: the conﬁrming is a work that required a long time, it is like
the glorifying in this respect, the aorist views each as
a great unit as we have also seen the Jewish part of
it in 11:26, “all Israel."
Paul’s purpose is admonitory, to make the Roman

Jewish and Gentile Christians be of one mind among
themselves in accord with Christ Jesus and to glorify

God with one mouth (v. 5, 6). Their oneness centers
in Christ and in the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ; four times we read “Christ,” ﬁve times “God”
(v. 5-9). The glorifying with one mind and one
mouth will strike two chords: truth —— mercy, but how
harmoniously they accord! The Jewish Christian as
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well as the Gentile Christian thinks not only of himself but also of the other, each sees God’s glory in what
Christ has done for him and also for the other.
“As it has been written” does not introduce “proof
for Paul’s thesis” as though it were necessary to prove
to the Romans that they might have Jewish as well as
Gentile members. This is something that is much ﬁner
than proof. These passages state that the Old Testament already had Jews and Gentiles joining in praise
to the Lord. This joint praise is the subject of the
quotations, it comes from one heart and one mouth in
one unanimous, harmonious chorus.
These passages are not chosen in a haphazard fashion but are carefully selected and built up as a whole:
1) David brings Jehovah to the Gentiles; 2) They are
told to praise God with his people (v. 10) ; 3) All na—
tions and peoples, Jews and Gentiles, are of their own
accord to join together in praise (11); 4) And the
cause of all this praise is “the shoot of Jesse,” the Jews’
own yet also the Gentiles’ ruler and hope (v. 12). This
is the Old Testament picture of the unity and oneness
of the Christian Church, which merges the most diverse national elements into perfect homogeneity in
Christ. With perfect readiness Paul selects from the
Old Testament just the thoughts he wants.
For this will I confess thee among Gentiles
And will sing and play psalms to thy name.
And again he declares:
Be happy, Gentiles, together with his people!
And again:
Be praising the Lord, all the nations!
And let all the peoples heap praise on him!
And again Isaiah declares:
There shall be the root-sprout of Jesse
And the One rising up to rule Gentiles.
On him Gentiles shall hope.

Romans 15:9, 10
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The point of importance in the quotation of Ps.
18:49 is the fact that David, the great Jewish king, a

type of Christ, will bring the confession and the songs
of the Lord’s praise among Gentiles. To be sure, the
Gentiles get the faith from the Jews, Jews bring it to
them. The very source is one; hence all who draw from

that source must be one.

On (‘EOFJAoy-éa’opac see the re-

marks under 14:11, and note “confess” in the R. V.
margin and in the A. V. margin of Ps. 18:49. The
word uni/mm refers to the playing of a stringed instrument as an accompaniment to singing (“to twang” a
musical string). “To thy name” (6mm) here, too,
denotes the Lord’s revelation (see 2:24) by which

alone we know the Lord.
David was the great conqueror of the heathen nations surrounding Israel; he built up the powerful
kingdom over which Solomon reigned in peace. But all
these victories, David says, mean that he can confess

Yahweh among all these Gentiles, sing and play his
psalms which glorify the Name in their midst. Why?
To bring this Name with all its salvation to them so
that they may join in confession and in song with him.

This is a great Old Testament missionary text.

So in

Rome Jews and many nationalities now gloriﬁed God
in Christ (v. 6).
10)
Paul adds the invitation to the Gentiles or
nations by quoting from Deut. 32:43: “Jubilate, nations, over his people!” Hebrew. Paul follows the
LXX: “Be happy, Gentiles, with his people!” Keil
rightly states that “his people" are not Israel in general but the faithful servants of Jehovah even as all
Gentiles are not their enemies. The invitation to Gentiles to jubilate over Jehovah’s people does not mean
that these Gentiles are already also his people, but

j ubilating over what Jehovah has done for his faithful
Israelites will induce them to join these Israelites.
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“And again he declares,” as the quotation itself shows,
refers to Jehovah (Deut. 32:37: “And he shall say").
11) “And again” makes the lines quoted from
Ps. 117:1 (the shortest of the psalms) equal to an-

other call from Jehovah. The other verse of this psalm
names the grace and the truth of Jehovah, the same
two great attributes that Paul mentions in v. 8, 9. The

advance of thought in this quotation is the fact that all
the nations and all the peoples are called on to praise
Jehovah, and to do this not only with his faithful
Israelites or over what Jehovah has done for these
Israelites, but in general. The second verse of this
psalm continues: “For his merciful kindness is great
toward us"; but Paul’s next quotation shows that what
Jehovah did for Israel reaches out to all nations. See
how “all” is emphasized, which reminds us of “all" in

Matt. 28:19. Note the durative present imperative,
“be praising,” and then the punctiliar aorist imperative with ém’, “heap up praise on him" in one grand act.
12) Paul speciﬁcally names Isaiah and his prophetic utterance found in 11 :10, LXX. This quotation
forms the climax. It names Christ according to his
Jewish descent; he is thus everything for believing

Jews: “the root-sprout of Jesse”; it describes Christ as
the One rising to rule far more than these Jews,
namely also “Gentiles" (no article); and now adds
outright what is only implied in the previous quotations, that Gentiles (many of them) will rest their
hope on him.

So it was in Rome at the time when Paul

wrote this epistle. Jews and Gentiles were under the
banner of the Lord Jesus Christ, the Ruler of their
hearts, and Paul calls on them unitedly to glorify the
God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ (v. 6). Isaiah's prophecy was being gloriously fulﬁlled.
Paul omits “in that day” because that day was now
at hand. The word 1', [3120. refers to a live root that sends
up a sprout, hence “the root-sprout,” the article des-

Romans 15:12
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ignates the one person referred to. Jesse was David's
father; in Rev. 5:5, and 22:16 we have “root-sprout
of David.” The royal house that sprang from Jesse
was cut down; from the root Jesse (appositional genitive) only a tender young sprout would grow up, so
tiny and apparently so weak compared with the old
royal tree.
The Hebrew reads: “He shall stand for an ensign
(mm, a high ﬂagpole or lofty standard) of the nations," around which they may rally. The LXX sacriﬁce this grand ﬁgure, and Paul, too, keeps their inter—
pretative rendering: “the One rising up to rule Gentiles." This is the astounding thing: a descendant of
Jesse, the Israelite, is the rallying standard of Gentiles the world over. An ensign or standard, which
is here personiﬁed as a person, denotes the One who
carries the standard to lead his host. He is thus their
ruler, 6 Klipzos sway, “our Lord” (v. 6). The last line
states what kind of a Ruler he is: “On him Gentiles
shall hope" (armory, Attic future for the usual aurioomv), shall rest their hope of salvation and glory to
come.
Since he is a descendant of Jesse,- from whom the
royal house of Israel came, will the Jewish believers
not acclaim “our Lord Jesus Chris ” their Lord? And
since he is the Ensign of the nations, will Gentile
believers — in Rome there are so many from various
nations —- not acclaim him likewise? Here is the
hand of God: a mere rootpsprout, small, lowly, from
a defunct royal Jewish house, is the Lord and hope of
the world of all nations. How the Jewish believers
should praise God when they looked at their Gentile

fellow believers; and how these Gentile believers should
praise God when they looked at their Jewish fellow
believers whose Messiah-King was also their hope!

Isaiah’s word “shall hope” is the very word Paul wants.
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He dwells on it in his concluding sentence.
the crown of all our blessings in Christ.

Hope is

13)
Paul closes with a wish which amounts to
a prayer:
Now may the God of this hope ﬁll
you with all joy and peace in believing so that
you abound in this hope, in the power of the
Holy Spirit!

Hquéaai is the ﬁrst aorist optative which is here
used as a wish: “may ﬁll you”; verbs of ﬁlling govern
the genitive. “The God of hope" = the source of hope
as “the God of perseverance” in v. 5. With abstract
nouns mic may or may not be followed by the article,
the distinction between “all” and “every” (joy, peace,

etc.) being obscured.
Beautifully Paul twines together: hope — joy —
peace — believing. But hope is made prominent by
repetition, each time it has the article of previous reference: “this hope” of which Isaiah spoke. We have
had all of these terms: hope in 5 :2-5; joy coupled with
peace in 14:17, and peace already in the greeting in

1:7; believing runs through the entire epistle.

The

perfection lies in the way in which the four cardinal
terms are arranged. A11 ﬂow from God who is called
“the God of this hope” because everything climaxes
in this hope which awaits God’s own fulﬁllment. God
is the source; “the power of the Holy Spirit” is the
means, the Spirit is the Mediator through whose efﬁcacious power of grace all is wrought in us.
Note the three Ev phrases, which each time mean,
“in connection with.” All is in connection with the
Spirit’s power, through whom God bestows everything.
We add that the channel which the Spirit uses is the
Word. Next, “in connection with the believing,” the
basic effect produced in us; on the other hand, “in
connection with the hope,” the crowning effect. From
faith we rise to the hope. Between these two, faith

and hope, are placed joy and peace with all their rich

Romans 15:13, 14
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abundance: “all joy and peace” (these are reversed in
14:17, for they are simultaneous effects in us) connected with our believing and thus with its crown, i. e.,

hope. He who believes and is justiﬁed by faith certainly
has joy and peace and in and with all three he has this

hope that makes not ashamed. What a blessed state!
And now Paul’s great wish and prayer for the

Romans that God may ﬁll them completely with all
possible joy and all peace in this faith so that they may
ever be abounding (present tense, durative, in a pur-

pose clause) in joy and peace in connection with their
hope. That will come about by increasing the subjective source of joy and of hope, namely faith; and that
will come about by an increase of the Spirit’s power
which is operative objectively in them by means of the

Word.
Finally, all four have their subjective and their
objective side: believing = trusting, but our trusting
in Christ; peace is our feeling, so also is joy, but we
have both as resting on the peace God has made with
us in Christ and in the fount of joy this opens for us;
hope = our hoping, but ever only on the divine ground,

God's promise and the sure fulﬁllment God will bring.
Men trust a plenty, but they place their conﬁdence on
what they imagine. They lull themselves in peace, but
God has made no peace with them. They indulge in
joy, but terror ought to grip them. And they hope,
hope only too readily, but their hopes are made of
paper, rest on the air of false expectations. Back of
our faith, peace, joy, and hope are God and the power
of his Spirit.
Conclusion
1.

Personal Matters, 15:14-33

Paul explains at length how he comes to write
this letter at the present time. He tells of his past
work and of his future plans which involve a visit
to Rome.
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Now I arnconvinced, my brethren, also on my own

part concerning you that also you on your part

are full of goodness, having been ﬁlled with all
knowledge, able to put in mind also each other. And
somewhat boldly I have written to you in part as

bringing (things) back to your remembrance, (and
this I did) because of the grace given to me from
God so that I am a public servant of Christ Jesus,
engaged in serving in a priestly manner the gospel

of God in order to bring about the offering of the
Gentiles as acceptable, as having been sanctiﬁed in
connection with the Holy Spirit.

With “my brethren” Paul draws a little closer to
the Romans than he would have done with the simple
“brethren.” Aé is purely transitional. “I have been
persuaded” = “I am convinced.” His information
about the Romans has, of course, come to him from
others who on their part were convinced about the
competency of the Romans, and Paul says that “also I
myself” am so convinced “concerning you,” namely
“that also you yourselves are full of goodness.” The
word

“goodness,”

dyaawmivq,

meaning that one

is

prompted by what is good and aims at what is good,
spiritually beneﬁcial, is found only in Biblical and in
ecclesiastical Greek, C.-K. 6.
“Having been ﬁlled with (and thus still full of) all
knowledge” adds the second point. The Romans have
both the right quality of heart and the full measure of

knowledge to be “able to put each other in mind" of
what was necessary for their faith and their life. This
is not an empty compliment and, of course, not ﬂattery.
Paul wards off the idea that his letter would convey
the suggestion that the Romans lacked either the good-

ness of heart to remind each other when and where it
should prove necessary or sufﬁcient knowledge, and
that he considered them unable (the word used in
15:1) in either respect and in need of an apostle’s help.

Romans 15:14, 15
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Quite otherwise. “All knowledge" does not, of course,
mean all possible knowledge, nor does it suggest that
the Romans had nothing more to learn; but they had
all necessary knowledge so that, they could proceed
safely and securely.
,
Paul says that his own aim was not to bring the
Romans new. things by means of his letter; he, too,
aims to call things to their minds. If there is anything
new in the letter, it is probably the mystery discussed
in 11:25, etc., yet among the Romans there were some
of Paul’s converts who had heard him speak on this
subject, and they could impart this to the others. However, the fact that Paul makes this acknowledgment to
the Christians at Rome means much. They had never
had an apostle in their midst; they had originally come
from various lands; yet they had preserved without
loss the teachings they had received, had kept them
without strife, errors, and division. Paul knew of no
evils existing in their midst — a ﬁne congregation,
indeed.
15) The Greek uses the comparative, “more boldly," whereas we say “somewhat" or “rather boldly";
it also employs the aorist, which R. 845 calls epistolary,
to indicate what has just happened, whereas we pre-

fer the perfect, R. 842: “I have written.” 'Am‘J ,ie’pouc,
like e'x pc'pous in I Cor. 13:12 = “in part."

The usual

supposition is that Paul is here excusing himself for

having written rather boldly in some parts of his letter,
and We are told. that it is only the manner of writing
and not the sentiment that he excuses.

But why

should one write timidly to people who are full of goodness and of knowledge? They are the very ones to
whom one may speak frankly and daringly. Their
goodness will not draw wrong conclusions, and their
knowledge will help them to understand. The idea
that Paul is apologetic and excuses himself—dees not ﬁt
the rest of the sentence: “as bringing things back to
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your remembrance," literally, “as making you remember again.” It certainly requires no excuse or

apology to do that. Good and intelligent people understand fully when one speaks openly and frankly about
things they have heard before although these may not
previously have been put so strikingly and so effectively.
To have what they know and remember
brought to their attention again “in a rather daring
way” pleases them, makes them appreciate the better
what they have long known. Of course, only good and
intelligent people can be thus pleased; people who are

lacking in real goodness and in real knowledge might
take umbrage.
Paul says: “I am convinced you are the kind of

people who are ready and able to appreciate the way
in which I have presented to you the old truths you

have long known."

This statement also shows that he

is referring to his whole letter and not merely to its
last part (chapter 12 to 15:13, or only chapter 14 to
15:13), as those have supposed who thought that Paul

is excusing himself.
The Bid phrase is to be construed with the entire
statement and not with the participle only. Paul says
that he takes and cannot take any personal credit for
special ability for the way in which he has put these
things the Romans have long known. It is not my
superior intellect or my dialectical skill, it is wholly

“the grace given to me from God.” XalplS = grace that
I have never deserved, that God in his goodness made
a gift to me when he equipped me to be an apostle. Paul
says that what the Romans read in this letter is not
Paul’s but the voice of God’s own grace which uses
Paul only as its humble, unworthy instrument. Would

that every preacher understood this!

Am$=“from”

and varies only slightly from {176, “by,” when it is used
with a passive.

Romans 15:16
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16)
El: 76 with the present inﬁnitive denotes
result: “so that I am," and not purpose: “that I should
be” (our versions). In Paul’s case the purpose of God
was fulﬁlled, had become actual result. He was “a
public servant of Christ Jesus,” i. e., “a called apostle"
(1 :1) ; God did not still intend that he should be one.
We have explained Amonpyds, “public servant,” in
13:6.
Some think that, because priests are called
leitourgoi. the priestly idea is always suggested by the
Scriptural use of the word. On the other hand, the
pagan use of this word is stressed according to which

it refers to a man who stands the heavy expense of
some festive procession or celebration. Paul would
then mean at great expense to himself he spent himself in apostolic work. This idea is farfetched when
we think of Paul who here and every time he speaks

of his ofﬁce emphasizes the fact that he is nothing, and
that it is entirely due to God’s grace and gift that he
accomplishes anything (I Cor. 15:9, 10).
Paul says that God’s grace made him “a public
servant,” and the idea to be conveyed is that whatever
God had bestowed on Paul was for others. A public
servant serves the public. This letter to the Romans
is a part of the service Paul has been appointed to
render to others in his public office. As such a public
servant he writes to the Romans. In what follows he
goes on to say that the service in the interest of which
he writes this letter pertains to his whole future work
among Gentiles. He writes to the Romans because he
wants to stop with them on his way to new ﬁelds of
labor. He says in so many words (v. 20) that his aim
is to preach where no work has as yet been done. So
the public service here referred to is not intended for
the Romans as such but for them as they are linked in
with Paul’s plans for a much larger public.
That Amovpyés itself has no priestly meaning is

made plain by the fact that Paul adds ltpoupyoﬁvra,
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which has this meaning: “engaged in serving in a
priestly manner” the gospel of God. If the former
referred to priestly service, why this second word?
Derived from icpés, the verb means, “to work in a sacred thing,” the sacred thing here being “the gospel
of God.” Indeed, the most sacred thing anyone can
handle is this gospel (see 1:1, 16). To handle it so as
also to be a public servant, and not only for one congregation but “for the Gentiles,” for this vast host of
men, was a task that certainly required the gift of
God's grace to the highest degree. That is what Paul
emphasizes in regard to the letter he has written, its
contents and its character. It is with this background
that the Romans should read this letter.
The participle alone does not yet say that Paul
brings an offering but only that he works with holy
things as priests do in the icpév or Temple. “The gospel
of God” also is not an offering brought to God by
preaching it, whether to Gentiles or to Jews. The idea
of a priestly offering is added in the purpose clause:
“in order to bring about the offering of the Gentiles as
acceptable.” The genitive in “the offering of the Gentiles" is not objective: offering the Gentiles; but appositional: the Gentiles constitute the offering. Moreover, ye'vnrat, placed so emphatically forward, is not a
mere copula: “might be” (our versions), but an independent verb: zustcmde kommen, and

cinrpéaSchos‘ is

predicative to “the offering": “as well acceptable.” The
purpose of Paul’s public and sacred gospel work is the
accomplishment of this offering as one that God can
fully accept, a true, pure, holy offering. To bring this
to pass is Paul's work and ofﬁce.
That idea is highly pertinent here. Merely to
gather the Gentiles outwardly into the church would
make them an offering which God could never accept
from the hands of anyone. So also to omit anything
in the spiritual cleansing of the Gentiles which might

Romans 15:16
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leave Gentile Christians less holy than Jewish Christians. That would make them an offering from Paul’s

hands that God would abominate. That would be contrary to the very purpose of Paul’s ofﬁce. The Romans and, in fact, all true Christians would have to
repudiate such an apostle and such depravation of
apostolic work.
Here is the place to pause and to examine the offering we pastors are bringing to God. What are these
members like that we are offering to God? Woe to
him who thinks and says, “God, these are a good
enough offering for thee!” Lowering the confessional
standards, gathering great numbers at the price of
truth, leaving unholy bonds unsevered, yielding contrary to God’s plain injunctions, will bring about a
frightful reckoning for many a public servant who
failed to keep the holiness of his gospel work before
his eyes, whose offering to God is a herd of sheep that
are tainted and unclean in God’s eyes.
What makes a “well acceptable” offering is implied '

already in “serving the gospel in priestly manner.” It
is clearly stated in the addition: the offering “as having been sanctiﬁed in connection with the Holy Spirit,"
set apart and separated from the world and all un-

holiness and dedicated to God, ﬁymcpe’w; is predicative,
like cirzpo'ab‘cxros, and appositional to this adjective. The
perfect means: once having been thus sanctiﬁed and

remaining so. However, in! does not mean “by” (our
versions), which would be bud; it has the same force it
had in v. 13: “in connection, in union with the Holy
Spirit."

The means for this union is “the gospel of

Go ” by which alone true contact with the Spirit is
established and maintained. This sanctiﬁcation is not
perfectionism; it is the daily cleansing by constant

pardon which is accompanied by the daily puriﬁcation
of heart and of life. The agent in the passive “having
been sanctiﬁed” is God who gives us his Spirit by the
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gospel so that we may ever be in union, in living connection with him.
Here we have Paul’s view of his own high and holy
ofﬁce. It should be the view of every pastor.
17)
From the ofﬁce as such and its divine purpose regarding the Gentiles Paul advances to its past
accomplishment. The Romans, of course, knew about
it; it is not as being a matter of information to them
that he speaks of it but as explaining why in prosecuting his work among Gentiles this had not hitherto
brought him through Rome as his plans for advancing
to new territory were to bring him. I do have, then,
my glorying in Christ Jesus as regards the things
pertaining to God.
The grace given to him by God has not been in vain
—how could it have been? He is the public servant
that he says he is in consequence of this grace and is
working in priestly fashion in accomplishing the purpose set by God in regard to his ofﬁce. And so he,
indeed, has “the glorying” that is the natural result.
The thought is: “I may, then, glory as I indeed do.”

Kaﬁxqm is the act of glorying; Kalixnpa the reason
for the act or the thing about which one glories (4 :2) ;
the article should be retained. But, of course, this
glorying is altogether “in Christ Jesus" (see 6:11)
and not in the least apart from him, not in the sphere
of Paul’s own person, ability, etc. Paul’s glorying likewise “regards only the things pcrtaining to God,” the
accomplishment of these things, i. e., the offering of
the Gentiles. We know how much of this Paul had
already done.
18)
For I will not make bold to tell anything
of the things which Christ did not accomplish
through me for (the) obedience of Gentiles, by
word and work, in connection with power of
signs and wonders, in connection with the Holy
Spirit’s power, so that from Jerusalem and in a

Romans 15:18, 1!)
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circle up to lllyricum I have fulﬁlled the gospel of
Christ.

“For” states wherein Paul is, indeed, able to glory.
“I will not make bold to tell anything of what Christ
did not accomplish through me,” is a litotes, a negative wording to secure much stronger afﬁrmation of
thought. The double negation makes the litotes unusual and especially effective. The sense is: “I will be
bold to tell only something of what Christ did accomplish through me.” Boldness on Paul’s part is necessary even to tell something of this, boldness because
he is personally involved as the instrument. It is

Christ and Christ alone who accomplished these things.
“Through me” makes Paul just what he is in this ac:complishment on the part of Christ, a mere means
(Sui) or humble instrument. “For (producing) obedience (on the part) of Gentiles” (subjective geni—
tive) means the obedience of faith; on this “obedience
of faith" see 1:5. “By word and work” (datives of
means) places these two together since both are re-

quired in spreading the gospel. Some include suﬁering in “work.” but Paul omits this, he tells only “something.”
19)
One great feature he notes because it so
mightily evidences the fact that Christ and Christ
alone wrought whatever results were accomplished,
and one phrase is enough to mark this feature: “in
connection with (iv) power of signs and wonders.” It
was Christ’s power. “Signs and wonders” are so often
combined in this order; and “wonders” is never used
alone as a designation for miracles. Pagan religions
also had n’pam or “wonders,” namely portents that
astonished and made men gape and wonder. Their
spuriousness lay in this that they were not “signs,”
signiﬁed no great or blessed realities. “Sign” is the
higher, ethical term, for it signiﬁes; it indicates so
that those who are not obdurate will see and be aided
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toward faith.

All miracles are signs, but all signs are

not miracles. “Signs" is a wider term although here,
where it is combined with “wonders,” miracles alone
are referred to.

Luke reports some of these signs for

which Christ used Paul in Acts.
But the chief means used by Christ, the one which
is ever operative in producing the obedience which is

faith, is named in the ﬁnal phrase: “in connection
with the Holy Spirit’s power.” The correct reading is
perhaps: “in connection with (the) power of God's
Spirit," which wouldname all three persons: Christ
— Spirit — God.

One important text has the reading

“Spirit's,” and it might be possible that “holy” or
“God's” were added by scribes. See v. 13 for this
phrase with and v. 16 without the word “power.” We
regard the three phrases: (is — z'v — iv as coordinate,
all are equally dependent on the verb. This means that
Paul is not saying that the signs and wonders took
place in the power of the Spirit. Christ wrought the
signs and wonders; Christ used the Spirit’s power.

Moreover, this is the power of grace, the power of the
; gospel, the one power that is able to produce the obedience of faith in human hearts.

We ﬁnd no gap in thought and no irregularity in
the wording when Paul continues with (bare and states
the result as far as Christ’s employment of Paul is
concerned. For what is said is this: “Christ accom.plished. . so that I have fulﬁlled, etc.," (with the
‘ffi‘esult that I fulﬁlled).

This becomes even clearer

'Il‘éwhen we consider the literally exact sense of “mm/ciaare: Christ “wrought thoroughly (perfective mm) —
so that I have fulﬁlled.”
.

The expression:

“I have fulﬁlled the gospel of

' Christ"13 both striking and signiﬁcant. It'13 like “the
.9 Word was growing," in Acts 6 :;7 12:24; 19..20 In
Col. 11 :25 we have, “to fulﬁll the Word of God.” This
I"does not imply.that the gospel and the Word are ves19‘1“I if.

I'i'vi

_

L:

H"'
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sels which. are empty until the preaching ﬁlls them;
“fully preached” in our versions gives the general
sense. We need not change the gospel and the Word
into the act, work, or service of preaching, in order to
get the sense of fulﬁll. The gospel is the glad news, the

Word is something to be transmitted, and thus to fulﬁll them is to convey this news, transmit the Word to

those who are to hear it.
This Paul has done, and it remains as having been

so done (perfect tense), “from Jerusalem and in a circle (mm, an adverb,'R. 644) up to Illyricum.” With
a brief stroke Paul marks geographically the sweep of
his labors. He does not say “from Damascus" and

does not name the most western European city that he
reached. He does not make the line as long as possible
as if he were seeking full credit.

The “round about"

of our versions does not mean “round about Jerusalem,” for Paul neither says that nor did he cover
J udea. He says that in a grand sweep through Asia
Minor and southern Europe he delivered the gospel
message and reached as far as Illyricum which is usu-

ally marked on our maps as Dalmatia, north of Macedonia, on the Adriatic. And Paul tells the Romans
this as an explanation of his plans, which, while going
westward, would lead him through Italy (with a. visit

to Rome) and on to Spain.
One should not think that Paul hit only the high
spots, a number of large cities. A study of the Acts
reveals that with the aid of his regular assistants and

by the channels thus opened he succeeded in spreading
the gospel 'far and wide so that it radiated through

each province from the central cities. It is truly marvelous to note how; much was thus accomplished in the
time allotted. He was ordered not to go in certain
directions; in certain places he was ordered to prolong
his stay. After ,he had‘left, the work went on everywhere and spread out still farther and took deeper root.
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He kindled thousands of ﬁres, so many that the wind
spread the conﬂagration until ﬁre merged into ﬁre.

20) Not as a side issue but as a part of the
chief explanation of Paul’s plans for future territory
to work, he adds: in this way, moreover, seeking
honor in preaching the gospel where Christ had not
(yet) been named in order that I might not be
building on another's foundation, but as it has been
written:
They shall see, to whom it was not reported concerning thee;
And they who have not heard shall understand.
The participle modiﬁes [M’ occurring in v. 19.
By following the line of countries indicated Paul
avoided building on another man’s foundation, he him-

self laid the foundation; for in all these countries
Christ “was not named,” i. e., his name was not uttered
in faith by anybody when Paul started preaching that
name. The Greek is satisﬁed with a statement of the
mere fact: “was not named” (aorist), whereas we require a relative tense: “had not been named" when
I preached.

It is often considered a mere personal ambition of
Paul's not to build on foundations laid by others; but
this is incorrect. When the ﬁrst great missionary call
went out it was concerned with work among the Gen-

tiles, where no foundation had ever been laid. All was
virgin territory. And this was the very calling of the
apostles: to lay the foundation and not to build upon it.
Note I Cor. 3:10: “I laid the foundation.” This was
not only Paul’s duty; the other apostles likewise knew
that their calling was laying the foundation in one

place or locality; as soon as the gospel was well established, they moved to a. new locality.

For this reason

Romans 15 :20-22
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the gospel extended so far in so short a period. John
settled in Ephesus after the Jewish War and yet traveled from there as II John 10 and III John 10 indicate.
What Paul says is that he lived up to the purpose of
the apostleship, which was to lay foundations where
no church existed; and what Paul implies is that he

will continue thus, that, therefore, his coming to Rome
is for the purpose of a visit only, a visit in the interest

of his doing apostolic work in new lands.

When he

says that he sought his honor in this, we must know

that an apostle’s honor lies in doing the duties of the
ofﬁce of an apostle, the very name meaning an ambas-

sador.

Many hands could build once the real founda-

tion was laid; Christ appointed only thirteen apostles.
After their work was accomplished, the church would

stand until the end of the world (Matt. 28:19, 20).
21)

This preaching of the gospel in all lands, this

founding the church everywhere, accords with many
Old Testament utterances, for instance, Isa. 52:15.

The Messiah shall be frightfully marred in his passion,
but he shall also be exalted. He shall make many nations leap up with astonishment, even kings shall become silent before him, for they shall at last see what
had never been reported and published among them,

and what they had never before heard they shall now
understand. See Delitzsch who explains correctly the
line translated: “So shall he sprinkle many nations.”
Paul quotes only the two lines which so clearly say
what happens when he preaches in new countries:
they then see what had never been reported to them
concerning thee (the Messiah); and they who have
until then never heard shall then (not only hear but)
understand in true faith. Note the chiasm: verb -——
relative clause; relative clause — verb. The two lines

are synonymous.
22)

Therefore also I continued to be cut of? in

many ways from coming to you.

He could not come
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to Italy and to Rome as though he were coming. to
territory that had not yet been supplied with the gospel and thus was still territory in which an apostle
might properly lay the foundation; that foundation
had been laid without direct apostolic help by those
who had- been taught by the apostles in Jerusalem, etc.,
and had later moved to Italy. Remember that Paul
found a church also in Puteoli and remained there
seven days (Acts 28:13, 14). Paul could visit Rome
only in connection with his work in new territory. But
every time he thought he could arrange such a visit he
was cut off from going to Rome by many things. m
1mm (variant tannins, “often”), adverbial accusative,
really means, “as to many things” (R., W. P.), although it is generally taken to mean, “many times."
The iterative imperfect refers to recurrent times. So
we take this adverbial accusative to refer to the many

affairs of his work that occupied his attention wher~
ever he happened to be laying new foundations. Verbs
of hindering take the ablative, here “from coming to
you,” R. 1061.
23) So it has been in the past: Paul was
always hindered (1:10-13).
But now, no longer
having room in these regions, and for many years
having a longing to come to you, when I go to
Spain I, indeed, hope in going on through to behold
you and by you to be sent forward there when ﬁrst
in some measure I get my ﬁll of you.
We see no reason for. an anacoluthon which some
ﬁnd (see R. V.). It is thought to be due solely to yap,
which is regarded as introducing an explanation. This,
of course, leaves the main sentence incomplete. But
7:1,; does not always mean “for" (stating a reason or
an explanation), it is often a mere particle that marks
logical connection and nothing more, the German also,
dock, ja, ja dach; see the ydp used in v. 27. It is so used

here: hoﬁe ich also, dock, is to see you.

The German

Romans 15 :28, 24
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commentators have less reason for making this sentence anacoluthic than the English, for we have no

such particles as the Germans have for reproducing
this type of ydp.
We submit again (see 5:12) that the subject of
anacolutha needs more adequate treatment. The very
“mental activity” and “rapidity of thought” that are
oﬁered to explain them (on the assumption that they
are “irregular”) are not a satisfactory explanation; the

more rapid a thinker is, the surer he is as to how he
will end a sentence that he begins. Only slow thinkers
are apt to construct an awkward ending. Moreover,
anacolutha that occur in writing differ from those occurring in speaking because the writer rereads his
words and freely changes and corrects his diction.

This implies that every anacoluthon that is found in
deliberate writing is left there for a legitimate reason.
Therefore the anacoluthon that is found in writing is
not an irregularity but a ﬁne, regular, often a most
highly eﬁective grammatical or dictional means to an

end. It implies, furthermore, that it is incumbent on
grammarian and commentator to discover the reason
for the anacolutha, especially for those found in the
New Testament. Apply this rule here, and no reason
appears for the use of an anacoluthon. Paul's sentence
is perfectly smooth and is ﬁnished in perfect form.
Paul has come in a circle from Jerusalem to Illyricum (v. 19) ; he has no more room in these territories
since he works, as he has explained, only by laying the
foundation so that others may build thereon.

Now at

last the very tide of his work can take him through
Italy, and his longing, dating back “from many years”
(with sun; or ix the Greek always looks forward from

a distant point), has hope of being realized, which will
occur when he visits Rome.
24) So he writes: “When I proceed to Spain (as

aw = as I expect to do) I hope ydp (German also, in _
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consequence), passing on through, oedoaa’aat, to behold,
to see you with my own eyes.” The fact that he expects to contribute something to the Romans during

his visit be has stated in 1:11, 15.

The fact that he

expects also to receive something was added in 1:12.
He reverts to the latter when he now adds that he
hopes “by you to be sent forward there when ﬁrst in

some measure I get my ﬁll of you.”

The ﬁrst thing

that he expects (c'civ to indicate expectancy) is to satisfy his longing for personal and intimate contact with
the congregation at Rome. We retain the literal: “to
be ﬁlled with you,” which presents Paul as one who is
hungry and avidly partakes of food until he is ﬁlled.
Yet Paul adds that he does not expect to get enough of
this delightful, satisfying contact; only (i716 #c'pous
(v. 15) “in part,” “in some measure,” will he get what
he so much desires. He would like to make his stay
much longer, but his apostolic work of laying new
foundations will drive him on to new regions.
He thus hopes “to be brought forward there"
(thither, to Spain) by the Romans. This means that
they will take the fullest interest in the journey to
Spain, help equip him for it, send men along to escort
him, pray for his success. The Acts (17:15) show
how Paul was conducted from Berea to Athens by
certain Bereans; at other times volunteer companies

went with him for only a part of the distance although
these were not small parts.
of those early days.

This was a lovely custom

25)
Paul now explains why he does not at once
proceed with these plans and come directly from
Corinth to Rome. But now I am going to Jerusalem
(for the purpose of) ministering to the saints.
Paul
hoped that this would be the last of “the many
things” (v. 22) that would “cut him oﬁ” from getting to Rome; but two additional years elapsed, and
then Paul arrived in Rome — as a prisoner! “For”

Romans 15:25, 26
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For Macedonia and Achaia resolved to

exercise a fellowship with the poor of the saints in
Jerusalem.
So they resolved, and debtors are they
of them.
For if the Gentiles fellowshiped in their
spiritual things, they are indebted to render public

service to them in natural things. Having then
ﬁnished this and having sealed to them this fruit, I
will proceed from (them) through you (your city) to
Spain. And I know that when I come to you I shall
come in the fulness of Christ’s blessing.
26)
From I Cor. 16:1 we learn that not only
Paul’s European churches but also those in Asia were
contributing to the great collection concerning which

he writes in I Cor. 16:1, etc.: II Cor. chapters 8 and 9.
He mentions only the Roman provinces Macedonia and
Achaia because he is writing from Corinth and intends
to go to Jerusalem by ship from these two provinces.
This he also did (Acts 20 :6). The bearers of the col—
lection (Acts 20:4) were accompanied by Paul although the mention of the collection itself occurs only
incidentally in Acts 24:17.
Ebsoxéw with the inﬁnitive means “resolve,” B.-P.
497; C.-K. 352. Instead of bringing forward only the

idea of voluntariness as is generally done, the main
idea conveyed is that brought out by Paul himself

when he in v. 27 uses Actroupyﬁaai, “to render public
service.” The contribution was voted publicly and
thus became a public service. The company mentioned

in Acts 20 :4 are actually the Amoupyol, public servants,
who were certiﬁed as such (I Cor. 16:3) by letters,
representatives of the churches, ofﬁcial bearers of the
collection. Kowwza, neither here nor in II Cor. 8:4;
9:13; Heb. 13:16 denotes “contribution” but always
“fellowship,” C.-K. 614 Teilnmhme, one that is exercised; and mat is not “a certain” but only our indeﬁnite
"a" (R. 743). The old mother church in Jerusalem
was passing through very hard times so that many of
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its members were “poor” and needed help; see Gal.
2 :10. “Saints" is to be understood as it was in 1 :7.
While the motive for this collection was pure Christian charity, Paul added a higher motive, one which
is manifested in the grand public way in which he
managed this collection and in what he writes about it.
The mother church and all these her daughters in far
off Gentile lands, who were for the greater part made
up of Gentiles, were to be drawn intimately together
in close fellowship. By this act of charity unity was to
be strengthened. “They resolved” is signiﬁcant for
this reason. The noblest feature of the gifts was the
exercise of spiritual “fellowship.”
27) Hence the repetition: “So they resolved," or:

“Yes, they resolved.” Here there is another ya’p that
is exactly like the one occurring in v. 24. It is again
the German also or ja (not memlich), and our versions do what they can with their “Verily” (A. V.) or
"yea” (R. V.) . Paul adds pointedly to this resolution:
“and debtors they are of them” (objective genitive),
i. e., under obligation to the saints in Jerusalem.
With a. condition of reality he explains (ydp) why
they are so: “If the Gentiles fellowshiped in their
spiritual things, they are indebted to render public
service to them in natural things.” Note how the

words recur: xowwn'a — c'xowu'wncrav and 6¢¢u\¢'m — 64x"Aoum, and also note the contrast, “things of a spiritual
nature —- things of a ﬂeshly or bodily nature." This is
typically Pauline. The one feIIOWShip deserves the
other; the one debt and obligation entails the other;
the things that feed the body are only a small return
for the things that nourish the spirit. Paul’s churches
were so predominantly Gentile that he could call them
“the Gentiles.”
Eapmo's = having the quality of ﬂesh: Rafa aépxa dw,
which can be said regarding money which buys food
for the body; adpmos= «nape 6w, composed of ﬂesh as

Romans 15 :27, 28
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material, and would not be suitable here. What Paul
says is true. Though he is an apostle to the Gentiles
he is ever ready, as we have seen so often in this
epistle, to remind all his Gentile believers that they
are indebted to the Jews-for the gospel; he who had
converted them and founded their churches and most
of his assistants were originally Jews.
28) Not until this important work is done does
Paul feel free at last to hasten on to Rome and then
to Spain. He speaks not only of ﬁnishing “this" so
that one might say that he might have delegated it to
others and hurried on to Rome at once; he adds: “and
having sealed to them this fruit.” Paul evidently
means that his presence in Jerusalem is necessary for
this, that he cannot well delegate this to others. That
ﬁxes the meaning of the ﬁgurative term. A seal is

affixed to indicate ownership, for certiﬁcation, or for
safety and inviolability. Here the second purpose applies. The great collection could be handed over by
anybody. Nor was there a question as to safe, intact
handing over. Nor was ownership involved; for this
was a gift. The point was certiﬁcation, and not a general one, but one by a person whose attestation implied
all that an actual seal on a document means. All these
congregations that had contributed were Paul’s own.
He was the one to be present when the delivery was
made in Jerusalem so as to produce the effect he was
so concerned about, not merely to feed hungry Chris-

tians, but to make this the gift of Gentile to Jewish
Christians, to the Jewish Christians at the center from
which Christianity had come to the Gentiles.
So we disregard the ﬁgure of sealing up sacks of
grain, a recent explanation that has found few that
commend it. We discard the thought of safe transmission (L) : “when I have secured this fruit to them
as their property” — anybody could have told those

Christians in Jerusalem: “This is yours !" Nor do we
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say that the thought of property, security, formality,
solemnity, and ﬁnality all flow together in the sealing.

Paul had to be there, and the suggestion is made that
he was the seal in his apostolic capacity. The participle is middle for this very reason: “having sealed

for myself to them this fruit.” No one could do this
for him. Then at last he says, “I will proceed from
(them, am; in the verb) through you
not: by means of you) into Spain.”
graph regarding Paul’s plans and his
is clear, is to the point, and without
29)

(through Rome;
The entire parareasons for them
side issues.

He ﬁnally adds that he knows that when he

does come he will come “in the fulness of Christ’s
blessing.”
There are no articles, the genitive “of
Christ” makes both nouns deﬁnite: “in connection with
Christ’s blessing.” Christ will bless his coming visit
in richest measure for Paul as well as for the Romans.
He did; in fact, he brought Paul to Rome in the most
wonderful way, told him he would do so (Acts 23:11)
in order to witness in Rome as he had witnessed in

Jerusalem, which meant among Jews in Rome, and at
once upon his arrival he opened the door to the Roman
Jews for him (Acts 28:17-31)’.
On Paul’s success
among the Jews in Rome see the author’s discussion of

this section in Acts.
30)
After having stated these explanations
Paul asks for the prayers of the Romans. Now I
admonish you, brethren, through our Lord Jesus
Christ and through the love of the Spirit to strive
with me in your prayers in my behalf to God that
I may be rescued from those who are disobedient in
Judea, and that my ministration for Jerusalem may
be acceptable to the saints in order that, having
come to you in joy through God’s will, I may ﬁnd rest
with you.
Prayer was Paul’s reliance.
As he prayed for

others, so he asks them to pray for him.

napaxam has

Romans 15:30, 31
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the same force it had in 12:1; “brethren” is equally in
place. The medium through which Paul sends this
admonition to pray for him is doubled (two sui) : their
mutual Lord Jesus Christ, to whom they bow as does
Paul, who directs them as he does Paul; and the love
which the Spirit works (genitive of source) in all

believers’ hearts, the love of comprehension and purpose (see 1 :7). It is as though Christ himself calls on

them to pray with and for Paul, and as though the
love in their hearts will respond with strength and
with fervor.
By naming Christ and this love Paul touches the
highest motives. “To strive (literally to agonize) with
me," which is found only here in the New Testament,
calls for prayers into which one puts his whole heart
and soul as do the contestants in the arena. So the
brethren in Jerusalem once prayed for Peter (Acts
12:5). “In the prayers" may be = in your prayers;
but “prayers” often seem to refer to the congregational
worship (Acts 2:42), and here Paul asks for the pray—
ers, not of individuals, but of the entire congregation.
31) "ha: is subfinal and states for what the R0mans are to pray in Paul’s behalf. First, for rescue
from the disobedient or unbelieving Jews in Judea, not
only in Jerusalem, for the country was full of them.
Paul realized fully that he was walking into a den of
lions. We are unable to say how soon the Lord revealed to him the danger that lay ahead. In Acts
20:22, 23 he tells how his spirit bound him to go, yet
how the Holy Spirit testiﬁed into what afﬂictions he
was going. When he wrote Romans, shortly before
starting for Jerusalem, the Spirit had perhaps already
spoken.
But Paul has an even graver concern, namely that
the very errand of mercy on which he felt bound to go
might, perhaps, not be well received by the saints in

Jerusalem.

They might scorn his “ministration” be-
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cause of evil reports about the way in which he was
receiving Gentiles into the church and was now bringing money as a gift from these Gentiles. We know
from Acts 21 :21 just what the situation was. James
and the Jerusalem elders stood with Paul, received him
gladly, gloriﬁed God for what he had accomplished,
gratefully accepted the great collection (Acts 21:17,
etc.), but they told him how he had been slandered and
advised him how to quash all these slanders in the
most effective way. When he wrote Romans, Paul
knew what to expect on this score. His trust was
placed in God. How fervent his own prayers were we
may imagine.
32)

This second Iva indicates purpose.

He hopes

to come to the Romans with joy “through God’s will,”

Dianna, not the faculty that wills but the decision willed
by God. See Acts 21:14. “Through or by means of
God's will” expresses the truth that it is God who controls, guides, brings us to the goal. A world of meaning lies in the verb: that “I may ﬁnd rest with you,"
an ingressive aorist. It is not “rest together with you”
(R., W. P.), for there is nothing that implies dangers
and difﬁculties for the Romans that are similar to
those existing for Paul, from which they, too, would
ﬁnd rest. No ; Paul sees the Roman congregation without troubles and harassments, like a lovely, quiet harbor; he sees himself storm-tossed and battling during
the period ahead of him and longs to reach Rome, the
quiet haven, to drop anchor there for a while and —come to rest. To reach this rest amid friends, in undisturbed fellowship, for this Paul’s soul longed. He had
left Ephesus after an uproar (Acts 20:1); he had
twice written to Corinth on a number of disturbing
questions; he had written sharply to the Galatian
churches; he tells us what he was facing. Rest, rest,
was his soul’s longing.

Romans 15:33
33)
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The greeting of peace penned in 1:7 be-

comes the closing wish. The epistle itself breathes
peace throughout. The God of peace is the God
who in and through Christ has established peace
with us and ﬁlls our hearts with the assurance and
the joy of this peace. With you all! needs no
copula; it is like an exclamation. This God “together with them” (,mé, in company with them)
will, indeed, be with them. “The God of hope” in
v. 13, “the God of perseverance and of admonition”
in v. 15 are mates to “the God of peace.” On “amen"
see 1:25.

CHAPTER XVI
Conclusion
2.

Greetings, chapter 16

1)
Now I commend to you Phoebe, our sister,
being a deaconess of the church in Cenchreae, that
you receive her in the Lord, in a manner worthy
of the saints, and that you assist her in whatever
business she may have need of you, for also she herself has become an assistant of many, even of myself.
The fact that this commendation is placed ﬁrst, that
it assumes simultaneous arrival of Phoebe and Paul’s

letter in Rome, and that no other person besides her
is mentioned in this commendation, forms the basis
for the conclusion that she was the bearer of Paul’s
letter to Rome. The fact that she was entrusted with
the letter is not stated because her handing it over to
the elders of the church in Rome would show that she
had been made its bearer. Her name means bright or
radiant. “Our sister” joins her to the Romans and to
Paul as a sister in the faith; see “brethren,” in 7 :1, 4.
But she is more.
“Being a deaconess of the church in Cenchrea”
names her ofﬁcial position. Cenchreae was the eastern
harbor of Corinth, the port for vessels from Ephesus
and from the coast cities of the Aegean Sea. We learn
incidentally that a Christian “church” had been established also in this town. We catch a glimpse of the
extent of Paul’s work which reached out from the
center, Corinth, throughout the province. Paul sailed
from Cenchreae after his ﬁrst long stay in Corinth
(Acts 18:18). Only here in Romans is ixqum’a used in
the sense of a local congregation.

(898)
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Am’xoyov is the feminine accusative, 3Laxéma’o‘a is a
later word. Both the participle and the genitive indicate that Phoebe occupied an ofﬁcial position by appointment of the church which was similar to that of
the seven deacons who were appointed in the church
at Jerusalem (Acts 621-6). She belongs to the class
indicated by Summit; in 12:7. Her work of ministering
was not mere private effort but was carried on by
authorization of the congregation. It is only fair to
assume that she was not the only one so appointed in

Cenchreae; such an appointment was in all likelihood
held by several women.
This is the ﬁrst mention of women deacons in the

church.

The way in which Paul introduces this dea-

coness to the Romans indicates that the fact that
women served in this ofﬁce was not a novelty but something that was already known. While we lack information we must, nevertheless, say that, since the arrangement of having male deacons in Jerusalem had
proved highly beneﬁcial at the very start, the appointment of women was the next logical step. The ministration of the ﬁrst deacons consisted in the distribution of food to widows. But, surely, it must soon have
become apparent that, for instance, in cases of sickness
and of poverty and of loneliness, especially of poor
widows and orphans, a need had arisen for the alleviation of which men could not be used; only competent
women could serve in this capacity. Voluntary efforts
would accomplish much, and in many churches they,
no doubt, sufﬁced as they still do; but at least here

in Cenchrem we see the forward step, the addition of
duly appointed deaconesses.
How the duties of the ofﬁce were arranged and
how it functioned we do not know beyond the one state-

ment that it rendered ministering help for the sake of
help. That is the heart of deaconess work today, its
present form being a recent arrangement. From I
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Tim. 3:11, which was written a few years later, we
see that there were many deaconesses in the Ephesian

church; they are simply called “women," but the qualiﬁcations laid down match those required for male
deacons. The “widows” mentioned in I Tim. 5:9, 10
are not deaconesses but women who received regular
support and were entered on a list for that purpose; a
certain return service in the way of oversight of
younger women was expected of them.
2) Paul asks that Phoebe be received “in the
Lord” (see “in Christ Jesus,” 6:11) and deﬁnes this

as “in a manner worthy of saints” (see 1:7), of which
people who are true Christians need not be ashamed.
Let them connect their action with the Lord as true
saints and believers should do. This is the general
feature. In particular, the Romans are to assist Phoebe

in whatever business (npayna) she may have need of
their assistance. So much is clear, Phcebe went to
Rome on some business matter and was thus made
Paul’s letter bearer. Paul used her necessary journey
for sending this communication to Rome.

We can only guess as to what Phcebe’s business
was. Some connect it with her office and work as a
deaconess and think that she went to Rome to look
after endangered souls who had gone there from Cenchreae; others think of legal affairs with the Roman

government and thus make her a woman of means and
of prominence.

It is best to put a check upon the

imagination. We note the matching of wpoardrcc and
wapaa'n'y're, “assistant of many” — “assist her”; but this
adds nothing deﬁnite regarding the business for which
she went to Rome. This feminine noun appears only
here, the masculine means “a patron," and is evidently
used in a general sense: “she has become (Greek: became in the past) a benefactress of many."
She was apparently a widow or an unmarried
woman but of mature years and thoroughly competent.

Romans 16:2, 3
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She could not have traveled alone in those days; and
this means that she most likely traveled with her servants. If other Christians had accompanied her, Paul
would have mentioned at least that fact and would
have commended also them to the Romans. The only
conclusion we can draw is that Phcebe was a woman of

means. If she were transferring her home to Rome,
Paul would have written, “Receive her unto yourselves,” i. e., as a member of your congregation. “An
assistant of many” refers to her past services and

benefactions which she had rendered while she was a
deaconeSS in Cenchreae. Among the “many” Paul
enrolls himself: “even of myself.” This is another
unwritten incident.
Paul did not only know this
woman as a ﬁne deaconess in Cenchreae but he him-

self had beneﬁted by her ministrations. Was it because he had been sick at Cenchreee, and that the host
with whom he was lodged had summoned her?
3) Paul sends salutations to the entire congregation at Rome. The following list includes no less.
He indicates the individuals with whom he has had
personal contact, but in addition to these he names
others with whom he has plainly had no such contact.
Besides these latter whom he mentions by name he
indicates groups of considerable size that include the
rank and ﬁle of the membership. The ﬁrst is the
entire group that met regularly in the home of Prisca
and Aquilla (v. 5). Two additional groups appear in
v. 10, 11.

A fourth is saluted in v. 14; ﬁnally a ﬁfth

in v. 15.

All the Christians in Rome are greeted;

besides these ﬁve groups no others existed in Rome for

whom Paul had no word of greeting. A man like
Paul could not have ignored them.
It is unwarranted, then, to advance the claim that
Paul could not have known so many individuals at
Rome personally.

Count the number whom he marks

as being personally known to him.

Of the twenty-two
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who are named by him just eleven are marked as having been in previous contact with him. This shows

what one ought to think of the remark about a regular Voelkerwanderung to Rome which this list of
greetings would indicate. Of all the persons previously contacted by Paul in his work from Jerusalem
to Illyricum (15:19) eleven persons had migrated to
Rome and had settled there. The other eleven whom
he names are not known to him in person; he knows

of them, knows their character and their importance,
and therefore greets them by name. This shows how
well Paul was informed, and we know that his sources
of information were always adequate and ample.
A study of these greetings reveals the make-up and
the approximate number of Christians in Rome at this
time. Many were slaves, but in those days “slaves"
were often educated, capable, and important people.
This must be true of the two households mentioned in
v. 10, 11. Some seem to have been freedmen. The

names of no great personages appear.

Several women

are named. The Roman congregation was not comparable to the great church at Jerusalem. Its membership did not run into thousands. But this small
congregation received Romans, the greatest of the
apostolic epistles!
Salute Prisca and Aquila, my fellow workers in
Christ Jesus, who for my life (once, aorist) laid
down their own necks, to whom not I alone give
thanks but also all the churches of the Gentiles; and
the church in their house.
This couple ﬁttingly heads the list; for of no one
else could Paul say what he here says of these two.
With the exception of Rufus they are the only ones in
the whole list of whom we know deﬁnitely more than
is here said. Here alone in his letter Paul asks the
whole congregation whom he is addressing to salute

individual members in its midst.

The aorist impera-

Romans 16:3, 4
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tive is to indicate the single act. Converted by Paul
in Corinth where he found work in Aquila’s establishment, the couple moved to Ephesus and remained there
until recently, then moved to Rome where Paul now
greets them, and ﬁnally, during Paul’s second imprisonment, we ﬁnd them in Ephesus a second time (II
Tim. 4:19).
Here, in II Tim. 4:19, and in Acts 18:18, 26 (correct the A. V.) the wife is named ﬁrst. The only
exception to this order is found I Cor. 16:19, since in

Acts 18:2 the husband would naturally be mentioned
ﬁrst. This precedence of Prisca cannot be accidental.
It is taken to mean that she possessed decidedly greater
ability than her husband and, all in proper sphere and
manner, made it count for the work of the gospel;
an example appears in Acts 18:24, etc. Her Roman

name has caused her to be connected with the Acilian
gens, which possibly makes her a noble Roman lady.
This view rests on the strength of inscriptions discussed by Sanday and Headlam, 420. Her superiority
is evident, and Paul honors it by so often naming her
ﬁrst. In the records Aquila makes the impresséon of
being a retiring and quiet personality. The diminutive
and more familiar Priscilla is at times used instead of
Prisca.
Paul honors both by calling them “my fellow work
ers in Christ Jesus" (on the phrase see 6:11), which
refers to gospel work. It has been supposed that
16 :1-23 (or 16 :3-23) was not addressed to the Romans
but was directed to the Ephesians. How unwarranted
such a hypothesis is appears here. How could Paul
write thus about these two to the very place where all
knew that they had worked with him and had seen this
work for two years and more?
4) To have been fellow workers of the great
apostle and to be acknowledged as such by him means

much; but Paul adds even more.

On one occasion
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(aorist), of which to our sorrow we know no more
than is here said, this couple “laid down their own
necks for Paul’s life” (5:7). This must be understood to mean that they risked death in order to shield
Paul from death. To lay down the neck means that the
executioner’s ax is to fall in the next moment, and is
thus a strong ﬁgure for imminent and violent death.

Oi'ﬂves = such people they were. Paul gladly acknowledges the fact that he owes them thanks, and that this
is true regarding all the churches of the Gentiles in
view of Paul’s work among Gentiles.
5) Here the ﬁrst larger group of Roman Christians is added: “the church in their house.” Kar’ oixov
m'rrév says more than the mere genitive “of their
house”; it means rather, “pertaining to their house.”
The same is said regarding their house during their
residence in Ephesus, I Cor. 16:19. A part of the
congregation made the house of Aquila and Prisca
their regular place of meeting. This couple evidently
possessed means, and Aquila's business must have been
extensive. It is suggested that, when, with all the Jews,

he was expelled from Rome by Claudius, he did not
sell his house and that he had now returned to occupy
it once more.

It seems to have been an early custom in the church
to have parts of a congregation assemble regularly in
the house of some family that was able to accommodate a goodly number, the family freely granting this
privilege at this time when other suitable places were

not readily found.

Many could gather in the open

court of a more commodious house.

It is not safe,

however, to conclude that, because we read of no
church buildings, no large building was available and
rented for the meetings of the entire congregation.
Salute Epametus, my beloved, who is the ﬁrst
fruits of Asia for Christ.
This refers to the pro-

vince called “Asia” and names Epanetus as being

Romans 16:5-7
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the ﬁrst convert of the entire province. Now Paul,
together with Prisca and Aquila, came to Ephesus
where Paul spoke in the synagogue and then went on
to Jerusalem in order later to return for his work in
Ephesus. It is likely that Epaenetus was converted by
Prisca and Aquila, and that for this reason his name is
here mentioned after their names.

Acts 18:18, etc.

It is even surmised that he was a tentmaker, worked
in Aquila’s establishment, and thus came to Rome with
this couple. Paul would thus know him intimately,
and “my beloved” would ﬁt exactly.
6)

Salute Maria who labored much for us.

“Maria” would be Roman, the variant “Mariam” Jewish. Paul does not indicate her former Judaism. She
must have done much that was actually hard (Komdw,
to grow tired, to toil with effort) in order to have her
name placed in the forefront. Between the strongly
attested reading “for you” (the Romans) and the far

less well-attested “for us," the latter must be correct.
The basis of Paul’s greetings is personal acquaintance

and then also personal knowledge of worth. But “us”
is not the majestic or editorial plural; it = Paul plus
the Romans. Somewhere in the Orient Paul learned to
know this woman (whether she was Jewish or Gentile) and her unstinted devotion to and labor for the
church, which she continued on her removal to Rome.

She has her proper place here in the list.
7)

Salute Andronicus and Junias, my kinsmen

and my fellow war captives who were of note among
the apostles, who also before me were in Christ.
This is Junias, a man, not Junia (Julia), a woman,

wife or sister of Andronicus (R. 172 states what the
Greek accent should be). Chrysostom may exclaim in
admiration because of a woman apostle: such an apostle would be strange indeed. So also there is no difﬁculty regarding “my kinsmen,” which Paul applies to

Jews in general in 9:3, and certainly uses in this sense
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here in v. 10 and 21. Or did Paul have six relatives of
the family in Rome; and did he scatter them throughout his list of greetings instead of greeting them

together in a group?

The observation is correct that

Paul purposely mentions Jewish descent in order to
mark the connection of the Roman church, with the
Jewish source of its faith.
The word is “prisoners of war.” Now Paul was
often jailed (II Cor. 11:23) before his long imprisonments in Caesarea and in Rome; but in connection
with these he calls himself 6 86am“, speaks of Beepd,
¢uAaK7§, not of being an aixpéAw‘ros‘. He speaks of Aristarchus and of Epaphras as his “fellow captives" (Col.
4:10; Philemon 23), not as having been jailed or
arrested with him (as Silas was at Philippi) —the
word would not be appropriate for that —- but as shar-

ing the special hardships incident to Paul’s warfare
in behalf of the gospel. Aristarchus accompanied
Paul when he was transferred from Caesarea to Rome.
But he was not under arrest but shared Paul’s lot. So
the word is to be understood here. These two men of
Paul’s own nationality at one time suffered with Paul
as true soldiers of the Lord in. his great campaign.
Of course, when, where, how we do not know.
In fact, they stand out as men of note not only in
Paul’s estimation but in the estimation of all the

apostles; oi'rwec, such as they are (the indeﬁnite relative as in v. 4). It is rather extravagant to regard
“illustrious iv role dwoarvotc” as meaning, “as apostles
among the apostles,” and then to think of a host of
apostles and regard as such all who carried the gospel
anywhere.
In the ﬁrst place, Paul never uses “apostle” in the

wider sense; in the second place, when it is so used
(Barnabas, Acts 14:4, 14), the word still keeps its
meaning:

“one

commissioned

and

sent,”

even

as

Barnabas was commissioned together with Paul (Acts

Romans 1 6' :7-10
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13:2-4), and is never used concerning men (or women)
who go out of their own accord like those who were

driven out by the great persecution after Stephen's
martyrdom.

Thirdly, ('1' states where these two were

considered illustrious: “in the circle of” the Twelve
at Jerusalem

(“by" is incorrect).

For this reason

Paul adds that they were converted to Christ before
he himself was converted. The perfect yc’yovav (R. 336;
the common form is yzyo’yaaw) means that they are still
“in Christ” (see 6 :11) ; but this is not our perfect (R.
V.) but our past “were” (A. V.) . This relative clause

explains why these two men could be so highly esteemed in the circle of the apostles.
8, 9)
Salute Ampliatus, my beloved in the Lord
(6:11).
Salute Urbanus, our fellow worker in
Christ, and Stachys, my beloved one.
“My beloved one" = that Paul knew him personally and had thus learned to love him. We also
see that he is greeting all his personally known dear
friends who are now located in Rome and not merely
those among them who had done something notable.

Only the ﬁrst one he calls a fellow worker. “Our” fellow worker, however, does not mean “our” in the sense
of Paul and his apostolic assistants.

In v. 1 it is “my"

because Prisca and Aquila had just recently come to
Rome; but in the case of Urbanus it is “our” because,
after working with Paul, he had now for some time
worked similarly in Rome. “Our": Paul’s and the
Romans’ fellow worker.
10)

Salute Apelles, the approved in Christ.

Adm/1.05- means that by means of some ordeal Apelles

was put to a severe test of his faith and came through
it “attested,” “approved.” Since all of those already
mentioned are persons who were personally known
to Paul from previous association with him, and since
the test to which reference is made seems to be one of
which Paul had direct knowledge, Apelles may be
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one whom Paul also knew personally. That would
make twelve instead of eleven although we cannot be
sure.
Salute those from them belonging to Aristobulus. Salute Herodion, my kinsman. Salute those
from them belonging to Narcissus, those who are
in Christ.

All of these are unquestionably slaves; c'x rdiv=
“from the household.” Paul has named all those personally known to him save two to be mentioned in

v. 13; he now greets others and begins with two
groups: all the Christian slaves of Aristobulus and
of

Narcissus.

To

the

ﬁrst

group

belongs

one

Jewish Christian, Herodion, “my kinsman” in the
sense of the word as it is used in v. 7. Nothing is
mentioned about him'but his nationality. By singling

him out as a Jew, Paul must then mean that the
others of these slaves who were Christians were Gentiles. Herodion's name would not appear between
these two groups of slaves unless he himself were also
a slave and belonged to one of these groups, namely
to the ﬁrst. The very name by which he was known

assures that.
The fact that neither Aristobulus nor Narcissus are
greeted is plain. The last Aristobulus was a grandson of Herod the Great and lived and died in Rome
as a private citizen, a friend and an adherent of
Claudius. Josephus, Wars, 2, 11, 6;
This seems to be the Aristobulus
to.
His household would naturally
at 'Apamﬁoﬁaou. The probability is that

Ant. 18, 5, 4.
here referred
be designated
he was already

dead at this time, but if this were the case, his whole
household would be united with the imperial household
and would continue to bear its original name as other
cases show.
11) This would explain the name Herodion as a
name for the only Jew, Paul naming him “my kins-
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man” for this reason. Some think that there were other
Jews in the household of Aristobulus, but this is questionable. From the way in which Paul speciﬁes the
Christians as being a part of the household of Narcissus it would even seem that the entire household of

Aristobulus was composed of Christians, for such a
participial limitation (robs Eva-as) is not added in V. 10.

Herodion seems to have gotten his name from the fact
that he belonged to the Herodian Aristobulus, he being
his master's only Jewish slave.
We have a similar case regarding “those from Narcissus."

This Narcissus may well have been the in-

famous and all-powerful freedman of Claudius, who
was put to death by Empress Agrippina shortly after
the accession of Nero, and his host of slaves were likewise incorporated into the household of the emperor
while continuing to bear the designation “those of
Narcissus.” The name is common, especially among
slaves and among freedmen, for these retained their
former master’s name. The analogy of imperial judicial murders speaks for the emperor's possession
of the Narcissan household. The great number of
the slaves to be found in such a household neces-v
citates the distinguishing addition: “those who are in
Christ.”
These two groups of Christians must have included many persons, not a few of whom occupied important positions. One can only wonder, apart from
an identiﬁcation of Aristobulus and Narcissus, how
two such households came to be invaded by the Christian faith. It will remain an untold tale. If, as we
assume, these Christians belonged to the imperial
domain, this opens up another intensely interesting
situation. The author's exposition of Acts 28:17-31
reveals that no missionary work had been done among

the Jews in Rome before Paul arrived there as a prisoner, and that the Lord had pointed Paul to this wait-
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ing work (Acts 23:11). It appears as though the explanation lies right here, namely in the composition
of the Roman membership.
12)
Salute Tryphaena
labored in the Lord.

and

Tryphosa,

who

“It was usual to designate members of the same

family by derivatives of the same root."

Lightfoot.

Here the root is 7pv¢dw, “to live daintily.” But the
English imitation “Dainty” and “Disdain” goes astray
regarding the second; “Dainty” and “Delicate" is a
little better. The names are the only basis for supposing that these two were sisters; an additional basis
may be found in the fact that they are placed together.
Like Maria, they, too, are prominent in Paul’s situation
because they are two who have done hard work in the
Lord (see 6:11). This was work done in the past
(aorist participle) ; that means that Paul has heard of
it. and that the labor so done stands to their credit.

Note the recurrence of the £1, phrases which always connect with the Lord.
Salute Persia, the beloved, who labored much in
the Lord.
Four women, and hard, tiring labor is predicated
of all of them. All of them seem to have had no difﬁculty in ﬁnding plenty of hard work to do, work concerning which Paul can testify publicly that it was, indeed, done “in the Lord.” It was not a lot of effort
in so-called “church work” which the Lord cannot
accept.

“The beloved,” without “my,” implies that Persis
had not come from one of Paul’s churches and was
not personally known to him. Like Maria (v. 6),
she has “much" to her credit, which accounts for
“the beloved.” Such an epithet is not added in the

case of Maria since much of her labor had been
done under Paul’s eyes. With reference to both he
uses ﬁne, “one such as," i. e., as belonged to a class

Romans 16:18
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The church always had a large class

of these.

13)

Salute Rufus, the chosen in the Lord, and

his mother and mine.
Although Rufus is a common name, we are safe in
regarding this Rufus as one of the two sons of Simon,
the Cyrenian, who bore the cross for Jesus, Mark
15:21. Mark wrote his Gospel a few years after Paul
wrote Romans, and Mark alone tells the story of
Simon and, when he does so, inserts the notice that

he was the father of Alexander and Rufus. It is very
likely that Mark wrote his Gospel in Rome and wrote
it for the Romans. He named Simon’s sons because
the Romans knew them and had at least Rufus as one
of their members. Here we ﬁnd Paul greeting this
Rufus and his mother. The father, we take it, had

died.

Alexander may also have been dead or lived

elsewhere. Zahn calls it “a senile skepticism” to deny
this identity of Rufus.

The fact that n‘w «Ex/\uro'v has nothing to do with
“election” unto eternal life needs scarcely to be stated,
for all the saints here named and indicated would be
elect in that sense. Paul calls him a choice Christian,
ousgezeichnet, much as he calls Andronicus and Junias

“of note” or “distinguished.”

It is not well to intro-

duce election by saying that “the wonderful guidance

by which Simon and his family was led to Christ appears as real proof of his election,” especially when
this “election” is misunderstood.
The mother of Rufus must have been well along in
years and was living as a widow with her younger son.
It is a most tender touch when Paul calls her also his
mother. Only two words, “and mine,” recall the fact
that he had once been in her home, whether in Jeru-

salem or in some other city, and that he had there
been under her motherly care. What must she have
felt when this letter was read in the assembled congre-
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gation and. the reader came to these words:

“Rufus,

and his mother and mine"?
14)
Salute Asyncritus, Phlegon, Hermes,
Patrobas, Hermas, and the brethren that are with
them.

Just to name these is to honor them. Why these ﬁve
are grouped together does not appear save that they
formed the center of a circle like that pertaining to the
house of Aquila and Prisca.

15)

Salute Philologus and Julia, Nereus and

his sister and Olympus, and all the saints with
them.

Another group of ﬁve, the sister being unnamed
like the mother of Rufus. The group gathered about
these ﬁVe seems to have been the largest of all, for
Paul adds “all" to “saints" (see 1 :7).
16)
Salute one another with a holy kiss.

We must note throughout that Paul does not say, “I
or we salute you !” but, “Do you salute such and such
persons!" Accordingly, he now asks that the salutation be made “with a holy kiss.” The salutation from
Paul is to bind all the Romans together by being executed by the Romans themselves as proxy for Paul. In
Paul’s list all the members of the Roman church are
included; one can scarcely assume that, when Paul’s
letter was read, some of the members were not to
receive the kiss of salutation. So also in regard to
this last “salute” the implication is that the whole
membership of Rome would gather in One place,
hear the letter, and offer this salutation for Paul with
a holy kiss.
This was an established ceremony; it is mentioned

in I Cor. 16:20; II Cor. 13:12; I Thess. 5:26; I Pet.
.5214.

Each person turned to his neighbor in the

assembly, and both bestowed and received a kiss, and
this bestowal and receiving expressed the fact that
all were in true spiritual accord.

This meaning of the

Romans 16:16”, 17
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kiss shows how natural is the admonition that follows
in v. 17-20. This kiss of fellowship was in the nature
of a public ceremony and bore a public signiﬁcance.
The word “holy” guards against misconceptions. Be«
stowing a kiss upon brow or cheek as a sign of friendly
accord, affection, and honor dates very far back among
Oriental people. This meaning of the public kiss makes
the act of Judas who betrayed Christ with such a kiss
so unutterably base.
In certain European countries men still offer and
receive the public kiss of honor. In the church the
fraternal public kiss continued in use for centuries. It
also came to signify reconciliation when penitents were
received back into fellowship; it likewise expressed
mutual forgiveness when it was bestowed between
members of a family just before going to the Lord’s
Supper.

It is still used in the East where the men

and the women sit separately and thus use this salutation. In the Roman ritual the pox, a small piece of
metal or wood which the priest kissed and then sent
around to he kissed by the congregation, was substituted for the ancient custom.
There salute you all the churches of Christ.
Representatives of these churches were with Paul
when he wrote, Acts 20:4. Paul could speak for all
these churches apart even from these representatives,
for he is their greatest representative.

This, however,

is the minor point. .The main point is the unity of
all the churches, which includes that of Rome. It
is this that Paul brings out and impresses on the
Romans with his comprehensive salutation. We see
what is in his mind regarding this unity when he adds
his great admonition in the next verses.
17)

Now I admonish you, brethren, to look out

for those causing the divisions and the death.
traps contrary to the doctrine which you on your
part did learn and deﬁnitely incline away from
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them! For such are not serving as slaves our Lord
Jesus Christ but their own belly, and by means of
ﬂattering and pious words they thoroughly deceive
the hearts of the innocent.
We have already shown how naturally this admonition ﬂows from the preceding salutations. Those who
see in the latter little more than a sending of regards
to a group of people feel that this admonition comes
with abruptness. Even stronger language is used: a
sudden break in the line of greetings; “a sudden ﬂaming impulse breaking through the reticence hitherto
maintained” (L.). Paul suddenly took the pen from
the hand of Tertius, to whom he was dictating, dashed

down these admonitions, then handed the pen back
and again dictated with calmness. Paul becomes a
rather erratic, impulsive person. Then we note the
idea that Paul just could not close, that he is so earnest
that he breaks out anew, “makes his letter somewhat
formless” yet thus shows its genuineness.
These four verses belong to the entire epistle. The
whole of it has presented anew “the doctrine which
you (Romans) on your part did learn," and some of
these Romans had been highly esteemed by the Twelve
even before Paul was converted (v. 7). This was the
doctrine in which the Romans had stood unitedly since
their church in Rome had ﬁrst been formed. In order
to found churches in this faith and doctrine Paul had
spent his energy; it was the doctrine of “all the
churches of Christ” (v. 16).
To it Paul was devoting the rest of his life, his next objective being Spain
by way of Rome (15:28). All of the calls: “Salute,
salute!” sixteen in an uninterrupted series with the
grand closing salutation from all the churches to the
(me in Rome, emphasize the great oneness of all the
churches with Rome in this blessed, saving doctrine.
This is the very reason that the salutations are worded
as they are. They all point toward this closing admo-
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This admonition

is not an afterthought nor a thought that came only
when the other churches were mentioned (v. 16).
This admonition is an integral part of the whole letter and is purposely placed where it stands because
this is the proper place: 1) the uniﬁed doctrine in
extenso; 2) the uniting salutations (v. 3-16); 3) the
admonition to let no contrary doctrine and no teachers
lead anyone astray from this unity.

Hapaxaxu‘» with “brethren,” see 12:1. Exomzv = “look
out for,” “be keeping your eyes open for.” The rendering, “mark them who” (A. V.) in our versions im-

plies that such errorists were present in Rome; they
were not, but some of them might drift into Rome
at any time, and “look out for them" sounds the
warning to be on guard. These men are characterized
most exactly. The substantivized present participle
70in; 1romﬁv-ras = ”engaged in the business of producing,”
and what they make it their business to produce is

“standing apart,” divisions, the opposite of unity or
“thinking the same thing in accord with Christ,” and
“with one accord with one mouth glorifying God”

(15:5, 6).
Worse than that, they also cause axivSaAa, “death-

traps”; see the word in 9:33 and 11:9, and note that
it always designates what is fatal.

“Offenses” (A.

V.) can be understood only in the sense of mortal
offenses; and “occasions of stumbling” (A. V.) must
be discarded. These errorists tear believers out of
the unity of the church, and their teachings often act
like deathtraps in which souls are fatally caught. R.

758 draws attention to the series of articles and the
meaning of each.

T0159 makes a substantive of only the

participle; but the others specify the divisions, the
deathtraps, and the doctrine as those here concerned
and well known.
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The relative clause is vital: “contrary to (qu4, the

Greek idiom, R. 616) the doctrine which you on your
part (emphatic pronoun) ——you as true believers—

did receive,” the one true doctrine of Christ and of
all the apostles. The Greek is content with the historical aorist whereas we say “have received.” The

doctrine is one, the divisions and the deathtraps of
error are always many, plural. This fact is worth
noting. The latter also keep varying in their attacks
against the one doctrine.

The word “doctrine” is in

disrepute in some circles.

But “doctrine” is the

adequate statement of the divine realities and facts

concerned with our salvation.

It is telling and thus

teaching just what these realities (dAﬁOEm) are.

What

earnest man would Spurn and ignore this 8¢8ax15? False
doctrine is telling falsehoods about these realities, telling that they are not true, and that the opposite is true.
The ﬁrst falsehood, uttered by the liar from the be.

ginning in Gen. 3 :5, is the classic example; Paul names
him in v. 20.

Mark the aorist imperative éxxxl’mr: and note the
force of «‘x plus and: “deﬁnitely, decisively, once for
all, incline away from them”—“from them,” not
merely from their teaching, “from them” because of

their teaching. “Avoid them" (A. V.) is the sense:
have nothing to do with them. “Turn away from
them" (R. V.) with ﬁnality. This is the apostolic
admonition which is stated by a peremptory aorist imperative.
The present-day unionistic advice
“Fraternize with them, fellowship them!”

is:

Note well that the apostolic doctrine never causes
either inward or outward rents in the church, either
division of mind or schism in communion and fellowship. How can it when it is ever one and the same?
Being one, it uniﬁes, holds in unity. When those who
hold this doctrine ﬁrmly reject those who refuse to
hold it or some part of it, they cause no division but

Romans 1 6:1 7'
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prevent division by not giving room to these who do
divide and disunite. They keep the unity in the Word
intact against those who would invade and disrupt that
unity.
0n the other hand, because of its very nature every
false doctrine divides. It separates him who holds it
and separates all others whom he succeeds in getting
to hold it. The ﬁrst false doctrine separated the whole
human race from God (5:12); it cost the blood of
God's Son to reinstitute the union, and it was reinstated only in part. That ﬁrst false doctrine was surely a oxdeaon or deathtrap. It- fatally caught the bulk
of our race. “Yea, hath God said?” (Gen. 3:1) still
operates, and who knows for how many it still proves
to be a deathtrap?
Paul’s admonition is weakened in its application
to us today by use of the historical principle of inter-pretation. Who were “those causing the divisions,”
etc.? In the ﬁrst place, the well-known Judaizers who
mixed law with gospel; then, as First Corinthians
shows, a number of others, some by means of philosophical, some through false moral teaching. And it
is stated that Paul's words can be applied only to these
errors, and that we cannot today apply Paul’s admonition unless we are able to point to exact duplicates of
these errors. The case is generally narrowed down
to the Judaizers of Paul’s day who demanded circumcision and observance of Jewish ceremonialism.

And

these are regarded as men who rejected the entire
gospel. But look at‘those Judaizers mentioned in Acts
15:5: “certain of thesect of the Pharisees which believed," former Pharisees, now believers, yet errorists.
In Jerusalem they dropped their error, in Galatia some
appeared as separatists to divide the churches and to
draw them into their separatism.
Paul's injunction is not to keep away only from
total rejecters of the gospel — what Christians ever
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needed such a warning? His injunction is to keep
away from believers who are errorists and teach
falsely. Not only the exact duplicates of the errorists
of Paul’s day are to be shunned, as though no new
ones could arise, as though new ones do not divide,
tear, and set traps, as though all errorists new and old,
great and small, are not related, all in the same class;
but, according to Paul himself (15:4), “whatever
things were written before, for our instruction were
they written,” his admonition is to be fully applied and
not weakened or evaded.
18) The ﬁrst word generalizes: oi mmﬁrm, “such,”
the ones Paul has met and any others who may appear.
Paul characterizes all errorists according to their
error, ﬁrst as far as the Lord is concerned, then as
far as the innocent Christians are concerned. “Not our
Lord Jesus do they serve” does not mean — as though
the verb were Siaxouéw — that they do not render him
the beneﬁt of their service, but that they are not acting

the part of slaves who obey as slaves, obey without
question every word of “our Lord Jesus Christ,” to
whom as our Lord all of us (you Romans and I) are
slaves. In the next verse Paul has the contrast: “Your
obedience” has become publicly known, i. e., you are
slaves who do obey our Lord, and it is so evident, has
been proved to such an extent, that all men who at all
know you know that. As we have seen, many of the
Romans were slaves to earthly masters; this word
about obeying the heavenly Lord went home to them
much more effectively than it does to us who have only
heard of slaves. They knew what masters did with
recalcitrant slaves. These got the lash or worse. Such
evil slaves are all “such” as teach contrary to their
heavenly Master.
Note 1 :1 and the fact that Paul’s very ﬁrst word
introduces him to the Roman Christians, so many of
whom were slaves, as “a slave of Jesus Christ,” as one

Romans 16:18
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who absolutely, also in all his teaching and all his doc—
trine, obeyed “our Lord."

What about errorists, about

slaves who emancipate themselves from “our Lord's"
words?

Note again the force of "our Lord Jesus

Christ." All the Romans were faithful slaves of this
their one heavenly Lord and intended ever to be and
to act as such slaves. Could they ever tolerate in their
midst men who do not prove themselves such slaves in
their teaching?

Could they ever even listen to suoh

evil slaves who tried to make also them disobedient
slaves such as they themselves were? This shows the
effectiveness of what Paul as a slave of Jesus Christ
says to his true fellow slaves.
It also casts light on the opposite dative: “but their

own belly.” The moment we understand that SouAcﬁoww
refers, not to ministration and beneﬁt, but to unquestioning obedience, the ﬁgure involved stands out with

clearness. The old idea will be discarded: “they think
merely of a luxurious life.” This does not ﬁt Phil.
3:19 nor this passage. It is not a fact that every
errorist seeks an easy life, panders to his belly. In
thousands of cases errorists choose a hard lot in life,
work and suffer in order to propagate their errors, perhaps even die for them. The point to be stressed is

obedience. In the case of every error a Christian ceases
to render absolute slavelike obedience to the Lord and
yields that obedience, not just to the errorists —— Paul
puts it drastically — but to their own belly, their own
lower and lowest nature.
It seems that Paul chose the word “belly" because
of the fact of Eve’s eating in obedience to Satan instead of refraining from eating in obedience to God.
Paul deﬁnes what he means when he says in v. 19, 1-6
xaxév, “that which is base,” and when he goes still

farther in v. 20 and speaks of “Satan.”

Some think

that error is intellectual, and if it is a fault, it is only
an intellectual fault. one that is on a high plane. That
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view is corrected here. It is the rebellion of a slave
against the most blessed Lord himself, the acceptance
of a slavery of the most depraving kind. Our obedience belongs wholly to him who is above, our true
Lord, and never in any bit of teaching to our lower
nature, here called “belly.”
After describing what error makes of errorists in
their relation to the Lord, Paul adds what it makes of
them in relation to innocent Christians: “And by

means of ﬂattering and pious words they thoroughly
deceive the hearts of the innocent.” The JKaKOL are the
Arglosen who expect nothing bad, the innocent who
are free from evil thoughts. Heb. 7 :26 uses this word
in the latter sense with reference to Christ. Paul says
nothing about those Christians who have learned not to
be “guileless,” whose experience has taught them to
look for error, to uncover its deceptions. The havoc
of error is wrought among the innocent, trustful souls.
How destructive even a little error may become for
them Paul has already indicated by the word aKdVSaAa,
“deathtraps,” and we may compare Matt. 18 :6 regarding the entrapment of one of these little ones who
believe in me and the awful word Jesus adds to that.
Since they are not prepared for anything evil, such
defenseless Christians are readily “completely deceived” (E1: in the verb) by means of the type of speech

which error of all kinds loves to use: Xpyarvoyt’a, speech
that sounds good and serviceable, and (Maya, that
sounds like blessing. Error sounds so beneﬁcial and
so pious: we shall beneﬁt, we shall be better Christians, etc. It was the language Satan used in Gen. 3 :5.
Who has not heard that giving up Inspiration will
make us understand the Bible far better; how dreadful

it is that babies should be called sinners; how God could
certainly not have created hell, and the like? Even
where error has destroyed all truth the name “Christian” is constantly sounded, and the language of Chris—
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tianity and its forms of service are retained, and “the
simple" (A. V.) are caught. What if they are sincere,
these self-deceived, and take their own poison — will
the unwary, to whom that poison is sold as the best
medicine, escape its effects because of sincerity?
19) “For" explains in what sense the Romans
are to understand Pau‘l’s admonition, and the whole
of v. 19 is included in the explanation.
“You,”
Paul says, “have been notably free from deceivers,
yet you must be warned.” For your obedience has
come to (the ears of) all; over you, therefore, I rejoice. Yet I want you to be wise toward the good
while immune toward the evil.
The emphasis is on the three pronouns: {may —- «hf
My — ilpa's. Your obedience has come to all; over you
I rejoice; yet I want you on your guard; in this sense
I write to you about deceivers. Many have difﬁculty
with 'ycip and make incorrect connections.
Note: your “obedience,” namely full and complete
obedience to the doctrine you have received (v. 17)
and thus to “our Lord Jesus Christ,” the obedience of
true slaves of Christ, the opposite of the errorists who
do not obey because they are not his slaves. The news
of the soundness of the faith of the Roman church has
reached “all,” namely all Christians in the congregations of other lands. The state of the church in the
world’s capital would naturally be reported far and

wide.
“Over you,” Paul says, “I rejoice.”

We now see

why this epistle discusses no aberrations but is almost

direct instruction. Although it was without the service of an apostle, this church had kept its full doctrinal
and ethical integrity. It was sound in its obedience.
In chapter 14 only the adiaphora needed clearing up.
We so often ﬁnd the reverse. The churches in our
great capitals so often lack full obedience, so often
stray far from it; in smaller places, however, and in
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rural sections, soundness is often found, which would
rejoice Paul’s heart if he were here.
“Yet,” Paul says, “I want you posted and warned."

In his happy, contrasting way he states it: “to be
(ever) wise toward the good but immune toward the

evil.” Me’v — 86 balance. “The good” (or “the Good”)
recalls 14:16, but the context points to “the doctrine
which you on your part did learn,” and “wise toward
that” has in mind the wisdom which ever recognizes it
as the Lord’s own Word to be absolutely obeyed by
faith and by life. Our versions rather misunderstand
chpalovc which means “unmixed.” Trench, Synonyms,
clears up our versions regarding the three instances
where this word is used, Matt. 10 :16; here; Phil. 2:15,
which insert “harmless” and also “sincere” in text or
margin. The A. V. has “simple" in v. 17 as a translation of ﬁxtures, and now “simple" also as a rendering

of dxépmoc, which is rather confusing.
“The evil” is all that is 1rapé the true doctrine, “beside” it, contrary to it, entirely error. And to be unmixed toward that means to be sound to the core, to
have “immunity from disturbing elements" (Trench) ;
wise, ever receptive for the true doctrine; safe and
sound over against all error. .That is what Paul
“wants," and we know how he labored for this. Today

many frankly do not want this.

Error does not stink

in their nostrils; to them it has a holy smell.

Although

they offend and insult the true church they embrace
open errorists, they are not as Paul says “unmixed,”
unadulterated with regard to the bad, but “mixed,"
adultered, and often, sad to say, proud of the fact.
20)
We are to be wise and immune, but our
dependence rests on God.
And the God of peace
will crush Satan under your feet swiftly.
As in
15:33, “the God of peace" is the author and conserver
of peace, which is here the peace of unity in “the doctrine which you did learn" (v. 17). Like a ﬂash the
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word “Satan” illumines all that Paul says about those
who cause divisions and set deathtraps by means of
contrary doctrines.

Satan is behind their work.

They

are tools of his. As be deceived Eve by words that
sounded good (Gen. 3:5), so they continue his work
by whatever good they say of their errors, as he deceived, so do they. Help me, O God, that I may never
even unconsciously lend even my little ﬁnger to Satan
for this work of spreading error!

In plain allusion to Gen. 3 :15, Christ’s crushing the
head of the serpent, Paul says that God will crush
Satan “under your feet" when he comes to you with

“the evil" of false doctrine. God will use our feet as
by Christ’s feet he crushed Satan. Our victory is
made a continuation of Christ’s. ’Ev nix“ is not “shortly” (our versions), soon, as though soon after Paul’s
writing Satan would invade the Roman congregation;

the phrase means “swiftly.” As with a swift stamping
of the feet one crushes a snake’s head, so the moment

the snake’s head of false teaching would raise itself
among them, the Romans will by God’s help stamp it

to death.
These verses reveal the true nature of all false
teaching. They deserve more attention than they often receive. Verse 17 is one of the sedes against unionism, fraternization with errorists. The entire paragraph should be used. The efforts to make Paul’s
words apply only to the most fundamental errors like
the denial of Christ’s deity, atonement, incarnation,

resurrection, leaves the door open to a host of other
errors as though these are not to be stamped out. Paul’s
7an in v. 17 covers all errors. Paul says that the seam-

less garment of the divine SLSGX'I; is not even to be frayed
or snagged by some errorist who acts as Satan’s ﬁnger.
The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you!

Omit the additions found in the A. V. 0n “grace” see
1 :7. We see no reason for advancing hypotheses
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because of this benediction and its position after the
admonition. Some texts repeat it as v. 24 (A. V.),
but this is evidently only a~repetition made by copyists
and not one made by Paul. Paul is closing with 15 :33.
He writes 16:1-20 as a part of that conclusion, and
we have seen how the admonition against errorists

ﬂows naturally from the long line of salutations. So
this benediction ﬂows naturally from the admonition
and from its ﬁnal assurance that God will crush Satan
under their feet. For this Paul wishes them Christ's
grace. Why this wish should preclude the greetings
sent from associates of Paul is hard to see. Right here
is the place to add these greetings.
21) There salutes you Timothy, my fellow
worker, and Lucius, and Jason, and Sosipater, my
kinsmen. There salutes you I myself, Tertius, he
who wrote this epistle in the Lord. There salutes
you Gains, host of mine and of the whole church.

There salutes you Erastus, the manager of the city,
and Quartus the brother.

As in 16 :3-16 the verbs are always placed ﬁrst, so
they are here: “Salute you, salute you does so and so.”
Timothy, known to Aquila and Prisca and to some

other Romans, is placed ﬁrst because he was Paul’s
assistant, was now present with him at Corinth, and
was generally known in the churches. In other epistles, which are directed to congregations with which
Timothy had had personal contact because of his work,
he is made joint writer with Paul, and his name appears at the head of the letter together with Paul’s.

The next three are grouped together as “my kins—
' men.” They were formerly Jews (see v. 7 and 10).
We know nothing further regarding Lucius. This is,
of course, not Luke ( = Lukas = Lucanus ) who was

a Gentile Christian. Jason is mentioned in Acts 17:5,
etc., but whether he is the person left unnamed in II
Cor. 8:18, 19 is doubtful. Sosipater seems to be the

Romans 16:22, 23
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Sopater of Acts 20:4, one of the delegates who were
to carry the great collection to Jerusalem (15 225-27).
22) Tertius, Paul’s scribe for this letter, may
himself have been a former member of the Roman
church, which would explain his personal salutation.
Nothing further is known about him.
23) Gaius must be the individual by that name
whom Paul baptized in Corinth (I Cor. 1 :14), not the
Gaius of Macedonia (Acts 19:29), nor the one of
Derbe (Acts 20:4), nor the one mentioned in III John
1, 4, 5. It was in his house, while Paul was a guest
(“host of mine”) there, that Romans was written.
When Paul calls him “host of the whole church,” this
cannot mean that, like Aquila and Prisca, he lent his
home as a meeting place for a part or for all of the
Corinthian congregation, for in v. 4 the expression

used is a different one. His house was open to any
traveling Christian from abroad; he practiced the
hospitality enjoined in 12:13 and was very likely thus
known to some of the Romans.
Erastus was the chromium of the city of Corinth. This
term is used in Luke 12:42; 16:1, to designate managers of large estates; sometimes a slave was given
such a high and responsible position over an estate of
his master. Erastus was the treasurer of Corinth and
attended to its aﬁairs of property. He was a person
of consequence in the city. It is this ofﬁce of his which

makes us hesitate to identify him with the Erastus
mentioned in Acts 19:22, who is described as one of
a number who were ministering to Paul in Ephesus.
This means that these men were constant assistants of
Paul. A treasurer of Corinth could not hold his ofﬁce
and be Paul’s ministrant for an indeﬁnite time in
Ephesus.

The Erastus mentioned in II Tim. 4:20

would be the one named in Acts 19 :22 and not the one
referred to in this verse unless this treasurer no longer
held his oﬁice when II Tim. 4 :20 was written.
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We know nothing about Quartus.

Since an appo-

sition is added to the preceding names, Paul also adds
one to this last name: “the brother" in the faith. This
name is not to appear without some modiﬁer. He
would be a resident of Corinth, and greetings from
him and from Gaius would be sent because they had
friends in the congregation at Rome.
24) We cancel this verse for the reason stated in
connection with v. 20b. We may add that the textual
authority for the genuineness of the benediction in v.
20b is ample; for its retention as v. 24 weak but strong
for its omission. Zahn retains it in both places, but
he is constrained to retain it as v. 24 despite the textual evidence to the contrary because he is one of those
who places v. 25-27 after the close of chapter 14. Thus

without v. 24 he would have no conclusion for the entire epistle. It would take a great deal to convince us
that Paul ended this his greatest letter with nothing
further than a brief benediction which he repeated
after having used it in a preceding verse.
25) Upon the havoc which Marcion, the heretic,
played with the last two chapters of Romans, and upon
the forms of the text in the various recensions now
possessed by us, we need not enter here. The confusion of the hypotheses only wearies us. The result of
the best textual criticism is available in the text used
as a basis for the R. V., printed by Westcott and
Hort, by Alexander Souter, and by others. When all
is said and done, chapters 15 and 16 are genuine;
chapter 16 is a part of Romans, even a vital part of it,
and not a fragmentary epistle intended for the Ephesians; 16:25-27 belongs where it is and not at the end
of chapter 14, and certainly not in both places; 16:2527 is genuine and not an addition from the pen of
some writer which was invented to ﬁnd a suitable conclusion for an abbreviated epistle. These results stand
today; and when one examines the whole ﬁeld of inves-
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tigation, nothing is found that may throw doubt on

their genuineness; on the contrary, as one hypothesis
after another is refuted, more and more proof accumulates for the genuineness of what they question.
The internal evidence for the present form of the

text grows the more adequately Paul’s thought is
understood. Regarding this thought of Paul’s not a
few could have done better including the present writer
who is free to admit that he may not have caught all
of the apostle’s thought and is ready to learn more of it
but wants no hypotheses.
Paul does not conclude with a benediction (15:33;
16:20bc) but with a doxology. We at once see that
a doxology forms a better conclusion to the entire
epistle than a benediction on the readers would. The
doxology is elaborate and grand in thought and in

form. We at once see that such a great doxology beﬁts
this great epistle better than one of lesser scope and of
shorter form would. See the doxology combined with
a benediction in Heb. 13:20, 21. and the doxology in
Jude 24, 25. Paul wrote only one epistle that is as
great as Romans, and the fact that he concludes this
one alone with a doxology is not strange. In Gal. 1 :5;
Rom. 11:36 he has brief doxologies; more weighty are
those found in Eph. 3:21; Phil. 4:20; I Tim. 1:17. It

has been well said that the one concluding Romans
sums up the great thoughts of the entire epistle, “exactly harmonizing with its contents.”

To him who is able to make you ﬁrm in accord
with my gospel and the proclamation of Jesus
Christ, in accord with the revelation of the mystery
kept silent in eternal times but now made manifest,
and by means of the prophetic writings in accord
with the eternal God’s order made known for faith’s

obedience to all the Gentiles: to God alone wise, (he
is the one) to whom through Jesus Christ the glory
(belongs) to eternity! Amen.
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Three expressions are outstanding: xpémc «twins —

705 aiam'ou @eoﬁ — (is rots a'u'o'vas; ﬁrst, all the eons that

extend back into eternity —— last, all the eons that

reach forward into eternity — between them the God
of all eons, past, present, and to come: “the eternal
God” from eternity to eternity. This view, here compressed into one sentence, is ever Paul’s view; he ever
sees things whole and not a severed part or two only,
sees them all in due proportion, sees them with the
light of eternity shining upon them from both sides
and the eternal God above them. Those three “eon”
terms are purposely placed as they are. This is not an
anacoluthic sentence that runs on and closes with a
lack of symmetry. It is carefully cast in thought and
in’ wording as the grand doxology closing this epistle
ought to be.
Paul is speaking of God’s ability of grace and with
the term mpigm repeats the verb used in 1:11. In 1:11
he has the passive, “may be made ﬁrm,” with God as
the subject, “to make you ﬁrm.” As we came to faith,
so we come to ﬁrmness and are kept ﬁrm only by the
power of divine grace. Heb. 12:9: “It is a good thing
that the heart be established with grace.” The tense
is the effective and we may add constative, aorist: to
make effectively, permanently ﬁrm.
The two xa-mi phrases denote accordance (not norm,
B.-P. 635) z' “in accord with” (not “according to,” our
versions). The ﬁrmness wrought by grace in the
hearts of the Romans is to match the gospel and the
public heralding of its soul and center, “Jesus Christ”
(objective genitive). As is the gospel, so is the ﬁrmness of the faith which embraces it; the two should
correspond.

We have discussed “my gospel” in 2:16 (II Tim.
2:8 has the same possessive) and have seen that the
stress is not on the enclitic “my" as though this differ-

entiates the gospel which Paul preached from the gos-
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pel preached by any of the other apostles. “My” does
not refer to the “special gospel of St. Paul,” which as
such is “not antagonistic to, but complementary to, and
explanatory of, the common faith.” “My gospel” =
the true gospel of which Paul, too, was an apostle as
he has stated in 1:1 when he introduced himself to
the Romans.

The word Kripvww. brings out the fact that the
a’myye’va or “good news” is now a public proclamation that is heralded abroad in all the world. Once,
in its Old Testament form, it was conﬁned to one

nation, but now it is being made known “to all the
Gentiles" by God’s own command (v. 26). “The publication (public heralding) of Jesus Chris ” is the
proper designation and is added to “my gospe ” with
epexegetical mad, as pertaining to what is now being
done with it for “all the Gentiles." We see that in this
doxology term upon term is most carefully selected
and placed.
The second Kai’a’. is appositional to the ﬁrst and
carries the correspondence of the ﬁrmnesa of the R0mans with the gospel a necessary step farther. Their
ﬁrmness, which God works, is to be “in accord with
the revelation of the mystery kept silent in agelong
times (xpémc azam’m, dative of time) ” but now made
publicly known in all the world. The Greek uses no
articles; but this draws attention only to the qualitative force of the terms, the modiﬁers making everything deﬁnite without the need of articles. This gospel, this proclamation, regard it as “revelation of

mystery” which was kept silent “in agelong times.”
The perfect participle marks the long extent of the
silence. During all those past ages no public proclamation in the world but only silence. See how the
terms correspond.

Then came “revelation” (the verb

occurs in 1:16; also in 3:21). The silence is ended,
the gospel now sounds forth as a world proclamation.
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26)

“But now made manifest, and by means of

the prophetic writings made known in accord with
God’s order for faith’s obedience to all the Gentiles.”

“Now" = now that God’s “revelation” has come,
namely in the person and the work of “Jesus Christ.”
Now the mystery, revealed by God in Jesus Christ,
“was made manifest,” and with the close connective 11’

there is added the fact that thus it “was made known.”
The participles express one idea, hence u’ (not ml) is
used as the conjunction. The connection is “somewhat

closer” than if xaL’ were used (R. 1178).

We cannot

understand why Zahn should think that n’ is used only
in correlate connections: “both — and,” re’ -—«re’, or re’ —
Kai, and that Paul had omitted the second correlative; n’
is certainly also used alone (viz., Acts 2:33; 23:24).
The aorist participles denote facts: “The publication"
= a making manifest plus a making known. It began

when Jesus sent the apostles into all the world in order
to make it resound with the gospel. This is what is
meant by the phrase: “in accord with the eternal God’s
order,” aiuﬂmoq, God who exists in the eons. This adjective is eminently in place here since Paul has just
mentioned the long eons of time.

Most pertinent is the phrase: “by means of the
prophetic writings.”

“Writings” differentiates this

means from the 1:15pr, which is oral, the voice of the
heralds, Christ’s apostles. But the apostles preached
Christ or God’s revelation in Christ, but not apart
from, or as different from, the Old Testament prophets.
They ever preached that Christ was foretold by the

prophets.
phets.

Paul’s epistle constantly quotes the pro-

He must do that, for a Christ who is apart or

different from the Messiah of the prophets would be
a false Christ.
More lies in the phrase, namely the agelong silence

that kept the mystery from the world. The prophets
were not heralds to the world, they were sent only to

Romans 16:26, 27
Israel.

Their writings were intended for Israel.
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wrote the promises and stated that in God’s time the
fulﬁllment would come.

Now the fulﬁllment had come,

and now at last the prophetic writings became a means
for reaching the whole world. These writings were
used by the apostles as indicated, had to be used thus.

At various places in this epistle Paul reminds the Gentile Christians of the Jewish source of their salvation.
This note is again sounded in the present phrase.
“Now . . . made known for faith’s obedience to
all the Gentiles” plainly recalls 1:5. “The obedience
of faith," with its genitive, is explained in 1 :5 as = a
compound term: Glaubensgehorsam. The obedience
lies in the act of believing. For this obedience, i. e.,

in order that it may result, the mystery revelation is
made known “for all the Gentiles,” so that all these
Gentile nations might hear it. Nothing is said about
the Jews, for they had had the prophetic writings for
ages, knew the revelation of the mystery which these
writings made, and certainly also knew the fulﬁllment
of the revelation wrought by Christ who lived, suffered,

died, and rose from the dead in their own midst. This
doxology includes all that. Jewish and Gentile Christians together are to hear Paul’s doxology, and are to
join in it together with him.
27)
The dative, “to God alone wise,” is appositional and resumes the dative with which v. 25 begins.
The Greek uses the adjective in place of our adverb
“only” or “alone”; compare John 3:17. “Alone wise”
makes God the sole fount of wisdom and recalls 11:33
(see “wisdom”) . N0 one who could also be called wise

can be placed beside him.

All who possess wisdom in

any way have it as a gift from him. The implied contrast is not one with pagan gods as the R. V. might lead
one to suppose: “the only wise God”; the article is
absent, and all these heathen gods are not even fools,
for they are imaginary, non-existent beings, “noth-
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.ings,” to use Old Testament language. In all that Paul
sums up in this doxology beginning with eternity, continuing during all 'agelong times, and now the revelation of Christ to the world by the world proclamation
of the gospel, the inﬁnite wisdom of God is evidenced.
It is like the sun shining in dazzling brightness for the
little, weak eye of man. No better plan of salvation
could have been conceived, nor could God's plan have
been more successfully executed. If any man faults it,
he advertises only his own utter folly.
The exegetical diﬂiculty begins at this point, and
most commentators note only two perplexities, one of
which they must choose with little help to guide them
in either direction. One is to retain 9’», which is textually next to impregnable, and then to assume an anaco-

luthon. The other is to cancel «.3 despite the texts and
at this cost to make everything easy: “to God alone
wise . . . (be) the glory," etc. Some try to evade
these alternatives by an assumption that is also unacceptable. The whole doxology leads up to “God,” to
an ascription of “the glory” to him; but these few

think that at the last moment Paul shifted the thought
and after all made the ascription to Christ. And they
add that “through Jesus Christ” modiﬁes “wise,” and
the words are adjusted so as to make that idea accept-

able: “God'who through Christ has proved himself
wise.”
All that we have said regarding anacolutha in connection with 5 :12 and 15 :23 needs to be repeated. That
Paul should end his great epistle with an anacoluthon,
and with one that is as queer as this one is assumed
to be, is unthinkable. The whole doxology is perfectly
arranged and is not spoiled at the end. On the other
hand, 9‘3 dare not be cancelled. The canon that we
alter the text to evade a supposed grammatical diﬁiculty is unwarranted. Finally, the doxology is directed
to God and not to Christ.
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There is an old solution. Calov stated it when he
regarded «,3 as demonstrative and when be interpreted:
ipsi inquam glorz'a. To brush this aside as not being
according to the Sprachgebrauch is not in accord with
this use of the Greek relative. We have a clear case in
05 in 2:29, another in J»: in 3:8, both are found at the
end of the verse. This one is more decided. R. 437
correctly calls it “the resumptive use,” for it intends to
resume all that has been said about God now that “the
glory" is ascribed to him: “to him, I say,” as Calov
has it; or: “he is the one to whom the glory,” etc. And
we need not supply ei’q or Emu; “be” the glory, for the
Greek uses the dative with e'aﬂ' to indicate possession.
Now we see where “through Jesus Christ” belongs:
“he to whom through Jesus Christ the glory (belongs)
to the eons." The phrase is placed before the relative
in order to procure greater emphasis. We ascribe the
glory to God “through Jesus Christ.” He is our only
Mediator even for this approach to God. “The glory”
is all the gloriﬁcation, honor, and praise that we are
able to offer to God, all that is due him as the God who
is here once more set before our hearts. “To the eons"
as well as “amen” are explained in 1:25. An exact
parallel to the form of this grand doxology occurs in
Mart. Polyc. 202 1-1:? Suvape'm «aim-as ﬁpis eiaayuyeiv —- ——
801‘: 705 watsds m'rl'oﬁ 'I-qaoi Xpw-roﬁ d; i] 8650., run}, "A. It has
this demonstrative and resumptive use of the Greek
relative.

Paul ends with glory to God. So Romans ought to
end: Glory to God through Jesus Christ forever.
Amen.
Soli Deo Gloria

